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CASES
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THE SUPREME COURT
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CA.£»E

OF GOOD

H:0£»E,

DURING THE YEAR

186S,
WITH TABLE OF CASES AND ALPHABETICAL INDEX.

BY

.TAMIES JBXJCHAIVAN,
ADVOCATE.
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CAPE TOWN:
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C.

JU
1869.
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THE SUPEEIE COURT
DURING THE TEAK

1

Hodges, C.

Bell J

3.

:

J.

Died 17th August.

Eeturned to Natal

:

Denyssen,

J.

DwYER,

:

J.

8.

Appointed Acting C.J. 18th August.
Confirmed as C.J. December.

•

'

CoNNOE,

8e

:

1st

August.

Joined Supreme Court from Eastern Districts Court 1st
September.
Arrived from England, vice Connor,

J.,

14th August.
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20, 1856, § 35.

—See Provisional Sentence.
—See Resident Magistrate.

20, 1856, §

37.— See Enrolled Agent.

20, 1856,

i5.

9,

.§

Schedule

23, 1858,
i, 1861,
6,

41.— See Public Roads Act.— Trustees.

1858, §§ 38, 39,

8.

§

16,

2.— See

Telegraph.

1864.— See Main Roads.
1864, § 24.— See Eastern

4,

1865, §§ 16, 75.

7,

1865.

11,

Ferry.

3.— See Medical Charges.

1861, §

20, 1861, §
10,

A.— See

—See Witness Expenses.

—

Districts Court.

—See Divisional Councils Consolidation.

See Land Beacons Consolidation.
1867.— See Public Bodies' Debts Act.

17, 1867,

§§

7,

8.— See Receiving Stolen Goods.

—See Joint-stock Companies' Winding-up.
Mutiny, § 85. — See Prisoners' Statements.
Appeal —Leave to appeal from Resident Magistrate's
12, 1868.

judgment

granted, after time for noting fixed by the Act 20, 1856, § 33, had

Smith

expired.

vs.

Pinto

105

See Enrolled Agent.

—

Appebhbnsion Warrant
Abrbst Personal, Civil.']

—

a dvfelling-house legal

of,

must be on sworn information
an arrest effected in the back-yard

—Is
?

140
of

Pococlt vs. Stall

115

where at the time of the arrest the arresting deputy
sheriff had not a copy of the writ in his possession, but acted solely
on telegraphic message from the sheriff in Cape Town. Silber100
hamr vs. Muthven
of part interest in a vessel at the suit of a co-part-owner in another
"
vessel refused. A. de Pass vs. Ctencrs " Tigris atid " Ennomia " 26
Discluirge

^—

Discharge

of,

of.

Saget

vs.

Bataillou

—See Sequestration.
Attachment— Tenant— Rent.'] —Where an order

32

Assi&NMBHT.

was granted attach-

ing a tenant's goods for arrear rent, but before it could be executed
the tenant had removed the goods into another house, where she

was

not, however, a tenant for hire, the Court ordered the

of the goods into the house

from which they had been

away. Board of Executors vs. Stigling
AUCTIONEEB. See Warranty.
>
Bail Bond Cancellation of
Beacon, See Land Beacons Consolidation Act.

—

—

removal

so taken

25

—

32

VI

— Inofficious. — See Legitimate Portion,
Act.
—
—
Children — Custody — See Marriage.
Taxation
— See Costs,
ClBCUiT Court —
Civil Commissioner. — See Divisional Councils Consolidation Act.
Collusion by Creditors. — See Undue Preference.
BeqtJest

Boundaries. See Land Beacons Consolidation
Broker's Note. See Custom of Trade.
of.

Costs,

of.

Commissioners (under Act

7,

1865.)

— See Land BeaconS'Consolidation

Act.

—
—

Conjugal Eights. See Marriage.
Contempt op Court. See Resident Magistrate.
Contract Breach of. Dropped defence. Fickand Xarstelvs. Baartman 240
2.53
Action for damages for breach of. Smith vs. Standard Bank

—

Specific

Costs

Performance

Joseph

of.

vs.

Peacock

— Taxation of] —The Supreme Court refused to allow the re-open-

ing, for review in

Cape Town,

of a Circuit Bill of Costs taxed

allowed by the Registrar of Circuit
before the next Circuit Court.

;

247

and

but gave liberty to apply

Truby's Trustee

ts,

Smemmer and
218

Coetzee.

See Provisional Sentence,

— Divisional Councils Consolidation Act.— Master,
— Appointment —i?« Henry Hawkins

See Retainer.

Curator Bonis,

of.]

Where a mortgagor had
was since unheard

of,

the' Court, to save the expense of edictal

citation, usually resorted to, held it suflScient to insert

a special

notice in the Gazette, and thereafter to appoint a curator bonis

Executors Waterman

decreed sequestration,

23

the Colony thirteen years ago, and

left

and

Wolfrey
23, 139
Customs Ebgulations.— Or(Z. 6, 1853, § 32.]— "Where an entry was
passed at the Custom-house for three carriages and a package of
glassware, and on seizure of the carriages by the Custom-house
authorities they were found to contain 3,350 gross of corks, the
Court ordered the forfeitm-e of the corks and cari-iages, but not of
vs.

'

,

.

the glassware.
section

,S2

Intent.

—The question of intent

of the Ordinance.

§ 50.] In order to

Graham, N.O.,

make out a

immaterial under

is

vs.

Pocock

case under § 50, it

prove guilty knowledge and fraudulent intent

is

Sj'

Co

231

essential to

Ihid, 333

— Saleand PurcMse.—Broker's Note, interpretation
by cHrlnsic evidence.] — McLeod & Co of Cape Town, sold to

Custom of Trade.
of,

,

Dmiell, Ebden & Co., of Port Elizabeth, 25 hhds. of Cape brandy, upon
a broker's note which made the strength of the brandy to be " 19°,"

without mention of a standard.

The Court

held,

and it was indeed

admitted, that, interpreted by extrinsic evidence, chieiiy gathered
from correspondence between the parties, the expression " 19° " in

the note meant 19° according to Cartier's hydrometer. It was
proved that the brandy, when shipped, was of 19° strength, as
tested, in the broker's presence, by a small glass Cartier, without
scale or thermometer attached.
Evidence was also led to show that,

by the custom of trade in the Colony, brandy is bought and sold by
such a test, and not by that of a true brass Cartier, with scale and
thermometer attache

the only Cartier in the Colony of that
1
superior description being in the possession of the defendants.
;

—

vu
Held: (by majority, Connoe, J., digs.) That such

a custom of trade
above stated had been proved to exist that it was a reasonably
fair one
and that there was evidence to show that the defendants
must have been aware of its existence at the time of contract.
as

;

;

McLeod ^

Co. vs. Dunell,

Ebden

Co

Si

— Action hy. —Defective service Collison
Schmidt
—Dropped. — See Contract,
Deputy-Shekifp— See Arrest.
Divisional Council — Action recover suhidy — See Main Eoads Act.

Default
Dktbncb

in.

182

S; Co. vs.

33

to

Divisional Council Consolidation Act {No. i, 1865, § U)— Costs
of abandoned motion wnder.] Semblb. It is the duty of the Civil
Commissioner of a Division to produce to registered voters the
nomination list for candidates when application is made within the
limits of time fixed by the Act. lAibbe and others vs. Burton
§ 75

Interpretation

What is

of.']

7

a Divisional Councillor's "direct

Arnlwlz

or indirect interest " in a Council Contract, under § 75.

Tulbagh Divisional Council
37
.^
DivOBCB. See Marriage.
Easteen Disteicts Couet. Act 16, 1864.— -Eecc^^iiow.]—Where it
appeared from the record that a case had been sent up to the
Supreme Court by the Eastern Districts Court, under section 2i of
Act 16, 186i (there being a difference of opinion), but for the
adjudication of one exception only, and not for the hearing of the
whole case, the Supreme Court declined to hear arguments on the
exception, and remitted the record to the Eastern Districts Court
48
for amendment. J. 0. Smith ^' Co, vs. Stewart
120
Evidence. Inadmissible questions. Vigors vs. Campbell
vs.

—

—

—

Extrinsic.

—See Custom of Trade.
—
—

Endobsbmbnt. See Provisional Sentence.
Eneolled Agent. Appeal. — Act 20, 1856,

—

Where an enrolled
§ 37.]
agent in the Prince Albert Magistrate's Court appealed to the
Supreme Court against an order that he should be struck off the
roll, the Court set aside the order on account of the non-hearing of
appellant's evidence.

Iloneyborne

—See Customs Eegulations.
recover
Ebeob op Law. — Action

vs.

Tinley

34

Bntby.

to

money paid under.

— See

Main

Roads Act.
Exceptions. See Marine Insurance.

Executoe.

—
— Ord. 104,

§ 21.]

—Eastern Districts Court.
—Where the survivor and executor under

a joint will becomes insane, the Court, if satisfied upon affidavit as
to such incajjacity, will, under section 21 of Ord. No. 104, direct a

meeting for the election of a

fi-esh

executor.

lie Estate of G.

15

Southe-y

FalcidianFoueth- \Vill,constructivnof.
ment

of.]

—A testatrix

twelve persons, of

firat

whom

J.

Liquidation Account amend,

bequeathed £1)50 as a legacy between

W.

D.,

the pLaintiff, was one

;

and then

declared "further to nominate and appoint as the sole and univensal

and remainder of her estate and effects, S. v.
H. and M. J. D., in equal shares and proportions," &c. The executors, on realidng the estate, foand. the proceeds £850 only, ajid
made 3, pro rata distributioa thereof among the legatees, awarding
heirs of all the residue

Vlll

toeach£134 Is. 63., instead of £189 6s. 5d. the difference between
these amounts being the pro rata contribution of each legatee
towards the Falcidian Fourth, which the executors awarded to S. v.
H. and M. J. D., regarding them as ordinary heirs, and entitled to
;

The plaintiff brought an action to amend the liquidation account, on the gi-ound that on his construction of the words
such portion.

of the will, S. V.

H. and M.

J. D.,

having been instituted heirs " of

the residue and remainder," &c., they were not heirs in the
ordinary sense of the word, nor entitled to claim the Falcidian
all

And so

Fourth.

the Court held.

FOEPEITURE FOR COLLUSION.

Dantu vs. Wld. Hart's Executors 168

—See unduc Preference.

'F-EnUY.—jRight of.—Pleading

:

Non-joinder.— Act

Vitenliage Divisional Council rs.

A.']

126

—

FIDEI-COMMISSUM. See Legitimate Portion,
Gkant. Is a quitrent grant a liquid document debt
Commissioner, Paarl

—

—

—

.

23, 1858, Scliedule

Meed
?

Basson

vs.

Civil

235

See Laiai Beacons Consolidation Act,

—
—

Infoemations. See Warrant.
Inhebitancb. Where two co-heirs under a testator's will prevailed
upon a third co-heir to sign a document during the testator's lifetime, but unknown to such testator, whereby the third co-heir
surrendered or modified his right of inheritance to accrue under the
will, Semble.
That such document or consent-paper is void, and
cannot bind the party signing. Slignaufs Ti'ustee vs. Cilliers'
206
Execntors and others
Insolvent Estates. See Master.
Intent. The question of intent is immaterial under Sec. 32 of the
Customs Ord. 6, 1853. GraJiam, iV. 0., vs. Pococh
231, 233
Interdict. See Nuisance.
Joint-stock Company, dissolved. Receivers, Liquidators S( Managers
Where a joint-stock company was formed for a limited time,
of.']
and expired by the efflux of that time, but no provision had been
made in the deed of incorporation for the winding up of the company, appKcation was made to the Court for the appointment of
receivers, liquidators and managers domiciled within the Colony,

—

—

—

—

—

to

make

transfer, in the

neighbouring Colony of Natal, of certain

name of the company but the
appUcation was refused on the ground that it had better be made
to the Natal Court.
Trustees Natal Land Company, Ex parte

lands there enregistered in the

;

4

Joint-stock Companies Winding-up Act (12, \%^%).—First proceedings under.
Practice. Inrc George Die Banh
241

—

.

Land Beacons Consolidation Act (7 o/1865),

Construction

of.

sion of Commissioners appointed under, reversed on appeal.

according

to

diagram,"

effect of.]

— Original beacons, and occupa-

tion according to, prevail over diagram
as to such

diagram and grant

the passing of the Act.

And

is

Deci-

—" Sale

and grant where the dispute

raised within thirty years after

where, upwards of seventeen years

before the passing of the Act, Esterhuysen had
action against respondent as to boundaries, but

commenced an
upon advice by

counsel tliat according to the then state of the law, having purchased " according to diagram,'' he would be unsuccessful in the

—

IX
and where, accordingly, he withdrew the action, and abandoned homestead and spring of water to respondent but after the
passing of the Act of 1865, revived his former dispute, which was
thereupon inquired into by the Commission, and decision given
against him.
Held That, notwithstanding the abandonment
aforesaid, no vested right had accrued thereupon to respondent
but
that it was open to Esterhuysen, availing himself of the provisions
of the Act, to have a fresh inquiry into the merits of the dispute.
Ester hmj sen's Executrix vs. Vermeulen
Legitimate Pobtion Mutual Will Trehellianie Fourth.—Inoffiaction

;

;

:

;

—

—

cious Sale

and Bequest.

Ord. Ifo.

1843, § 48.]

6,

76

—Fidei-Conmiissuvi. —Lex Hac Edictali.—

—-Where the husband of a testator's daughter

surrendered his estate in insolvency before the testator's death, the
testator can

by subsequent

will or codicil impose on the daughter's

legitim certain fidei-commissa,

which

prevent the absolute

will

property in the legitim vesting in the daughter or her husband to

whom

she was married in community, and will, to some extent,

i:)reserve it for

the children of the marriage. Blignaufs Trustee

Executors and

C'illiers'

206

—See Legitimate Portion.
mliat constitutes — Vigors
Libel— Injuria
Liquidation Account — Trustees' CoMmission, — Ord.

Lex Hao

rs.

otliers

Edictali.

literalis

Court would not

:

P^

depart

from

the

tariff

of

vs.
6,

Campbell 120

1843.]

—The

trustees' charges

—

(viz., 5
per cent, on movables, 2i on
fixed by Ord. 6, 1843
immovables) by allowing to a trustee 5 per cent, on the whole
purchase amount of a farm sold before the insolvency, when, in
fact, the insolvent had himself, before insolvency,received a portion
of such purchase money, and the trustee had only recovered the

—

balance, although after the expenditure of considerable labour in

securing the adoption of the sale by the trustee of the purchaser

who had

lilscwise

become

insolvent.

Re

Insolvent Estate of II.

Amendment of. See Falcidlan Fourth, Trustees.
Main Roads Act (10 of 1864). Divisional Council Action to recoccr
Denison

E)'ror ofla/iv

subsidy.

5

—

—

—
— Action to recover money paid under.

Elizabeth Divisional Council

vs.

Port

UitenJuiye Divisional Council

Marine Insurance. — Argument on plaintiffs' exceptions to defendants'

221

—

A policy of marine insurance against bar-risk contained
the words " warranted free of average, unless general, or the vessel

2)leas.]

be stranded," and in a subsequent portion, " and warranted free
from particular average." .The vessel having stranded on the bar
in crossing, the assured claimed particular average. The insm-ers
resisted the claim on the strength of the words secondly quoted.
for the purposes of the pleadings, that as, in the opinion of
the Court, the ordinary legal effect should be given to the words,
" or the vessel be stranded," to wit, that the insurers thereupon

Held,

—

pay particular average, the defendants' plea of no
particular average under the policy was no answer to the declaration on the policy and the plaintiffs' exceptions were sustained
accordingly. De Pass S; Co. vs. Trustees Frontier Fire and Marine
became

liable to

;

Insurance Company

.....

28

X
Maeeiagb— Proof

of,

Children, custody

what held sufficient.—
in an action for Divorce
proved in
of, with father, after mother's adultery
:

25

PHcliett m. PrieUtt
Proof of in an action for restitution of conjugal rights.
'

action for Divorce.]

Bylde

vs.

^^^

Eylde

Mastee.— J«sok-fM.i JEstates— Costs.— Taxation

]— It is the duty of the
insolvent estates,

bills of costs filed in

Master to tax attorneys'

i per cent, for the taxation.

and to charge
Jahre

Re

Insolvent Estate

^^

Master and Servant
Medical Charges— i?efoi'e»'y o/.]— A medical man

I'tli

2

in this Colony has

a common-law right to sue for and recover fees due to him which
right prescribes, by statute, in three years, under the provisions of
;

Act

6,

1861.

Fled

vs.

118

Moller

—

Nuisance Interdict granted
Cape Tonn

to prevent.

Mohsnn

Town

vs.

Council,

13

—See Seduction.
Onus Peobandi. — See Pubhc Eoads Act.
Oath.

Ordinance

-

G,

ISiS.— See Liquidation Account.— Trustee.

i>

»

,,

„

§§

No. lOi, § 21.— See Executor.
See Trustee, removal
6, 1843, § 42.

—

!^

!i

„

„

,,

„

§§ 28, 39,

of, for

of,

insolvency.

under.

— See Trustee, election

40.'

of, confirriied.

§§ 84, 86, 88.— See Undue Preference.
See Legitimate Portion.
§ 48.'

—

See Trustee.

„

do.

6,

1853, §§ 32, 50.

15, 1845,

-

— See Sequestration.
— See Trustee, removal

2, 5.

§ 52.

— ?ee Customs Regulations.

§ 3.- See Will.

Partners' Private Estate. — See Sequestration, voluntary.
Pleading. Ultra vires must be specially pleaded. Smith vs. Sta ndard

—

Bank
.

253

..'.

See Ferry.

Power of Attorney. — One

of

to

two

trustees cannot sign a valid

commencement

of attorney authorizing the

be good, must be signed by both.

of

an action

Walker

S;

;

power

the power,

Co. vs. Beeton's

225

Trustees

Pre-emption- Eight

of.

Joseph

vs.

Peaeoch

— See Provisional Sentence.
Prisoners' Statements —Mutiny Act, § 85
Provisional Sentence — Endorsement.'] — Where

247

Presentation.

143
a.

promissory note

bore several endorsements, the last but 'one of which was " Pay
A. F., Esq., order, D. B. & Co.," and the last " L. Bros.," with no
intermediate endorsement by A. F., and where L. Bros, sued P. D.
the Court toolc objection to the absence
R., the drawer of the note
;

of endorsement

by A. F.

endorsed by D. E.

k,

Co.,

On averment that the note, though
with intention to hand it over to A. F.,

had, in reality, never quitted the possession of D. B. & Co,, and
that A. F. did not reside within the Colony, the Court required
these facts to be stated in an affidavit, and a copy of the affidavit
to be served

upon the defendant.

But the defendant making no

SI
appearance thereafter, provisional sentence was granted against

him accordingly. Laml Brothers vs. Ronsseau
3, 139
Peovisional SENTENCB.--i'»'c«cMto^;o«.]-Presentation at the "Colonial
Bank, Cape Town,"

is

made payable at the

"

not a regular presentation where the note

Bank "

is

But where there is no
Colonial Bank, nor branch bank, nor, indeed, any bank at all, at
the place where the note is drawn, and where there is only one
Colonial Bank in the Colony, and that at Cape Town, the presentation will hold good on afBdavit made of these facts.
Van der
Byl ^' Co. vs. Wid. Du Plessis
Sheriff's Service, ivhen insvfficient.']
Wykltam, vs. Kingon
on summons in principal case refused. S. A. Loan and Investment Comi)any vs. Jacobs and Anotlier
Colonial

only.

—

2

24
6

A. vs. B
240
Public Bodies' Debts Act (No. 11 of 18S7}— Proceedings -under. In
re Ceres Municipal ity
234
Public Eoads Act (9, I%o8)—Koti^es under §§ 38 and 39.— Onus
jirobandi.l—Fvoot of the due issue of by the Divisional Council
notices required by the 88th and 39th sections of the Public Koads
Costs in.

upon the Council, in favour of whose proceedings
the docti^ne of " omnia rite esse acta " will prevail; it lies upon

Act, does not rest

defendants maintaining the non-issuing of such notices, to prove
that allegation, unless

mala

fides should ^;;'/;«a facie appear.

—See

Seeds Appellant vs. Divisional Council, Port Elizabeth
QuiTEENT. See Magistrates' Courts.

—

110

—

Receiving Stolen Goods Guilty KnoivUdge
Eent. See Attachment for.
Eesidbnt Magistrate Contempt of Cwm)'*.]— It is beyond

—

Ill

—

the power
under section 45 of Act 20, 1856, to sentence
for contempt of Court prisoners undergoing trial on a substantive
charge that section applying only to bystanders and others not in
Queen vs. Schwart:
custody.
13
Resident Magistrate 's Couet.] -Is it ground of objection to an action
by a Civil Com., nomine officii, for arrear quitrent, that he is himself
the Res. Magistrate to try the case. Basson vs. Civ. Com., Paarl 235
of Resident Magistrates,

;

Retainer

— Special. —

Costs.']

— Special

retainer to counsel, allowed in

taxation, as between party and T^ariy .—

ElVEE.]

—

Mn nicipal

ArnhoU
Where by Government Proclamation

of Ceres

Commissioners
2

vs.

the " right

bank"

of a

was declai-ed to be the boundary between two divisions, the
Court held, on appeal (reversing the judgment of the Circuit Court),
that the right bank extended to the water's edge at low, and not at
river

high- water mark. Divisional Conncil, Port Elizabeth,

vs.

Divisional

Council, Uitenhage

Sale

"

according

Conditions

to

of.

Diagram.."

40

— See Land Beacons Consolidation Act.

— See Warranty.

AND Bequest. —Inofficious.— See Legitimate
AND PURCHASE. — See Custom of Trade.

Portion.

of half of a farm to a third party, contrary to the agreement
between former joint-owners of the farm, stipulating for the right
Joseph vs. Peacock
of pre-emption set aside.

47

—

xu
Schedules.— See

Sequestration, Voluntary.

—

Seduction. Action of.] The man's oath is entitled to preference over
the woman's if there is no aliunde evidence to support her statement 214
Sequestration, Voluntaey. Partner's Private Estate- Schedules
Ord.

6,

18i3, § 2.]

—
—
— Order for voluntary sequestration of a partner's

private estate made by the Court vrithout the production of the
usual schedules, upon affidavit that such schedules could not be

framed.

He

G.

H. Meinng

12

—

-^—

Compulsory, decreed after assignment.'] Where it was specially
provided in the deed that in the case of fraud, or non-acceptance

by particular

otprb rata dividends, the assignees, the preany proceedings they may think fit for

creditors

sent plaintiffs, ''might take

the recovery of their said claims," non-acceptance of the dividend
having been proved, the Court held that, under the circumstances
of the case, the defendant could not set up the deed of assignment
in bar of the plaintiffs' present application for compulsory sequestration.
Deare c\' Dlet~ rs. Korsten
Ord. 6, 1843, §5.] Order for compulsory sequestration
AssUimncnt.

—

refused, on return of nulla iona, where an assignment was working
more beneficially to the creditors. Trustee De Vos vs. Bourhill 4' Co.
'
Sheep Lease. See Undue Preference.
Shbeiff's Service When insufficient.— ^ee. Provisional Sentence.

—

17

—

1

—

Default.

Ship Areest.

— See Arrest.

Summons —Misdescription

of Defendant ''in.

Nicholson's Trustee

Cocttee

vs.

239

'.

— See Will, Mutual.
—See Master.

SURVIVOE.
Taxation.

Telegraph Act

(20, 1861)— i^ws< proceedings under.
Wihmeyer
Tenant. See Attachment.
Teansfee. See Will, Mutual.

Wollaston

vs.

243

—
—

Unconditional Transfer to a third Party, contrary to agreement of
former joint-owners for pre-emption, set aside. Joseph vs. Peacock 247
Teebellianic Foueth. See Legitimate Portion.

—

Trustee.— i?ffli.oi-fli offer
Trustee.— Ord.

—

Insolvency, must le vpon due notice to snch

52.]— Semble.

It is

no good objection to

the competency of a plaintiii trustee that he
creditors have not removed him from the trust.

Me Insolvent Estate

A. A.

6,

1843, §

is

insolvent,

if

the

Jonl.'cr

21

—

under Ord. fi, 1843, § 42.] Whereit was proved to the
satisfaction of the Court that the trustee had offered a creditor, an
Itemoral

of,

auclioneer, the sale in the estate in return for his vote, although
such offer was refused by the creditor, who, in point of fact, voted
for another creditor.

Preuss

Seligmann vs Bosnian
113
In re EstateA. B
250
Eleetlon of, confirmed.— Ord. 6, 1843, §§ 26, 39, 40.]— 'Where at a
meeting of creditors for the election of a trustee, A is proposed, and

Hcmoval

of.

J^-

— Master's Practice.

receives the votes of eight creditors, representing over £10,000.
while the vote of one creditor, representing over £ 12,000, is recorded

against the election.

Held

:

That

A

is,

notwithstanding, duly

—

—

xm
by majority in number and value, inasmuch ai5 the
(who was desirous of electing B) should have duly
proposed B, in order that there might be a contest. Having omitted
to do so, his vote was of no efEect.
Gowie ^ Co. vs. Smith
Teustbb. Election of, set aside.'] Where the chief creditor in an insolelected tmeteo

single creditor

—

—

10

vent estate oompulsorily sequestrated, on his application, being resi.
dent at a considerable distance from the town at which the second

meeting at creditors was to be held for the election of trustee,
mistoolc the proper post by which to dispatch the power to prove debt
and vote for himself, as sole trustee, in consequence of which mistake
the power arrived too late for the meeting

;

at

which meeting the

representative of the only other creditor entitled to vote had voted

and was elected accordingly, the Court,
on the application of the chief creditor, relieved him from the consequence of his mistake by setting aside the election had, and orderfor himself as sole trustee,

ing a fresh one to take

its plf ce,

giving, however, to the respondent

to this application, the elected trustee, his costs of appearing to

Deare

oppose the application.

^'

Appointinent of confirmed (Ord.
vent Estate Arolwr

Dietz

vs.

Honeyiorne

6, 1843, §§, 26, 39, 40).

107

Me

Insol-

105

.^

—

and muniments vested in.'] The 48th section of
Ordinance 6, 1843, vests in an insolvent's trustees not only the
landed property itself, buj; also all title deeds and muniments of title
connected therewith, which must, therefore, be surrendered to him
by the possessors thereof at the time of insolvency. Matthew's
Insolvent's titles

Trustee!, vs.

^—

Stewart

251

—

Ouirges of] The Court refused to allow a Cape Town trustee his
travelling expenses to Worcester, the present, and Malmesbury, the
former, seat of the insolvent's business.

Commusion

of.

In

re

De

Koch's Estate,., 252

— See Liquidation Account.

are liable to be sued for road

and other

rates,

inasmuch as by the

48th Section of Ordinance 6 of 1843, the estate has become vested

by Section 41 of Act 9, 1858, Divisional Councils are
from the owners of property on which assessments have been levied. He Drei/cr'.s- Estate
246
See Power of Attorney.
in them, and

entitled to recover

Undue Peepbebnce
Sheej) Lease.]

Ordinance, 6, 1843, §§ 84, 86, 88).
A. 1,050 sheep for a year, for £64
A.

(^Insolvent

— T.

let to

;

binding himself to pay T. " a fair and reasonable sum for the difference in value (should there be any) between the said sheep when
hired and returned."

A

considerable

number

of sheep died while

Notwithstanding this, shortly before his insolvency, A. simply, and without further inquiry or accounting,
returned to T. 1,050 sheep, some bearing T.'s marks, some marks of
in A.'s possession.

Held (on appeal, confirming the judgment of the
Eastern Districts Court, Connok, J., diis.), that this delivery,
per aversionem, of the whole number, was not protected by the 86th
other persons.

section of the Insolvent Ordinance, not being in the ordinary course
of business.

Fuethee, that although T. had by letter

lease

tLem

to A.'s son, "

requested A.

where T. might regularly
so as to be beyond the casualty of hungiy

to send the sheep to a particular farm,

XIV
creditors,"

Held

(reversing to this extent the-

Eastern Districts Court, Connor,
this expression

was not proof

J.,

qvoad

judgment of the

hoc, concurring), that

of collusion, to support a forfeiture

under the 88th section, inasmuch as A. had certain bond creditors
pressing him at the time, and it might haVe been the intention of
T., therefore, to protect sheep which were still legally his own property from seizure in execution by such creditors.

being highly penal, must

be'

The 86th

%

section,

liberally construed in favour of the

and collusion only found where other means of fairly
aceounling for the conduct of the parties have failed. Tuolier vs.
creditor,

Austen's Trustee

Ultra

Vibes.

143

—See Pleading.

Waebanty.— Where

conditions of sale stipulated that the article sold

by the purchaser at his risk, and there is no cleir
a warranty by the auctioneer, such auctioneer is not

shall be taken

evidence of

thereafter liable to the purchaser.

Von, Ludwlg vs. Van Reenen... 244
aside for non-conformity with the provisions of Ordinance 1.5,
1845 which requires that wills shall be signed or acknowledged by

Will set

;

the testator in the presence of two competent witnesses, present
and subscribing thereto at the same time. Laubsclier vs. JBasson's
Exeeiitoj-....'.

Mutiml.

251

— Transfer iy survivor contrary

band and wife by mutual

to

terms of, set aside.']

— Hus-

will appointed- the survivor sole heir

;

by

they thereafter prjelegated to the children of the marriage
certain two farms, subject to a life usufruct in favour of the survivor.
The wife died, the children were put in possession, and
annually delivered to the survivor, at his request, a certain quantity
codicil

of grain in lieu of his life usufruct.

The husband remarried, and

thereafter transferred to the children of the second marriage one
half of the farms already prajlegated to the children of the first

marriage.

Held

(confirming Brits

Brits and Ilofneyr

vs.

vs.

Be

Wef), that the surviving husband having accepted benefit under the

mutual

codicil, was precluded from changing, after his first
wife's
death, the dispositions in such codicil contained.
Wherefore the
transfers in prejudice thereof were set aside, and the children
of the
first marriage declared entitled to the whole of the
prajlegated farms

accordingly.

Oosthuysen
See Legitimate Portion.

vs.

Oosthuyaen

51

Construction of.— Se? Falcidian fourth.

Mutual.— Will ly Survivor contrary to terms of, set side, and
Transfer of a Farm ordered under the Mutual Will.]— Hnshand
and wife
executed a, joint will, whereby they made the
survivor sole and
universal heir or heiress of all the property
of the
movable or immovable, to be enjoyed as sole and

first

own

dying,

property'

with the qualification that the survivor should
educate and support
the children of the mairiage until majority,
marriage, or other
approved state, and- then pay to them such amount
of money as
legitim as the survivor should conscientiously

and according to the
also contained a reciprocal
of the survivor as executor or
executrix of the prede

state of affairs, find to be due.

appointment
cesser,

and administrator

The will

of the estate,

and the usual reservatory

—

XV
Further, a clause which directed that in the event of the

clause.

survivor remarrying, such survivor should, before such remarriage,

have the whole estate valued. In respect of one-half of the whole
estate, the predecessor nominated the children of the marriage l;is
and special jjrovision
or her heirs in such half or equal portions
;

was

also

made that

in case of remarriage the survivor should, never-

time fixed for
paying the legitim in case of no remarriage. The estate was meanwhile to be converted into money, biit from the sale was to be
theless, enjoy possession of the property until the

exempted the farm

Doom

possession of for the

sum

make

it

under an obligation to

devolve on the son of the marriage, Hans Jacob Brits, or

his children,

wife died

made

Kraal, which the survivor might take

of 11,000 guilders,

if

first

;

he should predecease the surviving spouse. The
and the husband, after a term, remarried, and

a will whereby he revoked the

first

wife so far as

farm

to be sold,

Doom

will of himself

first

and

his

Kraal was concerned, and directed the

and the proceeds applied to the purposes of his
Tae son of his first marriage had died, leaving a son,

sole will.

who, after the death of

his grandfather,

brought this action against

the executors ai^pointed by the grandfather's sole will, praying that

they might be decreed to give him possession of the farm Doom
Kraal on his paying the 11,000 guilders and that the will of his
grandfather, so far as it revoked the bequest of the farm aforesaid,
might be set aside as null. The Court gave judgment in terms of
;

the prayer of the declaration, thereby afiirming that a joint will
dealing re singiilari was not revocable by the survivor, as subse-

quently in Neethling's case Qiosf) it affirmed that a joint will was
not revocable by the survivor where it dealt vniversitatc. Brits
vs.

Will.

Brits.

—

will

Close.

Appendix

— Wltat

by the

is

312

included, under.']

—All papers found in a close

notary, at his opening thereof must, where such close will

has been executed and superscribed with the required solemnities,
be taken to form part of such will, leaving any contrariety or

—^

repugnance between the separate papers so enclosed for the conUofmeyr vs. Be Wet.
sideration and construction of the Court.
317
Appendi.r
Mutual. Action to .set aside a separate Will and Codicil hy a SurWhere spouses made a
vivinr/ Spovse in opposition to the terms of.]
joint will, directing, as to the whole common estate, that the survivor should enjoy the usvifruct thereof during life, and that after

—

—

her death the

common

estate should, after the deduction of certain

form a poor fund for the support

legacii

s,

where

for twelve years the surviving

accordingly.

Held

:

of indigent relations,

widow enjoyed

and

the usufruct

that by her adia'ion and acceptance of such

benefits under the joint will,she could not after her husband's death

make a separate testamentary disposition in opposition to
of the joint will aforesaid

;

the terms

wherefore her separate testamentary

IMd.
disposition so made was set aside accordingly
Witnesses' Expenses.— vlcif 4, 1861, § 8.]— Parties to a case are allowed
witnesses' expenses where the Court is of opinion they were
252
Van Wyltvs. Van Wyh
necessary witnesses,"
•'

,

SUPREME COURT REPORTS.
1868.

PART
Trustee De

I.

Vos, Applicant.

—Bouehill

&

Co.,

Respondents.
(In Camer^.)

Compulsory Sequestration.

—Assignment. — Orderfor Compul-

sory Sequestration refused where an Assignment ivas

working more beneficially

to the Creditors.

Cole, for applicant, moved for the compulsory sequestration of respondents' estate, upon a return of nulla bona to
a writ issued on an award duly made a rule of Court. The
award had reference to a pending action of account between
the parties. Between the time of the commencement of the
action and the order of reference to the arbitrator, respondents had assigned their estate ; but the applicant was no
party to the deed of assignment. The deed, applicant
alleged, was a side-wind to deprive De Vos's estate of its
rights under the award.
Porter, for respondents, read affidavits to show that an
assignment would work more beneficially for the creditors
than a sequestration. The assignees had already paid eight
shillings in the pound to the concurrent creditors, and a
second dividend of four shillings would shortly be ready for
The assignees, moreover, were working the
distribution.
estate gratuitously, and had thus saved considerable expense.
The applicant's claim amounted to but £160, including costs,
while the great bulk of the creditors were for the assignment.
The applicant had been ofiered and had declined his
dividend under the deed of assignment.

The Court (Bell and Connor, JJ.) refused
The assignment was clearly for the benefit of

the
the
creditors.
It was, of course, open to the applicant to dispute
the validity of the deed on cause shown ; but assuming the
deed to be good, then, as the order for sequestration \\ ould
order.

B

isog.

J™^^

'•

Trustee DeVos,

Bourhui

&

6n.

^'^'p™'''^'^-

January

7.

Trustee De Vos,

bring no benefit to the creditors, but would rather deprive
them of such benefit, the Court was not disposed to decree
,

.

sequestratiou.
Order refused, with
^E^pondtSAppucant.

costs.

rApplicant's Attorneys, Berrange
LRespc)n4eqts' Attorney, E. Hull.

£:

De

Villiers.'^
'
'

i

Municipal Commissioners or Ceres

va.

Arnholz.

(In CamerS,.)

Special Retainer
January

28.

Municipal Commissioneraot

Arnhola.

to

Counsel.

Porter, for defendant, took the opinion of the Court
The case
^po"^ ^ question of taxation of counsel's fees.
of tbe Ceres Municipal Commissioners versus Arnholz,
involving water-rights, was heard at the Tulbagh Circuit
Court in October, 1867. There being only one advocate
on the Tulbagh Circuit, and he retained for the plaintiffs,
the defendant came specially to town to secure the services
of an advocate by a special retainer of twenty-five guineas,
besides the ordinary fee at the trial.
The question now
arose whether such retainer should be a charge between
party and party, or between attorney and client.
There

was no appearance on the other

side.

The Court took time to consider and, postea 28th
January, in camera, allowed the charge as between party
and party, in this case.
;

[Applicants' Attorneys, Fairhridge

Van der Byl &

&

Ardetme.l

Co.,

vs.

Wid. W.

Provisional Sentence.
February

1.

VanderByl&Co.

Reitz
DOte

prayed

provision

on

P.

du Plessis.

—Presentation.
the following promissory

:

"Tulbagh, 15th August, 1867.

Wia.w.'p.dn

«£23

Pies™.

7s. 6d.

" Four months after date I promise to pay to Mr. C. P.
Plessis, or order, the sum of twenty-three pounds
seven shillings and sixpence, value received. Payable at

du

the Colonial Bank.

(Endorsed)

W. P. DU
—" C."Wid.
P. uu Plessis.

PLESSIS."

"J. Wiener.
"

Van dee Byl &

Co."

The notarial certificate of Mr. Notary Tredgold was
iscs.
of presentation on the 16th December, at the request of ^?''^;^^'
Yan der Byl & Co., "at the Colonial Bank, Cape "^^°'^"=y'«'C''Town."

Wid.

W.' p.
Flessis.

du

The Court did not think that the presentation " at the
Colonial Bank, Cape Town," was presentation at the Colonial
Bank of the note but being informed from the Bar that
there was no Colonial Bank, nor branch Bank, nor any other
Bank, at Tulbagh, required an affidavit to that effect and
that there was no other Bank in the Colony called " the
Colonial Bank " except at " Cape Town."
;

;

Postea

:

(the case

[PlaintilEa' Attorneys,

was not mentioned again during term).

Hofmeyr^ Tredgold

&

Watermei/er.

Lamb Brothers

vs.

Provisional Sentence.

On the 12th January,
following promissory note

Cole

Rousseau.

—Endorsement.
prayed provision on the

:

" Wagenaar's Kraal, 29th March, 1862.
" £100

12s.

"On

the

1st

Lamb

F. D.

"
" Pay to

pay
12s.

ROUSSEAU."

(Endorsed)—" Pay J. B. Auret, Esq., or
the order of Messrs.
without recurrence to me.

order,

Lamb

Bros."

Lamb

Bros.,

"J. B. Auret."
"

vT^Tfi,
^''°'\™'"
''°"''''"'

of August, 1862, I promise to
Bros., or order, the sum of £100
sterling,- for value received.

Messrs.

pebraMyi!

Pay

&

to

the order of Messrs. Dunell,

Ebden

"Lamb

Bros."

Co.

" Pay A. Forsman, Esq., or order.
" Dunell, Ebden
" Lamb Brothers."

&

Co."

As the last endorsement was by the holders of the note,
the plaintiffs. Cole scored it out, as usual, before praying
provisional sentence.

But the Court inquired how the note had got into the
hands of Lamb Bros. & Co. )vithout a special endorsement
by Forsman, And thp case stood over accprdingly.
B 2

;

the 1st of February, Cole again prayed provision on
the note, which then had the endorsement, "Pay A,
PetoSy'?'
Forsman, Esq., or order.—Dunell, Ebden & Co.," scored
LamblTothen
M™ "" out ; and opposite it was written, " Cancelled, Dunell,
Boussean.
Ebden & Co., 21/1/68." And after the « Lamb Brothers"
endorsement, which Cole had scored out, appeared " Dunell,

On

1868.

—

Ebden & Co."
Cole stated that the note had never been in the possession
of Forsman, who was out of the Colony and Dunell,
Ebden & Co. having cancelled their special endorsement to
him, the difficulty was removed.
;

the Court thought Forsman had the title ex facie the
coupled with which was the antiquity of the note.
Moreover, the only note served on the defendant was the
note with the incomplete endorsement, before the cancellation by Dunell, Ebden & Co.
The summons being, therefore, a bad history of the bill, subsequent identification
would be difficult if the Court granted provisional sentence,
and Forsman wished, hereafter, to take action on the note.
The case, therefore, stood over for the production of an
affidavit (a copy to be served on the defendant), setting forth
that Forsman never had possession of the note and was not
now in the Colony. The Court would then consider
whether provisional sentence should be granted, or the
principal case gone into.
The Court intimated that it
required the affidavit, not because of the striking out of the
endorsement, but of the consequent irregularity, of the
summons, which did not set out the note as altered.

But

note

;

,

Postea

:

(the case

was not mentioned again during term).

[Plaintiffs' Attorneys, Fairbridge

&

Ai'detmt.']

Trustees Natal Land Compaky.
Dissolved Joint-stock Company.

—Receivers, Liquidators and

Managers
February

1.

Trustees Natal

^""Ix^pTteT"

Ex parte.

of.

Porter moved on behalf of Dr. Fleck and Mr. F. G.
Watermcyer, trustees of the Natal Land Company, for an
^''^^^.^PPO™*^'^g "receivers, liquidators and managers"
of a dissolved joint-stock company.
On the 1st November,
1854, the company was formed, in Cape Town, for the
purchase and re-sale of Natal lands. It was arranged by
the deed that the partnership should last till the 1st November, 1864, when it expired by efflux of time, being still
the holder of lands at Natal, registered there in its name.
The deed made no provision as to the mode of winding up
and acccordingly nothing had since been done in liquidation
but he now applied as above.
the shareholders except

AH

Mr. Zeederberg, residing at Natal, and whose estate
had been sequestrated, had consented and, to avoid diffione,

;

culties, whether on the part of Zeederberg, or otherwise,
the authority of this Court was now sought to enable transfer to be given at Natal.
The proposed. "receivers, liquidators and managers" were domiciled in this Colony.
[CoNsroE, J. Zeederberg's estate being sequestrated, he
has no real or personal right left him in respect of the company. And, again, whatjurisdiction hasthis Court toappoint
liquidators in a foreign jurisdiction ?]
If the lands are sold, who is to give title ? That is the
difficulty.
want an order appointing three men entitled
to go into the Registry of Deeds in Natal and make transfer.
federal head is wanted for the transfer.
The deed is dead.
In Lindley on Partnership, vol. 2, p. 856, the Court made an
order appointing a receiver to a Brazilian Mining Company.
Bell, J. Does not the power of the directors continue
for the winding up, just as the power of the partners in a
dissolved partnership would so continue ? The common law
of the country requires an ordinary partnership to wind up

1868.

February- 1.

Imstees Natal
Land Company.

Ex parte.

—

_

We

A

—

its affairs

after dissolution,

CoNNOE, J.

and

so

it is

— The Natal Court,

here.

applied to, would make
an order on the Registrar of Deeds to pass transfer. If it
refuse to make such an order, then this Court might act.
if

The Court, on these grounds, declined to accede to the
application, leaving it to applicants to go to the Natal Court,
as suggested hj Connor, J.
[Applicants' Attorneys, Faii'b?'idge

it

Arderne.]

Re Insolvent Estate
Liquidation Account.

Porter

moved

for

the

of H. Denison.

— Truitees'

confirmation

Commission.
of the liquidation

account in this estate. The Master had objected to the
commission charged by the trustee, viz., 5 per cent, on
£1,953 17s. 2d.,=£97 13s. lOd., being of opinion that there
shouldbe a charge oi'2^ per cent, on £1,561 2s. 8d., and 5 per
The insolvent had a half share in the
cent, on £392 14s. 6d.
farm Clifton, and, before the sequestration of his estate, sold
it to one Henry Roberts for £4,950, receiving £1,694 before
sequestration, and leaving a balance due at that time of
£ ,56 1 2s. 8d. Then Roberts surrendered, and it became a
question between the two estates whether Roberts's trustees
should adopt the sale, Ultimately, they elected to do so,
but not until there had been a great deal of correspondence
on the matter,
1

February

1.

Re Insolvent
Estate o£ H.
DenJson.

1868.

JFebraary

1.

Be iDsolvent
Estate of H.
Denison.

Porter submitted that the money, being paid into Deiliestate, was a movable, on which the trustee was
The principle to be
entitled to charge the usual 5 per cent.
laid down was that wherever fixed property was found in an
estate unsold, so that the trustee had the selling, the customary 2| per cent, would be sufScient; but where the
property was sold before sequestration and part paid, and a
balance remaining (or even the whole unpaid), the trustees
could claim on the money recovered as a movable. If a
bond had been passed for the money, the trustee, merely
recovering on the bond, would have received 5 per cent.,
while here the trustee of Denison's estate had been put to
unusual labour in arranging with Koberts's trustees.
son's

The Court, however, would not
cent., intimating that

some

allow more than 2i per

strict legal line

must be kept

to

in dealing with such charges.
[Applicants' Attorneys, Fnirhridge

S.

A.

Loan and Investment Company
Jacobs and Another.

Provisional Sentence) on
Februaiyi.

& Ardeme.]

Summons

vs.

Widow

in principal Case, refused,

Griffith, Att.- Gen., &^^\\&A. ?ov provisional

sentence on a
by defendants in favour of plaintiffs.
The summons was in the
CompaS'™'.
case, the plaintiffs having been advised there was a
Tn4°Auothcr,^ principal
bad case on provision. The defendants were in default. Only
provisional sentence was now asked, with the costs of pleadings, &c.
If granted, it would be unnecessary to call further
witnesses now, and expenses would be saved to defendants.
At the request of the Court, Griffith stated the facts on
which plaintiffs had believed provisional sentence would
have been refused by the Court if applied for. Rutherfoord
was an agent employed by defendants to negotiate the loan,
and, without authority from plaintiffs, had received and
appropriated the amount of capital and interest.
[Connor, J. -By your summons you have not asked
provision
nor have you called upon defendants to acknowledge or deny their handwriting. How, then, can you claim
provisional sentence ?]
But we have sought final judgment ; and, instead of
putting defendants, who are in default, to further expense,
by calling witnesses to prove the execution of the bond, &c.'
we now ask for provisional sentence only.
Hodges, C. J. I doubt our power to grant provision on
pleadings in a principal case. It is hard for the parties,
but
you will have to go oa in the usual way.

a A. Loan and mortgage bond

for

—

;

—

£850 (with

interest), passed

—

Bell, J. If the defendants are as anxious to save
expense as you are, a motion to consent to judgment absolute
s-

will effect that purpose,
Griffith

I'sf.

^"''^^ ^•
f^Vestmenr*

thereupon asked for adjournment of the case

accordingly.

'wwowacote''
*'"J

[Applicants' Attorneys, Reid

ic

Another.

Nephews.']

LuBBE AND Others

vs.

Burton.

Costs of abandoned Motion under Divisional Councils Consolidation Act.
It is the duty of the Civil Commissioner of a

—

Division to produce to registered Voters the Nomination
List for Candidates when application is made within the
limits of time fixed by the Act.

By

a notice of motion dated the 20th December, 1867, Patruaiyi.
J. B. Lubbe and eight other registered voters Lubbe & otters
'"•^™*''°for the Divisional Council of ClanwUliam called upon
the respondent, H. F. Burton, Civil Commissioner of
to
show cause,
that division,
upon the
13th of
January, 1868, or as soon after as counsel could be
heard, "why you shall not be ordered to deliver up to
the applicants for inspection a certain requisition purporting to have been sent by certain voters of "Ward No. 6 in
the Division of ClanwUliam to one John E.. Cousert, requesting him to be put in nomination as a candidate for the said
ward in the Divisional Council of Clanwilliam; and, further,
why you shall not pay the costs of this application."
No further action having been taken in the matter, Griffith,
^,-G^., this day moved for the respondent's costs, as of an
abandoned motion.
De Villiers, for the applicants, opposed the motion for

WiUeih

costs.

The circumstances

by applicants'
The Ward No. 6 being vacant,
became necessary under section 16 of Act No. 4 of 1865,
of the case, as disclosed

affidavits, were the following
it

:

to send in to the Civil Commissioner a written nomination of
nomination was got tip for John R.
candidates.
Cousert, and there being no other candidate, he was, without
a poll, declared duly elected the 15th, 16th and I7th sec-

A

—

notice in the Gazette, having been
Some of the
properly complied with by the respondent.
present applicants (being unaware, as they alleged, of some
" material changes in the law," which they did not define)
had not seen the notice under Act 4 of 1865, and, therefore,
they averred, were unable to nominate a candidate. Thereafter, the election of Cousertwas gazetted, on the 4th October.
tions

of the Act, as to

:

8

of the applicants afterwards proceeded, upon the 28th
of the respondent, for the purpose of
" seeking an inspection of the requisition of Cousert, with
^^m^jitn^n""
a view of ascertaining by whom the said requisition was

Two

1868.

Febiwy4.

.

Qq^q^^^j.^ ^q ^}^q office

signed," they having been informed by one G. J.v an Taak
that he had signed a requisition offered to him for signature as
a requisition to one John Foster, whereas it subsequently
verbal
appeared to have been a requisition to Cousert.
interview was held with the Magistrate and the applicants,
in their affidavits, alleged " that the respondent then refused
to entertain their request, without giving any valid or substantial excuse for such conduct."
Thereafter, one of the
applicants, " acting upon the principle that the document in
question was a public one, and entitled to be inspected by
any registered voter," addressed, upon the 25th of November,
the following letter to the respondent

A

;

« Clanwilliam, 25, 11,67.
"

The

Civil Commissioner, Clanwilliam.

" Sir,— On the 28th of October last I, together with Mr.
Barend Lubbe, requested you to show us certain requisition
sent to Mr. John Cousert, requesting him to stand as candidate lor the Divisional Council for the Ward No. 6. You
then refused to hand it over to us. As I consider it a pubHc
document, I now again address myself to you with the
request to be allowed to see said requisition.
Should I be
refused, I hereby give notice that I will make a motion
before the Supreme Court of this Colony to order you to
hand such requisition over to us.

" I am, &c.,

"W.

P. B. LrBBE."

Receiving no immediate reply, he sent this further letter,
upon the 26th November
" Clanwilliam, 26, 1 1, 67.
:

" The Civil Commissioner of Clanwilliam.
" Sir, I most respectfully beg to bring to
your notice
that you have as yet not yet complied with my
request

—

expressed in

my

letter of yesterday's date, nor yet sent
me a
reply, as you promised to do.
I now beg to state that unless
1 receive such reply on or before Monday, the
2nd of December next, I will deem it as a refusal on your
part tD complvwith my wishes as stated in said letter.
f'

I

have, &c.,

"

W.

P. B. Lubbe.",

9

To this he received, upon the 3Uth November, an answer
declining to accede to the request.
Thereupon, the notice
of motion of the 20th December was served. Subsequently
Cousert, resigned his seat in the Council, upon the 26th
December. The applicants having, as they alleged, gained
their object, were content to allow the matter to drop, each

ises.
°

I^

'
.

^'^^^^3^°'^^''

party paying his own costs.
In the affidavits for the respondent it was submitted that
under the 41st section of the Act, Cousert, and not the
respondent, should have been served with this notice^ as
there was no allegation by the applicants that the respondent's proceedings had been " wilfully wrong."
Secondly,
that Cousert having resigned, the necessity for a motion had
Thirdly, that, if still required to answer to this
ceased.
notice, section 37 of the Act required, in substance, that
complaints with regard to taking polls for the election of
Divisional Councils should be made to the Civil Commissioner in writing, and if not made within seven days after
the poll "no notice shall be taken of them, nor shall the
poll so taken be capable of being afterwards impeached by
such complainant in any action or proceeding at law." And
section 49 provides, in substance, that complaints against
the eligibility of candidates under the 19th section shall
always be lodged within seven days after the day of poll.
Cousert having been nominated on the 30th September,
and there being no opposition, he was elected upon that day,
which must be taken, for the purposes of this application, to
have been the day of polling alluded to by the Act. The
applicants, however, had not moved in the matter until the
28th October. Section 41 of the Act, moreover, fixed a
period of " forty-two days next after the pronouncing of
any decision by the Civil Commissioner" as the term " within
which complainants who have complained within the seven
days may apply to a competent court." This time also the
The notice for the elecapplicants had allowed to elapse.
tion had been given in the manner required by section 16
of the Act ; but under section 18 it was expressly laid down
that no failure to comply with the provisions of section 16,
even had they in this case not been so complied with, by
respondent, should vitiate or affect any election under the
Act ; which respondent urged as another ground for rejectThe respondent further said " that
ing the present motion.
warranted and justified in defully
himself
considered
he
clining to exhibit or hand over to the brothers Lubbe" the
requisition referred to ; and submitted to the Court " that
the Act 4, 1865, in no wise requires the Civil Commissioner
to exhibit such nominations, the said Civil Commissioner
being by section 19 entrusted with the duty of ascertaining

10
the legality of such nomination, and being answerable to his
The
Q^jpij^i euperiors, and not to the appKcants, as voters."
*" requisition to Cousert purported to be signed by six regis^"ij°Burto'n
tered voters of the Ward No. 6, attested by three witnesses.
This being the sole nomination, respondent, under section
25 of the Act, had declared by advertisement in the Gazette
that no poll would be taken, the said Cousert having been
duly elected. From further affidavits for the respondent it
appeared that Cousert's reason for his resignation, as
stated by himself in writing to the Divisional Council, was
" in consequence of having ascertained that his election has
caused dissatisfaction in the district." There were also
further affidavits denying the statements of Van Taak; alleging that special notice of the day of nomination had been
given by private persons to the applicants; and verifying as
genuinethe five signatures to Cousert's requisition, altogether
independent of Van Taak's, five being the number required
by the Act.
CoNNOK, J. The question of costs, then, seems to rest
upon the question whether registered electors are entitled to
see the nomination of candidates for the Divisional Council.
De Villiers. It was a public document, which it was the
respondent's duty, both upongeneralprinciples,and especially
from the nature of his office in a country division, to have at
i«08.

,

Febr«ary4.

—

—

once shown.

—

A.-G. {contra). What is the object of seeing the
even before the poll? The Civil Commissioner
had, under the Act, no power of testing the validity of any
objections the applicants might have raised upon so seeing
Griffith,

requisition,

the nomination. It was, therefore, as far as the election was
concerned, a useless request, unattended with any possible
advantage.
[Hodges, C. J. The advantage may have been that
seeing the nomination list would, perhaps, have enabled the
applicants to give voters notice not to vote for the nominated
candidate, lest their vptes should from informality be thrown

—

away."]

Under any circumstances, the applicants allowed the
seven days and the forty-two days to pass before they
proceeded.
Therefore, they are not now entitled to relief.
This is not a case, on their own admission, in which they
asked to see the nomination list in sufficient time to raise
objection.
The first request was too late. And even if the
Civil Commissioner were, in courtesy, though not in strict
law (for the Act is silent on the point), required to show the
nomination list to voters applying within the seven days, he
is not, under any circumstances, bound after Ihat time
otherwise he may be continually applied to for old nomina;

;

u
tions, the exhibition of

applicants.

The

which can serve no real purpose to
was long after any step could

application

have been taken.

CoNNOE,

—

_

^°^:S^BaTt™!'"

_

doubtful whether, if it is too
late to serve any purpose, a Civil Commissioner is bound to
J.

It certainly

is

exhibit.

De

Villiers in reply.

—

Hodges, C. J. The parties applying were voters. They
were refused more than once. According to the construction I put upon the Act, the nomination, after it is sent in
to the Civil Commissioner, is a public document, greatly
affecting the voters of the division, and therefore open at
any time to their inspection, to ascertain, for instance,
whether there may not be an infringement of the requisites
of the 16th section, and also of the proviso of the 19th
section.
If, as the result oi inspection, it appears that
the nomination is not signed by five competent persons, as
required by the Act, although it is quite true the Civil
Commissioner cannot interfere, it may be important the
According to the spirit of the Att, if
voters should know.
not the letter, the voters have an interest in the inspection,
and therefore are entitled to inspect, either before or after
the election. It is said this application not having been
made until the forty-two days had expired justified the
Civil Commissioner in his refusal, but I cannot agree to that.
The respondent is not entitled to his costs. Each party,
therefore, will pay his own.
Bell, J., concurred generally. The applicants were wrong
in their appUcation to the Civil Commissioner, because the
seven days and the forty-two days had expired ; and if the
Civil Commissioner had at the first verbal interview, upon the
28th October, based his refusal upon that ground, that no
good could be gained now, I might have given him his costs
These country
against the applicants. But he did not.
farmers are not cognizant with the law, as it is in Enghsh
and the Civil Commissioner should know that, and give them
every information in his power, when appHed to. The applicants must pay their own costs, and the Civil Commissioner
'

his also.

—

Connor, J. I am of opinion that before the election, the
Civil Commissioner's office (I draw a distinction between the
Civil Commissioner and his office) is bound to let registered
But I am certainly not
electors see the nomination list.
prepared to say that after the days fixed by the Act have
passed the Civil Commissioner may not refuse to show the
iiominatioDS.

Bell, J., added I do notmean to say that it is the duty of
the Civil Commissioner to show the nomination list after the
:

isss.

«''™fy*-
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But in this case
expiration of tlie days fixed by the Act.
^j^^ ^.^.^ Commissioner, when first applied to, did not put it
upon that ground. He claimed a general right of refusal,
which

I

cannot say he possesses.

The Court made no
his own costs.

order,

beyond ordering each party

to

pay

rApplicants' Attorney, Tlran.
1
URespoDdente' Attorney, Van Zyl.J

Re

G. H. Mbieing.

Order for voluntary Sequestration of a Partner'' s Private
Estate made by the Court without the production of the
iisual Schedules, upon affidavit that such Schedules could
not he framed.
Februar;

4.

iJeG.H.Meiring.

xhc partnership estate of Meiring and Co. was placed
under voluntary sequestration upon the 23rd October, 1867
2i.ndi Porter to-day moved, upon the petition of G. H. Meiring,
one of the partners, that the order then made for such partnership sequestration should now be extended, by modification, to the sequestration of the private estate of G. H.
Meiring. It was an application of the first impression, but
the circumstances were peculiar.
The petitioner stated in his petition that one of the callings
of the partnership was that of auctioneer.
That as, by law,
auctioneering licences cannot be taken out in the name of a
firm, he had taken out such licence individually, but that all
his transactions had really been for account of the firm.
CoNNOE, J. Would not the proper course be to surren;

—

der the petitiorner's private estate ?
Porter.
His affidavit states that his private estate and the
partnership estate are so mixed that it is impossible for
him to make up schedules for the separate surrender of his
private estate.
Connor, J. There is nothing in the insolvent Ordinance
requiring schedules before the acceptance of a surrender.
If the Court is satisfied of the petitioner's inability to prepare
schedules, and is of opinion that sequestration should be
decreed, it has it in its power to accept the surrender of Mr.
Meiring's private estate immediately.
Bell, J. The practice has been to prepare schedules,
but the law does not require it.

—

—

—

The Court hereupon accepted
schedules.
[Applicants' Attorney, Yun Zyl.1

the surrender without

•
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The Queen
It is

vs

Swart z.

beyond the power of Resident Magistrates, under section
45, Act 20, 1856, to sentence, for contempt of Court,
prisoners undergoing trial on a substantive charge : that
section applies only to bystanders and others not in custody.

This was tlie review of a sentence for " contempt of court,"
passed by the Resident Magistrate of George upon a prisoner
who was undergoing trial on a charge of assault. During
the proceedings he behaved insolently to the Magistrate, and
said to him, amongst other thingis, " You lie. "
Whereupon
the Magistrate, under the 45th section of the Magistrates'
Courts Act, sentenced him to a week's imprisonment, for
contempt of court. The records, having been sent down to
Cape Tovm, as required by the same section of the Act,
came before Connoe, J., the Judge of the week, who,
doubting the power of the Magistrate, under the Act, to
commit for contempt a prisoner already in the dock on a
substantive charge, transmitted the papers to the AttorneyGeneral, who to-day mentioned the case to the Court, and
argued, in substance, that the words of the section are general,
" any person, " and would include a prisoner in the dock.
Connor, J. But how can such " offender be taken into
custody and detained until the rising of the Court," when he
is already in custody and undergoing trial ?

isgs.

^^'"'"'"^ **
"

'^'^^

gSz"

—

The Court held that the conviction for contempt should
be quashed the words of the section not applying to a
prisoner undergoing trial.
;

vs. Town Council of Cape
Town and Andrew McKenzie, Municipal Con-

Dickson, Applicant,

tractor, Respondents.
Nuisance.

—Interdict granted
town

to prevent thefurther

filth in the

deposit of

Cap el Ditch.

I'ebriiaty e.
Gritffih, A.-G., for applicant, moved on notice of motion
calling upon respondents to show cause why they should not Dickson, Appii" be interdicted from depositing, or causing to be deposited, counoirof cap"
the filth of Cape Town in the Capel Ditch.
Mcrntie^M.m7.

gpai oootraDtor,

Porter, for the respondents, opposed.

From voluminous

affidavits read

on both

sides the follow-

ing seemed to be the short history of the application
ravine, called the Capel Ditch, runs down from Table
Mountain, from the direction of Platteklip, crosses Upper
Roeland-street in the vicinity of the Cape Town prison.
:

A

'^^^

°
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its course across Sir Lo wry-street, under tlie Castle
along the Castle moat, and empties itself into the sea
Some years ago
^l^°vJ,. Town on the eastern face of the ImhofF Battery.
Council of Cape
the Municipality in the
g, barrel-drain
was
constructed
by
Town & Andrew
ti/./.
t-t
t-»it
t
MoKenzicMuni- lower hall, irom Upper Jxoeland-street downwaras as tar as
"'
Sir Lowry-strect, and covered in by the deposit of town
Empondente!
In the early part of
filth, exclusive of ordure and offal.
January last the Town Council received a letter signed by
forty inhabitants, requesting that the upper portion, from
Eoeland-street towards the mountain, might be filled in in
like manner.
It was then resolved to lay a barrel-drain, anfl
allow the contractor for cleaning the streets to deposit the
dirt over it.
There was nothing in writing between the
Town Council and the contractor as to the kind of deposit to
be made but it was averred that the instructions were not
to deposit anything offensive, and that these instructions had
been carried out. The affidavits for the respondents stated
that the work would be a public improvement, and, amongst,
others, included the affidavits of seven medical practitioners
and two chemists, in favour of the work, provided the reclaimed land was not hereafter built upon. For the applicant were read, amongst others, the affidavits of five medical
men, besides two chemists, stating that, under any circumstances, the work would be prejudicial to health.
The present
applicant had, before the work was commenced, addressed a
letter to the Municipality, desiring them to desist ; and a
memorial to the same effect, signed by seventy-two inhabitants, wasalso presented.
But the work -pas proceeded with
notwithstanding.
The affidavits, as a whole, appeared pnwa
facie of a contradictory character as to the probable effect on
the health of the town, and as to the exact nature of the
deposit made.
It was further alleged that the ditch, in its
present state, was a considerable nuisance, and that the
covering in would take four years to complete.
Fete'^*'
e ruaryG.

continues

]jj^,-^gg^

il*

;

Griffith, A,-Gr.,

submitted that the weight of the affidavits

was

in applicant's favour.
Even if the existing open ditch
"were a,,nuisance, it was the duty of the Town Council to
abate it, under the 72nd section of the Municipal Act, 1 of

1861, but not by creating an additional and greater nuisance.
In many cases the Court might not grant an interdict for
nuisances, but this was an extraordinary case ; for here the
nuisance, when once committed, would be irremediable and
irreparable.
The applicant's affidavits clearly showed that
the nature of the deposit included town sweepings, dpad
fowls, fish, pig entrails, and offal generally.
Porter, for respondents.— There is such a conflict of
evidence that the Court cannot grant an interdict, either
interlocutory or permanent.

The

essential

requisite for

15
isss.
such an Interdict as is now sought is, that it must be clearly
^^^
made out that the nuisance committed is one detrimental to
public health. {Story's Equity Jurisprudence, sect. 922, J*^"^"";. to^o
923, 924.)
This is rather a case for civil action or criminal °°^^%°l:^^
indictment.
Even if an occasional dead fowl, or the like, MoKeDzie.Muniis deposited with the other dirt of the town, that is not in Erapondente?"'
itself ground for an interdict, if shown to be accidental and
not intended. (Swain vs. Great Northern Railway Company,

^

'

lOth Jurist, 1864, N. S. p. 191, citinff and confirming
Attorney- General vs. Sheffield Gas Company, 16th Jurist,
p. 677.)
Griffith in reply.

The Court granted the

interdict

unanimously, on the

ground that the contract between McKenzie and the Town
Council, which the Court had required to be produced and
had examined, was for removing all the dirt of the Town,
fish-market, shambles, &c, including, therefore, matter of
offensive description ; there being nothing to show that it
was not contemplated to deposit all this in the locality in
The Court
question, or that that had really not been done.
considered all the medical evidence in the case, although
prima, facie contradictory, to be, in reality, against the
respondents, as their own medical evidence was to the effect
that the land reclaimed should not be built upon at any time,
inasmuch as the ground would in that case require to be
opened ; and it must be taken that in such case the effect
would be dangerous to the health of the town, unless
deodorising agents were well and thoroughly mixed with
the whole bulk of the deposit, which the affidavits showed
had not been done. Costs to be costs in the cause, if
proceeded with.
rApplicant's Attorneys, Hofmeyr, Tredgold d- Waterm^er.
LBespdndents' Attorneys, Fairbridge tS: Arderne.

Ke Estate

of

"]

j

George Southey, of Gkaaff-Reinet,
Deceased.

the Surviver and Executor under a Joint Will becomes
insane, the Court, if satisfied upon affidavit as to such inca~
pacity, will under Section 21 of Ordinance No. 105, direct

Where

a Meeting for the

election

of a fresh Executor.

Mr. and Mrs. Gr. Southsy, married in community of pro- February e.
perty, made their mutual will in the usual way, appointing Re i^ate oi
each other their executors reciproce, Mrs. Southey subse- SgSII-eS'
quently

became

insane.

Mr. Southey then executed a

deceased.
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codicil (without date), alleging therein his

1868.

wife's insanity,

two sons of the marriage, executors of
This
Georsre southey, his estate.
died on the 8th November, 1867.
He
™^
deceased.'
codicil, being underhand, and not containing a reservatory
Its appointment of executors was also bad.
clause^ was bad.
There were seven children of the marriage, all taking rights
under the will.
Porter now moved for an order upon the Master to convene a meeting of the next of kin of the said George
Southey, for the pm'pose of electing an executor, or execuSuch an application had been
tors,[to administer the estate.
made to the Master, but he had declined, on the ground that
by the will an executrix having been nominated, she was
the only person entitled to be appointed until she shall

jz/^BBtote^'of

and appointing

his

'

either decline so to act, or be

declared incapacitated

by

the

Court.
Affidavits of Dr. Maasdorp and the Kev. Mr. Steabler
were read, to show the widow's insanity.
Will not the proper course be an action de
Bell, J.
How can we pass over the executrix
lunatico inquirendo ?

—

of the will without a declaration of insanity, had after the
usual formal proceedings ?
Connor, J. By Section 21 of Ordinance 104, it is provided "that where any person or persons duly appointed to
be executor or executors of the deceased, shall have become
incapacitated to act as such, then, and in every such case,
the Master shall call a meeting of the next of kin, for the
appointment of executor dative." Now if thfc Court should
be satisfied from the affidavits here, that tne widow is
"incapacitated," then we may grant the order.

—

The majority of the Court (Hodges,
CoNNOK, J.) took this view of the matter,

C.

J.,

and

and, alleging
its- satisfaction
with the case of "incapacity" made out
in the affidavits, granted the order.
Bell, J., dissented, on the ground that it was a dangerous
principle to declare the widow " incapacitated " under the
section referred to, which would, in fact, amount to a declaration of legal insanity, upon affidavits only.
He would
never make such an order without having the parties whom
it was sought to declare insane personally before him, in
open Court, on proceedings in the ordinary way in such
cases.
[Applicants' Attorney, Reid

&

Nepliew.l

;
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Re Insolvent Estate JaAre.
It

is

the duty of the

Master

filed in insolvent Estates

to
;

tax Attorneys' Bills of costs
and charge to Four per Cent,

for the Taxation.
Porter moved for the confirmation of tlie liquidation account
p^^J^^' jj
above estate. The Master had withheld his usual
certificate of non-objection on the ground that the bill of "*tate?ahref°'
costs of Mr. Attorney J. Ayliff" had not been taxed ; and
had claimed 4 per cent, for the taxation. The opinion of the
Court was desired upon the point whether it is to be laid
down as a rule of practice that every bill of costs filed by
an attorney in an insolvent estate must be taxed by the
Master, and upon payment of 4 per cent.
The Master informed the Court that the charge of 4 per
cent, for taxation of attorneys' bills dated from 1828, but
that this charge was first extended to attorneys' bills in
insolvent estates about a year ago.
Porter, for applicants.
There can be no objection to the
reasonableness of the amount claimed. No objection has
been made by the creditors, although the account has lain
the usual time for inspection here and in Graham's Town.
But the chief object of this application is to have a definite
rule laid down for the guidance of the side-bar.
I do not appear formally for the Crown
Griffith, A.-G.
but, as the matter is raised, I submit that the only legal
voucher for the attorney's bill of costs is the Master's allocatur on taxation, and that that applies in insolvent as well

—

in the

—

—

as solvent estates.

The Court held that the practice recently introduced by
the Master should be adhered to for the future ; and that all
such biUs of costs should be taxed item per item, subject to a
payment of 4 per cent, for taxation.
[Applioants' Attorney, Van Zyll

DeAEE & DlETZ

vs.

KOESTEK.

Compulsory Sequestration decreed after Assignment.
Porter prayed final adjudication of sequestration (provi- pebmary is.
on the ucareT" Diet^
sional order granted by the Chief Justice in camerd
™.Korsten.
7th December, 1867), and produced the Deputy feheriff^'s
December^
9th
executed
writ
a
on
made
return of 7iulla bona
obtained
1867, on judgment absolute for £3,847 9s. 8d.,
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October,
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the Circuit Court for Beaufort,
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filed
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having
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Cole opposed the adjudication, on the ground that a deed
^^ assignment had been entered into between the plantiifs
°TK?rste^''^ and defendant.
He produced the deed, dated Port Elizabeth, 30th May,
1867, alleging the debt of £3,847 9s. 8d. due to plantiifs
1868.

February

13.

besides
a balance due on consignment
account, and debts to other parties amounting to £406.
Alleging, further, the defendant's inability to meet these
claims, the deed proceeded, in regular form, to assign to
Deare & Dietz, for the benefit of the creditors, the immovable property, movable property, debts, &c., with authority
to sell and (hspose thereof, appointing the partners of the
firm attorneys for that purpose, and concluded thus

by defendant,

:

" The said Deare & Dietz further engage, as long as the
Korsten shall fulfil the promises hereinbefore on his
part entered into, not to sue the said Korsten for the amount
aforesaid owing by him until the said assigned estate shall be
liquidated and an account thereof rendered by them. And it
is further agreed that if it shall appear that the said Korsten
has wilfully withheld or concealed any property or money
belonging to him, or debts due and owing by him, or if he
shall at any time refuse to assist the said firm in collecting
and getting in the said assigned estate or if any of his creditors shall refuse to accept a pro rata dividend on the amount
of their claims, or such other terms as may be oifered by the
said Deare & Dietz, and shall in any way interfere with
the property hereby assigned, then the said firm shall forthwith be at liberty to take whatever proceedings they may
" And
think fit for the recovery of their said claim," &c.
the said Korsten shall be precluded from pleading anything
said

;

hereinbefore contained in bar of such legal proceedings."
For the defendant was produced his afiidavit, setting forth
" that he had, as stipulated by the said deed, rendered, and
is still rendering, every assistance to his assignees, and doing
all that is in his power to do for the benefit of the estate."
For the plantiifs were produced afliidavits setting forth
that the defendant had wilfully concealed the existence of a
debt due, or pretended to be due, by him to his brother.
Jacobus Korsten, who afterwards claimed a sum of £300
with interest, sued for the said sum on the 26th August, and
recovered judgment in the Supreme Court ; in execution of
which judgment the Deputy Sherifi" attached all the available
goods under the assignment, having made forcible entry into
the defendant's former place of business, then in charge of a
clerk of Deare & Dietz.
Further, that Messrs. Fasche
and Fittig, creditors of the defendants for £30, refused to
accept a. pro rata dividend, or any other terms of composition
under the assignment, but had obtained judgment in the
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Magistrate's Court for Prince Albert, and issued execution
in August, 1867 (before J. Korsten), when certain goods

included in the deed of assignment were sold in satisfaction.
Further, that a claim had been made by defendant's attorneys, on the 14th January, in the name of the High Sheriff,
to a certain sheep lease assigned in the deed, but subsequently sold in execution. That, finding all the valuable
assets of the estate were thus being taken out of their hands,
and applied in payment of the debts of other creditors, the
plaintiffs recovered judgment for their claim in the Beaufort
Circuit Court, when the defendant confessed judgment. That
since the assignment the plaintiffs had paid £150 to a clerk
of defendant for salary due before assignment, £25 to defendant himself for expenses, and had expended considerable
sums in endeavouring to work out the assignment while the
entire amount received by them under it was £168 13s. lOd.
There was also produced the affidavit of a clerk in plaintiffs'
employ, who took charge of the assigned goods at WiUowmore, on the 14th June, 1867, setting forth that, whilst he
was in possession, the messenger of the Magistrate's Court
for Prince Albert entered the stores with a writ of execution
at the instance of F. and F., and " notwithstanding a verbal
protest by deponent against such measure," removed and sold
the goods. That F. and F. had bought in, for 25s., and for
Korsten, a cart and horse included in the assignment. That
F. and F. were paid in full under the writ. That deponent
then returnedto Port Elizabeth, to consult his employers, and
in his absence the second seizure was made, on the writ of J.
Korsten, of the remainder of the goods, which goods were sold
on the 9th September, after the deponent had again returned
to Willowmore; the Deputy Sheriff on that occasion breaking
open the stores, notwithstanding anot&r " verbal protest."
No answering affidavits on the part of defendant were put
in, in consequence, it was alleged, of shortness of time.
;

Porter, for applicants, submitted that defendant having
thus violated the provisions of the deed of assignment, could
not now set up[that deed. If set up at all, it should have
been set up in the Circuit Court at Beaufort, instead of
which a simple confession was filed. Korsten was in league
with his creditors, F. and F., to defeat the assignment. F,
and F.'s refusal to accept the pro rata dividend also entitled
the plaintiffs to proceed, notwithstanding%he deed.
[Bell, J. I cannot understand the plaintiffs' proceedings,
did they not prptect themselves under the deed of
assignment ? And if they have failed to do so, why should

^hy

—

they now come for compulsory sequestration ?]
We may perhaps get more under the sequestration than
under the deed, as matters now stand. The sequestration
c 2

iscs.

^''"^^''
"^^Korst™!*''

:
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''TKlte^f

Besides, it will open the door
will carry the fixed property.
^^^ ^ ^^jj inquiry, in insolvency, into the suspicious circumstances of the case.

the benefit of a return of
by the action at
occasioned,
yourself
nulla bona which you
Beaufort?— All the property had been assigned to you. You
were in possession of the movable property.]
But no movable property capable of being seized by the
writ was in rerum naturd. It had been taken by previous

[Connor, J.— Can you get

—

under a collusive legal process.
"Will subsequent sequestration defeat the
J.
deed of assignment ?]
When the parties waive the deed it will be defeated.
Deare & Dietz have waived it. And Korsten, by his own
fraudulent proceedings, in violation, has legally waived it.
creditors,

[Connor,

Cole, for defendant, said he had not had time to put ia
answering affidavits, but he did not ask now for time, because
defendant was without means. The plaintiffs had had full
assignment in their hands. It was the stupidity of their own
clerk which had interfered with their interests under the deed.

The Courtappearedtofeel considerable difficulty inacceeding to the adjudication at

Hodges, C.

first,

but ultimately granted

it.

thought the deed, if set up at all, should
have been set up at the Beaufort Circuit, when the Judge
on Circuit wou.ld have refused provision, and ordered the
principal case to be proceeded with, giving scope for full
inquiry.
But the defendant had confessed judgment, instead
of setting up a plea in bar. The case came under the 1 7th
section of the Insolvent Ordinance, and he could only add
the defendant had shown no cause why final adjudication
should not be adjudged.
Bkll, J. Deare & Dietz had everything under the
deed, and could have got all under it that they can get by the
sequestration, but they have not protected their own interests
under the deed. The only good that can result from the
sequestration, perhaps, is the inquiry that wiU be made, and
possibly fraud established.
However, Deare & Dietz are
by far the largest creditors under the deed. The other
amounts are trifling and as the deed is just capable of the
construction that Deare & Dietz had other remedies besides
the deed, therefoi-e the sequestration may be adjudged.
Connor, J. The sequestration is sought on two grounds
one, the non-acceptance by F. and F. of the pro rata dividend the other, fraud on the part of Korsten. The former
seems to me at present to be the clearer objection of the
two.
And inasmuch as the deed provides that in case of such
non-acceptance of the pro rata dividend the plantiffs might
J.,

—

;

—

;

—
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" take any proceeding they

may think fit for the recovery
of their said claims." I take it that that includes this application for a compulsory sequestration.
rPlaintiffls'

Attorney, Van Zijl.
Attorneys, Berrange

t,Ilefenclaiits,

of,

Deare
vs.

13.

^

Diet^
Eorsten,

1
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Re Insolvent Estate
Trustees. — Removal

1863.

February

J

A. A. Jonkek.

for Insolvency, must be upon due

notice to such Trustees.

Porter moved for the discharge of an order made in camera
last," authorizing the Master to call a
special meeting of creditors in this estate for the purpose of
electing trustees," they having, as alleged, hoth surrendered
their estates as insolvent ; on the ground that the order had
been made without notice to the trustees then sought to be re-

upon the 23rd January

moved.
It appeared that Messrs. E. Dobson and D. J. Aspeling,
as joint trustees of the insolvent estate of Jonker, brought
an action, in that capacity, against the executor dative of
Adolph Jonker, and obtained judgment. Before the judgment, which involved the realization of certain landed property, and certain further proceedings in law, could be carried into execution, the trustees surrendered their estates,

Aspeling on the 6th May, 1865, and Dobson on the 13th
September, 1865. Matters then remained in abeyance until
the 23rd January, 1868, when Messrs. Fairbridge and
Arderne who had been the attorneys in the action, and were
still creditors for costs, and acting in the original suit, being
requested by the trustees to proceed, and apprehending that the
prosecution of the further proceedings necessary would, if
made in the name of the insolvent trustees as plantiffs, be
open to exception moved for an ex-parte order of removal,
under the 52nd section of the Insolvent Ordinance, when the
Court made the order above stated.

—

—

—

There are two questions to deterPorter, for the trustees.
mine. Fi.ist, whether or not a motion for removal under
the 52nd section must not be upon notice to the trustees, or
upon a rule nisi ; secondly, whether Fairbridge and Arderne,
although they were the attorneys in the litigation about to
be resmned, are sufficiently within the meaning of " parties
interested in the suit " referred to in the 52nd section of
Ordiance 6, 1843, as to be competent to make the motion.
As to the first point, the necessity of notice is shown
by the fact that Aspeling had, in fact, been rehabilitated on the 20th June, 1867, although Dobson's estate
is

still,

it

is

true,

under sequestration.

Some

difficulty

February

13,

Re Insolvent
Estate A. A.
Jonker.
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was apparently apprehended on the point that the trustees
Surrendered, would be incompetent plaintiffs in the
But I take it to be clear
further proceedings contemplated.
jjg^^jjjg

fate

Almonte-'
'

when a defendant is sued by a trustee who is insolvent,
such defendant has nothing to do with the fact that the
creditors have not removed the trustee ; and, not having been
removed, such trustee is a competent plaintiff. The 52nd
section does not provide that insolvency shall, ipso facto, be a
cause of removal, and if creditors choose to take no steps,
defendants have nothing to do with the non-action of creditors.
Then, on the second point the application must be made by
creditors of the insolvent, and not creditors of the trustees,
which is what Fairbridge and Ar derne really are
They were
therefore incompetent, under the 52nd section, to move.
De Villiers (for Fairbridge and Arderne). The Master
was in Chambers, and duly reported the insolvency of both
the trustees.
Besides, the insolvency of the trustees might
be a good exception to an action brought by them.
that

.

—

J. — Why?
—Under what section

^CoNNOE.
Bell, J.

is there any objection to an
insolvent trustee proceeding, if creditors have not removed

him?]
The Court, by a majority (Bell, S. and Connor,

J.),

held that the order should be set aside ; that all subsequent
proceedings should drop, and matters remain as they were.

—We

Hodges, C. J
were satisfied in Chambers, upon
the Master's report, as to the insolvency ; and I doubt whether, under the 52nd section, it has not been the practice to
order a new election, as was done in this intance.
However, the majority of the Court being of a different opinion,
the order must be set aside and the notice to appoint new
;

trustees falls with

it.

BiiLL, J., was for discharging the order on the ground
want of notice to Messrs. Dobson and Aspeling.
Connor, J. When an order is made ex parte, the other
party may move to set it aside, on cause shown.
Here the
cause as to both trustees is, that the application was made,
in reality, on the part of nobody. It was not made on the
part of Fairbridge and Arderne as creditors, nor is it now
supported by them as creditors. That in itself is enough to
discharge the order.
As to the question of a trustee's subsequent rehabilitation, that is an important one ; and I think
it is too late to come and remove a trustee because he has
once been insolvent, if he has already got his rehabilitation.
But there is no necessity to decide that point now. The
order was granted under a mistake on the other point alone.
Order set aside accordingly.
of

—

Applicants' Attorney, Fairtiidge
I
I

Bespondonta' Attorney,

K S^U,

dt

Arderne.

~\

J
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Re Henry Hawkins.
Appointment of Curator Bonis,
Porter

power

moved for

the appointment of a cmator bonis, with

—

p^^^'f^' 13

In 1853 Hawkins
left this colony for Australia, leaving behind him, in the
colony his wife, Sarah Hawkins, and an only child of the
marriage. Before leaving, he had, by last will, bequeathed to
his wife, for life, with remainder over to the daughter, a
certain piece of ground, situated upon the Camp Ground,
near Cape Town. From Australia he had written several
times to his wife; the last letter dated in 1857, and stated an
intention of returningto the Cape. Money had been forwarded
through an agent at the Cape, to an agent in Australia but
nothing more was heard of Hawkins. Special inquiry was
made through the Colonial Office of Victoria, in October,
1864 but no tidings could be procured. After Hawkins's
depature from the Colony, his daughter had married one
Hunt, and subsequently to the marriage, Mrs. Hawkins died.
An offer had lately been made by a neighbour for the piece of
and the object of the present
ground above referred to
application was to appoint a curator bonis, with authority
to make transfer. In the will, Hawkins had stated that the
ground was bought with funds brought by his wife. It was
therefore suggested that the Board of Executors, who would
be executors under the will if he were dead, should be appointed curators. The application was made, not upon any
section of Ordinance 105, but rather on the generallaw; audit
would be necessary to give the person appointed a special
to transfer certain landed property.

°'^

^s.

;

;

;

authority to transfer.

But the Court were inclined to treat Hawkins as dead ; he
not having been heard of for more than seven years. And
the matter stood over for a reference to authorities on this
point.

Postea, 5th

whether the

March, the Master was instructed
was for the benefit of the minor.

to report

sale

[Applicants' Attorney, Bmaslnne.1

ExECXTTOKS Waterman, Applicants.
Respondent.

—

Wolfrey,

Curator Bonis,
Porter

moved

for the sequestration of respondent's estate.

In 1862, Wolfrey passed a mortgage bond for £100 in
favour of one Henry Adams, by whom it had been ceded
Wolfrey had left the Colony in 1855 without
to applicants.

Febniaryfis.

B^ecut"^^,t„.
man^ppucants;
^^'

dent.

^^°^'

"
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and had thereby committed an act of
1843. ine only
February 18.
insolvency, under the 4th section of Ord. 6,
£45.
for
creditor
bond
BxMutorsWater- other creditor was a
soon after
It appeared that Wolfrey had left Cape Town,
w'Sfrt^lSTowas tor
5™*he
where
Elizebeth,
passing the bond, for Port
EhzaPort
at
made
been
had
Inquiry
resident.
time
some
satisfying the debt,

„e8

beth, but without success.
Connor, J.— If a mortgagor goes away, leavmg property
that
secured and rents accruing, is it not rather hard to say
absented
so
Ordinance
the
of
4th
section
the
he has, under
himself "with intent to defeat his creditors" as would
make him commit an act of insolvency ? Will not the better

course be to appoint a curator bonis, and proceed agamst
Decis. Fris., 4, 9, 8.)
Porter ultimately undertook that a special notice should
be inserted in the Gazette, intimating that upon the 12th
April, the Court would be moved to appoint a curator

him? {Sande

bonis.
[Applicant's Attorney, Buissinne.']

Wykham

vs.

Provisional Sentence
February

20.

Wykham

vs.

Kingon.

e

—

Kingon.
Slieriff^s Service,

Provision was prayed upon a promissory note drawn by
defendant in favour of plaintiff. The service of the summons
q^ defendant was personal, " by delivering to him a copy
Defendant replied,
thereof, as also a certain promissory note.
' I will attend to it.'
The Court sent the return back to the Sheriff for amendment.
[On the same day, the Court granted provisional sentence
in Van der Byl vs. Hoffman on a promissory note where the
Deputy Sheriff's return of service was the delivery of a
copy of the summons, " as also of the promissory note. " And
in
Collisons §• Co, vs. Wiese, where plaintiffs sued as
the cessionaries of a mortgage bond, the service being
personal, " as also copy of the mortgage bond and act of
cession."]
[Applicant's Attorneys, Fairbridge

d-

Arderne,}

—
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Board of Executoes, Applicants, — Helena Jacoba
Stigling, Kespondent.

Where an Order was granted attaching a tenants Goods for
arrear Rent, but before it could be executed the Tenant had
removed the goods into another House, where she was not,
however, a Tenantfor hire, the Court ordered the removal
of the Goods into the House from which they had been so
taken away.

—

On the

19th February, an order was granted by Connok,
ises.
camera, at the instance of the present applicant, attach- ^ebrt^ 20
ing^the movables of the respondent for rent of a certain house. Board oi ExecuDuring the time the order was being granted, the respon- HdeM'''''jSa
dent removed the movables into another house belonging |^w^_"'B.Kespoiito a Mrs Breda.
Porter now applied for an order to continue
the attachment of the goods in the house to which they had
been so removed ; and produced an affidavit by Mrs. Breda
that her house was not let to respondent, nor to anybody in
her behalf.
The Court authorized the removal of the goods, by the
Master's messenger, from Mrs. Breda's house into the house
from which they had been taken away, an inventory being
taken ; and without prejudice to the rights of the respondent
(who did not appear ) to have this order set aside.
J., in

[Applicants' Attorneys, Beid

&

HephewJ]

Prickett
Proof of Marriage

in

vs.

Prickett.

an action for Divorce.

In this case, which was an undefended action at the
instance of the husband against the wife, for divorce, on the
ground of adultery, it was proved that the parties had
married at Simon's Town, in 1860, and had removed to
Graham's Town in 1864 ; that in November, 1865, the wife
returned to Simon's Bay and was delivered of a legitimate
that she remained in Simon's Town, without being
by her husband, and was delivered of a second
child in May, 1867. The adultery was clearly proved; but
quoad the proof of marriage,
Cole produced from the Colonial Office a certified copy of
the marriage register of St. Frances' Church, Simon's Town,
proving the marriage of parties of the same name upon the
day on which the plaintiff (who had been examined de bene
But no
esse at Graham's Town) had sworn to his marriage.
proof of the handwriting of the officiating minister or
The other evidence of the
attesting witnesses yyas given.
child

,•

visited

Febraarj25.

pnokott
Pnotett

w

;

26
18

Peta^26.
Priokett

vs.

Frickett.

marriage was that of the midwife, who, having been present
She swore
at both the last deliveries, proved the adultery.
that sho was acquainted with the parties before marriage
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^ j^^^gg ^£ ^Yie defendant's mother upon the
day of the marriage that she saw the parties go to church
and return home from the church and that she knew them
to live as man and wife until their departure for Graham's
;

;

Town.

The Court held this sufficient />7-ma/acze evidence of the
marriage to support the action. And as to the custody of
the three legitimate children, all with the mother, ordered
them to be handed over to the care of the father on his
sendiDg for them.
\_i!t vide, as to proof of marriage, Croeser vs. Croeser, Mem.
Rep. 267. Hoffman vs. Hoffman, do. 281. Kemball vs.
Kemhall, do. 281.]
[Plaintiff's Attorneys, Fairbridge (t Arieime.]

— Owners Barks "Tigris"
AND "EUNOMIA," KeSPONDENTS.

A. DE Pass, Applicant.

Arrest of part interest in a Vessel at the stiit of a co-part
Owner in another Vessel refused.
February

25.

A. de eI^b, Ap-

pUf^t

;

Porter

hark

ownera gtanccs.

EuTwmia,
Bpondenta.

Be-

moved for the arrest of respondents' interest in the
now in Table Bay, under the following circumThe apphcant is the owner of the bark Southern

Tigris,

which was lying at anchor in Simon's Bay, when, on
instant, she was run into by the bark JSunomia
which was leaving the bay, and, without stopping, the
Eunomia proceeded on her voyage. The damage done to
the Southern Cross was calculated, including demurrage, at
£142 and for this amount it was now sought to arrest the
Tigris, which was in part owned by Mr. H. Smith, of Scarborough, owner of the Eunomia. It had been intended to
arrest the Eunomia in Algoa Bay, where she was expected
Mr. Smith was unrepreto call, but she had not done so.
sented here. Messrs. Butherfoord Brothers had acted as
agents until the clearance of the vessel, which was now
ready to sail for the West Indies. The captain had not
received formal notice of this application, but had been
corresponded with, and knew it would be made, but did
Cross,

^-^^

-j^-j^^j^

;

not appear.

[Bell, J. — Is there any instance of an arrest of
kind,
—by which the part owners of the Eunomia who are not part
this

owners of the Tigris
vessel ?]

may

be damnified by the arrest of the

27

The

application has only just been handed to me, and
ises.
have not consulted authorities. The only ^"""^y^^difficulty is that the owners of the Eunomiaa,re not precisely
^omt^^wMrs
the same as the owners of the Tigris. But I apprehend it sarts Kyrw and
^^
is clear that if there were a judgment of this Court against
the owners of the Eunomia, under that judgment the interest
of those owners in both that ship and the Tigris would be
attachable.
It is the common case of a partnership, where
the partnership property must be attached as a whole, in
order to get at the interest of the part owners. The damnification of the respondents could be avoided by security
rendered.
The Court would attach the part interest of the
owner of one farm in another. It is true a farm is not, as a
ship is, movable ; but there is no distinction in the principle
of part interest to be applied.
[Bell, J. Then to take the case of a 1,^00-ton ship, do
you maintain that such a ship could be arrested here for a debt
due by the owner of one sixty-fourth part in her, who was
the owner of another vessel through which the debt arose ?]
I do.
If a writ of execution were issued against a farm
held by different owners, in undivided shares, however small,
the Sheriff would seize the whole to eliminate the share of
the debtor. It is a responsibility inseparable from the partnership.
CoNNOE, J. But would ship-owners be identical -^^ith
farm-owners ? Is there not a great distinction between the
case of a movable ship and immovable land ?
have had
no case Uke this. By attaching the ship we would injure
absent owners.
Hodges, C. J. It is, prima facie, a strong proceeding to
make such an arrest without clear authority. It would be
better to postpone the application till later in the day, and
presses, so that I

SSnu

—

—

We

—

search for authorities.

The case accordingly stood tiU later in the day, when
Porter stated he had not found any specific authority in regard to ship arrests ; but he again submitted that upon general
principles of partnership the matter was plain. The property
of the partnership is liable to execution for the debts of a
partner, and the Sheriff would sell the undivided share of
that partner. It required no authority to prove that anything which can be seized in execution of a judgment is
And then
arrestable to found jurisdiction for a judgment.
we are brought round to consider what is the position of a
creditor of a part owner who has judgment and has no
means of obtaining the fruits of that judgment except
through the interest of his debtor in a ship. This is a point
of some importance. It is not an uncommon thing to find
the master of a vessel the part owner ; and supposing he

28
incurred a debt in Cape Town— which debt I will assume
^^^ ^^^ contracted for ship purposes, both himself personally
would be
^cantTo™S and the vessel would be arrestable, or the creditor
|aj^J^™ ^d (Jefeated. In Lindley on Partnership, Vol. 1,^.584, it is
^ laid down that it is much better for partners to give security
spTSl
for defaulting partners, than that honest creditors should be
1868.

Febr™^ 25.

disappointed. And further, that undivided shares in partnerships cannot be seized without seizing the whole partnership property. Bodily seizure is the principle on which the
Sheriff proceeds, and then he holds with a dead hand as
regards the other partners. This is shown by Liadley to be
the new rule, in contradistinction to the old rule, which was

the opposite.

The Court declined making the order.
Hodges, C. J., said the argument for

the applicant was
But
rested mainly upon a judgment already recovered.
this is not that case ; and, in the interest of ships visiting
Table Bay, the Court would be slow to grant such an order
without direct authority upon the subject.
Bell, J., considered such an order would be unjust and
There was no analogy between arresting goods
oppressive.
on shore in a debtor's country and arresting a ship sailing on
Otherwise, one ship might be arrested to
the high seas.
satisfy the liabihties of part owners in nineteen other vessels.
Therg was no comparison between the inconvenience the
Tigris would be put to and the slighter inconvenience of the
applicant going to Scarborough to the owners.
CoNNOE, J., thought the authorities on the question of
partnership were analogous ; but yet it was a serious step
for the Court to take without a more direct authority on the
subject of ship arrests.
[Applicant's Attorneys, Fairhridge

& Arderne.']

De

Trustees Frontier Fire and

Pass

&

Co.

vs.

Marine Insurance Company.
Argument on

Plaintiffs exceptions

to

Defendant's plea^.

—A

Marine Insurance against Bar-risk contained
the words " warranted free of average, unless general or
the Vessel he stranded," and in a subsequent portion, " and
warranted free from particular average."
The Vessel

policy of

having stranded on the
particular average.

Bar in crossing, the Assured claimed

The Insurers resisted the claim on
the strength of the words secondly quoted.
Held, for the
purposes of the pleadings, that, as in the opinion
the
'

of

Court the ordinary legal

effect

should be given

to

the

—

—

words " Or the vessel be stranded," to wit, that the Insurers thereupon hecame liable to pay particular average,
the Defendants^ plea of no particular average under the
Policy was no answer to the declaration on the Policy
;
and the plaintiffs'" exceptions were sustained accordingly

—

_

The defendants were summoned to answer

the plamtiffs
in an action of debt.
Upon the 28th February, 1867, and Februarys?.
at Graham's Town the plaintiffs, by their agent, Bertram, oe PasT&co.™
applied to the defendants to grant a policy of insurance
iJ^t^fMarine
upon the schooner Lightning, their property, against certain insurance com'""'^"
risk of damage or loss in entering or quitting Port Alfred,
which is what is commonly called a bar harbour, at which
there was kept a steam-tug for towing vessels entering or
quitting the harbour across the bar of the harbour.
The
Company agreed to grant the policy for £800, " which insurance is hereby declared to be" [here the further printed
words of the form of the policy " goods warranted free of
average, unless general, or the vessel be stranded, namely"
were erased, and the following substituted in writing:]
"hull and tackle of Lightning against bar risk only, to
go in and out, tug to be employed warranted free of average,
unless general, or the vessel be stranded."
The policy then
went on to say, " And we covenant and agree that the insurance aforesaid shall commence upon the said ship at Port
Alfred on the hull and tackle of the ship Lightning from the
time of her being taken in tow by the steam-tug Alfred,
against bar risk only, both in and out of the river, and warranted free from particular average," Sec, &c. The whole of
this clause, except the introductory words, " And we covenant
and agree that the insurance aforesaid," was in wi-iting.
The plaintiffs' declaration averred that after the making of
the said policy, to wit, upon the 4th of March, 1867, the Lightning arrived with a cargo of merchandise at or off the harbour, for the purpose of crossing the bar, this being the
voyage in reference to which the plaintiffs had effected the
policy.
The steam-tug was employed to tow the Lightning,
and took her in tow from the roadstead outside of the
harbour, the Lightning having pre^aously been furnished by
the said tug with a skilled pilot to navigate her.
That in
crossing the bar, and whilst still in tow by the steam-tug,
the vessel struck repeatedly and heavily upon the bar, ceased
to obey her rudder, and immediately after drifted to and
became stranded upon a spot at or close beside the bar, thus
That thirty minutes aftersustaining still further damage.
wards she was got off. Having been thus stranded, the
plaintiffs averred that the Company became liable to pay to
the. plaintiffs the particular average, amounting to £281 I7s.
5d,, as ascertained by an average adjuster ; which claim was.

—
;
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without objection to the amount, repudiated by the Com^^^^^ "^Vhereforc the plaiutiifs prayed judgment.
To this declaration the defendants pleaded the generalissue,
Tro^feeJroDtier
^^^
*^° special pleas. Firstly, that the plaintiffs did not offer
Ss-r "i ^'c ommpany.™°^
^^^ defendants an opportunity of inspecting the vessel and
estimating the damage, but sent her on a further voyage to
Simon's Bay, in the course of which voyage she was damaged.
That the plaintiffs caused the repairs to bemade at Simon'sBay
without licence or consent of defendants and that the expense
so incurred exceeded the expense which would have been
incurred at Port Alfred. ^Secondly, " that the damage or
loss in the declaration alleged to have been sustained is
altogether in the nature of particular, and not general
average."
The plaintiffs, in their r eplicati on,excepted to the first special
plea, on the grounds that the matters in the plea alleged do
not, nor any of them, admit or confess and avoid the material
facts alleged in the declaration, nor constitute or comprise a
bar or answer to the action ; and that the said plea is double
or multifarious, and is so framed as to embarrass the plaintiffs
in replying, seeing that it makes two or more averments distinct and separate In their nature, and such as should not be
included in one and the same plea, inasmuch as they do not
tend or conduce to, or constitute, one single point or proposition
set up as a defence to the said action ofthe said plaintiffs ; and
that the said plea does not, in reference to the alleged failure
• by the said plaintiffs to offer or afford inspection of the said
schooner, state at what place such offer should have been
made, or at what place such inspection should have been
afforded, nor that the said plaintiffs had time and opportunity
to have made such offer, or afforded such Inspection, ifminded
so to do ; and that the said plea does not In reference to the
certain damage alleged to have been received by the said
schooner on her voyage to S imon's Bay, aver that such damage,
so received formed the whole or any part of the damage
claimed for in this action ; and that the said plea does not, in
reference to the repairs which the said plaintiffs are alleged
to have caused to be made M'ithout the licence or consent of
the defendants, aver that such licence and consent were not
applied for by the plaintiffs to the said defendants and that
the said plea is in other respects Informal and Insufficient;"
And as to the special plea secondly pleaded, the plaintiffs
Hhewise excepted to the same as bad In substance on this
ground " That admitting, as the said plaintiffs do admit,
and as they have. In fact, by their declaration already alleged,
that the damage or loss claimed for by them in this action is
altogether in the nature ofpartlcular,andnot general average,
the said plaintiffs say that the said defendants are liable for
18

Pebruary27.

;

;

:
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such particular average, under and by virtTUg of the policy of
laes.
Febroa^sT.
assurance in the said declaration set forth."
To this replication the defendants rejoined that the excep- DeP»s3&co.«j.
,•
TrnsteesFrontier
1
t
tions were bad in law, and prayed judgment accordmgly.
Fire ana Marine
°™"
Porter for plaintiffs.
The exception to the second special pan"*"™
plea is the most important, because if the Court is against
the plaintiffs, there is an end of the case.
I submit to the excep[Griffith, A. G., for defendants.
tion on the first special plea, and only desire to argue that

1J-1

-1

•

T-^

—

—

in the second.]
The policy is carelessly drawn ; but the general words in
the subsequent part of it, " free from particular average,"
cannot relieve the defendants from the responsibility of the
words in the preceding part, " or the vessel be stranded."
As to the exact force of the words " unless general, or the
vessel be stranded," vide Arnold on Insurance, vol. 2, p. 851.
It means that the Company will pay for any damage in the

nature of particular average if the ship be stranded. If
doubtful, the policy must be construed most strongly against
the defendants, they being the stipulators, who, by the civil
law, framed the question to be answered, and against whom
therefore, the construction is to be taken most rigidly. Here
the Company has said it will pay particular average if the
ship be stranded ; and it cannot be said that the words " if
the ship be stranded " are to go for nothing, for they were
first erased from
the printed form to be re-inserted in
writing.

—

The stipulator here is the assured, and
Griffith, contra.
not the insurer.
Therefore the ambiguity, if any, is in our
favour.
This is a particular insurance against bar risk, but
there are, as is natural, a great many unnecessary provisions
left in the policy, such as are, for instance, contained in these
words " And touching the adventures and perils which the
capital stock and funds of the said Company are made liable
unto, or are intended to be made liable unto, by this insurance,
they are those of the seas, men-of-war, fire, enemies, pirates,
:

rovers, thieves, jettisons, letters of marque and countermarque, surprisals and taking at sea, arrests, restraints, and
detainments of all kings, princes, and people of what nation
or quality soever, barratry of the masters and mariners, and
all other perils, losses, and misfortunes," &c., &c.
These
words, although inserted, would not apply to the particular
bar risk. And in the same manner, the words " unless the
The clauses
vessel be stranded" did not apply either.
cannot both stand and the question is, which is to stand ?
I contend that the particular words " warranted free from
general average " will, in the case of a particular risk, govern
the general words of the policy as deeds of release in
;

;
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England, although general in termsj are confined to the
particular intended release.
^'^^ Court upheld the exceptions, with costs, on the ground
T^^telsProntier
Hra and Marine that, iu its Opinion, cfFcct should be given to the words " unless the ship be stranded ;" and that the fair and honest
pany?""'^
construction of the policy was to construe the subsequent
words " warranted free from particular average " as if the
words " except as aforesaid " had been inserted ; the ambiguity having evidently arisen from a clerical inistake in the
1888.

February

27.

'

Company's

office.

"]
Attorneys, Meid & Nephew.
Defendants' Attorneys, Fairbridge tb Ardeme.J

rP]aintifl:s'
L

Saget, Applicant.— Bataillou, Eespondent,

—-Cancellation of Bail Bond.

Discharge of Arrest
February

Cole moved, undgr the 135th Eule of Court, for the disan arrest granted by Bell, J., yesterday, on a
''^' ^6mand
for £100 made by respondent, a resident in Cape
Town, upon the applicant, the master of the French ship
Ploermel, on the point of leaving Table Bay,
It appeared that the respondent had called applicant a liar,
upon the 31st January, whereupon the applicant struck him
in the face!
claim of £100 damages followed upon

29.

saget, I^ucantj

spon en
?mnd'°t'

.

f^^arge of

A

4th February, but was taken no notice of by applicant.
It was repeated upon the 18th February, when applicant's
attorney repudiated the claim, and requested that the
action might be tried during the February term, so as
not to detain the applicant or his vessel. Nothing further
was done by respondent until the 27th February, when
the vessel was ready for sea.
The arrest was then
procured, returnable upon the 4th March.
bail bond was
given by the applicant according to the form prescribed by
Bules of Court.

A

^Cole maintained the proceedings were in abuse of the
power of arrest the claim, in the first instance, being a
ridiculous one under any circumstances.
And secondly, it
could have been proceeded with before and settled by the
;

Magistrate, or in this Court,
[CofTNOE, J. Ought not your motion to be to cancel the
bail bond ? The condition of that bond being to appear and
stand the judgment of the Court, the arrest is at an end.]
If the arrest is not now set aside, it will continue until
the return day on the writ.

—

—

[Connor, J. When you arrest a man on a writ returnable on a certain d^y, and the party arrested gives bail,
the
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arrest is done with.
The Court would never be applied to
on the return day to confirm the writ. The bail bond holds

TT1
U pon

during: the action,!
^

n

'

1

1

ITT-m

February 29

saget.I^ucant
Batau'iou,

Be

apondent.

*

the return day 01 the writ the case should,
strictness, be placed upon the roll, as if it were a provisional case,
and a motion made, either that it should continue, or be
discharged. And, if so, the 135th Kule lays down that it is
not compulsory to wait for the return day, seeing that the
return day may, under that Rule, be " anticipated." To avoid
any technical difficulty, however, the applicant is willing to
surrender himself to the Sheriff, if necessary.

Bond contra.
The Court set
with

aside the arrest,

and cancelled the bail bond,

costs.

—

Hodges, C. J. The process of the Court has been most
improperly used, for an oppressive purpose. The claim was
unfounded for the striking in the face was a natural consequence of the imputation made. The case might, under
any circumstances, have been heard before the Magistrate,
or this Court, before now intead of which, the proceedings
are put off untU the last moment of the vessel sailing. I
have no doubt the arrest ought to be set aside, and, if necessary, the bail bond also.
The applicant must have his costs
of coming here to set aside the arrest.
This Court is bound
to protect foreigners from such improper arrests.
;

;

Bell,

J., concurred.

—

Conn OK, J. I should have a doubt, on a matter of form,
whether the motion should not have been to set aside the
bail bond
but it is not for me to settle the practice of the
;

Court. As to the claim, it is a monstrous one. If a man
calls another a liar, he must be prepared to receive the conseThe applicant ought never to have been arrested ;
quences.
and it would be very hard, in that case, if the bail bond
could not be set aside.
I
rAppUcant's Attorney, S. Hull.
LBespoadent'B Attorney, T, Siclnon.}

CoLLisoNS & Co.

VS.

Schmidt.

Defective Service.
£>e VUliers, for plaintiffs, prayed judgment absolute, def endant being in default of appearance, upon a claim for £16 14s.
for goods sold and delivered.
On reference to the service of the summons, the return of
the Deputy Sherifi" was found to be as follows
" On the 11th day of January, 1868, 1 have repaired to
:

the residence of

W Hem Gerrit Schmidt, and have thenD and

^^'^'^ 29.
•^"'jjf^^'i.micit?'
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absence, duly served upon W. G. van Enter,
^j^jj ^jj^j^ ^he defendant rssides whsu he is at home, and
answer was,
to him a copy thereof; and his
°1?s°hmtdt?°- delivered
'
Schmidt is on togt. I will give it to him when he returns.
But the service of the notice of trial (forwarding the declaappearance)
ration at the same time, as filed upon default of
186S.

Februa^js.

there, in his

was

as follows

:

-mr-n

the 11th February, 1868, I served upon Willem
" by leavipg
Gerrit Schmidt a certain original notice," &c.,
the same nailed to the door of the residence of the said

"Upon

Schmidt."

The Court would not proceed with the case, bnt adjourned
hearing sine die in consequence of insufficient service.
The case to be re-set down for trial.

its

[Plaimtiffs' Attorneys,

Read

Ic

NeipM lo.]

HOKNEYBORNE, APPELLANT.

— TiNLEY,

RESPONDENT.

in the Prince Albert Magistrate's
Court appealed to the Supreme Court against an Order
that he should be struck off the Roll, the Court set aside
the Order on account of the non-hearing of Apellanfs

Where an Enrolled Agent

evidence.
r

Porter, &1C appellant, moved the Court to set aside, unde
Honeybonie.Ap- section 37 of Act 20, 1856, a judgment delivered by the
J'^pondent in his capacity as Acting Resident Magistrate
Besponient™^^^'
February 29.

by which judgment the
appellant, an enrolled agent in the Magistrate's Court for
that division, was struck ofi' the roll.
The facts of the case were briefly these. Upon the 16th
of January, 1868, Mr. Borcherds, Resident Magistrate fov

for the division of Prince Albert,

Prince Albert, was trying the case of the Queen vs. Lyg
Sauel, for assault.
The appellant appeared for the defence,
and took exception to the competency of the Magistrate on
the ground of having had improper intercourse with the
prisoner.
An altercation ensued, and the Magistrate said
" surely, the prisoner has been put up to it." The appellant
replied that, if anyone said he had put the woman up, such
person lied.
The Magistrate subsequently wrote to Grovenment upon the subject, reporting the appellant, and charging
him with having used words calculated to provoke a breach
of the peace.
The appellant also reported the Magistrate,
and preferred a similar charge against him. The Grovernraent appointed the respondent, who is the Resident Magistrate for the adjoining division of Beaufort, Acting Magistrate
for the division of Prince Albert, and commissioned him to

35
inquire into the charge and cotfnter-phg^rge.
The respondent
im.
thereupon proceeded to Prince Albert, and summoned Honey- ^^^rwy 2».
borne to appear and answer to having openly insulted the Honejhome, abpresiding Magistrate by making the statement above referred Res^iuie^!"^'^'
to, and raising the same as an objection to his proceeding in
the case, f although it appears, from the statement of
the said Lys Sauel that she did not authorize the said
Honeyborne to raise the said objection. "
Upon the
appointed day the respondent sat, and heard sundry
witnesses in support pf the summons.
The appellant then
proposed " to lead evidence to prove that he had been
informed of the cohabitation by the party in whose favour
the exception was taken, and also had cautioned her at the
time she signed the power of attorney with respect to the
statements she made. Further, that the statement as to
cohabitation was'made voluntarily, and without any attempt
on his part to induce her to say what she did ; and that the
objection to the competency of the presiding magistrate was
considered by him a good and valid one." From the record
of proceedings it appeared that the "Court refused to admit
the evidence, and that it overruled the objection on the
ground of cohabitation, or any complaint from the woman
in question, as the same is not before the Court, or in
question."
And the respondent then proceeded to deliver
the following judgment " To be struck off the list as an
enrolled agent of the Court of the Resident Magistrate,
Prince Albert, subject to review if called, on the ground of
his (Honeyborne) charging the Magistrate while on the
bench with cohabiting with a woman, then and there charged
before the Court -with assault, and on that occasion and
others being disrespectful to the Magistrate ; and that my
own observations and inquiries have satisfied me that it is
for the interest and respectful order of this Court that he
be removed from the roll." Adding certain " Memos, to
their Honours the Judges," to the same effect.
Porter, for appellant.
The respondent's proceedings have
been wholly irregular. He was a Government commissioner
to inquire into both the charges, whereas he has only taken
Heie, again, his
notice of that brought by the Magistrate.
proceedings were irregular, for he issued a summons under
the criminal branch of the department, and instead of fiueing
or imprisoning under the Act, which is all he could even
then do, he turns it into an investigation of the conduct of
an enrolled agent, and that, moreover, when the defendant
:

—

had not been summoned as an enrolled agent to show cause.
On that ground alone the respondent was wrong but even
had his proceedings been regular, the rejection of the
;

evidence tenderedby the appellantwas wrong. The appellant

D

2
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justified in raising the exception, if duly authorized.
judeed, he would have been guilty of misconduct if he had
refuscd to make the objection when his client, after caution^
No practitioner in any court can be struck off the
dssired it.
of his
rolls of that Court because, acting by the instructions
client he takes such an exception. The question then resolves

was

1868.

February

29.

Houeybome.ApRe'sponiienJ""''''

Was this a honafide objection, made on inOn this material point the respondent refused to

itself into this

struction

?

:

hear the evidence tendered. The imputation of lying,
alleged to have been used to the Magistrate by appellant,
was hypothetical, and not, under that hypothesis, unjustifiable.
On the grounds stated, I submit, these proceedings
should be set aside for irregularity ; without prejudice to
any further proceedings to be hereafter taken.
There was no appearance for respondent.

The Court ordered

Hodges, C.

J.

the proceedings to be set aside.

— The judgment pronounced

was a most

serious one to the appellant ; and we must therefore see that
I must say it appears to me
the proceedings were regular.
As far
the respondent has mistaken his course altogether.
as I can see, the wish of the Government wasj that he
The Government desired to
should hear the cross charges.
ascertain the truth in a matter seriously affecting the adInstead of holding such inquiry,
ministration of justice.

the respondent issued a very peculiar summons, not even
calling upon or giving the appellant any notice to show
cause why he should not be struck off the roll of agents.
The proceedings were informal in these respects ; but even
had they been regular, the respondent should have heard the
evidence in behalf of the appellant. It was an important
point to inquire whether the appellant had been instructed
by the woman, or whether he acted from malice towards the
Magistrate,
The respondent hadnothing to do with striking
His duty was
the appellant off, under any circumstance.
limited to reporting to Government the result of the proceedings.
Without, however, saying anything about the merits,
all the Court does now is, to say that the respondent
arrived at his decision without jurisdiction, and irregularly.
Bell, J., concurred generally as to the irregularity of the
proceedings, and as to the limitation on the respondent to
inquire into the cross actions, and nothing beyond.
The
summons assumed the truth of the Magistrate's account.
The respondent was only a commissioner to make certain
inquiries on behalf of Government.
The appellant's mouth
had been shut on the great point of the case, as to the bona
fides of the agent's instructions. Even if the Magistrate may
not have had such connection as was alleged, yet if the woman

-
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isss.
told the agent that he had, and authorized him, as agent, to
take such objection, the appellant was fully justified in so '^^'^]^^''
doing.
There may have been, for all we can tell, sufficient ^eSTTii^'i
cause for the removal of the agent on the ground of insult- Hespoudeat,

ing and overbearing manners ; but as far as they have yet
gone, the whole proceedings must be set aside, and proceeded
with ab ovo.
CoNNOE, J. I am not quite prepared to say that the
respondenthad not jurisdiction. I presume that Magistrates
hold during pleasure; and in the case of an officer who holds
during pleasure, appointing another displaces him. The
respondent, I am inclined to think, was the acting Magistrate to adjudicate ; and, supposing he were thelegal Magistrate, then, under the 17th section, he had jurisdiction.
Possibly, therefore, he had a legal right to arrive at the
decision as to the striking off the roll. But the case, as
now presented to us, cannot stand ; for the respondent has
It was argued
refused evidence upon a most material point.
for the plaintiff that an agent is bound to follow implicitly
the instructions of his client. I doubt that, and apprehend
that it is for the agent to excise his own discretion.
are bound, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, to
assume that the agent made the objection bona fide; and
however painful the objection, I am not prepared to say that
the respondent may not have shown he was warranted in
taking such an exception. The great irregularity in the
proceeding was the rejection of the justifying evidence ; and,
confining myself to that for the present, I am of opinion that
the proceedings, as they stand, do not show a case for striking
the appellant off the roll.
Proceedings reversed, with costs.

—

We

[Applicants' AttorneySj Faii'bi'id^e

d:

Arderm.l

—

Aenholz, Applicant and Original Plaintiff.
Divisional Council of Tulbagh, Respondents
AND Original Defendants.
What is a Divisional
Divisional Councils Consolidation Act.
Councillor's " direct or indirect interest " in a Council
Contract under Section 75 ?
This was an appeal from Si judgment of the Resident
Magistrate for Tulbagh, on a claim for work done by one
Warwick, the account for which had been passed by the
Tulbagh Divisional Council, with the words written thereon,
" Please pay to Mr. A. Arnholz, for value received. -W.

—

,^y.

,

,

K.''

Warwick.

—

^l^-g
^a'nt'andori^Dai
S'„^'2i™(,ii„i|;';j,'

Tulbagh,
spondenta
original
dants.

Ee-

and
Defen-
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It appeared that Arnholz, who was A member df the
Divisional Council fdr the Ceres ward, hstdy in conjunction

^^^^ *-^® ^^^^ Commissioner of Tulbagh, the chairman of the
;"dW- Divisional Council, but without an express resolution of the
certain urgent
TS'bag*i°""'°Bl' Council, authorized Warwick to perform
AftfetWards,
the Ceres bridge for the sum of £7.
origtoaf'Defen^ repairs to
daats.
Mr. Arnholtz, who is a storekeeper at Ceres, influencedj as
he alleged, by feelings of kindness towards Warwick,
advanced him £7 in cash and food during the progress of the
repairs, and then took from him the order upon the account,
Arnholz presented this account, with the
as above stated.
abovementioned order writtisn thereupon, at the following
meeting of the Divisional Council of Tulbaghj when thb
Mr. Wiener, who Ivas a storekeeper
account was passed.
at Tulbagh, with a branch at Ceres, was acting secretary to
the Council at the time. Upon being applied to he alleged
tha.t the original account had been lost, that the words
forming the order to pay had not been endorsed thereon at
the time the Council passed the account, and that he had
subsequently paid the amount to one Henry Kilgour (whOj
it ajjpeared, was the manager of Wielier's Ceres business)}
for which payment he hfeld the receipt of Warwick, attested
by two witnesses. The original account, and order endorsed
thereon, on which the plaintiff founded his claim, not being
forthcoming in the Court below, the Magistrate, although
there was secondary evidence of its existence, nonsuited the
plaintiff on that ground.

trnt'^'oti^^^i
piatnuff

_

A

—

Porter for appellant.
There lias been unfair proceeding
on the part of Wiener to get his own account paid rather
than Arnholz's account.
[CoNNOK, J. Section 75 of the Divisional Councils Act,
6 of 1865, provides that no Divisional Councillor shall be
" directly or indirectly interested in any contract." Was not
Arnholz virtually interested in the contract made with

—

Warwick

?]

—

There were two separate stages, The contract to do the
work, and the agreement to receive payment. Arnholz was
not interested, in terms of the Act, in either but if, for
arguments sakej he was intertsted in anything;, it was in
the agreemeut to pay, and that Was after the contract for
the work had been finished.
If the Civil Cominissioner
had advanced the money, would he have come under the
;

Act?
[CoNNOE,

J.

— Arnholz advanced

credit of the contract.

Was

a certain sum on the
that not being interested in the

contract ?]

All his

interest, if

any, lay in the passing of the account

But the Chairman of the Council had

as

much

interest.
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because he, as one of the contracting

parties,

was

As

liable.

to the cession of the claim, by Voet 18, 14, 15, it is
without intimation to the debtor. The only liberation

11

11.11

,,,

i8«8.

'^"°''^-

good

TT-by
is

Arnhoiz, Appucant andOngma]

a oonajide payment by the debtor to the cedent. Here it PiaintaE; Djyiis questionable whether money ever passed on the receipt Trabagh°™°E«given by Warwick to Kilgour, for the attesting witnesses o^rigtaS*^ Detenthave not been produced. And under any circuiflstances, it &^^was a mala fide payment by Wiener to himself, to defeat
'i
Arnholz's claim.
Wiener has paid the
Griffith, A.-G., for respondent.
amount to Kilgour on Warwick's receipt. If there has been
fraud on the part of Warwick, Arnholz can go against* him,
or he can go against Wiener ; but not against the Divisional
Coulicil, which has already paid the debt.
Moreover, under
the Act, the contract was bad ; Arnholz being a Divisional
Councillor.

—

ThemajorityoftheCourt(HoDGES,C.J.,andCoNNOE,J.;
J., dissenting) held that Arnholz was interested in
the contract under the Act, and therefore could not sue
upon it.
CoNNOE, J. The writing by Warwick on the account
produced by Arnholz is said to have been a cession of the
debt, but it looks more like a bill of exchange and if so,

Bell,

—

;

therehas beennoacceptancebytheDivisionalCouncil. But
assuming e ven that it is a cession of the worth of the contract,
that will come under section 75 of the Act 6 of 1865. Either
Arnholz was the agent of Warwick and then payment to
the principal discharges the debtor or he is himself the
owner of the worth of the contract. That is, under the Act,
an illegal engstgement, and the plaintiff cannot bring an
Although; I do not believe this was the ground
action on it.
of the decision in the Court below, still, as the law of the
land, as contained in the Act, need not be pleaded, we can
notwithstanding hold that the plaintiff, on the ground now
stated, was incapacitated from suing.
Bell, J., conceded that if the section applied the
result just stated would follow, but on no view of the case
could he regard the section as of any application. Arnholz
was not interested in the contract under the Act besides,
the Council had had presented to them the account with the
cession at the foot of it, and had passed it, and thus approved
what hadbeen done andbound itself to pay. Astotheterms of
cessionmany a mortgage bondhadbeen declared provisionally
executable upon a similar cession. Even if not a cession, it
was a biU of exchange, and then! it was clear the Council had
by passing the account with the endorsation thereupon
accepted the bill. The plaintiff would be unjustly treated
if h? djd not receive the amoimt ajid costs.

—
—

;
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C. J., did not see how the plaintiff had made
contract, express or implied, upon the part of the
Amhoiz, Appu- Council to pay him this amount ; but even had there been

Hodges,

1868.

March

3.

p^j.

g^

piSiM?"dm- such an undertaking, he concurred that the matter fell within
TXlghr^Be* the 75th section of the Act, and that, on this ground, the
should be sustained and the
origtoa/'Deto^J"'^™^^* of the Court below
daats.
appeal be dismissed with costs.
[Applicant's Attorneys, Fairbridge «t Arderne.
Respondent's AttorneySj Hofmeijr, Tredgald, & Watcrmeyer,

"I

'

J

Divisional Council, Port Elizabeth, Appellants
AND Original Defendants. Divisional Coun-

—

UlTENHAGE, RESPONDENTS AND ORIGINAL

cil,

Plaintiffs.
Where by Government Proclamation the "right bank" of a
River was declared to be the boundary between two Divisions, the Court held on appeal ( reversing the judgment
of the Circuit Court) that the right bank extended
water's edge at low, and not at high-water mark.
March 4.
Marohi2.

This was an appeal from a judgment of the Circuit Court
^^ divisiou of Port Elizabeth, given upon the 28th
October, 867, in an action to recover the amount of certain

£^^,

di"'port' E°Sabeth, Appellants tolls.
fendants

;

Divi-

mtenhag^^Ee-'
sDondents'
Original
tiffs.

and
Plain-

to the

J

The circumstauces in which the action originated in the
Court bclow werc as follows Prior to 1848, the divisions
and Port Elizabeth, which now are distinct
^f XJitenhagc
*^
-.,
,•
i
and mdependent divisions, -^ere both mcluded in the division
of Uitenhage. In that year, Port Elizabeth was, by proclamation of the 8th March, created a separate division, and the
boundary line between the two divisions declared to be "down
the right bank of the Grreat Zwartkops River to its confluence
with the sea." In 1850, a pontoon was placed upon the Zwartkops River, the proceeds falliug into the general revenue. In
185 9, the pontoon was superseded by abridge called "Rawson
Bridge," and a toll established by the Government.
The
toll-bar was placed upon the bridge itself, and was regulated
under the provisions of Ord. 9, 1858. The proceeds continued to go to Government until the passing of the Road
Act, No. 10 of 1864, when the maintenance of the main
roads of the Colony was handed over to the Divisional
Councils.
Rawson Bridge being situated upon the main
line of road between Port Elizabeth and Graham's Town, the
toll-bar upon it came under the Act from 1st January, 1 865.
Until the 27th February, 1867, the tolls were divided
eqimlly between tlie two I^ivisional Councils of Uitenhage,
:

-i-

•

•

ii-tti-

•

•

—
4]
ises.
and Port Elizabeth but since that period they have been
wholly claimed by the Divisional Council of Port Elizabeth.
March' /i.
The Divisional Council of Uitenhage accordingly brought Division^ couqan action in the Port Elizabeth Circuit Court, claiming the ^^\^T^ ^^'^"^
whole amount of the tolls collected from 1st March, 1867, nn<i6ri&D^
on the ground that the toll-bar on Rawson Bridge was in Biomi''**doM'clt
^''^nhagc,
Re'the Division of Uitenhage or otherwise, the half of the spondeBts
and
-1
1
Ti
T
-rx*
1
tolls, under contract between the two Divisional Councils and origiuni riaiucustiom prior to 1st March, 1867.
The case in the Court below mainly turned upon the
construction of the Proclamation, and the definition of what
was the " right bank " of the Great Zwartkops River. The
;

11
;

•

•

r^t

presiding Judge (Fitzpatkick, J.) held that the Division
of Uitenhage extended to the high-water mark of the river
on the right or Port Elizabeth bank ; and that the toll-bar,
being forty-four feet below high-water mark, was within
the Division of Uitenhage, which was therefore entitled,
under section 4 of Act 10 of 1864, to the whole of the
tolls taken.
The evidence taken below having been read,

De

Griffith, A.-G. (with him
sole question in the case

Villiers), for

appellants.
the toll-bar within the
boundary of Port Elizabeth, or not ? This depends upon the
construction of the words in the Proclamation, " the right
bank of.the river." I am willing to concede that a grant to
the sea, quoad proprietary rights, is a grant to the sea at highwater mark ; but no authority, can be produced on the other
side to apply that principal to a question of jurisdiction.
So,
also, if lands are conveyed to a private person, the boundary
being a river, thatis also up to high-watermark. Butnot where
a river is made the boundary of counties, or divisions, as is
the case here ; for then the right of jurisdiction is raised, and
the proprietary principal fails. If a crime were committed
when the river was at low-water mark, between that mark
and high-water mark, I submit the criminal would be liable
to apprehension on a writ issued in Port Elizabeth without

The

is,

—

is

for delay by first procuring the indorsation of
the writ at Uitenhage. The right bank of the river extends
That is the
to that part where the river runs at its lowest.
bank on which, in the days of the pontoon, the one end of it
Then, again, it is clear on the evidence
rested at low water.
that by certain embankments raised at the construction of
the bridge, the high-water mark was thrown more to the
Port Elizabeth side than it was at the time of the
Proclamation of ]848. But I maiirtain it is the bank as
it stood at the time of that Proclamation which must guide,
have had
and not the bank as subsequently altered.
possession, and it lies upon the other side, who noAv claim

any necessity

We

;

42

what we had possession
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of,

to

show that the'high-watet mark

at the date of the Proclamation would not include the tollDivisi^coDn- har in the Division of Port Elizabeth. In common language,
^^^ " tiank of the river" is the bank which the river makes
b th^X'^'eUMta
and Original De- and that must be taken at low water, because this is a tidal
sionai°'c'oundt rivcr, and the tidal water is sea water, and not river water.
March

12.

mi

Siondents^'
uriginai Plain-

Porter (with him Cole), in support of the judgment below.
is the meaning of
the words " right bank." The bank is that kind of thing which
if it were the case of a canal, in Holland, it would be the
duty of the parties in the neighbourhood to keep in good
repair.
Our law, following the civil law, makes a clear
distinction in private granls between agri limitati and illimitati.
(Foef, 41,1, 15.)
Defining the bank of a river, it
means that boundary which remains stationary, on which
grass grows; and any other view would lead into great
difficulties.
As to the question of jurisdiction, by Ordinance
No. 73, where a crime is committed within two miles of the
boundary line of the division, both divisions have jurisdiction
specially conferred upon them.
The banks of a river are the
natural wall confining the rising and falling water, whether
from its source or by tidal accessions. It is a limit created by
nature. I adopt the opinion oiPaulus {Dig., 43, 12,3), thatthe
banks of the river are those which contain the "Jlumenplenissimum." The mud bank left by the receding of the water
at low tide is not the bank of the river.
Next, as to the
alteration of the embankment.
The alteration was made
by Government, and a bank might change by lawful permanent works ; but in reality no substantial change was made.
Cole, on the same side, quoted Rent's Commentaries, vol. 3,
p. 427, original paging, and the note.
Griffith,m reply.
The quotation from Kent refers entirely
to proprietary rights, and has no bearing" on this case.
Voet,
43, 12, and 43, 13, clearly defines what ripa fluminis is.

—^^q agree that the case turns upon what

—

—

Cur, adv.
Postea,

vull.

March

12, the court held (reversing the

judgment

below) that the right bank of the river extended to lowwater mark.

CoNNOE,_ J., delivered the following judgment: The
appeal in this case from the decision of the Circuit Court of
Port Elizabeth involves the question whether the boundary
of a division of the Colony, which it is provided shall
be
" down the right bank of the said river " (the Great
Zwartkops)_to its confluence with the sea, extends, where the
river is tidal, over ground not covered by water
when the
tide has receded, i.e., at low water.
The Court below
decided that the banks of the river did flot extend below

:;

-

43
those eletatiohs whicli are, according to the evidence, as well
ises.
marked as the walls of a house, and which contain the Mwcifit
plenissimum flumen, to use the expression of Paulus (Diq., ,^
-„
-•7/ Divisional Conn
1-1
.1
^
^lo -in r>\
T
n
43, 12, 3), supposing which we shall see is at least douht-eii, Port BUzafal
that the Jlumen in this expression includes the influx ana'ori^ai™^
of the tide.
doubts (for I have had them) whether the '?aHar'6oS
decision in the Court below was not correct arose not only uitenhage. Befrom its appearing more in accordance with the term " bank," original piaui*'^^'
as understood in ordinary parlance, but also because no other
right bank of the river was shown in the evidence to exist
and because what the tide daily covers, not all the day, but
two hours in the twenty-four, would seem to be the bed of
the river, and therefore distinct from the bank. Gothofredus,
for instance, in his Notes to Dig., 43, 12, 1, says that
" Rivers consist of three things, the bed, the banks, and
the water."
The Roman lawyers do not give us much direct assistance
on the point involved here, because the Mediterranean is,
we may say, a tideless sea. Ulpian says expressly {Dig.,
That
43, 12, 5) : " The bank will be rightly defined thus
which contains the river, holding in the natural force Of its
course.
But if at times {quando) it has increased temporarily by showers, or by the sea, or by any other means, it does
not change its banks. No one says that the Nile, which
covers Egypt by its increment, changes or enlarges its banks ;
but, when it has returned to its perpetual measure, the
banks of its bed are to be guarded."
see that here he
expressly speaks of an increase to a river by the sea ; but it
is, as I have said, very likely that the influx of tides was not
ptesent to his mind. But then we have the Digest annotated
by distinguished jurists, to whose minds tides -would be
present ; and they do not, as far as I am aware, correct the
Gothofredus has this note
generality of tJlpian's statement.
to Ulpian' s definition, as above, of the bank (x) : " Say,
more plainly^ the bank is defined by the natural course of
the river^ not from its increase by showers, or by the sea, or
by any dther means. Pothier also as to what Ulpian
says, that when "the river has returned to its perpetual
" says that
meastirej the banks of its bed are to be guarded
" perpettial " there means natural; and that the banks referred
to by Ulpidn are the ba.nks of this bed which it then {iam)
These are therefore, finally, properly said to be
occupies^
the banks." Now, of course, the increase by showers, and
the Sea, is " natutal," in the sense of being brought about
accoi'ding to the laws of nature, and not by artificial means
therefore " natural," when used by these jurists as exclusive
of these means, must, I apprehend, be understood to mean
what is usual in the river, as a river proper.
.
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is

a river?

The word

is

derived, apparently,

through the French, from the Latin Rivus, which comes, I
apprehend, from the Greek Rheo, to flow. But our term
" river " corresponds, 1 shoiild say, not with the Latin Rivus,
hut with Flumen, which, of course, also comes from a word
and Flumen is said by Ulpian ^' to
signifying to flow (Jluo)
fee distinguished from Rivus by magnitude, or by the estimation of those living around it " {Dig., 43, 12, 1.) Rivus,
then, apparently corresponds with our stream or brook, or.
when smaller still, rivtdet ; but the flowing from which both
;

names are derived is a flowing by reason of the earth's graAnd a bank's
vitation, downwards to the sea, as the lowest.
being right or left is decided by what would be so on the
supposition of the river being a person walking in the direcNow all this is reversed in reference
tion in which it flows.
It advances against the earth's gravitation, up,
to the tide.
And, according to the rule which I have
instead of down.
mentioned, the right bank of the river would be the left bank
In truth, then, the course of the tide is not the
of the tide.
And it
natural course of a river. It is the reverse of that.
is not to be said that it is so when the tide is receding,
because this must derive its character from that of which it
-Nay, so diverse
the flow of the tide.
is the reaction, viz.
are the river and the tide, that while the former is, as I have
said, so called from flowing downwards, the tide is alone
Well, then,
said to " flow " when it is flowing upwards.
if the tide is not the river, is but a disturbing element, an
invasion of the river, we must look for the banks to those
elevations which contain the river proper, and that is, the
river at low water,
in cases, at least, in which the sea is
then wholly absent and the river is free and separate from
The term " bank " implies, I think, elevation.
the tide.
do not confine the term to rivers. Then we have the term
" embankment ;" and the Latin Rijia is probably derived
from 7-epo, to creep all these expressions appearing to imply
a slope, or other elevation.
Voet (43, 2), referring to a
paragraph in the Digest which is not, I think, easy to translate (43, 12, 3), describes the banks of a river as "begining from where the earth begins to slope iyergere) from the
flat {plana) down to the water."
In the argument in Brown
:

—

We

:

1

Gufy (2 Moore, P. C, N. (S., 341), this passage is quoted
from Hilliard on Torts, p. 106 " One of the accompaniments of a river, technically so called, is the bank. It is
said the banks of the river are those elevations of land which
confine the waters M'hen they rise out of the bed; and the
bed is that soil so usually covered with water as to be distinguished from the banks by the character of the soil, or
vegetables, or both, produced by the common presence and
vs.

:

;
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action of flowing water."
This, as 1 have already intimated,
isgs.
must, I apprehend, be confided to the river"s water, not
£^ii.
extended to the tide's water. There may, I apprehend, be ui^jsjo'^oouna tidal bed and a river bed. And the fact of the ground ou, Port Biizaunder the tide being left bare at low water, implies that aSa brigfnai^Dasuch ground is higher than the river. There is no doubt, sionaT'^doiSdji
however, but that in Sabriskto vs. the East India Company '^^^'^^^^^ ^^{10 Moore, P. C, 140), the soil under the water at high original piaui*'^'
water in the river Hooghly, at Calcutta, is dealt with as
the bed of the river then there was no occasion there
to distinguish between the tidal bed and the bed of the river
proper. Nor does it appear, I think, that the bed was left
uncovered at low water.
In Brown vs. Gufy (10 Moore, P. C, 341), the defendant
was sued by a mill-owner in Canada for erecting a wharf
on a tidal river which bounded his property. The defendant
admitted that the ground on which he had built the wharf
was covered with water at high tides ; and in the judgment
" It was
of the Privy Council this passage occurs (362)
then said that, however the law might be, if the bank on
the face of which the wharf is built, were the private j)roperty of the defendant, a distinction is to be rnade, because
the bank is in truth, part of the bed of the river and a
portion of the public domain, and that a work erected upon
it is a public nuisance of which any person interested has a
That the bank in question is part of the
right to complain'.
bed of the river, and a portion of the public domain, is not
The averment was
in terms expressed by the pleadings.
said, at the bar, to be contained inferentially in the statement that the wharf erected by the defendant would traverse
the whole of the river, which it would not do unless the
bank formed part of the river. If fact were essential to
our decision, in this case, we should feel great difficulty in
holding that the plaintiff had either sufficiently put it in
issue by his declaration, or established it by evidence." Now
from an earlier part of the report (346) we find that the
plaintiff gave evidence to establish, inter alia, three points
1. That the river Beaufort was a tidal and public river, and
navigable at spring tides as high as his mill ; 2. That the
land on which the respondent had built the wharf was covered at high tide during a large part of every month
3. That the wharf projected, in some places, even into the bed
occupied by the river at low water. And, as I have said,
it was not denied by the defendant that the ground on which
the whart was built was covered with water at high tides.
Yet the Judicial Committee would, as we have seen, have
found great difficulty in holding that this bank, the site of
the wharf, was shown to be part of the bed of the river.
;

:

:
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Brissonius, " Be Significatione Verborum," ad verhum Ripa
it is
known to grammarians tliat Ripa is said of
says
that is apparently, that
^i'^'ers as Littus is sirid of the sea."
Divw^oounAnd he
oil. Port
Biijia- what is shore quuad the sea, is bank quoad a i-iver.
" the margin of the river."
SforitStlne*! adds that Pliny calls the bank
" the beached margent of
S^ar'^iomdi; Shakspere, we know, speaks of
raoDiiags, Ee- ^he sea," and Wordsworth of " the margin of a bay."
Now, then, if what is " shore" quoad the sea is
SSS*^ Plata*'*'*
*'bank" quoad a river, and we can ascertain that what
is under the flux and reflux of the tide, in the sea, is
this may help us in deciding whether what is
shore,
covered at high water and uncovered at low water,
Littus is,
in a tidal river, may not be the bank of the river,
in the Digest (50, 16, 96), defined to be " as far as to where
the greatest wave of the sea reaches." This, of course, means
from that point back to the sea. The question of the extent
of the shore, with reference to the tide, was very fully discussed in The Attorney-General vs. Chambers (23 Law Jl.,
The case was heard before Lord Chancellor
eh. ?>, 662).
Cranworth, assisted by Mr. Baron Alderson and the present
Lord "Wensleydale, then Mr. Baron Parke. There being no
doubt but that prima facie the Crown is entitled to the
shore, the question in the case was, what was the shore to
which the Crown was so entitled ? The Judges gave their
opinions ; and the Lord Chancellor concludes his judg" The learned Judges whose assistment by saying
ance I had in this very obscure question point out the
limit in leasing such land" {i.e., laud not cultivable referred
to by Lord Hale) " as the line of the river in a high
tide between the springs and the neaps
all lands below
that line are more often than not covered at high water, and
so may justly be said, in the language of Lord Hale, to be
covered by the ordinary flux of the sea. This cannot be said
of any land above that line ; and I therefore concur with the
able opinion of the Judges whose valuable assistance I had,
in thinking that the true river line must be taken as the
boundary of the right of the Crown." Earlier in his judgment the Chancellor says The right of the Crown to the
littus maris (whatever that means) is not disputed.
The
question is, what is the littus maris ?" and this question he
answers as we have seen. Further on he cites Mr. Justice
Holroyd, as saying in Blundel vs. Catteral (5 B. and Aid.,
268) " By the common law it (that is, the sea shore) is
confined to the flux and reflux of the sea at ordinary tides,
meaning the land covered by such flux and reflux." In the
note to the Report (663) an extract is given from Lord
Hale's treatise De Jure Maris, in which, among other things
he says " The shear is that ground that is between the
1868.
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ordinary high-water and low-water mark. This doth prima
jsus.
and of common right, belong to the King, both the
il'.
ehoar of the sea and the shoar of the arms of the sea."
j^.
-^coiiiisee, then, that not only does the littus maris extend under ou, Port BUzathe flux and reflux of the tide, but that nothing else is, pro- anabrigSTai peperly speaking, shore. If, therefore, ripa is quoad a river sionai'^^dioSou,
what littus is quoad the sea, it seems clear that in a tidal ^'^^g^^*' ^i
river the bank includes that which extends under the flux original piaia''*
and reflux of the sea.
In Lord vs. the Commissioners for the City of Sydney (12
Aid. P. C, 473), overruling the decision of the Court below
it was decided, inter alia, that by a grant by the Crown to
an individual of land described in the grant as bounded on
two sides thus, " and on the east side by a south line to a
small creek, and on the north side by that creek and the
waters of Botany Bay, at the mouth of Cook's Riyer," the
grantee was entitled to the soil ad medium Jilum of the
creek though it wag contended that the strict construction
of the grant, which the Crown was entitled to, would prevent that construction, as that by which a thing is bounded
is outside the thing.
The creek is described in the Report
(477), as " an unnavigable stream of fresh water which
flowed into Botany Bay," and therefore did not resemble,
probably, the river here ; but in the argument for the
respondents the following passage is cited (483) from Angell
*'
The well-settled rule of the law of
on Tide Waters, p. 7
nations is, that where an arm of the sea or a river is the
boundary between two nations or stales, if the original
right of jurisdiction is in either, in the absence of any convention respecting it, each holds to the middle of the stream.
But where one state is the original proprietor and grants
the territory on one side only, it retains the river within its
own domain, and the newly established state extends to the
But
river only, and the low-water mark is its boundary."
counsel adds, " This was held by the Supreme Court of the
United States in reference to the river Ohio, of which the
State of Virginia was the original proprietor, and had
granted the territory on one side only to Kentucky." "We
can hardly conceive anything in terms more applicable to
this case than the passage in Angell ; we are not, however,
told the exact terms in which the boundaries of Kentucky

Jacie,

We

:

:

were described.

On the whole, I have come to the conclusion, though I
can easily understand a diflerent decision being arrived at
on Circuit, that the right bank of this tidal river extends at
least to low-water mark, and therefore, beyond the place
where a plumb-line from the toll-bar would meet the ground.
I have arrived at this conclusion upon the principles which

mS
.
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and one must feel glad if a
more convenient of the two, and that
WO cau hardly doubt would, if the circumstances had

have endeavoured to explain

result,
March 12.
Mvisumai ooun- >v^hich

;

evidently the

becu present to the minds of those who directed the boundaries, have been adopted by them, is that which is required
^J t^c principles of law applicable to such questions.

Whether this decision is calculated to create any difficulty
as to the proprietorship of the bank, between high and lowThe case of
water mark, need not now be discussed.
Broiun vs. Gufy, which I have already referred to as
before the Privy Council, seems to have approached the
question, without, however, there being occasion for its
being decided. It will probably be found that even for the
purposes of questions of property, the ground between high and
low-water mark in a tidal river may, without inconvenience,
be deemed the bank of the river proper, I concur in
thinking that the decree of the Court below should be
reversed, and that there should be judgment for the defendants (the appellants here) in the action.
Applicant's Attorneys, Reid & I^epliew.~\
t Respondents' Attorney, D. Tennant.
j

J. O.

Smith & Co.

vs.

Stewaet.

appeared from the record that a case had been sent
Supreme Court by the Eastern Districts Court,
under section 24 of Act 16 of 1864 (there being a difference of opinion), hut for the adjudication of one exception
only, and not for the hearing of the whole case, the
Supreme Court declined to hear argument on the exception,
and remitted the record to the Eastern Districts Courtfor

Where
up

it

to the

amendment.
March

S,

J.O.Smith&Co

This was an action for the delivery of certain promissory
jjoteg_

On the 6th May, 1867. the plaintiffs were creditors of
Kirkwood, Holland & Co., a mercantile firm, carrying on
business at Port Elizabeth, for £473 4s. 6d.
On that day,
at a meeting of creditors of Kirkwood, Holland & Co.,
the Standard Bank of British South Africa, through its duly
authorized agent, James Tudhope, then the local Manager
of the Port Elizabeth Branch, agreed, on receiving cession
of the plaintiff's claim, and the release of Kirkwood, Holland,

& Co., to guarantee the plaintiffs fifteen shillings in the
pound, in four equal instalments, by bills at six, twelve, and
eighteen months.
Some difficulty had, however, since arisen
on the part of the Bank ; and the plaintiffs, still willing to

49
carry out the guarantee, and tendering the stipulated cession
ises.
of their claim, now brought this action for the delivery of
the four notes.
'-^^^^T'
The defendant took three principal exceptions to the declaration ; to wit, firstly, that the defendant had been sued in his
capacity as general manager of the Bank, whereas the Bank
was a corporation, enrolled in England under the Joint-stock
Banking Acts of 1857 and 1858, and therefore should have
been sued in its corporate capacity and name ; secondly, that
there was a variance between the summons and the declaration, inasmuch as Tudhope had made the agreement, and not
the defendant Stewart thirdly, that the case should have
been against Tudhope.
The case came on for hearing before the Eastern Districts
The Judges of that Court (Denyssen and
Court,
FiTZPATEiCK, J. J.) differed on the first exception, and
removed the case to the Supreme Court, under the 24th
section of the Eastern Districts Court Act, 16 of 1864,
with a record stating that the cause had been so removed
"for the adjudication of the exception." The plaintiffs had
put down the case on the cause list " for argument on the
exception." It did not distinctly appear from the proceedings whether the other exceptions had been considered and
disposed of by the Eastern Districts Court.
Cole, for defendant, stated that the first exception was the
and was proceeding to
matter really before the Court
argue, in support thereof, that the Standard Bank of
British South Africa, being a corporation created in England,
must therefore be sued in its corporate capacity and,
secondly, that a corporation which is duly created in the
country where it is so created, is recognized by the courts
when he was
all over the world, by comity of nations,
stopped by
The Court drawing attention to the passage in the record
of the Eastern Districts Court "for the adjudication of the
exception," and inquiring whether by this it was not
to be understood that the case had been only partially
removed whereas, under section 24, read in the light of
section 29, only the " whole case or proceedings " could be
As no positive information could be furnished
so removed.
by the Bar upon the point, whether the other exceptions had
been considered and already disposed of, or whether the
exception first taken had been taken first in order, and the
Judges had differed thereupon, leaving the other exceptions
open for consideration, the Court declined to hear the case,
and ordered it to be sent back to the Eastern Districts Court
to amend the record by a remittal of the whole case to this
Court, instead of the removal of an exception only. The
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Court intimatfed its strong opinion that wheh such diflPerence
arose on the Eastern Districts Bench, the 24th and
^^™ sections of the Act required the removal of the whole
q|- Qpjjjjgjj

case, instead of only a part thereof, to this Court, notwith-

standing the circumstance that the dilFerence of opinion maypAH of the case.

have arisen on only one

rPIaintift's Attorneys, Reid it Nephew.
LDefendant's Attorneys, Fairbridge JtArdente.
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OOSTHUYSEN

VS.

II.

OOSTHUTSEN.

Mutual Will: Transfer hy Survivor contrary

to

Terms

of,

set aside.

Husband and

wife by mutual will appointed the survivor
by codicil they thereafter prcelegated to the children of the marriage certain two farms, subject to a life
usufruct in favour of the survivor.
The viife died, the
children were put in possession, and annually delivered to
the survivor, at his request, a certain quantity of grain in
sole heir

;

lieu of his life usufruct.
The husband re-marrieu, and
thereafter transferred to the children of the second marriage one half the farms already prcelegated to the children

of the

first

Beits, and

marriage.

Hoemeye

Held {confirming Beits vs.
vs. De Wet) that the sur-

viving husband, having accepted benefit under the mutual
codicil, was precluded from changing, after his first
wife's death, the dispositions in such codicil contained.
Wherefore the transfers in prejudice thereof were set aside,
and the children of the first marriage declared entitled to
the

whok of the pralegated farms

accordingly.

This was an action to have the plaintiffs' right under a
mutual will and codicils declared, and a tra,nsfer by defendant in contravention of those rights set aside.
Mr. and Mrs. Oosthuysen, sen., married in communityj
iexecuted their mutual will on the 8th October, 1817, instituting the survivor sole and universal heir, on condition of
" educating and supporting the children until majorityj
marriage, or other approved estate, when to each shall be
paid, for father or mother's portion, such amount as the
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survivor shall find in conscience, and according to the position
of the estate, to be due," &c.; and further, appointing each
other guardians and executors reciproce. By a codicil, in
October, 1831, they altered their will under the reservatory
clause, and praslegated to the plaintiffs, Ockert Jacobus and
Daniel Johannes Oosthuysen, the only children of the
marriage, and then still minors, two farms in the division of
Beaufort, upon condition that the survivor of the marriage
should have a life usufruct in the farms. In 1836, Mr. and
Mrs. Oosthuysen removed into the Colesberg division. In
September, 1837, they executed a second codicil, appointing
the plaintiffs executors, without, however, revoking the
former appointment of the survivor and subsequently sold
the prtelegated farms in the Beaufort division, with the
consent of the plaintiffs, on the understanding that they
would purchase two other farms in the Colesberg division
and bequeath them in lieu of the Beaufort farms, and upon
the same conditions which was done by a second codicil in
1840.
Thereafter, the plaintiffs came of age, and were put in
possession of the farms, and effected improvements to the
value of £1,800 or £1,900. In 1846, Mrs. Oosthuysen died.
The survivor, as the active executor, proved the will, as
plaintiffs alleged, and paid to the plaintiffs their filial portions
vmder it, awarding the same to himself. And in lieu of his
life usufruct elected to take a certain annually deHvered
quantity of grain.
Six months afterwards, Mr. Oosthuysen
was married again to the present defendant. By the second
marriage he had two children, still minors, also made defendants to this suit, through the defendant as their natural
guardian. In 1866, notwithstanding that he was an heir of
the first wife, and had, as plaintiffs alleged, adiated the
inheritance as such heir, he proceeded to make transfer of
half the prffilegated farms to his second wife, in trust for the
two children of the second marriage. The plaintiffs accordingly brought the present action against their father, in his
individual capacity, and in his capacity as father and natural
guardian of the two minors of the second marriage ; and
against the second wife, in her capacity as trustee for the
minors.
Evidence taken de bene esse at Colesberg having been read.
;

;

Porter, for plaintiffs (with him Reitz), produced the liquidation account of the first marriage, signed by D. Amot, q.q.,
and awarding to the plaintiffs and the survivor their filial
portions in respect of the movable property of the estate, the
farrns not being included in the account.
He also produced

have been given by plaintiffs for such portions,
and argued that this account, taken in connection with the

receipts said to
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receipts, the proving of the will,

and taking out letters of
administration by the survivor, and the annual rental taken
in consideration of foregoing-.theu'ight of life usufruct and
allowing the, plaintiffs to remain in possession of the farms,
amounted to an adiation of inheritance under the mutual will
and codicils. He then relied upon the adiation to show that
old Oosthuysen had lost testamentary power of disposition
over any part of these farms. The only case in England on
the subject of mutual wills was that of Dufour vs. Pereira,
1 Dick. 419, cited in 1 Williams on Executors, ed. 1867, p.
120, in which it was decided that where a wife had been
bequeathed an interest under her husband's will, plainly
gointing to an intention that the property after death should
go in a certain way, she was precluded, having accepted the
interest, from making any alteration in the devolution, on the
ground that, by the force of an express or implied contract,
the survivor was prohibited from making such alteration. In
Hofmeyr, Neeihlin(fs Curator, vs. De Wet, Neeihlimfs Executor, decided in the Supreme Court, 9th August, 1853, after
elaborate argument, citing every authority that could be
produced, it was held that a will made by a survivor in
opposition to the mutual will of herself and husband should
be set aside. In that case, as also in the prior case then cited,
Brits vs. Brits, 20th February, 1842, there was clear adiation.
But it is a question which may arise in the present case, and
is well worthy of consideration, whether adiation is essential,
although it may be usual ; or whether the contract contained
in the mutual will is not completed by the death of the firstdying, and by the fact that the survivor has allowed the
deceased to die without notice of an intention to change that
The only case that looks the other way is Scorey
contract.
{Menzies, p. 23 1 .) But that went on the ground
vs. Scorey.
of the legal presumptive coercion on the part of the husband
over the wife by virtue of the marital authority, and will not
therefore bear upon the case where the husband is the surThere never has been a decision, it is believed, that
vivor.
the husband, being the survivor, must adiate in order to be
bound ; and, the point being open, it is submitted that reason
and authority a^e in favour of holding that where the husband
is bound by a mutual will, made in such a way that if there
were adiation he would be bound, he is bound by the contract
contained in the mutual will even without that adiation. He
admitted that adiation runs through the cases decided; but still
submitted that in this case of a husband being the survivor,
adiation is not in strictness necessary. But even were it so,
there has in this case been adiation of a two-fold character,
though one would be sufficient. The husband took his share
of the pioyables, and also his life interest, or its equivalent in

—
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Now, if he took only
graia,in the immovables pr^legated.
sixpence of the property of the deceased, he must not dispute
the will of the deceased, hut must hand over the thing prselegated.
The liquidation account, although signed by Arnot,
q.q., is identified and fixed upon the survivor by the fact that
letters of administration were issued to him as executor under
the will.
As executor, it became his duty to lodge an
account ; and this is the only account lodged, which shows
that the survivor awarded, and the receipts show that he paid,
to the plaintiffs their filial portions under the will.
-De Villiers for defendants.
When a survivor acts as
executor, it does not follow that he adiates his inheritance
under the will. His duty as executor is one thing ; his
adiation as heir is a totally distinct thing.
There is no proof
here of adiation on the part of the surviving husband, which,
he submitted, was essential. The liquidation account produce^
is not signed bythe survivor, but by an agent, whose authority
is not proved
because he has never been examined before
the commissioner.
As to the receipts produced, they come
from the custody of the plaintiffs themselves. There is no
proof of receipt or payment on the face of the account
itself.
Then, by the will of the survivor, Oosthuysen, on
the 6th April, 1867, he revokes the prselegacy in the will of
1817, quoad his own half share ; and, supposing no adiation
to be established, that was open to him.
But, moreover,
under any circumstances, the adiation must not be a mere
general adiation, but an express adiation of the particular
benefit ; and here there has been no adiation of the life
usufruct of the farms, the benefit in this case, for the plain-

—

;

tiffshavealwaysbeenin possession. (Boel ad Loen.Decis. 137

And the same authority further lays down that
p. 792).
after the dissolution of the marriage the survivor may keep
the benefits under the will, and at the same time revoke the
other bequests in the joint will quoad his half.
Vide especially Art. 50 and Art. 61 of the Statutes of Antwerp, cited
by Boel, and stated to be followed by nearly all the other
States of Holland.
Lastly, under the joint will, it was open
to the survivor to have, at all events, cut oflf the plaintiffs
with the legitimate, if so minded.
Porter, in reply to the quotation from Boel, cited Van
der Keessel, Thesis 283.
He further maintained that it is
out of the power of the survivor under the mutual will, in
which he himself takes a child's portion, to cut off" the children with the legitimate. The two forms of will most generally in use—namely, that in which the survivor and children
of the marriage are made joint heirs, and that in which the
survivor is made sole and universal heir, with the burthen of
educating the children until they become- of age, or until
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they obtain some other approved state, and of then payipg
isss.
out to theni such portion as the survivor shall conscientiously
Ma^M.'
find to be due to them accordine; to the position of the estate „ ,^

—

—m

at tne time,
point oi tact amount to the same thing
that the survivor cannot cut of the children of the marriage
with the legitimate only. ( Oosthuysen andDu Toit vs. Moche,
decided in the Supreme Court on the 19th December, 1865.)

oosthuysen.

:

Ciir. a(lv, vult,

Postea

(May

19) the Court gave judgment for plaintiffs.

Hodges, C. J., having re-stated the facts of the case,
observed upon the evidence as follows The evidence taken
un4er commission established most of the material allegations
contained in the declaration. It appeared that the two
farms Groot Fontein and Drie Fontein were purchased by the
father of the plaintiffs in the lifetime of their mother, and
that one of the iJaintifis occupied Groot Fontein, and the
other Drie Fontein, since 1838.
short time after the death
of the defendant's wife, he said to the plaintiffs " There
build and plant on them as much as you
are your farms
lilie ;" and it was proved that the value of the farms had
been materially increased by the labour and expenditure of
certain portion of the produce of the farms
the plaintiffs.
was from time to time given by the plaintiffs to the defendant, and the plaintiffs still remained in occupation.
The
following extract from the evidence given by one of the
plaintiffs describes the position of the parties
•'
mother afterwards died. After her death, my father
told me that I should go and call my brother
that we should
go and divide the lands.
divided the lands, the sowing
lands, I mean.
When we returned, my father sajd to us
:

A

:

;

A

:

My

;

We

—

:

My

am

old
you must sow, and give me the
half of the corn, the half of the barley, and the half of the
did so ; we gave the half to our father
oatsheaves.'
every year. Subsequently, my father sent for us again, and
'
children, I will make another agreement with
said
you. You must give me each 25 muids of corn ; and of the
barley and oatsheaves one half the produce.' When wp
gave half the produce, we always first deducted the seed.
After the death of my mother, my father said to us ' Build
and plant on the farms, and make them to your liking.
then built
I now give the farms up to you altogether.'
'

children, I

;

We

:

My

:

We

My

houses and kraals, and planted vineyards and trees.
built
father said ' After my death, it is all yours.'
houses and made gardens on both Groot Fontein and Drie
Fontein.
On the latter the gardens are not so extensive."
The plaintiffs also proved that upon the death of their
:

We

,
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mother a liquidation account of the estate of their laie
mother was prepared, and that the same was filed with the
In the distribution
Master on the 1 1th March, 1847.
accouut. One half of the amount was awarded to the father,
as surviving spouse, and also one third of the residue as a
child's portion; and receipts given to the father by the
plaintiffs, acknowledging the receipt from him of the amount
of the remaining two thirds of their mother's estate, are also
There was no proof offered that the defendant
in evidence.
had at any time expressed any intention of repudiating
the joint will until he made the transfers already referred
to in favour of his children by the second marriage.
The question the Court, upon these facts, has to decide is,
whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the relief which they
claim in this action ? I am of opinion that they are. No
doubt can be entertained that the general rule of law is that
a joint will made by husband and wife, although made on
one sheet of paper, is to be considered as two separate M'ills,
which each is at liberty to revoke with respect to his or her

But this general rule is subject to
For instance, if the joint spouses have benefited
and h.a\e jointly and by common consent directed

share of the joint estate.
limitations.

each other,

how

the joint estate shall go after the death of the survivor,
such sur%dvor cannot, after the adiation of the estate and the
enjoyment of the benefit, make another testament of his or
her share of the joint estate, contrary to the will of the firstdying.
Van Leeuioen (^Censura Forensis, 3, 1 1, 7) says
" If two spouses in a joint will reciprocally institute each
other heir, under the condition that all the goods remaining
at the death of the survivor shall be left to
and B, the
survivor, if he have adiated the estate of the first-dying,
cannot afterwards dispose even of his own share in a different
manner contrary to the mutual will, their estate having, as
it were, become consolidated, in which case, only, the free
revocation of testaments is prevented because the one has
with the consent of the other made a will of the goods of
both and part of them, and that disposition, which otherwise would be revocable on the part of the testator, passes
into a contract on the part of the one consenting to it, and
becomesirrevdcable.
This limitation against re vocation must,
be confined to the case where the one, in disposing of the.
goods of the other by his consent, or both disposing recipro:

A

;

cally of the joint estate

by

consolidation, substitution,

fidei-.

commissum, or any other mode, institutes the other heir, or
leaves him the usufruct or any other benefit, in which case
the common opinion of the doctors that the other having
adiated the inheritance or enjoyed the benefit of what was.
left, cannot, even for his share, alter the disposition,
because,
it is
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.

it is considered as only one disposition made of the single
isos.
joint patrimony consolidated by mutual mixture."
I may
May°^9!
add that all the authorities bearing on this point, here treated oosih^en 's
on by Van Leeuwen, were cited in the elaborate judgment oosthuysen.
delivered on this point on the 9th August, 1853, in liofmeyr

vs. De Wet, Executor of Neethling ; and as this case appears
to fall within the principle there established, I am of opinion
that our judgment ought to be for the plaintiffs, with

costs.

—

Bell, J. The question which has arisen in this case was
very fully considered by the Court in the year 1853, in the
case of Neethling vs. Neethling.
In that case, the rules of
law in regard to cases of the present nature were fully gone
into by the Court, and the arguments for the defendants in
favour of the revocability of the mutual will by the survivor
having been urged at great length, and with so much subtlety
and ingenuity, by Mr. Porter, then Attorney-General, and
by my ever-to-be-lamented brother. Judge Watermeyer, I
was induced to examine all the commentators very carefully
and after hearing the argubefore delivering my judgment
ment for the parties in the present case, I have not seen
occasion to alter the opinion which I then delivered.
The
;

will in the case of Neethling vs. Neethling disposed

—

of the

two spouses and the chief
argument of the defendants was rested upon that fact they
conceded that if the bequest had been confined ad rem
singularem, it would have been irrevocable by the survivor,
and that it was with reference to that case only that the
passage in Grotius, 2, 1 5, 9, was applicable but that when
the will dealt with the universitas of the estate of the spouses,
the will was revocable by the survivor, and for this Leonius
was referred to as authority. The argument did not prevail,
and the Court by its judgment in Neethling's case affirmed
that a mutual will of the nature of the will in that case was
not revocable by the survivor, even where it dealt with the
As the will in Neethling's
universitas of the two spouses.
case was not confined ad rem singularem, it may be said that
although it suited the case of the defendants to admit that a
wiU. so confined would be irrevocable, that admission ought
not to bind the defendants in the present case, where the
bequest in question is confined ad rem singularem. That is
universitas of the estate of the

;

;

But, unfortunately, the defendants in Neethling's case
their admission was neither voluntary nor gratuitous, for they accounted for it by referring to the case of
Brits vs. Brits, which was decided by this Court in February,
1842, and has been referred to by the plaintiffs in support of

just.

showed that

I
their argument for the irrevocability of the testament.
have sent for the record in the case of Brits vs. Brits, and I
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find that the will in that case is almost identical with the will
in
the present case, so much so as almost to suggest either that
May°^i9!
t^6
wills in both cases were made after a common forpi,
oosth^en w
Gosthujsen.
or that they had both been prepared by one and the same
notary.
In the case of Brits, as in this case, the spouses
executed a joint will, whereby they made the survivor sole
and universal heir or heiress of all the property of the firstdying, movable or immovable, to be enjoyed as sole and own
property, with the qualification, in either case, that the survivor should educate and support the children of the marriage
1868.

approved state, and then
them such amount of money as legitim as the survivor
should conscientiously, and according to the state of the affairs,
until majority, marriage, or other

pay

to

The testator also in both cases appointed reciprocally the survivor to be executor or executrix of the predecessor and administrator of their estate, and in both cases
the will contains the usual reservatory clause.
So far, the
will in either case dealt alone with the xmiversitasoiih.Q estate
of both spouses, and was, as I before mentioned, nearly identiBut in Brits's case the will provided for the
cal in terms.
case of the survivor re-marrying, by a clause which directed
that in such event the survivor, before consummation of his
second marriage, should have the whole estate valued, and
in, regard to one half of the ysrhole estate, the predecessor
nominated the children of the marriage his or her heir in
such half or equal portions. But special provision was made
that in such a case the survivor should nevertheless enjoy
possession of the property until the time fixed for paying the
legitim in case of no re-marriage.
The estate was meanwhile,
find to be due.

however, to be converted into money but from the sale was
to be excepted the farm Doom Kraal, which the survivor
might take possession offer a sum of 1 1,000 rixdollars, under
an obligation to make it devolve on the son of the marriage,
Hans Jacob Brits, or on his children, if he should predecease
the surviving spouse.
The wife died first, and the husband
after a term re-married, and made a will, whereby he revoked
the joint will of himself and his first wife so far as Doom
Kraal, and directed the farm to be sold and the proceeds
applied to the purposes of his sole will.
The son of his first
marriage had died, leaving a son, who after the death of his
grandfather, broughtanactionagainst the executors appointed
by the grandfather's sole will, praying that they might be
decreed to give him possession of the farm Doom Kraal on his
paying the 11,000 rixdollars, and that the will of his grandfather, so far as it revoked the bequest of the farm, might be
set aside as null.
The Court gave judgment in terms of the
prayer of the declaration, thereby affirming that a joint will
dealing re singulari was not revocable by the survivor, as
;

:

subsequently in Neethling's case

it

affirmed that a joint will

was not revocable by the survivor where it dealt universitate.
In the present case, the will having dealt universitate, only a
codicil was executed by the spouses, in these terms
" We, J. J. Oosthuysen and A. M. Strydom, do hereby
declare, by virtue of the power given to us in the aforesaid
will, and the reservatory clause of the same, to bequeath and
prjelegate to our sons, O. J. and D J. Oosthuysen, together
with all such children as may be procreated in our present
marriage, the quitrent farms, &c., with this provision, that
the said quitrent farms shall not, until after our death, be
taken by our said children, then, by them, or their lawful
descendants, for ever to be possessed as their own and lawful
property, without the interference of any person."
Subsequently the two farms mentioned in this codicil were
sold by the testators, and two farms, called Groot Fontein and'
Drie Fontein, were purchased in their stead and, as the
plaintiffs swear, this sale and purchase were not made without their previous consent first asked and obtained.
codicil
executed 14th December, 1840,, was in these terms
" We, the undersigned testator and testatrix, do hereby
declare that these two quitrent farms, named Groot Fontein
and Drie Fontein, we bequeath to our sons, O. J. and D. J.
Oosthuysen," instead of those I have mentioned as having
been sold.
The testatrix died in July, 1846. Unfortunately for the
sons, the father married a second wife in the year 186d:, and
either through the influence of this wife, or for her sake,
made a sale of one half of the tv, o farms, and passed transfer
of them to her, in trust for the children of the second
marriage.

—

A
:

—

The object of this action is to have it declared that these
transfer deeds were illegal, and to have them set aside as
void, the father having no more than a life usufruct of the
The facts of the present case differ in some trifling
farm.
But substantially the
respects from those in Brits vs. Brits.
two cases, so far as principles of law are concerned, are the
same ; and Brits's case is so directly in point, as to show that
the question raised between the parties in the present case
has long since been res judicata in favour of the plaintiff.
The language of the will precludes the possibility of saying
that the instrument can be read as two wills, one by each of
the spouses, dealing separately with their respective shares
They dispose reciprocally of the joint estate,
of the estate.
and make one disposition of the single joint patrimony
consolidated by mutual mixture, in the words of Van Leeuwen; they dispose by mutual consent of the joint estate, in
the words of Van der Keessel; arid they acted together,
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testating the one spouse upon the goods of the other, each
giving to the other the power of so doing, in the words of
to these authorities, the will in such
Voet)^ and according
V
i i
t
,i
ISO long
circumstances was irrevocable by the survivor.
as the two spouses continued in life, it was in the power
of both to have revoked this will entirely, or it was in
the power of either to have revoked it so far as it affected
But so soon as death
his or her share of the joint estate.
had closed the door against the possibility of revocation
by one of the testators, it closed the door against the
power of revocation by the surviving testator. And for an

oi

•

,

But for this mutual will, the predeceasing
might have disposed of her half of the farms very
differently from giving her half of them to the surviving
testator for his life enjoyment, and her half of the rest of the
and the inducement for her to give in
estate to him in fee
this way may have been the fact that the surviving testator
had given his share in the same way that she had disposed
The present case seems to me to come exactly
of her half.
within the category stated in Boel on Loenius, Dec. 1 37, p.
" Si ita duo simul testentur, ut
784, where he says
quisque non de suis sed alter de alterius bonis vice quasi
mutuS Aut uterque de suis simul et conjugis bonis, ex mutuo
consensu supremss faciat voluntatis testationem." In which
case the commentator says, revocation by the survivor is not
obvious reason.

testatrix

;

:

—

permitted, neither is it permissible in the case " cum conjuges
de utriusque bonis indistincte in unis tabulis testantes inter
liberos aut etiam inter extraneos declarant dispositionem fore
prioris decendentis in solidum." (Loe7i.,p. 780.) I am, therefore,
without going so fully into the law of the subject as
was done by me almost too elaborately in the case of Neethling, to which I have already referred,
of opinion that the
judgment of the Court ought to be for the plaintiffs, and
with costs. I have not gone into the question of adiation,
because the evidence upon this subject is not altogether
satisfactory.
There is enough, however, to confirm, and it
was not necessary to support the conclusion at which I have

—

—

arrived.

—

Connor, J. It was contended in this case, on behalf
of the defendants, that adiation of the inheritance by the
surviving spouse was necessary to his being bound by the
provisions of a mutual will -^vhich he had concurred with his
deceased wife in making, so far as those provisions affected
his half of the common estate
and it was further contended
that here there was no such adiation.
Upon this latter point,
it was urged that the defendants' main witness to disprove
adiation,
viz.. the surviving spouse, and the father at once of
the plaintiffs and the minor defendants,
was shut out from
;

—

—

;
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being a witness tlirougli an irregularity committed by the
commissioner for taking the evidence as he postponed, at
the instance of the plaintiffs, the examination, for the arrival,
i'i
1
T
n
r
rr
"vvnicn never happened, oi an absent witness lor the plaintms,
and because this main witness for the defendants died in the
following month, and has consequently never been examined
and, that, therefore, all the evidence in the case should be
disregarded.
This result, however, the defendants cannot be
entitled to, as they had a -remedy in their hands by applying
to this Court and not having availed themselves of it, it
would be out of the question to exclude now, absolutely
and for ever, all evidence on the part of the plaintiffs.
As, however, there was no doubt, to some extent, a failure
;

-I

^

t

•

•

;

in the object of the commission, as far as that was to take
the evidence in the case generally, 1 proceed to consider the
first of the above propositions, viz., whether there was here
any occasion for adiation of the inheritance, to render the
firstrdying spouse's part of the mutual will binding on the
survivor, the plaiutiffs father, in reference to the interest
thereby devised in the two farms in question to the plaintiffs.
To consider this question, first, upon principle What is or
was adiation ? The word purports to be a translation of the
Latin aditio, composed from the two words ad ire. The
person or persons instituted by a will as heir or heirs of the
testator adiated the inheritance to which he was so instituted by " going to " it by expressly or impliedly accepting
this institution.
That some person or persons should be
instituted as heir was, in the old law, deemed requisite to
the validity of a will, as distinct from a codicil, and there
were matters which a will proper could alone effect, and
which, therefore, a will which did not institute an heir failed
to accomplish, unless it contained a clause providing that if it
could not operate as a wiU,it should operate as a codicil. Now,
when it is remembered that will-making is to be favoiu:ed, we
cannot but feel certain that so technical a rule, with so technical an exception as that which I have just described, would
be open to be assailed and undermined, and, as the occasion
for wills increased with the advance of society, to be finally
should the rule ever have existed? Simply,
swept away.
I apprehend, because it was thought requisite for the security
of the creditors of the deceased that there should be a person
designated by the will to whom they should look for the
payment of their debts, who should be a representative of the
If the instituted heir " took to," or " went to," or
testator.
adiated the inheritance, he was liable personally for the testaHe had, as a general rule, the administration of
tor's debts.
the testator's property, and if by his administration he could
not or did not raise enough out of it to pay the testator's

—

Why

iscs,

—
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if he, made
debts, he was liable personally for tbe balance
^°^^ 0"* of *^2 estate than was sufficient to pay debts, and
legacies, and the like, he was entitled to keep the balance.'
;

m

many

respects that ot executor or
a comparatively recent
period, as far as relates to personal property, except that if
the executor were careful as to his acts, and also as to his
pleading, if sued by a creditor, he might escape having to
pay any of the debts of the deceased personally. So much
has this resemblance struck others, that in the English foliotranslation of Domat, ,the word executor is, as far as my
memory serves me, generally used to represent. the hmres of
The instituted heir had a certain period
the Roman Law.
given him for deliberation as to whether he would " take to "
the inheritance or not, for him to be able to ascertain whether
the habilities he would incur would equal or fall short of
If an only heir, or all of them,
the benefits he would derive.
if more than one, would not adiate, the will became void,
can hardly, I think, conceive any
{Grotius,2, 24, 19.)
more vexatious snare for an ignorant testator than a technidal
system of that kind is, a system which I think Courts of
Justice ought to be glad to avail themselves of authority for
declaring it to be obsolete or superseded.
And it appears to
me that the law of this Colony has, in fact, interposed.
Under it the administration of the estate of a deceased
person is (Ordinance No. 104) given to an executor, testamentary or dative, instead of to the heir. The heir, qua
heir, cannot now adopt his own mode of administering the
The executor by law administers, and lessens the
estate.
and he can, under the Insolvent
estate by his commission
Ordinance, subject the estate to the provisions of the InsolThere seems to be, therefore, hardly any
vent Law.
opportunity for the heir to adiate. If he be not executor,
the adiation is the province of the executor ; if the heir be
executor, his acts are to be referred to that capacity, and not
There seems then, to me to be much ground
to that of heir.
for contending that this Court is warranted in holding that a
testamentary heir is now in this Colony to be regarded
rather as a residuary legatee than as an heir in the Roman
Law sense and that adiation, if it remain to any extentj
remains only in name ; that it has, to all substantial effects
and purposes, been merged in executorship, and become a
nullity, on the principle of the maxim, cessante ratione legis
and the case is the stronger here, as the
cessat et ipsa Ux
reason of the law has ceased through the express provision

The officc resembled
a will under English

Law,

until

We

—

;

;

;

of another and later law
and because the old law was one
which it was desirable should cease.
I have said that it appears contrary to principle to
;

'
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tlie heir, as such, incurs now any personal liaor is more than a residuary legatee ; and this leads to
the further consideration that, if so, the inheritance can now
never be damnosa; if there be no balance above debts and
legacies and costs of administration, the heir gains nothing,
but in no case could he lose anything and, therefore, his
adopting the inheritance would always be presumed where
the presuridption were possible, and the more so if such adoption were essential to the rights of third parties.
But though I cannot but regard these considerations as of
weight, I should be unwilling, at least if they were not essential to the determination of this case, to rest my judgment
upon them ; and I therefore proceed to consider whether,
according to B,oman-Dutch Law, unaffected by the law of this
Colony, adiation of the inheritance was essential to the binding
force of a mutual will of spouses, such as that before the
Court in this case. It is, I think, to be seen from Van der
Linden's (our latest Dutch jurist) mode of expressing himself,
that something like that which has been done in this C9lony,
the substitution of the office of executor for that of heir, was
then gaining ground in Holland. He goes into what, from
the concise nature of his work, may be called a detail in
Then, with referreference to executorship {pp. 147, 8).
ence to the remedies of legatees, in which term he evidently
includes fidei' commissaries he expressly (j). 146) says that^
the personal action lies not only against the heir, but against
the executor.
Now we know as a general rule, that of the.
three actions for legatees andjidei-commissaries, under the
Code (6, 43, 1), the personal action only lay against the heir
if he adiated {Huher, Prmlect 2, 20, 34); so that there seems
to be much ground for supposing that Van der Linden regards
an acting executor in the position, for this purpose, of an heir
who had adiated, at least with reference to the nature of the
action which the legatee, &c., might institute against him;
Grotius (2, 4, 6) having stated that a will was invalid if 'no
heir were instituted, in the note (by, I "apprehend, Gro'ene" But see Groenewegen
wegeii) there is a reference thus
De Legibus Abroqatis ad Inst. 2, 20, 34 " and upon looking at
this, we find that Groenewegen says that several authors whom
he names, including Vinnius and Christinceus {Decis. 247,
7), deny that the institution of an heir was then necessary to
a testament, both the name and law of testaments and codicils
being confounded by their practice ; and he refers to his own
observations {Inst 1 7, 7) in favour of the opinion that a will

hold that
bility,

;

_
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—

without an instituted heir may revoke another will an opinion which, he says, " without doubt obtains, if credit is to
be given to those who, the name and law of testaments and
codicils being confounded in practice {per mores), deny that
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the institution of an heir is now necessary to the essence, of a
testament." He refers, also, to his observations on List. 2,
25, s. ult., to the same effect, stating it there to be the opinions
of the authors on practice ; and adds, " hence, also, there is
no impediment by our customs to an inheritance being given
and adeemed directly by codicils, and also a disinheriting

provided for."

The most recent Roman Law, too, itself, in the Novels,
interposed against the severity of the old Roman Law in
reference to non-adiation destroying the will, by giving
legatees B^adi fidei-commissaries an action against the heir to
compel his adiatinq; for their benefit, without injury to himVan Leeiiicen, Cens. For. 1, 3, 10, 15)
self ( Voet, 28, 3, 14
and the older Roman-Dutch jurists say that the like benefit
existed among them, by means of the codicillary clause usually
inserted in wills ; but Van der Linden, as a later writer,
goes further, and expresses himself on the point in this way
{p. 156), that when a will becomes void by the heirs being
unable or unwilling to adiate, the legacies must be paid,
" especially when the will contains the codicillary clause ;"
clearly not confining the preservation of the legacies in the
will on non-adiation to cases in which there is the codicillary
clause, as would rather seem to have been intended by Voet
•

;

and Van Leemoen {uhi supra), and Sonde Decis. 4, 4, 10.
There is therefore, I think, considerable ground for coming
the principles of Roman-Dutch
more on the existing law here
in reference to executors, that unless we are bound by some
decision in the Court that I am not aware of, we ought to
include among the leges abrogata, the whole system of institution or non-institution of heirs, orof adiation or non-adiation
of inheritance, as affecting the validity of wills in the whole
1 may add that it is not to me at all clear that
or in part.
there is not a sufficient codicillary clause in the mutual will
in this case to confer upon it any security to be obtained
from that clause. There is also the circumstance that the
devise of the farms in question is itself by a codicil.
It is not contended here that the will of the wife, the firstdying spouse, or rather, her part of the mutual will, is not,
and has not always been since her death, perfectly valid and
effectual ; but the non-adiation must have been in respect of
her inheritance ; and if the old law on that subject applied,
the wife's will must by the non-adiation have been detroyed
except perhaps as to the legacy of the farms in question.
Destroyed, inter alia, as to the appointment of the survivor
as executor, would it lie then in the survivor's mouth, supposing he was confirmed as executor, to say that by his nonadiation the will of which he had had himself confirmed as
to the

conclusion, both
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was destroyed ? I assume here that the survivor
did obtain letters of administration, though, as I shall hereafter observe, that fact does not seem to be in issue in the

execiltor

case.
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But though

the argument was directed mainly to strict
adiation of the inheritance, it was no doubt intended to
include the case of the surviving spouse's accepting or not
benefits under the will of the first-dying.
Puttingaside, then,
the question of adiation of the inheritance, I proceed to consider this
Was the surviving spouse bound by the mutual
will in reference to its bequest of the two farms in question to
the plaintifis, so that the survivor, their father, could not by
deed or further will alter that disposition, as he, in fact,
endeavoured to do ?
In considering this question as to
mutual wills generally, -viz., the power of the survivor to
make different dispositions from those contained in the mutual
will,
there are, I think, two main points to be settled Has
the first-dying spouse purported to dispose of property of the
other ; and (2) if so, is the other bound thereby ?
On the
first question it appears to have been decided in this Court
in a case of Brits vs. Brits, in 1842, cited in Hofmeyr vs.
De Wet, decided in 1853, that when the spouses by a mutual
will had bequeathed a particular piece of property of the
joint estate to a particular person, the surviving spouse could
not change this disposition after the death of the other. In
other words, as I understand it, in a case like that (and this
case is so), each spouse is construed to have disposed of the
other's interest in the particular piece of property.
And
this is, I think, the right conclusion, viz., that in such a case
each spouse has directed by his or her part of the will, that
the legatee should have the whole of the particular piece of
property bequeathed. Well, then, when this is so, what is it
that takes place upon the death of the first-dying spouse,
with such a mutual will remaining luialtered ? His or her
part of the mutual will then becomes an effectual testamentary instrument disposing of the whole of the particular
disposing of one-half of it as the testator's
piece of property
own, disposing of the other half of it, viz., that of the
are bound to assume
survivor, by the survivor's assent.
the assent from the nature of the common act. All the jurists
tell you upon the authority of the Roman Law, that one
person may dispose of another's propei ty. ( Christinceus, Decis.
6,58; Van Leeuwen, Cens. For. 1,3, H, 7.) How, then,
does the other testator, the survivor, become bound by that
Christinceus {Decis. 6, 58) says the survivor is
disposition ?
bound if, after the death of the other, he or she expressly or
Grotius says (2, 15, 9) that if
tacitly approve of the will.
the survivor accepts benefits under the will of the first-dying.
:

—

—
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he or she cannot alter the dispositions of the will of the first<iyiiig.
Van der Keessel ( Th. 283) would appear to make
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the will of the first-dying prevail, generally upon the
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A
common consent appearing, save, perhaps, so lar as it aiiowea
the property to go to the survivor's heirs.
I cannot but think, myself, that some confusion has arisen
on the subject of mutual wills from its not beingsufficiently
borne in mind that each part of the mutual will is a distinct
^iW {Van Leeuwen, Cens.For.l, 3, 2, 15, 16), and that
therefore, j9?-ma /«««, the like rules must apply to each part
of a mutual will, in like manner as if it were a single separate will.
And I apprehend that the whole idea of the
mutual will operating as a contract on the part of the spouses,
and thus affecting the survivor's power of revoking his part
of a mutual will, only leads to confusion and contradictions,
Hvber {Pralect. 28, 3, 4) says that to hold that a solemn
agreement by way of contract would enter into a will, and
an action ex contractu arise therefrom, and the law of last
wills and of acts inter vivos be confounded in that way, seems
unheard of and intolerable that the force of such a contract
is only that of an asseveration, which, though sworn to,
would give no right of action ; that there is no inheritance
or testament of one living. {Dig. 18, 4, 1.)
He says also
{Pralect. 2, 17, 3) that the rule of law that a man's will is
ambulatory to the very end of his life {T)ig. 34, 4, 4) must
prevail and that two testators are in no wise mutually
bound by the mere fact of making a will by mutual consent,
because that a contract cannot consist with the act of devising,
i.e., a person making his or her will
is not to be understood
to be undertaking a contract.
The true way of viewing the question is, I apprehend,
without regarding questions of contract or irrevocability of
the survivor's will, to inquire what the part of the mutual
will which has come into operation by the death of the firstdying spouse purports to devise, and how far it is effectual
for that purpose.
If the first-dying has disposed of part of
the property of the survivor, and the survivor, after the
other's death, has accepted a benefit under the other's part
of the mutual will come into operation on that other's death,
then, by the ordinary testamentary principle of election, he
or she is estopped from saying that his or her share of the
property did not pass as the other's will directs ; and, so far,
that property has ceased to be the survivor's property ; and
though he can revoke his part of the mutual will, yet he
cannot alter the disposition by the other's will of the property
so affected by it, because, as I have said, it has ceased to be
the survivor's property.
This mode of regarding the question, viz., that, except for
;

;

—
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the purpose of ascertaining what property purports to be
affected by it, each part of the mutual will is to be considered
as if it were a single and separate will, appears to me to be
not only the most simple and satisfactory, and that which is
most in accordance with the law of wills, but that it also
reconciles the essential parts of all the authorities of weight,
avoids their inconsistencies, and shows that points which
appear to be in conflict among them are, in truth, not essential in the question.
1 say inconsistencies, for surely it is one
to hold that the mutual will is a contract which has become
sealed and enforceable by the death of the spouse first dying,
and yet also to hold that it depends on a voluntary act of
the survivor, after the other's death, whether or not he or she
will be bound by this contract, which according to the
hypothesis, was on the first death a complete contract ; that
the survivor can escape from the contract if he do not adiate
the inheritance or accept the benefits under the will of the
Surely then, again, it would be an anomaly in
first-dying.
the law of wills, that the survivor should live, it may be for
many years, bound by a last will and testament of his own,
but one which is irrevocable by him. But there is no such
anomaly in a person's having by an act intei- vivos left
himself without any devisable interest in a property which
previously was his, and which he could then have disposed
of as he pleased.
It is clear from the authorities in BoeVs Loenius' Decisions
{cas. 137) that other jurists of great name, as well as Huber,
have maintained that the survivor's part of a mutual will
cannot be irrevocable during his life. It will be observed
that there Decker is bhown to have thought that when
the eminent jurists whom he refers to Antonius Faber,
PecMus, Everard, Sande, &c. say that the survivor's part
of the will is not irrevocable, they say so without reference
to two instances of mutual wills which he states ; but the first
of these comes within the principle of the property of the
survivor passing under the will of the first-dying ; and the
second is a case in which by the mutual will the testators
expressly purport to bind the survivor from revoking and
this evidently introduces quite a distinct question, viz.,
whether a testator can by his will bind himself against revocation, whether precautions for his own security against
being entrapped into a revocation the will may specify and

—

;

render necessary.
Van Leemven, in the Censura Forensis (1, 3, 11, 7),
approves highly of Decker's mode of stating the obligation
that the surviving spouse is under of not departing from the
mutual will, as if that obligation of itself made the survivor's
of the mutual will irrevocable and Van Leeuwen says
part
^
;
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that that principle was followed in their practice, and refers
iov this, inter alia, to Grotius (9,15, 2), who, as we have
seen, introduces the elements of the survivor's accepting the
benefits of the will of the first-dying in order to hisbeing first

and bound against what ? Why, against disposing
from the provisions of the will of the deceased.
Van Leeuwen also alludes, almost angrily, to those who,
though eminent jurists, deny that the will of the survivor
ever iDecomes irrevocable by him and insists that this may
be so, but only in one case, viz., that in which the survivor
is instituted as heir of the other, and then adiates or accepts
the benefits, thus introducing the inconsistency which I have
already referred to, of a contract being adopted or rejected
at the choice of one contractor after becoming coin,plete but
he proceeds to say that it must be clear that the spouses or the
first-dying bequeathed of the other's property, and gave the
benefits on that condition. Thus again reconciling the case to
the principle which he had before in the same section stated,
viz., that it was clear from the Digest (20, 6, 11) and the
jurists, that one person can devise of another's property, and
bequeath by his consent, and to his prejudice. And this
principle, as I have said, satisfies all the requirements of the
case, without resorting to the anomaly of the will of a living
person being irrevocable by him during his life. When by
the mutual will the survivor is instituted heir of the firstdying, and this one's part of the mutual will is so expressed

bound

;

diiferently

;

;

as to pass efiectually part of the property of the survivor, a
in the nature of &fidei commissum is imposed on the
survivor in reference to his own property and the case must
be regulated according to the usual rules relating to such
testamentary dispositions.
These principles appear to me to be quite consistent with
what one of our latest Roman-Dutch Law authorities says
I allude to Van der Keessel ( Th. 283),
^I cite from the Latin
" The surviving spouse, who, with the firstedition, 1 800
dying, devised of the common goods, and was made heir to
him [or her], cannot otherwise dispose of that part of the
common property which ought to return to the substitutes of
the first-dying, but of that part which is to come to his or
her own heir, he may rightly make his will" (referring, inter
alia, to Bnel ad Loen. Decis 137) " unless it have happened
f/orfe) that both spouses have disposed, by common consent,
of the common patrimony, or a part of it ;" and he refers for
this last proposition to Voet{'28. 3, 11), who says there: "Nor
finally, does it prevent a change of testament by another
later one, that one has made his testament not alone, but
together with another in the same paper (tabula), whether
each has disposed separately of his own substance, or both

charge

;

—
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togetker dispose of the common mass of the patrimony
dealt with in common (^communicati).
Otherwise, if two so
devise together that they devise by way of last will, not of
their own, but one of the goods of the other, as if by mutual
interchange {vice quasi mutua), or each of his own and his
spouse's goods together by mutual consent, according to
what is explained (23, 4, 63). And to this, also is to be
reduced the case of two spouses, who devising by one paper
together, leave legacies to certain persons to be paid from the
common mass of the patrimony, without distinction, whether
they be of the kindred of the husband or wife, or neither,
and then each separately disposes of their own part which
each has in the common mass ; when in these things so
disposed of in common, in opposition to those separately left,
each cannot but appear to have devised the goods of the
other by his or her consent that hence these very legacies
(Jioec ipsa legato) seem to be so confirmed by the death of one
spouse that they cannot be recalled by the will of the survivor
It is
in whole or in part {JRespons. Juris. Holl., 2, 275).
plainly beyond doubt that the survivor cannot revoke the
testament of the deceased spouse made in the sa,me paper."
I have cited this passage from Voet, not only as explanatory
of Van der KeesseVs Thesis (283), but as also bearing upon
the construction of the codicil of the mutual will in question
Van der KeesseVs Thesis seems to me to lay
in this case.
this down, that when the surviving spouse is effectually
burdened with a fidei-commissum, either ns to the other's
half of the common property, or the survivor's own, or any
part of either, he cannot alter this disposition, but he can
make a new will as to anything not the subject of such fideicommissum or the like. It will be observed that Van der
Keessel makes use of the expression " otherwise dispose of
the property in question ;" not that the survivor's part of the
mutual wiU is irrevocable nor, I may add, does he refer to
but this latter
adiation, nor indeed to acceptance of benefits
may probably be implied as having been expressly mentioned
by Grotius in the passage to which the Thesis applies.
Though there are, as it appears to me, as I have already
stated, some passages in Van Leemoen's Cens. For. (1, 3, 11,
7), which tend to introduce confusion in the discussion of
questions relating to mutual wills, yet his language in his
Koman-Dutch Law (3, 3, 8) is, as far as it goes, quite consistent with what appears to me to be the correct expression
of the legal proposition involved in the question of irrevocaHe says there " When two
bility of the survivor's will.
benefited each other, and
reciprocally
persons
have
married
thereby directed how the goods of the common estate should
devolve after the death of the survivor of them, which sur;

2i,
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;
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vivor having enjoyed the benefit, cannot dispose of his or her
share ly last willf and this, he says, was decided in two
^;^\l^^^^^> oJie inthe High Court atMechlin,and the other by the
thu~en vs
This was, in eifect, also the decision, on
oosSu^en."'' Court of Holland.
much deliberation, of this Court in 1853, in thecase of
Hofmeyr v. De Wet. How far this latter decision was
intended to overrule certain propositions to be found in Van
Leeuwen's Cens. For.{\, 3, 11, 7), and Voet (23,4, 63),
as to the construction to be put upon the mere fact of two
spouses denling in common with the common property, and
the position to be found in other jurists, that the mere direction that property shall go to the survivor's heirs, is not
binding on him or her {Boel's Leonius^ Decis. 137), may perhaps be doubtful, but it is not here material.
It appears to me, therefore, that the questions to be decided
in reference to a mutual will, under the like circumstances
Did the firstas exist in the case before the Court, are these
dying spouse's part of the mutual will purport to dispose of
If so, did the surviving spouse
the property in question ?
become bound on or after the death of the first-dying by that
disposition, as far as it related to his (the survivor's) share in
the property in question ? The material parts of the mutual
will in this case are as follows
" Now proceeding to the election of heirs, the testators
declared to nominate and appoint each other reciprocally
that is, the first dying, the survivor to be sole and universal
heir or heiress, and such of all the property of the first-dying,
movable and immovable, actions and credits, inheritances and
successions, nothing excepted, to be had and enjoyed by the
survivor of them for ever, as sole and own property, without
gainsay of any one, in such manner, however, that the survivor shall be obliged to educate and support the child or
children already and to be procreated in their marriage, until
thoir majority, marriage, or other approved states when to
each of them shall be paid, for father's or mother's portion,
such amount of money as the survivor shall find, in conscience
and according to the state of affairs, to be due ; but, in case
the survivor shall enter into a second marriage, such survivor
shall be bound, before the solemnization thereof, to nominate
and appoint two good and impartial men as superintending
guardians in respect of the minors' portions {Kinderbewys),
without, however, being bound to pay the portions of such
minors earlier than before stated, but the same shall remain
in the custody of the survivor
it being the express will and
desire that the survivor should remain in. the full and undisturbed possession of the estate in order the better to educate
and support the minors for the usufruct of their inheritances
until the period aforesaid."
18GR.
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The testators then appoint each other reciprocally to be
the executor or executrix of " this their will, " as also
administrators of their estate, and also guardians of their
minor heirs. They also "reserve to themselves power to
alter at all times, this their last will (except the appointment
of heirs), and to add thereto, or revoke, such matter as they
may in time be minded, either by separate act or at the foot
hereof, desiring that all such alterations in or additions to
this will, signed by them, shall be considered as herein word
for

word

inserted."

They

also declare their desire that the

"may have effect either as last will or donation causa
mortis, or as may be found best to consist in faw, notwithwill

standing the omission of any forms which they (the testators)
consider as inserted therein, with a request that the benefits
of the law may be extended thereto."
This last clause is that which I have referred to as possibly a sufficient codicillary clause to prevent any injury
from non-institution of an heir, or, I may add, from
non-adiation by the heir.
Van Leeuwen,
( Voet 28, 3, 14
Cens. For. 1, 3, 10, 15 ; and 1, 3, 3, 10 ; Sande Decis. Fris.
It was not argued here that the revocation clause
4, 4, 10.)
applied to any but a joint revocation. It appears to me to
be clear that in this will, which related only to the inheritance generally, each spouse mustbe considered to have been
devising only his or her own half.
Mr. Porter, the plaintiffs'
counsel, stated it to have been decided in this Court that in
such a will the surviving spouse is entitled absolutely to a
;

child's

portion.

before me, I think

And
it

from instances which have come
not unlikely that that is the construc-

commonly adopted in practice ; but it is not, I think,
easy to understand the principle upon which that decision
proceeded if the words corresponded with those used here.
It would, I apprehend, be more easy to come to that conclusion if the will were framed as that in Hofmeyr v. De
Wet, in the Supreme Court, in 1853, in which the surviving
spouse and the children were instituted as heirs together.
Then there is the case of De Smidt v. Burton {Menzies'
Reports, 222), in which the mutual will was, I think I may
say, allowing for difference in translation, in the very words
of this will ; and there the Court held (227) that under those
words the widow, the surviving spouse, was entitled beneficially to the interest of the property during the only child's
minority, but there is not the slightest intimation that she
was entitled absolutely to a child's share, which in that case
would have amounted to half, there being but one child.
The Court is stated (227) to have held that by the will
" the testator had, as he lawfully might do, given the usufruct
of the interest, and other profits aforesaid, to his surviving
tion
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widow during Ms son's minority and that he had done this
by virtue of the clause in his will by which he had appointed
his surviving widow sole and universal heiress of all his
movable and immovable property, actions, credits, inheri;
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and bequests, nothing in this world excepted to be
possessedby the survivor as his or her free and unencumbered
property, without any gainsay of anyone upon condition,
however, that the survivor should be bound to bring up,
maintain, and support such child or children as might be
procreated within the marriage, in an honest. Christian
manner, until their majority, &c. when to each of them,
for and in lieu of their paternal (or maternal) inheritance or
share, should be paid out such amount of ready money as
the survivor would deem in conscience to be sufficient in
respect of the amount of the estate, " with a provision similar
to that in this case, with reference to the survivor's marrying
again.
The point is only of importance here with reference
to the liquidation account, if that were properly in evidence
tances,

;

;

in this case.

The

now before the Court, subsethe first codicil to their will it is dated
October 12, 1831, and is thus translated
testators, in this case

quently

made

:

:

" We, Jacobus Johannes Oosthuysen and Anna Magdalena Strydom, do hereby declare, by the power and authority
given to us in the reservatory clause in the said will, bequeath, andprelegatetooursons, Ockert Jacobus Oosthuysen

and Daniel Johannes Oosthuysen, together with all such
children as may be procreated in our present marraige, the
quitrent farm called Vrolykheid, and half of the quitrent farm called Fondeling, near Lever Water, both
situated in the field-cornetcy Traka, in the division of Beaufort, without paying anything of the same into our estate
;
with this provision, that the said quitrent farms shall not,
until after our death, be taken by our said children, then by
them or by their lawful descendants, for ever to be possessed
of as their own lawful property, without the interference of
any person."
The testators then, by a further joint codicil of 15th September, 1827, appointed " as executors and guardians of our
property, movable and immovable, both our sons and

mheritors—viz., O. J. OosthuysenandD. J. Oosthuysen, with
power of assumption and surrogation." Then, by another
joint codicil of 7th October, 1838, they exclude the Master
of the Court from the management of their property.
And
afterwards

they

made

another joint

codicil,

dated 14th

December, 1840, in thsse terms
" We the undersigned, testator and testatrix, do hereby
declare that these two quitrent farms, named Groot Fontein
:

^3

and Drie Fonteln, situated in the division of Colesberg, we
bequeath to our sons, O. J. Oosthuysen and Daniel J. Oost-

W

sen, instead of those situated ia Zwartberg,
the will.
as stated

with the „

m

same right and condition

—

:

;

,,

—

.,;

oosthuyseu.

The wife, the plaintiffs' mother, died on the 30th July,
1846, and the- husband, the plaintiffs' father, married again
on 8th February, 1847. On the mother's death, the only
two children of the first marriage, the two plaintiffs, had
attained age, and consequently, unless the first part of the
will entitled the survivor to a child's share in the inheritance, the father would have been entitled to nothing under
the institution as heir.
The first question to be decided appears to me, as I have
already intimated, to be, did the codicils relating to the
farms purport to be a devise by each spouse of the other's
as well as his or her own share in the farms of the two sons,
And it is, in my judgment, clear that we
the plaintiffs ?
are bound to answer that in the affirmative, upon the
authority of the decision of this Court in Brits v. Brits, and
Hofmeyr v. De Wet ; and the case here is perhaps the
stronger, as we have the circumstances of change in the form
of expression referred to by Voet (28, 3, 11) in the passage
which I have already cited. I think, too, that, independently of authority, that conclusion ought to be arrived at.
I grant that where the survivor is to be held barred from
contesting that what was his property has passed uuder the
will of his predeceased spouse, such ought to be the clear
construction of the mutual will, the construction which any
one of ordinary capacity would put upon the words, or else
that the construction in that way of the words used should
have been irrevocably settled in law. The question on that
point is, as it appears to me, this Would any person reading those words conclude from them that each spouse
intended that the sons should, after the death of the
surviving spouse, have the whole of the farms between
them ? Because, if so, the consequence seems to me to be
that each testator consents to the other bequeathing to that
effect ; and that each part of the mutual will gives the
whole then that the bequest becomes binding, upon either
part of the mutual will becoming, by the death of that part's
The first part
testator, a speaking, effectual, binding will.
of the mutual will, in respect of which this coming into
force by death happens, conveys the property to the legatees,
the survivor's part of the mutual will becomes quoad that
property, or that iuterest ih&XQm, fvnctus officio, the title has
vested in the legatee, just as it would under a single,
The survivor has the benefits of
separate, valid will.
survivorship, but he has also its inconveniences ; and among
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the latter is this, that (at least if he accepts the benefits) he
has allowed the will of his wife, a will then becomes irreversible, to pass away this property which was once his.
I think that this conclusion is the clearer in the present case
from the words used after the devise, viz., that it is to be
"without paying anything of (? for) the same into our
estate, with this provision, that the said quitrent farms shall
not until after our death be taken by our said children, then
by them or by their lawful descendants for ever to be possesed
of as their own lawful property." It appears to me that, I
may say, every person would understand these words as
giving the whole of both testator's interest in the two farms
to the plaintiffs after the surviving spouse's death, in like
manner as they give the usufruct of the whole to the survivor for his life.
The second question, then, according to what I have
already intimated, to be considered is Did the wife's devise
of the husband's share of the farms in question bind him?
It does not appear from the statement of the case of Brits
V. Brits, which I have referred to, that the surviving
spouse was there held bound by reason of his having
nor is that condition mentioned
accepted i^ny benefits
in the passage of the i3j^e.s< cited by Van Leeuicen {Cens.
For. 1, 3, 11, 7), as to one person's devising another's
Christinceus, too (^IDecis. 6, 68),
property with his consent.
seems to recognize approval of the will after the death of
the first-dying as sufficient to bind the survivor in such a
case. It was urged here, on behalf of the plaintiffs, that the
liquidation account filed with the Master as to the wife's
estate, and which it was said must be taken to have been
filed by the authority of the husband, as her executor, and
which shows that he takes to himself a child's share, shows
that by that he accepted a benefit under the wife's will.
But independently of the question which I have already
alluded to, as to whether the wife's will purported to give
him any such benefit, I am unable to see how the liquidation
account is in evidence as against the defendants here ; it does
not purijort to be signed by the father, nor is there any
direct evidence that it had his authority.
And though
receipts by the plaintiffs to the father are put in for amounts
which, assuming the liquidation accounts to be correct, would
be for proper amounts solely on the supposition that the
father took a child's share, yet it is, as I have said, difficult
to find any legal evidence to connect the father with the
liquidation account, however little we may doubt it in point
of fact.
It was stated that letters of administration were
granted of the wife's will to the plaintiffs' father as executor
but this is not averred in the declaration, and is therefore
:

;

to

hardly admissible as a ground of, decision. It is difficult,
too, to understand how, without any renunciation by the
plaintiffs, the father could have been alone confirmed as
executor, if the codicil appointing the plaintiffs executors
has been produced to the Master. And as these letters of
administration were apparently not granted to the father
until after his second marriage, the circumstances connected
with this grant might have been material ; for I need hardly
say that if the father had so soon after his wife's death
suppressed all the codicils of the mutual wUl, this would go
so far to show that subsequent acts of his were not intended
by him to have been in pursuance of codicils which he had
so treated.
On the other hand, if these codicils were produced with the will, that might tend to an opposite conclusion.
I mention this as showing that the fact of the letters
of administration not being relied on in the declaration,
makes it dangerous to draw any conclusion from them in the
plaintiffs' favour.
There is, however, evidence in the case to
show that the father, after the wife's death, approved of her
will that he told the sons the farms would be theirs, and
encouraged them to build and to plant and there is strong
evidence to show that when, upon the plaintiffs hearing that
their father had transferred half of the farms to his children
by his second marriage, they, in the presence of witnesses
who have been examined, expostulated with him, and urged
upon him his previous statements to the effect which I have
mentioned, he admitted his having made them. There is evidence to show that he received from his sons crops and payments which, it is contended on the part of the plaintiffs,
represented his life usufruct and though it is urged for the
defendants that these receipts are to be referred to his half
share of the farms under the community of property with
his first wife, I think it right to refer these receipts by him
to a character consistent, and not to one inconsistent, with
If I were to decide
the wife's will, which he so approved.
in favour of the defendants here, I should have not only to
come to a different conclusion from that which I have just
expressed in reference to the character in which the plaintiffs' father required and" received from them these payments
out of the farnis, but I should also have to decide that a
bequest with consent by one person of another's property
is not binding without some further act by that other after
the death of the testator, and that mere approval of the will
then is not a sufficient act for that purpose. I can have little
doubt, too, in point of fact, but thatthe surviving spouse here
also received a child's portion out of his wife's estate, and as
bequeathed to him by her will, though I do not think the
On the
fact so proved as to be a ground for my judgment.
;

;

;
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for
judgment
there ought to be
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however,
is,
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no
value
for
;
marriage purport to be
of any
raised on that ground, nor is there any evidence
payment of money, or the like, in respect of them.
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Decision of
Consolidation Act, construction of
Commissioners appointed under, reversed on appeal.

Land Beacons

" Sale according

to

diagram,'' effect of.

and occupation according

to, j^revail

Original beacons,
over diagram and

the dispute as to such diagram and grant is
raised within the 30 gears after the passing of the Act.
And where upioards of \1 years before the passing of the
Act Esterhuizen had commencedan action against respondent as to boundaries, but upon advice by Counsel that ac-

grant ivhere

cording

to

the then state

of the law, having purchased

" according to diagram," he would be unsuccessful in the
action ; and cohere, accordingly, he withdrew the action
and abandoned homestead and spring of water to respondent, hut, after the passing of the Act of \SQ5, revived
former dispute, zohich loas thereupon inquired into by
Commission, and decision given against him ; Held
That notwithstanding the abandonment aforesaid, no vested
right had accrued thereupon to respondent ; but that it was
open to Esterhuizen, availing himself of the provisions of
the Act, to have afresh inquiry into the merits of the dispute.
his
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This was the

:

first appeal heard since the passing of the
Consolidation Act, from a decision of Commissioners appointed under that Act^ The facts of the case
and the chief arguments of coimsel {Porter for applicant,
De Villiers for respondent) will be found fully stated in the
judgments given below. Esterhuizen having died since action
commenced, his widow and executrix testamentary was made
plaintiff on the record.
On the 9tli December, 1867, Porter had argued appellant's
case ex parte, and the Court then reversed the decision of
the Commissioners.
On the 18th February following, De Villiers, for respondent, prayed for a re-hearing, on the ground that, by insuf-
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;

;
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had been no appearance for respondent
on the previous occasion. Porter not objecting, the Court
fixed the re-argument of the case for the 27th February, and,
after the re-hearing upon that day, took time to consider.
Postea (19th May), the Court (by majority, Hodges,
C.J., dissentiente) gave judgment in favour of appellant.
There being a difference of opinion on the Bench, judgment
was first delivered by

ficient service, there

Connor, J., who said This case conies before the Court
by way of appeal, under sections 56 59 of the Land Beacons Consolidation Act (No. 7, 1865), from a decision
come to by a majority of the three Commissioners selected
under the Act to settle disputed beacons, as between two
farms of the names of Draai River and Sillery Fontein.
The question in dispute may be shortly stated to be, whether
beacons F and C, or E and D, shall be held to he the com:

—

mon

beacons of the two farms ; this involving the further
question, whether the stronger spring of the two Kook
Fonteins, and the homestead, are to belong to the appellant
or to the respondent.
Two of the three Commissioners
were to be such beacons. In other
decided that
and
words, they decided the dispute in favour of the respondent
and hence this appeal.
The case was argued before the Court on the part of the
appellant, the respondent not appearing, on the 9th December, 1867, and we concurred in reversing the decision of the
motion was made in the
majority of the Commissioners.
following term to. have that decision of ours opened, on the
ground that the Conditional Order, granted under section
57 of the Act, on the respondent to show cause had not
been duly served on him. Notice of this motion was given
to the ajjpellant; and Mr. Porter, as her counsel,notobjecting
to it, the Court allowed the case to be reopened, and it accordingly came on again for argument on 27 th February last.
I wish to observe that the service of the Conditional Order
upon the respondent appears to me to have been irregular
on this account, that the person who served it (the son of
and, this being so,
the appellant) could not read the order
I cannot understand how he could rightly swear that the
copy served by him was a true copy. It appears that the
respondent could not read the order either, neither he nor
The return
the pei-son serving it being able to read English.

E

D

A

;

day of the Conditional Order was in last August, but the
case was not brought on -then, but stood over sine die, and
was not argued until the 9th December and as the respondent had never appeared, and had no further notice after
the irregular one to which I have referred, it was certainly
;
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desirable, as he wished it, that he should have a fresh
opportunity of being heard. Every care had been taken by
the Court at the first hearing that he should not be prejudiced by his absence, as not only were all the facts and
evidence accurately stated in detail, and the grounds of the
decision of the Commissioners known, but the written argument of the respondent's agent sent in to the Commissioners
was read aloud in Court here by myself.
As nothing to the contrary has been stated, I conclude
that all the preliminary steps required by the Act to be
taken for the submission of the question for decision by, and
selection of, Commissioners, were duly performed; and I shall
By section 3 of the Act, the
briefly state what these are.
Divisional Council of each division may divide it into sections or areas, giving (section 7 ) notice of the boundaries of
such sections or areas, and the owners of half the immovable property in any such area may obtain from the
Governor an order for a resurvey thereof, for the purposes
of the Act. (Section 8, &c.). When the Proclamation for this
purpose has been issued, and notice published, all the owners
of immovable property in the area are to put up provisional
beacons, where they think they ought to be, and if they differ
among themselves as to the position of any beacons, each is
to put up provisional beacons in the places where he
thinks they ought to be but in this case such beacons " shall
not be evidence, to any extent, of the rights of parties, but
only of the fact that such rights are or may be in dispute."
(Sections 13, 14.).
The appointed surveyor is to begin the
survey (section 15) within a certain period after the notice
and the Divisional Council hereby (section 31) require all
the landowners within the area to deliver to them all their
(the owners') title-deeds and diagrams, and they are to point
out to the surveyor, on his application, their respective
beacons, and " to admit or deny, by some writing witnessed
by not less than two witnesses, the correctness of any of the
beacons of any adjoining farm, which beacons abut upon
their own farms."
(Section 32.). If the surveyor find that
any dispute exists regarding boundaries which cannot be
settled among the parties, he is to give notice of the dispute,
and of the parties, to the Divisional Coimcil (section 36),
which is to frame a list of six men and if the dispute is
between the owners of two farms only, each owner may
attend and strike off two names, the person who strikes off
first being ascertained by lot (sections 37
39), and the remaining two, with the Civil Commissioner, are to form the
Commission. (Section 43.) Notice of the day of hearing
is then to be given ; and the Commissioners being on that
day assembled and sworn, and being assisted by the surveyor
;

;

;

—

;
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who

reported the existence of the disputes, or another surveyor, to be approved of hy the Surveyor-General, they are
to try the case, " so as to ascertain where, according to real
and substantial justice between the parties, the disputed
beacons ought of right to stand." (Sections 44 46.)
Section 47 then provides that, to determine this real and
substantial justice, " the Commissioners wiU take into their
consideration the particular circumstances of each particular
case, but they will, as general principles, be expected to
recognize and act upon the rules following, that is to say :"
Six rules are then given which are thus to guide the Commissioners, some of which I shall have to refer to more
particularly hereafter.
The persons whom both the appellant and respondent here
represent purchased the two farms in question about the
year 1 837, on the same day, at a sale by the executors of a
person of the name of Jooste, who had been in his lifetime
the OM'ner of both farms ; and as they, we must take it to be
admitted, purchased " according to diagrams," and, as it was
also admitted that any land included in both diagrams of the
original Government grants, that is to say, any " overlap"
in the diagrams, would not give the applicant the beacons
or C claimed by her, it was argued for the respondent
that the Court ought not, on principle, to put such a construction on the Act as to hold that under it those beacons
should be awarded to her for that each of the buyers
having purchased " according to diagram," and there being
no question but that the appellant's diagram did not give
her what she claimed, and that the respondent's diagram did
give him all that he claimed, to take this from him and give
it to the appellant, as the previous decision in this Court
would do, would be to make the Act work an injustice by
depriving the respondent of a vested right, and giving to the
appellant property which the person whom she represents
had not purchased, and which the person whom the respondent represents had purchased.
It appears that six or seven years after the purchase from
the executors of Jooste, some question having arisen between
the owners of the two farms as to their extent, a surveyor,
Mr. Bird, was called in, by both the owners apparently, to
It
state what each was entitled to under their diagrams.
was not contended on behalf of the respondent that Mr.
Bird was called in to do more than to represent, by beacons and diagrams, what ground was included in the diagrams annexed to the original grants of the farms, and
according to which, as I have said, the executors of Jooste
had sold in fact, to explain visibly what the diagrams
meant. He surveyed, and, as he thought, found, and the
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that F and C
correctness of his survey is not disputed,
were not, according to the diagrams, proper boundarybeacons, and that E should be substituted for F, and D for
C, in order that the beacons should correspond with the diagrams. The effect of this change was to deprive Esterhuizen,
the owner of the farm Draai Rivier, of the spring of water,
one of the two Kook Fonteins known as Klein Kook
Fontein, though the stronger of the two, and of the ground
upon which his house stood. This was in the year 1843 or
1844.

Esterhuizen accordingly

left his

house, built another

for himself in another part of the farm, and commenced an
action against the executors of Jooste for compensation for
his loss
but it being ascertained by his counsel that he had
bought " according to diagram," the action was not proceeded with.
He subsequently died, and his widow is, it
has been assumed in and for this proceeding, the person
;

now representing him.
With reference, then,

to the Land Beacons Act, we have,
as I have said, to take it that a resurvey has been had,
imder that Act, of the area in which these farms are situate
that the surveyor, in the progress of his survey, ascertained
that there was a dispute between the owners of these farms
in reference to beacons ; that he reported this fact ; that the
subsequent proceedings which I have referred to, as directed
by the Act, followed ; and that they terminated in the decision of the Commissioners which I have mentioned.
The main point relied on, as I have said, on the part of
the respondent,
indeed, I think I may say the only point
urged, and it is certainly one well deserving attention, is :
Are we to construe this Act so as to take away property
;

—

—

from one person whose it is in law, to give it to another
whose it is not in law ? The proposition that legislative
enactments are not to be construed so as to deprive parties of
vested rights, unless it is clear from the words and context
of the enactment that the Legislature so Intended,
unless,
in truth, an opposite construction would be incompatible with
a fair and reasonable construction of the Act, is, I apprehend, at once an undoubted rule of construction, and one of
great importance for courts of justice to maintain. Any
departure from it must tend to shake the confidence of all
men in the security of their rights and it is unfair for the
Legislature itself, which has a right to expect that so selfevident a principle of justice ought to be borne in mind by
courts of justice in construing the words which it may have
used, and which, in human fallibility, may not be perfectly
the very words which in strictness ought to have been used
to convey the meaning of the Legislature, subject to the
qualificntions which justice requires.

—

—

;
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Iq the first place, then, can it, upon any fair and reasonable construction of the language and scope of the Act No.
7, 1865, be held that the Legislature did not by it intend to
take from any person any land which his diagram purports to
give him ?
So far from that, we find that the first rule
which, under section 47, the Commissioners are, in a
dispute such as this, to act upon, provides that " the
original beacons of farms pointed out at the original measurement thereof shall be deemed " to define the farms,
" notwithstanding that such beacons may not correspond
with the original diagrams, or with the extent of land which
the original title-deeds purport to grant." Here is an
express provision that, in a dispute between two owners of
two adjoining farms, the original beacons are to decide what
extent of land they are thereafter to have, without regard to
the amount which the diagrams or the grants express, in their
different modes, to give them. Can this rule be fairly construed
so as to except the cases of purchasers purchasing according
to diagram
or to except cases in which, if you put it in
operation, it will take something from one of the parties
Tivhich his grant and diagram in law gave him ?
This rule
expresses to be subject to only one qualification, that of the
second rule (6), which, as I understand it, provides, in substance, that if for thirty years beacons other than the original
beacons have been taken by the parties disputing, or those
under whom they claim, to have been the true beacons, the
Commissioners shall regard them as such. The third rule
(c) then provides that when any land included within the
" original beacons " (not the diagram or grant) of an older
grant has afterwards been included within the diagram or
beacons of a later grant, thus occasioning an " overlap, "the
older grant shall prevail, unless (by rule d) the old beacong
had fallen down and the parties interested in the older grant
had not attended at the inspection for the later grant, or (by
rule e) if for thirty years beacons other than the old beacons
had, as provided by rule 2 (6), been taken to be the true
beacons. Now the effect of the first exception (rule d) from
the third rule (c), would be apparently to take away a vested
right in the owners imder the older grant, by reason of the
negligence. Again, the third rule shows itself wholly indifferent as to what the older grant or diagram may have purported to do. The beacons at its original measurement are
to decide the right, be the grant or diagram what they may.
Now, if the older grant did not purport to convey all the land
within its beacons, and the later grant did purport to convey
the surplus, those claiming under the later grant had a vested
right in law to the " overlap ;" and yet this rule takes it
from them. And the two exceptions to the operation of the
:
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rule are regulated, not in the least by the nature of the grant
or of the diagram, but solely by the beacons, and by the
conduct of the parties in reference to the beacons. And in
the exceptions to the rule, the claimants under the later
grant who are to succeed, are to do so solely with reference

and not with reference to their grants or
diagrams, namely, their original beacons, under the first
exception, and the thirty years' beacons under the second.
Then the last-rule (6), under section 47, takes the case of one
party relying on his diagram, and insisting that the beacons
have been shifted, and the other party insisting that the
diagram is erroneous and the question which the Commissioners are directed to decide is, whether or not the beacons
to their beacons,

—

;

are original and authentic.
It may, moreover, be asked,

one person

is

to

if property vested in law in
be taken from him, under the Act, and given

to another, what provision is there for the transfer of the
property from the one to the other ? This, however, is not
By sections 60 and 61 it
left unprovided for by the Act.
is provided that after the decision of the Commissioners, or,
if there be an appeal, of the Court, " the same proceedings
and consequences shall take place In regard to new diagrams
and fresh grants as are hereinbefore provided with respect
to the farms which are in the 16th section of this Act mentioned, precisely as if the beacons established by such
decision had been beacons originally admitted to be true and
Then we find that the 16th section provides that
correct."
when the surveyor finds that the beacons of any farm or
number of farms are admittedly correct, he shall frame an
accurate diagram of every such farm, taking the same to be
the area represented by such admitted beacons, whether the
said beacons shall or shall not coincide with the existing diagram of such farm, or with the extent of land which shall
by the title-deed of such farm purport to have been
granted. Sections 17 and 18 then provide for transmission
of the diagram through the Divisional Council to the Surveyor-General, •' in order that a fresh grant founded upon
the resurvey and new diagram" may be issued ; and (section 19) upon the issue of the fresh grant all existing titledeeds or transfer deeds of the farm are to become void.
But, it may be said, if rule («) of section 47 is to prevail,
though its efiect be to take one man's property, belonging
to him in law, and give it to another in ail cases within the
terms of the rule, and not within the exception in rule {b),
is that effect to be given to it in a case in which this Court,
suppose, had already decided that beacons other than the
original beacons were the rightful beacons in law ; or if the
parties had by contract between themselves agreed that

—

—
;

;
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be so ? If, notwithstanding such a judgment or
contract rule (a) were held to apply, and the party against
whom the judgment had gone, or who had bound himself
otherwise by contract, were under that rule to be reinstated
indefeasibly in the position he had been driven from in law,
or by his own contract, there can be no doubt but that such
an effect of the Act would properly shock men's sense of
right and justice, and yet the case is not expressly excepted
must, however, remember that under
out of rule (a).
the Act there is no place for a Commission to be appointed
unless there be a dispute about beacons. Well, then, after
such a judgment, or contract, no matter what the party
touched by the judgment or contract might say to the contrary, there would not and could not be any dispute about
the beacons, all questions as to which had been disposed of
and upon the judgment or contract
in the modes suggested,
being brought to the surveyor's notice, he ought not to
report the existence of any dispute ; or, if he did, the Divisional Council ought not to act on his report ; and their
acting would, of itself, be good cause for applying for relief
to this Court.

tliat sTiould

We

—

—

Does it, then, make any difference, as contended for by
Mr. De Villiers, on behalf of the respondent, that the
sale to the persons whom the parties here represent
the sale of the two farms on the same day by the execuwas " according to diagram ?" What is a
tors of Jooste
diagram ? It is a figure bounded by lines drawn between
points, which are supposed to represent the positions of
The most ordinary understanding, therefore, perbeacons.
haps, among parties knowing the farms, of the expression
That the seller is supposed to say to
is, selling by beacons.
" There are my beacons I don't bind myself to
the buyer
the amount of land, but whatever it is, you are to get it,
diagram is, however, part of the grant, or
and no more."
And when a sale is represented to be " according
transfer.
to diagram," especially by executors, or others not personally
interested, the meaning would probably be held to be, that
the vendor intended to sell, and the purchaser to buy, all
that the grant and diagram would have enabled the seller
to establish his right to in law, if he had continued owner
Then the Land Beacons Act interall that, and no more.
feres, and provides, in the cases to which it applies, that
persons shall be able, and only able, to establish their right,
under their grants and diagram, to that amount of land
which the original beacons admit of. So far as this differs
from diagrams and grants, the latter are to " become canThe new
celled, void, and of no effect" (Section 19.)
diagram is to represent the area included within the original

—

:

;
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whether the said beacons shall or
with the existing diagram of the farm, or
with the extent of land which shall by the title-deeds of
such farm purport to havebeen granted. (Sections 16 and 60.)
In truth, the idea upon which the Land Beacons Act was
founded was probably this " The old diagrams are imperfect but the great majority of the owners of farms, and
especially of those who ought to be most regarded in a
Colony, those who occupy and cultivate their farms, depend
much more upon their visible beacons, as to the extent of
The differences
their farms, than upon deeds and diagrams.
between the beacons and the diagrams are, after all, in
respect to the size of the farms, but small, and it is better,
and, on the average of cases, the fairer and wiser plan, in a
conflict between beacons and diagrams, to let the beacons
(or 30 years) beacons,
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shall not coincide

:

;

though unlikely, that cases of much
but the great balance of convenience
and substantial justice will be on the side of a plan, the
object of which is certainty of title and the preventing
future disputes and wrongs, by correcting the surveys,
and diagrams, and deeds, while there is time, according to the visible muniments of title, viz., the beacons."
I am not advocating the principle of the Act,
which has, I believe, been criticized but it seems to
me to be idle to say that these considerations are not of
weight. Whether thirty years was too long a period before
substituted beacons should prevail may, I think, be questioned.
This, too, may I think be said, that if the advocates of the Act wanted a case to justify the conclusion at
which I have supposed them to have arrived, that much
more injustice would be avoided by following beacons
rather than diagrams,
they could not well expect a stronger
one than that before us, in which, upwards of twenty years
ago, the husband of the applicant was turned out of his
house and home because, on a scientific examination of
diagrams, it was discovered that the existing beacons,
according to which, in substance, I am satisfied the two
farms were sold and bought, to and by him and his neighbour respectively, ought to have been some yards in a

prevail.

hardship

It

is j^ossible,

may

arise

;

;

—

—

—

difi'erent

direction, the difference, unluckily,

including his

house and homestead, and their supply of water, the existence of which together where they were was the strongest
evidence as to what men's beliefs had been as to the real
boundaries.
Being therefore clearly of opmion that this case is not
prevented from being within the Act by the form of the
sale of the two farms to the persons whom the parties here
represent, I can very shortly dispose of that part of it which

;

85

depends upon the facts given as in evidence. It was, indeed,
hardly contested by the learned counsel for the respondent
that if the case were within the Act, the beacons F and C
ought to be held to have been tlie original beacons. It is
to

my mind

upon the evidence, that these were the
up on the, original measurement of the farm

clear,

beacons set
Draai Rivier that they continued to exist as such beacons
till the year 1843 or 1844; that (whether or not at the
official inspection the Civil Commissioner gave any directions,
as the witness Visser states, to the surveyor to make an alteration, yet) no alteration of those beacons was, in fact, made
that Kock and Jooste, the successive owners of both farms,
regarded F and C as the beacons that these were so
regarded by all sellers and buyers' and others, at the sale
;

;

;

Jooste's executors to the persons whom the parties to this
case represent ; and that they continued to be the beacons
until, in 1843 or 1844, the Surveyor Bird being called in to
ascertain what, according to the diagrams, ought to be the
beacons, the beacons E and
were substituted for
and
C. "Whether if that substitution had lasted for 30 years
the case would have come within the exception to ride (a)
of section 47, contained in rule {b), it is needless here to
inquire, as the period of 30 years has not, of course, yet
run. But this exception in rule {b) is in the appellant's
favour, to this extent, that it shows that the Legislature,
contemplating a long disregard of the original beacons,
refused to allow that to prevent their prevailing in a disi^ute,
unless the disregard had lasted for 30 years.
I know that the evidence that the beacon F was not set
up before the inspection, and the witness Visser's evidence
that the Civil Commissioner acceded to his (Visser's) expostulation against giving Kook Fontein to the farm Draai
Rivier, as the farm Sillery Fontein had been earlier applied
for, and accordingly directed the surveyor to make an alteration,
has been supposed to create a difficulty as to F and
C being within the terms of rule (a) of section 47, " the
original beacons " of the farm " as pointed out at the original
measurement thereof." I cannot say I feel that difficulty.
and C were, in fact, the beacons so pointed out, and any
supposed directions to the contrary were not, in my opinion,
visibly acted on by their being removed and others being set
They were, as far as I can judge, the common beacons
up.
of the two farms till Bird's survey.
The direction to make
an alteration, if given, was given in the absence of Mr.
Kock, the person then interested in Draai E,ivier, and for
whom it had been surveyed and Mr. Porter suggested that
as he became after this, and before the issue of the grants,
owner of both the farms, the alteration having become im-
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For,
material, was probably for that reason not carried out.
he only knew of
a,s was also suggested, as Visser states that
one Kook Fontein, and called it GrootKookFontein, while
that one connected with beacon F was more generally known
as Klein Kook Fontein, and there was another Groot
Kook Fontein, which was and is included in_ the
farm Sillery Fontein, it may have .been thought that Visser
had made a mistake as to the source of water he spoke of
not being included in the farm, and that therefore the alteration which he suggested was necessary.
This old gentleman speaks, too, in reference to old transactions occurring upwards of thirty years ago, and the contemporary written records, so far from bearing him out, go
to show that the alteration which he thinks he suggested
was not only not acted on by a change of visible beacons, but
His recollection is that he
that this was done intentionally.
urged the change as a measure strongly required in justice

farm Sillery Fontein for its supply of water. Assumand that his suggestion had been adopted, can we
believe that in the Civil Commissioner's official inspection
report as to the water supply of this farm, this source, which
had been the subject of discussion, and of a change of
beacons, after the survey of the farm Draai Eivier, this
source, I say, of water-supply should have been omitted to
The farm Sillery Fontein
be mentioned? And yet so it is.
is, in the inspection report, stated to be supplied with water
by the fountain called Sillery Fontein, and no other source
The same report, no doubt, states
of supply is mentioned.
that there should be a condition that the cattle of Draai
Rivier should have a " drinking" at the Groot Kook Fontein.
And it may be said this shows that there may be a source of
water-supply on the farm Sillery Fontein, which is not mentioned in the inspection report but, then, this in no way
corresponds with the evidence, which is to the effect that
this Kook Fontein, though called " Groot," was weak of
water.
The fountain in dispute is, as I have said, called
" Klein Kook Fontein."
In the Civil Commis.sioner's inspection report as to
Draai Rivier, that farm is stated to be supplied with water
" by the Draai Rivier and Kook Fontein."
The supply had
been originally, in the report, apparently, stated to be by
two fountains and periodical floods but this is struck out,
and what I have already mentioned (as to the Draai Rivier
and Kook Fontein) is. substituted. Now, the diagrams, as
far as I understand them, show that the spring called Sillery
Fontein is far from all the boundaries of the farm Sillery
Fontein, ihat is, in the centre of the farm, but that the Groot
Kook Fontein, though within the farm Sillery Fontein, is
to the

ing

this,

—

;

;

;

8^

very near to the boundary between it and Draal Rivier.
all this goes, in my mind, to indicate that what old Mr.
Visser was impressed by when he gave his evidence was
probably this that it was originally intended to include in
Draai Kivier both the Kook Fonteins that he objected to
this
that consequently the GrootKook Fonteinwas included
within the farm Sillery Fontein, and a " drinking " at it
given to the cattle of Draai Eivier, but that Klein Kook
Fonteinwas intentionally left with Draai Eivier as formerly, in fact, that it was never proposed to take it from it.
The only objection, as far as I am aware, to this construction is, that the inspection report as to Draai Eivier does
not mention, as the contemporary one as to Sillery Fontein
does, that there should be a " drinking " for the cattle of
Draai Eivier at the Groot Kook Fontein, and that, therefore,
the statement in the report that the farm Draai Eivier is
suppHed by Kookfontein is to be supposed to refer to this
proposed servitude of a " drinking." This, however, seems

And

:

;

;

—

to me an insufficient objection.
The question as to water,
to be answered in the report, is, "
is the land supplied
with water during the different seasons ?" Now, this form
of expression certainly seems to refer rather to water on the
land, than to a proposed right of sending cattle iuto another
farm to drink. There is no doubt but that there are two
Kook Fonteins. Only one of them is referred to in the two
inspection reports of the farms if that now mentioned in the
answer before us, as to the farm Draai Eivier, is not the

How

Fontein in dispute.

It is called in this answer simply
Fontein, while in the contemporary document, as to
Sniery Fontein, the water at which it is proposed to give the
" drinking " is called the Groot Kook Fontein. The presumpAnd as the fountain in
tion is that they were different.
dispute is the stronger of the two, it is not unlikely that it
should be called simply Kook Fontein. I think it probable
that the other was called Groot, because of its marshy
nature, and its site, consequently, being spread out.
On the whole, I am satisfied that F and C were the
original beacons within the meaning of the Act, and that
our former decision declaring this to be so, and that they
should now prevail, and that the decision of the majority of
the Commissioners the other way should be reversed, v, as

Kook

correct.

There remains the question of costs. When this case
was last before the Court, the costs of the proceedings and
appeal were given to the appellant, on account of the
I do not
irregular service of the notice to show cause.
think that the respondent ought to have to bear the costs of
Then when I remember that this whole
that argument.
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has been in a great measure occasioned by an act to
which both the late owners, represented by the appellant
and respondent, were parties, viz., the calling in of the
surveyor, Mr. Bird, I should be strongly disposed to say
disJDute
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that each party's costs of these proceedings should be borne
by themselves but then I should expect, in that case, that
there should be no claim on either side in respect of
improvements on, or the occupation of, the premises in
;

dispute.

—

Bell, J. The contest in this case is between the owners
of the respective farm's of Draai Rivier and Sillery Fontein
as to wl-uch of them is entitled to a fountain called Klein Kook
Fontein.
In 1830 Draai Eivier was surveyed forKock, for the purpose of a Government grant, Erasmus having previously
Before the grants
applied for a grant of Sillery Fontein.
were issued Kock purchased from Erasmus his chance of the
grant of Sillery Fontein. Kock being thus in right of both
grants, should they be issued, had the two farms surveyed by
Meiring, a Government surveyor, under directions which De
Kock gave him to put a beacon at a point F between the
two farms. This would throw the fountain in questionr into
Draai River. After this survey had been completed, and
not till then, the Civil Commissioner of the division held an
inspection of the two farms.
This he did so late as the year
1837.
In November, 1838, the Government issued a grant of
Sillery Fontein, with a condition in it that "the cattle of the
farm Draai Rivier should be permitted to drink at the Groot
Kook Rivier," and thereafter, in December of the same year,
a grant was issued of DraaiRivier.
In the same year, 1838,
Kock sold both farms to Jooste, who died also in the same year.
After Jooste's death, his executors put up the two farms
for sale, and Esterhuizeji bought Draai Rivier, while Vermeulen bought Silleiy Fontein. Each of these purchases was
" according to diagram."
Kock, during his possession from 1830to 1838, had erected
and possessed a homestead near to the beacon F and the
Fountain Klein Kook Fontein, that fountain and the homestead being assumed to be within Draai Rivier.
In 844, Vermeulen, who had become the proprietor of
Sillery 1 ontein, as before mentioned, raised a question as to
boundary, insisting that by the diagram attached to his
transfer deed, the boundary between the two farms brought
his farm much within what had been occupied by Esterhuizen
as Draai Rivier, and embraced Klein Kook Fontein ; the
truth being that Kook Fontein, the true subject of dispute,
was made to appear by both diagrams to be on both farms.
1

;

89

To settle this dispute Bird, a surveyor, was employed, and
he, after survey, declared Vermeulen to be in the right, and,
of his own authority, Bird had a beacon erected at a point,
E, which, according to him, ought to form the beacon between
the two farms.
Esterhuizen, the proprietor of Draai Biver, being advised
that according to the then state of the law, diagrams must
prevail over beacons, abandoned any idea of disputing the
right to this fountain with Vermeulen, dr opped an action which
he had brought for that purpose, and removed his homestead
from the letter P, betaking himself to another homestead
more within the farm. This course he took undoubtedly
with much reluctance and against his self-conviction as to
his own rights, and under the compulsion of what he was
given to understand was the then state of the law.
Subsequently, the Act No. 7 of 1865 was passed, and
Esterhuizen then bethought him that he would take advantage of that Act, and try if he could not establish F as the
boundary beacon. Accordingly, he presented an application
to the Divisional Council, by whom a Commission was issued
in terms of the Act, and the result of the proceeding^) before
that Commission was the affirmance of what Bird had done
in 1844, when fixing E as the true beacon between the farms,
instead of the beacon F. Against that decision of the Council
Esterhuizen took an appeal to this Court, as allowed by the
55th section of the Act, and gave due notice thereof. When
the day for hearing the appeal arrived, no appearance was
made for Vermeulen, and this Court, after hearing counsel
for Esterhuizen, who in the course of his address read what
may be called two able pleadings, which had been submitted
to the Divisional Council, on behalf of Esterhuizen and
Vermeulen, respectively, this Court reversed the decision of
the Divisional Council, and affirmed F to be the proper
beacon between the two farms.
On a subsequent day, Vermeulen appeared by counsel
and stated that he thought that something more than the
notice which had been served upon him was necessary before
he should appear in Court. In this way he accounted for his
absence at the hearing of the appeal, and unfortunately his
excuse was admitted, and the case was again heard, and it
now stands for judgment but I have not heard anything to
induce me to alter the opinion I formed when the case was
heard ex parte.
The evidence satisfies me that a beacon was placed at the
point F before any other beacon whatever was in existence,
and while as yet the two farms were owned by one and the
same proprietor, by Kock, and that it continued to stand and
be recognized as a beacon during the tenure by Jooste of
;
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botk the farms under the two Government grants, and that
matters remained in this state from 1838, when Joostedied,
until 1844, although Vermeulen had. In 1838, or some time
between that year and 1844, got a transfer from Jooste's
executors according to diagram, the diagram showing the
heacon F to be within Sillery Fontein.
It is not therefore until 1844 that the beacon at the point
E had any existence in fact. That beacon, therefore, can in
no sense of the word " original," used in the Act, be the
original beacon. In truth, there was no original beacon " as
pointed out at the original measurement," the words of subdivision (a) of section 47,
unless the beacon F is to be taken
to be such beacon.
The objection to holding it to be such original beacon is,
as I understand it, that at the time the farms were surveyed
and this beacon fixed, no inspection by the Civil Commis-

—

—

sioner of the district previous to a survey, as required by
Government regulations at the time, had yet taken

the

p'ace.

The first and second articles of the Regulations of 30th
September, 18 14, direct that all applications for farms should
be referred to the Landdrost and Heemraden for examination, and that a Commission, consisting of the Landdrost and
one Heemraad, assisted by a sworn surveyor, should repair to
the ground in question, and, after having heard the parties,
and had pointed out to them the lands desired, the surveyor
should measure the lands in presence of the field-comet,
who should point out the springs, and take care that sufficient landmarks were forthwith erected at the several angles.
By the third article the surveyor was to furnish a diagram
to the Landdrost, who, by the fourth article, was to forward
this to the Governor. " 'I he object of His Excellency," says
the 5th article, " being to save all unnecessary expense to
the parties applying, and to preserve uniformity in the
survey and impartiality to the parties, relies upon the zeal
and local knowledge of the Landdrost, Deputy Landdrost,
and Heemraden, that they should arrange the several
applications in the mode best calculated to efiect economy,
expedition and general accuracy, by pointing out the surveyors, successively in their order, the (Afferent lands
applied for, so that surveyors may proceed v^ith dispatch,
and without interruption, by which much expense will be
•
saved."
It is, no doubt, true that inspection by the Landdrost and
Heemraden should have preceded the survey which took
place when the beacon F was erected, whereas it would
appear from the evidence that the inspection was not held
imtil seven years after the survey and erection of the beacon,
,

;

SI

This was, no doubt, higlily irregular and reprehensible on
the part of the Civil Commissioner, or whomsoever the delaywas imputable to, as tending to defeat, as, in fact, it has

—

—

defeated,
the object specified in article 5 of the Regulations but having said this, all is said that can be said.
It
is a totally different thing to say that the survey held
seven years before inspection, according to which possession was held during that time, and for six years after
inspection had taken place, is to go for nothing, tl.ere
is no authority in the Regulations for drawing any such
consequence. In my opinion, the inspection must be held
to draw back by relation to the year 1 &30, and prior in that
year to the survey ; that it is to be held as having been made
nunc pro tunc. It might have been otherwise if, on the
actual inspection taking place, the Civil Commissioner, who
came in place of the Landdrost and Heemraden, had, upon
goodgrounds, stated to and allowedby the Governor, dissented
from or disallowed any part of the survey ; but that even is
doubtful.
At any rate, I see no evidence of such dissent or
disallowance.
The only thing of the kind is a statement by
some of the witnesses that some one, on behalf of Erasmus,
who had applied for the Grant of Sillery Fontein, but afterwards sold his chance of his grant to Kock, objected, in the
absence of Kock, who had applied for the grant of Draai
Fontein, that Draai Fontein ought not, in fairness, to include
Klein Kook Fontein, and that the Civil Commissioner assented
to the objection, and said he would direct the surveyor (who
had seven years before made the survey) to make an alteraThat
tion of the beacons in accordance with the objection.
In
evidence, such as it is, is open to three observations.
the first place, the evidence does not satisfy me that, there
being two Kook Fonteins, Groct and Klein, the Civil Commissioner really understood which of them the objection regarded,
Groot Kook Fontein, or Klein Kook Fontein ; but, in the
second place, assuredly, however tl e Civil Commiesioner may
have undei^tood the objection, and whether he did or did
not give directions to the surveyor, as to which there is not
a particle of evidence, no alteration of the beacons was
a.ctually made in accordance with the objection which is
was allowed to
supposed to have been taken, but beacon
remain exactly as it had been originally fixed until the year
his survey for the parties
and, in
1 844, when Bird made
the third place, it was not competent for Bird, without any
directions from the Civil Commissioner, or any other public
Nay, I appreauthority whatever, to disturb the beacons.
hend it was not competent to the Civil Commissioner to give
the directions to the original surveyor as to the alteration of
the beacon, which he is stated by the witnesses to have
;

—

—

—

F
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promised to give. Hemiglitliave altered his report ofinspection to the Governor, leaving His Excellency to deal with
the matter, but it was no part of his duty to give or to withhold fountain, or anything else. His duty was merely to
In my opinion, therefore, beacon F
inspect and report.
must be considered to be the original beacon, in the
language of subdivision («) of section 47 of the Act,
which the Divisional Council was bound to adopt when
ascertaining the rights of the parties, and that this must be
held even " notwithstanding," in the language of the
subdivision, " it may not correspond with the original
diagrams, or with the extent of land which the original titledeeds purport to grant ;" because if there were no other
reason, in the language of subdivision (6) of the same section,
there was no other " certain, well-ascertained beacon which
had been for an uninterrupted period of 30 years or upwards, next before the day on which the Commission,"
i.e., of the Divisional Council, " in the
particular case
was in manner aforesaid selected or obtained, recognized by
the parties who dispute the same before the Commissioners,
or those under whom such parties claim, as the true and
proper beacon which can be taken to be, and to have been,
the original beacon."
Subdivision (c) of the same section, 47, directs that where
land included within the original beacons of an " older
grant" has afterwards been included within the diagram
and beacons, or diagram or beacons, of a " later grant," the
right of the older grant to the overlap shall prevail, unless
in the cases stated in subdivisions (rf) and (e).
But subdivision (c) cannot apply to the present case.
No doubt the
grant of Sillery Fontein, instead of being made contemporaneously with the grant of Draai Rivier, like the applications
for the grants, happened, apparently through the accidental
arrangements of the Surveyor-General's office, to be issued
in November, while the grant of Draai Eivier was not
issued till the following month of December ; but accordiag
to an eqiiitable and just construction of the Act, that
accidental circumstance could not, in my apprehension,
constitute the grant of Sillery Fontein the " older grant"
it is rather to be treated as contemporaneous with the grant
of Draai Rivier especially when itis remembered that before
either grant had been issued, De Kock had, by purchase
from Erasmus, acquired right to the land in both of the
grants.
Nay, more, even if the grant of Sillery Fontein were to be
treated as the " older grant," there was not " any land
included within the original beacons " of Sillery Fontein,
treating the grant of it as of the " older grant," which had
;

;
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" afterwards been included within the diagram and beacons,
or diagram or beacons, of a later grant," treating the grant
of Draai Rivier as the "later grant."
The fact is just the
other way, for holding beac&n F to be the original beacon,
as, for the reasons I have given, I think it must be held to
be, the overlap between the points F and E was included
within the original beacons, not of Sillery Fontein, treating
the grant of it as the " older grant," but of Draai Rivier,
treating the grant of it as the •' later grant."
Subdivision (c) therefore, not having application to the
case, it is not necessary to consider the qualifications upon
that subdivision created by subdivision {d).
If the case is to be decided upon the terms of subdivision
(_/), which probably is the one most applicable to this
particular case, then I am of opinion, for the reasons I have
before given, that beacon
was an " original authentic
beacon," which was shifted by Bird the surveyor, without
any authority, and that the diagrams' in so far as they do
not give effect to this beacon, are erroneous.
In every view, I am of opinion, that the judgment of this
Court reversing the order of the Divisional Council, pronounced at the first hearing of the appeal, was correct, and

F

ought now to be adhered to.
I have looked through the Act to see if it gives the Court
any power to consider the question of meliorations and
dilapidations, with a view to adjusting the rights of the
parties in this respect, because we were informed by the
evidence that the appellant, Esterhuizen, had sustained
injury by the removal of his homestead from the disputed
ground in the year 1844, and, on the other hand, that the
respondent had since that year made meliorations on the
same ground. But I have not found any authority in the
Act for considering this question. If it exist, an enquiry ini o
If it do not exist, I
this matter no doubt should be made.

am afraid that in a proceeding entirely authorized by the
Act, the Court cannot take such power to itself, and that
the parties must take some course independent of the Act,
if they desire to have the rights in this res2:)ect ascertained.
With regard to costs, I am disposed to think that, as
Vermeulen, at the time he purchased from the executors of
.lonste, must have been aware of the long existence of the
beacon F and of his predecessor's possession according to
that beacon, he must have raised the dispute which has
caused all the inquiry before the Divisional Council upon
the hope that he might be borne out in his unjust claim by
the mere terms of his transfer " according to diagram," and
the circumstance of the diagram, erroneoiisly, as he must
have known, giving him the land in dispute, he ought
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therefore to bear all the costs of the survey and proceedings
before the Commission and Divisional Council, and of this
appeal but, in any view, that he ought to pay the costs of
the second hearing of the appeal, which was occasioned
entirely by his default in not appearing at th'e first hearing.
Hodges, C.J. On the 1st November, 1838, a Government grant, with diagram, attached, was issued of the farm
Sillery Fontein, and on the 31st December, in the same year,
a similar grant, with diagram, was issued of the farm Draai
Eivier.
The appellant is the owner of Draai Rivier,
and the respondent of Sillery Fontein. It was an undisputed
fact in the case that, according to these diagrams, a; homestead
with a fountain of water adjoining fell within the boundaries
of Sillery Fontein, and for several years before the proceedings hereinafter referred to (under the Act No. 7, 1 §65)
were taken, the owner of that farm had remained in undis*
turbed possession of the homestead and fountain. The
interest in both these farms had originally belonged to one
Kock, and he sold them both to one Jooste, whose executors
sold the same by public auction, according to diagram, to the
respective purchasers of the two farms now belonging to
the appellant and respondent.
After the sale, the purchasers
entered into the occupation of their respective farms, and
the purchaser of Draai Rivier held the homestead and
fountain before mentioned, but some misunderstanding
having arisen on the subject of the boundaries of the farms.
Bird, a surveyor, was called in at the joint expense of the
two proprietors, andhe, investigating the titles and referring to
the original diagrams, placed beacons which threw back the
homestead and fountain to the farm Sillery Fontein, and the
then owner of Draai Rivier, apparently acquiescing in the
decision, quitted the possession of that part of the farm, but
brought an action against the executors of Jooste for selling
to him, as a part of the farm Draai Rivier, tlie homestead and
fountain already referred to.
When the case was ready for
trial at the Circuit Court, the plaintiff was advised that, as he
purchased the land according to diagram, and as the diagram
excluded the homestead and fountain, he would be probably
unsuccessful in his action, and he therefore withdrew, and no
further proceedings were at that time taken.
Had no subsequent legislation on the subject of disputed boundaries taken
place, no doubt can, I think, be entertained that the title of
the ownei of Sillery Fontein would have remained undisturbed.
But these two farms having been included in an
area or section under Act No. 7, 1865, the surveyor
employed by the Divisional Council reported the dispute, as
he is directed to do by the 36th section, and a Commission
was duly issued to inquire into the circumstances of the case ;

—

—

.

;
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and, a,fter a long and expensive inquiry, the majority of the
three Commissioners decided in favour of the respondent, the
owner of Sillery Fontein ; but one of the Commissioners dissented from their decision, whereupon the defeated party
appealed to this Court in pursuance of the 55th section of the
Act ; and there has been transmitted to us the report of the
Commissioners and the evidence, documentary and otherwise,
rule to show cause, directed
of a ver y voluminoiis character.
to the respondent, was then granted under section 57, but
on the return of the rule no person was instructed to
appear on behalf of the respondent, and the Court, after
hearing coimsel for the appellant, decided in his favour ; but
the respondent having subsequently asked for leave to
reopen the question, and that application not being opposed
by the learned counsel who appeared for the appellant, we
had the advantage of hearing counsel on both sides, and my
learned brothers have, as we have heard, continued of the
same opinion as they entertained in the first instance ; but I
confess that further reflection on this somewhat intricate
case has induced me to come to the opinion that the majority
of the Commissioners came to a correct judgment. I should
have satisfied myself with stating this without further
comment, but as this is the first appeal which has been heard
under the provisions of the new Act, and as it involves a
point as to the construction of the 47th section, I shall
explain the grounds of my decision. That section directs
that, " in determining what real and substantial justice
between the parties truly is, the Commissioners will take
into their consideration the particular circumstances of each
particular case, but they will, as general principles, be
expected to recognize and act upon the rules following," one
of which is that, " the original beacons of farms, as pointed
out at the original measurement thereof, shall be deemed to
denote and include the true and proper farms as granted and
intended so to be, notwithstanding that such beacons may
not correspond with the original diagrams, or with the
extents of land which the original title-deeds purport to

A

grant."
It is, quite clear that the dispute in this case arises from
a variance or difference between the diagrams and a certain
beacon called beacon F in the various plans which were
produced before the Commissioners and transmitted to us
The history of that supposed
with the other evidence.
original beacon is detailed by Kock, who was one of the
most important witnesses examined. He deposed that he,
probably with a view of sending in a request for purchase,
had both these farms surveyed (by what authority does
not appear), and that Draai Eivier was surveyed by Stretch, a
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Government surveyor, about a year before Sillery Fontein.
That was in 1829 or 1830. Sillery Fontein was surveyed by
Meiring, also a Government surveyor, and Kock directed
bim to survey up to the said beacon F, which was no doubt
set up by Stretch, and which threw the fountain and the
Itwas upon this
site of the homestead into Draai Rivier.
site that Kock, before any title was issued, built a portion of
In 1836 or 1837, Kock sold his interest in
the homestead.
both these farms to Frans Jooste. Kock further deposes
that a few months after Draai Rivier had been surveyed by
Stretch, the inspection of the farms took place by Mr.
Truter, the Civil Commissioner of the district, and that Mr.
Kock gives no
Stretch and the field-cornet were present.
particiilars of what transpired at this inspection, and it is
even possible that he was not aware that the Commissioner
disapproved of the beacon F, which had been placed by
As it has been
Stretch as the boundary of Draai Rivier.
already stated, Kock afterwards sold his interest in both
these farms to Jooste, and the executors of Joi>ste sold both
of them at an auction, according to diagrams, to the different
purchasers, who subsequently called in Bird to survey, and
Bird, disregarding altogether the beacon F, put up beacons
according to the diagrams, and the beacon F was destroyed
or taken down and not set up again until after the passing
The evidence adduced on the part
of the Act No. 7, 1865.
of the respondent, the owner of Sillery Fontein, leads me to
the conclusion that the beacon F cannot and ought not to
be, under the circumstances which were proved, considered
to be " an original beacon pointed out at the original
measurement," within the meaning of that word, as used in
paragraph (a) section 47 of the Act of 1865. That beacon
was erected by Stretch, at the instigation of Kock, several
months before the inspection took place. Had the Civil
Cf^mmissioner, who fulfilled the duties formally performed
by the Landdrost, approved of that beacon when he held his
inspection, no doubt the beacon would have been an original
beacon, although it was irregularly put up by Stretch before
the inspection.
But, so far from that beacon being approved
of, there is evidence to show that directions were giveti by
the Civil Commissioner to Stretch to remove it.
This he
probably neglected to do, but the diagrams were, nevertheless, issued as if he had performed his duty, and the
diagram on the grant of Draai Rivier is stated to be " from
the original framed by Surveyor Stretch." If, therefore, tlie
evidence I am now about to read can be relied upon, it is
abundantly manifest that it was through Stretch's neglect
that all this protracted and most expensive litigation has
unhappily arisen.

;
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An

aged witness, Gerrit Visser, speaking of the transactions at the inspection, says (I cite his own words) :
" I have resided here ever since 1812, and am in
80th
year.
The commission of inspection of the farm Sillery

my

Fontein, to the best of my recollection, arrived here in October, 1832, and consisted of Mr. Truter, Civil Commissioner
of Worcester, and his clerk, Mr. Scholtz.
Surveyors C. L.
Stretch and P. Meiring accompanied them. The field-cornet
was Albert Smit. I was appointed by the Civil Commissioner to act in his stead, and did so.
The Qivil Commissioner stated that they had met for the purpose of inspecting
the farms Draai Rivier and Sillery Fontein, and said that
he had given the fountain called Groot Fontein to Draai
Rivier, whereupon I objected, saying ' It is not right, sir,
as Sillery Fontein is the older request of the two.'
The
Civil Commissioner replied, '
have already given it to
Kock (the owner of Draai Rivier) whereupon I again
said, ' It is not right, because Draai Rivier has been surveyed
before an inspection, which is illegal, as the Government
instructions were that an inspection before a survey should
take place.' Mr. Truter then said that he should be obliged

We

'

'

to alter

;

it,

to

which

I replied,

'

It

is

my

desire.'

" The surveyor. Stretch, was then ordered to return to
Draai Rivier, and alter his survey ot that farm which he had
surveyed eight or ten months before and Mr. Meiring was
at the same time ordered to include the Groot Fontein in the
survey of Sillery Fontein.
" The Groot Fontein at the homestead was the one spoken
;

-

of at the inspection,

—at

least I

presmne

so, as I

knew of no

other.

" I do not remember that Kock was present at the inspecMr. C. Erasmus, the applicant for Sillery Fontein,
was not there but his son, Jan Erasmus, came here the
next day while the commission of inspection was still here.
I remember seeing the beacon on the Nek,' aod marked
F on the tracing. I was surprised to see it, since Mr.
Stretch had been ordered back to alier the beacons of Draai
tion.

;

'

Rivier."
This witness having deposed that young Erasmus represented his father at the inspection his evidence on this point

confirmed by young Erasmus, who was also examined.
" I believe that Mr. Kock owned Draai Rivier at
that time. I was present at the inspection of Sillery Fontein,
which took place at Elandsberg the farm of Mr. Gerrit
Visser, sen.
I was appointed by my father to attend that
The inspection v/as appointed to_
inspection in his stead.
take place at Sillery Fontein; but my father not being there,
When I got
1 overtook the Commission at Gerrit Visser's.
to Mr. Visser's, it was the day after the inspection took
is

He says

:

—
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I cannot remember whether Mr. Kock was
told me that he acted for my father the
day before, in his absence. Mr. Truter told me that he had
included the Groot Fontein at the homestead in Sillery
Fontein. At that time, and long before, the lower fountain
was called Groot Fontein."
It now becomes important to ascertain what regulations
were in force relating to surveys and inspections at the
period when these two farms were thus inspected by Truter.
I find them in a document bearing date the 30th September,
1814.
The'regulations are as follows:
" Art. 1. All applications which may be referred to the

place there.
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there.

Mr. Visser

Landdrost and Heemraden for examination shall be distinguished and arranged in lists.
" Art. 2. These lists being made out, a Commission, consisting of the Landdrost and one Heemraad, assisted by one
of the sworn surveyors, shall repair to the field-cornetcy,
and there (after having first heard the field-cornet and the
interested parties specially to be summoned for that purpose,
and being informed of all the circumstances from the difierent parties, which Government should be acquainted with),
on the applicants pointing out the several lands to the
surveyor, he shall proceed from place to place and measure
the same, in presence of the field-comet, who is to point
out to the surveyor all springs, &c., and take care that
sufficient landmarks be erected at the several angles forthwith.
" Art. 3. The Commission having thus inspected those
lands, and pointed the same out to the surveyor as aforesaid,
shall be considered as having terminated its proceedings
and the land-surveyor, in the presence of the field-cornet, is
to continue his operations in the same order, and in the
manner prescribed ; after which he is to furnish the Landdrost with a diagram of each place, drawn out according to
the form directed in the surveyor's instructions.
"Art. ^4. Immediately on the receipt of this diagram, the
Commission shall send in their report to the Governor, stating
therein all the circumstances, as well regarding the nature
of the ground as with respect to the applicant, according to
such orders as already exist or may be given hereafter."
Here we see that the inspection ought to precede the
survey which the surveyor is bound to make according to
the iirections he might receive from the Civil Commissioner,
and the diagrams of both the farms are consistent with the
directions which Visser swears he heard Truter give to Stretch.
There are one or two additional circumstances which
confirm me in the view I take of this case. In the grant of
Sillery Fontein there is an express reservation that the
cattle of the farm Draai Ri\ ier shall be permitted to drink
;

;
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Groot Kook Fontein. If this had been distinctly sho^n
to be the fountain at the homestead, the respondent's right
to the fountain (which, as I have before said, was excluded
at the

iser.

Deo. 9,
1868.
Feb. 18,
"

by

Stretch's beacon F) would have been most clearly established by the express words used in the grant.
But there

was shown to be another fountain on Sillery Fontein, higher
up than the homestead and it was contended that this was
the fountain referred to. But there was not wanting evidence
on the other side to show that this fountain was an insignificant one, incapable of supplying cattle with water to any
;

useful extent also, that the fountain at the homestead bore
the name of Groot Kook Fontein. I may also remark, incidentally, that as the grant of Sillery Fontein was older than
that of Draai Rivier, any overlap would belong to the former
by the express provision of the 47th section, letter (c). of the
Act No, 7, 1865. For all these reasons, I think that the
;

F was not such an original beacon as was contemby the Legislature in the 47th section of the Act.
It never was an original beacon, because it was neither
planted by the surveyor by the order of the Civil Commis-

beacon
plated

whose duty it was to inspect the farm, nor was it
ever adopted or approved of by him. The memorandum,
in the handwriting of Mr. Charles Bell, on the diagram
of Draai Rivier, to this
effect,
ie.,
that
it
was
prepared from the " original " (meaning original diagram)
sioner,

prepared by the surveyor. Stretch, shows that Stretch, in all
probability, acted on the instructions he received, but at
the same time neglected to have the beacon taken down and
thus he brought about this most expensive litigation, which
will, I fear, prove all but ruinous to some of the parties interested in the decision. I may, with truth, say that although
this Courtisnot responsible for the costly machinery now provided, we may well caution landowners to paus(3 before they
set it in motion when beacons or boundaries are disputed.
Surveyors are necessarily called in, agents and interpreters
employ ed,and the Commission sit as often and at as many places
as they think necessary. In this case, adjourned meetings were
held, and the costs are necessarily very great and as a right
of appeal is given to this Court, no man can predict the
pecuniary losses he may sustain before the litigation attending
a disputed beacon is terminated. As I have already intimated,
;

;

my

opinion is that the finding of the majority of the Commissioners in favour of the respondent ought to be confirmed.

The Court allowed the appeal, and confirmed its order
made on the 28th February, excopt as to costs now ordering each party to pay her and his own costs the respondent
undertaking not to make any claim or sue for ameliorations.
:
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Arrest, discharge of, where at the time of the arrest the
arresting Deputy Sheriff had not a Copy of the Writ in
his possession, but acted solely on Telegraphic Message
from the Sheriff in Cape Toivn.
1868.

March,
"

17.

19-

siiburtaucr

Buthven.

rs.

Porter moved upon notice to plaintiff to show cause " why
the arrest, or pretended arrest, of defendant effected by the
Deputy Sheriff of Port Elizabeth, on the 6th day of
j^ebruary last, shall not be declared legally null and void,
upon the ground that the said arrest was effected without the
said Deputy Sheriff producing any lawful writ of arrest, or
having or being able to produce such writ, to defendant, and

being consequently unarmed with any sufficient power or
authority to capture the defendant and convey him to gaol
and why said arrest, or pretended arrest, and all other
subsequent proceedings of the plaintiff thereunder, shall not
be set aside, with costs. "
It appeared from the plaintiff's affidavits (which were

unanswered by the defendant, as

it

was alleged, from want

of time) that the defendant, being indebted to plaintiff in
the sum of £24 1 3s. 6d., assigned his estate in Cape Town,
with the consent of all his creditors, except the plaintiff, and
proceeded to Natal in the steamer Natalian. En route, the
steamer called in at Algoa Bay, where the local Deputy
Sheriff went on board, and arrested the defendant for the
sum stated to be due to the plaintiff. The writ had been
taken out in Cape Town on the 3rd February. On the
same day, or next, plaintiffs attorneys telegraphed, on behalf
of the Sheriff, to Port Elizabeth, to arrest the defendant.
On the 4th February, the writ of arrest itself was
posted in Cape Town.
On the 5th February, the Deputy
Sheriff at Port Elizabeth proceeded on board the Natalian
to arrest the defendant, but was not able to recognize him.
On the 6th, he again went on board, arrested the defendant,
and conveyed him to the Port Elizabeth gaol, where he had
ever since been detained.
On the 7th February, the writ
of arrest itself arrived in Port Elizabeth, and was then for
the first time in the hands of the Deputy Sheriff, the whole
of whose previous proceedings had been carried on on the
authority of the telegram.
Porter maintpined the arrest was illegal. By the 14th
Rule of Court, the writ was directed to the Sheriff or his
Deputy, who were required to give the defendant a copy of
the writ if demanded.
Although the affidavits did not state
that the Deputy Sheriff in this case, had been requested by
the defendant to give him a copy of the writ, yet it followed

]01

from the terms of the Rule of Court that he must, at all
events, have a copy in his possession.
No legal arrest could
therefore be made by the Deputy Sheriff on a telegraphic
or any other message. In England, if a bailiff make an
arrest without warrant, it wiU be set aside, even if the
writ is in the hands of the Deputy Sheriff at the time.
{ArchbolcTs Practice, by Chitty, 9th cd., p. 568.)
And a
copy of the writ must be delivered to the defendant on
making the arrest {p. 728). And when a capias has been
irregularly issued, the person arrested under it cannot be
detained in custody nor even detained uidou a capias afterwards regularly issued (p. 702).
[Bell, J. Have you any authority for the proposition
that arrest by telegraphic message is illegal ?]
No. But, certainly, under our own Rule of Court, to
act upon anything else than the warrant would land us in
inextricable difficulties.
Cole, for plaintiff, showed cause, and referred to the return
of the writ, which ran thus " The defendant has been duly
arrested on board the steamer Natalian, and placed in
custody in the gaol of Port Elizabeth. Percy Vigors, High
Sheriff, 7th March, 1868."
The rule of the Court always
has been not to go behind the Sheriff's return. If there
has been an unlawful arrest, the party arrested has his
remedy against the Sheriff. By Ordinance No. 37, 1828, the
Sheriff is required to give the defendant, at his request and
The Deputy Sheriff is not recogcost, a copy of the writ.
If the Sheriff therefore received
nized by the law at all.
the writ, and it was possible for him to arrest the party five
minutes after at Port Elizabeth, he could do it. Under any
circumstances, there was no request here by the defendant
In the
to the Deputy Sheriff for a copy of the writ.
English practice, the writ is issued to the Deputy Sheriff^
and not to the High Sheriff. The Deputy Sheriff then gives
a copy to the bailiff who arrests, but keeps the original in
The Deputy Sheriff here is analogous to the
his own office.
English bailiff; and, therefore, if the Sheriff had the writ
in his possession, it was sufficient, and he could instruct an
arrest by telegraph.
In Neshitt §• Dickson x^s. Richardson
Porter in reply.
(Menz, 562), th(i Sheriff returned a due arrest, but the
Court heard affidavits to show the illegality of the arrest in
respect to the locus quo, and then went behind the return.
Among the papers here, is the receipt by the gaoler of Port
Elizabeth for sustenance money, dated the 6th of February,
showing, therefore, the real date of the arrest.
Their Lordships (Hodges, C.J., and Bell, J.) took
time to consider. And later in the day it was announced to
;

—
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the parties, through their attorneys, that the arrest was held
invalid ; and an order was made for the defendant's disaside of all proceedings, which had
siibei^erw. chargc and the setting
Kuthven,
down the plaintiff's declara,tion bysetting
got go far as
It was understood that their Lorddefault of appearance.
ships having differed, Connor, J., was consulted in the
1868.

^^^"19:

.

interim, and

had agreed with HoDGES, C.J. (Bell,

J.

should be set aside.

dissentiente), that the arrest

Postea, 19th March (CoNNOE, J., on Circuit).
Porter applied for and obtained the costs of the motion to
set aside the writ.

Hodges, C. J., then said After the sitting in Chambers
on Tuesday there was merely an intimation to the parties to
set aside the arrest, but the case is an important one, and I
should like now to state the grounds on which I founded
my decision. If I had given a formal judgment I should
have done it in these terms I decide this case upon the
single ground, namely, that the Rule of Court No. 14 shows
that it was the duty of the Sheriff's deputy to be in a position
at the time he made the arrest to give defendant, upon
demand, a copy of the writ of attachment, by virtue of which
the arrest was made. It is admitted that the Sheriff's deputy
had not in his possession either the original writ or a copy
of it, but it is not necessary to decide in this case whether
it is essential that the original writ should have been in his
It would, I think, be
possession at the time of the arrest.
a most dangerous thing to hold that a person is to take it for
granted that another, who says he has a writ to arrest him, but
who does not produce even a copy of the document, speaks truth.
Bell, J. I should not have alluded to this matter had
it passed sub silentio.
As it is, however, I think it right
to say that I cannot concur in the opinion just given.
The terms of the Rule of Court make it necessary that if a
person at the time of his arrest requires the production of a
copy of the writ he shall be entitled to it, and if this defendant had made the application at the time, and the Sheriff
could not have complied with it, I should have said at once
that the arrest was bad.
But it is one thing to say the arrest
is bad when the debtor is refused what he is entitled to in
law, and ajiother thing to say that it is bad when he never
applied for it.
If there had been any words in the rule to
the effect that the Sheriff should not presume to execute a
writ without haA ing the writ, or a copy of it, in his possession, that would have been another matter.
I have not come
to the conclusion that a Sheriff can always execute a.writ
without having a copy in his possession, but I am hardly
:

:

,

—
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disposed not to allow the public to avail themselves of the
progress that has been made in science to facilitate the
operations
of the law. I would rather be inclined in many
^
1
Ti
T
1
T
r
cases to allow the telegraph to dq used lor this purpose
observing cautiously, at the same time, that I would not give
sanction to the notion that it should be always done, or that
the service would be a good service if the party objected to
it at the time of the arrest.

11

'

;
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Postea (later on the same day).
Porter again moved for an order restraining the plaintiff
from re-arresting the defendant, who was still in custody,
and whom it was intended to serve with a new writ of arrest.
Their Lordships granted the order on the ground that,
on inquiring carefully into the alleged cause of debt, they
were not of opinion that the debt on which the arrest was
sought was satisfactorily established.
:

Plaintiff's Attorneys, Berrangp & Be ViUiers.
t Defendant's Attorneys, Fairbridge J; Arderne.j]

GowiE &

Co.,

Applicants; Smith, Respondent.
(In CamerS,.)

Trustee, Election

of,

—

Insolvent Ordinance, §§
confirmed.
39, 40.

526,

Cole moved to set aside the election of the respondent as
The
trustee in the insolvent estate of Thomas Beeton.
motion was opposed on several grounds, but the one on

which the application was based was stated in the notice to
be " That at the meeting held before Mr. Wolfe, Acting
Magistrate of Graham's Town, for the election of a trustee.
Smith was not elected by the greater part in number and
value of the creditors present, but that his election was
opposed by the greater amount in value, and that, in declaring him to be elected, the Acting Magistrate had exceeded
his authority, and acted in violation of the 26th, 39th and
40th sections of the Insolvent Ordinance, or the spirit and
intention thereof."

Porter opposed the motion.
It appeared that Mr. C. R. Gowie and Mr. F. Hall (then
Secretary to the Union Fire and Marine Insurance Company of Graham's Town) were originally appointed joint
Hall left the Colony, and the Eastern
trustees of the estate.
Districts Court, on being applied to under the 52nd section
of the Insolvent Ordinance, removed him from the trust, and
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Gowie

&

new joint trustee to be elected in his stead ; Mr.
The proceedto act as sole trustee in tlie interval.
ings for the new election took place on the 25th March.
Co., proposed
Mr. J. J. H. Stone, as attorney for Gowie
„ jj^^^^ j^ -g ^^^ desirable to appoint another trusfee in the
ordered a
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and that it remain under the sole administration of Mr.
C. R. Gowie." Whereupon it was moved by Mr. Ayliff,
as attorney for Mr. G. D. Hinds, and seconded by Mr. J.
E. Wood, on behalf of Wood & Sons, that Mr. R. S. Smith
(who had succeeded Hall as secretary in the Union Company) should be appointed trustee. This motion was merely
stated in the minutes to have been " opposed " by Mr. Stone,
but when put to the vote, eight creditors, representing
£10,705 12s. Id., voted for Smith, and one creditor, the
The
applicants, for £12,432 10s. 3d., voted against it.
Acting Magistrate declared Smith duly elected in the room
of Mr. Hall, subject to the decision of the Master of the
Supreme Court.
estate

;

The Court (Hodges, C.J., and Bell, J.) held that the
Ordinance contemplated the nomination of a second candidate if the first candidate proposed was objected to and if the
creditors who objected to Smith had brought forward a candidate of their own, so that there would have been a choice
for the creditors between the two candidates, there would
probably have been no election, because number and value
did not concur.
But under the circumstances of this case,
the Eastern Districts Court having ordered the election of a
new trustee, the parties who objected to Smith had missed
;

their course altogether.

Instead of contenting themselves
with " opposing " an only candidate nominated, they should
have proposed another candidate, and then there would have
been no election. And their Lordships were not prepared
to say whether in that case the Court would order the
election of a new trustee to fill the place of one who had left
the Colony, or died, or whether it might not have been considered sufficient to leave the estate in the hands of Mr.
Gowie as sole trustee. That point had never been decided,
and it need not be decided now. But at present, the
majority which voted for a ncAv trustee having voted for
Smith, both in number and value, the Court would confirm
his appouitment.
Application refused accordingly, with costs.
[Applicant's Attorneys, BHd
Kespoudent's Attorney, Van
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Smith and Another

vs.

Pinto.

(In Camera.)

Appeal.^Leave
ted, after

Bond,

to appeal from a Magistrate's Judgment grantime for noting fixed by the Act had expired.

for defendant,

moved

for a rule nisi calling

show cause why the proceedings

upon

the case
heard before the Resident Magistrate
of the Paarl should
c3
not be quashed.
The action was for £7 lOs., the value of certain wood, cut
by defendant on plaintiffs' land. The defendant had been
first summoned to answer a criminal charge, but that was withdrawn, and the plaintiffs proceeded civilly. At the hearing
on the 23rd March, the defendant excepted, that, as the
Magistrate had given advice to the plaintiffs, and had also,
before the trial, made enquiries from the defendant, he was
incompetent to try the case. It did not specially appear
from the record what became of the exception but judgment
was given for the plaintiffs with costs. The defendant then,
it was alleged, mistaking his course, put in a protest, grounded
on Ordinance 40, section 5, which is a criminal Ordinance,
instead of, under the 33rd section of Act 20, 1856, entering
an appeal on the next court day at furthest.
Bond submitted that it was incompetent for a Magistrate
to decide on an exception taken to his own competency.
Brun( Van Leeuwcn, Cens. For. pt. 2, lib. 1, c. 26, par. 5
nemanus ad Cod. 3, 1, 16.)
plaintiffs

to

ibgs.

-^-p^^^-

in

smith &Another,
VS.
Fmio.

;

;

But the Court inquired whether the defendant had a
defence on the merits independent of the exception ; and,
being answered affirmatively, gave the defendant leave to
appeal.
Hodges, C.J. Th* proper way to proceed would be by
The time has
appeal if there is a defence on the merits.
now gone by, according to the strict letter of the law, but we
will do so now, and give defendant
sometimes extend that.
a power of appeal, uuder the 33rd Section of Act 20, 1856.

—

We

[Applicants' Attorney, E. Hull.]

In

Re Insolvent Estate Edmund Akcher.
(In CamerS.)

Trustee, Appointment of, confirmed.

Porter, on behalf of J. H. Parker and T. H, Jones,
creditors in the abovementioned estate, moved for the
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In Re Insolvent
Estate Edmund
Aioher.
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appointment of Mr. W. Moir, of Queen's Town, in bis
capacity as Secretary to the Queen's Town Fire Insurance,
^osin and Trust Company, as trustee in the estate.
B-tSl ^Edmund
"
Areher.
It appeared that at the second meeting of creditors, on
the 2nd March, Messrs. Moir and Croxford (the latter in
his capacity as Secretary to the Graham's Town Fire and
At
Marine Insurance Company) were proposed as trustees
the first meeting the following creditors had proved debts
J. H. Parker, £1,180; T. H. Jones, £815 ; D. Bradfield,
£37 9s. Id. Bradfield had given a power of attorney, dated
24th February, to Moir, to prove debts and vote in the
choice of trustees.
At the second meeting the following
debts were proved Eastern Province Guardian, Loan and
Insurance Company, £582 5s. lOd.; Messrs. Blaine Brothers,
£634 5s. 4d. D. Bradfield, £30 lis. 8d. But Bradfield
had then given a power of attorney, d|fited 2nd March, to
Mr. R. Jefierson, to prove this second debt and vote in the
choice of trustees.
On proceeding to the choice of trustees,
Parker, Jones and Moir (on the first power of Bradfield),
the aggregate of their respective proofs of debt being £2,032
9s. Id., voted for Moir.
The Eastern Province Guardian,
Loan and Insurance Company, Blaine Brothers, and Jeiferson as the agent of Bradfield on the second power, the amount
of whose proofs were £1,247 2s. lOd., voted for Croxford.
The Magistrate did not accept the vote of either agent representing Bradfield, being doubtful which power entitled to
the vote ; and the votes then admitted being equal in number, no election followed.
Porter admitted that, with respect to the vote of Bradfield,
that given for Croxford, being on the power latest in date,
must prevail. Even then, however, although Croxford
would have the greater number, he would not have the
greater value, for the amounts would stiU stand £1,995 to
£1,216 lis. 2d.: leaving a majority in favour of Moir.
Mr. Croxford resided in Graham's Town, 140 miles from
Queen's Town, where the assets of the estate are ; so that,
in this respect, Mr. Moir was the more desirable trustee.
Cole opposed the motion.
1868.

Aprii_28.

:

:

;

But the Court ordered the appointment of Mr. Moir, as
prayed.
["Applicants' Attorney,

Se ^W'ie.l

LKespondents' Attorueyj E. Hull.}
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Deaee

&

DiETZ,

Applicants
Respondent.

Trustee, Election

;

HoNEYBORiffi,

of, set aside.

the chief creditor in an Insolvent Estate compHlsorily
sequestrated, on his application, being resident at a considerable distance from the town at winch the second meet-

Where

ing of creditors was to be held for the election of trustee,
mistook the proper post by which to dispatch the power to
prove debt and vote for himself as Sole Trustee, in consequence of which mistake the pmcer arrived too late for
the meeting, at which meeting the 7-epresentative of the
only other creditor entitled to vote had votedfor himself as
Sole Trustee and was elected accordingly, the Court,
on the application of the chief creditor, relieved him from
the consequence of his mistake by setting aside the election
had, and ordering afresh one to take place, giving, however, to the respondent to (his application, the elected
trustee, his costs of appearing to oppose the application.
•

18S8.

May

Porter moved to set aside the election of respondient (not
yet confirmed by tbe Master) as trustee of the insolvent
estate of Cornells Korsten, of Willowmoore, in the division
of Prince Albert, under the following circumstances
Messrs. Deare & Dietz, last term (see Part 1, p. 17),
obtained the compulsory sequestration of Korsten's estate.
The second meeting of creditors was appointed to be
held in the town of Prince Albert upon the 30th March
last.
Messrs. Deare & Dietz, who are merchants at
Port Elizabeth, and were creditors for £3,847 9s. 8d.
with costs (the claims of the other creditors being £108),
were desirous that one of the firm partners, Mr. Henry B.
Deare, should be appointed trustee. The firm had been in
the habit of corresponding with the insohent at the village of
Willowmoore, and of forwarding their letters to him by the
post which left Port Elizabeth on Fridays, at 4 o'clock, and
passes up the Long Kloof, from a certain point of which it
was then carried by a branch to Willowmoore. Under the
belief that the post to Piince Albert from Port Ehzabeth
went by the same route, va Long Kloof, Mr. H. B. Deare
posted to the address of Mr. Z. J. Muller, an agent residing
at Prince Albert, a proof of debt and power to vote for his
(Mr. Deare's) appointment as sole tmstee. The post from
Port Elizabeth by the Long Kloof route closed at Port
Elizabeth at 4 o'clock on the 20th March, and it was sworn
that the letter was posted in Port Elizabeth before that hour.
But the Post between Port Elizabeth and Prince Albert
went in reality by a different route, through Beaufort West,
:

Deare

&

15.

Dietz,

"AppUoana";
j^sp7ndenfc'
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and that post closed at 3 o'clock on the 20th March. In
conscquence of this mistake, the letter was delayed a week
Deare & Dieti, in the Port Elizabeth post office, and only reached Prince
Honeyborae', Albert on the 2nd April, and therefore too late for the
Respondeat,
meeting of the 30th March,
It further appeared that at the second meeting Mr. Z. J.
MuUer proved an open account debt due to himself for £23
3s. 6d , and the respondent, Mr. B. S. Honeyborne, proved,
as the agent of Mr. G. Kex, a sum of £84 lls._ 4d., being
the balance of the purchase money of an erf, with interest.
These were the only claims proved. Proceeding to the
election of a trustee, Mr. Honeyborne, as the agent of Rex,
being the only creditor over £30,.voted for himself, and was
declared elected. It was alleged in an affidavit of Mr. H. B,
Deare, and not answered on the other side, that the claim of
£84 filed by Rex was for the balance of the purchase
price of certain landed property which had never been transferred, and that it was possible the trustee in Korsten's estate
would find it desirable, for the benefit of the creditors, to
abandon the purchase rather than pay the balance in order to
obtain transfer, in which case it would be doubtful whether
Rex would be a creditor at all. The concluding section
of Mr. Deare's affidavit ran thus
" And this deponent
lastly says that he is desirous, on behalf of the said firm, to
be himself appointed trustee of the said estate, in order to
diminish, as far as possible, the very heavy loss sustained
by his own firm, and that it would cause very great inconvenience and injustice to his said firm if, through a mis-

•

1868.

May_i5.

:

—

take in posting a letter, the management of the estate should
be taken out of their hands and entrusted to the said B. S.
Honeyborne, on the vote of one person who may, in all probability, not be entitled eventually to rank as a creditor at
all, or for more than a very small amount."
For the respondent was produced the affidavit of Mr.
Honeyborne, in which, inter alia, it was alleged that he
believed it to be for the general benefit ol the estate that the
election should not be set aside, as he is a totally disinterested
party, having no end to serve but the creditors' welfare.
He
has an extensive knowledge of the neighbourhood in which
insolvent's business was carried on. He is also, comparatively
speaking, on the spot, can personally superintend the management of the estate, and inquire into and examine the books

and transactions of the insolvent, and can command many
sources for obtaining valuable information regarding the
said estate
while Mr. H. B. Deare, should he be elected,
will have the interest of the firm of which he is a partner
;

uppermost, and would labour under a great disadvantage in
conducting the administration of the estate through a local
deputy, and would otherwise be obliged to encumber it with

'

;

;
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the expense of one or more joui'neys from Port Elizabeth to
Willowmoore. " And this deponent lastly saith that he
believes his said election to have been strictly in form, and
that he conceives there are no legal grounds upon which the
said applicants can come into this Honourable Court to have
the same set aside."

—

The facts disclosed in the affidavits
Porter, for applicants.
to an accident over which applicants had no control.
The equities of the case are altogether with them ; and this
is, therefore, a fitting instance for the exercise, by the Court,
of that discretion which all Courts have o^er accident, and
more especially of that equitable discretion which the Court
wou'd exercise in cases of insolvency.
amount

—

Everything was done in proper
Cole, for respondent.
form at the second meeting. The mere fact of applicants
having posted a letter wrongly cannot now upset these proceedings.
It was their own carelessness, or ignorance of
postal arrangements, and not, therefore, an accident over
which they had no control. There is nothing in the Insolvent Ordinance which justifies this application. Again, the
respondent would have the advantage of being a local trustee, and there is no allegation in the applicants' affidavits that
the respondent is an imfit person for the office. Applications
of this nature
allowed.

may

be

made

in

very

many

cases if

now

The Court held that the election should be set aside ; the
respondent being, however, allowed his costs of appearance
to oppose this motion.
Hodges, C.J. There has been a failure in holding such
a meeting as the Ordinance contemplated for the election of
The applicants undoubtedly intended to appear
trustees.
and vote in respect of the large debt for which they were
creditors ; and something very like an accident over which
they had no control seems to have prevented them. Upon
the whole, I think, if respondent is paid the costs of being
brought here to oppose this motion, the Court should make
an order setting aside the election, and declaring that another meeting should be held.

—

Bell,

—

I concur.

said that applications of the
cases.
those cases
occur we will deal with them. It is true there is nothing in
the Insolvent Ordinance which applies to the present case
but that Ordinance has not dealt, either, with other cases

J.

same kind may be made

It

in

is

many

When

which might happen. If with any truth of language it could
be said that the second meeting here was a meeting of
creditors, probably the Court would refrain from meddling
with the election but it is absurd to say this meeting really
was such a meeting. It does sometimes happen that credi;

'
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Deare

&

Dictz,

Honeyborne!
Bespondent.

come to the meetingSj and that then one person
happening to be present votes for himself, and secures his
election as trustee ; and to that there can, in such a case, be
no objcction if the Creditors choose not to attend. But the
meaning of the section was to give creditors an opportunity
of voting and where there has been such a mistake as took
place in this case, where nothing was imputable, as far as
1 can see, to the applicants, it would be applying rather
strong language to say that there has been such a meeting
I think the
of creditors as the Ordinance contemjDlated.
meeting has failed, and has not taken place and that the
case is pretty much the same as that which happened the
other day (^e Archer, ante, p. 105), where, the majority in
value being on one side and the majority in number on the
other, the Court ordered a new election.
Connor, J. As the rest of the Court has so decided I
am sure it must be the best conclusion at which to arrive
but I doubt whether there is anything in the Ordinance
which authorizes this application. The only imputation cast
upon the election of Honeyborne is that he elected himself.
But that was also the object which the other side wished to
secure,
the election of themselves,
and the result of the
order the Court will now make will probably be that the
tors will not

1868.
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;

;

—

;

—

—

other side will elect themselves accordingly.
But yet, as
there has been, in truth, a mistake, or an oversight, perhaps
the equity of the case will be met by a new election, if the
respondent is paid his costs, although I doubt how far
the Ordinance authorizes such a decision.
Bell, J. I do not wish it to be understood that I think
the Ordinance expressly authorizes this decision.
But I
apprehend the Court should, in dealing with such cases, not
specially embraced by the Legislature, give them such a
construction as it is not unreasonable to suppose would have
been given had the case suggested itself.

—

—

r Applicants' Attorney, Tan Zyl.
[ RespondenVs Attorneys, FaiihHdge
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Reed, Ai'pellant Divisional Council of Port
Elizabeth, Respondents.
;

Public Rt ads Act.

—Notices under Ssctions 38 §

39.

Onus probandi.
Proof uf the due

issue

of Notice!^ required by the 38th and 39ih

Sections of the Public Roads Act, 9 of 1858, does not rest
upon the Council, in favour of whose proceedings the doctrine oj" omnia rite esse acta" imllprevuil: it li2s,the}
efore,

'
'

Ill

upon Defendants maintaining the non-issue ofsuch Notices,
to prove the allegation, unless mala fides should prima
facie appear.

This was an appeal from the judgment of the Kesident
Magistrate of Port Elizabeth, in a suit between the Divisional Council of Port Elizabeth, plaintiffs, and J. S. Reed,
defendant, for the amount of the annual rate, duly assessed
in terms of Act No 9, 1858, and Act No. 10, 1864, upon
the immovable property of the defendant, for the year 1865.
By the 38th section of Act 9, 1858, a notice of thirty
days to members of the Divisional Council is required to be
given betore the assessment of the rate, and the publication
of a notice in the Government Gazette for a similar period,
and in, at least, one of any newspapers published in the
division. By the 39th section the Divisional Council is
required to give thirty-one days' previous notice in the
Gazette, or by posting notices, of the day upon which such
due, and of the amount of the rate.
chief defence of the defendant in the Court below,
and re-urged by him in appeal, was that no such notice had
been given. There were other grounds of defence, but they
were passed over by the Court. The respondents proved the
giving of the notice required by the 39th section, but did
not show the notice required by the 38th.
After hearing the arguments of Cole for applicant, and
Porter for respondents, the questionbefore the Court resolved
itself into this
On whom rests the ony,s probandi the
notice ?
Porter, for respondents, had maintained that in regard to
the proceedings of a public body such as the Divisional
Council of Port Elizabeth, the doctrine "omnia rite esse acta
prasumuntur" should apply and that it was not the duty of
the respondents, therefore, to prove such notice, but, on the
contrary, it was the duty of the applicant clearly to establish
that no such notice had been given, which he had not done.
Cole had maintained that the applicant was not bound to
prove the negative, and that the Court had, in fact, adjourned the hearing of the case from the 28th November,
when it was part heard, until to-day, with the special
object of enabling the respondents still to prove all the
notices. But, on this last point, he could produce no specific
order of the Court to that eifect.
rate

is

The

:

;

The Court dismissed the appeal, with costs, on the ground
relied ujDonfor respondents, that " omnia rite esse acta,^' &c.
Hodges, C.J. This was an action brought to recover

—

rates under sections 38

and 39, Act

9,

1858; and the answer

not^m
ises.

—-!:
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up by the opposite party is, that it is incumbent upon the
Divisional Council to show that the notice to the several
Mnyis.
members of Council was given, under section 38. Now it
Bead, Appellant; appears to mc tlic rule" omnia rite esse acta" ought to operate
co™di'o"port in this case. No attempt had been made by the appellant
*° ^^^^ *^^* *^® members did not get the notice; and that a
RS^on'dents
sufficient quorum really did appear is proved by the fact
that the rate is in existence. The Gazette has been produced containing the notice, and evidence has been given of
the publication of the notice in the local papers. But it,
moreover, seems to me at all events open to great doubt
whether the proviso at the end of s ction 39 does not apply
to both the notices referred to in the 38th and 39th sections.
That proviso declares " Provided, further, that it shall not
be necessary in any suit or proceedings for the recovery of
such rate to prove anything further, as to due notice thereof
having been given, than the publication of the announcement
thereof in the Government Gazette." This proviso was no doubt
inserted in the Act to prevent frivolous objections.
If the
appeal had been founded on the fact, either that no notice
whatever was given, or that the rate had been levied at a
packed meeting, these would be grounds for quashing the
proceedings. But this has not been the ground of objection;
and I take it that we must now presume that all that passed
at the Council meeting in reference to this rate passed after
due notice, unless the contrary could be shown by the appellant.
Bell, J. The appellant suggests the possibility, ^for it
comes to no more, that each member of Council may not
have got the personal notice. If this objection were good in
the mouth of the appellant, it might be so in the mouth of
every one liable to pay the rate and what position would a
Divisional Council be placed in then, if they were obliged to
satisfy every ratepayer that they had complied with all the
requisites of the Act ? Every year the Council would be involved in a host of difficulties. I take it that it is to be presumed, until the contrary is shown, that the officers of the
Council have complied with the 38th section. And this is only
subject to the observation that if any person liable to pay the
rate can show mala fides, by want of personal notice to a certain number of Council members, with the view of prejudicing
the public interest, such ratepayer would be entitled to
relief. It is true the proviso of the 39th section, if read
1867.

set

Njv.^28.
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:

—

—

—

;

may be read as being confined to the 39th section
only but yet it is perfectly capable of argument, from the
reason of the thing, that it may be supposed to apply to both
the 38th and 3!Jth sections.
Connor, J. The only difficulty in the way of presuming
notice is, that if the notice has been given it nmst be lodged
strictly,
;

—

'

;
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The officers connected with the Divisional
Council have been examined in this case in the Court below
but no one of them says the personal notice was really given.
But with respect to the proviso' to the 39th section I think
it is, under all the circumstances of this case^a fair construction
to put upon that proviso that it applies to both the 38th and
39th sections, and I accordingly prefer to base my judgment
upon that ground than upon any presumption of notice.
somewliere.

;

ifif^gs
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rAppellant's Attorney, E. Hull,
LBespoudents' Attorney, Van Zyl. J
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Peeuss

& Seligmann, Applicants; C.J. Bosman,
Respondent.

Trustee,

Removal

of,

under Section 42, Ordinance

6,

1843.

This was a motion upon notice to the respondent to show

why his election as trustee in the
Abraham Phillipus Faure, of Tulbagh,
cause

'ses.

—

'''

insolvent estate of
should not be set ^'^"mann,^°"^'
aside, and the respondent declared incapable of being again „ Applicants
elected trustee, under the provisions of sections 41 and 42, Bespondentl
on the grounds, amongst others "
That the respondent
had an interest in the estate opposed to the general interest
of the creditors. 2. That from the nature of the respondent's claim as a creditor and the proof of debt, the said
claim and proof of debt would have to be carefully investigated.
3. Because the respondent had contrived, or been
privy to, a plan or arrangement by which debts or securities
really belonging to one or more persons have been divided
amongst a great number of persons, for the purpose, merely,
of increasing the number of votes at the election of trustee,
and thereby influencing the same. 4. Because the respondent promised and offered to certain of said creditors a
pecuniary inducement, or other valuable consideration, in
return for their votes, and for their influence in other estates
And further to show cause
in his favour as such trustee.
why a fresh election of another trustee or trustees, in respondent's place, should not be directed to take place ; with
costs of this application against the respondent personally."
The affidavits on both sides having been read, the first
The fourth
three objections raised fell away on argument.
proved to be the only substantial objection in the case.
In support of this fourth objection, De Villiers, for applicants, read a pass.ige from the affidavit of Mr. Edmund C.
Durham, partner in the firm of Messrs. Mclntyre and
'

:

I

.

I
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auctioneers and agents, of Ceres, who deposed
the said Bosman attempted to obtain deponent's vote
^'"^'
^^^ ^^^ votes of Other creditors whom he suppposed deponent
^'™mann
Applicants;
could influence, by promising, in return for such votes, to
givc dcponent's firm the sale of the said estate ; threatening,
Kespondeat.
in case ot refusal, to select some other person to be his
auctioneer, as trustee ofrthe estate."
Amongst the affidavits read by Porter, for the respondent,
was that of the respondent, Bosman, who, in reference to
the allegation contained in Durham's affidavit, so far from
denying it, distinctly deposed " That shortly before the
second meeting of creditors the deponent casually met the
said Durham, in Cape Town, in the office of the Cape
Commercial Bank, when the said Durham, in the presence
of D. A. de Villiers, oifered to join this deponent as coThat deponent refused to join him,
trustee in said estate.
but stated that if he, Durham, would give him his votes and
those he held, deponent would agree to give his firm the
But that no other ofier or bribe was held out by this
sale.
deponent but the said Durham refused to give this deponent
his vote nor did he at the second meeting vote for his
deponent as such trustee, nor did any of his friends."

Durham,

18C8.

Mayjis.

«|;jja,t

'

;

;

The Court, under

42nd Section of Ordinance 6, 1843,
on the fourth ground stated in the
notice of motion, without giving any opinion on the other
parts of the case and gave costs against the respondent
personally, as prayed; declaring him, further, to be incapable
the

set aside the election

;

of being re-elected trustee in the said estate.
['Applicants' Attorneys, FairhriOge & Ai'derntr\
LRespondent's Attorney, De Korte.
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Rykie
Proof of Marriage

in

vs.

Kykie.

an Action for Restitution of Conjugal
Rights.

In this case, which was an undefended action, at the
instance of the husband, for restitution of conjugal rights,
Ma^i7.
the plaintiff swore to his marriage with Christina Elizabeth
Eykie « Ryk e Langenhoven, at Somerset
West, before the Rev. Mr,
Reitz, on the l7th January, 1860 and that they had hved
together until the end of 1864, when the defendant deserted
him, taking with her three children of the marriage.
De Villiers, quoad the marriage, produced from the
Colonial Office a copy, certified by " L. Adamson, Chief
1868,

;

;
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Clerk of tte Colonial Office," of the " duplicate original
1863.
May 17,
register" of a marriage celebrated at Somerset West, on the
17tli January, 1860, between a man named Petrus Andries ^^^^^ oj.KjMe.
Jacobus Rykie and a woman named Christina Elizabeth
Langenhoven. He referred to section 21 of the Marriage
Order in Council of 1839 {vide Cape Statute Law p. 453),
which provides that every copy of the " duplicate original
register," " certified under the hand of the Colonial Secretary
to be a true copy, shall be good evidence of the facts therein
recorded before all Courts and in all proceedings whatsoever
in which it shall be necessary to give evidence of the marriage to which it shall relate."
The question was thrown out by the Court, whether the
oath of the husband swearing to the marriage was sufficient
to connect himself and wife with the marriage described in
the register, so as to show that the parties named in the
inasmuch as although
register were the parties to this suit,
the register in question was made evidence by the Ordinance, proof aliunde was still required to identify the
parties to the proceedings before the Court as the persons
named in the register, and in this case the only such proof
But the Court
offered was the evidence of the husband.
ultimately granted the decree, and made the order returnable
upon the first day of next term, so as to allow the defendant
to appear, if she chose, then to make any representations in
the matter she might consider necessary.

—

[Plaintiff's Attorneys,

Bernnje

it

Dc

Villiers,']

PococK, Applicant.
Arrest

:

— Stoll, Respondent.

personal,

civil.
1866.

Nov. 29

On the 12th September, 1866, the respondent (who had
been the defendant in an action in which judgment had gone
in his favour, with costs amounting to £35 Is. Id.) obtained
a decree of civil imprisonment against the applicant (the
The warrant was
plaintiff in the action) for that amount.
issued upon the 14th September, and the arrest effected
upon the 1 1th October.
Subsequently, applicant served upon the respondent notice
of a motion calling upon him to show cause upon the 29th
November, why the arrest " should not be declared illegal,
having been made in a wrongful manner and on the premises
of the applicant, and why the applicant shall not be entitled
I

2
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Feb. 28.
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4.

pocock,
AprjlicJirit
Stoll,

Bespondent.

;
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4.

Pocock,
ApplicaQt
StoU,

Bespondent,

be released and discharged from gaol, with costs of this
application, or why the applicant shall not have such other

to

relief as

may seem

meet."

the 29th November (by consent of Porter, of counsel
for applicant, and Griffith, A.G., for respondent), the appliit being further
cation was ordered to stand over sine die
ordered, by consent, " that Pocock be liberated from imprisonment until the further hearing of the case, on his
giving security to the extent of £50 to the satisfaction of
the Resident Magistrate of George, to surrender himself in
case the Court should, upon further argument, be of opinion
that the arrest was legal." The application stood over accordingly, from time to time, until the 28th February, 1867,

On

;

when
Porter, for applicant, read the affidavit

of respondent,

on the day of arrest he was standing in
the back-yard of his own house, in York-street, George
Town, at about two or three yards' distance, at the utmost,
from his house, when he was arrested and conveyed to gaol.
That the said back-yard was part and parcel of deponent's
That it was
residence and premises then occupied by him.
surrounded with a strong spar fence, about four and a half
feet high, and having a gate, closed with a movable chain,
opening into deponent's said premises. That the back-yard
is separated from the side-yard of the house by a small cross
fence, and from the front or court-yard by another cross

which

set forth, that

made of spars, nailed to uprights or posts. That while
engaged in chopping wood in this back-yard, he was suddenly and violently sprung upon, without any document or
paper being shown him, by one Johannes du Plessis, assisted
by one Johannes Brittain, who had both obtained illegal
and forcible access to deponent's premises and yard by
coming from the street into the court-yard and then climbing
over or forcing themselves through the cross fence. That
then some paper was exhibited to him, and Du Plessis said,
" You must come to Swemmer's."
There were also produced the affidavits of W. Jackson,
Mary Ann Stevens, Mary Pocock, H. A. Pocock (this
dependent spoke of the paper being held out by Du Plessis
before the arrest), AnnE. Pocock, Elizabeth Allpass, Mary
C. Partridge, Lucy Heine, and Mary C. Allpass.
For the respondent were produced the affidavits of Mr.

fence

J. P. Swemmer, son of the Deputy Sheriff, who swore to
being present when the writ was handed to Du Plessis of
Du Plessis, who swore to being entrusted with a writ of
arrest, with which he proceeded to applicant's, and, holding
it in one hand, tapped him on the shoulder with the other,
and arrested him in the usual form, and that he had subse;

;
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quently shown the writ to one Fox, who came to the rescue
of Pocock of Johannes Brittain, in corroboration of Du
Plessis ; of Stephen Pressnell and C. J. Holtzkramp, and
of Mr. F, A. Swemmer, Deputy Sheriff, who deposed to
having entrusted the writ of arrest to Du Plessis, who, after
arresting Pocock and returning to deponent's office, returned
the writ in Pocock's presence.
Certain plans, showing the
positions, were also produced.
Porter.
The arrest was illegal, as much so as if the parties arresting had broken open the door of Pocock's dwelling-house and dragged him out. In Neshitt §• Dickson
vs. Richardson {Menz. 562) the arrest was declared illegal ; and that was an a fortiori case, for a reference to the
affidavits in that case (which affidavits and the records of the
;

—

case itself are now in court) shows that there the arrest was
at Richardson's garden-gate and twenty paces from his dwelling house.
Secondly (as was maintained in Richardson's
case), the arresting parties were legally unauthorized to make
the arrest, not having been lawfully appointed deputies of
Sheriff, and not having exhibited to the respondent their
writ or authority.
The writ only authorizes the Sheriff
or his deputy and the handing over of the writ to third
parties is not lawful.
warrant must be exhibited by the
Deputy Sheriff in serving. (^Blackstone 1, 344, Chitty, 9th
ed. 1566.)
The case in Menzies
Griffith, A.G., for respondent.
only rules this that, whether the arrest was legal or illegal,
in the first place,
as to which the Court gave no judgment,
the Court would not make absolute a rule ordering execution on the person of Richardson within his dwelling-house.
But how does that make out that the original arrest was
legal ? As to the second point contra, the warrant was sufficient if parol, and need not necessarily be in writing.
It is
the custom of the country for third parties, empowered by
the Deputy Sheriffs, to arrest on parol warrants to themexhibit the writ at the time of
selves, provided they
;

A

—

:

—

—

arrest.

Cur. adv. vult.

Postea (June 4, 1868.)
Porter said he had been informed by the Attorney-Genewho had been of counsel for StoU in the ai-gument, that
he was not now further instructed and he had also been
informed by Messrs. Hofmeyr & Co., who had been the
attorneys, that there would be no further appearance in the
proceedings on behalf of Stoll. He would therefore ask for
the costs of proceedings. He re-stated the facts of the case.
ral,

;

\B6L
Nov. 29.
1867.

Feb. 28.
1863.
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4,

Pocock,
Applicant
StoU,

Bespondent.
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Pocock,
Applicant;;
StoU,

BespoBdent.

and was about
asked by

requoting the

authoritieSj

when he was

—

[Bell, J. Is there any necessity now forgoing into the
merits of the arrest, or of the decision in Nesbitt §• Dickson
vs Richardson, as the respondent now makes no appearance

?]

Porter, accordingly, made no reference to authorities beyond handing in a translation of a passage from Peckius, p.
199, for information hereafter, should a similar case occur.

—

The Court then made the following order
" The
respondent having failed to appear in pursuance of the
notice duly served upon him, it is ordered that the application for costs incurred by the applicant be granted as
prayed.
The applicant being restricted from bringing any
action against the respondent for false imprisonment, or
:

otherwise."

—

Hodges, C.J. It will be understood that this leaves
the case in Menzies just where it was ; and that the order
the Court now makes cannot be cited as having approved,
or not approved, of that decision, one way or the other.
Bell, J. The decision in Menzies was very much

—

doubted by

my

Brother Watermeyer, J. and the arstood over from time to time, to allow
us an opportunity of again consulting with him. But his
death prevented that and as it was his strong opinion that
^ the decision was not based upon the true principles of RomanDutch Law, I am anxious to save the case, so as to keep
the point open for future discussion, if necessary.

gument in

late

;

this en se

;

r Plaintiff's Attorneys, Uofmtyr, TredgoU & Watei'meyer.-\
LKesponaent's Attornejs, FairbricUje d: Ardenie,
J

Flecic

vs.

Moller,

Medical Charges, Recovery
1868.

June
rieoi

TO.

2.

Mouer.

of.

This was an undefended action for the recovery of £35,
balance of account for medical attendance during the years

1866 and 1867.

De Villiers, for plaintiff,
service, &c.,.and called

proved the

usual notices of

Dr. Fleck, who deposed to attendance during lg66, and
charges during that period, amounting to £45, and to having
sent
his account for " Medical Attendance during 1.866,"
without specifying the items. In April, 1867, he received
£30 on account from defendant, who promised'the balance,

m
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but never paid It. During 1867 his charge for attendance
ise?.
^^^'
was £20, and he sent in a similar account for that year.
Thislatter amount the defendant also promised, but had failed ^'«* "' ^°^"
to pay
and with the balance it made up the sum claimed.
His charge was at the rate of five shillings a visit. He
made that charge on the authority of a tariff drawn up by
the Medical Board in 1830, and still unchanged.
Hodges, C. J., asked under what authority the plaintiff,
being a medical man, sued for his fees ?
-De Villiers referred to the 5th section of Act No. 6, 1861,
which recognized the right to do so by establishing a pre;

scription of three years for the action.

The Court gave judgment for the plaintiff, with costs.
Hodges, C.J., observed that the Court would have been
better satisfied if the plaintiff had sent a specified account,
although it might not be that the plaintiff was bound to
furnish such account unless applied for by the defendant.
The law of the Colony as to entitling a medical mnn to
recover was clearly different from the law of England.
Bell, J., concurred. Independently of what was the
distinctive law here, perhaps the plaintiff would have been
even successful in an action in England, seeing that there
was a positive promise to pay the two accounts, and he could
therefore have recovered on that contract. But he concurred
also in the opinion that it was desirable that patients should
be furnished with specified accounts, so that they might have
If such an account had been
fair opportunities of objecting.
demanded in this case, and not furnished, he would not have
been inclined to give the present judgment.

CoNNOE,

J.,

[Plaintiff's Attorneys,

concurred

RecUUnglmys

&

;

and judgment went accordingly

Weasels

]

[.E'f vide Drew vs. Executors of Wolfe, decided by the
Supreme Court on the 16th February, 1858. In that case
the Court (Bell, Acting C.J., Cloetb, J., and Watek-

MEYEE,

J.) decided that a medical man's action to recover
prescribed in two years, calculating up to the commencement of the suit. This decision was founded upon the
Placaat of C.V. of 1540, which the Court decided is not, as
And it was the rule laid down
to medical men, in disuse.
by this decision which was subsequently extended in the
enactment of Act 6, 1861.]

charges

is

;

:
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Vigors

Campbell.

vs.

Injuria literalis

:

what

constitutes.

Evidence.
1868.

^T

10."

Yi^vs.
Campbell.

This was an action brought by the plaintiff, the Sheriff of
the Colony, against the defendant, Dr. Campbell, of Uitenhage, formerly a Deputy Sheriff for that division, for
£ ^QOO damages for the publication in the Port Elizabeth
Herald newspaper, of the 28th February, 1868, of the
following letter, alleged by plaintiff to be a false, scandalous,
]

malicious and defamatory libel

"

The High Sheriff and

his

Deputy at Uitenhage.

"Uitenhage, Feb. 26, 1868.
"

To

the Editor of the E. P. Herald.

" Sir,
relations

—You

may

suppose that for some time past the

between the High Sheriff and myself have not been

very cordial. You know all the circumstances attending the
appointment of Mr. Knight to Alexandria. That was the
As that had only
first open attempt to force me to resign.
the effect of drawing from me an indignant letter and charges
of untruthfulness on his part, he next called on me to answer
an asserted extract from a letter which bore no signature,
and which contained the grossest falsehoods. This I treated
aa it deserved, but at last the indignant contemj)t which I
heaped on him made him wince and dismiss me. I shall not
trouble you with the extract referred to_ or any portion of
the correspondence which ensued, as it will all be published
but Mr. Vigors knew at the time that he wrote that inquisitorial letter, and demanded an immediate reply, that that
reply, or the documents in support of it, could not reach him
in time to prevent the course he has taken, and which,
despite all Ins valueless assertions, he intended from the
He wished to intimidate me, and he failed.
first to take.

—

I ever talked publicly of my impending dismissal taking
care to make known the causes.
He brought charges
against me on an anonymous malignant fasehood, or, worse
still, on a malignant falsehood, the author of which he knew,
but dared not avow. I vindicated my own independence,
and challenged him to give up the name of his authority.
demand was met by silence ; whilst he aggravated his
conduct by further persistent evasions. Mr. Vigors used a
falsehood for his own purposes he endorsed it and made it
his own, and became liable for the consequences.
He

My

;
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denied most earnestly having any connexions witli persons
here, yet his last letters prove incontestibly that he has
employed a system of espionage, which, to the lasting
disgrace of the Government, has come into vogue since the
departure of that true gentleman. Sir George Grey and
Mr. Vigors culminated his disgraceful and underhand proceedings by daring to accuse me of want of veracity an
accusation which, so well am I known, merely recoils on
himself.
" After such treatment, could you believe, sir, that during
my two years' term of office I could only get my money
from him by repeated applications, and at last by threatening
to sue him ?
He borrowed £1 09 from rae, kept it for a year,
and on returning it at last, doubted whether I could claim
interest.
He still owes me a considerable sum of money.
Is it any matter of surprise that those of his deputies who
have no private means, get into difficulties ?
" Parliament has shown a strong disposition to do away
with this absurd official, and, as anything that throws light
on the working of a public department is of use, I claim the
insertion of this letter.
;

—

" Yours, &c.,

"Amb. Geo. Campbell."
The inuendoes drawn

in plaintifTs declaration were as
" Meaning and intending thereby that the said
plaintiff, as such High Sheriff, has conducted the business of
his said office in a disgraceful and underhand manner, by
making use of false charges, knowing them to be false, for
the purpose of dismissing the said defendant from his office
of Deputy Sheriff, and by currying on a disgraceful system
of espionage over his deputies. And also, that during the
two years in which the said defendant held the office of
Deputy Sheriff of Uitenhage, he, the said plaintiff, as such
High Sheriff, wrongfully, and in violation of his duty and

follows

:

obligations, retained and withheld, for his own uses, certain
lawful fees and expenses in his possession, then due and payable to the said defendant as suck Deputy Sheriff, and afterwards had only paid the same under threat of legal proceedAnd
ings to be instituted against him by the said defendant.
also, that he, the said plaintiff, as such High Sheriff, had
improperly borrowed for his own uses the sum of one hundred and nine pounds sterling from the said defendant and
wrongfully detained it from him for a year. And also, that
he, the plaintiff, as such High Sheriff, is still lawfully indebted
to the said defendant in considerable sums of money, in fees
and disbursements, which he, the said High Sheriff, wrong-

isA
"'"°°
i*;

Yi"^,
campbeu.
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and unlawfully detains from him, tlie said defendant.
such High Sheriff, is in the
habit of improperly and wrongfully withholding, for his own
uses, from his deputies, fees and disbursements lawfully due
to them, and of improperly borrowing from such deputies
various sums of moneys, and wrongfully detaining them,
whereby it is no matter of surprise that one or more of his
deputies who have no private means have got into_ difficulties.

,868.

fully

•^"°%o^-

And

.'^—

'

cam^eTi'.

also, that the plaintiff, as

And, generally, that the said plaintiff, as such High Sheriff,
has conducted himself in an arbitrary, inquisitorial and
disgraceful manner towards the said defendant, and other
Deputy Sheriffs. By means of the committing of which
said grievances by the said defendant, the said plaintiff hath
been and is greatly injured in his good name, credit and
reputation, as such High Sheriff and otherwise, and brought
into public scandal,

infamy and disgrace."

the general issue, and then the
following special pleas
" And for a further plea to so much of the said supposed
libel as regards the printing and publishing, or causing to
be printed and published, of the certain words following,
that is to say, ' after such treatment, could you beheve, sir,
that during my two years' term of office, I could only get
my money from him by repeated applications, and at last by
threatening to sue him,' the defendant says (in case the plea
first pleaded should be adjudged insufficient for the defence
of this action, but not otherwise), that he, the defendant,
was, as Deputy Sheriff of Uitenhage, entitled to certain fees
for his work and labour, which were payable to him through
the said plaintiff, as Sheriff of the Colony, and that he, the
said defendant, was at all times, during his term of office as

The defendant pleaded
:

such Deputy Sheriff, compelled to make repeated applications to the said plaintiff for the payment of the said fees,
by reason that, by or through the want, on the part of the
said plaintiff, of due and proper care and attention on the
part of the said plaintiff, a time much longer than was reasonable or necessary was by the said plaintiff allowed to elapse
before obtaining for and paying over to the said defendant
his said fees
and, in particular, the said defendant says that
certain fees due to him in his aforesaid capacity from the
Colonial Government, amounting to £98 6s., and which
should and might, but for the default and neglect of the
plaintiff, have been paid to the defendant in or about the
month of October, 1866, werenot paid to him until June, 1867,
or thereabouts, and that the delay in making such payment
was caused by the neglect and default of the said plaiutiff in
his office of Sheriff; and further certain other fees also due
;

to the said defendant from the said Colonial

Government,
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and amounting to £73 Is. 6d., and which should and might,
but for the default and neglect aforesaid, have been paid to
the defendant in or about the month of February, 1867, were
not paid to him until the middle of the month of April, 1867,
and that the delay in payment was caused by the same
neglect and default of the said plaintiff as aforesaid.
" And the said defendant further saith, that he did, to wit,
on the 1 7th January, 1868, give the said plaintiff notice that
he, the said defendant, would be compelled to sue him for
the recovery of his said fees then due and unpaid. Wherefore the said defendant says that he printed and published,
and caused to be so printed and published, the certain words
in the introductory part of this plea mentioned, as he lawand this he is ready to
fully might, for the cause aforesaid
wherefore he prays judgment if the said plaintiff
verify
should have or maintain his action against the said defendant
for or in regard to the words in the introductory part of this
plea mentioned.
" And for a further plea as to so much of the said supposed libnl as regards the printing and pubhshing, or causing
to be printed and published, the certain words following, that
He borrowed £109 from me, kept it for a year,
is to say :
and on returning it at last, doubted whether I could claim
interest,' the said defendant says (in case the plea first pleaded
shall be adjudged insufficient for the defence of this action,
but not otherwise), that next before the time at which the
said defendant was appointed such Deputy Sheriff as aforesaid, one Herbert Longlands filled the office of such Deputy
Sheriff, for whom the said defendant was as surety, bound to
make good to the said plaintiff' all moneys lawfully payable
to or claimable by the said plaintiff, as Sheriffj for or on
account of any levies made by the said Herbert Longlands
as such Deputy Sheriff.
" And the said defendant further saith, that the said
plainti|Fdid on the 18th of January, 1866, represent to the
said defendant that he, the said plaintiff, would, as Sheriff,
be called upon on the 1st of February, 1866, to pay two
certain sums amounting together to £109, to certain persons
for whom, or on whose behalf, the said Herbert Longlands
had, as Deputy Sheriff, levied and made the said sums
respectively, and requesting the said defendant to forward
to the said plaintiff the said sum of £109, in order to enable
him to pay the two certain sums aforesaid.
" And the said defendant says, that, believmg such representations of the plaintiff to be true, he did, in or about the
month of January, 1866, send such sum of £109 to the
plaintiff; but the defendant says that he has since, and
before the publication of the said supposed libel, discovered.
;

;

'
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as tte fact is, that at the time the plaintiff made the aforesaid representations, and the defendant remitted the said
sum, the plaintiff had in his hands, or should and might have
had, but for his own default and neglect, fees due to the

said Herbert Longlands as such Deputy Sheriff, to an
amount more than suiScient to cover the two certain sums
aforesaid, and any sum or sums which the plaintiff might or
could have been called upon to pay in respect of any levies
made by the said Herbert Longlands.
" And the defendant further says that no part of the said
sum of £109, so sent by the defendant to the plaintiff upon
the representation aforesaid ever was, in fact, paid or applied
by the plaintiff in or towards the payment of the said levies,
or in or towards payment of any other moneys due from or
on account of the said Herbert Longlands in his said
capacity of Deputy Sheriff ; but the defendant says that the
said plaintiff kept and retained the said sum of £109 in his
hands until the month of December, 1866, when he returned
the same to. the defendant ; but the plaintiff refused, and
still refuses, to pay any interest for the time during which
the said sum so remained in his hands.
"And the said defendant submits to this Honourable Court,
that the obtaining by the said plaintiff from the said defendant the sum of £109 aforesaid was, under the circumstances
aforesaid, a transaction which the said defendant was warranted in treating as a loan wherefore the said defendant
says that he printed and published, and caused to be printed
and published, the certain words in the introductory part of
this plea mentioned, as he lawfully might for the cause
aforesaid, and this he is ready to verify ; wherefore he prays
judgment if the said plaintiff should have or maintain his
action against the said defendant for or in regard to the
words in the introductory part of this plea mentioned and
he prays judgment against the plaintiff for his costs of
;

;

suit."

The

plaintiff,

by way of replication, excepted to the defenground that they were not an answer to

dant's pleas, on the

the whole
thereof,

liljel

as set forth

and therefore

m the declaration, but only to parts

insufficient

;

to

which replication the

defendant's rejoinder was the general issue.

As to the exception in plaintiff's replication which

Griffith,

A.G. (with him Bond),

for plaintiff, proposed to withdi-aw,
being desirous the case should go on the merits, Porter, for
defendant (with him Cole), asked that the exception should

be formally overruled, inasmuch as although the general
issue in defendant's plea embraced the whole alleged libel,

:

—
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was competent for the defendant, where the libel set forth
contained a number of allegations, to select any one or more
of them, and plead to them specially as divisible parts.
{Clarkson vs. Lawson, 6 Bing., p. 66.)
Exceptions overruled accordingly ; Griffith not supporting them.
Porter having then admitted publication,
Griffith called the Hon. R. Southey, Colonial Secretary,
who deposed to having read the letter in the Herald. He
did not believe it.
Cross-examined. I know the defendant very well
indeed.
remember his writing to me, on the 8th
I
April, 1867.
I sent a reply, in my own handwriting, dated
the 1 5th April, 1867. (Produced.) My son is a Deputy

it

Sheriff.

Porter proposed to found upon the letter this question
not written to the defendant that your son and
other Deputy Sheriffs of the Colony have frequently complained to you, as Colonial Secretary, of the delays they
experienced in getting money due to them from the Sheriff's
Department ? He maintained that as amongst the plaintiff's
inuendoes was the following " And also that the plaintiff
is in the habit of improperly and wrongfully withholding
for his own use, from his Deputies, fees and disbursements
lawfully due to them, and of improperly borrowing from
such Deputies various sums of money," &c., it was evidence
to the issue raised by that inuendo to ask this question, and
in mitigation of damages.

Have you

:

—

Griffith objected, and cited Underwood vs. Parlies, Str.
And one
1,200, quoted in 2 Starkie on Libel, p. 87, note.
Deputy Sheriff's statement that the Sheriff had done wrong,

not only was no evidence, but, even if it were, was no justification for another Deputy Sheriff making a libellous
charge against the Sheriff.

The Court (Hodges,

C.J., dissentiente) ruled that the

question could not be put.

W. H. Sherman

was next called by

plaintiff.

He deposed

that he was a merchant in Cape Town, and had lately been
to Port Elizabeth, where he had heard the subject of the
libel publicly discussed.
As far as you can gather, what
Griffith proi^osed to ask
was the general impression in Port Elizabeth from these
discussions ?
Objected to ; and question disallowed.
The correspondence in the case having been put in and
:

read.

Porter

supported his plea of justification by reading

extracts from these letters.

isss.
"^""^lo*"

campbeii.
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Griffith called the plaintiff to disprove the charges

1868.
JuBfl 9.

„

made.

10.

Vigors vs.
Campbell.

Postea (June 10), after hearing counsel, the Court unanimously held that the defendant's pleas of justification had
completely failed on evidence and gave judgment for plaintifffor £100 and costs. Bell, J., was disposed to have given
heavier damages but Hodges, C.J., thought the defendant
had acted under a certain amount of provocation and Connor, J., thought that, in estimating damages, regard should
be had to the character of the libel, and that lesser damages
vcere sufficient in the present case, where the libel consisted
of mere abuse, and would, with sensible people, convict
;

;

;

itself; as it

did not state facts in support of

its

abusive

assertions.
[
I

PlaintiiTs Attornoya, J'airhriiJge

Defendant's Attorneys, Reid

&

&

Arderne,

Jfepliew,

]

Uitenhage Divisional Council
Ferry
1863.

May
„

June

28.
29.
19.

Uitenhage
Divisional

Council va,
Beed.

3. S.

:

right of,

—Pleading

:

vs.

J. S.

Reed.

Non-joinder.

This was an action to recover £750 " for rent or hire,
moneys or compensation, for use and occupation and receipt
of tolls," at the Sunday's River Ferry, situated upon the
main road from Port Elizabeth to Graham's Town, and
within the division ^of Uitenhage, reckoned from ]the 1st
January, 1865, to the 30th June, 1867, at the rate of £300
per annum, or otherwise an order upon defendant to account
with plaintiffs.
It appeared from the evidence that in 1850 the Central
Board of Commissioners of Public Roads invited tenders for
the right to ferry over the Sunday's River at a particular part,
and that the tender of Messrs. John Capper & Co. was
accepted for five years, at £75 a year, and a pont, constructed by the firm at its own expense, placed upon the
river.
At the time of the tender the road and the approaches
to the pont were in a bad condition, requiring heavy repaiis.
These were executed by Messrs Capper & Co., who then
represented to the Road Board the expense they were thus
put to, and succeeded in, from time to time, obtaining a
remission of the rental, until the road should be open for
public traffic. In 1 858 it was reported to the Board that the
road was then in such condition that it could be opened for
public traffic, and Ca])per & Co. were called upon to
execute a lease. But although a draft lease was sent to the

,

'
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Mr. "White, and a copy of it was
ri
J
J !•
-i
produced, trom among Capper s papers, it was never
executed. And from that time to his death, in 1861, Capper
paid no rent, his plea being the non-performance by the

local road superintendent,

now

)

Koad Board and

successors of certain stipulated conditions ; nor were any steps taken to eniorce payment.
Subsequently, in 1861, his executors sold ata public sale to the
defendant, certain extensive buildings on the land adjoining
the Sunday's River, together with the pont over the
river, and the right to tolls, for £4,375, on conditions of
sale, which were headed " Conditions of sale of the Sunday's Kiver Ferry, with its land and houses, together with
right to lease from Government ;" the fifth condition being
" The property is sold according to title and diagram of the
land to the papers appertaining to the right of lease, and
the pont as she now lays in the stream, with her appurtenances. " Defendant entered into possession accordingly, but
from time to time also declined executing a lease. By Act
23, 1858, schedule A, No. 8, the road from Port Elizabeth
to Graham's Town, via Sunday's River Ferry, was declared
a main road and schedule B, No. 3, fixed the tariff of fees
From and after 1st January, 1859, the Cenat the ferry.
tral Road Board was abolished (by Act 9, 1858), and the
main roads were placed under the management of a Chief
Commissioner and assistance, until by Act 10, 1864, the
divisional councils were charged with the maintenance of the
main roads of the Colony. On the I6th January, 1865,
defendant sublet the ferry to his three sons, for five years,
From 1861 to 1865, defendant had paid no
at £500 a year.
rent, nor had either he or his lessees from 1865 down to the
present date.
In the course ofthe evidence it became apparent that the
pont or ferry-boat was not entirely in the division of Uitenhage, but plied between it and the division of Alexandria.
its

:

:

;

Whereupon
Co/e (with him Z)e Villiers), for defendant, dresv the attention of the Court to this fact, and maintained that the plainIf there was a right
tiffs had no right to bring this action.
of action at all, it lies in the divisions of Uitenhage and Alex-

andria together, by virtue of section 4 of Act 1 0, 1 864.
There was, therefore, a non-joinder of co-plaintiff, and he
prayed a non-suit, or absolution from the instance. As
to the right to claim a non-suit on the general issue
pleaded by defendant in this case, he cited Chitty's Precedents in Pleading, -p. 359, ec?. 1836; Saunders on Pleading,
'2nd ed. vol. 1, p. 10.
Griffith,

ting that,

A.G. (with him
on the

evidence,

Porte?-), for plaintiffs,

the

—admit-

Alexandria Divisional
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Touncil would, under the Act of 1864, be entitled to half
the tolls collected, maintained that the present action -was
j^Q^ Qjjg g^ contractu, but an action ex delicto, founded on
defendant's tortious occupation ; and that, therefore, as against
him as a a trespasser, it was sufficient for the Uitenhage
Council to sue, accounting thereafter with the Alexandria
Council for whatever share might be due to that body.

—

The Court, after consultation, determined upon hearing the
whole case before deciding the point of pleading now raised.
The evidence taken de bene esse at Uitenhage was accordingly read, and the defendant orally examined.
Postea

(May

29).

Griffith, A.G. (with him Porter) again maintained, as to
the alleged non-joinder, that the foundation of the action was
a tort ; and that therefore either Council could bring the
(^Chittt/'s Pleading, ed. IB-i?, by Pearson, p. 229,
action.

Broadbent vs. Ledward, 1 1 Adolphus and Ellis, p. 209.)
Proceeding to the merits of the case, by section 2, Ordinance 8, 1843, the power was given to the Central Board to
erect certain " toll-bars and gates" upon main roads, subject
to the sanction of Government.
And by section 14 it was
provided that toll-gates thus established should be announced
by proclamation. Upon the 21st June, 1854, a proclamation
wasissued, reciting these sections and fixing a tarifiT. Then,
under the Act 23 of 1858, schedule B, No. 3, the "ferry"
at Sunday's Biver is exj)ressly recognized.
And even if it
be contended contra that from 1854 to 1858 there was no
citing

1

it is clear by the legislative recognition that
Act of 1858 there was. Now, upon any part of a

legal ferry,
after the

river which

is a portion of a public road, and at which there
a regular ferry or toll established, no person can establish
himself, whether with his own property or not, and take tolls
and ferries. 'J he bed of the river is the continuation of the
main road, if the river dried up to-morrow, and is therefore
public property.
As to the rights ofihejiscns to the ripatica,
Voet, 49, 14, 3. Then it will be argued contra th.t, according to correspondence between Capper and the Road
Board, no rent was to be paid until certain things had been
done by the Road Board in the way of constructing permanent approaches to the pont and getting a sup])]y of water.
But all that. Capper meant was, that the road should be
sufficiently open for traffic before rent became payable, and
it was declared open in 1858.
And under any circumstances,
these things to be done were not " conditions precedent" to
the demand for rent, but matter of cross-action or set-off.
is

;
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stands in Capper's shoes completely, and, at the very
£75 a year Capper agreed to pay but,
from the evidence in this case, and taking into consideration
the large returns defendant has enjoyed, £300 a year is the
least, is liable for the

i8e8.

^^''

;

proper sum to award.

||;

J™«

ciuninJ
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Cole, in reply, re-cited the authorities

he quoted yesterday

as to non-joinder.
Capper was not in tortious possession
for there was between him and the Road Board a verbal
contract for a lease, and non-payment of rent cannot constitute a tort, and Reed stands in Capper's shoes in this respect.
Secondly, no ferry toll was ever legally established by competent authority at Sunday's River. In Ordinance 8, 1843,
section 12, there is not a word about " ferries," but only
about " toll-bars or gates ;" and there being no lawfully constituted ferry, it is open to defendant to take passengers
across the river in his private pont, just as much as he
could, if he chose, drive passengers through the river in his
cart.
The Proclamation of 1854 was ultra vires the Ordinance 8, 1843, on which it was based and the mere recital
in the Act 23, 1858, of an existing ferry does not legalize
that ferry. Defendant has not exacted " tolls," but ferries.
Thirdly, on the evidence it is shown that neither the Road
Board nor those who succeeded it fulfilled their part of the
contract with Capper as lo making permanent approaches
nor supplying water, and therefore could not now claim rent.
And under any circumstances £75 a year is the utmost
defendant could be called upon to pay.
Cur, adv. vult.
;

Postea (June 19),

The Court gave judgment

''•

mtenhage

for plaintiffs, for

£187

ICs.,

with costs.

Hodges, C.J., after re-stating the facts of the case, and
tracing the various changes in the constitution of the body to
whom was confided the charge of the main roads of the
Colony,and the obligation ofcoUectingthe tolls,next observed,
on the question of pleading set up by defendant as a ground
of non-suit, as follows : " Defendant says it has been satisfactorily proved that the Sunday's River is the boundary
between the divisions of Uitenhage and Alexandria ; and that
the Divisional Council of Alexandria ought to have been coThere appear to me to be two
in this action.
answers to this objection ; first, the objection should have
been taken by a plea in abatement, which would have given
the plaintiffs notice of the objection. It ought not injustice,
I think, to be allowed under the plea of the general issue.
plaintifiTs

K

''•
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Authorities were cited from the English decisions to show
that such a defence is ground of non-suit, but these are cases
jjj assumpsit where mutual promises are alleged, and an allegation that a promise was made to A, when the proof offered
and B, is obviously a good ground
was that itwas made to
for non-suit ; and thus in Snelgrave vs. Hunt in Starkie's Cases,
2, 424, it was held that a defendant might object that there
is another assignee of the bankrupt still living, who ought to
have joined but Mr. Starhie, in citing this case in his Treatise
on the Law of Evidence, appends the following remark ' Note
that the action was in assumpsit.^ (2 Starhie on Evidence, 174,
Zrd edition.) He thereby implies that if the action had been
in case, and not in assumpsit, the defendant could not have
The form of pleading in this Court does
claimed a non-suit.
not raise the technical objection which prevails under the
English system, and as it is against equity to allow such
objections to prevail, they ought not to be encouraged.
Irrespective of this point, I should have been inclined to hold
that we may well presume in this case that the Divisional
Council of Alexandria have (if they indeed have any interest
in the tolls, about which I say nothing) allowed the plaintiffs
in this case to let or farm these tolls, pursuant to the last
proviso in thef 4th section, and that impliedly gives the power
to recover them from any one who has received them.
This
presumption, in the absence of any proof to the contrary, is, I
think, justified by the evidence adduced, that the Divisional
Council of Uitenhage proclaimed the tariff of the toUs in
the Gazette, and that Mr. Tennant, their attorney, demanded
them from the defendant before this action was brought."
With respect to the second point urged for defendant, viz.,
that no tolls were established at the ferry by any competent
authority, the wording of the Act 23, 1858, schedule A, section 7, and schedule B, No. 3, where the Sunday's River
" ferry" is specially named, sufficiently answers that objection.
On the third point, that the terms upon which Capper was
to obtain a lease had never been carried out by the intended
lessor, and that various things promised to be done had never
been performed, there was no evidence to support the statement the parties entitled to the tolls could at any time have
compelled Capper or his assignee to come to a reckoning for
the tolls received by them, although this had, from evident
carelessness and indifference of the authorities, never been
done.
And as to the fourth point, that the defendant, if held
liable at all, was only liable for £75, his Lordship remarked
" It is contended for the plaintiffs that the Court
as follows
should a,ward at least the sum of £300 per annum, or the
alternative prayer is that an account should be taken of

A

;

:

;

:

receipts

and disbursements, and

that,

making

all just allow-

;
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ances to the defendant, he should be compelled to pay over
the balance of the earnings at the ferry. I find no satisfactory
evidence that the profits have amounted to £300 per annum.
It was incumbent on the plaintiffs to prove the affirmative,
and it is to be observed that the taking of an acclount over so
long a period will be attended with very serious expenses, all
of which will probably fall on the defendant. I am therefore
of opinion, under the peculiar circumstances of this case, that
plaintiffs' damages should be assessed at £75 per annum,
being the sum which Capper would have paid if he had
accepted the offer made to him by the Road Board, by Mr.
De Smidt"s letter of the 21st February, 1857. In that case,
his lease would have expired on the 1 st March, 1862 ; and as
the defendant purchased of Capper's executors, in 1861, he
would have been entitled to hold the ferry at a rent of £75
for a short period.
There is a class of cases well known
which is somewhat analogous to this. It has been often
decided that if a person holds over a property after a lease is
expired, and nothing is said on either side, he will be held to
be liable to all the counts, whether usual or special, which
are contained in the expired lease.
Here aU]parties have
been to blame. The authorities neglected to enforce their
rights against Capper and the defendant, and the defendant,
who in his own language stood in Capper's shoes, evaded, by
every possible excuse and expedient, the payment of rent.
But upon the whole case, I think it will be quite sufficient to
require the defendant to pay the costs of this action, and the
bygone rent at the rate of £75 per annum."
Bell, J., with reference to the objection of non-joinder,
" If I were compelled to give effect to this
remarked
exception of non-joinder, taken at the eleventh hour, I must
have done so with great reluctance, because it was known by
the defendant from the very outset of the proceedings.
When the exception was first opened, I suggested whether it
might not be convenient to stay proceedings until the
Council of Alexandria had had an opportunity of intervening
because if our judgment should prove to be in favour of the
defendant, it would be res inter alios acta, and could not
bind the Council of Alexandria and so also, if the judgment
should be against the defendant for payment of a specific sum,
that likewise would be res inter alios, and could not bind the
Alexandria Council. In this I was overruled, and the argument proceeded but, in the view I take of the case, no inconvenience need arise from the course which was adopted.
Indeed, I was much inclined to overrule the exception upon
this ground, that inasmuch as the Council of Uitenhage is
undoubtedly entitled to protect the right of ferry against
all intruders, it may be presumed to be acting with the
K 2
:

;

;
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authority of the Alexandria Council, to whom, from the public
advertisements by the Uitenhage Council, the proceedings
The action has not, in the
Qf ^jjg^^. Council must be known.
legal lauguagc of this Court, any particular appellation.
In
form, it is an action for the payment of a sum of money for
the use and occupation of the ferry ; but, in substance and
effect, it is an action to try the right to the ferry, and that
right being, in my opinion, established conclusively to be
in the plaintiffs, no inconvenience can arise from the absence
of the Alexandria Council, if my opinion shall come to be
because the right to the ferry,
the opinion of the Court
being established to be in the two Divisional CouncUs, the
Alexandria Council may still be allowed to intervene as coplaintiffs in taking the account of what is to be paid by the
defendant in respect of tolls taken by him at a ferry to
which he had no right in law. As to the defendant's second
ground of defence, the denial of the existence of any public
ferry by law established, although in the proclamation of
the 21st June, 1854, the word 'ferry' might not have
expressly been mentioned, the object of a ferry was then
undoubtedly established.
public road is brought to
the edge of a deep flowing river, and a pout is provided for
the transport of the traflic from one side of the river to the
other, and rates of toll are by the authority of Government
proclaimed to be payable for the passage of the river the
for every vehicle
first item of the schedule of tolls is
crossing either before or after sunset,' and the seventh and
' The above charges shall
last item is thus worded
be double
It is
if the ponts are required between sunset and sunrise.'
impossible, therefore, to doubt that the toU to be levied was
in respect of the passage of the river.
There was, therefore,
the fact of a ferry being created, and of a schedule of ferry
;

A

—

'

:

demandable. This would seem to be enough to dispose
of the defendant's objection that no ferry had ever been
legally created, but an Act, No. 23 of the year 1858, puts
this further beyond any possible doubt.
The eighth section
of schedule 8 of that Act specifies ' the road leading along
the flat to- Sunday River Ferry as being one of the main
roads of the Colony, for the purposes of that Act.
The
second section of the Act declared ' that the toll-bars mentioned in schedule B are -hereby established, and such
persons respectively as shall be authorized by the Governor
SiiiU be entitled to demand at every such toll-bar the several
tons which, by the said schedules, are set forth ;' and the
third section of the schedule is thus expressed
' Rates
payable at ferries on the Swartkops, Sunday, and Breede
Rivers, viz., the rates now payable at such ferries respectively.'
The expression 'ferries,' with reference to the
tolls

'

:
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repeated in tlie Act No. 3 of 1859,
in the Act 23 of 1858, in respect
of rates 'payable at ferries at Zwartkops, Sunday, and
Breede Rivers.' What would constitute a ferry having
been established by public legal authority, without the designation of ferry having been at first given to it, we now have
the designation given by the same authority there is an end,
therefore, of the pretence set up by the defendant, that no
legal ferry was ever established.
As to the third ground of
defence, that there could be no right to the compensation
claimed by plaintiffs until certain things had been by them
performed, whatever contract might have been entered into
between the former road authorities and Capper the present
plaintiffs have nothing to do with that, seeing that Act 10 of
1 8 64 gives the Uitenhage and Alexandria C ouncil an absolute,

Sunday's Riyer,

is

which corrected a mistake

;

indefeasible, statutory right to this ferry and its tolls, which
had previously, by law, been in the Crown, or the Government which represented the Crown ; and it gives this title in

reimbursement, along with other things, of the expense cast
upon them by the Act, of maintaining the main roads and of
forming and maintaining the divisional roads. The Act says
not one word about any liabilities to which the Road Board
or the Chief Commissioner might be subject. It leaA^es these
to be dealt with between the Government, as coming in place
of the Road Board, and of the Chief Commissioner, and the
persons who might be creditors in the liabilities, and says simply that ' From and after the taking effect of this Act, the
tolls taken at toll-bars established, or to be established, on
any main road lying or being within any division, and at all
ferries upon the line of any such main road, and within such
division, shall belong to the Divisional Council of such division.'
I am at a loss, therefore, to see how any claims, real
orimaginary, which the defendant may have against the Government, as coming in the place of its Road Board and its
Chief Commissioner of Roads, can be brought in the present
inquiry.
But if the Court should be against defendant, and
hold that a ferry had been created, the defendantarguedthat,
as he had supplied the pont and worked it, he was entitled to
the dues levied for the time bygone, if the passage of the
river were to be treated as a ferry but he put the case
alternatively, as if the passage of the river were part of the
main road, and asked if he might not ply his pont in the
same way as any coach-owner might ply a coach for fares on
any public road or street ? Even if the river were to be
taken literally as part of the road, I apprehend that no
private individual has a right to place on any public road
or street a carriage of such a construction as that it wiU
engross the breadth of the way, and then to say that passengers

—

;
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But that, in
it must pay him a certain rate.
what the defendant did. He placed a pont upon the
river which engrossed the point of passage of the river.
Taking the other view, and treating thd passage of the river
as a ferry, the defendant relied upon the fact, which is indisputable, that the plaintiffs had not supplied any pont for the
conveyance of the traffic across the river, and he asked why,
having done so for them, he should not be allowed to have
fairly earned the tolls which were payable ? The answer to
that question is, that no one may intrude himself into a
ferry, and levy the tolls under pretence of serving the
According to
public better: than the owner of the ferry.
the passage referred to by the plaintiffs in Voet 39, 15, 3,
the transport from bank to bank of a public river is among
the minor regalia of the State. By the law of England, the
right is in the Crown, and the owner of an ancient right of
ferry, unable to produce any positive grant of it, holds only
upon the presumption that such a grant had been made at
one time or other, but has been lost. In Blisset and Hart,
Full. ni. pri. 7^, it was held that if a man have an ancient
ferry, and another set up a new ferry, he will have action
against him, for he who has an ancient ferry is compellable
by law to keep boats that is to say, having to be at the
expense of keeping boats, his remuneration for so doing by
collecting the terry tolls cannot be diminished by the intrusion of a third party into the ferry and in Peter vs.
Kendal, 6 Barn, and Cr., 703, it was held that neglect of duty
on the part of the owner of the ferry is no answer to an
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action against a third party for disturbing the ferry.
If the
Councils to whom this ferry and the right to levy its tolls
was given neglected to perform their duty by making the
river as part of the main road passable by bridge, pont, or
other contrivance, the remedy for such a state of things is
given by the 13th section of this Act to the Council of any
division through any part of which the road shall run, or to
any landowners, not fewer in number than 25, within such
division, but not to the defendant or to any person who
may choose to take that upon him. It would be a singular
state of things if a private individual could be allowed by law
tomake profit of the neglect of a public body, such as a
Divisional Council, to perform its duties to the public.
These ferry dues were given to the Council as a means to an
end, the end not being the personal profit of the members of
the Council, but the maintenance of this ferry and of the
public road which leads to it, a burthen which was cast upon
the Councils by the very Act which gives them the toU. As
to the last ground urged by defendant, that if he should be
found liable to pay anything,theamoun1?would not exceed £75
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per annum, tlie sum which was to have been paid under the
contract of 1850 with the Central Board, which the defendant
never did and never could be induced to subscribe, I am at
a loss, for the reasons which I have already given, to see
what the present plaintiffs have to do with what passed or
did not pass between the defendant and the Government
functionaries before the ferry

came

into the possession of the

If, independently of these matters, £75 be relied
upon as the sum which ought reasonably to be demanded of the

plaintiffs.

defendant, I have seen no evidence to justify such a concluThe evidence, such as we have, would, in my opinion,
justify a much larger demand. The plaintiffs have demanded
£300 a year, and if I am to judge by the evidence, I am inclined
to say that even that sum is much within the mark.
But, as
I suggested at the outset, I am of opinion that before taking
the account the Council of Alexandria should be allowed to
intervene as plaintiffs, so as to be parties to that proceeding."
Connor, J., after going over the correspondence in the
" This action may be described to be by the plaincase, said
tiffs against the defendant, on the ground that the defendant
has received tolls of the Sunday's River Ferry, which
belonged to the plaintiffs. It would, I apprehend, be a mistake to suppose that there was here any grant of a ferry in
the ordinary sense of the term. In the description of the
line of main road, this ferry at the Sunday's Eiver was
included, and ferry tolls were recognized as legally demandBut no
able in respect of persons and things ferried over.
such tolls were ever purported to be authorized as tolls for
I
four years after the agreement with Capper in 1850.
apprehend that where ferry tolls are demandable by law,
especially when there has not been any grant of a ferry,
there is an implied condition that the public body which
demands them shall have the means ready of ferrying over
If therefore a right to demand these tolls
persons, &c.
belonged to the plaintiffs, they must either have had, by
themselves or by arrangement with some one else, the means
of ferrying over the persons, &c., in respect of whom the
The terms of the Proclamation estabtolls were to be paid.
The Proclamalishing the tolls confirai, I think, this view.
tion is dated 21st June, 1854 {Gazette, June 22, 1854)."
After a reference to the wording of this Proclamation and of
the Act 23, 1858, his Lordship observed " If there were no
contract in the case, and the plaiatiffs had a right of ferry,
the proper form of action would probably have been such as
that in Newton vs. Cuhitt, 31 L. J., C. P., 246, viz., that the
plaintiffs were entitled to the tolls, and that the defendant
carried passengers for hire at the locus in quo, whereby plaintiffs have lost divers profits which otherwise would have arisen
sion.
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them from the employment of their ferry. But the answer
"We deprived you of
would then probably have been:
nothing, because during all that time you had no means of
ferrying people over and becoming entitled to any tolls.'
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I think the cases of private rights of ferry are to the
contrary. Because there the property is private property,
and no one has a right to have a beneficial enjoyment of it
but the private owner ; and if he neglects supplying the
means of ferry, that will not transfer the right of ferry to
another.
Though I should be slow to believe that if a
private owner had no means of ferrying, he could recover
substantial damages for another's ferrying, if the ferry was
If, however, the private owner
in the line of a public road.
kept up merely insufficient means of ferrying, it may be
that the proper remedy would be by an indictment or other
proceeding in the name of the Crown. But I am not aware
that a private owner of a ferry would have any means of compelling the intruder on the ferry paying or accounting to him
His remedy would be by an action for
for his receipts.
damages, and on this I have already observed. The plaintifis, or the public whose officers they are, do not appear to
me to have been injured by the defendant's maintaining his
pont for hire on the river. The plaintiffs have never been
ready to put a pont there themselves, and the defendant and
those under whom he claims have supplied the public service.
If he has not done so under arrangement with them, then they
have been in great default. If they have hadno pont ontheriver,
they have been entitled to no tolls, and the defendant,therefore,
can have deprived them of none. It is therefore, to my mind,
essential to the plaintiff's case that I should recognize the
pont which has earned the money in question, whether to be
deemed tolls or not, as being placed and worked on the river
by arrangement with them. And I may observe that the
plaintiffs by their letter of June 18, 1867, written to the
defendant, recognize him as the manager of the ferry.
Can,
however, I hold as against the defendant, that he has had his
pont on the river by arrangement with the plaintiff? I think
so ; for, that there was such an arrangement is, in truth, his
case.
It is not the case perhaps of either party on the pleadings but when evidence is given on a particular subjectmatter affecting the substance of the case, at considerable
length by both parties, or by one of them with the tacit
acquiescence of the other, then, however, objectionable, or
however alien to the object of pleadings in actions, the
admission of such evidence may have been, it is impossible in
practice to exclude it as an element in the judgment of the
Court. Again, we were referred to Voet, 49, 14, 3, in which
among th.ejura^.scalm is included ' every right which the
;

:
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Crownhasintliebanksofpublicrivers, in respect of tributes,Or
of embankments, or of the right offerrying from bank to bank.
And in Newton vs. Cuhitt, a case oi Blissettvs. Hart, Willes,
508, 512 (n),is referred to by counsel ar^Menrfo,thus,thatthere
'
it is said to have been held per curiam that a ferry is publici
juris, and that it is a franchise that no one can erect without a
licence from the Crown ; and when one is erected another
cannot be erected without an ad quod damnum. If a second
is erected without a licence, the Crown has a remedy by quo
warranto, and the former grantee has a remedy by action.'
Not only, therefore, is it part of the defendant's case that
there was such an arrangement the provisions of which were
made one of the four grounds urged by his counsel in his
defence, but there seems considerable ground for holding
that some such arrangement was requisite for the legality of
his position.
Not, however, that I mean to express any
opinion that when a public road crosses a public river,
and at the crossing ferry tolls are authorized to be taken,
and the parties entitled to receive these tolls omit to keep
up reasonable means of ferry, any person may not ferry
himself over, or be ferried over by any third person and if
;

he have

this latter right, it is difficult to

understand

how he

not entitled to pay, and the other to receive, hire for being
Mr. Justice Willes, in delivering the judgso ferried over.
ment of the Court in Newton vs. Cubitt, says *
ferry

is

:

consists in respect of persons using a right of

A

way when the
The franchise

way is across the water.
established to secure convenient passages, and the exclusive right is given because in an unpopulous place there
might not be profit sufficient to maintain the boat, if- there
was no monopoly. - The ferry is unconnected with the right
to land, and exists only in respect of persons using the right
The cases on the nature of a ferry are few,
of way.
and we cite only Pain vs. Patrick Carth. 192, where the
Court decided that case did not lie for an obstruction of a
highway, with special damage that a passage over the water
is of the same nature as a highway for all people ; and that
the plftintiff, who claimed as an inhabitant of Littleport,
had not the passage as such inhabitant, but as a subject.'
Mr. Justice Willes made these observations in a case in
which the plaintiiF claimed under an express grant of
a ferry, and they seem to me, so far as they apply to this
case, to apply a fortiori, there being, as I have said here,
no such grant of a ferry, or of property in a ferry. It
appears to me, therefore, that at once as against and in
favour of the plaintiffs, and against and in favour of the
defendant, I have to regard the arrangement with Capper
as that under which the pont has been maintained, and
That
the payments in question earned and received.
line of the

.

is

.

.

.

;

.

.
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arrangement I hold to have been in effect this, that of the
earnings of the pont the Road Board, and those by whom
they are represented, should receive £75 a-year, so much
and uo more. To what share, then, of this amount are the

oouuoTm.

plaintiffs entitled ?

J

^pt

l8i!8.

^_*^ 29;
j'iiMi9.

s.

Eeed.

The
I am of opinion to only one-half.
10, 1864, sec. 4, enacts that the tolls taken at allferries
upon the line of any main road, and within any division,
shall belong to the divisional council of such division ; and
any case it shall so happen that any ferry, at which

if in

is a toll, shall ply between two divisions, and not be
wholly in either of them, then the tolls taken at such ferry
shall be divided between the divisional councils of both
divisions, share and share alike.
I can have little doubt
but that before the recent decision of this Court in the
Rawson Bridge case ( The Divisional Council of Port Elizbeth, appellants, vs. The Divisional Council of Uitenhage
respondents.—-1. Buch., Rep. 40), this ferry at Sunday's
River was deemed to be wholly within the Uitenhage division.
We, however, in the case which I have mentioned, decided
that when the boundary of a district which has been taken
out of a larger district is described as being one of the banks
of a tidal river, that bank is to be deemed to extend at least
as far in as low-water mark.
As, then, it is clear from the
evidence in this case that at high water the pont advances
considerably beyond low-water mark, there can, I think, be
no doubt but that the ferry is not wholly in the Uitenhage
division, and that, therefore, the tolls, or sums payable in
respect of tolls, belong to the two divisions, share and share
alike.
It must, I apprehend, be held that the rights of the
Commissioners of Roads under any contract were, by the

there

Act

1864, transferred to the two divisional councils
There has been no new letting of these tolls.
There has been no mutual agreement between the two
divisional councils that that of Uitenhage should have the
letting of these tolls, nor is any such letting under any
such agreement the subject of this action, so as to bring
the case within the proviso of section 4 of the Act. It
was urged on the part of the defendant, that the Divisional
Council of Alexandria's not being a party to this action
entitled him to an absolution from the iastance, on his plea
of the general denial
I am, however, not of that opinion; I
am not satisfied that even if the objection had been specially
made, it could have been allowed to defeat the action. The
technial rules of English pleading are not rules of this
Court. By technical rules, I mean such rules as derive their
force from the mere fact of their being rules.
Technical
rules of pleading may be requisite in every Court, but those
bindiiig in any Court must be technical rules adopted by or
for itselfr It is Said that in cases of contract the non-joinder
10,

equally.

;

13f>

of a party whose interest as a plaintiff is disclosed in the
evidence, is fatal on the general issue.
Such a rule may
in many cases be requisite on principle.
But surely one can
imagine cases in which the contract is so several in its nature,
or has been so far already performed, as that the non-joinder
is excusable.
No contract is sued on in this case ; the circumstances have come out at the instance of both parties, or
at least in evidence not objected to by either.
The general
issue does, I think, enable the defendant to save himself from
any injury or injustice which is shown by the evidence
admissible or admitted in the case. It would, I think, be an
injury of such a kind to compel him to pay the plaintiffs
here the whole of the £75 a year, when they are only
entitled to half, and when this judgment could not save him
from being sued for half again, by the Divisional Council
of Alexandria, whom this judgment cannot bind.
The
general issue is, I think, sufficient to save a defendant from
an injustice of the kind which I have mentioned, but it is
not sufficient to save him from an inconvenience. It is an
inconvenience to be sued twice by parties who ought to have
joined in one action, but if each of those parties only
recovers his own rights in his action, the severance in the
actions, if not specially objected to, is not to be deemed
more than an inconvenience." Observing, finally, as to the
amount the defendant was liable, his Lordship considered that
that liability should be reckoned as £93 15s.,beingtheonehalf
which the plaintiffs were entitled to of the £75 a year, for two
and a half years, from 1st January, 1865. Thedefendant appearedtohavenowno rights in the ferry, except, of course, to
the pont. Thi s action would be a sufficient determination of any
peyojissionby the plaintiffs to his continuing to work the ferry.
The judgment of the majority of the Court was then given
for

£187

10s.,

with
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Postea (14th April), Provisional Sentence granted accordingly.
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Postea (12th April), Bond appointed accordingly.
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MA&ISTMTES' REYIEWED

Warrants of Apprehension should alone

CASES.

be issued on sworn

informations laid.
1868.

March

34,

Bell, J., said a case had come before him, as Judge of
the week, in which a prisoner, accused of theft, had been
He was
tried before a Magistrate, and had pleaded guilty.
sentenced, and as Judge he (Bell, J.) was asked to review
the sentence ; but he sent it back to the Magistrate, telling
him it was impossible to review a sentence where there was
no evidence nor any complaint on oath beforehand. The
Magistrate said, in reply, that the copy of the complaint of
the farmer whose sheep had been stolen was all the record
he had. Now the Ordinance No. 40 required that a Magistrate issuing a warrant for the apprehension of any person,
should do it on an information sworn before him and if
that sworn statement of the complainant was sent up, together with the plea of guilty, the Judge would be able to
know whether the prisoner had been sentenced properly or
not.
But when no information of the kind was sent, it was
a mere form to forward the sentence and ask a Judge to
review it.
Singularly enough, along with this came another
in the same predicament, where a prisoner was charged with
confederating and conspiring with others to escape from gaol.
He also pleaded guilty but what could a black man know
of the meaning of confederating and conspiring so as to
enable him to plead to such a charge ? In that case he returned the papers to the Magistrate at once. He mentioned
these cases publicly now, in order t6 let Magistrates generally know that they had no right to issue warrants of
apprehension unless on information sworn upon oath. In
the first case, owing to the irregularity of the Magistrate,
the time consumed in sending the papers for review, in
returning them, and getting them corrected, was such that the
accused had suffered all the term of imprisonment to which
he was sentenced. This prisoner's sentence had expired on
the previous day ; and in this case, therefore, the interference of the Court would be unavailing. It was to be hoped,
however, that such irregularities would not occur in future,
:

;.

:
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Master and Servants' Act,

15

of 1866, Sec.

26.

Bell, J., said that among the cases which had come
him during the week, was one in which a boy was

Muxif "si.

before

charged with absconding from his master's service. He had
the charge of some cattle and left them.
His master complained to the Magistrate, and a prosecution under the
Master and Servants' Act followed. It appeared that the
boy had gone away formerly, when the master applied to
the father, and the father surrendered him.
The second
time, however, he refused to do so, saying that the boy had
been ill-used, and that he had not been educated and clothed
according to agreement. The Magistrate heard the complaint, and convicted the boy, who was sentenced to a very
reasonable punishment but the Magistrate, acting, as he
;

Act

15, 1856, fined the father

in the costs, of all the proceedings,

and sent him to prison in

said,

upon the 26th

section of

That section was as follows
" When it shall be made to appear to the Magistrate that
any servant or apprentice, desirous to bring a civil action
against his master, or late master, for the recovery of wages
alleged to be due, or for the fulfilment of any part of the
contract of service, or apprenticeship, or for damages for any
breach thereof, or for assault, is from poverty unable to pay
the costs of civil process, then the Magistrate shall cause such
process, as regards parties and witnesses, to be issued and
default.

executed at the public charge, as in criminal cases presented at the public instance, and in case judgment shall
be given for such servant or apprentice with costs, then the
costs first aforesaid shall be recovered from the defendant
and refunded to the public ; provided, always, that if at the
trial the action shall appear to have been instituted without
reasonable or probable cause, and the plaintiff shall faU to
pay, or give sufficient security for the payment of the said
costs, as also for the costs (if any) awarded to the defendant,
then the Magistrate may forthwith commit the said plaintiff
to prison, with or without hard labour, for any period not

exceeding one month."
Now there was nothing in this section to show that the
costs could be recovered from the father in such a case as
the present. The complaint was only against the son. It
was perfectly clear that the whole of this part of the proceeding was unwarrantable, and, to this extent, the sentence
must be set aside, and the costs returned.

Act

17, '67,

Sections

7

and

8.

Hodges, C.J., said, a case had been before him this
week, where a Resident Magistrate recently tried three

Apnia,
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ises.

April

2.

The charge against them
prisoners under Act 17,1867.
^.jjgfj.
Qf |.^Q sheep, or receiving stolen property
knowing it tO have been stolen. One of the prisoners pleaded
guilty to the theft, and the depositions supported the confession.
To this person the Magistrate awarded the
punishment of one year's imprisonment with hard labour.
That sentence was good, and would stand. The other two
prisoners pleaded not guilty to the two charges ; but the
depositions went to show that they were guilty of receiving
They were
a portion of the carcases of the stolen sheep.
therefore guilty of receiving stolen goods, knowing them to
have been stolen, and to them as well as to the man who
had committed the theft, the Magistrate awarded the punishment of one year's hard labour. Now this Court has
always held that the 7th and 8th sections of the Act did not
apply to cases where a portion of the carcase of a sheep has
been received with a guilty knowledge ; therefore the
Magistrate had no authority to pass this sentence. Under
his ordinary jurisdiction he might have sentenced these two
persons to three months' imprisonment, with hard labour,
irrespective of the Act of 1867 ; and under all the circumstances, the Court thought the better course would be to
allow the judgment to stand with respect to the man who
pleaded guilty ; and as there was evidence only to support a
conviction of feloniously receiving on the part of the other
two, their sentence would be reduced to three months'
imprisonment, with hard labour, that being the greatest punishment the Magistrate had power to inflict under his ordinary
jurisdiction.
He (Hodges, C.J.) might mention that the
record did not show that these parties were brought up under
the Act of 1867, and therefore it was thought right to deal
with the case in the way he had stated.
^g^g ^}jg

Master and Servant
a'S
*" u

—Act

15, 1856, § 5.

Hodges, C.J., said, that among the cases which had come
before him, as Judge of the week, there was one in which a
certain Piet Jackson, a man of colour, was charged with leaving
his master's service, with intent not to return.
The charge
waslaidundertheSth section of Act 15, 1856. The defendant
pleaded not guilty, and the Acting Magistrate before whom
he was brought satisfied himself with taking the evidence
of the prosecutor, who deposed that the prisoner was in his
service ; that he had hired him on the 16th of January, as a
shepherd, for twelve months; and that on the 25th of
March he left service withWt leave, and declared that he
would not return. This was all the evidence, and the
Magistrate, adjudging the defendant to be guilty, sentenced

—
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him to two months' imprisonment, with hard labour. No-«f
it was plain that the Magistrate ought to have investigated
the case much more particularly. It was perfectly true that
by the law of the Colony there might be a hiring by word
of mouth for twelve months. But still, when a farmer said
that he had made such a hiring, and charged his servant with

isss.

^p'"

^*'

desertion within the period, the inquiries of the Magistrate
should be very close, and he should be careful how he sent
a man to prison for deserting service, unless he had thoroughly
satisfied himself that a proper bargain had been made
between the master and servant and if, upon due investigation, the Magistrate had been satisfied of the correct nature
of the bargain, two months would have been a very proper
In this case, however, there had been no proper
sentence.
inquiry ; defendant had been in prison for some days, and
the Court thought the best way would be to quash the
conviction altogether, and leave the parties to do what they
pleased hereafter. Accordingly the conviction would be
quashed, and it was to be hoped Magistrates, in cases of this
kind, would be more careful in future.
Conviction quashed accordingly.
;

Mutiny Act,
Connor,

§

85.

J., said that

Prisoners' Statements.
under the 85th section of the

Mutiny Act a prisoner was charged with having

in his

possession a military coat, value 15s., the property of Her
Majesty the Queen, and sentenced to three months' imprisonment. But under that section of the Act, in the case of
a first offence (which this was), there was only power to fine,
not exceeding £20, or a forfeiture of treble the value of the
In the case of second convictions alone could
property.

At

he thought it would be
one of forfeiture of treble
value but he now considered that the proper course would
be to quash the conviction altogether. He also wished to
draw attention to an irregularity into which Resident Magistrates frequently fell, namely, after trying a prisoner, calling
upon him, as in case of a preliminary examination, for a
statement of what he had to say, and then placing it on the
This practice was quite incorrect. When Magisrecord.
trates tried and sentenced a prisoner (without its being
necessary or intended, therefore, that his case should go
before a superior court for trial), the prisoner should not be
called upon to make such statements.
imprisonment be

inflicted.

first

sufficient to alter the sentence into
;

junfij
„
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Tucker,
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;

Austen's Trustee, Respondent, and Plaintiff
BELOW.
Undue Preference.

— Insolvent

Ordinance, §§ 84, 86, 88
Sheep Lease.

This was an appeal from a judgment of the Eastern DisCourt, in an action of undue preference.
The plaintiff's declaration in the Court below set forth
that Richard Austen surrendered his estate as insolvent
upon the 12th June, 1867, and that John Croxford, the
plaintiff, was thereafter duly appointed trustee.
That before
the surrender, to wit, on or about the ' 5th day of April,
1867, Austen had delivered to the defendant. Tucker, 1,050
sheep, of the value of £600, the property of the said Austen.
That at the date of this delivery Austen contemplated the
sequestration of his estate, and intended to prefer the defendant, who was one of his creditors, above his other creditors.
Wherefore an undue preference was claimed under the 84th
section of Ordinance 6, 1843, and the re-deUvery of the
sheep ; and further, a forfeiture, under the §8th section, of
the defendant's claim as creditor, on the ground of collusion.
The defendant pleaded the general issue.
From the evidence taken in the Court below, it appeared
that the insolvent and the defendant were connected by
marriage. The insolvent was a farmer, and had fallen into
difficulties, when, on the 1st April, 1865, the defendant, to
assist him, delivered to him 1,050 ewes, on the following
tricts

document
"

hire of sheep, entered into between Henry Tucker, of
Cradock, of the one part, and Richard Austen, of Diamond Dale,

Agreement of

L

ises.

^J
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in the division of Fort Beaufort, of the other part.

,<.gg

May

22.

_

..

Tucker,

Aiit?n?Trasi,ee
Bdapondent.

The

said

and the said Eiohard
Austen to hire, for one year, from the date hereof, one thousand
and fifty good merino sheep, at a yearly rental of sixty-four

Henry Tucker hereby agrees

{9.

"

"

to

let,

pounds three shillings sterling.
Austen hereby acknowledges the receipt of the said
one thousand and fifty sheep, and agrees to pay to the said
Henry Tucker, at the Eastern Province Bank, Cradook, the
said sum of sixty-four pounds three shillings sterling, in halfyearly instalments of thirty-two pounds one shilling and six
pence each, the first of which will be due and payable on the
flrfit day of October, 1865.
The said Eichard Austen hereby binds himself to pay to the said Henry
Tucker a fair and reasonable sum for the difference in value
(should there be any) between the said sheep when hired and
when returned it being mutually agreed that in case of any
difference of opinion on the subject the same shall be referred
to Mr. Kidger Tucker, whose decision shall be final.
Thus done at Cradock, on the 1st April, 1806.

The

said Eichard

;

'

"

" (Signed)

E. Austen."

When

the lease expired, on the 1st April, 1866, it was, at
the insolvent's solicitation, renevced for another year. Four
days after the expiration of this second year, at a time vfhen
insolvent was admittedly in difficulties, and saw no hope of
surmounting them, he sent 1,050 sheep from his farm.
Plaats, the farm of Mr. K. Tucker,
Diamond Dale, to
On the road, however, a number
the defendant's brother.
died from hlaauwziehte (foot-rot), and the number actually
delivered was 830.
On the 10th February, 1859, before
Tucker leased his sheep, Stone had leased to the insolvent
1,100 sheep, and again 524 more on the 10th February, 1866,
under another contract for three years, which had not expired at the time of the insolvency, but would have run on until
the 10th February, 1869, and had taken a registered bond
in security.
Stone proved his bondin the estate, with another
bond and concurrent claim, amounting to £1,684 3s. 4d.
From the evidence of the trustee it appeared that the
scheduled debts were £2,399 16s. Ud., and the scheduled
assets £1,492.. The assets consisted of a farm, Goshen, in
British Kaffi-aria movables, £214 9s. ; and debts due to the
estate, £28.
The debts proved were £2,139 8s. 2d., of which
£1,224 4s. 6d. were preferent, and £915 concurrent
On
the 1st April, 1867, Austen was insolvent ; his liabilities on
that day being £2,983, and assets, £2,156: deficiency,

Way

—

—

;

£826

17s. 6d.

From the insolvent's

evidence,it appeared that in the early
part of 1867 he knew he could not meet his liabilities, and
that in March, 1867, the .defendant was awai e of his position.
Insolvent told him he was in difficulties. Both Stone's sheep
and Tucker's he had marked with his own mark, and they
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ran mixed. All the sheep he possessed on the 1st April, 1867,
At that time he owed 1,050 to Tucker, and
1,624 to Stone.
He delivered sheep out of the mixed

ises.

were 1,553.

^^^

j'|;

Jonejs.

flock.

Tucker,

Among

the correspondence between the insolvent and
defendant, put in, was a letter from defendant to insolvent
dated 12th February, 1867, in which the following passage
occurred '' I want you to carry out the arrangement made
when you were here, namely, for your son tb trek up to
Plaats with the sheep at once.
I can then regularly lease
them to him, and they will be beyond the casualty of hungry

Au^ton^B Trustee
Bespondeut.

:

Way

creditors."

Judgment in the Court below was given for £120, as the
value of 240 sheep, by which the Court held the defendant
had received an undue preference.
In the argument at the bar, on appeal, the insolvency of
Austen in April was virtually admitted by
Porter, for appellant.
The objections to the judgment of
the Court below are three. First, that that judgment was
bad generally. Secondly, that the value of the sheep mentioned in the judgment was over-estimated.
And, thirdly,
that the judgment declaring a forfeiture, under the 88th
section, is unsupported by the evidence, and should be set
Firstly, the lease is, contrary to the form of most
aside.
sheep leases, a pure lease, and passed no property to Austen,
as little as the lease of a house would pass the property in
The ordinary colonial " sheep lease, " as it is
that house.
improperly called, does pass property but here defendant
took the special precaution of framing this lease, by the
insertion of clause 3, so as to avoid that result.
What is
called a " sheep lease," improperly, is, e.g., if
leases
to B, for five years, a certain number of sheep of certain
specified description and ages, and B stipulates, at the end
of the period, to return sheep of the same description and
had given him five years before. In
ages as those which
that case, it is easy to see, from the conditions affixed, that
the identical sheep cannot be returned, and this Court has
held, by a series of decisions, that such a contract is not
locatio, but is a mutuum, and that therefore the property in
the sheep passes from the lessor into the lessee. Just as if
deposited sovereigns in a bank. Although called a deposit,
it also is, in reality, a mutuum ; because the bank, even if
it kept in its cofters the identical sovereigns, and then failed,
would retain the sovereigns in its estate. The deposited
sovereigns having been banked for use, and not, as a chest
of plate, for instance, in security merely, the property in these
sovereigns has passed completely into the bank.
[Connor, J. And that seems to have been the ground of

—

;

A

A

A

—
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the decision in the Court below in holding that Tucker was
entitled to keep all but 240, which the Court must have considered were not portion of the sheep he had originally leased.
but wcrc Icasod from other parties.]
The Court below must clearly have so construed, and
rigj^tly, the peculiar words of the 3rd clause of the lease,
which speaks of the " diiference in value between the sheep
when hired and their value when returned, " estimated in a
certain way, these words contemplating, evidently, the return
And this is also the construction which
of the same sheep.
both parties to the lease put upon it. The insolvent swears,
in his evidence, that there was no idea of property passing.
And Tucker, in his correspondence, shows that was the very
thing he was altogether anxious to avoid. The insolvent was,
therefore, not bound to return any of the 1,050 which died;
nor to pay for those which so died, in the ordinary course of
nature, and without any default on his part, it being a first
principle connected with locatio that, as long as the hirer
takes good care of the thing leased, casualties are at the
The value was put into the contract only to
owner's risk.

determine the rent. This contract, therefore, may be designated as almost the only one of pure hiring which has come
Now, it will be
before this Court in connection with sheep.
said, contra, that as it may be shown that 240 sheep of
the sheep delivered by Austen could not have been portion
of the sheep originally leased, that Austen thereby intended,
quoad these 240, to prefer Tucker by giving to him what was
not his property, but, perhaps, that of other lessors. But
be conceded that (according to the whole colour of the
contract, gathered from that contract itself, and from the way
in which it was read by both the parties, according to the evidence in the case) there was an obligation on the insolvent to
return to Tucker his 1,050 sheep, and, if Tucker would
have been justified in receiving them, and if, therefore, aU
notion of undue preference falls away, as the Court below
has virtually decided it must fall away,in reference to defendant's own sheep,
then arises, in reference to the overplus of
240, the question: did insolvent intend to give Tucker an
undue preference in regard to any of the sheep delivered ? It
is clear that the insolvent drew no distinction between the 240
andtherest. There was a merger ofthe sheep all intooneflock ;
and thus, although it be true in point of law that Tucker
could not have claimed a right of property in more than that
portion of his ],050 sheep which remained at the delivery,
namely, 830, or, it may be, that number with its progeny,
because they were all ewes, andpartus sequiturventrem, the
ofispring follows the dam, still, there cannot be said to have
been on the side of the insolvent any intention to give an
if it

—

—

—
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undue preference, it beingimpossible to draw any line between
the sbeep ; and then the transaction resolves itself into one
in the ordinary course of business.

[Connor,

— That

under section 86, which
proceeds to throw the burden of collusion on the trustee.
But, then, did not the Court below find such collusion ?]
It may be said, contra, that there is proof of such collusion
in Tucker's letter of the 12th February, 1867, where reference is made to " hungry creditors." But all that Tucker
meant by that expression was that, not having parted with
his property in the sheep, he was entitled
as, indeed, he
was entitled: to get back his sheep rather than that they
should go to such " hungry creditors " as Stone and others,
who really were not in the same position as himself, and who
might claim what was his, not theirs.
[Bell. J. But even viewing the matter in that light,
what right has Tucker to the 240 sheep ?]
In law. Tucker had no right to these sheep, and must have
lost them had they been left in the insolvent estate.
But the
more important question is, in reference to the insolvent
with regai'd to these 240 sheep, was there not in his mind a
real and bonajide belief, although a mistaken one, that there
rested upon him the legal obligation to return Tucker all the
sheep he did deliver ? If so, section 84 will not apply.
J.

is

to say,

—

—

—

[Connor,

J.

—Would

it

not merely, at farthest, necessi-

form of action ? Because if Tucker had no
claim to the overplus of 240 delivered, the trustee certainly
could recover them in some other form of action, although
perhaps not, technically, in an action of undue preference.
And, again, although it may be said to have been, looking at
the intent of the insolvent, a mistaken idea of an ordinary
course of business transaction, and therefore protected under
section 86, in so far that in such case there is thrown upon
the trustee the onus of proving collusion, yet there, then,
comes round, on this point of collusion, the letter of February,
1867. Is there not there suggested such a collusion as the
86th section refers to ?]
As to the form of action, the trustee might possibly recover by way of rei vindicatio, but certainly not in this form of
action under the 84th section. And as to the " hungry creditors" remark, the interpretation of this has alreadybeen given.
If there was upon the part of the insolvent a bona fide belief
that for every sheep which died Tucker was a creditor, and
if the delivery of the overplus may be justified on that mistaken supposition, then there could, at all events, be no
action under the 84th section, where intention to prefer is
the foundation of the action, while here there was no such
I will now proceed to argue that the undue preintention.
tate a different

—
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Respondent.

ference must be gathered from the intent of what the insolvent does, and not merely from its effect. This point was
discussed at the bar at considerable length in the case of the
_

Trustees ofC. P. Brinkvs.the Cape Commercial Banh,?Lia. action
of uudue preference heard before this Court on February 15,
][867, before Hodges, C.J., and Bell, J., who differed in
opinion, and it was arranged it should be argued before a
full Bench ; but since that time it has collapsed from want of
funds to fight for, and no decision was given. In that
case I argued that an insolvent's intention to prefer must be
real and not presumptive, and traced the history of the law
of the Colony on the subject of undue preferences.
[Bell, J. I thought the law of the Colony in regard to
undue preferences was sett led longago,byaseries of decisions,
in this court, confirmed by the Privy Council in appeal,
in the case of Smith, Trustee of Taylor, vs. Carpenter.

—

12 Moore, P. C. Eep. p. 10\.']
It is intended, respectfully, to discuss that Privy Council
decision, to show, by a subsequent Privy Council decision,
that the decision in Smith and Carpenter was founded on a
mistaken notion of our colonial law. The Old Insolvent Law,
before Ordinance 6, 1843, was contained in Ordinance No.
64, the 7th section of which corresponds, to some degree,
with our present 84th section, and was a most destructive one.
To establish an undue preference it required merely a knowledge of insolvency, with the effect to prefer, not the intention, but the effect.
The decisions of the Court on this 7th
section were most unsatisfactory, and the resu't of long
discussions in commercial circles was, that a Committee of
the old Legislative Council recommended, in 1842, the
assimilation of the law of the Colony to the fraudulent preference of the English law, by substituting, in the 84th
section, of what was afterwards Ordinance 6, 1843, the intention to prefer instead of the effect to prefer, hitherto contained
in section 7 of Ordinance 64.
[Counsel read a passage
from the report of the Committee.] Hence it is not carrying out the object of Ordinance 6, 843, if, for the intention
to prefer, of section 84, we in reality substitute the effect
to prefer of the former section 7.
The intention of the present Ordinance being to introduce the law of England, the
84th section does embrace the law of England, or at least
the law of England as it stood in 1843 ; and, consequently, will open the door for the citation in this court of the
more recent English decisions, also, for we should not
fossilize the law as it was administered in 1843.
In
England the two elements or conditions of destruction
would be
Did the bankrupt contemplate a bankruptcy ?
and, Did he intend to prefer ?
Nor woidd the effect of the

—

1

:

—

;
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preference make out an intention to prefer.
Until the
decision of the Privy Council in Smith vs. Carpenter, \t was
always thought that English decisions were admissible in
argument here. The foundation of the English law is contained in two decisions of Lord Mansfield.
First, Harrnan
and others, Assignees of Fordyce, vs. Fishar, Comperes
Reports, p. 118.
Lord Mansfield gave for the plaintiffs,
" because the letter showed that the debtor meant to give a
preference {p. 125), and this the law does not allow. It is
much stronger where the trader mentions that to be his sole
motive," &c.
Now, this is a very strong case, and shows
that the motive of the debtor was what was inquired into
and weighed with the Court. Rust, Assignee of Papps, vs.
Cooper ; Cowper's Reports, p. 629, is the second of Lord
Mansfield's decisions, and that goes to the same effect.
Of
the intention on the part of the debtor. Lord Mansfield there
said " that a fraudulent preference, with a view to defeat
the bankrupt laws, is void, and annuls the act. There is a
fundamental distinction between an act like that in th's case
and one done in the common course of business. If, in the
course of business, a man pays a creditor who comes to be
paid, notwithstanding the debtor's knowledge of his affairs,
or his intention to break, yet being a fair transaction in the
course of business, the payment is good, for the preference
is there got consequentially, and not by any design.
It is
not the object, but the preference is obtained in consequence
of the payment being made at that time." These two cases
support the proposition that the two criteria of destruction,
according to English law, are a contemplation of bankruptcy
and an intention to prefer. These decisions of Lord Mansfield's
have not, it is admitted, ruled the whole of the English decisions afterwards, for Lord Denman, in a decision in Adolphus
and Ellis, has laid down that English decisions on this subFor some time they had a
ject are "irreconcilable."
destructive tendency, but the Courts, it will be shown, have
now come back to the ancient ways of Lord Mansfield's
decisions.
This is seen by the observations of the Judges
in Edioards and others. Assignees of Oak and Snow, vs. Glyn
and others (5th Jurist, 1859, p. 1397 j, where Erie, J., said
" that the tendency of the Courts at one time was to enable
the assignees of a bankrupt to set at defiance the principles
of right, and to sweep in and take a,ll the property of the
bankrupt over the general body of creditors ; and the object
of Parke, B., was to stem the tide in that direction." And
instances are then quoted from decisions named, and particularly the case of Brown vs. Kempton, in error, 19 L.J.C.P.,
169, is quoted by Crompton, J., to show that the payment
must be a volimtary one, according to the recent decisions

iscs.
*^'"'2^2'.'
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and if pressure is applied it is not a voluntary payment, and
not
a fraudulent preference. It is clear, therefore, that the
^^J
J™'° "•
tide has turned, and that the Judges in England are now
Tucker,
adhering to the Mansfield principles, which are in the ascenThe next case is from the 1 1th Jurist (1865), r>. 155,
AutteS^TmLe dant.
Bespondent.
jg^^g ^,j^ another, Assignees, vs. Smith, where Cockburn,
C.J., also clearly laid down "that it must be borne in mind
that the true question in all these cases is, whether the
intention with which payment was made was to defeat the
opera.tion of the bankrupt law." And the case shows generally
that the motive of the debtor was the question left to the jury
to determine. Then, again, in the 8th Jurist (1862), p. 181, of
The Bank of Australia, Appellant, vs. Harris and another.
Respondents, a case which was before the Privy Council.
Our colonial case of Smith vs. Carpenter was tried in appeal
before the Privy Council in 1858, whereas this case now
quoted is one of 1862. It is an appeal from Australia, and it
Mr. Justice Menzies was the
is important to notice this.
author of our late Ordinance 64, but Mr. Justice Burton
assisted greatly in its preparation,
Mr. Justice Burton was
promoted to the Bench in Australia, and he introduced our
late Ordinance 64 there, with some alterations. It was upon
section 7 of that Ordinance, slightly modified, ihat this
appeal came before the Privy Council in 1862 and it was
there held that the words of the section " have the effect of
preferring one then existing creditor to another" apply to a
fraudulent preference, and were not intended to apply to any
case of preference not fraudulent. Fisher's Digest, 1864,
p. 21, Ex-par te Seals, in re Baker, lOth L. J., 315, N. S.,
shows what is not a fraudulent preference. From all these
cases it is clear that it is the intention of the insolvent, and
his sole motive, that the Court must look at.
The introduction of the law of England into the Colony was intended
by the present Ordinance but with surprise it was found,
in 1858, that a distinction was drawn, in the Privy Council,
in the case of Smith, Appellant, and Carpenter, Respondent
(12 Moore P. C Rep., p. 101), between our law and the
English law as to what constitutes a fraudulent preference.
It is stated that the 84th section does not require, as the
English Insolvent Law does, that in order to constitute a
fraudulent preference the transaction should be> voluntary.
And at p. 114, Lord Justice Knight Bruce says, " The
present dispute, however, must be determined, not by English law, not upon English decisions, but by a just interpre*
*
*
tation of the 84th section of Ordinance 6, 1843,
which does not require that in order to constitute a fraudulent preference the transaction should be voluntary."
Now,
if a man intends to prefer, and makes a voluntary payment.
1868.

\l\

—

;

;
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not a preference ? Can there be a voluntary payisgS.
is not an intention to prefer, or an intention to
^^l^'.
Jnncj».
prefer which is not a voluntary payment ?
The 71st section
Tucker,
of the Ordinance 6, 1843, as to culpable insolvency, classes
under that head " the giving an undue preference, as herein- ausSs ^Trustee
after defined,"— that is, in the 84th section.
There cannot a«^p<""ieiit.
be two definitions of undue preference the one criminal and
the other civil. The same rule must-apply to both and in
a criminal case the court would look at the circumstances, and would regard it as essential to ascertain what
was passing in the man's mind. It is entirely a jury
There is no
question what was passing in Austen's mind.
difference, in respect of intention, between trying a case of
murder and a case of undue preference.
It is not the
And
act of homicide makes the guilt, but the intention.
more especially in these sheep cases, the more correct view

is

tliat

ment which

—

;

to lay down, in respect to the insolvent's intention, that
such a transaction is not to be judged of by asking whose
sheep are these, and whose are those, but by asking what did

is

the insolvent really mean by their return.
Secondly, as to value. Porter proceeded to argue that the
sheep were of lower value than that put upon them in the
judgment. And, lastly, that there was no collusion proved
so as to support forfeiture under the 88th section ; the
" hungry creditor " allusion in Tucker's letter of 27th February having been already explained away.

Postea

(May

23).

was heard for respondents. As to the first point,
was a pure lease and had not
the effect of passing the property from Tucker, as lessor, to
Austen, as lessee, it might under other circumstances have
been argued that it was not a pure lease, but did pass the
property but the respondent having got judgment below
that it was a lease, he must maintain the judgment as it
stands and hold that it is good quoad the 240.
As to the
intention of the parties, whatever may have been Tucker's
intention, Austen swears, " I marked the sheep with my
mark, and mixed them with Stone's, which I got after." It
is said Austen was not answerable for loss on the sheep if he
took due care. Why, then, should he return the 240 sheep,
Cole

contra, that the lease in this case

;

instead of those lost, as argued contra ?
[Porter [passim). It is necessary to qualify the position
taken up for appellant, and to maintain that when Tucker
hired his sheep to Austen, the sheep remained Tucker's
property.. If they lived over the year, but were returned

—

in

an inferior condition, the lessee had to repay the difference.
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And if it

should happen that they were less in number as

yalue, the lessee would have to make up the differji'ae
ence also, under the words quoted in section 3 of the lease,
Tucker,
either in money or sheep.]
What did Austen think his obligation was ? He swears,
Aii^en'f Tmstee
Bespondent.
« Stone's sheep were in the same position as Tucker's." It
.

May

19.

^^n

g^g

19."

is not contended, however, that he thought he was bound to
He never did return any sheep to
give Stone's sheep back.
Stone, but he did to Tucker ; and this is a clear intention to
Then it is said that the 86th section protects the
prefer ?
But that delivery did not take place in
delivery of the 240.
the way stipulated to be done by the lease, in many respects.
Tucker suggested the return of the sheep that "hungry
Further, by the lease the
creditors " might be disappointed.
sheep were to be returned, and carefully examined as to
whether they were of the same quality as those delivered,
The
but, on the evidence, nothing of the kind was done.
only desire manifested was to get them from one farm to the
It is said that asto
other, to disappoint " hungry creditors."
the delivery of the 240, a mistaken impression on the part of
Austen that he had to return sheep instead of those lost will
negative the intention of undue preference. Butlook at his
impression as stated in the evidence " Stone's sheep, were
hired in the same way as Tucker's.
The identical sheep
(Tucker's) were not to be returned, but the same
number and value."
Carpenter vs. Smith is still the
law, and is in conformity with the current of decisions of this Court; and although it is argued that the
law should not be " fossilized " as it stood in 184:^, the
current of decisions would require to be overturned for this
case, if the doctrine on the other side is to prevail.
As to
the value, that was rightly fixed in the Court below. And
as to the forfeiture, the whole history of the case shows
collusion, and a determination to save sheep " from hungry
creditors," as expresssd in Tucker's letter of February, 1867.
Even were that not collusion, it is a " mutual understanding," which is one of the causes for forfeiture under section 88.
Porter, in reply.
The only object Austen had in marking
the sheep with his mark was to secure recognition by neighbours.
Stone's contract did not expire till February, 1869
so there was no necessity to return his sheep. As to Austen's
intention, the moral test is the true test.
There is no real
distinction between what is called sometimes a fraudulent
preference, sometimes a voluntary preference, and sometimes
an undue preference. The decisions on all will be found
under either head {Griffith on Bankruptcy, 1, 428). And a
judge, charging a jury in England, would lay down two
propositions,
first,
did the insolvent contemplate bank:

;

—

.

;
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ruptcy ? and secondly, did he intend to prefer ? just tlie
same questions as should be raised in an action of undue
preference in this Colony.
Cur. adv. wit.
Postea (June 19) the Court gave judgmeat.

Hodges, C.J., thought it could not be doubted that the
facts in the case showed that the original contract was a
contract of lease, and not of sale.
No property in the
sheep, therefore, passsed from Tucker to the insolvent. Had
the sheep returned by the insolvent on the oth April consisted entirely of sheep of the original flock, no doubt could
be entertained that the transaction was free from all objection
under the Insolvent Ordinance. The insolvent had never
acquirrd any property in the sheep. The lease had expired
by effluxion of time, and Tucker had every right to insist
upon the sheep being returned to him without reference to
the state of the insolvent's circumstances when the lease
How, then, was the case altered by the fact that
expired.
the insolvent returned sheep other than those he had received from Tucker to make up the number ? Many of
those returned bore Tucker's mark, but a considerable
number of them did not, for the rest of the flock were dead ;
and it was in respect of the sheep without Tucker's mark
only that the Court below held the transaction to be subject
to the provisions of the €4th and 88th sections of the
The lease of the 5th April was not clearly
Oi'dinance.
expressed as to the terms agreed upon on the return of
The insolvent
the sheep at the expiration of the lease.
bound himself to pay to Tucker " a fair and reasonable sum
for the difference in value, should there be any, between the
sheep when hired and when returned." This language
might be said to apply to a fall in the price of sheep at the
expiration of the lease, or to a deterioration in point of
condition at that time, or to a diminution of their number
by death or other casualty ; or it might be construed with
reference to all these circumstances taken together.
The
insolvent seemed, however, to have considered that if the
same number of sheep (1,050) should be returned by him
to Tucker the contract would be fulfilled and if no insolvency had followed, all difficulty would have been avoided.
The insolvent, in his evidence, said: " In April, 1867, 1 had
At that time I owed 1,050
1,573 sheep in Diamond Dale.
sheep to defendant, and 1,628 to Stone. All were running
The result, therefore,
together there undistinguishable."
was, that the insolvent, to fulfil his contract with Tucker,
made use of sheep which he had obtained on lease from
;

im.
^"^

22!
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Stone or other creditors and one of the questions to be
whether this transaction was brought within
Junej9.'
Was this a delivery of the
the 86th section of the Act.
Tucker,
sheep made by the insolvent to Tucker in the usual and
AutS^T^^tee ordinary course of trade or business ? His Lordship thought
Bespondent.
j^ -^^as not.
If the lease had provided that on its expiration
the same number of sheep as those leased should be returned
to the lessee, much might be urged to show that it was a
hona fide transaction, and that it was therefore protected by
the 86th section.
But whatever might be the proper construction which ought to be put upon the words inserted in
the lease, it was quite clear that it was a recompense in
money which was to be paid in respect of any difference in
" The said Richard Austen binds himself to pay to
value.
the said Henry Tucker a fair and reasonable sum for the
difference in value."
This was the language used and as
the insolvent, who was on the very verge of insolvency,
chose to send away sheep to represent the difference in value
without coming to any reckoning whatever with the lessor of
the original flock, it must be concluded that he did this with
1868.

^7

22-

;

flecided was,

;

the intention to prefer the lessor before his other creditors.
Had he come to a reckoning before the delivery, or paid the
difference in cash, the transaction would probably have been
held to be one in the ordinary course of business ; but as it
was, his Lordship could not come to that conclusion. But
then another question arose. Was this a case where a forfeiture was incurred under the 88th section ?
To support
that conclusion the Court must be satisfied that the evidence
proved a collusive arrangement, mutual understanding, or
common consent between Tucker and the insolvent, the one
to give and the other to get an undue preference.
The
letter of the 1 2th February must not be carried beyond its
fair import.
Tucker might have been speaking of his own
sheep, of sheep of the original flock, in respect of which he
had never parted with any property, and which creditors,
whether " hungry " or not, could not interfere with. Had he
suggested that the number should be made up by sending
sheep other than his own, there might be some colour for
maintaining that there was collusion. But he does nothing
of the kind.
He probably did not remember the exact terms
of the lease when he wrote that letter, and it would be
straining the language which he used too far to hold that it
contains proof of collusion. His Lordship had always thought
that the serious imputation of collusion with an insolvent
ought to be as clearly and distinctly proved as if the party
were undergoing a trial on the criminal side of that Court.
He could not, therefore concur in the judgment below that
there was sufficient proof of collusion under the 88th section,
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The result was, that the appeal would be allowed so far as
the forfeiture was involved, and disallowed in respect of the
finding on the 88th section of the Insolvent Ordinance ; each
party bearing his own costs of the appeal.
Bell, J,, after remarking on the difficulties occasioned
by the incomplete and irregular state of the correspondence
between Tucker and Austen, as put in in the Court below,
and also of the oral evidence there taken, and, further, on the
embarrassment created by the absence of any notes of the
Judges' opinions in giving judgment, proceeded first to consider, independently of that judgment, whether the transaction between the parties was in fact a hiring or a loan
inclining to the view that it was a loan of £642 by Tucker
to Austen, to be repaid on the 5th April, 1866, in money.
His Lordship then went on to say
If the transaction were to be thus treated as a loan to be
repaid in money, there would be an end of any question
under the 84th section of the Insolvent Ordinance, for, in
that view. Tucker would be a creditor of Austen for £642
10s., to be paid on the 1st April, 1866.
It is, no doubt, true that sheep were not altogether put out
of the question even viewing the arrangement as a loan,
there still remained the stipulation in the agreement of the
;

:

;

1st April, 1865, by Austen to pay Tucker "a fair and
reasonabh; sum for the difference in value (should there be
any) between the said sheep when hired and when returned."
Tucker, though agreeing to change the hiring into a loan, as
between him and Austen, retained the security of the sheep
for repayment of the loan, through the operation of this
clause, which entitled him to the return of " the said sheep,"
and a fair and reasonable sum for the difference in value
" between the said sheep when hired and when returned ;"
but in my opinion, according to the plain reading of these
terms, his security could not go beyond that.
It was, perhaps, unnecessary to go into this inquiry as to
whether the transaction was in fact a loan or a hiring, because
the Eastern Districts Court has treated the case as one of
hiring, and there is no appeal against their decision on the
part of Croxford, the trustee of Austen's estate but that view
of the matter throws some light on the case, viewing it as one
of hiring and as such 1 shall now consider the question raised
by the appeal.
Viewed as a case of hiring. Tucker by the agreement No.
8 let, and Austen hired, 1,053 ewes at a yearly rental of £64
3s. sterling, for the whole number ; that is to say, for 1,050
animals, subject to deterioration in value by disease or
accident and increase in age and to diminution in number by
;

;

ises.
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Austen was to pay a fixed sum by way of rent,
death.
whether he had a return in the shape of wool, or In increase
junej9.
of numlbers by birth of lambs, or whether he had no return.
Tucker,
This might or might not be a
or a very small return.
AusS Trustee favourable or unfavourable bargain for either of the parties
Kespondent.
j^^^ there was nothing in it inconsistent with the principles of
law and according to these principles, if there had been no
more in the agreement, Austen, on the one hand, would have
had to pay the fixed sum, taking his chance of reimbursement
or no reimbursement by the fleece of the flock and the
increase of numbers by the birth of lambs, and under the
obligation to return the very sheep he had hired, so far as
death should not have diminished their number.
On the
other hand. Tucker would have been entitled to receive the
fixed rent, whether Austen gained reimbursement by the
hiring or not, and to have the very sheep he had hired
returned, except in so far as their number might have been
reduced by death, without default on the part of Austen in
taking due care of ihem, ^the risk of death being with
Tucker, as the hirer.
Diminution of numbers by death seems to have escaped
His astuteness was directed to
the attention of Tucker.
guarding against the idea that he was selling instead of hiring
the sheep
but loss by death he seems to have overlooked.
This is shown by the N.B. to his letter of the 30th May,
" You will understand that the drift
1 865, in which he says
of clause 3 is to make it clear that hiring is intended, and
not selling." It is by the light of this N.B., therefore, that
clause 3 is to be read.
I have already quoted so much of
" The said
that clause, but now I will give its full terms.
Richard Austen hereby binds himself to pay to the said
Henry Tucker a fair and reasonable sum for the difi'erence
in value, should there be any, between the said sheep when
hired and when returned, it being mutually agreed that, in
case of any difi'erence of opinion on the subject, the same shall
be referred to Mr. Kidger Tucker, whose decision shall be
1868

^'S' 22_

;

;

—

;

:

final."

If the transaction had been one of sale, there obviously
could have been no necessity to make any provision for
the event of diminution in numbers by death, or decrease
in value by deterioration ; but if it were one of loan,
both of these events were to be provided for, because,
from the very nature of the contract, the hirer would,
by la.w, have had to bear the loss arising in either
event.
Such being the case, this third section binds the
lessee, which the law would not have bound him, to pay to
the said Henry Tucker a fair and reasonable sum for the
difierence in value, should there be any between the said
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sheep when hired and when returned, but it is altogether
^^ ^'.
silent as to diminution of numbers by death.
Taking the
J"n«_|9language of this clause to mean that if there should be any
Tucker,
difference in the value of each of the said sheep when
returned from what was the value when hired, that would Ausffi Susteo
^^^ponaent.
be consistent with the compact of location consistent,though
perhaps unusual but if the language of the clause is to be
taken to mean by the words " the said sheep," the flock of
1 ,050 sheep, without reference to the identity of each individual sheep in that flock, and by the words " a fair and
reasonable sum for the difference in value between the said

—

;

when hired and when returned," that the difference in
value might be occasioned either by diminution in numbers
through death or by deterioration in the quality of the sheep,
then the clause is opposed, in my apprehension, to the contract of location, and takes the transaction out of that category, for the ruling principle in the contract of location is
that the thing hired perishes to the owner, if, in its perishing,
there be no blame imputable to the hirer.
Viewing, therefore, the transaction as one of hiring, I cannot
read the agreement in any other way than as an agreement
by Austen that he should return the 1,050 sheep so far as
diminution by death should not prevent him, and that as to
every sheep he did return, if there should be any difference
in its value between the time when it was hired and when it
was returned, he should be bound to pay that difference in

flock

money to Tucker.
The facts are, according to Austen's letter of the 28th May,
1866, that, up to that time, he had lost 711 sheep, little and
and that perhaps 40 or 50 more would go ; and yet
the entire number of 1,050 was returned to Tucker, without
reference to their identity with those hired or the diminution of numbers by death.
It was strongly urged for Tucker that the return of 1,050
sheep in this way was protected by the 86th section of the
Ordinance as a transaction in the ordinary course of trade.
That section says " that every delivery made by any insolvent
to any creditor in the usual and ordinary course of trade or
business, shall prima facie be held or taken to have been
made or given bona fide, and without an intention to give to
such creditor any preference," although the insolvent may
at the time have contemplated the sequestration of his
big,

estate.

The agreement of 1st April, 1865, by which Tucker
leased the sheep to Austen, did not bind Austen to return the
That obligation arose by law from the agreement
sheep.
being one of hiring Austen being so bound by law to
return the sheep hired.
The agreement further bound him

—
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" to pay a fair and reasonable sum for the difference in
value, should there be any, between the said sheep when
juaei9.
hired and when returned."
Tucker,
I apprehend that if this obligation had been worked
AiiteS?T?^'tee Out, in the ordinary course of business, the first thing that
Eespondent.
t„q^\^ hnYs been douc would have been to ascertain
the exact number of the identical sheep that had been
returned then to have ascertained fairly and reasonably
the difference between the value of the sheep so returned and the value " of the said sheep " when
hired and this difference having been ascertained, then
Tucker would ha^^e been in a position to call upon Austen
to pay him " such fair and reasonable sum " as had been
ascertained to be the aggregate amount of such difference.
Not one of these steps was followed. All that was done was to
drive out a miscellaneous flock of 1,050 sheep (the number
that had been hired), some having the mark of Tucker and
some having the marks of other people, and to send these
per aversionem to Tucker, without the slightest attempt to
ascertain their value, or how far it corresponded with the
value of the 1,050 sheep leased.
On the assumption, which I take to be the correct one, that
Tuckei' by the agreement of leasing was entitled to the
return of the identical sheep, so far only as death had not
diminished their number, it may be that those of the 1,050
sheep returned which were not sheep hired were of less
value than the difference in value of those returned which
had been hired between the time at which they were hired
and the time at which they were returned, or it may be that
they were of greater value. The truth of this was wholly unascertained at the time at which this action was brought.
The consequence of this state of things, when attempting
to apply the 86th section of the Ordinance, will be best seen
by supposing that no insolvency or sequestration had
occurred.
It is obvious that if no sequestration had
occurred, the transaction would not have ended by the mere
delivery of these sheep.
The parties must have come together to ascertain whether Austen had given and Tucker had
received too much, or whether Austen had given and Tucker
1868.

^"^sa!

;

;

had received too

Even

little.

be assumed, which I take to be erroneous, that
Tucker was entitled for it is the agreement, not the correspondence which must regulate his rights, Austen having been
in a state of insolvency during the correspondence,
I say
even on the assumption that Tucker was entitled to have
],050 sheep returned, whether consisting of the sheep hired
or of these along with other sheep, so far as death might
have diminished the number of those hired, still the 1,050
if it

—

—
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must be

of a value corresponding with the value of
ises.
those hired and if not, Austen was " to pay him a fair and
^*^ 22!
June^io.
reasonable sum for the diiFerence in value between the sheep "
Tuoker,
(omitting the word " said " before sheep) " when hired
and when returned." But no attempt was made to ascertain ausWs a?uatee
Respondent,
this, which would have been the ordinary course of business ;
all that was done, as I said before, was to drive out a ilock of
miscellaneous sheep, and to hand them over per aversionem
to Tucker, to put them " beyond the casualty of the grasp of
hungry creditors," leaving the difference in value still to be
ascertained, it might be in favour of Tucker, or it might be
in favour of Austen.
That Kidger Tucker was to be the
person to ascertain the difference in value, to my mind weighs
but little. The letter asking the sheep to be sent asks them
to be sent to Waai Plaats, to be safe from hungry creditors,
not to K. Tucker that he might ascertain the difference of
value.
That K. Tucker happened to be at the farm at the
time the sheep were sent was a mere accident.
I cannot think this is the ordinary course with men of
business, or that it would have been followed by Austen and
Tucker, if Austen had continued solvent, or that the 86th
section was intended to cover it.
The Eastern Province Court has by its judgment declared
that an illegal preference over the other creditors of Austen
had been received by Tucker, and the amount of that
preference they have estimated at £ 20, as the value of
such of the 1,050 sheep returned as were not sheep that had
been hired. It is not obvious how the Court arrived at this
sum, but the piinciple of their judgment being, according to
the views I take, sound, I think their judgment ought
to be affirmed in that respect.
The Eastern Province Court has further declared that this
preference was the result of a collusive agreement, mutual
understanding, or common consent between Tucker and
Austen, and have enforced against Tucker the penalty of the
88th section of the Insolvent Ordinance. I cannot take upon
me to say absolutely that in doing this that Court acted
erroneously, for there is much to justify it in the evidence.
But, on the whole, as the clause is highly penal,-it ought to
be construed liberally and I am disposed to view what passed
on Tucker'spart as dictatedby anxiety that the general bond
to Stone should not sweep away his sheep.
He was aware
of this bond from the beginning, and the correspondence
shows that, in assisting Austen, he wished to avoid his sheep
being taken to pay the debt for which the bond was given,
and that this, rather than an intention to gain a preference
over the general creditors of Austen, was what actuated
Tucker in obtaining delivery of the sheep. And the difference
;

1

;
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to be observed in construing the 88th, as

compared with the

that while the operation of the 84th is dependent
upon the motives of the insolvent alone, irrespective of those
of the preferred creditor, the operation of the 88th section
depends upon a Combination of the motives both of the insol^.^^^ ^^^ q£ ^^le preferred creditor.
I am, therefore, disposed to think that the judgment
appealed from should be reversed, so far as it gives effect to
84th,

is,

the 88th section against Tucker.

Connor,

J., in the course of his

judgment, observed

In considering cases of alleged undue preference,

mind

:

it is, I

provisions of the
Insohent Law in que.--tion have for their object the defeating of an interest vested in a creditor, we ought, upon the
ordinary and well-known principles of constructioti in such
cases, to be satisfied that the circumstances bring the case
within the words and meaning of the enactments which,
if applicable, defeat the creditor's interest, and work a
It is, I think, well to bear in
forfeiture of his demands.
mind the words of Erie, J., in the case cited in the argument JS'^fioar^^s vs. Glyn, 28 L.J. Q.B. 351 (358) " The tendency of the Courts, at one time, was to enable the assignees
of a bankrupt to set at defiance all principles of right, and
to step in and take all property for the general body of the
creditors.
An endeavour was made on the part of Parke,
B., to stem the tide of this principle of law, by which, at
least, great hardship had often been incurred."
And he
refers to cases in which the law had been corrected, and
among them to Brown vs. Kempton, a case before the Exchequer Chamber, and on which the Court in Edwards vs.
Glyn acted. I may add that I think it hardly admits of
doubt that, if the case now before the Court had occurred
in England, there should have been judgment for the defendant, the creditor, in the action below.
I say so because
it seems beyond doubt from the correspondence which is in
evidence that the creditor here urged, pressed on the insolvent to give him up the sheep.
The several letters of 28th
May, 1866j 12th June, 1866, Gth July, 1866, and 12th
February, 1867, show this. And it is stated in Edwards
vs. Glyn, by Crompton, J., that in Brown vs. Kempton
the Judge's direction to the Jury, that if the payment
was made under the influence of the pressure and importunity of the defendant, though, also, with a desire to
give him a preference in the Court of Bankruptcy, still the
payment was good, was held by the Exchequer Chamber to

think, right to bear in

that, as

the

:

—

—

be correct.

The

case,

however, of Smith

vs.

Carpenter (12 Moore,

:
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P. C. C. 101 ) decides tliat the English authorities do not
govern the construction of section 84 of the Insolvent Ordinance
of this Colony, that, in truth,that section must be construed
according to the words used in it and though I have no
doubt that Mr. Porter was quite correct in stating in
the argument that the intention in framing section 84 was to
put the law of this Colony on the same footing on that point
as the law in England, yet as the course taken for that
purpose was to express in words what the unwritten law
of England on the subject was supposed to amount to, and
as we have seen the view of that unwritten law was about
that time varying in England, the failure, if it be such, to
express in a line or two what the law of England was, or
ultimately became, was not unlikely, and is oiily another

—

;

instance of the truth of the maxim, Oinnis dejinitio injure
civili periculosa est
parum est enim, ut non subverti possit.
{Dig. 50, 17, 202.)
The question in such cases for the English Courts is
Was there a fraudulent preference ? The question under
our Insolvent Ordinance of 1843, is Was there such a
transaction as is described in section 84 ?
can, I think,
imagine cases which would be within that description, and
yet not be properly termed, even in l&vf , fraudulent.
Sections 86 and 88, however, appear to deal with what must be
considered acts of ofo/Mi malus and it seems to be fair to argue
that the English decisions with reference to fraudulent
preference are not to be deemed inapplicable to the construction of sections 86 and 88 by reason of any distinction
between a fraudulent and an undue jDreference.
The result of the English decisions would seem, from
Edwards vs. Glyn and Brown vs. Kempton, to be, that if
the act may be attributed in part to any motive influencing
the debtor's will extraneous to his own choice or preference,
though such his preference may have coexisted, the case is not
one of fraudulent preference ; that, in fact, if there be a
sufficient actual cause, which, if existing alone, would not
occasion the penalty, you are to attribute the act to that
cause and not to hold the penalty to have been incurred.
There is nothing, I think, in the decision of the Privy
Council in Smith vs. Carpenter (12 Moore, P. C. C. 101) to
show that, to bring a case within section 84 of the Insolvent
Ordinance, the Court must not be satisfied that the debtor
not only contemplated the sequestration of his estate, but
also intended, by the payment or other act, to prefer, directly
orindirectly, the particular creditorabove his other creditors.
On the contrary, it is said expressly in the judgment that
pressure by the creditor may "be so extreme as to negative
the intention to prefer." In other words, the pressure may
M 2
:

:

We

;
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great as that the act by the debtor is to be attributed
and not to an intention to prefer, though, from
junejs.
iiis knowledge of his insolvency, he must know that such
Tucker.
would be the eifect of his yielding to the pressure. But
Au4eS?T?ustee (p. 114) if the prcssure by the creditor is neither severe nor
Eespondent.
terrifying, nor occasioning any alarm to the debtor, and the
that
latter knowing himself to be in a state of insolvency,
and being
his early stoppage and failure are morally certain,
friendly disposed towards the creditor, and desiring to favour
and prefer him, does the act which gives the preference,
such preference is undue within section 84. And I may add
that both these positions are quite in accordance with the
rule of the Roman Law,'which Merula {De Controvers. Juris.
17, 43,3), referring to Jason and Parpuratus on Dig. (12,1,4),
says it is evident, from the authorities cited by them, has
that that is to be considered
place in every subject, viz.
which is principally intended, that being omitted which
comes by way of consequence.
The first question in all these cases is, putting out of
consideration any section of the Insolvent Ordinance but
the 84th Was what was done an undue preference within
that section ? I think it is clear that the insolvent in this case
must be taken to have contemplated on 1st April, 1867, the
sequestration of his estate as likely to take place at an early
period.
The trustee, in his evidence, states that the insolvent's books showed a deficiency against him on 1st April,
but then this proceeds on the assumption
1867, of £826
that the sum of £913 for Mr. Stone's sheep lease was due
then, whereas it was not to be due till 1st February, 1869,
and therefore the statement of there being such a deficiency
is, in strictness, not correct.
But still the insolvent was not
only subject to this future liability to Stone, but in his
evidence he describes himself as, in January, 1867, on his
" last legs ;" and he was proposing to leave this Colony for
the Free State, and M^as apparently endeavouriiig to induce
Tucker to help him towards that. There is not, therefore, I
think, much doubt but that he must be taken to have then
contemplated his sequestration as very likely. But it is not
to my mind at all clear that, to use the words of the
definition (so to speak) in Smith vs. Carpenter, being friendly
disposed towards the creditor, he was desirous to favour and
prefer him.
It is not to my mind by any means clear that
that was his object in giving up the sheep that he did not
rather do it because he thought he had to do it when the
second year of the lease expired. The mode in which the
English authorities may, I apprehend, be brought to bear on,
for instance, the provisions of section 86 is this
If the
transaction was in the usual and ordinary course of business,
1868.

^"J

'ii.

be, SO

to pressure,

—

—

:

:

;

;
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and the Court thinks that the creditor was acting in reference to it, as a rule, then we ought not to hold hiiii to have
incurred the penalty merely because he knew that the
of the debtor were embarrassed, and that the act
in question would very probably secure him, while afterwards other creditors might lose part of their demands,
that if we see another real motive which may reasonably

affairs

—

be deemed to have actually and mainly existed in, and
worked on, the creditor's mind, we ought not to reject it,
and adopt the hypothesis that there was collusion between
the debtor and creditor, " the one to give, and the other to
get, a preference over the other creditors of the insolvent,
under colour of a transaction in the ordinary course of business."
These last are remarkable words, and the Court

ought, I think, to construe them on the assumption that the
Legislature made use of them with all the significance which
they purport. Sections 84 and 86 are, I apprehend, to be
construed together. This appears from, among other things,
the fact that section 88, occasioning the forfeiture of the
creditor's claim, does not expressly refer to section 86, it
being, I presume, deemed included in the sections which are
there named.
Section 86, therefore, so far as its provisions
are against the creditor's interest, that is, so far as relates to
what I call the exception, is to be construed strictly and I
am of opinion that the transaction in question ought not to
be deemed within the exception if it appears to have been
actually regarded by the parties as in the ordinary course of
business that the exception applies only when the transaction is colourably, and not really, in the ordinary course
of business.
have seen that that principle is recognized
in Smith vs. Carpenter, with reference even to section 84,
viz., that when you find a real and mainly actuating cause
of a nature different from collusion, you are to set down the
You
act to the former cause, and not to the latter.
are not to impute an intention at collusion which
will occasion a forfeiture, when there is another ground to
which the transaction may, on the evidence, be reasonably
referred.
And we may, I think, be satisfied that much of
the variety of decision which has been mentioned arose
from there being a tendency at one time to construe the law
loosely, so as to include cases within the penalty, and at
another time to adopt a stricter construction.
I have said that it is not by any means clear to me that
an intention to prefer Tucker was the occasion of the insolvent's part of the transaction in question ; that he rather
gave over the sheep because he thought that he had to do so,
His
i e., had to do so in the ordinary course of business.
letter to Tucker of 6th July, 1866, goes far to show this.

—

;
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He says there " If you will not accept less than £600, I
fear that my efforts to find a friend will be in vain, and little
as I like the idea of returning the sheep, it will have to be
T would, however, stipulate that I be allowed to
done.
PI ere he
retain them for the whole of the current year."
:

the Sale Cannot be arranged, he maybe allowed
keep the sheep till the end or the current year that is, I
apprehend, the current year of the lease, viz., to April, 1867.
He would therefore think, and rightly, that when that day
In the view
arrived, he would have to give over the sheep.
which I take of the case, it is unnecessary for me to form a
judgment as to how the case would stand if the effect of
but the foregoing consisection 84 were alone before us
derations are not immaterial upon the question of the transg^gj^g ^^^^^ if

to

;

;

ordinary course of business.
The
correspondence which is in evidence in the case between the
appellant and the insolvent satisfies me that the lease was
tacitly construed by them both to mean that at its expiration the insolvent should give back sheep,
the sheep which
had been originally hired, so far as forthcoming, but so far as
not forthcoming, then others.
find the insolvent telling
Tucker, in a letter of 28th May, 1866, of deaths by hundreds
among the sheep but this does not prevent Tucker, in his
reply, writing of recalling the sheep, or the insolvent
treating about the time of their being returned, or a sale to
him of them by Tucker. (Letter of 6th July, 1866.) If it be
said that under the lease (of 1st April, 1865), a diminution in
the sheep was to be paid for, ^not to be made up by other
sheep,
the answer seems to me to be that it was quite competent for the lessor to consent to take sheep instead of
money (which word is, indeed, not used in the lease), and
actions being in the

—

We

;

—

—

clear to me, as I have said, 'that that was their
not express, understanding of their contract.
It would, I think, be a strange result, if the insolvent's
selling sheep to a third person, and paying over the price to

that

it is

tacit, if indeed

Tucker, would have made the transaction safe as being in
the ordinary course of business under the lease, but that
his giving the sheep in payment directly to Tucker, instead
of* their price, prevented this; prevented the transaction
being in the ordinary course of business. It has been suggested that if the transaction were of that kind, there woidd
first have been a valuation on behalf of Tucker, in order
that he should be paid the difference, if any, in value
between the sheep returned and those hired. But we have
to remember that under the lease Mr. Kidger Tucker was
to be the arbitrator on this point, and the sheep were sent to
where he was, viz. at a farm held jointly by him and the
:

appellant, his brother.

;
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It has been urged also that Tucker Intimated to the
I868.
insolvent that, on the sheep being sent by the insolvent's
^!^f 22!
Jjneja.
son to Tucker's farm. Tucker might let them to the son,
TnAer,
and it is said that this was not in the ordinary course of
business ; but there is not any evidence to show that the Au-.ten-s Trustee
''-^p'"'*™*insolvent's son was to be in fact only a nominal lessee, and
shoidd in fact hold the sheep for the benefit of the insolvent
so that I do not see how a fresh letting after the expiration
of the other lease prevents the giving up of the sheep to
Tucker being in the ordinary course of business. I have no
doubt but that Tucker was anxious to get his sheep out of
the insolvent's hands, and this is, I think, the utmost that
Tucker's letter of February, 1867, in which he alludes to
''casualty by means of hungry creditors," necessarily
means, or requires us to hold it means that it may fairly
bear this construction " The time for getting my sheep has
come. I have, as you know, long wished to conclude the
matter, and I am afraid that while they are with joxi they
may be taken in execution by hungry creditors." And this
fear of itself helps to show the understanding on Tucker's
part, as there clearly was on the insolvent's, that the latter's
liability under the lease might be discharged by sheep other
in specie than those leased.
What is " the usual and ordinary course of trade or business " within the meaning of section 86 ? It is, I apprehend,
that which is suitable to the nature of the particular business,
and might reasonably and probably, and in ordinary course,
have taken place without reference to a contemplated sequestration ; and such was, as it appears to me, Tucker's closing
his transaction as to the sheep with the insolvent in April,
He had been long reiterating that he should have to
1867.
close it, and any communications he had with the insolvent
were not calculated to lessen his anxiety. The first year of
the lease was not made the conclusion of the term, at the
and it was allowed to continue to the
insolvent's request
end of the second year, partly, apparently, because the
insolvent held out hopes of his being able to find a purchaser for the sheep, which was a mode of concluding the
In March,
transaction which Tucker would have preferred.
1867, themsolvent wentto Cradock, the appellant's residence,
to try, apparently, to procure assistance from him towards
going to the Free State, and he says that Tucker was then
aware how he stood with Mr. Stone. But what would the
insolvent tell him on that subject, but that, to the extent of
£500 principal. Stone was tecured by a second mortgage
on a farm valued apparently at £1,250, and that of the
remainder making the whole, upwards of £900 would not
be due till 1st February, 1869 ? Was the appellant to con-

—

—

;

:
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bound to wait till that date before he concluded
though he had been so long anxious to
conclude them as soon as possible ?

sider himself

1868.
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Hiost reasonable construction, I apprehend, of the
" I let you a certain troop
is this

lease of 1st April, 1865,

:

^^ sheep, to be returned by you at the end of the lease, and
any difference in value, on any ground, between what you
return as a whole and Avhat you now get, is to be made up
to me." This lease did not, I apprehend, transfer property in
the sheep originally let from the lessor to the lessee.
When a person lets any property to another for a year,
unless it be property which can only be used by being consumed, or unless the term is too long for the things let out to
last it in the usual course of things, the presumption is, I
apprehend, that the things let are to be returned in specie,
and there ought to be something in the terms of the lease to
show that this is not to be so. In this lease of st April,
1865, not only is there no clause inconsistent with its being
understood that the same sheep which were let were to be
returned to the lessor, but such return seems expressly
referred to.
The conclusion which I have arrived at on the whole case
is, that the appellant is protected by section 86 of the Insolvent Ordinance, and that there ought to have been judgment in his favour in the Court below.
!

The Court disallowed the appeal, except as to the forfeiture with costs.
rAppellant's Attornoy, E. Hull.
1
LKespondent's Attorneys, Reid *& Nephew.}
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1 his was an action to set aside the award of the Falcidian
fourth made in an executor's liquidation account.
The Board of Execiitors of Cape Town and Dr. Roux,
also.of CapeTown, executors testamentary of the will of
the late Magdelena Hart, wido^v of the late William Hart,
of Cape Town, were summoned to answer J. W. Dantu, a
minor, assisted by C. H. van Zyl, as his curator ad litem.
By will, 'dated 4th October, 1865, Widow Hart, having first
bequeathed £950 as legacies among twelve different parties
of whom phiintiff was one for £2.'iO (the interest whereof
was to be paid him during his minority and the capital on

—

;
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—

declared " further to nominate and
ises.
appoint as tlie sole and universal heirs of all the residue and
j'JJjy
remainder of ^her estate and effects, Solon van Haght and
n^^^,
Magdalena Johanna Dantu, born Hendriks, in equal shares widow Harfs
^*=™*°"and proportions, burthening, however, the inheritance of the
last-named with the entail of 7?c?cz commissum" &c. The
executors, on realizing the assets, found the proceeds £850,
and then made a pro rata distribution among the legatees,
giving the plaintiff £134 Is. 6d., instead of £189 6s. 5d.,
which would have been his legacy had not the executors
first deducted the pro rata share of the Falcidlan portion,
which they awarded to Solon van Haght and M. J. Dantu,
regarding them as heirs entitled to such portion. And the
present action was brought to declare this award a wrong
one ; the plaintiff, in his declaration, denying that Van Haght
and Dantu were heirs under the will.
The defendants, having first pleaded the general issue,
pleaded specially that the true construction of the will was
to appoint Van Haght and Dantu heirs, and thus entitle them
to demand the Falcidian fourth claimable by heirs in cases
where more than three-fourths of the estate of the deceased
would be exhausted in the payment of legacies. They then
proceeded to aver the insufficiency of the estate to pay the
attaining majority)

ig*.'

legacies and to deny the plaintiff's right to any greater sum
than that mentioned in the liquidation account. To which
plaintiff's replication was general.
The facts having been admitted, as above stated, the
Court heard the argument on the pure point of law.
In the first place, it is necessary to
Reitz, for plaintiff.
point out what plaintiff takes to be the import of the words
" sole and universal heirs of the residue and remainder of
my estate," according to the ordinary rules of construction
and secondly, to ascertain what the intention of testatrix
was with regard to the defendants. As to the construction,
defendants must either read the sentence as it stands, or
claim that the word " residue " should be expunged as superfluous.

Dutch

The tendency of

civil

law under later

Roman and

to make the rights included
" heir " indentical with those included under

legislation

ha& been

under the word
the word " legatee," so as to make these convertible terms ;
the question whether the said " heir " is to be read as
legatee,or conversely,depending upon the circumstances under
which the will is made or the co-relation in which the word
stands to qualifying ones in the same sentence.
Van
Leeuwen (R. D. Law, book 3, pt. 4, §§ 1, 2, 3) lays down
that a " legatee " on whom is conferred the administration
of the entire estate is, in fact, the " heir." For proof that
the use of the word " heir " no longer has any " instituting

—
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Van der Keessel, Th. 290. If a testator erroneously calls a person to whom, by his will he has given
only a legacy, the heir of such bequest, this Will, not make
such bcneficiary the testator's heir, so as to entitle him to
What httle regard is now paid to the
^^^ Falcidiau fourth.
use of the word " heir " in a will is laid down by Huber in
The duty which formerly devolved
his Pral. pt. 3 p. 1326.
upon the heir of paying the legacies, and administering the
force," see

on executors, the absoan heir no longer exists. Decker,
in his note to Van Leeuwenh R. D. Law, bk. 3, pt. 2, § 1,
remarks that the detraction of the Falcidian is retained in
estate generally,

now

falling chiefly

lute necessity of instituting

A

Dutch

person,
law, for the benefit of the heir alone.
who has no right as against the testator ab intestato,
but who claims simply on the ground that he is named
"'
It is
heir " in the will, should make out a strong case.
perfectly clear that by "residue and remainder " testator
refers to that part of his estate which shall be over after
piiyment of both debts and legacies. If we are, therefore,
to read the word heir in the teclmical sense that defendants
ascribe to it, i.e., " universal heir," then the words " residue
and remainder " either directly conflict with such meaning,
or else they must be taken as qualifying the word " heir "
in such a manner as to make it signify nothing more, in this
The words " residue and
case, than a residuary legatee.
remainder " can only be considered as superfluous in case
they do not qualify " heir ;" or the latter word has so overpowering a technical meaning as to force every other standing in the same sentence with itself into a position consistent
with its own purport. But the arguments already used and
authorities already cited, go to show that there is no ground
for either assumption.
The nearest approach in Roman law
to residuary heirs are those " ex re certa."
The " heres ex re
certa " under the old Roman law could claim the Falcidian,
the fact being that he was not in reality an heir " ex re
certa," as the whole inheritance might under certain circumstances devolve upon him.
Code Cy, 24, 13, declares heredes
" ex re certa " to be nothing more than legatees and Huber
in his Prcel. pt. 3, p. '290, cites a case in which this is laid
down as the law in Hollaiid and suggests, as the ground for
this decision, that restricting the heir to a part is an indirect
way of forbidding him to take the Falcidian. As to wh-'t
was testator's intention with regard to defendants, there is
no positive, but some negative evidence, e.g., the " heirs "
are not appointed joint executors, which, though not absolutely necessary, is customary.
And an intention to benefit
the legatees rather than the " heirs " is apparent in the pvevious part of the will.
therefore,

;

;
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Porter for the defendant. The heirs named in the will
im.
are heirs entitled to the Falcidian portion.
The words apj^y f^;
pointing them are large.
They are made sole and universal nanttTrs.
heirs of all the residue and remainder of the estate and widow Hart'i
^"'^ °
effects.
If the heirs so named be not lawful heirs, then the
writing is not a will, but a codicil and the heirs ab intestato
of Mr. Hart, whoever they may be, are entitled to the Falcidian.
{Dioyer vs. Executors of &Flinn, 2Sth February,
The testatrix has instituted heirs, and if so, they
1857.)
take the Falcidian but as there is no prohibition to deduct
the Falcidian, either the heirs named in the will or the heirs
;

;

ab intestato must be entitled and this will be an answer to
the action under the general issue.
The words " residue "
"
"
and remainder are, in law, surplusage. All our colonial
wills give legacies first, and then proceed to institute heirs,
and no heirs can, as far as the language of ihe will is concerned, take more than what remains after legacies are paid
so that the maxim applies, Expressio eomm qua; tacite insunt
nihil operatur.
No doubt, the chief Koman reason for
granting the Falcidian was to induce the heir to adiate.
;

;

But

a presumed intention to benefit the heir as the principal
objects of the testator's bounty is also to be considered. Had
Mrs. Hart been asked whether she preferred her legatees to
her heirs, she would have answered that she did the very
The heirs here were not heirs ex re certa, but of
reverse.
the whole estate but even the heir ex re certa was entitled
Code ^, 36,10; 6,50, 11; Dig. 35, 2,
to the Falcidian.
Perhaps,
Leaser's Meditations, spec. 391, sec. 17.
47, § 1
this right in the heir ex re certa was connected with the civil
law rule that no man could die partly testate and partly
The Dutch law, no doubt, allowed that a man
intestate.
could do so.
Grot. Int. 2, 18, 38 ; Voet 28, 1.1; Groen.
De Leg. Abr. Inst. 2, 13, 9. In certain cases it is admitted
that a testator may prohibit the deduction of the Falcidian
Voet, 35, 2,
to all heirs except children in the first degree.
11.
And Voet in this passage states that the prohibition
need not be in express words, but may be made by equivaBut there must be express words, or else a necessary
lents.
In making certain persons sole and universal
implication.
heirs to " the residue and remainder " of the testatrix's estate,
there is no necessary implication that all the legacies should
be paid without any diminution. Sa^ide's Decis. 4, 7, 9. In
B as his heir in fifteen
this case, the testator instituted
florins, and distributed the rest of his estate in legacies,
adding a clause that any contravener of his will should forThe question was whether
feit what was left to him.
was thereby prohibited from deducting the Falcidian ? And
;

;

A
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the Court held that he was not.
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tKat no heir can deduct the Falcidian except an heir who
Van der Linden, p. 14:7
adiates under benefit of inventory.
-^"^ ^y *^^ ^^^ of this
^^"- ^'"'- "' ^ ^' ^ ^ ' ^°^^> ^^' ^> ^^Colony, Under Ord. 1 04, every heir has the benefit of the
Jnygntory framed by the executor. Looking to the will, an
inference of intention in favour of the heirs may fairly be
drawn. They are made substitutes to certain legatees in
case the latter should die, and " the inheritance " of one of
The testatrix mistook
these heirs is msidejidei commissum.
the value of her estate, but she plainly meant to leave
inheritances to her heirs ; and to give them nothing would
defeat her intention.
Cur. adv. wit.

Postea (13th July) the Court delivered judgment.

Connor, J., said The question in this case arises upon
the will of a Mrs. Hart, dated 4th October, 1865, by which
she directed her executors to sell the whole of her estate
and effects, except some articles specifically bequeathed,
and then left to the plaintiff £250, to be paid to him
at twenty-one years of age, and the interest in the
meantime to be applied by the executors in his maintenance and education, and if he died before twenty-one, the
interest was to go to his mother for life (one of the residuary
legatees), and after her death the capital to go to her
children.
The testatrix made several other pecuniary bequests, and finally, by the clause which raises the question
in the case, she did " declare to nominate and appoint as the
sole and universal heirs of all the residue and remainder
of my estate and efl^ects, the said Solon van Haght and
Magdalena Johanna Dantu, born Hendriks, in equal shares
and proportions, burdening, however, the inheritance of the
last mentioned with the entail oifidei commissum, the interest
only being received by the said Magdalena Johanna Dantu,
and the capital devolving, after her decease, to her children
in equal shares and proportions." The testatrix then " nominates and appoints " the defendants heirs, and inserts codicillary and reservatory clauses.
The testatrix's property was not sufficient to pay all the legacies, and the executors having allocated to the two so-called
heirs of the residue the Falcidian portion, this action is brought
on behalf of the plaintiff, a minor, to have it declared that the
Falcidian portion is not claimable by the heirs in question,
one of whom is, as I have said, his mother. The sum in
dispute being very small, it seems to be greatly to be
lamented that the question in the case could not have been
disposed of without the institution of an action.
The Court
:
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has, however, now to decide the question raised by the
action.
The contention which that question involves is
certainly at first sight a little alarming, as it amounts to

ises.
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j^^—
persons who, for the purposes of this action, widow Hart's
*™" "^
must be taken to have no claims against the testatrix's estate,
except what her will gives them, and being only given under
the clause of the will in question what shall remain after
the payment of legacies, can, by reason of that gift, claim
the payment of a sum which not only does not remain after
the payment of the legacies, but which, if allowed, will lessen
considerably the amount which would be otherwise applicable to their payment, and will increase by one-fourth the
inadequacy of the testatrix's estate to pay the legacies
expressly bequeathed by her.
Some provisions of the
Roman law in reference to wills are, I think, generally
admitted to be unsuited to the requiiemeuts of more modern
society ; and I think that Courts are not only warranted, but
bound, to avail themselves of any sufficient authority for
rescuing the public from the inconveniences of being subjected to those objectionable parts of the old law.
The
case of Simpson vs. Forrester (1 Knnpp, P.C. Rep.
231) before the Privy Council, and which I have on
more than one occasion lately referred to, is, I apprehend,
an ample authority for our applying to the construction
of wills the well-known testamentary principle of election,
viz., that if any person avails himself under the will of any
benefit which the wUl might have disposed of otherwise, he
cannot prejudicially affect or insist upon any claim which
will so affect provisions of the will in favour of other persons.
This is a principle which commends itself so much to all
men's instinctive sense of justice that it ought not, I think,
if once established by authority, to be allowed by us to be
subverted by verbal refinements or subtleties. And the
principle appears to me to be in this case fatal to the defenAs, however, the case was but little
dants' contention.
argued with reference to this principle, I proceed to consider
it further with respect to the points more particularly discussed.
It was argued here, on the part of the defendants, that the
residuary clause in question is, in truth, an institution as heirs
of the persons named in it, and that the law is that persons
instituted as testamentary heirs are, by reason of such institution, entitled imder the Lex Falcidia to deduct from
their testator's estate one-fourth of the whole, to the loss, if
need be, of the legatees ; and that the Court is bound by this
law until it be repealed by the Legislature. On the other
hand, it was argued, on behalf of the plaintifi", that this law
only applies to the strict Roman law heir, and that the
residuary clause here did not constitute the legatees such heirs.
this,

—that

.
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Roman law was

a successor to the whole
In the Dig. 50,
„-—
17, 62, (et Id. 50, 16. 24), it is laid down, '= Hereditas
^
Dantu vs.
.7.77.^1
1
i /•
Widow Harfs .nihil aliud est guam successw in universum jus, quod dejunctus
habuerit ;" and Huber, referring to these passages {Pradect.
" An heir is the successor to the universum
2, 14 [a]) says
jus which the deceased had ;" and that hence the institution,
of an heir is, " the surrogation into the universum jus yihifih
the deceased had at the time of death."
Van Leeuwen
(Rom. Dutch Law, 3, 6, 1 ) says " The leaving of an inheritance is an institution, by which any person transfers the
management of his estate to another after his death ;" and he
cites the Dig. ubi supra.
And (3, 6, 3) a little farther on he
speaks of the principal difference between the institution of
heirs and the giving of legacies, as being that the former
consists in the fidl management of the estate, and the latter
in a mere bequeathing, which has no consequence but the
enjoyment of the bequest, without any further management. I need hardly say that, according to this passage,
the residuary clause in the will before us, taken with what
we know to be the law of the Colony as to executors, was a
bequest, and not an institution of heirs.
There seems, however, to be no doubt but that in the Roman law, partly
from what was known as ihejus accrescendi, partly from a
rule that a person could not die intestate as to part of his
property only, and partly from the necessity of the appointment of an heir to the validity of a will, the institution of
one person as an heir, even for a specified quantity, was held
to constitute him a general heir.
Huber {De Cas. Enucl.
''
Qucest, 8, 2) explains this
Since inheritance is nothing
else but succession into the universumjus which the deceased
had, as the jurists define it, it seemed \h.&t prima facie we
should say that an institution of the usufruct, or of the bare
property, was not valid ; because then no one is successor of
the universum jus."
Add to this the perpetual nature of heirship, by which he
who is once made heir never ceases to be heir, while, on the
contrary, a fructuary has only a temporary legal character,
which remains to the end of life, but is extinguished by
death.
But these reasons are not of so much weight that
they hinder the institution of an heir from an usufruct.
For there exists a firm rule of law that a testator cannot
die testate as to part, and intestate as to part {Dig. 50, 17,
7), the force and power of which is, that the whole inheritance (assem) need not be disposed of by the form of instituFor if any person have written one man heii-, for
tion.
instance, of half, the whole inheritance will be in the half
(says CcEsar, Inst. 28, 5, 5) ; that is, whoso has been instituted
1868.
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by express -words of half,

shall

by the jus

nccrescendi take the

whole inheritance. In like manner, a will is valid, when the
person is nominated in it heir of certain things (Inst. 2, 17, 3 );
tor the nominated heir oi a thing certain, as ot a tarm, or other
the least thing, is understood to be heir of all {ex asse), the
mention of the thing being omitted. {Dig. 28. 5. 1. (4.)
But if the heir of a thing certain have received a co-heir
of some part of the whole, he is deemed a legatee, and,
certain things being speci^ed, it behoves him to deliver all
other things to the other appointed simpliciter. Huber
writes of this as then the lex Frisica ; but that system
adopted the Roman law more strictly than was done by the
law of Holland proper, as appears from Huber himself in
his Dissertatio de Authoritate Juris Romani in Frisia, where
he says " In nulla terrarum orbis parte constanti gravitate
et religione,juris Romani Legis oaquejlorere ac in Frisia patria
mea dulcissima.^' And, again, in his book De Cas. Enucl,
QucBst, 20. 2. 7., in reference to a mother's appointment of a
guardian, having stated that Groeneweffenspoieoithe Roman
law on the subject as being abrogated, he proceeds " Whatever it may be in the forensic use of the Batavi and other
neighbours, I strongly doubt whether in Frisia, which most
religiously venerates Roman laic, this abrogation extends so
far."
Saiide also refers to the same fact, Decis. Fris, 2. 7. 1.
and 3. 1. 1. vid. et Groenewegen De Leg. Abrogat. Inst. 2. 13).
Voet, 28, 5, 23, states the Roman law to the same effect as
Huber ; namely, that if but one person be instituted heir,
though for a limited quantity, or thing certain, he was still
" But
heir of the whole
but, further on, lb. s. 26, he says
since in present practice it has generally prevailed that any
one cecn die testate in part, hence a person instituted of a
thing certain, or of half, or a third, there being no co-heir,
takes nothing but the thing or part assigned to him by the
will ; the rest goes to the heirs ab intestato, if another evident
intention of the testator to the contrary should not appear ;"
and after referring to Groenewegen and to Paul Voet, and
many others cited by them, he proceeds " And hence also
the jus uccrcscendi among testamentary heirs has not at present place further than the probable intention of the testator
introduces it."
Groenewegen, in the passage cited, De Leg.
Abrogat. Inst., 2, 14, 9, bears out Voet, and adds " So, also
the scrupulous subtlety of the Roman law being exploded,
that_;M4' accrescendi which draws its origin not from the context of the words and the likely intention of the testator,
but from the law's power, is not received in our practice."
( Vid. et V. d. Keessel, Th. 322.) This passage from Groenewegen has also a bearing upon a principle which I have already
referred to, that where the Court has warrant of authority
:
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it, it ought gladly to get rid of any subtlety or harshness
of the Roman law, which sacrifices the intention of testators
to the tyranny of words, and involves in the sacrifice men's
mstmctive principles oi lustice and lair dealing.
In a recent case ( Oosthuysen vs. Oosthuysen, 1, Bucli. Rep.
51)1 went at length into what appeared to me to be grounds
for holding that here, and now, the question of institution of
heirs in a will, and adiation of the inheritance, stands on a
wholly different footing from wh^t it did in the Romnn law.
I refer, therefore, at present to that subject very shortly,
and rather for the purpose of adding to the authorities which
I referred to in the case which I have mentioned, this Thesis
of V. d. Keessel which was cited in the argument ( Th. 290)
" At present a testament is valid, wherein an heir is not
instituted, not so much by the help of the codi ciliary clause,
as on account ef the use of and reason for the Lex 7 of the
Dig. 50, 17, ceasing." This Lex of the Digest is one declaring
that the Roman law did not suflTer the same civilian person
to have departed both testate and intestate.
This Thesis of
V. d. Keessel, as we see, asserts that a will is valid without
the institution of an heir, and that this is so independently
of the codicillary clause, and implies that any necessity for
such institution had its origin in a law which is abrogated,
namely, that a person cannot die testate as to part, and
intestate as to the remainder.
Christinaics, too, in several
places of his Decisiones,\ajs down the same proposition (1,
304, 16, and 305, 17, and 4, 10, 3); and having (1, 305, 17)
cited Gudelin, that the institution of an heir was not necessary by the then practice, and that a testament scarcely
" That an heir must
differed from a codicil, he adds
necessarily have been instituted arose from the Roman
law that no one should die partly testate and partly intestate, against Dig. 50, 17, 7, which siibtlety is neglected
among us.
Wherefore this is by our practice admitted, as the same learned Gudelin says, that that may be,
and be called, a testament in which legacies only being left,
no institution of an heir is made for thus the laws Parisiensium, Aurelianensium, Gandanensium, Ostracensium, and
very many other States, declare that the institution has not
place in a testament and the laws of other places consent at
least in this, that the institution of an heir is not necessary
to the substance of a will."
have it therefore, I think,
sufficiently supported by authority, that a limited institution
of heirship is not to be extended beyond the expressed limitation, and that any occasion for the institution of an heir
to the validity of a will had reference to a law no longer
in force, and is not now to be deemed essential to such
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It was argued by Mr. Porter that every institution of an
heir contained an implied exception that the legacies were
to be deducted from what he was to receive, and that, there-
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express restriction of the heir to the residue was Widow Hart'
^'''I'o'^sinoperative, on the principle of the maxim Expressio eorum
qua: tacite insunt nihil operatur.
argument
for
But the
the
defendant's contention was necessarily one which, as I have
already intimated, urged on the Court that it was under a
necessity of carrying out the behests of a strict, stern ^rotestas legis, to use Groenetvegen^s expression, the effect of
which would be to enable persons deriving any right they
had, solely under the will of the testatrix, to defeat the same
testatrix's intentions expressed in that very will
and the
Court must, therefore, be astute to require claimants under
such circumstances to bring their claim clearly and strictly
within the express terms of the law on which they rely. They
are not to be surprised if to the cry " I'll have my bond,"
they are met by the question, " Is it so writ in the bond ? "
But, again, as an heir under the Roman law was one who
had the universumjus of the deceased, every legacy was in
fact left from him, and eYevjJidei commissum was imposed
as a burden on him ; and this, I need not say, is the language of the Roman law and of the jurists always in reference to the subject. But in the case of the will before the
Court, the legacies are not left from the so-called heirs ; they
are not given an interest, and they have no interest, in any
part of the fund for paying the legacies. Again, the term
residue refers to what remains after payment of debts, as
well as legacies ; but the heir of the Roman law was liable
to the debts, and the inheritance, before payment of the
debts, went to him.
With reference to the Lex Falcidia itself, there was a case
cited in the argument from Sande, Decis. Fris., 4, V, 9, where
it wa^p held that a person instituted heir for fifteen florins,
the remainder being given away in legacies, was entitled to
deduct the Falcidian portion, though there was a clause that
a contra vener of the will should be deprived of that whereby
he was benefited. This decision appears to me to have
clearly proceeded upon the strict Roman law doctrine that
a single person instituted an heir, though only of a thing
Sande, howcertain, was to be regarded as an heir general.
ever, with reference to the clause as to contravening the
will, adds that the decision " was in accordance with the
opinion of those who hold that an express prohibition was
necessary to prevent the Falcidian deduction ; although the
greater part teach that a tacit prohibition is sufficient." It
is clear, therefore, that Sande was of opinion that a clause
imposing a penalty upon any one contravening the will
fore, the
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contained a prohibition against a deduction whicli would
lessen the fund for the legacies.
It appears to me that this
implied prohibition is stronger when the person claiming the
Falcidian portion is not by the terms of the will to get any^\^^g uvtiAl after the legacies, &c., have been paid. In addition to that, however, I repeat here what I have stated in
another case(Trustees ofBliffnautvs. Cilliers, 13th July,1868,
vide post), that the case of Simpson vs. Forrester before the
Privy Council is an authority warranting the Court to
adopt a principle which appears to me to be in itself a desirable and reasonable one, that the necessary result of the
provisions of the wiU, as affected by any act, is to be deemed
prohibited by the testator as effectually as if an express
prohibition were contained in the will ; and that, therefore,
with us the Falcidian portion can be tacitly prohibited.
I ought to mention, lest it should be thought I had overlooked it,that a case in thi s Court, that oiDwyer vs. Rutherford,
was referred to by Mr. Porter as an authority in the defendants' favour.
It is, however, I think, sufficient to observe
that in that case there was no question of election and that
the plaintiff claimed as the heir ab intestato, so that no question arose as to the form of the institution of heirs.
This
appearing from the statement of the case in the argument,
I have not had occasion to consider the case more fully.
The decision, as I understood, was to this effect That a
will, insufficiently attested as a will, may operate in certain
cases as a codicil, and its provisions will then bind the heir
ab intestato, but he will be entitled to the deductions which
the Roman law gave to such an heir, burdened with an universal ^c?e2 commissum.
This, as I have said, does not embrace the points which appear to me to decide this case,
though no doubt it may imply, under the like circumstances,
certain rights in an heir ab intestato.
In Oosthuysenvs. Oo^f^jiz/senlcitedacasebeforethisOourt,
that of De Smidt vs. Burton {Menzies'' Rep. 222), in which
the Court held that upon the true construction of the will,
the surviving spouse, instituted universal heir of the firstdying, was entitled to an usufruct of the estate until the
only child of the marriage should attain twenty-one. But
we find that no allusion to any right in such an heir, though
burdened with an universalize commissum, to the Trebellianic, or any other portion.
Nor, again, in Hofmeyr vs. De
Wet, also before this Court, and cited in Oosthuysen vs.
Oosthuysen, do we, I think, find any such claim recognized.
And if in later times there has, from, it may be, a love of the
antiquities of learning, or of the archteology of law, or otherwise, been any resuscitation on such points of the old Koman
law, which, its subtlety exploded and its arbitrariness
;

:

;
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reproved, has been allowed to die and to be buried, it is, I
isss.
think, a wise and benefical act to reconsign it to the grave ;
j™/i|''
and for one's justification, if any be needed, to point to the
j,^^^,
headstone erected over it after the lapse of ages, and now Widow Hart'«
^='^''"'™'
itself moss-grown but which, upon examination, is found
to have been long ago inscribed by authority with the epitaph
jam obit. I cannot but think that there has been some confusion between the Roman-Dutch law in favour of children
and other heirs at law, and the Roman law in favour of
testamentary heirs. To the children and to certain other
heirs at law was given, as superior to and overruHng testamentary power, their legitimate, and it may be, other like
portions ; but surely in all a priori principle and right, and
except in subservience to some technical rule, the occasion
for which is long lost, those who have no claim except under
the provisions of the will ought to be limited to the benefits
which the will purports to give them. I doubt not but that
there may be found in Roman-Dutch jurists statements
antagonistic in appearance to some of the above propositions.
But when those statements are scrutinized to their foundation,
and you distinguish between their author's expositions of the
theory of the Roman law, and what was their then practice,
and when you select those who, being admittedly authorities
of weight, are not prejudiced to what is obsolete, and if,
moreover, and to some extent above all, we avail ourselves
of the decisions of the Privy Council, for us, I may say,
equivalent to a legislative declaration of the law, we shall be
able, I believe, in a great degree to rescue the public from the
more glaring inconveniences ofthe antiquated (all that is old is
not antiquated) portions of a grand system of jurisprudence.
It was stated in the argument that the present was the
first case of the kind which, as far as was known, had occurred
I have, therefore, gone into the questions
for decision.
involved at greater length than I probably otherwise should
and, on the whole, I have come to the conclusion that there
ought to be judgment for the plaintiff.
The costs ought, I think, to be borne by the testatrix's
The words which she used in the will occasioned
estate.
the difiiculty the point involved was new, and the plaintiff's
success is to the benefit of the legatees generally.
•

.

;
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Bell, J. I concur very much with my brother Connor's
Doing so, I have
views, considering them in the abstract.
not felt it necessary to deal with the arguments presented
by the counsel on either side so much at large as I otherwise
would have felt it my duty to do ; but the diificulty I feel
is, while agreeing with my brother's positions in the abstract,
:

to apply

them

in the concrete.
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That the institution of an heir is necessary to the constitution of a will has been not only the reading of the text,
but the tradition of the Elders in Roman-Dutch law ever
I
sincB I havo had the honour of a seat on this Bench.
should, therefore, hesitate before disturbing that doctrine,
unless in a case in which I felt called upon to do so, and to
say whether I would uphold a rule, which in my own opinion
and, so far as at present advised, seems to me to be effete
and inapplicable to the present state of society. In this
case I am not "so called upon. Were I placed in such a
position, I should probably not hesitate to enter upon the
disquisitions raised by my brother ; and possibly I would
draw the same conclusion as that at which he has arrived
but I could only do so after the matter had been more fully
discussed and more forcibly presented than the present case
has afforded an opportunity for doing. Mr. Eeitz did every
argument discovered much
learning and research, and was delivered with a clearness
and precision that showed he was master of the subject he
was handling, andgave promise of his being a valuable acquisition to the Bar ; but it was not necessary, in my opinion,
to go so far as he seemed to think necessary, although it was
convenient for the defendant to say that he must do so or fail.
The case of the plaintiff is admitted to be sui genei-is,
and of the first impression, and in its circumstances it does
not suggest cases in which to ignore the rule as to the necessity for the institution of an heir, and with it the right to the
Trebellianic and Falcidian portion, might conflict with the
natural law, so far as the rule as to them has its foundation
in natural law.
Both of these deductions from the estate of
the testator have their origin, partly at least, in the assinnption that the testator, at the time of framing his will, had
not present to his mind the natural claims of his natural heir.
Where the heir instituted happens to be the natural heir,
and the disposition of the testator's estate by his will is such
that, after they are satisfied, nothing will remain for him,
there is both reason and justice why the claims of nature
should be satisfied by the allowance of the Trebellianic or
Falcidian portion, as the case may be. Nay, where the
heir instituted may not be the natural heir, and, without
his institution, theie would not be any one to carry out
the provisions of the will, if such a case could now occur, it
might be expedient that a temptation, in the shape of an
allowance of the Trebellianic or Falcidian portion to the
person instituted as heir, should be held out to induce him
to undertake that burden.
But it is not necessary in the present case to enter into
any of these considerations. Assuming the institution of an
justice to his client's case, his
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heir to be necessary to the constitution of the will, without
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which the testator would have died intestate, and in which
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case the heir at law would have come forward, there is by
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tms Will the institution ot an heir
the terms ot the resi- widow Han's
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duary gift, making the defendant " sole and universal heir
of all the residue and remainder of my estate," and the only
question to be decided, in my opinion, is, whether these
terms do or do not deprive the person so instituted as heir
of any right to claim either the Trebellianic or the Falcidianr
portion.
It is, no doubt, true that where the party is instituted heir
without more,
as I think is the more general practice in
wills,
he is entitled to deduct the Trebellianic portion, and
if the estate be exhausted by legacies, he is entitled to
deduct the Falcidian portion. Nay, if the heir be left
something by the will, if he be made heir ex re certa, he
may still be entitled to the Falcidian portion, according both
to Voet and Pothier in the passages cited tor the defendant,
if the legacies, as in the present instance, exhaust the estate.
But it was admitted for the defendant that, if deduction
of the portions were expressly forbidden by the will, the
prohibition must receive effect, except, in the case of near

m
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descendants.

—

On the

other hand,

it

was argued, and properly

too, perhaps, that the prohibition, in order to receive effect,

must be precise and definite. In illustration of this, the
case from Sande, 4, 7, 9 was referred to.
There the party
was instituted heir in fifteen florins, and the will contained
a declaration that anyone contravening the wUl should be
deprived of everything which, by the terms of the will,
he was to take. The question was, could the heir instituted
to the fifteen florins, and, as such, clothed with the general
inheritance, take this special bequest, and at the same time
claim to deduct the Falcidian portion from the general estate
of the testator ; and the decision was that he could, the fact
of claiming the portion not being considered to be a
contravention of the will. In other words, the clause was
held not to be a prohibition expressed in such definite and

precise form as to entitle it to receive effect ; Sande's own
opinion,howe ver,being that an implied prohibition was enough.
I am quite willing to accept the argument of the defendant
as atrue exposition of the law, and the instance as confirmatory
of it, and yet, and in some degree because of that exposition,
I am of opinion that the judgment of the Court ought to be
for the plaintiff, finding that the defendant is not entitled to
deduct either the Trebellianic or the Falcidian portion, and
for this reason, as I threw out in the course of the argument,
the defendant is not at the outset of the will instituted
heir without more, the institution being followed by specific
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of the estate, as in the case in Sande, but the estate is first
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and not till then, the defendant is instituted, not
generally as heir, without saying more, or to the general
inheritance, as the law would infer in such circiunstances,
but he is instituted heir" in all the residue and remainder"
of the estate.
This, as I read it, is as good as an express
definite prohibition against the party taking, as heir, iflore
of the estate than shall remain after payment of all the
legacies given before his institution as heir in this remainder.
It is impossible in such a case to give effect to the presumption on which the allowance of the Trebellianic or the
Falcidiaa portion is founded, viz. that when disposing of
the estate the right of the heir was not present to the mind
of the testator for in the very terms of the institution,
the right of the heir to something is recognized, and is at
the same time limited as to its extent.
I am of opinion that upon this ground the judgment of
the Court should, as I before observed, be in favour of the
plaintiff, for payment of his legacy so far as the estate, without deduction either of the Trebellianic or the Falcidian
portion, is equal to such payment.
thereafter,

:

;

Judgment was given

for plaintiff accordingly

;

costs out

of the estate.
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Co.
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This was an action to compel delivery of a promissory
note for £228 4s. 3d., payable at Cape Town on the 13th
July, 1868, or payment to the plaintiff of the said sum of

£228 4s. 3d.
The declaration

Stated that on the 10th January, 1868,
the defendants were indebted to the plaintiffs in the said
sum, as the price of twenty-five hhds. of Cape brandy
(together with charges of coolie-hire, shipping, freight and
primage) sold and delivered to defendants, it being agreed"
at the time of sale that the promissory note prayed should
be taken in settlement, which note, however, the defendants
had neglected and refused to deliver, &c.
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The defendants having pleaded the general issue, pleaded
specially
That they were merchants trading in Port Elizabeth, and that the defendants are merchants trading at Cape
Town ; and that the plaintiffs, on the 10th January, and at
Cape Town, sold to the defendants twenty-five hhds. of
:

Cape brandy, warranted by

the plaintiffs to be, as regarded
the strength of the said brandy, fully nineteen degrees of
Cartier's hydrometer.
That the plaintiffs shipped and
defendants received twenty-five hhds. of Cape brandy, of
which number the defendants, relying on the representations
of the plaintiffs, involved in the warranty aforesaid, did,
without testing the strength of the brandy, immediately
after its arrival, sell and dispose of nine hhds., which nine
hhds. defendants admitted for the purpose of this action to
have been of the strength warranted by the plaintiffs.
That shortly after the sale and delivery by them of the said
nine hhds., they caused the remaining sixteen hhds. to be
carefully tested, when they discovered that none of it was
of the degree of strength warranted, but that it was of
considerably less strength, to wit, eighteen degrees of
(/artier's hydrometer ; of which fact the defendants did,
within a reasonable time from their receipt of the brandy,
give the plaintiffs notice, and apprise them that they would
not accept the sixteen hhds., but would hold the same for
plaintiffs, at their disposal, which had been accordingly from
that time hitherto done.
That for the value of the nine
hhds. sold, defendants had always been willing to give a
promissory note, but the plaintiffs had refused it, averring
that the whole of the twenty-five hhds. were of the strength
by them warranted, namely, nineteen degrees by Cartier's
hydrometer. The plaintiffs' replication was general.
.

The Court heard evidence, directed, amongst other points,
to the usage of trade in Cape Town in testing the strength
of brandy sold, when it appeared that no allowance was
made for temperature either on the Cape Town market or
among private dealers, and that glass Cartiers were in
general use, and not brass Cartiers with thermometer and
scale attached.
The leading points of the evidence on which
the Court laid weight will be found more fully given in the
judgments below. It was agreed at the Bar to confine the
case to the nineteen hhds. undisposed of by defendants, leaving all questions as to the other nine hhds. out of the case.
Tlie Court heard the argument, when Cole,
Postea.
for plaintiffs, maintained that the contract had been ful-

—

by plaintiffs, who having undertaken to supply brandy
nineteen degrees by Cartier, had, on the evidence,
supplied brandy of that strength as tested by the glass
Cartier in general use on the Cape Town markets and
filled

full

j^e h.
..

23!

"—
^^y^^i^'
EMea&Co.
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dealers in brandy both in Cape Town and Port
Elizabeth.
That on the evidence of Bolus, the broker
through whom the sale was effected, he had never known
a brass Cartier to be used in the Colony, and at the time of
Sale thought that the measurement would be by the glass
Cartier in ordinary use, and thus bound the defendants, as
his principals {Story on Contracts, ed. 1856, vol 1, pp. 396-7).
As to the interpretation of" full 19 °" in the broker's note,
that must be guided by the general rules for interpretation
of words in contracts by custom and usage of trade {Addison
on Contracts, p. 851, Ath ed.).
Porter for defendants.
On the question, what was the
the brandy was to be
contract, there can be no controversy
That is common cause,
full nineteen degrees
Cartier.
although the broker's note is silent. But that contract has
not been liilfiUed. Warranty must be not substantially, but
strictly ke^pt {Smith's Merc. Law, Athed., p. 460). The Cartier
should have been a true brass Cartier, such as the defendants
use, and not a glass one, as the evidence shows is in use by
all besides them.
The glass Cartier may be in use on the
Cape Town market, but there is no proof of any custom
in Cape Town by which the strength of brandy not
bought upon the market is, irrespective of the voluntary
consent of both parties, to be determined by the marketmaster with a glass Cartier. It might as well be determined
by the marketmaster's palate. The custom of the market,
to bind the purchaser in it, must be a good custom.
{Hibbert vs. Shee, 1 Camp. 113: Yates vs. Pym, 6 Taunt.
446: Taylor on Evidence, 2 vol., §§ 1064-5.) When a
purchaser stipulates for an article, the strength of which
can be scientifically ascertained by a certain instrument,
any custom of trade which shows that the strength has been
not ascertained by the proper scientific instrument, scientifically applied, is not admissible.
It is a vicious custom,
and against express contract. DuneU, Ebden & Co. could
not have contracted to buy the brandy on any understanding
that temperature was not to be taken into consideration in
testing its strength, when at the date of contract they had in
their possession a true brass Cartier with thermometer.
Cole in reply.
Cur. adv. vult.

among

—

;

Postea (13th July),

Hodges, C.J.

— The Court delivered judgment.

In January last the defendants, merchants
Port Elizabeth, through their brokers there, caused a
message to be sent, by lelegraph, to Mr. Bolus, a broker in
:

at

Cape Town, requesting him

to

quote the price of Cape

:
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Bolus thereupon made an application to the plainises.
'™'
are extensive dealers in brandy, and afterwards
23!
J"'y '^sent a message in reply to the effect that he could purchase
of the plaintiffs, " McLeod & Co, brandy, full 19° strength, Mcteod & co.
at £2 1 per hhd." Another message was then sent, directing EMeii"& co.
him to purchase twenty-five hogsheads for the defendants at
that price.
Bolus bought according to his instructions, and
the following brokers' note was drawn up
brandy.

tiffs, -wlio

" Cape Town, 10th January, 1868.
" Sold on account of Messrs. Wm. McLeod & Co., to
Messrs. Dunell, Ebden & Co., 25 hhds. of brandy, good
quality, full 19° strength, at £2 1 per 1 27 imperial gallons, including wood.
To be shipped per Majestic (at Os. per ton),
freight and shipping charges added to invoice, but not to be
insured.
Payment promissory note six months from date
payable here ; seller to pay brokerage.
1

—

" A. B.

Harries &

Co., Brokers.

" Per H. Bolus."

The brandy was shipped by the Majestic, and received by
the defendants at Port Elizabeth, who on the 12th February,
1868, sent the following letter to the plaintiffs
:

" 'By to-day's post you would have received a settlement
brandy per Majestic, had it proved equal to what we
purchased by, 1 9° Cartier. But it falls far short of this,
being only just 17^°."
for the

By

return of post, the plaintiffs replied as follow

We

:

"
are in receipt of your favour of the 12th instant, the
sell here accordtenor of which we are much surprised at.
ing to our market standard, and the brandy having been the
full strength of 19° according to that proof when shipped."

To

We

this letter the defendants, in reply,

say {inter alia)

:

" You harp upon the Cape Town standard, with which we
have nothing to do, and which we understand to mean a test

by a Cartier hydrometer,
the brandy at the time."

A

irrespective of the temperature of

long correspondence was then carried on, but the parties
not being able ultimately to come to any satisfactory arrangement, the result was, the present action brought by the
plaintiffs, to compel the defendants to give "the promissory
note referred to in the brokers' note, or to pay the amount
Evidence has been given to show that a great
claimed.
reduction in the value of brandy took place at about the
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period of the correspondence, but that circumstance cannot
The whole question has turned on the
affect our decision.
meaning of the words "full 19 strength" as used in the
note.
It appears by the correspondence already referred
to that the defendants insisted that the brandy must be
denoted by a Cartier hydrometer
full 19 strength as
used with a thermometer and scale, whilst the plaintiffs
contended that it meant 19 Cartier, as that instrument
was invariably used in the Cape Town markets and in the
various wine stores there, without reference to the heat of
the liquid, and without any use of a thermometer or scale.
Without discussing the abstruse, scientific and very interesting evidence which has been brought before us, it is sufficient to say, for the purpose of my judgment, tbat it was
clearly demonstrated that by the use of a Cartier, without
reference to the state of the atmosphere, a greater degree of
strength was indicated by the instrument in warm weather
than when it was used in cold weather. But the evidence
was overwhelming to sbow that for upwards of twenty years
the strength of brandy had been ascertained in Cape Town
by the use of Cavtier's ordinary instruments, formed of glass,
without any reference whatever to temperature. The marketmasters of the two markets, where brandy is sold in large
quantities, proved that at the time they submitted the liquor
to auction, they invariably immersed the instrument in a^ tin
cup, in which a portion of the liquor to be sold was placed,
and then the apparent strength which the instrument indicated was marked on the cask, and it was sold and purchased
Several experienced meras of that degree of strength.
chants likewise informed us that in their experience they
had sold and purchased brandy in the same manner, and in
no other, and although it was not proved that the instruments used by the marketmasters were treated as standards
by which all other instruments should be regulated, yet it
was shown that in several instances when new instruments
had been purchased at the chemist's shops, the marketmasters
were applied to by the purchasers to test their accuracy. They
were, in fact, in universal use among the persons in the trade.
One witness proved that he had sold these glass Cartiers by
hundreds, and it was also shown that they were used in the
stores as well as on the markets, and no doubt can be entertained that for very many years the comparative degrees of
strength of the brandies bought and sold in Cape Town were
thus ascertained. Indeed, the evidence was, in the language
used by Tindal, C. J., in Lewis v. Marshall, 7 Man. and G.
745,'"clear,cogentandirresistible." There is nothing morally
wrong in this mode of ascertaining the strength of the
brandies, neither is it an unreasonable usage. Indeed, I am
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not sure that, under the circumstances, it was not the best
in wMch the farmers from the interior, and the buyers
of brandy in Cape Town, could arrive at a tolerable notion
of the comparative merits of the article brought to the
market. If the marketmasters had used an instrument of
a more scientific character, with a scale adapted to the
thermometer, adjusted at so many degrees of heat, I doubt
if it would have given as much satisfaction to the vendors
as the use of this much more simple test.
It was, as one of
the witnesses described it, a rough-and-ready way of ascertaining the comparative strength of the brandies s.ubmitted
for sale.
And it is a singular fact that the witnesses were,
with one or two exceptions, quite ignorant that the state of
the atmosphere had anything whatever to do with the
indication shown by the instrument when it was used.
No
doubt a Sykes or Cartier used with a thermometer and
scale would have denoted the actual strength with more
perfect accuracy ; but I cannot come to the conclusion that
the usage or custom so proved is so objectionable as to make
it illegal.
Assuming, then, that the defendants are bound to
accept this brandy, if it was put on board the ship in Table
Bay at a full strength of 19, indicated by Cartier used
without a thermometer, is the evidence sufficient to show
that this condition was fulfilled ?
I think that no doubt can
be entertained on that point. The plaintiffs proved that
their Cartier had been tested with the instruments of the
marketmasters before the contract was entered into ; that
the shipment was made of brandy which answered the
description of full 19, when tried by their thus previously
tested instrument; that when the dispute as to strength
had arisen, they tested a sample bottle of the brandy sent
to the defendants with the instruments used by the marketmasters, and it was found to be full 19 Cartier, applied
according to the usage. But there are other points deserving
Was all this evidence of usage admissible
of notice. First:
to explain the contract as it was expressed in the broker's
note ? I apprehend that it was. Without extrinsic evidence
the note would be unintelligible. What is the meaning of
"full 19 strength?" It might mean strength by Sykes'
hydrometer, which is the standard required to be used in the
Colony, for the purpose of ascertaining the strength of spirits,
for purposes of revenue by the Act No 1, 1855.
aU know that this hydrometer cannot be used without asceraining the heat of the liquor at the time this is done by
immersing a thermometer in the spirits, and then the scale
set, I believe, at 60 Fahrenheit is referred to, and thus the
actual strength above or below proof, and not the apparent
But the defendants did not contend
strength, is ascertaiaed.

way

We

;

ises.
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If,
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that Sykes' hydrometer, which acts on a totally diiFerent
They admitted
principle from Cartier's, was to be used.
juiy^is.
that it was by the use of one of Cartier's instruments that the
MoLeod & Co, full 1 9 strength was to be ascertained ; but they contended,
Ebden & Co. further, that a thermometer must be used and a scale applied,
as in the case of Sykes' instrument.
Now it is not unimportant to remark that no instrument of Cartier's fitted up with
a thermometer and scale was ever seen in Cape Town, until
the arrival of the Cartier instrument, made in London, was
produced for the purposes of this cause, and which had also
been previously used by the defendants to test the brandy at
Port Elizabeth. The expression " fully 1 9 strength," therefore, required extrinsic evidence to explain its meaning, and
Bolus, the broker, and many other witnesses, deposed that
it meant full 19 strength as denoted by Cartier's instrument,
used without a thermometer, and irrespective altogether of
the state of the atmosphere.
The rule as to the admissibility
of such evidence is accurately laid down in the note to
Wigglesworth vs. Dallison, Smith's Leading Cases, 530
" With respect to contracts commercial it has been long
established that evidence of a usage of trade applicable
to the
contract, and which
the parties making it
knew, or may be reasonably presumed to have known,
is admissible for the purpose of importing
terms into
the contract, respecting which the written instrument is
silent.
The words ' usage of trade' are to be understood as
referring to a particular usage to be established by evidence,
and perfectly distinct from that general custom of merchants
which is the universal established law of the land, and which
is to be collected from decisions, legal principles and analogies, not from evidence in pais, and the knowledge of which
resides in the breasts of the judges."
And in Myers v. Earl,
30 Law J.{QB) 9, Mr. Justice Blackburn says on the same
subject " The decision of this case turnt* simply upon the
point that the words of a written contract are to be understood in that sense which the phrase has acquired in the trade
with regard to which it is used. It is the prima facie
presumption that it was the intention of the parties to use it
in that sense, and having expressed themselves in a written
contract making use of the phrase, it is prima facie, as a matter of construction of the contract, to be taken that they use
the phrase in the peculiar and limited sense which it had acquired in the trade.
That peculiar and limited sense -if such
an one had been acquired must be shown by parole evidence,
and this having been shown, then the presumption is that that
was the sense in which the parties making the contract usedit.
I do notthink thatin order to introduce thisextrinsic evidence
itisnecessarythatthe phrase itself shouldbe atall on the face of
1868.

"'T^ M.

:

—

—

m
ambiguous." Then referring to the rule laid down in Sjnith''a
ieat^ZM^ Cases already referred to, the learned Judge says
"That, I take it, is the true rule of law upon the matter, that in

it

:

i

m.

''^^
It'.

^^J^eachcaseofacontract,whereitisshownthatthetermorphrase McLeod & Co.
has acquired a peculiar meaning in the trade, it is prima facie BMen&^oo.
to be taken as used with that meaning unless upon construing
the whole contract you can see, either in express terms or by
necessary implication, the parties intended to use it in a different sense." Then, secondly, did the defendants know or
may they reasonably be presumed to have known the usage
at Cape Town to test the strength of brandies by a Cartier,
used without a thermometer ? On this point there is the evidence of one of the plaintiffs (Mr. McLeod), that he had on a
former occasion sold brandy to the defendants with a warranty
as to its strength, and that they received it without objection
at Port Elizabeth, after he had used a Cartier in the usual
way to ascertain the strength. There is also the evidence
of Mr. Haupt that he had consigned parcels of brandy to the
defendants with warranty as to strength, ascertained by a
Caitier in the usual manner, and that no objection was ever
made. Lastly, it is stated by Bolus, who purchased the
brandy, that he had full knowledge of the usage, and also that
hehadon various occasions purchased brandy of the plaintiffs,
with a warranty as to strength, which he had himself ascertained and approved of after testing it with a Cartier used
without a thermometer. It is not necessary to say that the defendants were irrevocably committed by the knowledge of
Bolus (although Sutton vs. Tatham, 10 A. andE., 27, and
Bayliffe vs. Butterworth, I Exchequer R., 415, are strong
authorities to show that they were), but it seems to me an

when Bolus, in answer to the tele" I can buy brandy of Messrs. McLeod &
Co., 19 strength, at £21 per hogshead," they would undoubtedly have made inquiry as to the meaning of the expression, if they had not perfectly understood what it meant.
I think that their silence on the matter, taken in addition
to the other facts, is a clear indication that they were well informed that brandies were tested in Cape Town by a Cartier,
used without the thermometer. This case, therefore, is quite
a different one from Rirchner vs. Venus, 12 Moore's P. C.
Cases, 399, where it is said that "where evidence of the usage
of a particular place is admitted, to add to or in any manner
to affect the construction of a written contract, it is admitted
only on the ground that the parties who made the contract
are both cognizant of the usage, and must be presumed to
have made their agreement with reference to it. But no
such presumption can arise where one of the parties is
ignorant of it." For these reasons I am of opinion that
irresistible conclusion that

gram,

replied,
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judgment should be

1868.
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for the plaintiffs for

£228

4s. 3d.,

with

costs.

I S.

MoLeodfe

Co.

EbdmTci.

Bell, J. The transaction between the plaintiffs and defendants, out of which this action has arisen, was as follows
The defendants, Dunell & Co., merchants in Port Elizabeth,
applied to mercantile brokers in that town to learn on what
terms Cape brandy could be bought in Cape Town. These
gentlemen telegraphed the inquiry to Messrs. Harries & Co.,
of Cape Town. Mr. Bolus, the managing clerk of Harries
& Co., applied to the plaintiffs, McLeod & Co., and
telegraphed to their correspondents in Port Elizabeth that
the plaintiffs had brandy to the strength of 1 9 to dispose of at
:

:

£21 per hhd. The brokers in Port Elizabeth
communicated this to the defendants, and thereafter, by their
the price of

desire, the brokers telegraphed to Harries & Co., to buy of
the plaintiffs 25 hhds. at the price mentioned. Harries & Co.
performed their duty by making the purchase, and passing
bought and sold notes to the buyer and seller, in which the
strength of brandy was stated at " full 19," without
further addition. McLeod & Co. filled up 25 hhds. from
vats in their cellars, and drew from each hogshead a certain
quantity which they tested by their Cartier hydrometer, and
then they filled a quart bottle with the samples taken from
each cask. The 25 hhds. were shipped in Table Bay in a
vessel which sailed some time in January, I suppose, as the
plaintiffs wrote the defendants on the 16th of January,
advising them of the shipment, and of their having debited
them with the amount as due on the 1 3th July, or six months
from the date of the bill of lading, in conformity with the
brokers' note and I suppose the brandy would reach Port
Elizabeth late in January or early in February, though,
singularly enough, there is no evidence, so far as I can see,
of the particular day on which the defendants got delivery.
On the 12th February, Dunell & Co. wrote to McLeod
& Co. that they would have forwarded them a settlement
of the brandy "had it proved equal in quality to what we
purchased, to wit, 19 Cartier, but it falls far short of this,
being only just 17f." The letter concluded with saying,
"a few casks were sent away, unfortunately, before the low
strength was discovered." It will be observedfrom this letter
that without anything said in the letter of McLeod & Co., of
the 1 9th January, about " Cartier," Dunell & Co. them-,
selves construed the expression in the brokers' note, " full 19
per cent, strength," to mean not 19 certain, but" 1 9 Cartier."
On the 15th Febuary, McLeod & Co. wrote Dunell
& Co., expressing their surprise, at their letter of the 12th,
and continued, "we sell here according to our market stand:

and tlie brandy having been the full strength of 1 9 deg.,
Mt
^™''
according to that proof, when shipped, we must insist upon
2I;
Juiy^is.
a settlement according to invoice." On the iSth February,
McLeod & Co. again wrote Dunell & Co., enclosing McLeod&co.
certificates from their own produce clerk, showing that the
E^b'denXco.
strength was as invoiced, and continued, " as to the brandy
being only 17^ by our Cape standard, it is simply impossible,
as we never buy brandy under 1 9."
On the 24th February,
Dunell & Co. wrote McLeod & Co. " You harp ujjon the
Cape Town standard, with which we have nothing to do,
and which we understand to mean a test by a C artier
hydrometer, irrespective of the temperature of the brandy
decline to accept of the parcel, which (save
at the time.
the nine hogsheads unfortunately sent away before we discovered the weakness of the spirit, and for which we are
quite prepared to settle), we hold at your disposal."
On the
27th February, McLeod & Co. wrote Dunell & Co. that
they had " requested Mr. Masters to test the strength of the
brandy, and we have also requested him to take a sample and
regret you
get the same tested by Sykes's hydrometer.
do not mention the strength by Sykes, as tested by yourselves, as had you done so, we might have tested the sample
we have here, and thus have arrived at the true strength.
However, we prefer having a certificate from a disinterested
party, and if on receipt of that we find ourselves to be in
error, we shall willingly relieve you of the remainder of the
On the 2nd March, Masters sent McLeod & Co.
parcel."
a certificate, by one of the Custom-house officers of Port
Elizabeth, that the strength of the brandy the heat being
74 and the indicator 68"4 was equalto 21'6 per cent, under
On the 4th March, Dunell & Co,
proof by Sykes.
apparently assenting to the report of Masters, wrote McLeod
& Co. " His report will, we imagine, convince you of the
poorness of the brandy." On the 7th March, McLeod &
Co. wrote DuneU & Co. " As the certificate of Masters
gives 21 '6 under proof by Sykes, while the landing-waiter
here gives 19 degrees Cartier, as equal to 22'6 underproof,
it follows that the former must be stronger by 1 of Sykes
than the latter, and, therefore, over the strength of 19
degrees Cartier, and, consequently, in accordance with
the strength stipulated for in the brokers' note.
are confirmed in our opinion that you have no ground
for complaint, and we must insist upon a settlement as
may state that 1 7^ Cartier the
per invoice rendered.
strength given by you of our brandy would be equal to 33
under proof of Sykes, whereas by Mr. Masters' certificate it
was only 21*6 under proof." On the Uth March Dunell
& Co. wrote " Setting aside the tests by Sykes's hydroard,

:

We

We

—

—

:

:

We

We

:

—

—
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meter altogether, the strength of the spirit by our Cartler,
than which there is none better in the Colony, being a well
Jiuyjs.
and expensively made metal instrument, not one of glass as
MoLeod&co. commonly used, is under 18, which you will at one perceive
Ebden™ Co. when WO tell you that the instrument, being adjusted for a
temperature of 60, indicated only 1 8 with the temperature
at 67."
On the I7th March McLeod & Co. wrote, accepting an offer of reference contained in Dunell & Co.'s letter
of the 11th March, and proposing as the referees the two
marketmasters of Cape Town, " to and by whom such disputes here are invariably referred and settled."
On the 24th
March DuneU & Co. objected to these referees, " for the
simple reason that we do not consider either of them competent to decide the question in dispute, for if they test spirit
in the way we believe, viz., without reference to a thermo1868.

•'^^

23'.

meter, it is impossible for them to arrive at the correct
strength."
The correspondence ended here, and the result
has been the present action, which was preceded, however,
by a letter from the attorneys of the plaintiffs to the defendants.
On the 6th Ajjrilthe defendants answered that letter,
saying ; "
saw no chance of our taking the brandy as
being quite unsuited to our trade (underscored } ; it would only
suit us to become the proprietors of it by a very large reduc-

We

we knew, than McLeod & Co. would
consent to." I have taken out these extracts from the correspondence because, in my opinion, they go two-thirds of
the way in decidiag the case.
I shall recur to them by-andby ; meanwhile, let me make these observations in passing.
The words of the brokers' note are, "strength full 19-per
cent."
Nothing in that instrument, or in the letters of
McLeod & Co., previous to Dunell & Co.'s letter of the
i 2th February, explained
what these expressions meant;
but that letter of Dunell & Co., of 12th February,
explains them to mean " 19 by Cartier."
Nothing in the
brokers' note, or in the letters of McLeod & Co.,
previous to the letters of Dunell & Co. of 24th February
and 24th March, explained what "19 by Cartier"
meant, but the letter of Dunell & Co. of the 24th
of February shows that these
gentlemen understood
" 19 Cartier " to mean, in the market to which they had
come to buy, " a test by Cartier's hydrometer, irrespective of the temperature of the brandy at that time," and the
letter of Dunell & Co. of 24th March showed that they
believed that the marketmaster of Cape Town tested spirits
" without reference to a thermometer, and it is impossible
for them to arrive at the correct strength."
If the plaintiffs,
instead of entering upon correspondence with the defendants
as to the strength of the brandy, had stood upon the facts
tion in price, larger,
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that the defendants had not only taken delivery, but kept
ises.
''^^
delivery for a time, and had also broken bulk by selling nine
It
Jiiiy_i3.
of the twenty-five hogsheads before they made any complaint,
and had insisted that the defendants were not entitled after McLeod & co.
this, to repudiate the sale upon any question as to the EwenXco.
strength of the brandy, I am rather disposed to think their
position would have been a good one
but in the first place,
the evidence does not, as I before observed, inform us of the
day on which the defendants got delivery of the brandy, nor
consequently of how long they kept possession before complaining of the deficiency in strength and inasmuch as the
plaintiffs gave up that stand-point by going into the question
of deficiency of strength raised by the defendants, I am
disposed to think that the argument for the defendants is
good, that they cannot, in these circumstances, be precluded
from going into the inquiry what was the strength of the
brandy at which the defendants bought, and whether the
plaintiffs performed their part of the contract by delivering
what was so purchased. I am not sure how far the defendants intended to push this argument, and therefore, in the
course of it, I inquired whether they relied upon the correspondence in proving a new contract, a contract that the
brandy in question should be of 19 strength certain. This
the defendants repudiated, and, in doing so, they were undoubtedly right, for the letter of the plaintiffs, in which they
speak of taking the brandy back if it should prove not to be
19 by Cartier, was written still in ignorance that Cartier
without a thermometer was comparatively iiseless, and in
innocent confidence that even if it were used in that way,
it would show that the brandy was 1 9, as had been shown
when it was tested before shipment, and that the use of a
Sykes would show nothing else; therefore the case between the parties is, in my opinion, narrowed to what
the defendants have urged, viz. what was the strength of
brandy they bought, and have the plaintiffs given them brandy
of that strength ? The defendants do not rely upon the terms
of the brokers' note, to the effect of alleging that they were
entitled by it to brandy of the certain strength of 19, howsoever ascertained, though what they insist for may, in the
result, amount to that they admit that the strength they were
They admit that " 19 by Carto have was 19 by Cartier.
tier " is the meaning of the brokers' note, but they argue that
the meaning of that expression is 19 by Cartier used with a
thermometer, which, if they are right, is 19 certain, as Cartier
The scientific
so used will show the certain strength.
evidence adduced for the defendants proved conclusively that
without the use of a thermometer, the Cartier hydrometer
cannot afford any precise test of the strength of any given
;

;
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patcel of spirits, because that instrument is adapted to be
^^^^ ^^ *^^ assumption that the atmosphere is 60 of Fahrenheit, andj therefore, unless the atmosphere should, at the
time of testing, accidentally be 60 of Fahrenheit,' the test
wiU be fallacious, inasmuch as a higher state of the thermometer gives a strength which is apparent and not real, by
how much the temperature may be above 60, the effect of
heat being to expand the spirit, and this increase of apparent
strength the evidence showed to be in the proportion of one
degree of strength to every five degrees of heat ; the spirit
therefore which, with the temperature at 60, would be 19,
would, with the temperature at 65, be 20 ; and, vice versa,
the spirit with the temperature at 55 would be only 18, and
Although in rerum natvrd, this is undoubtedly the
so on.
case, as proved by the scientific evidence, yet the unscientific
evidence proved, as conclusively, that the dealers in brandy
throughout the Colony, with the notable exception of Corbet,
the deceased partner of the witness Dyason, have been wholly
ignorant of the effect of the temperature to raise or depress
the apparent strength of spirits, and have been in use to buy
brandy and to sell brandy tested by a Cartier, without using
a thermometer. According to this the buyers and sellers
have supposed that the strength indicated by Cartier, thus
used, was the real strength, whereas it indicated the strength
only approximately.
This, no doubt, is a very loose and
ignorant way of doing business. If the day of sale
happened to he a warm one, the seller would sell brandy at
a strength apparently greater than the spirit possessed ; and
the buyer would buy at this disadvantage. If the day of sale
happened to be a cold one, the seller would sell at a strength
apparently below what the spirit really possessed, and the
buyer would buy at this disadvantage. But if the buyer on
the warm day resold on a cold day, the disadvantage of his
purchase might be adjusted and the buyer on the cold day,
if he resold on a warm day, might have his advantage adjusted.
In the long run, therefore^ this happy-go-lucky or
" rough-and-ready " way of dealing, as the witness Steytler
termed it, might, in its results, not do much injury either to
buyer or seller. This is the more probable from this circumstance, that the records at the Observatory show that the
mean temperature throughout the last fourteen years has been
61'71, or 1"71 above the temperature at which Cartier is set.
This information I obtained from the usual readiness to
communicate information of oin- worthy Astronomer Royal.
At all events, till this action arose, ignorance was bliss he
who gained did not know it, and he who lost did not know
it.
The only evidence by which the defendants attempted
to negative this universal ignorance was that of the witness
;

—
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Dyason.

According to him,

his deceased partner, Corbet,

ises.

"^""^
had made a determination that he M'ould never buy under 19,
^t
Ju^s.
tested by Sykes that is to say, he would never complete a
purchase of brandy, whether made on the public market or McLeoa& co
by private bargains, unless satisfied by the test of Sykes's EMenX co
hydrometer on his own premises that he had got spirit of the

—

This witness admitted, however, that
strength of full 19.
the spirit was bought, whether on the public market or by
private bargain, of the strength tested by Cartier, used, of
course, as has been proved, without a thermometer ; and that
if Corbet found by Sykes that the spirit was above 1 9, he
did not make any allowance to the farmer for this increase.
On the other hand, Dyason sold the brandy so bought, and
said," If I send brandy ordered at 19 under 19, it was at
my risk, " and he added, on cross-examination, " When I said
I never sent brandy under 19, I meant 19, not by Sykes,
but by Cartier. " This witness, therefore, so far from displacing the evidence as to the general and ignorant use of
All that his evidence shows,
Cartier, in fact confirms it.
beyond that, is that he and Corbet were more enlightened
than their neighbours, and used the light to their own
advantage, how far creditably it is not necessary to
This mode of buying and selling by an instrument
say.
which gave only an approximation to the strength of
the spirit, cannot perhaps be called a custom of trade in the
sense in which that expression is used to designate something
exceptional from the general law, but given efiect to by
Court of Law because of its universality, though perhaps
it approaches to that ; neither can it perhaps be called a usage
of trade, in a particular locality, as distinguished from the
general rules as to trade observed elsewhere, and sanctioned by
It was neither the custom nor usage, but it was the
law.
trade itself ; and what is more, the general trade of the Colony,
until the year 1858, was conducted in the same loose and
ignorant way that brandy was dealt in, and seems still to be
dealt in. In the year 1858, I had the honour to be President
In the session of that year an
of the Legislative Council.
Act w&,s passed to regulate the weights and measures of the
Colony, and during the progress of the Bill through the
House, I had an opportunity of getting an insight into these
matters. The expression so much per hundred weight is used.
What does that mean 100 bales or grains ? No, it meant
1 12 lbs. English and 120 lbs. Dutch, according to a supposed
English and Dutch standard, which, in fact, had no existence.
Nay more, the Dutch weights had been in use for hundreds
of years, and in course of time, whatever correspondence
they might generally have had with any conceivable standard,
they had by tear and wear long lost it, and were almost
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universally deficient.
The English weights had not been so
long in use, and being made of iron, had not suffered so much
})j tear and wear, but they also were almost universally deficient.
On the supposition that the weights Dutch and
English had continued of the weight originally intended, it
was known to those acquainted with such matters that the
Dutch hundred weight was 8 per cent, heavier than the

—

—

English.
The boer, ignorant of this, weighed his produce
before leaving home by the Dutch weights, and after selling
it, bought from the merchant coffee,sugar, and other imported
goods, weighed over to him by the English weights, thereby
getting 112 lbs. instead of 120 lbs., as he had given.
So
matters went on, and had gone on for centuries, until somehow the difference in the weights and the faultiness of all of
them became known, and hence the origin of the Weights
and Measures Act of 1858. In the same way the Dutch
sold and bought by the ell, and the English sold and bought
by the yard ; that is to say; the one used a stick of a certain
length divided into certain proportions, and the other used a
shorter stick also divided into certain proporticius.
But in
many instances the parties were ignorant of this difference,
and in many mstances the same price was paid by
whichever of the sticks the material might have been
pleasured.
But not only did the two sticks differ from each
other, but there was no evidence that either of them corresponded with any standard ell or any standard yard. The
story was the same as to liquid measures, and yet trade went
on happily and contentedly enough, all being equally ignorant
until enlightened by the inquiries which produced the Act
of 1858.
The present case has revealed the same state of
things in regard to the strength of spirits, aud revealed,
further, that this case is an omission from the Act of 1858.
The Cartiers which have been used were not more fallacious,
if so fallacious, as the weights and yards and ells which have
for centuries regulated the trade of the Colony.
I speak of
the Cartiers used before the introduction into the Colony by
fraudulent dealers of those trash which the activity of the
defendants in the coqduct of this case have brought forward,

but which were not used in this transaction, and do not form
any part of the evidence on which my judgment will rest.
No doubt, any one as astute as the defendants might have
raised questions in other trades than that of spii-it-dealing, as
to whether, in any given transaction, they had got the right
weight or measure and, in the absence of fraud in the
transaction, it might have been difficult for the Court to
c ome to any determination without any standard of weight
or measure to go by but no such difficulty presents itself in
this case, as the evidence shows that the defendants were
;

;
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aware of the fallaciousness of the test by Cartier without a
ises.
'""^
thermometer, and neverthless bought according to that test.
It
Jii^isWhether viewing the dealing with a Cartier without the
concurrent use of a thermometer as a custom or usage of trade MoLeod & Co.
or ignoring it as either, the evidence of that general mode of Ebaon™Vo.
dealing is most material to be considered, when endeavouring
to arrive at a meaning of a contract made in a particular instance ; for the prevalence of any general course of dealing
raises a presumption that the parties to the contract in the

particularinstanceinteudedto conform to the general practice,
and justifies the Court in construing what they have put into
their contract by the aid of this light.
The sold note here
Taken by
is for '^5 hhds. of brandy "full 19 strength."
themselves these words have no meaning. Introduce the
evidence of the witnesses as to the course of dealing, and the
letter of the defendants of 12th February, and they mean
" 19 by Cartier." Apply, again, the evidence of the witnesses as to the course of dealing, and the letters of the
defendants of the 24th February and 24th March, and " 1 9 by
Cartier" means 19 by Cartier used without a thermometer.
Apply still further the evidence of the general course of
dealing, and the letters of the defendants of the 24th of
February and 24th of March, as showing their knowledge of
that course of dealing, at the time they bought the brandy
in question, and they establish satisfactorily to my mind that
the defendants bought the brandy at 19 by Cartier, used
without a thermometer. And unless I am to disbelieve the
evidence of the Custom-house officers here, of the two marketmasters, and of Bolus, the brokers' clerk, which I see
no reason to do, I am satisfied, from the evidence of McLeod
and Arnold, that the brandy when it left Cape Town was of
the strength of 19 Cartier, used without a thermometer.
Being so satisfied, I do not think it necessary to scrutinize
the evidence as to the testing of the brandy at Port Elizabeth and of the sample at Cape Town, with the view of
seeing which is the most to be relied on. I say so not only
because of the evidence of testing at the time of shipment,
but because De Villiers, Volsteedt and Bolus all concur in
stating that when ihe sample sworn to by McLeod and
Arnold as having been taken by them from all the twentyfive hogsheads at the time of shipment, their intruments
each and all showed the strength to be as nearly as possible
1 9, and De Villiers, Volsteedt and Schmieterloew concur in
stating that when their respective instruments were compared
at Hull's office, by being applied to a sample of spirit produced for that purpose, they one and all gave the strength at
It is true that it must have been impossible for the
20|-.
defendants, if they doubted the plaintiffs' statement that the
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brandy was 19 by Cartier, without using a tbermometer at

1868.

it by a Cartier, used in the
because the two testings could only
correspond if the temperature at the time of each testing
happened to be exactly the same. But inasmuch as the
defendants knew when they bought, as their letters show,
that the brandy would be sold and tested in this way of
using C artier, I can only conclude that they meant, as all
other dealers in brandy did mean, to be content with an
approximation of strength, and to take the chance of the
brandy showing a higher or lower strength, according to the
accidental state of the atmosphere, and intended to regulate
their dealings with their own customers accordingly by selling
I am warranted in saying so, because
it in the same way.
they sold nine of the twenty-five hogsheads, ^more than one
third of the parcel, without having applied any test as to
strength. The witness Leibbrandt, a large dealer, swore that
he sold all his brandy in December, because he was aware the
crop of grapes was to be a large one, and he anticipated a consequent fall in the price of brandy. In the absence of any
information from the defendants to account for why they
were led to test the spirits, after having sold the nine hogsheads without having done so, I am forced to conjecture that
the information as to the largeness of the incoming crop
of grapes, which had reached Leibbrandt in December, had
got the length of Port Elizabeth by February, and had been
confirmed by the incipient fall in the price of brandy. I
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to test

its arrival,

am forced to conjecture that this led the defendants, Dunell
& Co., to bring into play their knowledge of the unscienway in which brandy was dealt in in Cape Town, which
their letters of 24th February and 24th March, as I have
observed, showed they possessed, and then, and not sooner,
to avail themselves of their knowledge of Sykes's instrument,
tific

it in order to discover whether the spirit was in
fact below 19, the strength mentioned in the brokers' note,
or below 19 by Caitier used with a thermometer instead of
without one, as they knew had been done by the plaintiffs,
McLeod & Co., in selling to them, and was done univer-

by using

The fall in price, and not any
sally in Cape Town.
unexpected discovery of deficiency in the strength of the
spirit, I must assume, was what induced the defendants to
endeavour to get rid of the purchase. The evidence shows
that a fall in the price of brandy began in February, and
continued until what was sold in February at £21 could be
bought at £10 10s. That this is what induced the defendants to repudiate their purchase is confirmed by the terms
in which they uniformly declined to entertain the plaintiffs'
offer of a deduction from the price, corresponding to what
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might be proved to be the deficiency in strength. If the
brandy was 1^ degrees weaker than what it was sold for, as
alleged by the defendants, nothing was easier than to cure'

A

'

JnirJ^-

the defect by the addition of the requisite quantity of alcohol, mo Leod & co.
the price of which was easily ascertainable and could not BMen& co.
have been great, not more, I should think dividing the price
£2 1 among the degrees (19) of strength, than a Httle over £20.
But the defendants wrote that nothing but such a reduction
as they were sure the plaintiffs could not allow would induce
them to retain their purchase. What could that mean but
that the price had fallen so low that nothing but a deduction
corresponding to that fall was what they would entertain,
and this, in their own breasts, they knew they had only to
state to have rejected by the plaintiffs ? The expession in
their letter of the 6th April, described the brandy as " quite
unsuited to our trade." How is that reconcilable with the
fact that they had already sold more than one-third of the
parcel without objection by the purchaser ? At least if he
made any objection we have not heard anything of it. How
is it reconcilable, moreover, with the fact that they were willing to become the purchasers at such a deduction as they
thought the plaintiffs would hardly accede to.
deduction
from the price would not have altered the nature of the
article or make it more suitable for the trade.
Some years
ago a wiseacre sent a cargo of skates to Hongkong, or some
It is intelligible how the skates could
equally warm place.
not be suited for trade where ice is not known ; but how
brandy could be said to be not suited for the trade of Port
Elizabeth because it was one and a half degree below the
strength at which it was sold for, while this could be immediately cured by the introduction of the requisite quantity
of pure alcohol, is unintelligible. But it is quite uitelligible
that the price of the article having fallen considerably, probably much below what it would have cost to repair the
deficiency in strength, supposing it to exist, the defendants
should desire to get rid of their purchase by representing the
article to be such as they could not deal in, so as thereby to
induce the plaintiffs either to take back the brandy or to
make a deduction from the price greatly beyond what could
be necessary to supply the alleged deficiency of strength.
It is observable, moreover, that the letter of the defendants of the 12th February, which said " a few casks were
sent away unfortunately before the low strength was discovered," gives no explanation of what led to this discovery.
If it were not their own inquiry, suggested by the fall in
price, what was it ? Refusal of an intending purchaser to
buy from thera ? If so, surely it would have been mentioned.
heard a great deal from the scientific witnesses about the
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trumpery instruments sold as Cartiers, and how much the
one differed from the other ; that evidence I hope the
dealers in brandy will for the future make a due use of.
But it has little or nothing to do with the case. What we have
^^ ^^ ^j^j^ j^ ^j^^ Cartier used by the plaintiffs that corresponded with the two instruments used by the marketmasters,
and with Mr. Schmieterloew's, when they were compared
together at the office of Mr. Hull, and it seems, moreover, to
have corresponded with the Sykes used by the Custom-house
officer of Cape Town.
No doubt, the witness Gibb swore
that he took one and the same sample of brandy to the
marketmasters, sej)arately and consecutively, and that they
gave certificates of strength which showed that their instruments differed from each other. But that mode of proceeding
will not induce me to disbelieve the much fairer and opener
comparison and correspondence of the instruments at Mr.
Hull's office.
That evidence and some parts of the other
evidence show me that the Cartier used by the plaintiffs was
a reasonably fair one, and, it used with a thermometer, would
have given a true indication of the strength of this brandy.
I say so, because, if the instrument had been one of those
;

lately introduced by fraudulent dealers, giving altogether a
fallacious indication, the case might have been different. But

the instrument being in my opinion a reasonably good one,
and such as had been in use in the Colony among honest
dealers, it was equal to the purpose for which it was used,
viz., to give the real strength, if the atmosphere should
happen at the time of its use to be 60, aud an approximation
to the real strength, should the atmosphere happen to be
above orbelow 60 a use which, as frequently before observed,
the defendants were cognizant of at the time they made their
purchase. The judgment of the Court, in my opinion, ought
to be for the plaintiffs, with costs.

—

CoNNOK, J. : As the rest of the Court have come to their
decision on the main question involved in this case, it becomes
unnecessary for me to express any decided opinion on it, and
I am disposed to avail myself the rather of that position, not
only because the only ground on which I could have concurred in the judgment for the plaintiffs is one to which
substantially no part of the mass of evidence in the case was
directed, which was also, I think I may say, hesitatingly
urged on the part of the plaintiffs, and which it was insisted
on the part of the defendants it was not competent for the
plaintiffs to set up, but also because, on grounds other than
the latter, I have not been able to satisfy myself that
even on this subordinate point the law is in the plaintiffs'
favour.
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me from an early period in the case that the
ises.
June 14.
at least in fact if not in strict law, would be best
S3.
Jniyia.
met by leaving the defendants to bring their action against
the plaintiffs for any difference in value between the brandy McLeoa & co.
which had been contracted for and that which was supplied. BMen"& co.
It struck

justice of

it,

The purchase had been made here in Cape Town. The
brandy had been shipped for Port Elizabeth, sent there, and
received by the defendants, and out of twenty-five hogsheads
they had sold as large a proportion as nine, without, as far as
we know, any loss to themselves or any complaint from those
who purchased from them. They have, therefore, prevented
themselves from returning the subject-matter of the contract
to a large extent the brandy which they received is clearly
;

not unsaleable {Voet 21, 1, 5, citing Grotius 3, 15,33,
34^ ; according to the evidence, the difference in value, at
least in Cape Town, would have been very slight.
The
defendants, according to the evidence, have received, and, I
presume, disposed of, many thousand pounds worth of brandy
under like circumstances. '.Ihe light to rescind a contract is, I think, stricti juris ( Cujac ad Cod, 4. 45, Van
Leeuwen, C. F., i, 4, 40, 9) ; the inconvenience to the plaintiff must be considerable at a distance from his place of
business ; and the ^fendants have, by their own act, disabled
themselves from returning a large proportion of the consignVoet, 18, 5, 20, speaking of the action to rescind a
ment.
" This seems settled, that the injured buyer
sale, says
cannot obtain this legal remedy if he have sold and delivered
the thing bought to another, because now, by his own wiU
and act, he has brought the business to that state that there
no longer remains to the seller the power of choosing, given
by law, whether he prefer to dissolve the sale, or to amend
So, also (4, 1, 22), in reference to
the inequality of price."
restitutio in integrum, he says that whatever comes to the
person obtaining restitution, from purchase or sale, or other
It appears from V. d.
contract, this he ought to restore.
Kees., Th. 90 1 , that the rescinding of a contract was in practice brought under the restitutio in integrum; and Huher
{PrcBlect., 4, 1, 2), citing the definition oi restitutio, as being
"It is not in vain called
redintegratio amissce causa, adds
redintegratio, because all things are reduced on each side into
the original state, so that every restitution may be reciproSo in an American Book on Contracts {Story) it is
cal."
" When either party
said, citing several cases {S. 844 a)
would rescind a contract, he must return, or offer to return,
to the other all the subject-matter of sale, and must, in as
far as he is able, restore him to the position in which he was
before he made the contract." On the other hand, there
seems to be much ground for holding that the actio redhibi:

:
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purchaser in respect of any separable part
of the subject-matter of the contract ( Voet 21, 1, 4 ; Murray
V. De Villiers, Menz., 366), and it is to this redhibitory
action, rather than the rescissory or restitutionary, that I
apprehend the defence in this action most corresponds.
It was urged, on behalf of the defendants, that the effect
of the correspondence between the plaintiffs and the defendants in reference to the case, before the action was commenced, was that the plaintiff could not now object to the
defendants' rescinding the contract, the sale of the nine
hogsheads. This point in itself appears to me to be very
important, and to be new ; that a proposal made when
the parties are discussing the question whether or not the
contract has been broken, and how that question is to be
ascertained and an action avoided, and when the proposal
falls through, and the action proceeds, that this proposal
is to bar the party making it of some defence to the wliole
action which he would otherwise have had.
I have gone
through the whole correspondence, and had it been necessary
for me to come to a conclusion upon it, I should, 1 apprehend,
have deemed it out of the question to hold that it bound
either party to the waiver of any right in this action.
There
have been two very recent cases in England, before Courts of
Appeal, one before the Exchequer Chamber, Ogle vs. Vane
37 L. J., Q. B., 77 and 36, ib., 175) and the other before
the Court of the Lords Justices of Appeal, the Prudential
AssuraJice Company vs. Thomas (37, L. J., Ch., 202), in
which the effect of a correspondence before action brought
was discussed, and both of which are, I think, confirmatory of the view which I have expressed.
Supposing,
however, the law to be (these points were not argued, and
I therefore avoid expressing any positive opinion, it not
beingnecessary todoso), the law, I say,tobe, that the seller
has a right to say to the buyer,^" If you insist on my taking
back any, I shall insist upon your giving back all ;" still there
might be much ground for saying that if he does not make
this election expressly, either before the action or in it, but
with knowledge of the fact of the sale of part, he makes
throughout no objection on that ground, then that such an
option is not open to him, under the general issue.
It will be gathered from what I have said that I am little
disposed, so far as facts are concerned, to regret that judgment should here be for the plaintiff. I should, however,
have had great difficulty in upholding such a usage of trade
as has been contended for on behalf of the plaintiff.
An
usage of trade ought, it has been decided, to be in the
cognizance of both parties to the contract. {Kirchner vs.
Venus, 12 Moore P. C. C.) But one peculiarity of this usage
toria lies for the
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that no one was cognizant of it; for we cannot be said to be
ises.
cognizant of anything whose existence is in its opera tionSj and
''^"If
July isas to the effect of whose operations we are wholly ignorant or
mistaken. It is clear from the plaintiff's letter of 27th Febru- McLeoTst co.
ary to the defendants, that he was confident that the Sykes Ebimfc co.
hydrometer, in the experienced hands of the Custom-house
officers, would confirm the uncorrected indications, or rather
the (unknown to him) fantastic freaks of his unscientifically
constructed Cartier, but which, even if perfect in its construction, would only profess to indicate correctly at a temperature of 60° Fahr. Nor is there, I think, throughout the
correspondence, certainly not at its outset, or until after
experiments had been made, any intimation that either party
to it conceived that the one had been selling or the other
buying by a fictitious scale. And I cannot but think it
going too far to attribute to the defendants at Port Elizabeth a knowledge or cognizance of an usage which was not,
in any real sense, known to the plaintiff himself at Cape
Town. Customs, to be valid, must be certain, and must
not be unreasonable ( 1 Stephens's Comm. 59). And it is well
settled that the unreasonableness of an usage of trade may
be resorted to to rebut its effect in an action. In a very recent
case in which judgment was given iu the Court of Common Pleas, in January last, Grissell vs. Bristowe (37
L. J., C. P., 89), in which, in a sale of shares, an usage of the
Stock Exchange was in question, Bovill, C. J., in giving
the judgment of the majority of the Court, says (101):
" This usage or custom, even if proved, as well as the practice of settlement between the members of the Stock Exchange, is, as it seems to us, so entirely unreasonable for the
purpose of affecting the rights of principals who are not
members of the Stock Exchange, that we should be disposed
to refuse to give any effect to it on that ground also." That
such usages must be reasonable, it is only necessary to refer
to the case Bottomley vs. Forbes (6 Bing. N. S., and 1 Smith,

is

Lead. Cas., Notes, IViggleswortk vs. Dallisoii), and the case
of Sweeting vs. Pearce (30 L. J., C. P., 109), which last
case was also before the Exchequer Chamber ; there is, too,
the case In re Brooks (33 L. J., C. P., 246), to the like
effect.

I have not succeeded in picturing to myself any usage for
the purpose, which is to my mind in some respects so uncertain as that contended for here. Suppose, as was suggested
during the argument, it was the usage that each merchant,
instead of a Cartier of his own, had, for testing, a taster of
his own ; or suppose the degree of strength was by usage
decided by the cast of the dice-box, the uncertainty and
unreasonableness of such modes could hardly be doubted
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this superiority over that in
qiiestion,— those who knew this usage would know of its
uncertainty.
To take a leap in the dark is proverbial
of Uncertainty,
but it is certainty itself compared
For they who take the leap know
to t^c usage before us.
that it is in the dark they go but the victims of this usage
had their organs of vision inverted, and took the darkness
into which they plunged to be the blaze of day.
"When one
exhausts oneself in heaping terms of contempt, ridicule and
almost disgust on the fantastic absurdity of this usage, what
does one but express in strong terms one's sense of its
uncertainty and unreasonableness, or, in other words, one's
conviction of its invalidity ? It has been suggested that it
is a mistake to call this practice an usage of trade,
that it
is the trade itself.
I am afraid that I hardly understand the
distinction.
I certainly fail to perceive its soundness.
1 am
aware of but two systems governing in any trade the law
of the country and the valid usages of the particular trade.
The law of the country certainly does not say that a Cartier
hydrometer is to be read against its own rules that when
its principles are that allowance is to made for temperature
above or below 60° Fahr., its indications are to be taken
without any such allowance being made. If such a practice
can prevail, it must then, I apprehend, be under an usage
of the trade.
It has been also said that in an average of cases it would
come to the same thing, in all probability, to buyers and
sellers, whether the Cartlers were used according to rule, or
according to this usage. I cannot, however, think that such
an average result would obviate the objection of uncertainty
and unreasonableness, with reference to any particular transaction before the Court.
Whlst-players, I think, tell you
that one's gains and losses at whist neutralize each other in the
long run, and, for all I know, those who use the dice-box may
say the same. It is said (1 Steph. Comm. 59) that apparent
uncertainty in a custom will be remedied if the maxim id
certum est quod cerium reddi potest applies ; but here the
means of rendering the usage certain would be a correction
by the thermometer, which is what the defendants contend
for, and the plaintiffs oppose.
Tedious as in many respects the lengthened evidence in
this case was, there was this great satisfaction, that it seemed
to be given by all the witnesses with the most perfect fairness.
The plaintiff, Mr. McLeod (I call him so, though nominally
the plaintiffs are McLeod & Co.) had learned before he
went into the witness-box, what, as I have said, he does not
seem to have known at the date of the contract, that his
Cartier, or any other the most perfect, only indicated truly
;

—

—

—

-
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the temperature of the spirits was 60° Fahr.jaiid thatat
i8c8.
'^^ 2".'
a higher temperature the apparent strength exceeded the tme.
He admitted this variance with complete candour, and indeed J^'y ^'•
he put it as high against himself as did any one else who McLcoa & co.
gave evidence, and> higher than some others; higher, too, I Bbacn&'co.
am disposed to think, than is correct, viz. 1° of alcoholic
strength for every 10° of temperature Fahr., inversely on
either side of 60°.
Others put it at 1 ° for every 14° of
temperature. The graduated ruler of the defendants' C artier
by -Long showed that at a temperature of 74° Fahr., an
indication of 19° strength was equivalent to 18° true.
Mr. De Villiers, the senior marketmaster, gave his evidence
with, of course, not the least bias either way, and admitted
that he would have used the long narrow tin cylinder, which
he was in the habit of filling with brandy for testing, though
the heat of the weather had made it hot to the touch, without
doubting the accuracy of the uncorrected indication of the
Cartier.
Another witness takes a sample bottle to be tested,
walking some distance on a Cape Town summer afternoon,
and carries the bottle under his arm as he walks along, to
submit it to a crucial experiment.
had the advantage
of the evidence of Mr, Orpen, the Sub-Collector of Customs
at Cape Town, and he told us that the 21°'6 Sykes below
:

We

which it is admitted the brandy in question was, was
equivalent to 18°'41 Cartier true. Mr. Orpen was good
enough to" explain to us the process by which he arrived at
that conclusion, but there was, I think, a difficulty in our following him, for this reason, that we had not had it fully explained what the 2 1 °-6 meant. I understood itto mean that the
brandy was suchin strength that at atemperature of 60° Fahr.
it would show by Sykes' hydrometer 21°' 6 below proof, and if
proof,

were so, and if approved tables, such as Redwood's,
purported to give the equivalents in Cartier at 60° Fahr. to
Sykes at the same temperature, I found it difficult to understand why these figures 2 °*6 Sykes should require any
manipulation in order to obtain from the table their equivathis

1

lent in Cartier. The tables purporting, apparently, to give as
the equivalent for 21° Sykes, 17°'80 Cartier ; and, of course,
21°"6 Sykes would have a lower equivalent in Cartier than
that of 21° Sykes.
On the other hand, there are many
reasons for supposing that Mr. Orpen's results were correct.
There are first his own considerable experience, and his conThen that Mr. Gibb, eminent here,
fidence in his results.
I believe, as a chemist, evidently supposed some such manipulation requisite, though he hardly hoped to convey it to
the Court, and it led him to a different result. Then another
chemist, who adopted the tables without what I have called
manipulation, failed, I thought, in reconciling his results

1

So6
With kls observations. No one, however, has put the true
alcoholic and strength of the brandy at higher than 18° '4
and I certainly am not prepared to say that one
-Cartier
MoLeod&Co. who contracts for full 19° Cartier is bound to take 18°"41.
1868.
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is void,

and cannot bind

the

party signing.

This was an action to have the rights of an insolvent esand asserted, and for other purposes.
The plaintiif, as trustee of one Blignaut, claimed certain
rights as against the estate of P. G. Cilliers, deceased, the
the plaintiff urging claims
father of the insolvent's wife,
which he contended the insolvent Blignaut could himself
have urged in respect of his rights under the law of community of goods, and of his wife's rights as a child of the
first marriage of the deceased.
principal part of the
plaintiff's claim was rested on this, that the deceased Cilliers
and his wife, the defendant, Mrs. Cilliers, had partly sold
and partly bequeathed the farm Driefontein to the defendants,
L. A. Visagie and P. J. Pienaar, sons of Mrs. Cilliers by
former marriages, for the sum of 26,000 rds. (£1,950),
subject to a life usufruct and certain other rights, to Mr. and
tate declared

—

A

—

20^

Mrs. CillierB and tlie survivor that this price was greatly
below the value of the farm, and affected the legitimate
portions of the children, and must therefore, so far, be

^jumI".

deemed

Juiy

;

inofficious.

:m.
>

|-

i3.

P. G. Cilliers was married first to the mother of Mrs. Blig- BUgnaut-s
naut, and of that marriage there was issue Mrs. Blignaut and
^cim^'a"'
another daughter, a Mrs. Asw(;gen. After his first wife's death ^^^t^"^*""*
he was married to the defendant, Mrs. CiUiers. She had
been married first to a Mr. Visagie, by whom she had three
children, one of whom is the defendant, L. A. Visagie. She
was married a second time to a Mr. Pienaar, by whom she
had two children, one of whom is the defendant, P= J,
Pienaar. She was then married to the father of Mrs.
Blignaut, P. G. Cilliers ; and of this marriage there was no
issue.
At the time of making the mutual will and the
codicils in the case, and also at the death of P. G. Cilliers,
the husband, there were either living, or represented by their
children, two children of the husband and five of the wife.
The husband died in April or May, 1859. His son-in-law,
the insolvent Blignaut, surrendered on the 23rd February,
1858.
The deceased, Cilliers, and the defendent, Mrs. Cilliers, made a mutual will, dated 2nd August, 1852, in which
they declared that they have provisionally sold the farm
Driefontein to the wife's two sons the defendants, L. A.
Visagie and P. J. Pienaar in the manner already mentioned; and they directed that the 26,000 rds. should,
after the death of them both, be divided in two equal parts,
one-half for the husband's children, and the other for the
wife's,
the farm not to be appraised on the death of the firstdying, nor any part of the value thereof disbursed or paid to
the heirs of the first-dying by way of inheritance or otherwise.
Each testator then appointed the other spouse, with
the testator's children, imiversal heirs, except as to the farm
Driefontein, and the surviving spouse was appointed executor.
In a joint codicil of the 14th April, 1857, the testators
directed that the 26,000 rds. for the farm should not
be inherited by the two sons of the wife, to whom the farm
was devised, but that the sum was in advance awarded to the
other five heirs, and should be divided among those five as
a legacy. Then the father alone, by a codicil of 4th February,
1859, purported to burden the inheritance of his daughter,
Mrs. Blignaut, after deduction of four promissory notes due
by her husband, so that after the death of the daughter, and
her husband, the property should go to their children or
descendants, and he instituted the daughter and her husband
as heirs of the usufruct during their lives, and declared that
this fidei-commissary disposition is to secure the daughter
and her husband and children, in case of misfortune or going

—

—

—
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backwards in money matters, insolvency, or other accidents,
maintenance and the means of livelihood; wherefore he
declared that the interest and usufruct should not be paid to
anybody else than to his said daughter, or after her death to
her husband and he revoked the annual interest, if the creditors of the daughter or her husband should seek to enforce
their claims, and gave these interests over to P. J. Joubert, a
son-in-law of his wife.
The same testator again, alone, by a
codicil of 1 1th April, 1859, stated that he thought it better to
modify the fidei-commissary disposition of 4th February, by
authorizing his executors to award to the " present creditors
of the estate " of Blignaut, if they wish it, one-third of Mrs.
Blignaut's inheritance, on condition that they do not inter;

By the liquidation
executrix of her husband's
will, the creditors of Blignaut, as in compliance with the
codicil of 11th April, 1859, are given one-third of Mrs.
Blignaut's inheritance, less the £141 5s., the debt due hj
Blignaut ; and the whole balance is given to the children.
This codicil did not, however, direct the £l41 5s. to be
deducted from the one-third which the creditors were
given, nor did it take away the usufruct given by the
codicil of 4th February, 1859.
On the 16th June, 1859,
Mrs. CiUiers, as executrix, transferred to each of the sons
his share of the farai, subject to the conditions already referred to.
The declaration prayed that the sale of the farms may
be declared to have infringed on the legitimate portion
claimable by the insolvent in right of his wife, out of the
and that such sale may
estate of her father, P. G. Cilliers
be so far set aside and that Ij. A. Visagie and P. J. Pienaar
may be condemned to make up the legitimate and Trebellianic portions claimable by the insolvent in right of his wife;
these two portions amounting to £2,330 13s., less the insolvent's debt of £141 5s.
Or if the Court should reject the
claim of the Trebellianic portion, then the legitimate alone,
amounting to £1,553 15s. less the £141 5s. debt and that
the farm be declared to have been worth £ 2,000 at the
time of the death of P. Gr. Cilliers, and at the date of the
contracts of sale ; and that the liquidation account may be
corrected accordingly, and for interest ; or if the sale be not
held to be inofficious, then that the plaintiff may be declared
entitled to the legitim and Trebellianic portion on the surplus estate, £830 13s., over the £141 5s., and also to onefifth of the 26,000 rds. on their becoming payable, on the
ground of this sum being a legacy, and not entailed in the
inheritance also one-fourth of the usufruct to the farm
during the life of Mrs. Cilliers under the lex hac edictali.
fere with the administration of the estate.

account

filed

by Mrs.

Cilliers, as

;

;

;

1

;

;
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To

pleaded only th« general
but on February 14th, Cole for defendants (with him
Reitz) moved for leave to plead specially and to re-open a
commission which had taken evidence «?e5ewee««e at Colesberg,
on the grounds that during the evidence so taken it had come
out that, in 1849, the insolvent had, in the testator's lifetime
and before his own insolvency, signed a document which
defendants wished to plead in bar.
Leave having been granted accordingly, the defendants
subsequently pleaded specially and set up a writing of 3th
June, 1849, signed by, among others, the insolvent, consenting to a bequest of the farm to the defendants, L. A. Visagie
and P. J. Pienaar, in substance according to the terr&s of the
sale to them and of the will of the 2nd August, 1852.
The
plaintiff to this special plea replied the general denial, and
further that this consent of June, 1849, had been waived and
abandoned by the common consent of all concerned. No
further evidence was, however, taken for defendants, on the
re-opened commission but on thet4th June, the insolvent
issue

this the defendants at first

;

1

;

and his wife were called by plaintiffs, in Cape Town, and
examined as to the circumstances under which the document
in question was signed.
The Courtthen desired the argument
to proceed generally, and not merely on the legal effect of the
document pleaded in bar.
Porter for plaintiffs.
As to the document of 1849,
the replication is borne out by the evidence of abandonment. As to the effect of such a document, he cited Voet,
23, 2, 11 2 ; V. d. Keessel, Th. 484 ; Voet, 2, 14, 6, and 5,
This is the first time, it is believed, that the question
2, 52.
of inofficious donation, or of sale amounting to it, has come
before the Court.
The protection of the law in favour of
{Burge, vol. 2, p. 148
children extends equally to both.
Voet Z9, 5,^1, licet autem, et 38; Grotius, 3, 2, 19, with
Schorer's note ; Hubei-^s Prelections, 39, 5, 6 ; Perez, ad Cod.,
8, 56, 3, atid 3,

29

;

Leyser Med. adPand., Specimen 91, and

the decision there quoted.) It is true the period of prescription
in regard to inofficious donations is five years but, independent even. of the fact that all statutes of limitation should be
specially pleaded, which has not been done here, this is an
action to supplement as much as is necessary to make up the
legitimate ; and such actio ad supplementum is not prescribed
until the lapse of thirty years.
( Voet, 39, 5, 39 Cessat tamen ;
Voet, 5, 2, 67 ; Cens. For., 3, 4, 34 ; V. d. Keessel, Th. 491.)
And the codicil of 1859 havmg established a universalfideicommissum, this gives the right to claim the Trebelhanic.
(Also, Cens. For., 3, 9, 8 ; Voet, 36, 1, 52, 54 ; Grotius, 2,
;

20, 8

;

Perez ad Cod.,

6,

49, 17.

Gail Observ., 133,

Voet, 2^, 2, 112.)

P

2,

4

;
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Cole for defendants (with him Reitz) first went intd
calculations to show that there was no inofficious donation in
the case, as the legitimate of Mrs. Blignaut had, in reality,
not been prejudiced .(and so it proved). There must therealso cited
fore be judgment for Visagie and Pienaar.

He

39, 5, 38,
^rauerrt
Executors and Justinian, 2, 23,
'^0^^'

°""'""

text, to

and
9,

36,

with

1,

37; Sandar's

Institutes

Sandar's explanation of

show that the Trebellianic prayed by

plaintiff

of
the

was

modo,
whether titulo institutionis or titulo legati, which will give the
heir, over and above the legitimate, more than he would
claim for the Trebellianic, if thereto entitled, that is enough
to bar the Trebellianic.
Porter in reply.
not claimable

;

for if there

is

sufficient left quovis^

Cur. adv. vult.
Postea, 13th July, the
livered by

judgment of the Court was de-

CoNNOE J., who, after stating the facts as above given, said:
The

claim against Mrs. Cilliers under the lex hac edictali is
rested in the declaration solely on the ground that the
bequests to Mrs. Cilliers exceed those to the two children of
her husband by the usufruct given to her in the farm DrieBut in making this claim, no notice is taken of the
fontein.
fact that each of these children is given one-fifth of the
26,000 rds., in which Mrs. Cilliers takes nothing.
In the course of the trial, it was agreed that the farm
Driefontein should be taken to be of the value of £7,500,
and it was ascertained that at that value, in which we may
mention no deduction was made for the widow's life usufruct,
the surplus estate of the testator, P. G. Cilliers, left available
for Mrs. Bhgnaut more than her legitimate portion, without

even taking into account her interest, under the will and
first codicil, in the sum of 26,000 rds., the price paid or
to be paid by the defendants Pienaar and Visagie for the
farm.
There is, therefore, no ground for setting aside or
otherwise interfering with the sale of the farm, so far as the
two defendants L. A. Visagie and P. J. Pienaar are concerned, and there must be judgment for them in the action.
There remains the question, whether the plaintiff, as
the

trustee of Blignaut's insolvency, is bound by the provisions
of the codicils of 4th February, 1859, and 11th Ajiril, 1859,
without any right to the Trebellianic portion ; and whether
he is entitled to the benefits of the lex hac edictali as against

Mrs. Cilliers. The plaintiff's rights depend on the provisions
of section 48 of the Insolvent Ordinance, which vest, inter
alia, in the trustee, all estates which may after the order of

211
Sequestration be purchased or acquired by, or may revert,
descend, or be devised, or come to the insolvent, during
the insolvency and before the confirmation of the plan
of distribution ; and also, in reference to Mrs. Blignaut's
legitim, upon the question, as to how far a father may
pretect his daughter's legitim from the creditors of her
insolvent husband.
The whole of the wife's legitim, or other such property,
devolving to her during the marriage, clearly does not in the
terms of the Insolvent Ordinance come to the husband, even
though solvent. He is but entitled to it in common with
his wife.
If, however, it be subject to his debts, it would
be a mere question of form as to how it should be made available by the trustee of the insolvency for the creditors.
When, then, the husband of a testator's daughter has surrendered his estate in insolvency before the testator's death,
can the testator by a subsequent wiU or codicil, impose on
the daughter's legitim certain Jidei-commissa, which will
prevent the absolute property of the legitim vesting in the
daughter or her husband, and will to some extent preserve
it for her children ? Merula {De Controvers, Juris, 17, 43, 2),
says that the jurists commonly teach (and he cites a host as
confirming his statement) that Novell, 115 (3) (which relates
to the disinheriting of children), was introduced for the
children's benefit and utility, and, consequently, ought to
cease in that case in which it is expedient for the child to
have been disinherited, lest that which was introduced to
his favour be turned to his disfavour against the rule in the
Code de Legibus, 6. Then Van Leeuwen (^Cens For., 1, 3, 4,
" Some burden can be imposed on the
18 and 19) says
legitim itself for the advantage of the heirs themselves, but
a chOd can be even disinherited by his father bond mente,
:

and from a provident and prudent purpose suppose for
puerility, least the goods be committed to an unsure guardian;

ship or care ; or for prodigality, great debt, or other just
cause, as in the text Dig., 28, 2, 18, and ibi, 38, 2, 12 (2) and
Which rights are not •contrary to Novell,
27, 10, 16, (2),
115, which is only concerned with disinheriting, which is
A.on& ex mala mente and by angry parents, with a mark of
ignominy " (and he cites several authorities) ; " and it is not
opposed to our practice (moribus), in which nothing is more

frequent than that a father disinherits a son, who has been
prodigal of his goods in the greatest part and has contracted
great debt, and the father fearing lest his goods also
be wasted by him, disinherits him, and institutes as
Parents' disposition and
heirs the children born of him.
provision of which kind, notwithstanding that every condition or burden must be removed from the legitim, is valid
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and effectual by law and custom." And he refers to Sande
Decis., 4, 2, 3, who is also referred to by Voet, 5, 2, 22. The
"
|case in Sande thus referred to is as follows : " N., the
ji'iy is'.
mother, disinherited her son Vincentius and her daughter
Anna for their prodigal habits, as they who had been prodiBUgiiaafs
g^l °f their father's goods in the most part ; wherefore the
^SSiere-r
Exscutors and tcstatrix, fearing lest her goods should be also wasted by
them, professed in her will that she, from affection toward
her children, Jdisinherited them, and instituted the children
1868.

jme ":

lawfully begotten by her son and daughter, yet so that she
The question was
left the usufruct to her son and daughter.
whether this disinheriting may stand. Which was so held
by the Senate (8th May, 1627, Jacobs vs. Jaspers). Because
a child can be disinherited bond mente, and from a provident
and prudent purpose, suppose from puerility, lest the goods
be committed to an unsure guardianship or care, or for prodigality, or for some other just cause for the advantage of
the children." " For many, " says Ulpian in Dig. 28, 2, 18,
" disinherit children not for the sake of a mark (of ignominy),
but that they may be prudent for them." The same Ulpian
in Dig. 38, 2, 12, (2) says " If any be disinherited, not by
his parents, mala mens^, but for another cause, the disinheriting is not hurtful to him." And Paulus answers, ib. 47,
" that the disinheriting of a grandson inepotis), which is
done not for the sake of a mark, but for another purpose,
does not necessarily hurt him." And the text is almost in
:

our terms in Dig. 27, 10, 16, (2), where Tryphonius
speaks thus "
father could also provide otherwise for his
grandchildren if he have ordered them to be heirs and have
disinherited his son {i.e., a prodigal), and he have bequeathed
:

A

to him from them a certain quantity, which would suffice in
the name of subsistence, the cause and necessity of his
determination being added.
Those rights are not corrected
by iVowZ/, 115, because it spoke of disinheriting, which is
done mald^ mente, and the question of a mark enters
(and he cites several authorities). " Hence also it is
laid down that though every condition, burden, delay,

must be removed from the legitim, yet if some burden
be imposed on the legitim for the children's advantage,
a disposition and provision of this kind of parents is by
law valid and effectual, as PrcBtis discusses at length.
Moreover, it can be gathered by putting this and that thing
together (or from circumstances conjecturis), that the disinheriting can be done bond mente.
In fine, it is to be noticed
that one is presumed a prodigal whom his father or mother
has called so by will." Huber Prwlect , 5, 2, /9, says " A
mother instituting her grandson, disinherits her daughter
Jest her prodigal husband should waste her goods , the disin:

,

'
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was bonm mentis." Then Van Leeuwen {Rom.
Dutch Law, 3, 5, 9), referring inter alia, to Sande ubi supra,
says " But in case any incumbrance or obligation be charged

teritiug

:

thereon (the legitim'), for the benefit of the children, or if
they have been disinherited, not with the view of disinheriting them, but for their own benefit and good motives for
instance, as when to a son who is deeply involved in debt,
the fruits only are bequeathed for his maintenance, and the
property itself is left to his children, or to others who would
certainly give him the fruits for his maintenance,
it would
in such case remain effectual."
There can therefore be no doubt upon the authorities that
a parent can, when the husband of his daughter has surrendered his estate as insolvent, leave the usufruct of the legitim
to the daughter for life, and after her death, and that of her
husband, to the children. It was urged that the cause which
actuates the parent in imposing ^kxs. fidei-commissum must be
expressly stated.
find, however, it laid down by Sande
that the bona mens may be gathered ex conjecturis and as
we know that the sequestration of the testator's son-inlaw (Blignaut's) estate had taken place some months before the date of the codicil of the 4th February, 1859,
and that insolvency of Blignaut is expressly referred to
;

—

We

;

in the codicil, as are also his creditors, and that the codicil of the 11th April,
1859, which refers to the codicil
on the 4th February pre^dously, expressly pi-ovided in
respect of the " present creditors in the estate of Blignaut,"

there can be no doubt but that the cause is here sufficiently
stated to show the bona mens of the testator, and to support
may add, too, that the case of -S'zjw^oioji
the limitations.
vs. Forrester (1 Knapp, P. C, 231) is an authority that the
necessary construction of the provisionsof a wiU, or a necessary result from them, is equally binding on the legatee or
child of the testator, as an express statement in the will.
In
that case there was no express statement that the testator's
child should elect between the provisions for her in the will
and her legitim ; but the Privy Council held nevertheless
that she, having accepted under the will what the testator
was not bound to have given her, must be deemed to have
adopted the will, and relinquished the legitim. Such a construction, too, appears to be a desirable one, and that the
insisting on a testator's inserting express technical clauses is
in effect to lay a trap for testators, rather than to maintain a
principle which recommends itself on its substantial merits.
As, however, there are passages in Roman-Dutch authorities
to a different effect, it may be well to state the case of
Simpson vs. Forrester at some length. It came before the
Privy Council on appeal from Demerara. Mr. Cook, the
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father of a Mrs. Knight, had directed by his will all his
property to be sold after the death of his wife, and the money
arising therefrom to be deposited in the Bank of England, and
the interest to be paid to Mrs. Knight for life, and the principal to be wholly at her disposal at her death ; but in case
the daughter died before his wife, the property to be at the
disposal of his wife, whom, however, the daughter survived.
She (Mrs. Knight) was married in community of goods to
Mr. Knight and a creditor of his after the death of his wife's
father and mother, obtained judgment against him, and procured an order authorizing execution against the debtor's
In two months after this Knigbt and his wife
property.
petitioned the Court to have an administrator appointed to
;

This was
carry out the provisions of the will of the father.
done. And when the creditor seized part of the property
in execution, the administrators opposed the execution, on
the ground that one-half belonged to tbem in trust for Mrs.
Knight, and the Court in Demerara gave judgment in their
favour, in respect of one-half, interdicting the creditor from
further proceeding in his levy.
The creditor then appealed.
ThePrivy Council affirmed the judgment of the Court below.
The judgment was delivered by Lord Wynford, who says
(242) " The property is affected with a trust ox fidei-commissum ; it is to be sold and the proceeds of the sale are to be
placed in the Bank of England
Wbether when
the trust sball have been executed by the sale of the property,
and by investing the proceeds in the bank, the husband's
creditors may get hold of the dividends, is not now to be
decided.
They can only be entitledtotbe fruit ; they have
attempted to cut down the tree which is to bear it ; and this
attempt has been very properly frustrated in the Court below.
Then another point has been ingeniously made at the bar,
that the testator could not annex this trust to the whole of
the property bequeathed by his will, because his daughter
was entitled to the third part of that property as her legitimate share, or legitim but in tbe very chapter of Van der
Linden, to which we were referred as supporting this objection, it will be found that a parent may put his child to an
election whether she will take her legitimate share of his
property unfettered, or the whole of it subject to & fidei-commissum. This will subject the whole of the testator's property to SL fidei-commissum.
The daughter could only take
the whole property under this will subject to the fidei-commissum.
She has taken the whole property, and she must
therefore be presumed to have adopted the will and to have
relinquished the legitim." It may not be satisfactory to our
ideas to have a question of the kind decided on a reference
only to Van der Linden, But this, probably, shows more
:

;

;
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how strong on principle the proposition appeared to
the Privy Council to be. It had before it, too, Van der
Linden^ proposition contemplating an express putting to
election, but the Privy Council is not prevented thereby
from applying the principle to the will before it, in which
Nor can it,
there was no such express putting to election.
of course, make any difference that the usufruct in the whole
property was given to the daughter (after the mother's death).
The question is, is anything given by the will to the child
which the testator might have given away from her ? If
what is so given is accepted, then according to the decision
of the Privy Council, the well-known principle of election
prevails, and the provisions of the willare binding on the child.
Then there remains the question whether the plaintiff is,
in right of the insolvent, entitled to claim the usufruct during Mrs. Blignaut's life. Is the liquidation account to be
corrected so as to give this usufruct to the plaintiff?
think not. The plaintiff by the declaration claims Mrs.
Blignaut's share in the legacy of the 26,000 rds.
That is
something which, in the whole, we apprehend, but certainly
in part, the testator might have given away from Mrs.
Blignaut ; and of course, from her husband, in whose right
the plaintiff claims for the creditors.
The plaintiff therefore,
accepting a benefit under the will, must be bound by its
clearly

We

provisions {Simpson vs. Forrester) ; and these provisions
exclude the creditors from absorbing the wife's interest.
They can receive no more out of the inheritance than the
codicil of the 1 1th April, 1859, gives them.
It may be that
they have forfeited any rights under this codicil by their
institution of this suit, or otherwise, but no defence to that
effect is set up on the part of the defendants.
In a very recent case before the Privy Council, from
Canada, Renand vs. Guillet {2>1 L. J.,
C. 1), in
which the Privy Council, reversing the decision of the

P

majority of the Court below, gave no judgment, but
simply adopted the judgment of Mr. Justice Meridith,
one of the judges of the minority below, we find this
his judgment
there
reported " It may,
passage in
an
however, be answered that a testator may, by
express provision to that effect, bequeath property so as to
be free from seizure for the debts of the legatee, and that
property left expressly ^owr aliments (as the authors say) is
not liable to be brought to sale for the debts of the legatee ;"
and in accordance with this we find in Voet, 2, 4,51 " Favour
towards alimenta seems also to have effected this, that they
when due in futurum to any one be not burdened by arrest
for no one seems to be easily defrauded of his daily aliment,
and so killed, according to Dig. 25, 3, 4 ;" and further on.
:

:
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" to whteh we may add tliat so the last desires of the dying
would be subverted, who bequeathing alimenta to a certain
person, would be unwilling that they should be otherwise
diverted ; which was also the reason why the laws forbid
there to be a comiDromise (transigi) concerning these without
a decree, nor permitted a decree to be interposed unless the
The Dig.
intention of the deceased should remain unhurt."
is in accordance with
" If he who has made cessio bonorum have
acquired, after the sale of his goods, some modicum, his goods
are not sold again ;" and then in the term modicum are included these, " if anything have been left to him misericordia
causa, suppose something monthly or annual alimentorum
nomine, his goods must not be again sold for this, for he is
not to be defrauded of his daily aliment. It is the same also
if an usufruct be granted or bequeathed to him, from which
there is only received as much as is sufficient for him, in the
refer to these propositions more as
name of aliment."
illustrations of the main questions before us here, than as
directly applying to them the legitimate portion was not
involved there, but the alimenta are taken to have been
may add that, according to
acquired from any person.
the authorities, the term alimenta includes house, food and
clothing (^Brissonius, ad verbizm), and the authorities which
we have cited help to show that the plaintiff cannot claim
Mrs. Blignaut's usufruct, which is not averred or proved to
be more than sufficient for the allowable purposes of aliment.
case, in re Zeederberg, was before this Court last year.
There the testator had imposed a fidei-commissum upon his
son's inheritance, giving him a life usufruct ; and by a clause
towards the end of the will he directed that the interests of
his fidei-commissary heirs should not be liable to their debts,
but should be exclusively for their and their children's maintenance.
The Court held that the trustees of an insolvency
of the son, occurring four years after the testator's death,
were entitled to the son's life usufruct. In some sense this
case is an authority for the conclusion at which we have
arrived in this case, as it evidently recognizes the principle
of election as binding on the trustees ofthe insolvency, who
apparently were not supposed. by any one to be entitled,
adopting the usufruct, to claim also the son's legitimate portion, or the Trebellianic portion in respect of ihe fidei-commissum on the son's inheritance. The case is a direct authority
only for this proposition, that if you give a life usufruct to
a person, you cannot by mere declaration that it shall not
be subject to his debts, bar the right to the usufruct of the
trustee of a subsequent insolvency of the usufructary.
For
that proposition the case of Renand vs. Guillet is a direct

42, 3, 6, in reference to cessio bonorum,
this passage

:

We

;

We

A
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authority both decisions rest on this proposition, that such a
declaration by a testator is not binding when there is no, or
no valid, bequest over in case of the contingency happening.
The case in re Zeederberg differs from the present in many
respects ; the question here is not in respect of an interest
bequeathed to the insolvent ; the insolvency here was in the
lifetime of the testator, and was expressly referred to by him ;
and there is a bequest over on the happening of the contin-

186S.
14.

;

gency guarded against.
We have already intimated that the liquidation account
appears to us to be incorrect in some particulars. We do
not find that the debts due by BKgnaut and Aswegen are,
as we apprehended they ought to be, included in the amount
of the inheritance, and then the respective amounts deducted
from the shares of each respectively. There ia also no
ground for deducting the debt of Blignaut from the creditors'
one-third it ought to be deducted from the whole share.
And the parents' life usufruct ought not to be given to the
:

children.

There ought, therefore, on the whole, to be judgment for
the two defendants, L. A. Visagie and P. J. Pienaar, and a
declaration that the plaintiff is entitled to one-fifth of the sum
oi 26,000 rds. when payable, and to one-third of Mrs. Blignaut's share of the inheritance ; the debt of £141 5s. due by
the insolvent being deducted from the whole of such share
and not from the plaintiff's one-third ; but that the plaintiff
is not entitled to any part of the corpus of the remaining twothirds of the inheritance of Mrs. Blignaut, nor ia respect of
the usufruct during her life.
With reference to the claim of the plaintiff against Mrs.
Cilliers in respect of her life usufruct in half the farm Driefontein, the claim is founded upon the allegation that Mrs.
Cilliers takes more under the will than either of her husband's daughters by his first marriage. But this way of
looking at the case leaves, as we have said, out of consideration the bequest to the daughters of a share in the 26,000
rds., in which Mrs. Cilliers takes nothing ; nor has any
evidence been given to show that one-fourth of the
usufruct of the farm is worth more than one-fifth of the
26,000 rds. And Mrs. Blignaut's share of this usufruct
would, we apprehend, form part of her inheritance, and the
plaintiff, therefore, be entitled to only one-third of it, i.e.,
one-twelfth of the usufruct of the whole.
Then, again, the plaintiffis, as we have said, bound by the
provisions of the will, and one of these is that Mrs. Cilliers
are not aware of
shall keep for herself this usufruct.
any sufficient reason why the principle of election, which it
was decided in Simpson vs. Forrester by the Privy Council
i

We
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applied to the legitim {vid. et Sonde, Decis. 4, 2, 4, and 4, 7, 2,
adfin.), should not also apply to the subject matter of the
"
^The provisions of this law are for the benelex hac edictali.
Jiiiy 13.
fit of the children of the first marriage, but they, or those
who claim in their right, elect to take what we must suppose
Biigcaut's
The decision, too,
is the greater benefit given by the will.
'omiire™'
Executors and
Jq Sande, Decis. 2, 3, 6, seems analagous to this extent, that
there the provision of the will by which, if the lex hae edictali
was insisted on by the children of the first marriage, so much
as the wife lost thereby was given from them to the children
Sande,
of the second marriage, was upheld by the Court.
no doubt, objects to the decision ; but he seems to have urged
his objections on the Court, and to have been decided against.
The view which we take of the case renders it unnecessary
to express any opinion in reference to the validity or subsisting eifect of the consent paper of the 13th June, 1849,
relied on by the defendants' special plea ; we shall only
observe that there seems to be much ground, on the authorities, for holding such an agreement, at least when made
without the knowledge or consent of the testator, to be void.
{Van Leeuwen Cens. For. 1, 4, (15); Voet, 2, 14, 6; V. d.
Keessel, Thesis 479. ; Huher, Proelect., 2, 14, 3. Sande, Decis.
The plaintifi''s claim to deduct the Trebellianic
4, 2, 4).
portion was, we understood, given up in the argument as
being prevented by or merged in the legacy of the share in
the 26,000 rds.
However 'that may be, to allow the
claim would be, so far, to defeat the will and codicils, by the
provisions of which we hold the plaintiff" to be bound.
1868.

June ";

Attorneys, Messrs. Fairbridge A: Ardeme,
"J
l_Defendant3' Attorneys, Messrs. Hofm^yr, Tredgold & WaierTneyer.J
r Plaintiff's

Tkubt's

Trtjstee,

Applicant

;

Swemmer

and

CoETZEE, Respondents.
Taxation of Costs.

— Circuit Court.

The Court refused tp allow the reopening, for review in Cape
Town, of a Circuit Bill of Costs taxed and allowed by the
Registrar of Circuit

;

but gave liberty to apply before the

next Circuit Court.

^^

for applicant, moved on notice dated 6th
to the respondents, who were thejoint attorneys for
Truby77rustee
the defendant in an action of undue preference, " Truby's
Applicant
Ang^si.

Villiers,

^^S^s*

'

;

^^S^'e.'^' Trustee vs. Truter," heard at the
Respondents.
April, 1868, before Connoe, J.

George Circuit Court

in

Judgment being then
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given for defendant, with costs, the bill of costs was duly
iscs.
^"^" ^''
taxed by Mr, Merriraan, Registrar of Circuit at George ;
whereupon a writ of execution was issued on the 6th April, ^"J^^'^g^I*^'
and an alias writ on the 12th May. The object of the pre- swemmer ana
sent motion was to review the bill 6f costs, and strike out Respondents.

•

certain alleged overcharges.
Porter, for respondents, submitted that the case of" Truby's Trustee vs. Truter " is not at present in this Court,
which cannot reopen for review a bill of costs in a case not
before it. It may be regarded as, under the 185th Rule of
Court, " removed " into this Court at the conclusion of the
Circuit Court but that is then a " removal " of a case heard
and bill of costs taxed for the removal is of the case as it
stands at the rising of the Circuit Court. Rule 207 provides, it is also true, that the bill of costs taxed by the
Registrar of the Circuit at which the case is tried "or by
the Circuit Court which shall be held for the same district,
or by the Supreme Court or any Judge thereof," &c. But
then the notice must be upon the defendant himself, and not
upon his attorneys which is in itself a sufficient answer to
The writ of execution was taken out in
this motion.
Truter's own name, and the motion shoiild have followed it,
and made him the respondent to this motion.
;

;

:

The Court refused to grant the motion and gave costs
against the applicant, holding that the notice should have
been upon Truter, and not upon respondents, but intimated
that a proper motion could be heard at the ensuing Circuit
Court for George.
^Applicant's Attorneys, Tiran & De SmidtM~\
LBospondents' Attorney, De Korte.
J

In " Truby's Trustee vs. Barrington," De Villiers then Tmby's Trustee,
for a review of a similarly taxed bill of costs,
tl^^^i,
Barrington was applicant's own agent at the trial of the Respondent.
pase referred to supra, and it was urged the difficulty as to
notice in the motion just disposed of did not exist in this.
JBut the Court, as there was nothing to show clearly that
Barrington, who made no appearance, had had notice of this
application, intimated that this motion, also, could be heard
with the other at George.

moved

[Applicant's Attorneys, Tiran

& Be Smidt.']
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Poet Elizabeth Divisional Council, Appellants,
AND Dependants below, vs. Uitenhage Divisional Council, Respondents, and Plaintiffs
BELOW.

Main Roads

Act, No. 10 of 1864.

—

Divisional Council: Action to recover Subsidy. Error of
Law Action to recover Money paid under.
:

This was an action heard at the Port Elizabeth Circuit
june^.
Court, to recover £480, heing the amount of subsidy alleged p^,^ i^^abeth
to be due under Act 10, 1864, from 1st July, 1866, to Divisional ooua1867, towards the maintenance and keeping in repair of the »' imenhage
main roads in the division of Uitenhage.
SijEiponaeats".
The defendants, admitting their liability to pay to the plaintiffs this sum, pleaded that the plaintiffs were indebted to
them in an equal sum, with interest ; and that for several
years before the taking effect of the Koad Act of 1864, a
toll-bar had existed at Rawson's Bridge, within the division
of Port Elizabeth, over the Great Zwartkops River. That
after the passing of that Act, defendants, in ignorance of their

whole of the tolls collected at the said toll-bar,
and without any intention to surrender such rights, and without any power in law so to do, suffered and permitted the
rights to the

sum of £907
from

1st

5s. 6d., being one-half of the rent of the toll
January, 1865, to 27th January, 1867, to be paid

over to the plaintiffs, contrary to the provisions of the Road
And that the plaintiffs, well knowing the premises,
Act.
and although often requested to repay the said sum, nevertheless detained the same, and neglected and refused to pay

222
over ; the defendants being ready and willing at all times to
deduct from such sum of £907 5s. 6d. with interest, a sura
Port
Elizabeth equal to the £480 now claimed by plaintiffs.
"Wherefore
Divisional Ooun- J^
.,..,
..,
n
i
r
tor a claim
Appellants, they prayed judgment, with costs.
And
oil,
DMsSn^ffcma- reconvention, the defendants claimed the same amount of
oil, Respondents.
£qq>j 5g_ ^^^ ^^^^ interest.
The plaintiffs, having first replied to the generalissue, specially replied further, that they took and received the sum of
money in the plea mentioned by and with the consent and
authority of and under acontractwiththedefendants,andthat
such sum of money was in fact voluntarily paid in pursuance
of such agreement. And as to the reconventional claim,
1868.

it

jimt_i2.

plaintiffs replied to

the same

I""m

,

.

effect.

appeared from the statement at the Bar, that at the Port
Elizabeth Circuit Court held before Fitzpateick, J., in
October, 1867, another action by the Uitenhage Divisional
Council vs. the Port Elizabeth Divisional Council was first
heard; and thatcase involved the question whetherthetoll-bar
on the Zwartkops was in the division of Uitenhage or Port
Elizabeth. Judgment was given for the Port Elizabeth
And, as a consequence, a similar judgCouncil, with costs.
ment was given in this second case. Appeals were noted
from both decisions it being agreed that the evidence
taken in the first case should apply to both. In February
term {Pt. I., p. 40), the appeal from the first action was
heard, and the decision of the (yourt below reversed and the
present appeal from the decision in the second case was now
proceeded with.
Griffith, A.-G., for appellants (with him De Villiers) maintained their right to retain the moneys claimed by respondents
against the money paidby appellants,inmistake of law, and to
claim condictio indebiti for what had been paid, under a common error, to the respondents. He admitted that if such an
action had been brought in the English courts, appellants
would be out of court but maintained that by the law of
the Colony there is a right to recover money paid under
a mistake of law. There would, no doubt, be found to
be a great conflict of authority upon the point; but,
as favourable to appellants' claim, he relied upon the
following Dig. 12, 6, 29, and 40 21, 6, 7, 8 41, 3, 31
Grotius 3, 30,6 (;?. 421), and 3, 30, 18 {p. 424); Van
Leemven Cens. For. 1, 4, 14, 3 (p. 397)
V. D. K.
Th, 796 Dutch Consult, pt. 4, Consil. 9
Vinnius Selectee
Questiones, bk. I, ch. 47 (translated in Evans's Pothier, 3rd
Am. ed, (vol. 2, p. 372, et seqq.) Dissertation on Mistakes of
Law, by D' Aguesseau, translated in the same work and
volume, p. 347, ed seqq. All the cases referred to were
cases in which there was a right to give away money, but a
It

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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right restrained on account of legal incapacity ; whereas in
this case divisional councils are absolutely incapable of
making donations to each other.

im.

Ji^'k'^^iS^comi-

respondents (with him Cole). The respon- cu, Appellants,
dents are not said to have acted in bad faith, or knowing DiTMonaTcounthat by law they had no right to do what they did.
The "=". Respondents.
difficulty has only arisen from the oversight of the Legislature
iu not applying to the case of a bridge connecting two
divisions the principle of half-share which they applied to
the case of a fevrj plying between two divisions.
Then, as
to the contract respondents rely upon in their plea, on the 1 1 th
November, 1864, the civil commissioner of Port Elizabeth, as
chairman ofthe divisional council, sent to the civil commissioner
of Uitenhage, as the chairman of thatdi visional council, a letter,
arranging for the joint repair of the bridge and the collection
of the toU moneys and the evidence in the case shows that
accordingly, at the periodical letting of the tolls, and the
repairs of the bridge, the action of the two councils was
joint.
The respondents might have established opposition
As to the
tolls, but were lulled to sleep, by this contract.
authorities on the right to recover, there is a great conflict.
Favourable to the respondents are Voet, 12, 6, 7, and 22, 6,
5; Domati 1, 18, 1, §§ 13-16, BurgeZ,1ZZ. It has been
a principle in this Court in cases of such conflict of authority
among the civilians to follow Voet, as in Blatchford vs.
Blatcfiford, decided in this Court on the 10th December,
1861.
And it has been another principle that w here there is
such conflict among the civilians, and one of the conflicting
doctrines is the doctrine of the courts of law in England, this
Court favours the doctrine which so coincides with the
English law, rather than that which contradicts. And a
reference to the English law authorities shows that Voet, on
(^Brisbane vs.
this subject, writes like an English lawyer.
Davies, 5 Taunt. 143 ; Marriott vs. Hampton, 7 Term R. 269;
JPorter, for

;

,Story's

Equity Jurisprudence,

—

vol. 2, ch.

5, sect. III.)

There hasbeen no compromise of disputed
Griffith inreply.
right in this case, for at the time of the letter, in 1864, no

Every case of condictio indehiti is, more
dispute had arisen.
But in this case neither
or less, a case of injustice.
considerations of injustice nor morality can apply to defeat
right.
Mere conflict of authority furnishes no ground for
rejecting the Roman-Dutch law, and having recourse to the
EngHsh law. Voefs authority in this Court must rest upon
his arguments, and not upon his name and in this case Voet
only repeats the arguments of Cujacius, which are all met
and answered by If Aguesseau in his Dissertation cited.
The Court, after consultation, gave judgment for re;

spondents.

—

It seems to me that the evidence shows
^ period of three years there was an arrangement
Port Elizabeth between the two councils, which might have been, and may
oil Appellants, still hereafter prove,
a very proper understanding to which
DfvktonliSn- to comc, that the tolls of the bridge should be equally
cu, Bespondents.
,jiyi,jed
between the two councils. In virtue of such
division, made by Mr. Campbell, civil commissioner of Port
Elizabeth, the chairman of the divisional council there,
and acceded to by the Uitenhage council, in good faith on
both sides, and acting upon the arrangement so made, the
tolls were remitted
by the civil commissioner to the
1868.

junaj2.

BtoDGES, C. J.

^jjg^^ £qj.

Uitenhage council. The bridge was from time to time
repaired, under the joint superintendence of the two councils,
and everything went on in a friendly way till the question
are not made
arose which brought about this action.

We

'

acquainted with the reasons which induced the civil commissioners and the members of the councils to agree to this
arrangement.
Some doubts may have perhaps been entertained whether the toll-house was entirely or in part in
For anything I can see, there is no reason
either division.
to suppose that the agreement on which the two councils
acted was not a proper one, and it would be a very strong
proceeding now if we were to compel money paid under
these circumstances to be repaid to a party who made that
payment voluntarily and with a full knowledge of all the
The Port Elizabeth council
circumstances of the case.
claimed from the Uitenhage council, and the Circuit Court
decided that the claim was good in law, that the whole of
the toUs collected at the bridge sho'uld go to Port Elizabeth,
That decision was, however, reversed by this Court ; and it
follows as a consequence that the learned Judge having
decided that all the tolls should go to Uitenhage, it
put a stop to the simultaneously pending action which
we now have brought before us, which is an action
brought by the divisional council of Uitenhage against
the divisional council of Port Elizabeth, to recover the
subsidy of £480 in respect that it was payable under
Act 10, 1864 and as the Port EHzabeth council at
that time set up a right to half the tolls, not the whole,
there was a plea of set-off, to the effect that- under the
arrangement improperly made, as they said, at that time,
and inadvertently, the £480 had been received. And
then, as a claim in reconvention, they sought to recover
the remaining balance of half the tolls.
Although we
have reversed the decision in the former case, we think
the decision in the second case correct, and that the
appeal should be dismissed, each party to pay his own costs
of appeal.
;
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Bell,

—

I concur that there is enough evidence to
that the two councils agreed between themselves,
to inquire into, nor is
from motives which we are not boimd
,
it necessary to inquire into them, that the tolls should be
divided ; and I am not disposed to interfere in any way by
reversing the payment ot money so made.
It is wholly
unnecessary, therefore, to go into the nice distinctions so
learnedly argued on both sides.
satisfy

J.

ises.

me

111 1111

Connor, .T.

J»°«J*Port Eii»abeth
DiyisiODul Conncii, Appellants,

rivjEionai

cmm-

""' Respondents.

—"We have to thank the Bar for the learning

shown in the argument, and the assistance the Bench have
received, and which may be useful at some future time.
There is undoubtedly a great conflict of authorities upon the
right to recover money paid under a mistake of law. During
the short recess the Court took, I found two other authoriMorula against the condictio indehiti
ties, one on each side
for ignorantia juris ; and Huber (who is more modern than
Yet whatever difference of
Voet), in favour of it.
opinion there may be upon that question, there is no
difference on this, that there must be a natural equity on
the side of him who claims the condictio indehiti. Well, if
so, the onus is on him to show that natural equity ; and I
think in this case the respondent has failed in showing that
The two
there is any such natural equity on his side.
councils came to a particular arrangement, acted upon that
arrangement, and received and paid the money upon the
basis of that arrangement ; and certainly it would be a
strong measure to say that either of them would have a
natural equity as opposed to that arrangement, for we must
assume that the money paid was laid out for the proper
purpose. I concur that the appeal should be dismissed.
Appeal dismissed accordingly ; but without costs of
appeal.
:

rAppellants' Attorneys, Eeid & Sephew.'~\
LRespondents' Attorney, Tennant.
J

'

Walker &

Co., Appellants, and Defendants
BeETON'S TRUSTEES, RESPONDENTS, AND
Plaintiffs below.

BELOW

,:

Co-trustees cannot sign a valid Power of Attorney
authorizing the commencement of an Action ; the Power,
to be good, must be signed by both.

One of tioo

This was an appeal from a judgment of the Eastern DisCourt in an action of undue preference.
The declaration in the Court below set forth that " Joseph
Walker, jun., of King William's Town, In his capacity as

tricts

Q

1868.

"°*
is!

v7aiker&co, appeiiants;BeetoL'a

Rcspondente.
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ie«8.

jane.^s.

waikeT&co Appeilants;Beeton'3

EespOTdcnts.

the surviving and liquidating partner of tlie firm of Joseph
"V\''alker, jun., & Co., heretofore trading under that style and
of which partnership one
*^*^^' ^* King William's Town,
Henry Maynardaudone Charles Maynard were also partners,

—

but are beyond the jurisdiction of the Court," had been sumto answer the trustees of Beeton & Co., of Queen's
Town, in an action for imdue preference. The declaration
then went on to allege the sequestration of the estate on the
1st February, 1863 ; and that between the 1st November,
1862, and 31st January, 1863, the insolvent firm had ceded,
delivered, &c., to Walker & Co. certain promissory notes
and open accounts, amounting to £3,629 16s. 9d. And this
the declaration, after the usual averments of contemplation,
&c., prayed might be declai ed an undue preference under
the 84th section 'of Ord. 6, 1843; "and that the defendant,
in his said capacity, and heretofore trading as aforesaid,"
may be condemned to deliver to the plaintiffs the said promissory notes and 0[>en accounts, or to pay the value thereof,
£3,629 16s. 9d., with interest from the date of delivery.
And, further, forfeiture was claimed under the 88th section.
' The defendant
pleaded the following exceptions and plea
in abatement :

moned

" First, that

whereas Frederick Hall (in the plaintiffs' declaration erroneously called Frederick James Hall), one of the plaintiffs in this
suit, is alleged, in and by a certain warrant or power to sue, filed
by the plaintiff, Charles Ross Gowie, of record in this suit, to be
beyond the jurisdiction of this Honourable Court.the said defendant
has been summoned to answer the said Frederick Hall, and not
Kichard Shaw Smith, of Graham's Town, the duly constituted
agent of the said Frederick Hall.

—

" Second, That whereas the said warrant, or power, purports to be
given by the said Charles Boss Gowie on behalf of the said
Frederick Hall, the said Charles Eoss Gowie has not filed of record
in the ofiSce of the Registrar of this Honourable Court, or exhibited
to the said Registrar, as by law required, any power constituting
him the agent for the said Frederick Hall for such purpose.
Wherefore the said defendant prays that the said plaintiffs' suit
may be dismissed, with costs.
"

And

as and for a plea in abatement, should the above exceptions be
overruled, but not otherwise, the said defendant says that the said
Charles Maynard, in the said plaintiffs' declaration mentioned, now
deceased, was a member of the said firm of Joseph Walker, jun.,

and Company up to the date of his decease and that the said
Maynard died on the 5th day of September, 1862 and that,
thereafter,
to wit, at the date of the all eged transactions impeached
by the said plaintiffs,-the said defendant and the said Hem y Maynard
were carrying on die business of the said firm for the benefit of
themselves and of the estate of the said Henry Maynard, who,
though at present in England, is the owner of considerable property
in this Colony, and within the jurisdiction of this Honourable Court,
and carries on business in Graham's Town, Port Elizabeth and King
William's Town, within the jurisdiction of this Honourable Court,
;

Charles

—

;
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and has not been joined as defendant in this suit and also that
Robert Dunlop Buchanan, executor of the last will of the said
Charles Maynard, and who has in his possession.custody and power
considerable, property within the jurisdiction of this Honourable
Court, belonging to the estate of the late Charles Maynard, deceased, has not 'been joined as defendant in this suit
and this the
said defendant is ready to verify.
Wherefore the said defendant
;

;

prays that the said

plaintiffs' suit

may be

dismissed, with costs."

Then followed the general issue.
To this the plaintiffs replied That

the two first exceptions
were informal and bad in law, being grounded on allegations
offact not set forth in the declaration, and which should
have been specially pleaded or verified in pleas of statement
by affidavit and that the absence of Maynard and
Buchanan was no sufficient ground for their joinder as
:

;

defendants.

The Court below

dismissed

the two

exceptions, and

ordered the plea in abatement to stand as a special plea.
And, on the 5th December, 1867, gave judgment for plaintiffs, with costs.
This day (June 2) the Supreme Court heard the argument

on the exceptions.

—

Porter, for applicants.
The first exception is not so
stongly relied on; but the second exception is a good
one.
It raises this question : whether it is competent for
one of two trustees to file a warrant to sue, as requii-ed by
the Rules of Court, for himself and his co-trustee without
producing some specific authority, in writing, from the cotrustee, authorizing him so to do. There is no such implied
power. ( Trustee
of Dodds, King 8f Co. vs. Watson.
Menzies' Rep., p. 140.) That was, it is true, on a provisional
case ; but in regard to the principle of the decision no distinction can be drawn between a summons on a liquid and
an illiquid case. Perhaps Gowie might sue as an individual
trustee, specially averring Hall's absence from the Colony ;
but that is very different to what has been done here. The
Court will also take judicial notice of its own proceedings,
and observe that after this action now appealed from had
been brought and decided, Gowie applied to the Eastern
Districts Court to remove Hall from the trust, and he was
removed accordingly ; and then a question connected with
the election of a new joint trustee was raised before this Court
{vide Part 2, p. 103).
The ground of the Court below in
overruling the exceptions was, according to thenotesof FiTZPATRiCK, J., "that Walker's appearance had cured the defect."
Now, from Chitti/'s Practice, heading " Irregularities in Process,"

no doubt many irregularities could be cured by the defenbut under the heading " iitaying Pro;
Q 2

dant's appearance

jgeg.

June

2.

"
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ceedinffs,''' it

will

proceedings

it is

'^^^^out

Waiker&co A
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peiiants-.Bcetou'a

ings.

Respondents,

he seen that where at any stage of the
discovered that the attorney is proceeding

authority, the defendant may move to stay proceedmay be said, contra, that this must be done by.

It

motion, and not exception ; but our jDractice is the other way.
To take exception is the right course of procedure, for it
amounts to aparticular exception specifically described, i.e.,
exceptio inhabilis procuratoris. ( Van Leeuwen, Cens. Forens.
pt. 2, lib. 1, ch. 5, sec. 3.) And the policy of the rule is obvious for there may be cases in which pleas in reconvention are
filed, and judgment given for defendants, or an order for costs
against plaintiffs, and then H all, although dominus litis,
would not in realitj^ be before the Court granting such
judgment or order. De Haas, in his annotation to Van
Leeuwen (jtbi supra cit.\ shows that the exception may be
raised at any stage of the proceedings, even up to execution.
If one of two trustees present in the Colony refuse to join his
colleague when so directed, the Court would make an order
compelling him to join, if found desirable but this is not that
case, for one of the trustees is ex concessis out of the Colony.
Next, as to the plea in abatement. That is good also. Substantially, it is this
that Walker is improperly sued altogether, and in a character which is, in part of it, as described
upon the pleadings, unknown to the law, and having no
meaning. In what treatise on partnership will such a phrase as
"surviving and Kquidating partner " be found ? " Surviving
partner " Walker certainly is not. He is one of two surviving
partners, for Henry Maynard is the other.
And as to the
phrase " liquidating partner," that may have a popular, but
it has no legal meaning.
All the surviving partners should
be sued ; and here there is, then, a good writ given by the
plea in abatement, as against Henry Maynard.
But it is
said Henry Maynard has property here, but is not here in
person.
That might be a good ground for a motion to the
Court to hold a service on Walker, within the Colony, good
on Maynard, out of the Colony but it does not justify the
dropping Maynard altogether out of the record. If the
Court should give a judgment against the trustees de bonis
propriis, all the trustees divide the consequent responsibility;
but how could Henry Maynard not on the record, and not
a plaintiff to the suit be compelled to discharge his share
of such responsibility ?
Postea (June 3) —Griffith, A.-G. (with him Cole), for the
respondents, argued in support of the judgment below. In
point of fact, the defendants have not appealed on the exceptions or the plea in abatement, but on the merits.
And
secondly, even had they so appealed, this Court has no jurisdiction to try that appeal, inasmuch as the Eastern Districts
:

;

—

;

—

—

;
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Court Act, 17 of 1864, section 25, provides for appeal to the
Supreme Court only " against any final judgment, decree or
sentence of the said Court, or against any rule or order made
in any civil suit or action having the effect of a final or
definitive sentence."
Now, a judgment on exceptions is a
judgment that the defendant respondeat ultra, which is not a
final, but an interlocutory order.
If the Court had allowed
the exceptions and dismissed the case, that would have been
a final order.

—

[Connor, J. Was it not " finally ordered " that the
defendant was to answer alone ?]
That may have been the order on the plea of abatement
but the judgment on the exceptions was that defendant had
not made a good exception.
[Connor, J. Then you take away the right of appeal
on exceptions altogether ? That would lead to great incon-

—

venience.]

This may be looked upon as a purely technical objection,
but this objection contrais, also a purely technical objection
and it is fair to meet it in the same way. Then, further, the
defendant was ill advised in proceeding to the trial on the
general issue
The defect was " cured by appearance, "
according to the Court below and certainly under any circumstances it was cured by verdict. The defendant did not
show previous ignorance of what he excepted, for he enters
appearance to the plaintiffs on their summons, and admits,
therefore, they are before the. Court.
[Connor, J. Is it a groimd of exception? If so, the
Rules of Court require entering of appearance before excep;

;

—

tion taken.]
It was not matter of exception.
The proper course was,
a motion to take the proceedings off the file.
exception
is to the declaration, and not to the summons.
If such
motion were made, costs must go, if the one trustee appeared

An

unwittingly, against the attorney who had misledhim. There
could be no order for costs in any other way. If the judgment on the exceptions had given costs against the plaintiffs,
thatwould begivingcostsagainstapersonv/ho, ondefendant's
ownshowing, was not before the Court. But the preliminary
proceedings on motion would have obviated this inconsistency.
Suppose the case of a single plaintiff to an action, and it
appeared the attorney representing him had filed no power,
and the objection raised on exception instead of motion, and
judgment on exceptions against plaintiff with costs, no
costs could be recovered, for the essence of such a decision
would be, no plaintiff before the Court.
[Connor, J.— But there is one plaintiff in this case.]
Then, in such a case, the notice of motion to take proceed-

im.
•^™''
i?^\

,^""^0
peiiantsjBeeton's

Ere^dents.

—
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ings off the file would be against the one plaintiff and the
attorney ; just as, in the case of a single plaintiff, it would be
^g^'i^i'st the attorney alone.
As to the authority of Van
waiker&()o ApveHantsi'Beriou'B Leeuwen, cited cont?'a, the Latin word " exceptio " used hj
him is of a larger signification than the technical " exception"
BeBpon(ient3.
in this Court.
It means any objection to the proceedings in
an action whereas the exception of this Court is in the
nature of a special demurrer. And that the safer mode of
proceeding would be by preliminary motion follows from Va7i
der Linden, p. 411.
Then as to the case from Menzies, cited
contra, that was a provisional claim, and there is a great distinction between liquid and illiquid cases in this respect.
There is no appearance entered by defendant to the summons
in a provisional claim, except in Court.
And, further, the
proceedings in a provisional case are very like a motion
supported by affidavits. Then, again, if the defendants had
a right of appeal, they were bound to have appealed before
they went on to try the case on the merits and hence, not
having done so, the defect is cured by verdict. The order on
the exception was on the 6th August, and the trial on the
general issue on the 4th December ; which would have
allowed time for the prosecution of the appeal on the exceptions, if it existed.
As to the plea in abatement, there
was no ground for it it being averred in the declaration
that one trustee was dead, and the other out of the jurisdiciR«s.

"'"r

12!

:

;

;

tion.

—

The argument on the plea of abatement,
been dismised too summarily. No case will be
found in which when a firm was sued, having partners both
here and England, all the partners were not sued although
for the purpose of service it has been held that service in
Porter, in reply.

contra, has

;

the place of business within the jurisdiction is sufficient to
bind absent partneis. But there is here no such service,
and one partner has not been made a defendant at all.
As to the exception " inhahilis procuratoris," vide Voet, 44,
1,6.
To proceed either by motion or exception was open.
There is a close connection between the " exceptio inhabilis
prnniratoris" and the " exceptio von quahfcataef and the
latter is competent as an exception.
The initial proceedings
by the trustee should have been, under section 52, Ord. 6,
1843, before the summons issued.
Cur. adv. vult.

Postea (June 4).— The Court desired to hear the case on
merits before deciding on ihe argument on exceptions.
Postea (June 12).
The case was heard on the merits
accordingly.
Postea (June 19).
Porter inquired when the Covirt would
its

—
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deliver judgment,

whereupon Hodges, C.

J.,

mentioned

that their Lordships would deliver judgment shortly, having
already agreed. Porter then inquired whether, as the mail
was leaving tor Hingiand. that mornmg, there would be any
objection on the part of the Court to mention whether their
Lordships had found for plaintiffs or defendants.

Hodges, C.

J., after consulting

with

—

Bell,

J.

im.
„,

'™-?i.
„ -7-

.

pi'iiant5;Boeton's

Re^pOTdents.

(Connoe,

having already left for Natal). The judgment will be for
defendant, on the exceptions, with costs. We will deliver
our written judgments in a few days. And I may add that
our brother, Connor, agreed in the conclusion at which
J.,

we

arrived.

Owing, however, to the sudden and lamented death of
His Honour the Chief Justice shortly afterwards, no written
judgment was ever delivered by the Court in this case.
tAppellantsi' A.ttorney,

E

HuJl.

Respondents' Attorneys, Reid

i

&

Nephew \

Gkaham,

N.O.,

Customs Regulations,

vs.

PococK & Co.

— Ord.

6,

1883, Sec. 32.

Where an Entry was passed at the Custom-house for three
carriages and a package of glassware, and on seizure of
the carriages by the

Custom-house authorities they were
contain 3,350 gross of corks ; the Court ordered
the forfeiture of the corks and carriages, hut not ofthe
glassware.
Intent.
The question of intent is immaterial under Section 32 of the Ordinance.

found

to

—

—

This was an action for the forfeiture of certain goods or
merchandise for breach of Customs Ordmance No. 6, lb53.

jg^ij,

Aag.2i.

L
The declaration stated that John Thomas Pocock and
John Alfred Mathew, carrying on business together in co- J^'pocock
partnership, in Cape Town, under the style or firm of John
T. Pocock and Co., had been summoned to answer Robert
Graham, the Acting Collector and Principal Officer of
Customs in this Colony, in his capacity as such princi|.>al
officer, the plaintiff in this suit, for the forfeiture of 3,350
gross of corks, 25 cases of glassware, and 3 carriages,
landed by the defendants wrongfully, and in contravention
of the provisions of Ordinance 6 of 1853, entitled " An
Ordinance for the general management and regulation of
Customs of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope," on or
about the 8th May last, from the bark Loch Awe then lying
in Table Bay, without any valid or due entry thereof, and

S'co.
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Graham, N.O.,
,

vi.

Pocock

&

without payment of the Customs duty legally payable on
whole of the said goods or merchandise. That the said
goods were taken by and delivered to the defend ints, the
P
jy
importers thereof, out of the Loch Awe by virtue of an
entry, or pretended entry, made by the defendants, as importers, and lodged with the officers of Customs at Cape
Town. That said goods were not properly described in
such entry, or pretended entry, by the denominations, and
with the characters and circumstances according to w'hich
such goods are charged with duty, and may be imported ;
inasmuch as the corks were omitted altogether. Wherefore
the plaintiff submitted that the said entry, or pretended
entry, ought to be deemed invalid, and the goods deemed to
be goods taken without due entry thereof, and to be forfeited
with costs of suit.
The defendants pleaded the general issue.
tlio

Co.

fni-r^^^

On

•

i

the 25th August, the Court heard the evidence in the
it appeared that the corks were not included in the
entry, the glassware and carriages being alone entered.
The carriages were packed in cases, the interstices being
fiUed up with the corks.
It appeared that Pocock, the
senior partner of the firm, being in London in the early part
of the year, shipped, on consignment from merchants, to his
firm at the Capt', three carriages and a parcel of glassware,
and shipped on his own account a second parcel of glassware and a quantity of corks. To save freight, he filled up
the carriage-cases with corks, and on the 7th March wrote
from London to Mr. J. E,. Moore, auctioneer, of Cape Town,
who was to dispose of the consigned goods, as follows ; "The
cases are filled with corks, which, please, hand over to our
firm, and Mathew will give you the duty on them.
To
suit your convenience, these corks can be put into our stores
until you sell them, which, please, do without delay."
He
also wrote Mathew to the same effect.
The Loch Awe
arrived in Table Bay on the 8th May, when Mathew
passed an entry for the glassware and carriages, having, as
he alleged, forgotten all about the corks, the duty on which
was £10 6s. 6d., being 10 per cent, on the invoiced value.
The cases of carriages were subsequently seized by the
Custom-house authorities, and found to contain the corks.
On the 4th September, Griffith, A.-G., claimed the forfeiture of the carriages, glassware and corks, on the ground
that the non-entry of the corks vitiated the whole entry
from which they were so omitted. Under the 32nd section
of Ordinance 6, 1853, intent was altogether immaterial.
Porter, for defendants, admitted that on the evidence the
corks were liable to forfeiture
but contended that the
case,

when

:

23S

be extended beyond the articles omitted
from the entry.
held that the
The Court, (Bell,' C. J.,' and Dwyek,' J.),
/'
carnages and corks, tormmg together one case, or package,
forfeiture should not

'^

,

,

.

iseS.

—„„
N

tefi.l;

„
Graham,
,

vs.

pooook

0.,

& co.

should be forfeited; but that the glassware, a distinct package,
correctly described in the entry, and should not be
forfeited. The question of intentwasimmaterialundersection
32 of the Ordinance, and it was, therefore, unnecessary (it
being clear that the corks had not been entered, and that the
entry contained a misdescription of the carriage-cases, and,
therefore, entailed, in the opinion of the Court, the forfeiture
of both carriages and corks) to consider, in this case, whether
there was an intent on the part of Mathew, in making
the entry, to defeat the Ordinance.

had been

Attorneys Held & Nepliew.
]
Defendants' Attorneys; Fairhrid^je tk Ardeme.\
Plaintiff's

I

1_

;

Graham,

N.O..

Customs Regulations.
In order

vs.

Pocock & Co.

— Ordinance

6,

1853, Sec. 50.

to make out a case under Section 50 it is essential
prove guilty knowledge and fraudulent intent.

to

Sept. 4.
This was a second action (between the same parties and
same transaction) for the treble value of Graham, n c,
P<"=<«=k & co.
the forfeited articles, under section 50 of Ordinance 6, 1853. "»•
The evidence in the last case was, by consent, taken to be

arising out of the

the evidence in this case also.

on the case of The
Sorey, jun., and The
vs. Van Zanten, all decided in favour of the Crown,
24th June, 1867, and treble penalty awarded.
Porter, for defendants.
Although intent is admittedly
immaterial in actions under section 32, in actions under
section 50 intent is everything.
Section 50 implies guilty
Griffith,

Crown
Crown

A.G., for

vs. Sorey, sen.,

plaintiff,

relied

The Crown

vs.

—

knowledge in the persons brought under

it, and applies to
cases of smuggling.
But the evidence in this case shows a
mistake, or forgetfulness, on the part of Mathew, and no
fraudulent intention to conceal or avoid the Customs law.

The cases cited contra were clear cases of deliberate smuggling.
Moreover, section 50 does not apply to the importers
of the goods, but to third parties " assisting or being otherwise concerned in the unshipping, landing or removal, or in
harbouring of such goods." As to the construction of the
section, he quoted Dwarris on Statutes, 2nd ed. p. 621.
Griffith in reply.

^34

The Court gav.e judgment for defendants, with costs;
iiolding that the 50th section applied only to cases of smugaraham,^N.Oj^ gling.
The evidence in this case did not, in the opinion
i868.

sept^4.

°'

of the Court, show any such guilty knowliedge or fraudulent
intent on the part of Mathew to avoid the payment of duty
on the carriages, as was essential to make out a case under
section 50.

Re Ceres Municipalitt.
Public Bodies^ Debts Act,

—

^7„;

Y;

"cipaiity.

.

Proceedings under.

This was the first proceeding under the Public Bodies'
Debts Act, No. 11 of 1867.
Porter applied, under the 1st section of the Act, for a rule
Jim calling upon the Commissioners of the Ceres MunicipaUty to show cause why a rate should not be assessed on
the immovable property within the said Municipality to make
good the sum of £148 7s. 8d., being the taxed costs of a suit
tried at the Tulbagh Circuit Court in October, 1867, before
Hodges, C. J., between the Ceres Municipality, plaintiffs,
and Adolph Arnholz, defendant. Judgment was given for
defendant, with costs for which costs a writ of execution
was subsequently issued, the return thereto being an insuffi;

By the 3rd section of the Act it is provided that
such public body shall not satisfy the said Court by sufficient securities that it can and will fully satisfy such judgment, decree or order, with interest and all costs properly
incurred in respect thereof, and also such other debts as are
hereinafter mentioned, if any, with interest, within a reasonable time, to the satisfaction of the said Court, then the Court
shall assess and impose such a rate or rates on the rateable
property of which such public body is empowered to levy
rates, to be levied at such time or times as to the said Court
shall seem fit and necessary, to satisfy, either at once or by instalments, as to thesaid Court shall seem right, from and out of
the net proceeds of such rate or rates, all moneys payable
under or by virtue of such judgment, order or decree," &c.

cient levy.

"

if

And it was now moved accordingly, that in the first instance
a rule nisi should issue under the 1st section, to show cause
why relief should not be given under the 3rd section.
The Court granted the rule nisi, returnable on the 1st
December.
Postea (14th December), there being no appearance, the
rule was made absolute, and a further rule nisi granted to
show cause why an assessment of Id. in the pound should
'

not be

made

to cover the costs of the action.

[Applioaat'B Attoraeys

;

Messrs.

FaWhrUge
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Arderne.l
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Basson, Appellant, Defendant Below Civil Commissioner, Paarl, Respondent, Plaintiff below.

1868.

;

Nov.
Ba.<iSon,

Grant:

Is

a Quitrent Grant a liquid document of debt

?

in.
20.

Appel-

Defendant
below; Civil

lant,

CommiEsioner,

Is it ground of objection to an
Resident Magistrate's Court
Action by a Civil Commissioner, nomine officii, for arrear
Quitrent, that he is himself the Resident Magistrate to
:

try the case ?

This was an appeal from a judgment delivered by the
Resident Magistrate of the Paarl.
The defendant in the Court below was summoned to show
why he had not paid to the Civil Commissioner of the Paarl,
acting for and on behalf of the Colonial Government, a sum
of £21 12s., for eight yenrs' quitrent, due 31st December,
1867, on a farm," Caledon's Gift," together with £ 12s.
for stamps required by law in all £23 4s.
The case was heard below on the 20th August, 1868,
when the defendant took three exceptions to the summons.
i^M-s%,thattheamount sued for exceeded £20, and, according
to section 8, Act 20, 1856, was therefore above the jurisdiction of the Court.
The Court below overruled this exception, on the ground that it considered an action of debt for
rent received on a grant to be on a liquid document
and
1

;

;

that, therefore, the Court's jurisdiction in a case like the
Secondly, that by the second
present extended to £40.

section of the Tacit Hypothecations Act,

No. 5 of 1861, the

by the Government
only claimaMe for the amount

tacit hypothec possessed

for the arrears
of quitrent is
of three years'
rent ; whereas here the claim was for eight years. Further,
that, by section 9 of the same Act, defendant was liable only
for the rent which had accrued during his own ownership of
the farm ; and, that as a fact, defendant's ownership commenced in 1864. The Court below overruled this objection
likewise.
Thirdly, that the Civil Commissioner, who is the
plaintiff, being the Magistrate who now sits on this case, is
not competent to give judgment on the case, in which he is
a party.
The Court overruled this exception, on the 6th
section of Ordinance No. 9 of 1844.
The defendant then tendered into the Court below £8 14s.,
quitrent for the last three years, from 1st January, 1865, to
31st December, 1867, the amount for which he considered
himself liable, he having become possessed of the property
about November, 1864, and received transfer 20th July,
1 865 ; urging that the transfer should not have been passed
without the arrears of quitrent being paid up, inasmuch as
such transfer warranted the property transferred free from

Faarl, Bespondent, Plaintiff
below.
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lant.
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20!'

Defendant

coZiissiSli!

IZt'Sai
below.

all Incumbrances and hypothecations. The plaintiff, howevei',
declined the tender, and the case was proceeded with on the
merits; when it appeared that in 1815 a grant was made
by Government, to one Johan Meyer, of a piece of quitrent
ground, " Caledon's Gift," measuring 30 morgen 362 square
roods, and liable to an annual quitrent of £2 'is. 6d. ;_ and

1826 a grant was also made by Government, to Widow
der Merwe, of a further piece of adjoining quitrent
ground, also called " Caledon's Gift," measuring 229 morgen
28 square roods, and liable to an annual quitrent of £2 14s.
Subsequently, both places came into the possession of one
Ludeking, whose estate Was surrendered. Basson bought
both places out of the insolvent estate, on the 9th November, 1864, and went into possession immediately,
and received transfer from the trustee on the 20th July,
1865, of both places in one day. Filed with the deed
of transfer was a certificate by the Civil Commissioner, that
the quitrent on " Caledon's Gift" (described the larger
property of that name) had been paid up to 31st December,
I860. The action was brought to recover the quitrent on the
smaller property ; and judgment went for plaintifl^, with costs.
De Villiers, for plaintiff The first exception is not now
relied on.
The second was properly a plea to the action, and
may be considered with the merits Dut the third exception
is good.
[Denyssen,.!. Nemo potestjudex esse in sua causa, it is
true.
But how can it be said that the cause here was sua ?
[Bell, J. What possible advantage could the Magistrate
take ?]
but as Civil ComIt is admitted he gains no advantage
missionerhe hasalready prejudged thecase, The 6th section
of Ordinance 9 of 1844 provides that "the Civil Commissioner
may recover arrear rents according to law in some competent
court."
The Supreme Court is such " a competent court."
Suppose one of the judges of this Court happened to be an
executor dative, or a trustee, he could not sit during the
hearing of any case connected with the estate of which he
was executor dative, or with the fund of which he was trustee.
It might be a ground of defence that arrear quitrent had
already been received by the Civil Commissioner ; and how
could the Magistrate properly try that point impartially?
Besides, there are some Resident Magistrates who are not
Civil Commissioners, e g , Wynberg, Simon's Town, Knysna,
Hondeklip Bay, &c. And in l.'-'44 the Magistrate of the
Paarl was not a Civil Commissioner.
On the first exception. The Resident
Griffith, A.- G.
Magistrate can have no possible interest in the matter he
can always be recused if necessary. Section 12 of Ordiin

Van
1

—

;

—

—

;

—

;
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1844, clearly contemplated that, in Cape Town
ises.
^°^'
where the offices of Civil Comraissioner and
ll\
Resident Magistrate have been, until very lately, filled by „
Basson„Appel,1
-1
^
/-!•
/-<
,1
c
the same person, the Civil Commissioner could preter and lant, Defendant
decide claims before himself as Resident Magistrate.
And r^Snei-Jpaari,
if the law allow it as desirable in one case, it is a fair inferpiSfl beuiw.
ence that such a proceeding is also desirable in other precisely similar cases.
In the case of Resident Magistrates
not Civil Commissioners, the case is different. The present
practice is undoubtedly more convenient, and less expensive,
for all parties, than to bring such actions in the Supreme
Court.

nance No.

9,

at all events,

"^

•

•

n

The Court, before adjudicating on this exception, desired
to hear the case on the merits.
De Villiers then maintained that it was the practice of the
Deeds Registry Office, of which practice judicial notice
might be taken by the Court, never to pass transfer without
arrears of quitrent being paid up.
If there had been a
departure in this particular instance from that practice, and
Basson was allowed to obtain transfer without a demand for
the quitrent, he had been misled into supposing there were
no arrears to pay, and was absolved accordingly by thus
getting transfer.

—

[DwYER, J. Should not a person taking transfer assure
himself that all arrears of quitrent are paid ?
A nd if he
does not do that, how can his taking a pure transfer, as he
supposes, free him from liability for quitrent due by former
owners ?]
In England, the assignee of a lease is only
accruing while such assignee is in occupation.

liable for rent

The remedy

of the lessor is against the original lessee for arrear rents.
(JfoodfalVs Landlord and Tenant, p. 104.)
Quitrent lands
in this Colony are held in emphyteutical occupation, and the
same principle will apply, that all purchasers of land obtaining transfer are absolved from prior quitrent. This view is
confirmed by the analogy drawn from the Land Registry
Ordinance, No. 97 of lf-33 {Statute Laiv, p. 227, section 25,
proviso), which declares " that any person who shall have
become liable to pay, or shall have incurred any such tax,
duty, or quitrent, shall continue and be personally liable to
pay the same, notwithstanding that the lands or houses in
respect of which such tax, duty, or quitrent became due or
was incurred shall by virtue of any such order as aforesaid
have been enregistered as the property of any other person."
But, under any circumstances, Basson is only liable
The claim of
for the three years he is willing to pay for.
the Government ultra is prescribed by Act 5 of 1861.

—

.

,

—
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Nov.

1868.

^"J'
lant,

De

Villiers

recurred to the

first

exception, and

now thought, on reconsideration, it was a good
The claim ofquitrent on the grant of" Caledon's
excoption.

so.

B»sson~A

20.

said he
el-

Gift " was uot a provisional claim and, if not, the Magistrate
had excecdcd his jurisdiction under Act 20, 1856, inasmuch
Mow. ^s he had jurisdiction for £20 only in cases founded " on
any bill of exchange, promissory note, good-for, or other
written acknowledgment of debt commonly called a liquid
document," &c. Now there is no written acknowledgment
of Basson's debt on his grant, for it does not bear his
There can only be provisional sentence on leases
signature.

Drfendant

;

missTone^Pi^il
pi^'afl

signed

by

the defendant lessee.

The only

case of provi-

sional sentence not based directly ou the defendant's signature
is that of a taxed bill of costs, operating as a judgment.
But
even there the bill must have been taxed in the presence of,
or after due notice to, the defendant.
{De Wet vs. Meyer.

Mem.

59.)

—It

is

For

if

evident the exception should first
the Magistrate's jurisdiction falls
is no use proceeding further.
In all cases of
Government grant, the acceptance of the grant by the
grantee and his occupation under it, on the terms of the
grant, so bind him as to make him a defendant even on a
His signature to the grant is assumed.
provisional claim.
He accepts the land subject to its incumbrances, among
which are also former unpaid quitrents. In this case, moreover, transfer was received by Mr. I. H. de Villiers,
And although, it is true, both vendor
Basson's attorney.
and purchaser have a common attorney in the transaction of
the sale and transfer, and that transfer .is given by the
vendor, as a rule, still the vendor's attorney is made the
attorney of the purchaser for the receipt of transfer, and
accepts it accordingly.
Bell, C. J., said the first exception should, in his opinion,
be allowed, and the judgment of the Court below reversed
What might have been the judgment
in respect thereof.
of the Court under other circumEtances, if the case had
assumed such a form that he could ascertain what it really
was based upon, was another matter. But here the plaint
merely set forth that the defendant had been surrimoned for this arrear quitrent, without adding on what
the quitrent had become due, whether the claim was
made on a grant of land specifically described, or on the
books of the Civil Commissioner's office, showing the arrear
If this had been done, perhaps the. exception
quitrent.
might not now be sustained ; but in the particular insufficient form of this summons the exception was good, and
must be allowed. At the same time, he refrained from giving
Griffith, A.-

be disposed
away, there

of.

G.

;
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any indication as to what would have been his opinion if the
isss.
^^°'''
transfer or the Civil Commissioner's books had been sued
w'.
upon and referred to in the summons.
sassor^ eiDenysseNj J., said the claim was twofold ^for quit- lant, Defendant
rent and for stamps.
Now, to prove the quitrent, it would nTisstoneis Paarf!
be necessary to go to the books of the Civil Com- pi^^fX^^^fi^.
missioner, or to the grant ; and to prove the stamps, it
would be necessary to show the number of years' rent due,
and how the stamps were payable. Here, however, the
action was not on the grant, or transfer, for nothing concerning them was inserted in the summons. The grant
would have to be made evidence to prove the amount due
and the transfer to show that defendant represented the
original grantee.
And this necessary recourse to extraneous evidence clearly, therefore, took the case out of the
category of a provisional claim, where no extraneous
evidence was required, but where the defendant's liability
was apparent on the face of the document sued upon, as in
all the ordinary examples of provisional claims, promissory
notes, bills of exchange, signed conditions of sale, or leases,
or taxed bills of costs operating as judgments.
DwYEK, J., concurred, and only thought it necessary to
add that judgment could not go against the defendant
without virtually striking out the words " or written
acknowledgment of debt," spoken of in section 8 of Act
20, 1856.
Judgment reversed accordingly, with costs.

—

rAppellaot's Attorneys, Fairbridge & Arderne.~\
LRespondent's Attorneys, lieid d; Jiephew.
\

Nicholson's Trustee

vs.

Coetzee.

Misdescription of Defendant in Summons.

In this case the summons called upon " Jasper Jacobus
Coetzee " to pay to the plaintiff the sum of two promissory
The sheriffs
notes, both signed "Jasper J. Coetzee."
return was one of personal service on " the within-named
defendant, " as described in the summons.
An affidavit was produced from Jasper Johannes Coetzee,
simply setting forth that the summons, copy of which was
annexed to the affidavit and corresponded with the summons
seived on Jasper Jacobus Coetzee, had been served upon the
deponent but that deponent's name was Jasper Johannes,
and not Jasper Jacobus.
;

The Court, at first, on the ground of misdescription in the
summons, refused provision against the defendant, intimat-

Nov.

le.

Kiohoison-s

^^elzk*""
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1868.

Not.

16.

Nicholsou's
Trustee vs.
Coetzee.

ing that it would reserve the question of costs until it
ascertained whether the " Jasper Johannes Coetzee " of the
affidavit was the " Jasper Jacobus Coetzee " of the summons, and whether, consequently, the present objection was
purely technical.
The plaintiff, however, electing to take
judgment as prayed in the summons, taking the risk of execution on such summons, the Court gave judgment as against
' Jasper Jacobus Coetzee, " with costs.

[And

as to misdescription in

summons,

vide

Menz. 124

—5

]

("Plaintiffs Attorney, E. Hall.^
LAttorney for Coetzee, Nflson.

\

A.
Provisional Sentence.
Nov.

IS.

A.~B.

—

B.

Costs.

Breach of Contract.
18.

,,

1».

Fick & Karstel
VB. Baartman.

Sec. 35,

Provisional sentence was prayed against defendant, residing in the division of Port Elizabeth, by the plaintiff,
residing in the division of Uitenhage, for the sum of £12
on a promissory note.
The Court, allowing the right of the plaintiff to sue
defendant in the Supreme Court, they being resident in
different divisions, were inclined, however, in the matter of
But, on reference
costs, to allow only Magistrate's costs.
to the 35th section of Act 20 of 1856, the Court found that
the Legislature had distinctly placed this beyond the discretion of the Judges, by enacting that Supreme Court costs
should follow judgment. And ordered accordingly.

FiCK & Kaestel

Nov,

— Act 20, 1856,

This was an action for
deliver certain cattle.

vs.

Baartman.

—Dropped Defence.

damages

for

breach of contract to

On the 18th November, all the plaintiffs' witnesses, with
exception of one, were examined by Porter, for plaintiffs,
and cross-examined by Griffith, A.-G., for defendant.
On the 19th, Griffith mentioned to the Court that he was
no longer instructed, the defendant being, he was informed,
about to surrender. At the same time, if the Court wished
the case to proceed, and desired to assign him as counsel
for defendant, he would have no objection to continue to
act.
'J heir Lordships, however, thought it
better not to adopt
that course ; and Porter, electing to proceed with his case, ex-
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amined the only remaining witness.

Whereupon

the Court

ordered the case to stand over until it should appear whether
the defendant surrendered his estate, and whether the
trustee in his estate would elect to continue the defence of

isas.

^'"{J;

r^

ji^t
rstei
w. Baartman.

the action.
Berrange & de Villiers.
l
LDeEeadaut's Attorneys, Hofmeyr, Treiig oli tt Watepmeyer.J
rPlainiiffs' Attorneys,

Re George
Joint-stock

Companies

Winding-vp Act,

proceedings under.

This was the

first

—Sx parte.

Divisional Bank.

12,

1868.

First

Practice.

application under Section

12 of

Act

Companies Winding-up Act.
Porter presented the petition of Mr. M. W. Theunissen,
of George Town, a shareholder, and, at the same time, onlyremaining trustee (his co-trustee, F. A. Swemmer, having
resigned his trust) in and of a joint-stock copartnership
trading as bankers at George, under the style of the George
Divisional Bank.
The petition set forth that the Bank was
12, 1868, the Joint-stock

established on the 1st January, 1861, for a period of ten
years, with a nominal capital of £12,000 in 2,500 £5
shares, of which only 1,216 were taken.
That the Bank is
in pecuniary difficulties, and unable to meet lawful liabilities
due and becoming due, and had been summoned on overdue
obligations and cheques lawfully drawn on them, and justly
and legally payable by them, and which they were not and
are not in a position to meet.
The petition then recited
divers instances, and added, that for these reasons it had
become highly desirable aud necessary, for the protection of
shareholders as well as creditors of the Company, that it
should be placed under the operation of the above-quoted
Act, for the purpose of being wound up under the provisions
thereof.
An affidavit by Mr. Theunissen, verifying the
statements of his petition, was also produced.
The Court thereupon ordered that a rule nisi issue,
returnable 1st December next, calling on the Bank to show
cause accordingly ; and further directed that this rule be
inserted in the Government Gazette and in the George Advertiser, and be served on the Directors and Cashier of the
Bank, at the Bank Buildings, George Town.
Posten. (Dec. 10^.
ance being made.

The rule was made

absolute, no appear-

R

^^'

—

\^-

niiSon^ Bank

;
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Dec^io.
Ee Ge»rae^^

then, on motion made, directed the appoititQf Messrs. Biddulph and Vintcent joint liquidators to
wind up the Bank, by the following order
" Upon reading the petition of George Allman and others,
shareholders and creditors of the said George Divisional
Bank, and the petition of J. G. Aspeling and others, likewise shareholders and creditors of the said Bank ; upon
hearing also Mr. Attorney-General and Mr. Porter, of
counsel for the respective petitioners, it is ordered that
William Burnet Biddulph, of George, and Joseph Vintcent,
of Mossel Bay,be, and they are hereby, appointed liquidators
provisionally, and until the further order of this Court, on
their giving security, by the said William Burnet Biddulph,
to be approved of by the Resident Magistrate for George,
and by the said Joseph Vintcent, to be approved by the
Resident Magistrate for Mossel Bay, each to the amount
the liquidators to pay
of three thousand pounds sterling
out nothing, but to proceed in the collection and realization of the assets, subject to the further order of this Court
a meeting of the shareholders and creditors to be held on
the 15th day of January, 1869, at the court-house at George
Town, for the recommendation to this Court of permanent
liquidators, of which meeting the Resident Magistrate for
George shall be chairman, and the votes to be taken for the
different candidates for the office of liquidator, annexing to
the names of each voter, whether shareholder or creditor, or
both, number of shares, and the amount of debts held or
represented by such voter, and whether the same is held or
owned by him in his own right or in some special capacity,
and if the same shares or debt shall be held or owned by
any such voter in some special capacity, then in what
capacity the same are held or owned respectively, shareholders and creditors to be at liberty at such meeting to vote
either in person or by proxy, and the proxies or copies
thereof to be filed M'ith the proceedings of the meeting, the
chairman to be' at liberty, if he shall think fit, to adjourn the
said meeting, of which adjournment, if any, notice shall be
given in the Government Gazette, and in such other newspapers or manner as the notice of this rule is hereinafter
ordered to be given, provided the date of such adjournment,
if any, shall permit of such notice being given, and the same
shall in other respects be possible ; and if such date shall not
allow of such notice, or the same shall in other respects be
impossible, then such notice thereof shall be given as the
Resident Magistrate shall order ; and the results of such
original or adjourned meeting shall be, as soon after the
holding thereof respectively as may be reasonably possible,
certified by the said Resident Magistrate fur George to this

The Court

j^gjj^

:

—

;

—
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Court.
All actions against the said Bank to be restrained or
stayed, unless by leave of this Court.
The costs of Messrs,
Biddulph and Vintcent, of their applications in this matter, to
be paid out of the estate. This order to be forthwith published in the Government Gazette, and in the George newspaper, if any ; and if there be no local newspaper in George,
then copies of this order to be printed and posted in the
town of George and that of Mossel Bay, in the usual places
for posting public notices in those towns respectively."
[Applicant's Attorneys, Fairiridge

;

Wehmeyek, Respondent

Telegraph, Act, No. 20, 1861.

Fimt proceedings

under-.

On

the 26th October a rule nisi was granted, in camera, by
J., on application of WoUaston, the manager
of Good Hope Telegraph Company, returnable
this day, calling upon respondent to show cause why he
should not be interdicted from interfering with the maintenance of the Electric Telegraph, and especially from
destroying or removing any of the poles deposited on his
land for the purpose of such maintenance or from hindering or obstructing any wagons, drivers, or line-men, who
may be engaged by or on account of the Cape of Good
Hope Telegraph Company in conveying poles over respon-

Denyssen,
of the Cape

;

dent's land.
Porter, for

applicant, now moved to make the rule
relying on the 2nd section of the Telegraph Act,
No. 20 of 1861, incorporating the 10th to 1 3th sections of
the Road Act, No. 9 of 1858, as giving the apphcant
power to cross the respondent's grounds and deposit spare
poles thereupon for the purpose of effectually maintaining
;

the line.
The respondent's affidavits were intended to show an
But, after
unreasonable use of respondent's ground.
hearing counsel, the Court were of opinion that there was
no unreasonable user proved, and made the rule absolute
accordingly, with costs.
["Applicant's Attorney, E. Hull.
LRespondcnt's Attorney, De Korte.

^ e^rge
Divisional Bank,

& Arierm.y

WoLLASTON, Appellant

absolute

ises.

Deo^'io!'

\

J

K 2

Nov.

it.

woii^tei.Ap.
^meyerVReJon-'

^™'-
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VokLudwi&, Appellant; Van Eeenen, Respondent.
Where Conditions of Sale

stipulated that the article sold shall
taken by the Purchaser at his risk, and there is no
clear evidence of a Warranty by the Auctioneer, such
Auctioneer is not thereafter liable to the Purchaser.
be

This was an undefended appeal from a judgment of the
Resident
Magistrate for Namaqualand, whereby the appelTon Mwi
Appeiiant Van lant, an auctioneer, who had sold certain oxen at public
'^"'^d'ent?^™ sale to the defendant, was condemned to repay to the
respondent the purchase price of those oxen, on the ground
that they were sold under warranty, and were, in fact,
diseased when sold, and had died from the effects of such
Not!'m.

;

disease.

Porter, for the appellant, read the evidence below, and
submitted to the Court the importance of the question
whether an auctioneer selling to A, under certain conditions of sale, oxen belonging to B, and being himself a third
party to the transaction, and a stake-holder for both parties,
having already paid to the seller the amount realized, should
be condemned to refund the amount to the purchaser.
The Court reversed the judgment, with costs.

C

Bell,
J., held that the contract between the parties,
as contained in the conditions of sale, should regulate their
rights ; and on reference to these conditions it was to be
seen that the articles sold were to be taken at the purchaser's risk.
Denyssen, J., concurred. If there had been a clear
warranty by the auctioneer, it would have been different,
and he would have been liable.
DwYER, J., concurred^ Even supposing the auctioneer
had warranted the cattle, there was no evidence to show
their unsoundness at the time of the warranty.
In the
absence of such evidence, the purchaser was clearly liable.
[Appellant's Attorney, E.

IltiU.'}

Gleeson, Appellant Dureheim, Respondent.
;

Seduction

The Man's Oath

is

:

Action

of.

entitled to preference over the

Woman's, if

there is no aliunde evidence to support her statement.
Nov^i7.
Gleeson, Appei'"'BtspoudSit'.'"'

This was an undefended appeal from a judgment delivered
by the Resident Magistrate for King William's Town, in
June last, for £20 damages and costs, in respect
that the appellant had, in July, 1867, debauched and carnally
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known

the respondent, a virgin, who, on the 19th April,
jgcs.
novm?.
1868, was delivered of a child, the fruit of the intercourse.
^pp'^Bond, for appellant, read the evidence taken in the Court
P'''^°"-_
below ( 1 ) That of the respondent herself, a minor, assisted EespouduM,
by her father and natural guardian. This witness, however,
gave her evidence in a very unsatisfactory manner, both in
regard to dates and otherwise. (2) Of the respondent's
father, who, beyond deposing to the birth of the child and
the respondent's statements to him, gave no other supporting evidence. For the defence, a number of witnesses were
called, among whom was the present appellant, who, in the
most unqualified manner, denied on oath the evidence of the
present respondent.
The other witnesses gave such evidence
as went, in many important respects, to cast doubt on the
girl's testimony,
to show, moreover, that according to their
statements, her conduct and character were decidedly not of
the most moral description.

'

:

—

The Court, without calling upon Bond, reversed the decision of the Court below.
Bell, C. J., said
The ground of the reversal of the
judgment below must be the incredibility of the woman.
There could be no doubt that when, in such a case as the
present, a woman swore to her seduction by a man, and the
man swore the opposite, and there was no evidence aliunde
to lead the Court to doubt the man's oath, by the Jaw of the
Colony the oath of the man must be believed, and the oath
of the woman disbelieved. But if there was evidence aliundeio
support the woman's oath, and to lead the Court to give it credence over the oath of the man, then the Court must exercise
its discretion by believing the woman, whose oath was thus
confirmed.
And so his Lordship had decided in a recent
case, at the Swelleudam Circuit, held in September, 1868,
Toit vs. De Wet, where the woman's oath, being supported
by aliunde evidence, judgment was given in her favour,
although the positive oath of the man was the other way ; so
also, in the present case, if there were any evidence to induce
the Court to look with suspicion on the man's oath, and ti) give
preference to that of the woman, supported by other testimony, the judgment must have been upheld. But it clearly
was not so ; and the judgment must be reversed accordingly.
Dentssen, J., concurred in the reversal on the same
:

Du

grounds.

DwYEE, J., was inclined to the opinion that the law which
gave a preference to the man's oath over the woman's was,
but if it were the law, agreed
in some cases, a hard law
that, with reference to this particular case, the judgment
should be reversed.
;

[Appellaut's Attoruay, E. IIull.\

—
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Ke Deeter's
Ord.

6,

Estate.

—

Trustees.
1843, Sec. 48. Divisional Council
Liquidation Account, Amendment of.

—

The Trustees of an Insolvent Estate are liable to be sued for
Road and other Rates, inasmuch as, by the 48th section
of Ordinance 6, 1 843, the Estate has become vested in
them, and, by section 41 of Act 9, 1858, Divisional
Councils are entitled to recover from the Owners of
Property on which Assessments have been levied.
18G8.

Nov^

19,

iie^Dreyei'a
Estate.

Porter moved for the confirmation of the liquidation
account in the insolvent estate of J. H. Dreyer.
Bond, for the Cape Divisional Council, objected that an
item of £6 Os. 7d., being for assessment for railway subguarantee and road rates, had been omitted from the account
by the trustees, although a judgment for the amount had
been recovered by the Council against the trustees, in the
Resident Magistrate's Court of Cape Town. The assessment was made after the insolvency, and while the trustees
were in possession of the property ; and, by section 4 1 of
Act 9, 1858, the Council might proceed " against the owner
or occupier, either separately or both of them, in one and
the same case, each for the whole rate, in any competent
court," &c.
The trustees, being the owners at the time of
the assef-sment, were therefore liable under the section, the
Council having elected to proceed against them.
Porter, for the trustees, said this was a case of the first
impression, and intended to raise the question whether
trustees in insolvent estates are owners liable for municipal
and road rates within the scope of the Municipal and Road
Acts. And submitted to the judgment of the Court.
Bell, C. J., said, immediately the order of sequestration
was granted, the owner of the property ceased to be the
owner; but, under the 48th section of Ordinance 6, 1843, the
trustee took possession of the insolvent estate, and was
clothed with all rights and nbligations thereto appertaining,

and was

liable, accordingly, in

difficult to see

Denyssen,

the present case.
It was
there could be a doubt on the matter.
J., concurred that this was the effect of the

how

48th section.

DwYER, J., concurred, on the ground that there had been a
decision in favour of the Council by a Court of competent
jurisdiction, which decision had not been appealed against or
set aside, and' should therefore have efi'ect given to it.
The item was ordered

to

be inserted in the account

accordingly.
rApplicant's Attorneys, Rulelmghuys
\ lluspondeut'a Attorney, E. IltUl,

&

WascU.'\

J
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Joseph's Executor, Appellant,

Dependant below

;

Peacock, Respondent, Plaintiff below.
Contract

Specific performance of.

:

—

Sale of half of a farm to a third party
contrary to an
agreement between the joint owners of the Farm stipulating for the right of pre-emption
set aside.

—

Pre-emption

:

Bight

of.

Transfer
Unconditional transfer to a third party, contrary to the agreement between the joint owners, stated
supra, set aside.
:

This was an appeal

isgs.
from a judgment delivered by
loPort Elizabeth Circuit, in an ac^f^
performance of a contract, or for ^r^'^App^S"

Denyssen,

J., at the

tion for the

specific

damages.

Defendant below;

The

dent, piaiutuE

declaration in the Court below set forth
that on the 1st June, 1843, the plaintiff, then the owner of
the whole of the farm Pavo Park, otherwise called Prinsloo,
in the division of Somerset East, sold to the late George
Edward Joseph a half share of the said farm, for £l,173 15s.,
upon a written agreement, which contained, amongst others,
the following condition " That should at any tirne one or
other, that is to say, the said George Edward Joseph or
Walter Peacock, wish to dispose of his half share, or any
part thereof, it is agreed and declared, and by these presents
we severally agree, that such party wishing to sell shall first
be obliged to offer his share of the said farm to the holder of
the other half, or share, for the amount of the original cost
of such half share (£1,173 15s.), together with such amount
of costs and full value of improvements as may be agreed
upon ; or should the parties not agree between themselves,
then the same to be settled by arbitration. That no sale
without such previous offer, and answer in writing, can be
made or held to be good, or transfer effected of any share,
part, or parcel thereof, to any other party, without such
knowledge and consent in writing from the party interested
and holding the other half share or portion of the said farm
Pavo Park." That the plaintiff hath hitherto continued to
be the owner of the other half of the farm not sold by this
agreement. That the meaning and effect of the agreement
and condition above quoted was and is that neither the said
Joseph nor the plaintiff, nor their legal representatives, either
before or after their death, or the death of either of them.
plaintiff's

:

'

''^'''^"

;
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should be eutitled to have the right to dispose of or sell the
half share belonging to either of them, respectively, to any
Joseph's Bjteou- stranger
or other person whatsoever, without having previtor,
Appellant,
i
i
ir
Defendant below; ously oftered the Same to the holder oi the other halt, as
d^t,°PiaSfl° the agreement set forth, at and for the sum therein mentioned.
^'^°^ThatGeorge Edward Joseph died on the26thJuly,18_66,being
still the owner and holder of the half of the farm within the
meaning of the agreement. That, thereafter, the defendant,
who was appointed executor testamentary, did wrongfully
and unlawfully, and in violation of the agreement and condition above cited, sell, on the 25th January, 1867, his
father's haF share to one J. A. van Niekerk, without having
previously offered the same to the plaintiff for £1,173 15s.,
plus the value of improvements, although the defendant well
knew that the plaintiff was and still continued ready and
willing to purchase the said half share under the agreement.
That the sale was effected privately, and not at public
auction, for £3,000, being £1,000 less than the real value of
the said share.
And that the half share so sold still stands
enregistered in the name of George Edward Joseph.
Wherefore the plaintiff prayed delivery and transfer of the
said half share, tendering to pay £2,500 on receipt thereof.
Or otherwise, that the defendant should pay to him the said
sum of £2,500, as damages, with costs of suit.
To this the defendant pleaded, first, the general issue
secondly, that an unconditional transfer of the half share
claimed was made to the late George Edward Joseph, by
the plaintiff, on the J 6th September, 1857, by which unconditional transfer the condition of the agreement was
waived and abandoned thirdly, that the agreement, except
in so far as carried out by the said transfer, was binding only
on the parties thereto, and not on their representatives,
wherefore the defendant was not bound thereby ; fourthly,
that on the 3rd JMarch, 1863, the said late George Edward
Joseph gave and presented to the defendant, in his individual capacity, by way of donatio intei- vivos, the said half
share now claimed, which donation the defendant duly
accepted.
But that on the 30th of September, 1865, during
the lifetime of the said George Edward Joseph, the defendant,
in consideration of his father's inability to satisfy the claims
of his creditors, consented to give up his right to such half
share, wliich was then sold for the benefit of the creditors of
George Edward Joseph's estate.
To which the plaintiff replied by a variety of replications, setting up, inter alia, as a replication to the third plea,
that during the lifetime of George Edward Joseph, on the
31st October, 1865, the said George Edward Joseph had, by
his duly authorized agents in that behalf, tendered and
1868.'
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i°^

niiTfi

t,^

;
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offered to sell to tlie plaintiff the half share
referred to, by the following letter :
" Loan, Trust and
"

W.

Peacock, Esq.,

" Sir,

Agency Company

Farm

Prinsloo,

of the farm

of South Africa (Limited),
Riaf UCtOOei,
nptnhpi- IfiRf;
dist
iObO.

Somerset East.

we beg

to bring to your notice that application has been made to us for
the sale of the farm Prinsloo
and therefore wish to give you an opportunity of stating whether you are willing to make an ofEer for the
same.
" Soliciting the favour of an early reply,
;

We

are, &c.,

" W. Selwyn,
" B. P. Amyott,

" Trustees Insolvent Estate Perkins, Ogilvie
And agents for Mr. G. E. Joseph."

To which

&

Co.

the plaintiff replied on the 4th Novenaber, 1865,

as follows
"

Pavo Park, 4th November, 1865.

Selwyn & Amyott,
Agents for Mr. George Edward Joseph,

" Messrs.

Port Elizabeth,
"

Gentlemen,

—

In answer to your letter of the 31st October informing me that an application has been made to you for the purchase
of the farm Prinsloo,' or rather the half share belonging to Mr. G. B.
Joseph, I have to inform you that I am quite willing to purchase the
same at the original price, viz., £1,17.3 15s., as per agreement existing
between Mr. Joseph and myself, dated Somerset, 1st June, 1843.
'

" I have, &c.,

W.

Peacock."

By

reason whereof the plaintiff became entitled to claim
the half share claimed in the summons.

The Court below gave judgment
with costs.

—

Joseph's Executor,
Appellant,

Defendanfoeldw;
Peacock,Kesponbelow.

— As the duly authorized agents of Mr. George Edward Joseph,

"

is^s.

Movas.

for plaintiff for £1,500,

De Villiers, for appellant. The unconditional transfer
of the half share to Joseph, sen., by Peacock, on the 16th
September, 1857, was a waiver, by Peacock, of the rights
under the agreement of 1843. The correspondence relied on
in appellant's replication was after the unconditional transfer.
And, besides, the letter of the 31st October alluded to no
agreement, but was a mere aliunde offer by one ordinary
The mention of an agreement
co-proprietor to the other.
of Peacock.
in the matter only occurs in the reply
Under any circumstances, such a prohibition of sale as is
contained in the agreement does not interfere with a dona(^Voet, 18,3, 10.)
And here it is sworn
tion inter vivos.

—

25o

m the evidence that

1868.

Novels.
jmeph's ExeouDefendantbeiow;

^Sf'^'pilintiff
below.

Joseph, sen., donated his half share to
Joseph, jun., as he had a legal right to do, notwithstanding
Moreover, the agreement was only a
the prohibition.
personal agreement between Joseph, sen., and Peacock,
which, if performed at all, should have been performed in
Therefore no action lies
the lives of both parties thereto.
against the executors of Joseph, sen., for a breach, by
them, after his death, as the commoda of such an agreement as that of 1843 must descend to the heirs, but not the
incommoda. {Voei, 3, 18, 8.) The agreement was one
which required registration to bind the property. ( Voet 18,
But here there i^as an unconditional transfer.
3, 8.)

The Court desired to hear the argument contra only on
the question whether the agreement of 1843 bound only the
parties to that agreement, or whether obligations therein
contained descended to their heirs also.
(with him Porter), confined himself
Gri-ffith, A-G.
accordingly to this jjoint. The general principle of our law
The
is, that heirs are bound, unless specially exempted.
benefits and obligations of such agreements must be mutual
and

correlative.

De

( Voet, 18, 3, 8.)

Villiers in reply.

The Court

affirmed the decision of the Court below. But,
Judge below had intimated that the
question was one which might well be appealed upon, gave
no costs of the appeal.

in respect that the

Appellant's Attorney, Van Zijl,
^Respondent's Attorney, HuXh
I

|

J

Ee Estate
Ordinance
Dec.

& Estate

3.

A. B.

6,

A. B,

1843, Section 52.

Practice.

The Master reported that owing to the absence from
the Colony of the trustee in this estate, his removal had
become necessary under the provisions of section 52 of
Ordinance 6, 1843. In answer to the Bench, the Master
added that he produced no supporting affidavits, but
grounded his application on certain letters sent in to him
by creditors, notifying the absence of the trustee, and that
his usual practice was to report in this way to the Court,
the section of the Ordioance requiring that the removal
should be " on cause shown by the Master."
But the Court was of opinion that such removal should
be asked by the Master on cause shown on motion from the
Bar, in the usual way ; and ordered that that should be the
future practice accordingly.

'
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Laubscher
fVill

vs.

Basson's

Executor and Anotheb.

with the provisions of
set aside for nonconformity
Ordinance 5, 1845 which requires that Wills shall be
signed or acknowledged by the Testator in the presence of
two competent Witnesses, present and subscribing thereto
1

at the

same

;

time.

This was an action to declare invalid a certain will made
J. P. Basson, in which will the first defendant was
declared appointed executor, and the second defendant, Mrs.
Lambrechts, sole heiress. Plaintiff, who was a nephew
of the testator and an heir ab intestato, prayed that the
will might be set aside for nonconformity with the provisions of Ordinance 15, 1845, section 3, as to attestation
and further that the letters of administration already granted
to the first defendant might be revoked.

^^a.^

—

by one

B^so^n-s^Execul

t"""'!^''"^^-

;

From the evidence led by De Villiers, for the plaintiff, it
was conclusively proved by the two witnesses to the will
that they had neither signed in the presence of each other
nor of the testator, although they had signed in the same
house and on the same day. Whereupon the Court, without
requiring argument, at once gave judgment for plaintiff.
Costs to come out of the estate.
LPlaintifC'a Attorneys, Redelinghtujs

it

Wessels.

Defendants' Attorney, Dickson.

T
J

Matthews' Trustees, Applicants

Stewart,

;

Respondent.
The

4:8th Section

of Ordinance

Trustees not only the

6,

1843, vests

Landed Property

in

an Insolvents

itself,

but also all

Deeds and Muniments of Title connected therewith,
lohich must therefore be surrendered to him by the possessors thereof at the time of Insolvency.
Title

This was a motion to compel the delivery up by respondent of certain
title deeds and deeds of transfer of four
.
„
^
1
1
,r
1
larms duly made in tavour ot insolvent, whose estate was
sequestrated on the 15th of May, 1866, during his absence
from the Colony. In Jul}' in that year, the insohent, being
then in London, had entered into an agreement to sell to the
Natal Land and Investment Company the four farms ia
question. In August the Comj)any procured the title deeds,
&c., from the insolvent, and in the course of certain business
transactions between Ihem and the Standard Bank, of which
the respondent is the General Colonial Manager, transferred
•

•

,

,

^e^o.
Matthews'

t™-

Applicants;
Stewart, Hespon-

'^es.

,;

'2b-l

ttem

1868.

rpj^g

Dec^io.

wetiTpUcaaTs;

to tlie respondent, in whose possession they now were.
Natal Company's estate was subsequently put under

liq^^ation.

Stewart, Respondait.

The Court held that the 48th section of the Insolvent
Ordinance— 6, 1843— vested in the applicants not merely the
landed property in the estate, but all deeds and muniments
of title connected therewith and ordered the delivery up of
;

the documents, as prayed.
Applicants' Attorney, Hull.

CRespondent's

1

Van

Attorney,

Van
Witnesses''

Zyl.

\

Wyk

versus

Van Wyk.

Expenses.—Act 4i, 1861, Section

8.

Parties to a case are allowed Witnesses'' Expenses where the
Court is of opinion they weie " necessary Witnesses."

This was an action for the cancellation of a mortgage bond,
on the ground of satisfaction by payment. One of the chief

Deo. 13.
i;

1

\l\

vfTm
Wyk.

Van
'

the plaintiff's case was the plaintiff himself
defence, the defendant himself.
There was a
direct conflict between their testimonies on the point of the
payment of the bond.
"s^itucsses for

and

the

for

The Court gave judgment

for the defendant, with
Porter, for defendant, the
allowed defendant's expenses as witness, under the 8th
of Act 4, 1861 ; he having been, in the opinion of the
" a necessary witness ;" and it being principally
evidence the case was decided.

Upon

by

application,

rriaintiff's Attorney,

Van

Xi/l.

costs.

Court
section

Court,

on his

1

LDefendaut's Attorneys, IKiun

<St

Be ^midt. J

Re De

Kocji's Estate.

Trustees'

Charges.

The Court refused

to allow a Cape Town Trustee his TravelExpenses to Worcester, the present, and Malmesbitry
the former, seat of the Insolvent's Business.

ling

Dec. IS.
Jle sj«
De

jxui;«.B
Kock's

Estate"''"'

Porter

moved

the confirmation of the liquidation account
objected to three of the
" Travelling expenses. Cape Town to
trustee's charges, viz.

™

*^"'^

estate.

The Master had
:

Worcester, £2

2s.

Agency

at Worcester,

£9

9s.

Travel-

253
ling expenses to

from the

Malmesbury, £11

3s.

3(1."

It appeared

trustee's affidavit that the insolvent, last before his

insolvency, carried on business at Worcester, and prior to
that at Malmesbury. Most of the creditors were resident in

ises.
°^''"

^°'

Re De Keek's
Estate.

Cape Town, and,ontheapj)ointmentofapplicant,had exacted
from him a promise (of which nothing, however, was on
record) to visit Worcester and Malmesbury, in the interest
Applicant had made visits accordingly, and
of the estate.
arranged for the gradual realization of the Worcester estate
through an agent. All the items charged were actually
expended, and with due economy. If these charges were
not allowed, the trustee's commission would be only £12 on
an estate where the balance for distribution was £892.

The Court, however, refused to allow the charges, and
confirmed the account subject to their deduction ; holding
that tlie trustee accepted the appointment knowing the
position of affairs, and nothing short of a formal resolution
of creditors specially authorizing the trustee to undertake
the journey, or to employ a Worcester agent (no proof of
which appeared in this case), would justify the Court in
allowing trustees more than their regular commission.
fApplioant's Attorney, E, Hull']

J. 0.

Smith & Co. m. The Standard Bank of British
South Africa (Limited).
Contract: Action for damages for breach

Pleading

as

:

of.

Ultra vires must be specially pleaded.

This was an action to recover £354 18s. 4d., with interest,
damages for the breach, by defendant, of a certain con-

tract.

Nov.
;

J^„

26.

^|;

^\

2.
„
declaration set forth that the Standard Bank
';
of British South Africa (Limited) are a corporation incorporated in England with perpetual succession, trading in
I
managers or agents duly
this Colony through certain
"__J.
authorised to act for and on behalf of the said corporation,
and to bind the same. That in the course of such trade, in ^;°ih"L?an^dfrf
-Bagnk^^ot^gMsii
April, 1865, the Bank became and was creditor, to a con(Limited).
at
Port
trading
merchants
siderable amount, of certain

The

plaintiffs'

;;

^|

!^;

'

Elizabeth under the firm of Kirkwood, Holland & Co , which
having become involved in difficulties, summoned a
meeting of their creditors at Port Elizabeth on or about the
firm,
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4th of May, 1865, and gave notice of such meeting to the
defendants, amongst other creditors, through their agent and
"
?^manager, duly authorized in that behalf, one James TudDeo. "i'.
hope, who, on their behalf, duly attended such meeting,
2.
representing himself, 9.S in fact was the case, as authorized
to act on behalf of the said defendants in all respects in the
matter to be laid before such meeting. That at the said
l'
meeting the said James Tudhope, on' behalf of defendants,
j.o.s^&co. proposed to offer to the creditors of Kirkwood, Holland' &
BaJk'oPS-Msh Co. a composition of 10s. in the pound, in consideration that
South Africa
the Said creditors should assign to the defendants their
1868.

^7'

',',

™'

27.'

'.s!

"

claims, respectively, upon the firm, and release it and the
members thereof and that the firm should assign to the
defendants the assets belonging to it. But the creditors,
believing, for the most part, that better terms would be
offered by other persons, adjourned the meeting, by resolution, in order that the accounts of the assets and liabilities
of the firm might be fully examined and ascertained by the
;

persons intending to propose a compromise on behalf of the
The adjourned meeting was held on the 6th
said firm.
May, 865, when defendants again attended, by Tudhope,
their duly authorised agent, and formally tendered to the
creditors there assembled a compromise, or composition, on
behalf of the said firm, which was accepted and agreed to
by all the creditors then present or represented, among
whom were the plaintiffs, and subsequently by all the
creditors of the firm, and was embodied in a minute made at
the time.
The tender of composition, so accepted, was to
the effect that, on condition that the creditors of the firm
should cede to the defendants their claims, respectively, upon
the firm, -and release it and the members thereof from
liability to the creditors in respect of such claims, the defendants would guarantee to the said creditors the sum of 15s.
in the pound on the amount of the debts due to them by the
firm, in four equal instalments, at six, twelve, eighteen and
twenty-four months. That all the payments which the firm
was then liable to make at a future date should be reduced
to a ready-money value, by treating them in account as if
discounted on the 1st May, 1865 and that on the footing of
an account so stated, the said composition, or the instalments
thereof, should be secured by the acceptances of the defendants being given for the amounts thereof, respectively, to
the said creditors.
And, iurther, that the defendants should
1

;

release the firm from

all liability

to them,

upon

its

handing

over and ceding to them all the assets then its property.
The plaintiffs were, at the time of such tender, creditors of
the firm to the amount of £473 Ss. 4d., and have not since
been paid or satisfied for any portion thereof. The tender,
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was acted upon by many of the parties thereto for
isc\
^°^'
and particularly by the defendants and
2?;
^s.
"
the said firm and moneys were from time to time paid into
Dec.
the hands of the said defendants in respect of certain of the
claims so ceded, or agreed to be ceded, to the said defendants
i.
"
^
by virtue of the agreement completed by such tender and
acceptance, which moneys the defendants placed to their own
^.
is.'
credit, or applied to their own purposes.
In the month of
July following, the defendants, believing that the arrange- j. o. smith & to.
ment of compromise or composition would not be so profit- Bank^'of Brfteu
able to them as they had at first supposed it would, became soatu Africa
desirous to evade the obligations thereby entailed upon them,
and c.xst about the means of escaping the same, and, -tp-ith
this view, privately and fraudulently suborned and procured
one of the said creditors of the said firm, one Isidore Sigismund Grordon (who had already assented to the said arrangement of compromise or composition, and had subscribed the
minute of the said meeting in the name of the firm under
which he traded, viz., Grordon & Co., in token of his assent
thereto), to sue the firm of Kirk wood, Holland & Co., in
j-espect of a debt appearing to be due to him, or his firm,
on a promissory note made by the firm and endorsed in blank
(which note, however, was not in reality the property of the
said Gordon or his firm, or, if so, had been given to or
procured for him or his firm by the defendants, and was, or
had been, the property of the defendants), and was sued for by
Grordon at the cost and by the direction of the defendants,
or under a contract of indemnity to him made by the defen-

so accepted,

some time

thereafter,
;

1'.

;'

i'

",

Having thus procured Gordon to sue the firm, in
dants.
fraud of the other creditors, parties to the arrangement of
composition, the defendants obtained, in Gordon's name,
judgment on the said promissory note, and thus compelled
the surrender of the firm's estate as insolvent, which surrender was accepted by this Court on or about the 1st day
of December, 1865, in ignorance of the true statp of the
Whereupon the defendants refused to perform their
case.
part of the arrangement of composition, pretending that by
reason' of such surrender the performance of the terms of
the said arrangement had become impossible ; and the plaintiffs and the other creditors seeking the performance by
defendants of the obligations undertaken by them by such
arrangements of composition had great difficulties thrown in
The plaintiiFs,
their way in compelling such performance.
however, did not for a considerable length of time after the
surrender come to the knowledge ot the collusion by the
but they never acquiesced
defendants in procuring it
therein, and never proved their debts thereunder ; always
insisting and informing defendants thai they held them
;
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amount before stated, with interest on each
instalment from the day on which it should have fallen due
"
had the arrangement been performed on the part of defenI*Dcc.
I.
dants.
But the defendants have always neglected and
The plaintiffs,
refused to pay the same or any part thereof.
s.
moreover, commenced an action in the Court of the Eastern
I;
Districts, virtually against the said defendants, for the
^.
15.'
recovery of the same moneys, on or about the 1st March,
j.o Smith & Co. 1866, upon which certain proceedings were taken; but
which such action had
BaiS"of^ B^Msh doubts having arisen as to the form in
soath Africa
bccn brought, they ultimately determined to abandon the
™' ^
same, and did so abandon it, and commenced the present
1868.

Nov.

liable for the

28.

",

,','

action in lieu thereof.
The plaintiffs have always been ready
and willing to do all acts necessary on their part to the due
fulfilment by all parties to the said arrangement of the terms
therein contained ; and they submit that by the act and
Iraud of the defendants they have been prevented from compelling the performance specifically by the other parties to
the said arrangement (if any of such parties other than the
defendants were unwilling to perform their respective parts
therein, which the plaintiffs, however, deny), and submit
that they ought to be placed, so far as the defendants are
concerned, in the same position, as nearly as may be, as if
the said arrangement had been carried into full effect by all
the parties thereto.
The plaintiffs, therefore, prayed that
defendants might be compelled, by the order of this Honourable Court, to pay to them the said sum of £354 18s. 4d.,
together with interest as due on the four several instalments,
to be calculated at the rate of six per cent, per annum ; and
that the plaintiffs might have such further or other relief
as the nature of the case may require, with costs of suit.
The defendants pleaded, first, the general issue. And,
for a further plea, they said that the proposal made by
Tudhope at the meeting of the 6th May, 1865, was intended
to be, and was, a proposal to the whole of the creditors of
Kirkwood, Holland & Co., and not to a portion of them
only ; and that such proposal was not, and is not, binding
upon the defendants unless each and every one of the
creditors shall assent thereto.
That some of the creditors
did, in fact, refuse or decline to assent to such proposal in
;

consequence whereof, the same was withdrawn by or on
behalf of the defendants, as it lawfully might be for the
cause aforesaid.
And, thirdly, as a further plea, defendants
said that the true intent and meaning of the said proposal of

Tudhope was, and
Hilland

&

Co.

is,

that any of the creditors of Kirkwood,

who might hold

collateral securities in

respect of their claims should cede and deliver up the same
to, or on behalf of, the defendants, for the purpose of
the
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same being realized by them, or on their behalf; and that
ises.
the defendants should pay a dividend of 15s. in the pound
^"''a?'.
sterling to each of the creditors of the said firm only upon
^•
dm. li
the basis of the defendants possessing and realizing all the
"
assets and claims of the fii-m, whether actually in their
"
possession or power, or pledged or ceded by them to any
5;
of their creditors. But that divers of the said creditors
Jis!
who held such pledges refused to cede or make them over to
or on behalf of defendants, but maintained their right to hold j.o.s^&Co.
<•

3'.

'•>

'.',

and

retain them,

and

to realize

them

for their

own

benefit, B^k'of Briulh
southAMca

and, after deducting the amount so realized, to call upon the
defendants to pay them a dividend of fifteen shillings in the
pound sterling upon the balance which might still be due to
them from the said firm. That the said creditors did accordingly hold and retain these collateral securities for their own
benefit, and, although often requested to do so, did neglect
and refuse, and still neglect and refuse, to deliver them up to
defendants, contrary to the true intent and meaning of the
said proposal, and in derogation of the just rights of the
defendants in respect thereto. (4) And for a further plea,
defendants said that the proposal of Tudhope was, to the
knowledge of the plaintiffs, based upon the representations
of the firm of Kirk wood, Holland & Co. as to the amount
of their assets and liabilities, respectively and that, in particular, the said firm represented certain promissory notes
made by third parties in favour of the said firm, and certain
shares, mortgage bonds and landed property, to be honajide
assets of the same, and that such promissory notes, shares,
mortgage bonds and landed property would be assigned,
transferred and made over to or on behalf of the defendants
for the purpose of being realized by them or on their behalf
towards payment of the dividends to be by them guaranteed.
But so far from such promissory notes, shares and mortgage
bonds being actually assets in the possession or power of the
said firm, a great portion of them had been pledged and
made over to several creditors of the firm, and could not.
therefore, be assigned or given up by the firm to or on behalf
And, so far as the said
of the defendants for realization.
landed property is concerned, it had not then, nor at any time
since, been transferred to the firm, and could not therefore
be transferred as an asset of the firm's estate to or on behalf
of the defendants for realization. They have hereto annexed
a list or schedule, marked A, of the promissory notes, shares,
mortgage bonds and landed property so represented by
;

Kirkwood, Holland & Co. to be their assets, but, in fact,
already pledged and assigned to divers of their ci editors. (5)
And for a further plea, defendants said that at a meeting of
the creditors of the firm of Kirkwood, Holland & Co., held
s
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subsequently to the meeting of the 6th May, 1865, to wit,
0^ t'^s 29th August, 1865, the withdrawal of the said offer
28.
made by Tudhope on behalf of the defendants was distinctly
Deo.
notified to and acknowledged by the said creditors ; and it
"
w-as thereupon (amongst other things) resolved by the said
s!
"
creditors that the estate of the said Kirkwood, Holland &
f
"
'•
Co. be at once placed in liquidation under the management
of certain persons, and subject to certain conditions then and
is!
mentioned and agreed upon, and that should any of the
J. 0. Smith & Co. there
d'^ditors
refuse to sign the deed of assignment (meaning
Bank'orBrS
South Africa
thereby the deed of assignment to be prepared under the
"'"^^'
said resolution of the said meeting of the 29th day of August)
within fourteen days, the estate should be at once surrenThat the greater part of the creditors having refused
dered.
to sign within fourteen days, the firm, on the 1st December,
1865, in terms of the said resolution, surrendered their estate
and the defendants were and are thereby
as insolvent
released from all liability in respect of their said offer.
And
this they were ready to verify.
Wherefore they prayed
judgment with costs.
Plaintiffs replied to all these pleas, the general issue.
On the 26th, 27th, 28th and 30th November, and the 1st
and 2nd December, the Court heard the evidence.
December 3, 4, 5, 7, 8. The Court heard the argument.
Griffith, A.-G. (with him De VilUers), for plaintiffs.— The
argument contra will be that the agreement of the 6th of
May was ultra vires of Tudhope, the local manager of the
Standard Bank at Port Elizabeth, ultra vires of Stewart, the
general manager of that Bank in this Colony, and ultra vires
of the Standard Bank itself, even if the London board of
management had authorized it expressly by resolution. But
the defendants are not entitled to raise the question o? ultra
vires on the pleadings as they now stand. There should have
beena special plea ; the general issue pleaded being a traverse
that any such contract as the plaintiffs rely on has been made.
The general issue pms in issue the fact of the contract, and
not the power of the parties to enter into it. ( fVlielpdaWs
Case, 3 Co., 119; Mestayer vs. Biggs, 1 Cr. M. §• Rose. 1 10
;
Edivards vs. Brown, 1 Crompt. § Jerv., 307, especially the
jndgmimt of Bur on IJayley, 311-12 Hill vs. Manchester and
S/'lford Wiitrrworhs Co., 5 B. ^ A. 866 ; Royal British
Bank vs. Tmquand, 5 E. 8f B. 248, and Lord CampheWs
Judgment, 259 6i ; Do. do., 6 F. Sf B. 327; Agar vs.
Athenceum Life Ass. Co., 3 Com. B. Rep. N. S. 725.)
1868.
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27!
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].'

,''

;

—

;

—

[Tbe Court desired the argument to proceed generally
on tbe meritsj
Griffith.— There had been no misrepresentation on the

Nov.
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estates without special authority of creditors

1868.

,r

27."

"
so".

De:.
,"

;;

1.
3.

5;

to

compound

between the estate and the party
with whom the contract is made. The object of the
97th section of our Insolvent Ordinance, No. 6 of 1843,
corresponding with the 153rd sectionof the English Bankrupt
Act of 1848, is merely to protect the trustee fi'om personal
are, nevertheless, valid as

act.
{Griffith on Bank141 ;Leevs. Sangster, 2 Com. B., N.S., ji. 1 .)
J. 0. Smith & Co. The contract of the
6th May was not a contract beyond
{Hill vs.
^BaDk'ofBritSif the powers of such a corporation as the Bank.
^c-n'^^i-^st^^ o-nd Salford ffaterworks
Co., uhi sup.; Royal
^(Limkedi"^
British Bank vs. Turquand, ubi sup. ; Agar vs. Athenaum
Prince of Wales Ass. Society vs.
Life Ass. Society, uhi sup.
AthencBum Ass. Society, 3 Com. B., N. S.,76; Paynevs. Mayor
contract which may not
of Brecon, 3 i7. § N., 572.)
have been good as between a company and its own shareholders may yet be good as between the company and
strangers,
{Mayor of Norwich vs. Norfolk Railway Co.,
4: JE.
C.J., 417.
In re Overend,
8f B. Judgment of Erie,
Gurney §• Co, ex parte Oakes §• Peeh, 3 Law Rep. Eq. 576 ;
Eastern Counties Railway Co. vs. Hawkes, 5 H. of L. Cas.
345 ; Bank of Australia vs. Breillat, 6 Moo. P. C. C, p. 152 ;
Simpson vs. Westminster Palace Hotel Co., 8 H. of L. Cas.,
712 ; Taunton vs. Royal Ass. Co., 2 Hem. §• Mill, 135.)
Jacobs, S.-G. (with him Bond), first referred to the 46th
section of the Charter of Justice constituting this Court
{Rules of Court, p. 23), and argued that the declaration did
not with sufficient preciseness disclose the cause of action,
whether it was the breach by the defendant of the
alleged contract of the 6th May, or an alleged wrono-.
lul act by the defendants in the subornation of Gordon to
procure the surrender of Ku-kwood, Holland & Co. But
assuming the cause of action to be the former, the conditions
of the document of the 6th May have not been complied
with.
It is a mere proposal, unaccepted even at the present
"

..

g;

15.

liability for the

ruptcy,

consequences of his

vol. 2, p. 1

;

A

time, and certainly unaccepted at the time the Bank receded
from it on the 29 th of August, inasmuch as the creditors of
Kirkwood, Holland & Co. have confessedly not ceded over
to the Bank their collateral securities.
Those securities
should have been given up. {Stock vs. Mawsom, 1 Bos.
Sf
Pull., 286, Judgment of Eyre, C.J. ; Coioper vs. Green,
7
M. §• W., 633; Forsythe on Composition, 2nd ed., p. 126;
Chitty on_ Contracts, 8th ed. 771.)
Next, as to the effect of
the non-signature of some of the creditors and the specific
refusal of one or more to sign.
The contract of the 6th
May was not a contract with each creditor, but with the
whole of the creditors. {Atherton vs. North, 1 Dick., 375
;
Latch vs. Wedlake, \\ A. &( E. 959; Reay vs. Richardson,

^61
2 Cr.

M. ^ Rose,

Boyd

vs.

422, Judgment of Lord Abinger, 429 ;
isop.
^°''|;;
Hyde, 25 L. J. Exch., 246, Judgment of Pollock,
• ^*C.J.;Forsytheon Composition, ZQ Fbrf. 2, 14, 23.) TrusDec.
tees of insolvent estates ha-\'e no authority to sign without
the express assent of a meeting of creditors. (Orof. 6, 1843,
"
"
The docuGriffith on Bankruptcy, vol. 2, p. 1849.)
§ 97
g;
ment of the 6th May was not a contract, but a mere propo^•
" a'.
sal for a contract.
The subsequent deed was to be the contract and where a written contract is contemplated, then a j, o.
& Co.
previous parol contract is of no force unless reduced into Baiik'^orBritlsh
snnth Airi™
writing.
C/iitty on Contracts, 8 ed. p. 71.)
(3 Burge, 5\T
'™'
The Bank had a right of withdrawal at any time before the
"
proposal was accepted by all the creditors
and on the
1 2th August, when it did withdraw formally. Lock and HitThe plaintiffs
zeroth, two of the creditors, had not assented.
had not at that time lost their rights upon Kirkwood, Holland & Co., their debtors, and the Bank had still a locus
penitentice. {Payne vs Cave, 3 Term Rep. 148, commented on
in Whitmore vs. Turquand, ubi sup Pothier on Obligations,
Next, as to the effect of the
3 Evans Am. ed. I, p. 4.)
misrepresentation by Kirkwood, Holland & Co., with the
;

.'

'i

I'.

;

>"

;

siiiitti

;

;

;

knoM'ledge of the plaintiffs, of the assets of the estate. This
was a contract between three parties, the creditors of

—

Kirkwood, Holland & Co., Kirkwood, Holland & Co., and
The Bank was really acting as surety for the
the Bank.
debtor, and is entitled to be relieved against misrepresenta{Stock vs. Mawsom, wbi sup.; 2 Burge, 501 ; Chitty
on Contracts, 630.) Any contract to bind the Bank should
have been under seal, and provision is made to facilitate the
affixing of seals to such cotracts in the colonies.
(27 and2S
Next,
Vict. C%. 19 ; Thj'ing on Joint-stock Companies, 2Si.)
It is open to the defendants,
as to the question of ultra vires.
under the general issue, to dispute the power of Tudhope,
Stewart, or the Bank itself, to enter into such a contract.
{Bateman vs Borough of Ashton-under-Lyne, 27 L. J.,
Exch., 458 Ridley vs. Plymouth Company, 2 Exch. Rep.,
711; Hamboro vs. Hull Company, 28 L. J., Exch., 62;
Balfour vs. Ernest, 28 L. J., C. P., 170.) Tudhope had no
authority from his principals, the shareholders of the Bank,
And his authority must be
to enter into that contract.
proved by the plaintiffs. {Grant on Corporations,. \3 and
Lindley on Partnership, 2nd ed., vol. 1, 256-7.)
291
The contract was,moreover,MZ^?'a«zVcs the Bank's Articles of
Association, and ultra vires its powers under the ordinary
{Pothier on Obligations vol 1, p, 142 ; Story on
law.

tion.

,-

;

,

Agency, §§ 14, 15; Coleman vs. E. C. Railway Company,
16 L. J., Chanc, 73 Ridley vs. Plymouth Company, ubi
Bateman vs. Borough of Ashton-under-Lyne, ubi sup. ;
sup.
;

;
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Deo,

1.'

Ernest VS. NichoUs, d H. of L. Cas., AOS ; Athenaum Life
Assurance Society vs. Pooley, 4 Jur., N. S., 371 ; Button vs.
Scarborough Company, 34 L. J., Chanc, 643 ; 12 Jur., N. S.,
899 Clinch vs. Financial Corporation, 5 Law Rep., June
No., Eg., Cas., 450 ; Kernagan vs. Williams, 6 L, Rep., Oct.
No., Eq. Cas., 228.)
Griffith, in reply, on the point oiultra vires, cited Evans vs.
Smallcombe,6L.Rep.,Appel.Ser.,p.24:9,H'ouldsworth vs.Evans
do. do., 263, and maintained generally that all the cases cited
°^ *^^® point contra were not cases between corporations and
creditors, butbetween shareholders and directors, in restraint.
;

4.
5.
">

15'.

J. o.sndth

&

Co.

Bank''of'British

southAfrioa
(Limited).

Cur. adv. vult.
.Poifeff(Decemberl5).

and Denyssen, J.
plaintiffs,

with

Dwyee,

— TheCourt,bymajority(BELL,C.J.

Dwyee,

;

J., diss.)

gave judgment for

costs.

said
In this case, the Court not being
devolves upon me, as the junior member of it,
firstto expressmy opinion.
The actionis brought by Messrs.
Smith and Christian, trading under the style or firm of
John Owen Smith & Company, against the Standard
Bank of British South Africa, which is a company incorporated and registered under the Joint-stock Companies' Acts
in England, and having a registered office in London, and
also registered under the Joint-stock Companies' Act passed
in this Colony.
The objects for which the Company is
established are, as set out in the Memorandum and Articles
of Association, " the transacting of every kind of banking
business, under the general superintendence and control,
and in co-operation with, a principal establishment in
London." Provisions are contained in such articles also for
the appointment of a board of directors in London, and the
management of the business by them. The Bank had one
of its branches at Port Elizabeth, of which, in May, 865,
Mr. Tudhope was, and for some time previously had been,
local manager.
Mr. Stewart was the general manager of
all the branch banks of the Company throughout the Colony.
In May, 1865, trade became very much depressed at Port
Elizabeth.
Stewart refers to this state of things in a letter
addressed to the London Board, bearing date the 2nd of
May, 1865, in which he says " Several stoppages have
taken place, and such, in consequence, is the amount of distrust prevailing, that trade is almost at a complete standstill ;" and among the stoppages he mentions the firm of
Messrs. Kirkwood, Holland & Co., and states that their
liabilities. Mere £40,000, and their assets £51,000 ; their
liabilities to defendants, as acceptors and endorsers, being
something under £20,000.
Messrs. Kirkwood, Holland

unanimous,

J.,

:

it

1

A

:

^63

& Co. carried on at Port Elizabeth the trade of
auctioneers ; they also discounted bills and dealt in shares.
The firm consisted of only two persons, Holland and Kirkwood, and the latter carried on a separate business on his
own account. He had several shops in the country, and
speculated largely, and there seems to have been a system of

Nov.
„
Deo.

26.

27.

i

2.

"

\\

sdrawing upon each other, and upon others, accommodation
"
bills, the only consideration being the giving similar accoms.
?°'
raodation acceptances in exchange and the whole system of
trading was built upon such a false foundation, that when one
J,;°i^^te*darrt
prop gave way, the whole of the rotten fabric tottered to the Bank of Britiah
ground. Kirkwood's separate business failed, his liabilities
"(Limited).
being something like £50,000 and the failure of the firm of
Kirkwood, Holland & Co. immediately followed. They
then endeavoured to make some arrangement with their
creditors and with that view they laid a statement of their
affairs, and especially of their assets and liabilities, before the
Port Elizabeth Bank, of which Mr. Christian (one of the
plaintiffs) was and is chairman, and which statement or
statements (admitted by Mr. Christian to be substantially
the same) were laid before meetings of the creditors of
Messrs. Kirkwood, Holland & Co., to which meetings I
will now refer.
On the 14th May, 1865, the first meeting
of creditors was held
and at that meeting Mr. Tudhope was
present on behalf of the defendants, who were the largest creditors.
He offered to pay a composition of 10s. in the pound,
which was not accepted, and the meetingwas adjourned to the
next day but one. In order to enable Mr. Tudhope to
examine into the statements laid before the meeting. It
,"

;

;

;

;

appears that Messrs. Kirkwood & Holland, in the course
of their trade, when property was given to them to dispose
of, were in the habit of depositing with their customers bills
and other securities as a guarantee for their duly accounting
for the produce of the sales.
Some of those securities,
to a considerable amount, remained in the hands of various
parties at the time of Messrs.
Kirkwood & Holland's
stoppage ; and one of the principal questions in this
is, whether by
the alleged contract, to which I
about to allude, those securities were to be given
up to the Standard Bank, or whether the holders were to
retain them and prove upon the estate only for such-balance
as should remain due after deducting the value of the securities ? And upon this point a great deal depends upon the
construction to be placed upon the evidence.
In the written
statements laid before the meetings at which Mr. Christian
(who, as I before said, is one of the plaintiffs) was present,
and at both of which he presided as chaIrman,'those securities
appear as assets, and no mention whatever is made of their

case

am

'

;
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When a person states
tlie hands of third parties.
that his liabilities are £40,000, and his assets are £51,000,
I think all ordinary persons would be led to believe that
every shilling of the £51,000 was available to meet the
liabilities, leaving a clear balance, after payment of all
demands, of £11,000 and to put down as assets securities
held by third parties, and which, as collateral securities,
cannot be made available assets, is, in my opinion, a fraud.
I don't say a moral fraud, because it may be unintentional,

w.^Thrster'dSd
Bank ot British

^"t such a legal fraud as vitiates a contract based on such
written statements, and which form part of the contract.

being In

1688.

*'7-'/f.

"
15'

Dec.

1."

;;

a".

"

5*;

"
'.;

;

«•
8.'

to those collateral securities, Mr. Holland says
that he went to Mr. Tudhope's office on the 5th of May
that they both went most carefully over the various statements and that he told Tudhope that some of the securities
appearing amongst the list of assets were held by third parties.
Tudhope positively denies this. But, assuming that he is
mistaken, and that Holland's account is correct, does it
amount to more than that he informed Tudhope in whose
hands the securities were ; and that Tudhope was thus
led to believe that upon applying to such parties and
paying the composition agreed upon, the securities would
be given up ? Holland does not say that he told Tudhope
that the securities would be retained or would not be given
up. Some shares were held by Messrs. Blaine and Co., upon

With respect

^Ltoited)r

_

;

'

which they advanced some £2,600 to Kirkwood, Holland

&

me upon

the evidence that those
list of assets which
Tudhope knew were to be retained and Kirkwood saying
"
to Tudhope " Oh, the loss will be only 2,600 half-crowns
confirms me in this opinion.
did not Kirkwood tell of
the many other half-crowns which would be lost by creditors
retaining such securities and obtaining 20s. in the pound
upon their debts ? Both Mr. Holland and Mr. Kirkwood
gave their evidence very fairly ; but it must be recollected
that they are interested in this case, more, perhaps, even than
the plaintiffs.
If the plaintiffs be unsuccessful, Kirkwood
and HoUand cannot appear again as independent traders
without coming to this Court to be rehabilitated, which, I
have uo doubt, they would rather avoid doing. Tudhope having investigated the accounts, came to the adjourned meeting
on the 6th May, and proposed to that meeting to pay the
creditors 15s. in the pound upon their debts, upon the terms
contained in the minutes and the resolutions annexed thereto;
and one of those tern»s or conditions is, that the firm of Kirkwood, Holland & Co. should make an absolute sale and
cession to the defendants of the whole of the assets of the
said firm.
When a party contracts with another for the sale

Co.

It appears

shares- were the only

to

securities in the
;

:

Why

•

^65
to liim of an estate, it is an implied part of
that the vendor shall give a marketable title.

tlie

contract

iseS.

^°^'
Could Kirk%\
^s.
»
wood, Holland & Co., after having committed an act of
Deo. i.
bankruptcy, give a marketable title to any portion of their
"
property to Mimosa Dale, for example ^without the con3;
*•
"
sent of every one of their creditors ?
There is no law in this
'•
Colony by which a majority of creditors can bind the
"
minority and it is therefore always in the power of any
15!
outstanding creditor to defeat any arrangement whatever j..osi^i&co.
'^""^
entered into by the rest. In my opinion, therefore, it was ^Bank off'S"?"'*
Bntish
p
,
^
1
f
.pf,
sonth
AMca
that
requisite tor the plaintilrs to show
a complete and inde('^™"«i>feasible cession of the property of Kirkwood, Holland &
Co. had been made to the defendants before the plaintiffs
could call upon the defendants to pay one shilling under this
alleged contract and that when it came to the knowledge of

—

—

."

;

.

.

.

^

T

•

1

;

the defendants that one ofthe creditors had absolutely refused,
as Mr. Lock did, to sign the deed, it was competent for the
defendants to withdraw from the arrangement
they were
not obliged to wait until each refusing creditor was coaxed
into signing or compelled to sign the deed.
Nor was it
enough for the plaintiffs to say, " It is true that all the
creditors have not signed, but it lies upon you to show that
they wiU not sign." I think that an actual or implied assent
of every creditor must have been shown, and the defendants
placed in a position to plead such assent in bar of any action
by a creditor to compel compulsory sequestration. And this
was the view taken by all the parties at the time ofthe transThe agreement left everything iii fieri.
action.
deed
;

A

was prepared by Mr. Chabaud, upon instructions given to
him by Kirkwood immediately after the meeting of the
6th May, and the greatest exertions were made to get it signed
by all the parties. Holland says that " he thought Lock's
It is clear that the impresrefusal to sign created a difficulty."
sion on Holland's mind was that the assent of all the creditors
was requisite, as forming one of the conditions of the agreement. And that it was the opinion ofthe meeting of creditors,
and amongst others of plaintiffs, is evident from the protest
in

September, where they say, " the deed

is

now complete

by the signature of aU parties ;" and this also shows that the
deed was the document relied on as the principal instrument,
and not as a mere accessory, as appears also from the recitals
it contains.
The telegram also from Kirkwood, Holland
& Co., to Lock, lolling him that "if he did not sign, the
arrangement would

fall

through,"

is

evidence that they at

least thought the signatures of all the creditors requisite.
Besides which, there is a resolution at the meeting of creditors
in

August, to surrender the estate

signing.

I

now come, to another

in

consequence of

all

not

point in the case, namely.

^66
tke alleged adoption of the arrangement by the defendants,
as evidenced by their alleged authority to Holland, as their
"
agent, to wind up the business of the insolvent firm, and in
I*Dec. i!
Holland
opening a liquidation account in their own books.
says, in speaking of his interview with Tudhope, " he
3!
5'
authorized me to go on winding up the business as usual."
"
'•
new nccount was opened with the Standard Bank to the credit
\5'.
of Kirkwood, Holland & Co., "in liquidation;" and, accordthe money
j. o. Smith sr Co. i^glyj as any portion of the estate was realized,
"^^^ taken to the bank by Mr. Wimpory, the booklieeper of
Ban^of'Mteh
sonthAfrioa,
Kirkwood, Holland & Co., and by him lodged to the credit
™"
of the account of "Kirkwood, Holland & Co., in
liquidation," and a new pass-book was opened, in which
It is alleged by the
entries of the deposits were made.
plaintiifs that this account was opened by the defendants
themselves ; that Holland was their agent, and they, in fact,
were realizing the estate, and had thus adopted the arrangement. But I don't think t e evidence supports this view.
great point has been attempted to be made of the fact
that upon the first deposit note appear the words " in liquidation," in a corner of the note, in diiferent ink from the rest,
and it is suggested that the words were added by the Bank
clerk.
I don't think it has anything to do with the case.
If
anything, it only amounts to this, that when Wimpory
brought the money, intending to lodge it to the old account
of Kirkwood, Holland & Co., which had not been finally
" You must lodge it to a
closed, the clerk may have said
new account an arrangement is being carried out, and it is
as well to keep the original account and the account since
the stoppage distinct."
But what if every single deposit
note had been filled up at the counter by the officers of the
Bank ? Nearly every bank has a diffeient form of deposit
note and if you take a number of different cheques, bills,
and other securities to a bank, you will find that, simple as
it appears, a deposit note is not always such an easy document to fill up and you will be glad to see the officer
lake up your deposits and at a glance fill up the deposit
note and hand it to you to sign, as is very frequently
done in very many, if not in all, banks. With respect to
the alleged authority to Holland to act as agent of the
Bank, is it likely that, after a failure to so large an
amount, the Bank would place such confidence in the
1668.

•'^°^'

2?;

A

]',

'

A

:

;

;

:

insolvents as to commit an estate to them to wind up ?
Lay
the evidence before a jury of commercial men, familiar with
banking and -other business (and before such a jury, I think
this case should have been tried), and what view would they
take of it ?
It is, I think, indisputable that from the first

Stewart disapproved of the arrangement entered into by
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Tudhope, and was determined,

if he could legally do so, to
refused to adopt the arrangement until
it was legally carried out.
McDonald confirms this. He
says " I saw Stewart about it {i.e., a bill which he wanted
to have passed) on the 20lh June.
I asked why the 15s.
was not placed to my credit; and he. said the documents
were not quite completed, but that I might look upon it as
quite settled."
The view I take of this alleged authorization and adoption, and the view which I venture to think a
jury would take, is, that the estate requiring some one to
"
look after it, the managers of the Bank said
cannot
interfere until the arrangements are completed ; go on as
usual, and when everything is settled, we will take over the
remaining assets, and whatever has been lodged to the credit
of the liquidation account."
There is no doubt that Stewart
was determined to get out of the difficulty by repudiating
the transaction if he could. It is alleged that he did so
because of the depreciation of the assets by subsequent
failures.
I don't think so.
He kuew the state of Port
Elizabeth at that time, as is very evident fi'om his
letter of the 2nd May.
There was certainly a depreciation
in the value ol the assets subsequent to the 6th May ;»but
that arose chiefly because neither party would take charge
of them
both were afraid of committing themselves; and
there would have been a still further depreciati)n of assets
if
Stewart had not accepted Gordon's offer to compel a
The conduct of Grordon and
surrender of the estate.
Stevvait in this matter has been much commented upon ;
but I think undeservedly. To compel sequestration of ihe
estate was the very best coui se that could have been adopted
in the existing state of things.
The conduct of St-wart
deserving of condemnation is his having made use of Tennant
as a mere tool, by inducing or compelling him to refuse to
sign the deed of composition ; such a refusal was a mere sham,
great deal was said in
and to it I attach no importance.
the course of the argument as to the difference between the
agreement and deed ; but I do not think it is very material
which is looked upon as the principal instrument, because
if the agreement, although in fieri, were not carried out, or
if the contract were not performed
by the defendants
through their own default, in either case the plaintiffs

get rid of

it.

isdl

He

^"J'tf.
>•

^f

:

:

We

—

A

would be

entitled to maintain this action.
But, whichever
be the contract, it appears to me that the plaintiffs have not
All the creditors have not even
fulfilled their part of it.
now signed, because a qualified signature to which the
defendants have not assented is no signature, and because,
although Pearson and otbers, who are creditors representing
insolvent estates, have signed, it does not appear that they

Deo.

i.

"

s'.

"

f

..

J-

"

j.o.

is!

s^h&co.

BankofBritSif
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kave signed as representing the creditors in those estates
and it is conceded that some of such trustees had not, and
" |8have not, obtained the consent of such creditors to the cornDec,
position, as is required by the Insolvent Ordinance, and
"
which consent would be requisite to enable the defendants to
l.
"
plead such signatures in bar to an action. Of course, if it
g,
'•
'
begoodlawthattlie contract was complete with each creditor
u.
the moment such creditor signed the contract, my reasoning
j.o.siMth&co. falls to the ground; but the authorities which have been
'^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ poiut, in my opinion, have no application to the
BankofBritSh*
southAfrioa
There are only two
circumstanccs of the present case.
imitea).
Q^jjgj, points, to which I shall very shortly refer. It is alleged
by the learned counsel for the plaintiffs that the powers of the
defendants are so ample as to enable them not only to enter
into this arrangement, but even to set up a grocer's shop.
The objects of the Standard Banking Company, as pointed
out by their Memorandum of Association, seem very extensive
but in no place do I find that they are empowered to
take upon them the debts and liabilities of insolvent firms.
It is contended not only that they can do so, but that their
agent here, acting under their authority, can do so by parol
agreement. In this Colony there is, unfortunately, no statute
1868.

^°7'

;

2?:

r.

",

;

analogous to the English statutes requiring certain agree-

ments or contracts to be in writing. Here, agreements for
the sale of the most valuable property or contracts of the
most complicated nature may be proved, though entered
and hence the frightful
into only by word of mouth
amount of contradictory swearing that we find in almost
;

every contested case. But when parties enter into a contract
with a company incorporated and registered under the
English Joint-stock Companies' Acts and also imder the
Joint-stock Companies' Acts of this Colony, such parties
are bound to take notice of those Acts and the articles and
memorandum of association registered under them. And,
as Lord Wensleydale has said in Ernest vs. NichoUs,"!.?
thej do not choose to acquaint themselves with the powers
of the directors, it is their own fault; and if they give
credit to any unauthorized persons, they must be contented
to look to them only, and not to the company at large.
The
stipulations of the deed, which restrict and regulate their
authority, are obligatory on those who contract with the
company, and the directors can make no contract so as to
bind the whole body of shareholders, for whose protection
the rules are made, unless they are strictly complied with.
The contract binds the persons making it, but no one else."
If, therefore, a contract be of such a nature as that, under
the articles and memorandum of association, it could only
be made under seal, the board of directors could not validly

269
contract in any other manner ; and I do not see how they
ises.
^°^' 2?'
could delegate to another a power they did not them&elves
possess.
"
Seals of corporate bodies are not unknown in
^^•
iDecthis Colony.
The " Public Library Company of Port
Elizabeth," the "Simon's Bay Dock Company," and several
3.
railway companies have common seals to authenticate their
5;
>
acts.
It is said that it would be attended with great incon^^
"—
venience if public companies,before completing any contract,
were obliged to send it to England to be passed under the The standard
common seal of he contracting company. But such a ^south' AfrTcaf^
(Limited),
course would be altogether unnecessary.
The second
section of the " Companies' Seals Act " provides for the
affixing seals to contracts made abroad ; and it would
altogether destroy public confidence in trading companies if shareholders were to be at the mercy of unprincipled persons, who might swear to contracts having been
entered into which were not even reduced to writing. I
think we ought, therefore, to construe with the utmost
strictness the provisions of any statute intended for the protection of shareholders in this respect.
The last point to
which I shall refer is upon the pleadings. It is contended
that we cannot enter upon the question of ultra vires because
it has not been specially pleaded
but I think that the
plaintiffs have put this question in issue ' upon the face of
their own declaration.
In this Court there is great latitude
allowed in pleading ; this case has been at hearing for several
days, and the point has not taken the plaintiffs by surprise :
it has been most ably argued on both sides.
I therefore
think we ought to afford every facility for the case to be
fully discussed elsewhere, so that when finally decided it
may obviate ihe necessity of future litigation. In this Court
there are no very precise rules of pleadings to guide' either
the Bench or the Bar ; and, in the absence of such rules, to
attempt to confine the parties to forms of pleadings established for every case, as it comes before us, would tend to
I will not
defeat rather than promote the ends of justice.
go further into the case. Were it not that my opinions are
opposed to judges of such great learning and experience as
the rest of the Court, I should say that I have no doubt as
As it is, I can only express,
to what our judgment should be.
with great diffidence, my opinion that the plaintiffs have
failed to make out their case, and that the judgment of the
Court should be for the defendants.
^Denyssen, J.: This is an action brought by the
defendants for the recovery of
plaintiffs against the
damages by reason of the breach on the part of the defendants of a certain contract entered into between the said
There has been some
plaintiffs and the said defendants.
",

;|

s'-.

t

;

;
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argument as to the form in which this action has been
brought.
An objection has been taken to it, and in my
^T'
"
opinion not without reason, as not in accordance with the
1^Dec.
The action should have
rules and practice of this Courf.
been for the specific jjerformance of the contract upon which
3.
"
thep]aintiif?nowrely,leavingitto the defendants to raise their
f_
7.
def nee either under the general issue or by way of special
16.
plea and should by such plea any matters have been alleged
a special reply, the plaintiffs might have
J. o.Si^& Co. which require
For instance, if the defen*^°°^ ^° ^^ their replication.
Ban'k'rf^^Briash
south Africa
dauts had pleaded, besides the pleas now on record,
™' °
that the estate had surrendered, in the replication that
might have been admitted, but the defendants' light
denied to avail themselves of it on the ground of fraud,
As the declaration,
collusion, or on any other ground.
however, has not been excepted to, and comprises the real
cause of action, we canno' take any notice of the objection.
It has also been maintained that under the general issue
the power of the company to enter into any such
I am of opinion
contract as alleged can be questioned.
it should have been specially pleaded
that it cannot
and I think during the argument nothing has been
adduced to satisfy me that I am in error. In the
numerous cases quoted, the point has not been raised;
except in one of Batement vs. The Mayor, Aldermen
and Burgesses of the Borough of Ashton-under-Lyne, in
which Baron Martin, in his reference to the point, confirms the view I have taken in this respect.
Upon the facts
of the case as they present themsehes to my mind, I have
no doubt. And here I must remark, that although I do not
impute perjury, or anything like it, to any of the witnesses,
I am irq,pressed with the conviction, where the evidence ot
Tudhope and Stewart is in conflict with that of Holland,
Kirkwood and McDonald, I must give the preference to the
latter, as I have done.
It is said that Tudhope is not interIt may be so but neither are the other parties, in
ested.
so far as I have been able to discover.
It appears, then,
that about the end of April and beginning of May, 1865, the
affairs of the firm of Kirkwood, Holland & C"., of Port
Elizabeth, became embarrassed.
They held a meeting of
their creditors on the 4th May, at which the plaintiffs and
other creditors, also Tudhope, as representing the Standard
Bank, were present. Certain stateme ts were submitted to
the creditors relating to the affairs of the firm, anda proposal
made on the part of Tudhope, which, however, was net
accepted, and the meeting adjourned not, however, without
recording an opinion that a compromise of 15s. in the
pound would be accepted, but without fixing a day for
iflfis.
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meeting again, evidently for the purpose of enabling any
isss.
^°'''
party desirous of making sucli an offer an opportunity of
inquiring into the business, and of ascertaining whether he
»
^^•
nee.
1.
wouldbe justified in so doing. On the 5th May, Holland was
sent for by Tudhope and, according to Holland, the statements
3.
"
were produced, excepting two, and gone over and explained
f_
'•
item by item. That this was most likely does not admit
"
of any doubt. Tudhope had received certain instructions
is!
from Stewart, which he would exceed by adopting the reso- j. 0. smith & Co.
lutionofthe 4th May, and offering 15s. in the pound ^^J^'^^^'J^?^^;!
and to justify himself, therefore, to do so, and to deviate south Aincu
in other respects from the instructions he had received,
it was necessary he should scrutinize the statements most
minutely.
Holland further says that in going over the
"I explained that there
liabilities and list of bills payable,
were certain parties who held securities. I mentioned
Pearson and Carpenter. When we came to the Standard
27'.

",

,

..

;

Bank

shares, I explained that besides the ninety-two in the

hands of the Bank, there were fifteen in the hands of Blaine
& Co. for sale, and that I had received advances upon them.
There was another credit of £2,600 of Blaine & Co. in
London, who held 235 shares of the Mortgage and. Investment Company, and also thirty-six Standard Bank shares
belonging to the private estate of Kirkwood, which did not
This evidence of Holland is configure in our assets."
firmed by Kirkwood, who says that on the morning of the
6th, Tudhope referred to these collateral securities as an

Tudhope contradicts
objection to his making the offer.
these statements ; but he cannot deny that some of the Bank
shares were in the hands of Blaine & Co., as appeared from
the statement, and that some were held by the Bank.
On
the 6th of May, an adjourned meeting was held. At that
meeting, Tudhope made an ofier in writing virtually adopting the resolution of the creditors of the 4th May, and
made to it by the chairman,
•which, with an addition
was signed as his offei-, and afterwards accepted and signed
by the body of creditors. By this contract, Tudhope,
as representing the Standard Bank, purchases from those
credit a-s their claim as against Kirkwood, Holland & Co.
at the rate of 15s. in the pound, and releases Kirkwood,
Holland & Co. from their liability in respect of the same,
as well as from the claim of the Standard Bank, upon
their making over to him all their present assets.
The
arrangement being thus completed, Godsman, the secretary
to the Bank, communicates it to the general manager, then
in Cape Town, who acknowledges, and certainly does not
repudiate, it by his letter of the 9th May ; and on the same
day Tudhope communicates it to the London directors,
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informing them that " the assets had been carefully examined
ourselves, the Port Elizabeth bank, and others."
Upon
"
this a new account is opened in the books of the Bank,
IgDeo.
]!
« Kirkwood, Holland & Co., in liquidation."
The old
pass-book is discarded, and a new one commenced under the
above heading. Instructions are given to windup the affairs;
f_
"
|the payment of minor accounts is authorized; andaccommo"
15.
dation notes are exchanged.
There is nothing in the books
j.o.smith&co. to show that these payments and this exchange did not take
BaS'of Mtfeh place. Holland swears it was under the direction of Tudhope.
^^^'^ ^^^ ^^ McDouald's bills had to be exchanged, he was
^"(Limttedr
referred by Holland to Tudhope, who declared he would
not continue these exchanges. Tudhope, however, after referring to the terms of the agreement, agreed to pay McDonald
1868.

^°^'

",

27."

hy

3.'

II

los., less the discount
and when McDonald, a day or two
afterwards, inquired why his account had not been credited
with this amount, he was told the arrangement had not been
quite completed,
he would have to wait a day or two
longer
and seeing Stewart afterwards, it was said the
document had not been quite completed, but that he might
consider it as all settled.
On the 5th July, Holland was
sent for By Stewart, and a conversation took place between
him, Tudhope, and Stewart, the latter intimating he was
determined to get out of the deed of composition (this is
the first intimation of an endeavour to get out of the
arrangement), and urging Holland to surrender, which
was refused.
On the 10th July, however, Stewart
wrote to the London office that he felt considerable anxiety
in the matter, and would nov, if it were possible, withdraw from the arrangement. And not until the 29th
July was a letter written to Kirkwood and Holland by the
Attorneys Innes and Elliott, on behalf of the Bank, stating
that on the ground of the collateral securities not having
been surrendered, and all the creditors not having signed,
the Bank declined to execute the deed of assignment.
Carpenter, who held such securities, had on that day, for
the first time, been asked whether he would give up the
securities he held but no such application had at any time
been made to Pearson, who also held similar securities. In
writing to the London office on the 9th August, Stewart
refers to his endeavours to get out of the " foolish arrange;

—

;

—

;

ment entered into by Tudhope with the creditors of Kirkwood & Holland," and on the 12th of August he meets
certain of the creditors at the Bank, when Christian, Ebden,
and some others were present, and he then tells them he
would not carry out the agreement " because the estate
had been misrepresented and deception used that all the
creditors had not signed, and that parties would not give up
;
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their collateral securities."
Upon this Christian agreed not
to insist upon the agreement being carried out if deception

\m.
^°J'lf,

had been used but finding such not to be the case, he com» |^Dec.i.'
menced proceedings. On the I7th of August, Chabaud, on
behalf of Kirkwood, Holland & Co., requested, in reference
" £
to the letter of Innes and Elliott of the 29th July, to be
" g"
furnished with the names of the parties who had refused
" is!
to sign, and in reply, on the 18th of August, Innes and
Elliott gave the names of Hitzeroth, Tennant and Pinchin, j.o.smmi&ca.
;

'•

stating further, as an additional ground for not carrying out BaJt ^of
the arrangement, tbit the assets which were submitted to ^°?'''^'°''
""'
Tudhope, andon the faith of which the offer was made, turned
out to be incorrect. Stewart, in writing to the London office
on the 28th August, says " I have stronger hopes than ever
that we shall be able to get out of this engagement entered
into by Tudhope, without having recourse to litigation, as,
apart from the question of misrepresentation as to the assets,
the assignment is not yet completed, and one creditor positively declines becoming a party to it."
This creditor is
Tennant, who declined to forego any part of his claim. It,
however, appeared of a rather doubtful character ; and it
further appeared that the letter had been written at the
instance of a manager of a branch bank, and that Tennant
was under heavy pecuniary obHgations to the Bank. He
had never before appeared as a creditor in the estate, and,
when called upon, had shortly before paid a debt due to
the estate of Kirkwood, Holland & Co, On the 29th of
August, another meeting was held of some of the creditors,
on the premises of the Bank, on which occasion Kirkwood
explained that, in consequence of several creditors not
agreeing to accept 15s. in the pound, the Standard Bank had
refused to carry out their offer. At this meeting the plainCertain of the creditors, however,
tiffs were not present.
expressed their determination to hold the Bank to its conOn the
tract ; while others resolved upon another course.
1 9th September, a letter was sent to Kirkwood, Holland
& Co., on behalf of certain of the creditors, including the

TrS

:

plaintiffs, recommending them not to surrender their estate
unless required by the Standard Bank, to whom they look
for a settlement of this claim under the composition of the
6th May. On the 28th September, a meeting was held
of certain of the creditors, at which the above letter

and at this meeting it was resolved not to
;
surrender the estate except by force of circumstances. At
the same meeting a suggestion was made by one T. S. Gordon, a creditor, to Stewai t, to lend to him a bill for suing
Kirkwood, Holland & Co. upon it, in order to compel a
surrender, with a view of relieving the Bank from the

was read

T
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This suggestion was adopted by the manager ;
agreement.
^ hill given over to the party, upon which proceedings were
commenced, which resulted in a surrender of the estate. It
must be here remarked that Lock, a creditor in the estate

of Kirkwood, Holland & Co,, who had at first refused to
be a party to the arrangement, did, on or about the 30th of
>'
August, give his assent, to which reference is made in the
" is!
letter of the creditors of the 1 9th September, and that cerj. 0. Smith & Co. tain other creditors for small amounts, which had been paid,
Bank'orMtish ^^^ ^ ^^w othcrs, had never signed the written offer. Upon
South Africa
thcse facts, the first question which has been raised is, has
any contract been entered into at all as between Tudhope,
representing the Standard Bank, and the creditors of Kirkwood, Holland & Co. ? By the law of this Colony, a
contract need not be under seal, nor, indeed, in writing,
unless it is so stipulated.
In this case it was in writing, and
was, what it purports to be, a contract between Tudhope,
as representing the Standard Bank, and the several parties
This is its true construction, and was the constructhereto.
tion put upon it by Tudhope and Stewart. ] 5s., even I7s. 6d.
in the pound, left a handsome margin. So long as the signatures of the principal creditors had been severally obtained,
the contract as regards them was completed.
The express
assent of the minor creditors was of no importance.
The
policy of the Court is to uphold such contracts, of which the
parties concerned were aware. The intention to carry it out
In the books a new account is opened, a
is equally clear.
new pass-book is furnished, and the deposit notes altered
no interest allowed, severally, to meet the altered circumstances. True, it is said that the entry in the ledger
was the work of the bookkeeper, the new pass-book
furiiished at the instance
of the depositor, and for
the alteration of the deposit notes the clerk of Kirkwood,
Holland & Co. is liable. But the manager of the Bank
was not and cannot be held ignorant of what takes place
in his office.
And how explain the letters of Stewart to his
secretary, and ot him and Tudhope to the London office,
also the conversation between
Tudhope, Stewart and
McDonald, when the bill of £510 was to be exchanged ? It
is next said, admit the alleged contract to have been
signed
by certain of the creditors, thenon-executionby certain other
of the creditors rendered it incomplete, and authorized the
Bank to repudiate or withdraw from the same. There was
no intima1;ion from the Bank to the creditors that it was not
to be carried out until the meeting of the 12th August ; and
the Bank claims, therefore, to be entitled to the period which
elapsed between the 6th of May and 12th of August for the
purpose of repentance,—a doctrine I cannot assent to. But
"

"

s.
g;

''•

—

_

;
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this contract did not stipulate, to render it effectual, that all
the creditors should sign it nor is it one of ordinary com,-

\m.
^"^'

fj\

promise between a dehtor and his creditors it is a purchase
"
|^by one of the creditors of the claims of one or more of the
i)ec.
i!
others the purchaser releasing the debtor from all liabiKty
in respect of such and all other claims, on condition that the
;
|;
debtor make over to the purchaser the assets he holds and
'•
>
15'
this contract of purchase and sale was effected by the agree"
ment ofthe 6th May, "When the plaintiffs accepted the offer, j.o.s^th & co.
it was completed in so far as they were concerned.
They Bank' rf^*Mtbh
lost their claim upon Kirkwood, Holland & Co., and Tud^'J^toiMr
hope, representing the Bank, becameresponsibleto them. It
is
not necessary in an ordinary composition between
debtors and creditors that all the creditors should have
signed.
(See Norman vs. Thompson, and what Baron
Martin says on Boyes vs. Hind, not necessary a fortiori in
this case.)
The defendants relied upon the non-signature
of Hitzeroth, Pinchin and Tennant as entitling them to
withdraw. Tennant's claim as a creditor is questionable.
The fact that he paid a debt to the Bank at the time shows
th&,t he had no faith in his claim
besides which, the other
circumstances proved in this case deprive the Bank of any
right to make use of that claim.
Hitzeroth's representative
had signed, and Pinchin's claim was paid under the Bank's
instructions.
Pearson's signature has been challenged as
of no value upon what principle, as between the plaintiffs
and defendants, I am at a loss to understand. He was
legally vested with the estate he represented, and the
creditors may call him to account but certainly not the
defendants in this suit.
number of other creditors, of
more or less importance, were referred to during the trial,
not before, of which the Bankis estopped from availing itself
and even if it could, it is not necessary, as before stated, that
Then it is said that the
all should have signed in this case.
securities have not all been handed over nor was it so agreed.
(Seethecaseof TViomoSi's. Courtney.^ Pearson's qualifications
to his signature must have satisfied the defendants that he
at least held certain securities which it was not his intention
He was never asked to do so. Carpenter
to surrender.
was, on the 29th July, for the purpose of founding upon his
refusal a ground for getting out of the contract, and for
writing the letter of Attorneys Innes and Elliott of the same
Besides which, it is evident from the evidence- that
date.
the attention of Tudhope was called to the fact of these
securities being held by Carpenter and Pearson. But, admit
it was not, if the Bank were entitled to the same, they
should have been recovered from Carpenter and Pearson
the non-recovery thereof cannot affect the plaintiffs. Mis;

—
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representation is the next ground upon which it is attempted
When the meeting of creditors
to sst ^^i*^^ t^^ contract.
I?'
adjourned on the 4th of May, it was for the purpose of
11'
r.
Deo.
aifording parties desirous of making an offer an opportunity
"
of inquiring into the particulars of the estate of Kirkwood,
f.
and, considering that
Holland & Co. Tudhope did so
j]
'•
"
the resolution of the 4th May had fixed upon the sum
"
^his
is!
of 15s.
as the minimum the creditors would take,
j.o.st^&co. knowledge that some of the assets were in the hands of
that the Bank also held securities in respect
Bank ofBrit&h* i^T^^ parties,
South Africa
can it be doubted that attention was not
of their claims,
™^
only directed to it, but that the matter was carefully inquired
into, as Tudhope wrote to the London office by letter of 9th
May ? Besides which, there is the positive evidence of
Holland, both as regards the immovable property, the shares,
right of withdrawal from the contract
and the securities.
of the 6th May was founded upon the proceedings of the 29th
of August, which has nothing to do with this case, as the
plaintiffs are no party to it.
They considered that the contract having been completed as between them and th^ Bank
on the 6th May, the latter could not withdraw from it without their consent, and held the Bank responsible, as they had
The proceedings on and after the 28th Sepa right to do.
tember are equally unavailing. The Bank was anxious to
get rid of its liability towards the creditors of Kirkwood,
Holland & Co., and the means adopted ia one respect not
very creditable could not accomplish that object. There
remains only the question as to the contract being ultra vires
of the local manager and of the company ; and it may be
questionable whether the Bank, in the exercise of its power
under the Memorandiun and Articles of Agreement, has the
right, of speciilating in landed property or in the purchase and
sale of shares of other joint-stock companies; but if in the
ordinary course of its business, as in this case, immovable or
other property, shares, &c., come into the legal possession of
the directors, their general or local managers, and with a right
to dispose, as securities, and it is expedient for the interests
of the Bank that they be held by them or disposed of, the
directors or managers have a perfect right to do so, as it may
seem expedient. The numerous cases- to which reference
has been made to establish a contrary doctrine do not apply.
I found my opinion upon the Memorandum and Articles
of Agreement. For the above reasons, my judgment is for
the plaintiffs.
Bell, C. J.
I have no hesitation in concurring with
my brother Denyssen that the judgment of the Court
must be for the plaintiffs. As the parties, by the terms
of their consent paper,
intimated at the outset, not
i8g8.

^7'
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;
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perhaps in the best taste, that there would,
any event, he
an appeal from the judgment of this Court, it was deemed
advisable to allow them to exhaust themselves in evidence
and argument before indicating an opinion on any branch

ises.

^"^"It.
»

|^'

Dec.
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of the case, in order that the case might go elsewhere
" 3!
entire.
" |;
In doing this the parties have consumed more time
than I remember to have been occupied by any case during
» ^
my experience in this Court ; and yet I know not anything
is.
in the nature of the true case between the parties which j.o smiS&co.
should have made this necessary. It was argued for the B^nl'^of^'Briash
defendants that the declaration did not disclose any ground south Africa
""'
of action.
Though the form of the declaration may not be
the best, there is enough in it to disclose that the plaintiffs
allege the defendants to have agreed to pay them, as creditors of Kirkwood, Holland & Co., a dividend of 15s. per
pound of their debt; that the defendants have failed to
perform that agreement ; and that the plaintiffs ask the
Court to decree the defendants to pay them the amount ofthe
dividend, as damages for non-performance of the agreement.
At a meeting of Kirkwood & Co.'s creditors held on the
6th of May, Tudhope, the defendant's local manager, wrote
out on a sheet of paper that he " informed the creditors of
Kirkwood & Co. that on condition that they cede over to him
the whole of their claims, and release Messrs. Kirkwood & Co.
from all liability to them, he was prepared to guarantee the
sum of 15s. in the pound, payable in four equal instalments,
at six, twelve, eighteen and twenty-four months ; " that the
liabilities of Kirkwood & Co. " be reduced to a cash basis on
the first current, by the rebate of bills, &c., and the Bank's
acceptances given for the amount of composition," i.e., that
everything should be calculated as if due on the 1st of May
(six days previously), in order that that date might be
assumed as the one from which the acceptances should run.
This offer of the defendants had been preceded by one on
the 4th of May, two days before, that Kirkwood & Co.'s
estate " should be assigned to the defendants, in which case
they would guarantee a dividend of 10s. iu the pound, payThe offer of 15s. was,
able in six and twelve months."
therefore, no first thought, but was made in substitution for,
and in consequence of the rejection of, a previous offer of 10s.
In drawing up the offer of the 6 th May, Tudhope had not, as
in his offer of the 4th May, made mention of an assignment
of the assets of Kirkwood & Co. to the defendants, as the
means wherewith to pay the dividend. On his suggestion,
therefore, or on the suggestion of some one else at the
meeting of the 6th, the following words were added to
" The Bank releasing Messrs.
the offer by Tudhope
Kirkwood, Holland & Co. from further liabihty on
i',

:
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Immediately below
their handing over their present estate. "
this addition to what Tudhope had written, Tudhope signed

manager. There then followed these
defendants'
We, the undersigned creditors, agree to the above
"
proposal," followed by the signature of the plaintiffs, and,
"
^a variety of other persons and to the left of the plaintiffs'
"
signature, appear these signatures " Kirkwood, Holland
i'
"
This document disu.
Co., J. A. Holland. J. S. Kirkwood. "
ji.os^&co. closes two different independent contracts, one whereby the
the other subscribing creditors cede to the
Ba^''ofBritish pl^intiffs and
South Africa
defendants all claims they have on Kirkwood & Co., in
(Limited),
consideration of which the defendants agree to give them
the pound of these claims, divided into four equal
15s.
payments, by the defendants' promissory notes, dated
1st May, at six, twelve, eighteen and twenty-four months.
This is the only contract made between the plaintiffs and the
defendants, and execution of it by the plaintiffs was completed by their signature. From that moment they ceased
to have any claim upon Kirkwood, Holland & Co., and,
by necessary consequence, they ceased to have the power
of attaching any assets of which Kirkwood and Co. might
be possessed. Thenceforth they had nothing but a naked
claim upon the defendants for their promissory notes for 15s.
per pound, or three-fourths of the debt which had been owing
Deo.

1.

as

words "
:

3.'

;

&

:

—
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them by Kirkwood & Co. They had lost their debt owing
by Kirkwood & Co., and by novation had acquired a new
one owing by the defendants, to the extent of three-fourths
of what had been owing by Kirkwood & Co.
Acting in
pursuance of this, the plaintiffs drew out a set of four promissory notes, which they sentto Tudhope, the local manager
of the defendants, for signature by Stewart, their general
manager. Perforn^ance of this contract by the defendants
would have been completed by their signing the notes
which the plaintiffs had sent them for that purpose. It
was obviously immaterial to the plaintiffs what had induced
to

the defendants to make this contract with them, or whether
they had made any arrangement with Kirkwood & Co.
to secure to themselves the assets of that firm.
That was
the defendants' affair.
Being satisfied, in consideration
of this agreement, themselves to sacrifice 5s. per pound, it
was no part of the plaintiffs' duty to inquire how the
defendants were to get the other 15s. which they promised
to pay them.
They might make Kirkwood & Co. a present of the 15s. per pound, for aught the plaintiffs
or
the other creditors, panics to the agreement, had to care.
That this was the correct view of the plaintiffs' position would
have been obvious, I think, to everyone if the offer by
Tudhope had remained, as originally drawn up by himself in

2?9
presence of the meeting of 6th May, and had been at Once
ma.
^°^'
accepted in that form by the creditors. But, unfortunately,
2?!
»
I say unfortunately, because this seems to have formed
If
Deo.
the foundation of a great deal of the evidence which has
been adduced, and of the argument w^hich has been addressed
to the Court,
"
argument and evidence which, in my apprehension, were equally immaterial and irrelevant,
unfortu»
|is!
nately, then, before the plaintiffs and the other creditors
of Kirkwood & Co, had closed with Tudhope's offer, as j.o.smith&oo.
drawn by himself, it seems to have occurred to him or to BaS'^of'BritSah
some one else that the defendants would get into a false south AMoa
position, should the creditors at once close with them before
the defendants had secured the assets of Kirkwood & Co.
Tudhope's offer to the meeting of the 4th May was that
the estate " be assigned to the Bank, in which case the Bank
would guarantee 10s." In his offer to the meeting of the 6th,
he had overlooked assignment of the estate. The creditors
might nevertheless righteously have accepted the offer of the
6th it was no part of their duty to protect the Bank,
and even if the omission had crossed their minds, they
might naturally have supposed that the Bank, who intervened as the friends of Kirkwood & Co., had taken
care, by a private agreement with these gentlemen, to
protect themselves. But, as I said before, this omission
of assignment seems to have been mentioned in some way,
and there were then added the words, " the Bank releasing

—

i."
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—
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—
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Messrs, Kirkwood & Co, from further liability on their
handing over their present estate." The signatures underneath
of Kirkwood & Co., and of the two partners of that firm,
could have reference only to these words, for neither the
firm nor the partners had anything to do with the cession

by the

creditors to

Tudhope of their claims against the

3.'

firm,

which the offer of the 6th, as originally framed, was confined, and which had reference to the creditors alone.
Nor,
on the other hand, had the creditors any concern with the
release of Kirkwood & Co. from " further liability" on their
handing over their estate to the defendants that was a matter entirely between Kirkwood & Co. and the defendants.
to

:

This promise of a release by the defendants of Kirkwood &
Co., on their handing over their estate to the defendants, and
the signatures of Kirkwood & Co. assenting to the proposal, made the second of the two contracts to which I
have before referred. This second contract between
the defendants and Kirkwood & Co, was that the Bank,
who by the first agreement had obtained from the
creditors a cession of their claims, released Kirkwood &
Co, of all liability, not only in respect of these claims, but in
respect of the defendants' own claims against them ; and in
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consideration of tliis, Kirkwood & Co. assigned to the
defendants their whole assets. From the moment Kirkwood
& Co., who were then perfectly sui juris, signed this document,
I*Deo. i!
they ceased to be dotnini of their assets. These became
"
vested in right in the defendants, who could have procured
"
an active title to such of the assets as a title was required to,
I;
^by the common means known in law and from the same
is!
moment Kirkwood & Co. ceased to be liable to the defenj.o.sMtii&co. dants for their own debt, or for the debts of others, the claim
The idea of
defendants.
Ba^k'ofIrittsh to which was now vested in the
South AMoa
the Creditors, and also of the defendants, on the 4th May,
as appears fromthe minutes of that date, was that Kirkwood
& Co. should be allowed t realize the assets. Though not
mentioned in the agreement of 6th May, this idea seems to
have been retained, and to have been acted upon by the
defendants ; for Kirkwood & Co. realized assets, which from
time to time they paid over to the defendants, who entered
them in a new account, headed " Kirkwood & Co. in liquidation. "
By August (when Stewart repudiated the agreement), the deposits in this account amounted to upwards of
£5,000, and the defendants treated these deposits as their
own monies, for they did not credit the account periodically
with interest, as they did after August, and they placed to
the debit of the account the money which they had expended
in this litigation, so extravagantly expended as to amount
already to upwards of £600. The defendants, therefore,
not only made the contract with Kirkwood & Co., but acted
upon it by taking possession of the assets. It is. mixing
together the two contracts between the plaintiffs and the
defendants, and between Kirkwood & Co. and the defendants, which I have mentioned, and treating them as one and
indivisible, that has given rise to the supposed importance
and difficulty of this case whereas the contract between the
plaintiffs and the defendants is quite separable and distinct
from that between the defendants and Kirkwood & Co.,
although it may be true that the one was inductive of the other.
The first difficulty raised by the defendants to the plaintiffs' right to recover upon the contract with them was taken
at the Bar, under the plea of the general issue, which, in
terms, denies all the statements of fact and conclusions of law
in the plaintiffs' declaration.
Under this plea they objected,
first, that Tudhope was not their duly authorized agent ; and
second, that, even if he were, the directors of the defendants'
company had no power to give him such authority. The
first of these questions was the only one which, according to
the rules of pleading, the defendants were entitled to raise
at the Bar.
There is a statement in the declaration that
Tudhope was the authorized agent of the defendants, this
iset.

^7' «•
>•

I'.

"'

;

'!,

">

;

—
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—

tKe general issue denied, but there is no statement in tte
is^s.
^°'''
declaration that the directors had power to authorize Tud^\
hope, and therefore the plea of the general issue does not
"
g^;
Deo.
i.
deny that power. If it was intended to raise the
question of power to authorize Tudhope, that question
3!
should have been raised by a special plea to that eftect.
\_
»
But these objections, in my apprehension, would never have
|'
is!
been taken, if attention had been paid to what alone they
Z
could be applicable. It was never in the course of the j. 0. smith & co.
argument attempted to be disputed that Tudhope was Ban^''of'Mtteu
authorized, or that the directors had power to authorize him, south A^ca
to buy up debts for 15s. in the pound, with a right to claim
20s. upon them, or anything between that and 15s. which
Tudhope, as agent for the defendants, might think them
likely to realize, without disturbing the defendants' right to
claim 20s. per pound of their own debt of £ 0,000. But
that is all that Tudhope had contracted with the plaintiiFs.
What was laboriously argued was, that Tudhope was not
authorized, nor had the directors of a bank power to authorize him, to buy up landed property and shares of joint-stock
companies, and so involve his constituents in speculations and
liabilities foreign to the proper business of banking.
That
objection may or may not have something in it.
It
may be that Tudhope acted ultra vires if he did this, but that
question is not hujus loci. It can have application only to the
contract between Tudhope and Messrs. Kirkwood & Co. It
may be that if these gentlemen had stood upon their rights
under that contract, and, in respect of the assignment they had
made by it, had, in its terms, claimed exemption from
" further liability" to the defendants, and through them from
liability to others, the defendants might have set up this
question of ultra vires with effect, and have shown that Tudhope, having taken an assignment which neither he, nor even
the directors, had authority to take, the assignment of assets
thus failing, Kirkwood & Co.'sreleasefrom " further liability"
fell with it. It is not necessary to considerthatmatter,because
it has no reference to, nor does it create any interference with,
The
the contract between the plaintiffs and the defendants.
;,'

;|

.

1

any proceeding between
the defendants and Kirkwood & Co., either by one or by
the ether, for it might, if the assets had proved to have
been undervalued, have suited Kirkwood & Co., instead of
the defendants, to take it, would, in the actual circumstance of an overvalue, only have shown that the defendants
had not wisely and prudently secured the means out
of which to make the payment of 15s. per pound
which they had contracted with the plaintiffs to pay them.
Such being the objections raised by the defendants, under
objection, if taken successfully in

—

—
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1868.
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"
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28;
i!

t

"

f

tte plea of the general issue, their first special plea was that
their proposal to the creditors was not binding unless each
and all of them assented to it, and to support this a number
of cases of composition contracts were referred to ; but
the research of the defendants failed to produce the case of
Harland vs. Binks, to be found in 19 or 20 Law Jo., I think.

There Morley assigned his estate to Harland, as trustee, to
&.
pay a composition to such of his creditors as should come into
their
j.o.s^&co. the arrangement. Three creditors verbally expressed
M-The stand^d asseut to the arrangement, but the deed was not executed
s°outh Airicf
by one single creditor; and yet- the Court of Queen's
(Limited),
ggjjpjj would not allow a creditor to sue Morley, the debtor,
so soon as it appeared that Harland, who even had not
executed the deed, had realized part of the estate, and so
established the relation of trustee and cestui que trust
between him and the creditors, holding that the verbal
assent of the three creditors, and their consequent refraining from suing execution against Morley's assets, was suffi."

7.

"

—

cient as against the other creditors to oblige them to come
into the arrangement for the benefit of the creditors
generally ; and the case of Norman vs. Thompson, referred to
Brother Denyssen, is to the same effect. But were
by
The defendants,
fact here ?
it otherwise, how is the
when asked in August, 1865, by Chabaud, as the attorney
of Kirkwood
Co., for the names of the creditors

my

&

had. refused to assent, gave those of Hitzeroth, F.
Pinchin and Tennant. Hitzeroth has since signed, Pinchin
is a creditor for a small amount, and Tennant, if a creditor at
all,
which is doubtful, is a creditor who, being pecuniarily
at the mercy of the defendants, they themselves unworthily,
and in fraud of their contract with the creditors, induced to
withhold his assent. The creditors, in fact, have all substantially assented.
I refuse to notice those other names which
were mentioned from the Bar, because the defendants are
estopped by their own letter to Chabaud from giving any
other names than were mentioned, unless they showed an
omission by mistake, which they have not done. Refusal by
the creditors to assent, therefore, did not entitle the defendants to withdraw, as their plea alleges.
But I may observe
that the present is not a case of composition contract ; it is
the case of one large creditor buying up the claims of all the
other creditors for 15s. per pound of their amount, and buying the estates of the debtor at the price of releasing him from
all his liabilities.
In a composition contract the debtor keeps
his estate on condition of paying the composition.
To him,
therefore, it may be of the utmost consequence that all or
none of his creditors should take the composition. The estate
may not be more than equal to the composition. If so, some

who

—

—
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Creditors might repudiate the composition, and sue for
IseS.
^°'^;
20s. per pound of their debts ; the debtor would be
2?;
unable to pay the composition to the creditors who assented,
»
|Jand so the debtor would be in a worse position than if he d™. 1.
"
had not offered the composition, and his sureties for the
composition would be proportionally injured ; consequently,
5;
it may be of importance to the debtor and his sureties to
»
^•
15'.
"
stipulate that if all do not agree, the composition arrangement
shall fall.
Here there was no such stipulation, because it j. o.smia & co.
was of no consequence to Kirkwood -& Co. whether ^i^%f*^^t^
any creditor or none assented, for by their agreement with south ^ca
""'
the defendants they were released from " further liability"
on agreeing to make the cession of their estate, and that
cession they had made and to the assenting creditors it was
equally immaterial. Withregardto non-assenting creditors,
if any such there had been,
ihey might have sued Kirkwood & Co., leaving them to make good their relief from
3.'

'•

;

—

—

the defendants but they could not have had any remedy
against the assets, which, by the cession, made while Kirkwood & Co. were still sui juris, had become vested in the
defendants.
They might, by compulsory sequestration of
Kirkwood & Co.'s estate, have attempted to bring back the
assets from the defendants under the S-lth section of the
Insolvent Ordinance ; but the success of such an attempt
would have been dependent on showing that the estate was
worth more than 15s. pei' pound, and that the cession to the
defendants was intended to prefer them over the other creditors,
an attempt which, I need not say, would, in the
actual circumstances, have been utterly hopeless, and, in any
event, could not have affected the plaintiffs or the other
assenting creditors who were to be paid their 15s., not out of
the assets of Kirkv\ood & Co., but out of the pockets ol the
defendants.
The next special plea of the defendants states
that " the meaning of Tudhope's proposal" was thiit creditors who held collateral securities should deliver them up to
the defendants, but divers creditors claimed a right to retain
them, though " the basis " of the defendants' paying 15s. per
pound was that the defendants should have all the assets of
;

—

Kirkwood &
done "

Co., and this,

by

the plea,

is

stated to have been

in derogation of the rights" of the defendants.

But the

can be called, does not say what defence this
gives them against the plaintiffs' action, nor is the expression
" in derogation of rights" very intelligible, ^it may take in
The short answer to any defence
evirythinsi or nothing.
that could be raised on this statement is, that the plaintiffs
are not one of these creditors, and that whatever others may
do cannot affect the plaintiffs or their contract with the
These other creditors may be boiind to deliver
defendants.
plea, if plea

it

—
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15s.

^"^•f^28.'

Deo.

1.

>.

2.

"

*•

"
"

j.o.

'!

is!

s^bS!

Co.

Bank" TBrittoif
South Africa
(Limited).

the securities, and may not be entitled to the
they do so; but that cannot affect the plaintiffs.
The next special plea contains an averment that, to the
knowledge of the plaintiffs, the proposal of the defendants
was based upon the representations of Kirkwood & Co. as to
their assets, but they have discovered that a great portion of
these assets had been pledged and made over to creditors
This plea, as in the other instance, does not say
ot the firm.
what defence this gives the defendants against the plaintiffs ;
The defendants expressly
^* leavcs this to be inferred.
exonerate Kirkwood & Co. from any imputation of fraud,
^^ J confine themselves to an allegation of accidental misreIf the defendants
presentation of the amount of the assets.
had beenfraudulently induced to make their offer, there might
have been something in their averment, even as against the
plaintiffs ; but what have the plaintiffs to do with what
occurred betwet n the defendants and Kirkwood & Co. in
The defendants chose to
the way of accidental mistake ?
content themselves with the statements extracted by Kirkwood & Co. from their books, instead of verifying these
statements with the books themselves, which were carefully
written up. Whose fault was that but the defendants' own ?
But I do not believe the averment of this plea ; and if it
were necessary for this case ^which, in my opinion, it is not
to form an opinion upon the evidence, I have no hesitation
in saying that I believe both Holland and Kirkwood, that all
the particulars of the assets, and the possession of certain of

over

.n„„.
Iugs.

till

—

—

them by

certain creditors as collateral securities, were disclosed to Tudhope at the meeting of the 5th May, the day
before the offer was made.
The concluding plea if
plea it can be called, which, like the other?, pleads
nothing is a statement that the estate of Kirkwood
& Co. has been put under sequestration. Be it so. But at
whose instance ? Why, at the instance of the defendants
themselves, acting through Gordon, their tool.
The only
effect of the sequestration is, that the assets which, by the
defendants' agreement with Kirkwood & Co., were to be
handed over to the defendants, which, to a certain extent, the
defendants had taken possession of, and which but for this
sequestration, of their own procuring, would all have come to
their hands, have passed into sequestration.
I dare say the
defendants would have little difficulty in getting that
sequestration recalled
but, if not, this matters nothing
to the plaintiffs, who must none the less be paid their 15s.
per pound whencesoever the defendants may get them. If
Stewart really repu Jiated Tudhope's offer when communicated
of which I see no evidence,—his duty was, in his
to him,
letter of the 9th May, distinctly to have siiid so, and to have de-

—

—

;

—
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Tudhope forthwith to communicate this to all concerned.
Locus penitenticB in such a case, exercised immediately, would
have been open to him. But he layby till the 12th August,
and even then did not communicate with the plaintiffs and
the other creditors, but with Kirkwood & Co. alone.
On the
whole the conduct of the defendants throughout has been most
unbecoming, and unworthy of a large corporation. In the
sired

ises.
°J' f?;

•
Deo.

"

^^•
i.

3".

;

5;

"

'

" is!
event, it has turned out that Kirkwood & Co. 's assets, instead
of being equal to 17s. 6d. of their debts, as Kirkwood repre- j.o.sl^&co.
sented to Tudhope and the defendants' creditor, Craik,—which Banw *Britoh
these gentlemen were credulous enough to believe, notwith- s..uth Africa
(Limited).
standing their presumed experience as men ot business, and
which Stewart, the defendants' manager, took from the 9th
of May to the 1 2th of August to make up his mind whether
^have turned out not to be equal to
to believe or disbelieve,
paying even 15s. per pound of Kirkwood & Co.'s debts.
But suppose the event had been the other way. Suppose
the assets had proved equal to I7s. 6d., or even more, and
the plaintiffs, acting like the defendants, had repudiated
their contract with the defendants, and had sued Kirkwood
& Co., and having obtained judgment against them, had sued
out execution against the assets, can it be doubted that the
defendants would have interfered, and effectually, by asking
this Court to restrain the plaintiffs' execution because of the
assignment of these assets to the defendants ? If so, can
there be a doubt that, in the actual circumstances, the defenddants must be as effectually bound by the contract as in the
opinion,
supposed case the plaintiffs would have been?
as I intimated at the outset, is that the judgment of the
Court should be for the plaintiffs, with costs.

—

My

rPlaiutiffs' Attorneys, Fairbridge

Defendauts' Attorneys, Berrange

tS:

db

Afdeme.
T
De Yilliers, J

Teuby's Trustee, Applicant Swemmek and Coetzeej
Respondents.
;

[See Part III.,

—Both

p. 218.]

oct^i.
of costs were reviewed
Postea {Ociob&v 1).
Tmby's Trustee,
accordingly.
Circuit
before Bell,' C. J.,' at the George
°
^
bills

•'

AppUoant;

Swemmer and

""

Goetzee, Respondents.

Ee Henry Hawkins.
[SeePartl.,
Postea (December 29).
to the application, and

it

p. 23.]

— The Master reported favourably
was ordered accordingly.
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MosTEET VS. South African Association & Another.
Confession

of Judgment.

—Res

Judicata.

Sequestration.-— Mutual

—Adjudication

of

Will.

to confess judgment was drawn up
for the defendant by or in the office of the plaintiff's attorney, judgment absolute obtained thereupon, and the defen-

Where a power of attorney

—

HELD
dant's estate compulsorily sequestratedthereafter,
that such confession was invalid, and that the judgment
and

all subsequent proceedings thereupon

should be set

aside as informal.

This
was an action to have an order of sequestration set
1
1
T
n
1
T
'IT
and to declare rights under a mutual will.
rpj^g
plaintiff's declaration stated that on the 31st August,
^ ^49, the said plaintiff, who is a farmer residing at Valken29!
Eept. 2.
burg, near Cape Town, was married in community of proMostert »s. South perty to Isabella Petronella Hester Mostert, one of the
That
w^uXAotheri daughters and heiresses of the late Cornells Mostert.
on the 31st August, 1860, the said Cornells Mostert and
his spouse, Elizabeth Jacoba Mostert, executed their last
will and testament, by which, after giving certain prelegacies to each of the heirs under the said will, they instituted
as such heirs 1 st, the survivor of the testators 2nd, their
son, Cornells Mostert; 3rd, the children of their daughter,
Elizabeth Christina Mostert ; 4th, their daughter, Maria
Carolina Mostert, married to Jan Fredrik van Reenen ;
1868.
25.
„ 26.
Aug. 26.

June

,

•

aside,

;|

:

;

Adriaan Sybrand Mostert ; 6th, their son,
Tobias Cornells Mostert ; 7th, their son, Johannes Andreas
Mostert ; 8th, their daughter, the said Isabella Petronella
Hester Mostert, married to plaintiff; 9th, their daughter,
Jacoba Anna Mostert, married to Jacobus Johannes Meintjes ; 10th, their son, JanFrederik Mostert
in equal shares
And, in case of predecease of one or more of them, their
lawful descendants by representation per stirpes, subject to
the foUowirg stipulations:
First,
That in computation
with the inheritance of each of the instituted heirs, being
children or grandchildren of the testators, shall have to be
brought all that he or she respectively shall be found to be
indebted to the estate of the said testators.
Secondly, That
when and where such debts should happen to exceed the
amount of the inheritance from the estate of the first dying,
the heir or heirs whom it may concern shall not be required
to pay the excess immediately, but that it shall be sufficient
for them to remain indebted to the survivor for such excess
of debt above the inheritance from the estate of the first
dying, to be afterwards, at the death of the survivor of the
testators, brought into computation with his, her, or their
inheritance from the estate of the latter.
Thirdly, That,
5th, their son,

—

:
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in so far as the inheritance

from the estate

of the first dying
ises.
'™°
of the instituted heirs
H',
might exceed the amount of his, her, or their debts to the
^"^'s^s
" 27."
estate, the excess of inheritance above debts may and shall
11'.
",
be paid out to him, her, or them respectively free and un^^*burdened. Fourthly. That all that shall fall to the share
of the aforesaid instituted heirs of the testators as inheritance MostertM. south
from the estate of the survivor of the testators (and in tiou & Another;
case and in so far as the said heirs may have remained
indebted to the survivor of the testators for surplus of debts
above the inheritance from the first dying, then after deduction of such debts) shall be and remain burdened with the
That if it should
entail of Jidei commissum.
Hfthly.
come to pass that one or more of the aforesaid instituted
heirs of the said testators is or are indebted to the estate of
the survivor of the testators in more than the amount falling
to his, her, or their share as inheritance therefrom, in such
case any excess of debts above the inheritance falling to the
share of such heir or heirs, shall be remitted to him, her, or
them ; and such excess of debts above inheritance shall not
be allowed to be taken in the computation of the inheritance
of the respective heirs and the inheritance of the respecin proportion to the
tive heirs shall be diminished
joint amount of the excess of debt above inheritance.
And
the testators nominated and appointed, as executors testamentary, administrators of the estate, and guardians of the
minor and fidei-commissary heirs, to wit the testator, his
wife, the present testatrix, together with the South African
Association ; and the testatrix, her husband, the present
testator, alone.
Plaintiff" further declared that the said Cornelis Mostert,
sen., died on the 15th December, 1862, when his widow
and the said Association took out letters of administration ;
and that they have ever since acted as the executors and
administrators under the will ; the Association being the
That on the
administering executors and administrators.
21st January, 1863, the widow informed the Association
that she would not accept the jjrelegacy bequeathed to her

falling to the share of one or

more

;

:

by the

will

by the following

letter

Cape Town, 21st January, 1863.

To

the Board of Directors of the S. A. Association for the Administration and Settlement of Estates, Cape Town.

—

Gentlemen,' ^With reference to the will of my late husband, Mr. C.
Mostert, sen, I hereby declare that I do not accept the prelegacy made
to me of the garden or estate called " Welgedaan," situated at the upper
end of St. John's-street, with all the movable property, trinkets, and
cattle which are therein, and request you to sell the same publicly, for
account of the estate, in the month of March. I shall supply you with
a list of articles which I wish to keep out for myself.
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With

respect to the piece of land, with the buildings thereon, situatednow occupied by Mr. J. J. Meintjes, I desire that the'
same be without delay transferred to my daughter, Jacoba Anna MosAuE.^i
tert, married without community of property to the said Meintjes, to
„ 26'.
" 1^whom the same was sold by my late husband for £1,500, when amort" 29.'
said daughter for the full amount of
gage bond must be passed by
Sept. 2.
the purchase money, £1,500, bearing interest from
in favour
Moster~ South "^ *'^® estate of my husband. All the expenses of this transfer and of
African Associa- the mortgage bond to be passed by my daughter, also transfer dues,
tion & Another,
expenses of diagram, and all other expenses in connection with the
said tiansfer and mortgage bond, must be paid out of the estate of my
1868.

Jane

26.

in Breda-street,

'

my

,

husband.
With regard to the different shares in companies which have been
found in the estate and are set forth on the inventory, it is my desire
that the same be sold as advantageously as possible for the estate, with
the exception, however, of one share in your Association, with regard
to which my desire is that the same may be taken over by my son, Jan
Frederick Mostert, at the value now set upon it ia the books, without
any premium and as it will be necessary to take the opinion of the
members of the Association upon this subject, I request you will employ
your influence to have this my wish gratified.
;

I

am, &c.,

Wid. C. Mostert, born Louw.

And

that on the

18th September, 1863, after having, as
her inheritance under the said will,
she informed the Association that she had resolved to claim
only the net moiety of the joint estate, renouncing all legacies
bequeathed to her, as also the child's portion devised to her
by her husband; and requested the Association, as the administering executors of the estate, to liquidate the said estate as
speedily as possible, and to pay her the half share due to her
in cash, as she was not inclined to take in payment any
bonds due by her children. This letter ran thus ;
plaintiff alleged, adiated

To

Cape Town, 18th September, 1863.
South African Association for the
Administration and Settlement of Estates, Cape Town.

the Board of Directors of the

Gentlemen:
estate of

—I have resolved to claim only the net half of the joint

my I'ate husband and myself, and which,

by virtue of the community of property whichhas existed between us, belongs to me by law
and to forego all legacies, and also the child's portion, bequeathed to
me by my late husband. I now kindly request you, as the administerin°executors of the said estate, to liquidate the same as speedily as
po^
sible, and to pay me the half share due to me, in cash, as I
am not inchned to take in payment any bonds due by my children.
I

am, &c.,
E. Mostert.

the undersigned, Elizabeth Jacoba Louw, widow of the late
Mr
Comelis Mostert, senior, in my capacity as co-executrix testamentarv
with the South African A3sociation,&c.,of my aforesaid husband,Corneli's
Mostert, senior, do hereby declare to ratify and approve of everythinoI,
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which has already been done and perf oitned by the aforesaid Association
in the administration of the estate of the said Comelis Mostert, senior,
and which shall hereafter be done and performed and also hereby to
grant full power and authority to the said Association, in their own name,
and also (as acting for vie) in my name, to mslke transfer and conveyance to the respective purchasers of immovable property from said estate,
and such transfer sliall be considered by me as having been made with
under obligation of my person and promy•'.concurrence and knowledge,
*-*'

^^^^_

jnne

i-,T
perty, according to law.

E, MOSTEET.

25'.

|^-_

S6pi.^

—

2.'

-

r:

Mostert vs. South
Atrioan Assooia'">"

That, prior to the execution of the said will, to wit, on the
1 1th December, 1859, plaintiff passed a mortgage bond in
favour of the said Cornelis Mostert, for the sum of £3,750,
in payment and on mortgage of the said plaintiff's farm Valkenburg, by which bond plaintiff's father, Sybrand Jacobus
Mostert, sen., bound himself as surety and co-principal
debtor for the due payment of the said sum of £3,750. And
that after the death of the said Cornelis Mostert, the Association, in framing the liquidation account of his estate,
brought up, as one of the assets, the said mortgage bond for
That thereafter, to wit, on the 6th October, i864,
£3,750.
the Association, by two of their directors, William Smith
and Johannes Tobias Jurgens, without the knowledge or
consent of plaintiff, privately sold and transferred, or purported to sell and transfer, in their one capacity as administering executors of the said estate, to themselves in their
other capacity as such Association, on their oivn behalf and
for value received, the said mortgage bond, of which they
thereupon claimed to be the lawful holders in their own right.
That the Association, as such administering executors, have
prepared and rendered eight several accounts of their administration, but that the liquidation account of the said estate
has not yet been closed ; and that the several instalments or
sums from time to time awarded to plaintiffs wife out of
her father's estate, as one of his heirs, amount altogether,
exclusive of her prelegacy of £300, to the sum of £660 Is. 3d.,
up to the 3rd of March, 1866, when the last of the said
accounts was rendered, which said sum of £660 Is. 3d. does
That no part of
not represent the whole of her inheritance.
his wife's prelegacy or inheritance has been paid to him, the
same having been carried by the Association to account of
the debt due for. capital and interest under the said mortgage
bond. That by payment made to the Association by his
father, as surety under the bond, and by the credits aforesaid, the original capital of the bond has been reduced to
£3,008 9s. 8d. but that plaintiff, who has recently suffered
from the late bad seasons, recently fell into arrear with his

u

27.

„
•

Cape Town, 28th August, 1863.

;

25.

„ 26.
"^'

;

* ^°°*^'-

,
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and the Association sued him, on the 7th November,
being two years' interest (less £59 19s. lOd., a
£361,
^Tle^^sof the inheritance accruing due since
instalment
further
^l
27.'
3rd March, 1868), and £43 4s., for premium of insurance
paid by the Association on the buildings of the farm " Valk^P*' "
enburg." That the Association having obtained judgment
Moatert™. South on plaintiff's confession for £361, proceeded to place his
*
Atncan Associa^
f
n
tj'j-J
tion & Another, estate under sequestration
and it was tmally adjudicated as
That he confessed
insolvent on the 28th Novemi er, 1867,
judgment upon the advice of the attorney of the Association, merely with the view of preventing his name from
being called out in open court and that at the time he was
under an entire misconception of his rights under the will,
and in total ignorance of the fact that the purchase of the
bond by the Association was a mere private bargain, and not
a purchase at public auction.
1868.

interest,

for

,"

,"

29.'

,

.

-t

•

;

;

Court, as matters of
Mostert had not
the right, after adiation, or even before adiation of her inheritance under the said will, to act in entire opposition to the
agreement and joint disposition contained in the clause which
directs that wherever the debts of any of the heirs should
happen to exceed the amount of the inheritance of such heir
from the estate of the first dying, the heir or heirs whom it
may concern sTiall not be required to pay the excess immediately ; but that it shall be sufficient for them to remain
indebted to the survivor for such excess of debt above
inheritance from the estate of the first dying, to be afterwards,
at the death of the survivor of the testators, brought into
computation, with his, her, or their inheritance from the
estate of the latter.
2, That inasmuch as the said mortgage
bond was a debt due by one of the heirs under the will, it
was not competent for the Association to bring up that bond,
or any inteest due thereon, as an asset in the liquidation
account ; but that, notwithstanding the renunciation on the
part of the widow, it was the duty of the Association to
follow the directions of the testator and testatrix in regard to
del)ts due and owing to the estate by any of the heirs.
3,
That the cession of the bond by the directors in favour of
the Association was illegal ; and consequently the Association are not the lawful holders thereof in their own right,
nor as such entitled to sue for any interest due thereon. 4,
That inasmuch as plaintiff, when he confessed judgment for
the interest, was in total ignorance of his rights in respect of
the bond, and of the facts on which his rights are founded,
the said confession cannot prejudice his rights under the wiU,
nor prevent him from having any subsequent [iroceedings
based upon that judgment set aside. Lastly, That inasPlaintiff further submitted to the

law

:

1

,

That the widow of the

late Cornells
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much

as the Association, who were the only petitioning
creditors, petitioned for the sequestration of plaintiff's estate

1868.

^™° It

^^^when no debt was legally owing by plaintiff to the
^^
Association, either in their individual capacity or in their
Z 2'" 29!
capacity as the administering executors under the will, the
septus.
order for sequestration ought to be set aside and all subsequent proceedings taken thereon annulled. Wherefore ^J^^* "j^^H^
plaintiff prayed that the said Order of Court, dated the 28th tion & Another.
November, 1867, by which his estate was finally adjudicated as insolvent, might be set aside, superseded, or otherwise revoked, and that all subsequent proceedings (including
the appointment of a trustee of the' said insolvent estate)
taken by virtue of the said order might be annulled ; that
his estate might be placed in the same position in which it
was immediately before such Order was made and that it
be declared that the excess of the amount of the bond above
the inheritance of his wife, or any interest due thereon, is a
debt which cannot be legally claimed from him until the
death of the said widow of Cornelis Mostert and that he
may have such further and other relief as to this Honourable
Court s'lall seem meet, with costs of suit.
Defendants pleaded, first, the general issue ; and further
pleaded that the Court did, by its judgment or decree pronounced upon the 28th November, 1867, adjudge the estate
of plaintiff to be sequestrated as insolvent. That the said
judgment or decree was obtained in due form of law ; and
that the alleged facts and grounds set forth by plaintiff in his
declaration as entitling him to have it set aside were all and
each of them well known to him before and at the time said
judgment or decree was pronounced and should then have
been adduced by him, and cannot now be relied on by him

at a time

;

;

Wherefore they opposed to
as grounds for setting it aside.
They further pleaded
this action the plea of remjudicatam.
that the South African Association, in their capacity as executors of Cornelis Mostert, prepared and rendered eight
several and successive liquidation accounts of the estate.
That all these accounts were so framed as to show that the
widow had rejected all benefits conferred upon her by the
mutual will, and had elected to claim her half of the joint
That due notice was given
estate as her own free property.
by the Association, by advertisement in the Government
Gazette, to all the heirs of the deceased, including the plaintiff, that the accounts were framed and lay at ihe office of the
Association ready for inspection, and that unless objected to
within fourteen days they would be considered as approved
of and be acted upon by the Association as such executors.
That the plaintiff did, in or about July, 1864, repair to the
office of the Association for the purpose of inspecting the

u2
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of the said eight accounts, which was then lying there
and did then and there inspect the same, and
I.
Aiig,
became and was then (if not before) fully aware that- it
"
state and showed that the said Elizabeth JacobaMostert had
27.
•"
elected, as aforesaid, not to take under the mutual will aforesept^2.
gaid^ and not be bound by its provisions ; and that plaintiff
MiKtertm.'sontii had, in consequence, been debited with the amount of his
umi°& iroS mortgage bond for £3,750, with interest thereon from 16th
February, 1861, and the joint estate was credited with
That afterwards, and after the
the said capital and interest.
inspection and examination of the said account by plaintiff,
and after he had been furnished by tfie Association with an
extract from it on the 24th March, 1865, he repaired to the
office of the Association, and there produced a receipt in the
handwriting of the said Cornelis Mostert, purporting to be a
receipt for interest on the bond up to the 16th February, 1862,
and requested the Association to amend theaccountby giving
him credit for interest up to that date. That certain of
the heirs in the estate objected to the said receipt as not
being genuine, and instructed the Association not to admit
1868.

J™^'

^l'

first

for inspection,

;1

|'*9.

it
which instruction being communicated to plaintiff he
withdrew his claim upon or under the alleged receipt, and
agreed not to claim credit for any interest to a date later
than 16th February, 1861. Whereupon, seeing that the
said claim upon or under the said alleged receipt was the
only thing in the nature of an objection that was lodged by
any of the heirs against the said account, the Association
treated it as unobjected to and paid out to certain of the
heirs the inheritance awarded to them by the said account,
and gave credit to plaintiff for his inheritance as so much
money paid off by him from the bond and interest aforesaid
by him due and owing. That although plaintiff had full
notice and knowledge of each of the other seven accounts
successively framed by the Association, he made no objection
to any of them whereupon the Association paid out to the
heirs the several sums awarded as their inheritances, and
duly credited to the plaintiff the sums from time to time
awarded to him as such heir. That the Association having,
;

;

given credit to the joint estate of the said
Cornelis Mostert and surviving spouse for the whole sum of
£3,750, the capital of the bond, and interest thereupon from
16th February, 1861, till the date of the first of the eight
accounts afoiesaid, and having settled with the surviving
widow and the heirs of the deceased out of the funds of the
Association, precisely as if the Association had already
received the capital and interest in full, the said Association
did, as it lawfully might, cede in its capacity as executors of
the deceased and agents of his surviving spouse, the saidas executors,

;
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bond, with interest from 16th Febuary, 1861, to the same
Association in Its own right, whereby the Association became

ises-

^^^It

own

-*-"s- _^
right the creditors of plaintiff for the said capital.
"
s?That plaintiff became, not later than the latter
end of 1865, fully cognizant of the fact that such cession
2d!
sept^2.
had been made, and that the Association was the lawful
Mostevt re. south
to
holder of the bond, and was very frequently
applied
for
i:^!^
J
African Assooiar
i
1
-x
1, 1 j.1.
upon it
but that TpaymentX otr interest
he never at any time tion & Another.
before the first meeting of creditors in his insolvent estate,
held on the 11th December, 1867, raised any doubt or
question regarding the right of the Association to the
bond or interest, or to the manner in which the estate
had been administered and settled. That the plaintiff
having allowed the interest due upon his bond to fall
largely into arrear, the
Association was compelled to
summon him provisionally for such interest, together
with certain premiums of fire insurance paid by the Association for his account, amounting together to £344 4s. 2d.
whereupon plaintiff having in court confessed the debt,
judgment absolute was given for that sum, with costs of suit,
on the 15th November, 1867. And the matters of this plea
Wherefore they subthe defendants were ready to verify.
mitted that plaintiff was now estopped and precluded from
disputing or questioning the principle or manner in which
the joint estate aforesaid had being administered, or the title
of the Association to be considered the lawful holders of
the bond ; and prayed that his claim be rejected with costs.
The plaintiff's replication was general.
Evidence having been heard on the 26th June, the case
stood over till the 14th July ; when it was arranged by
consent that the Widow Mostert should be called upon to
intervene, defendants paying costs of the day.

in his

and

interest.

,','

•

.

J.

;

Postea{ August

1).

Bell,
and
C.
—intimatedHodges,
the Court that the widow

Connor, J.)— It was

(

Coraijz

J.,

J.,

to

to intervene, and that the other heirs, who had
also been served with notice, had likewise declined.
JDe Villiers was then heard for the plaintiff on the whole
He first referred to the fiduciary relation
case generally.
between the Association and the plaintiff, since by mutual

had declined

was provided that the defendants should be coguardians of the minor and fidei-commissary heirs. As
to the confession of judgment of the 5th November, 1867,
he maintained that it was made under a niixed ignorance of
law and fact, and 'therefore was not binding. To meet the
objection that such a confession of judgment was res judicata, he cited Voet, 4, 1,1, and 4, 1, 26, where among the
justcB causae entithng to restitutio in integrum is "Justus.
will it

1

—
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tionX Another!

error. ^^

g;

{Surge's Comm.,

Van Leeuwen,

Jurisprudence,

vol.

vol. 3, p.

1022

;

Dig. 4,

1,

//.

1

and

Cens. For.,2,\, A, 40; Story's Equity
1, §§ 122—4 ; Van Leeuweti's Rom.-D.

Law, bk.6,2l,\, Eng. ed., p. 604 ; Evans's Pothier on Obliga-

He next maintained that the South
276.)
African Association were not the lawful holders of the bond,
inasmuch as, being executors under the mutual will, they
could not buy assets from the estate of the deceased. {Story's
Equity Jurisprudence, vol. I, §§ 321 2.)
[Bell, J. This is only a transfer of the bond for full
value from themselves in one capacity to themselves in
another.
How can you make that a sale ?]
Steytler vs. Norden's
It has all the requisites of a sale.
rrM^fee, decided in this Court November 24, 1853, is also
an authority for the same position. Also Voet, 18, 1, 9;
Burge's Comm., vol. 2,p.AQ5. He further referred to xhe
" We, the
peculiar form of the cession, which ran thus
undersigned, directors of the South African Association for
the Administration and Settlement of Estates, also acting for
the co-executrix of said estate, do hereby cede and transfer
to and in favour of the said S. A. Association or order, the
contents of the mortgage bond bearing date- the 11th Nov.,
1859, passed by J. J. Meintjes, jun , q. q. Sybrand Jacobus
Mostert, jun., originally for the sum of £3,750, now amounting per balance to £3,111 18s. Id. sterling, with the interest
thereon from the 1st July, 1864, less the sum of £44 3s. 4d.
received on account of interest, for value received.
Cape
Town, Church-square, 6th October, 1864. William Smith,
J. T. Jurgens, Directors."
Proceeding next to the question had the widow a right to repudiate the provisions
of the mutual will? he relied strongly on Oosthuysen vs.
Oosthuysen {S. C. Reports, Part. II., p. 51), quoted passages
from the different judgments then delivered, and argued that
the widow, by taking out letters of administration, and by
having acted in that capacity and taken executor's commission, had precluded herself from repudiating the will.
He
then went into figures to show that even were it held that
tions, vol. 2, p.

—

—

:

:

the widow had a right of repudiation, there was sufficient
in the estate to pay her her full half, without prejudicing the
rights of the children.

Postea (25th August).

Hodges, C.

J.,

having died in the

came on for re-argument before Bell,
and DwvER, J., when De Villiers was re-heard for

interval, the case

C. J.,

plaintiffs.

Before the case proceeded further, upon the suggestion of
the Bench, the proceedings were so amended as to shape the
action on the record against the South African Association

;;
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simply as cessionaries of the bond, and not in their representative capacity as the executors.
This was done on account
of the non-intervention of the widow, the other co-executor,
and the desire of the Court to prevent future difficulty on the
ground of res inter alios acta. The Court also expressed its
wish that the case should be separated into its two branches,
and that the effect of the plaintiffs confession of iudgment
on the 15th November, 1867, should be re-argued before
coming to the question of the vddow's right to repudiate the

mutual

De

will.

Villiers

was accordingly re-heard upon the first point

adding to the authorities already cited by him Damhouder's
Judicieel Practyk, p, 286.
Porter, for defendants, maintaiDcd that the plaintiff i^as
stopped by two distinct judgments one which he confessed
upon the 15th Nov., 1867, and the other the adjudication of
sequestration upon the 28th Nov., 1867, which he allowed
to go by default.
Taking the latter first, he maintained that
an adjudication of sequestration is a judgment of the Court
according to the terms of §§ 17, \X, Ord. 6, 1843. [Z)e
Villiers, passim, admitted this.]
In England, if no objection
were raised within a limited number of days, it became a
judgment on the lapse of that time. (^Griffith on Bankruptcy,

—

vol. 2, p. 1,130.)
And by the Scotch Sequestration Act?, a
period of forty days was in the same way fixed. But there
are no such limits fixed in the Colonial Ordinance, so that
immediately upon sequestration being adjudicated it becomes
a judgment of the Court. Here, then, was an estoppal
wholly irrespective of the merits of the case. And as to the
scope and effect of res Judicata, he cited 3rd Burqe, 1014
andl022 Van Leeuwen^s Cens. For.,pt. 2,31,5, a7id2,32,2
Pothier on Obligations, pt. 4, ch. 3, § 1, pp. 559 and 563, vol.
1, 3rd Am. ed. ; Voet, 42, 1, 29 ; Perezius ad Cod., 7, 52, 2 ;
Van der Linden, p. 262 ; Voet, 42, 2, 3, " Nisi error juris,"
;

Voet, 4, 1, 26,
7, " Denique effectus," §-c.
cited contra, he maintained must be taken to refer to error
juris, not errorfacti. {Dig. 4, 1,2, andA2, 2, 2.) The construction of the mutual will in this case could not be looked
upon as " ei-ror juris." Ignorance of its existence might
have excused the plaintiff. Referring to English law on the
subject of non-relief against eri'or juris, he cited Besfs
Principles of Evidence, p. 46 ; Mat riot vs. Hampton, 7 T. R.,

Sfc; Voet, 42, 2,

269, quoted va,2nd Smith's Leading Cases, 4:th ed., p. 325
Huffer vs. Allen and Another, \2th Jurist (1866), p. 930
Story's Equity Jurisprudence, vol. 2, pp. 894-5 and 1572.
Botheroe vs. Forman, 2nd Swanston Rep., p. 232. And, as
to the Scotch law Er shine's Institutes of the Law df Scotland,
bk. 4, tit. 3, § 1, p. 1052 ; S. S. Bell's Dictionary of Deci;

;

:

ises.
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vs^ McAlUstet
2, p. 1074, citiiiff McAllister
According to Voet, 42, 1, 28, relief against aA»Bjudgment must be founded upon res noviier veniens ad notiii.
tiam, which the evidence shows was not the case here; for
"
the plaintiff had fidl knowledge when he consented to judgm!
^pt^2.
jjjgjj|. Qj, ^j^g bond.
Against " willing condemnation," by
Mostert w South which term is described such an act as the present plaintiif did
tio""™ Aether! here upon the confession, relief cannot be afforded for mere
mistake.
( Van Alphen's Papcgaay of Formulier Boeh, pt. 1,
Judicieel Proctyk, p. 186-7 in notis ; Van
MerUla's
439
p.
18*9..
j,un6 25.

sions,

vol.

Trustees.

1-

",

;

PFassenaer's Jud. Prac.^ de eod.)
(August 26.) Porter continued the argument by citing
24-6; Young.
Lindleif s Introduction to Jurisprudence, pp.
vs. Keeley, 16 Ves., pp. 348, 351.
[DwYER, J. Must not a great distinction be drawn, in
considering the question of res judicata, between cases

—

solemnly argued at length in the couit and a mere warrant
of attorney to confess judgment given by a defendant to a
plaintiff's attorney ?]
Of all judgments, judgments by confession are the most

And, again, the practice in the Colony among
attorneys has always been to do what Wessels in this case did
with a view of saving expense to defendants who do not desire
Had Wessels known that Mostert had
to contest an action.
rights under the will, or had that been intimated to him by
Mostert, the case wouldhave been very different. The question
went to
is, did Mostert, on the day of confession, when he
Wessels, mean to raise any question of right, or the contrary ?
It is proved that Geyer, the sheriffs officer, had first advised
him to confess, to save the calling of his name in court, and
then he went to Wessels, and arranged accordingly.
[Bell, C.J.
Supposing Mostert, instead of confessing
through Wessels, had gone to Mr. Pairbridge or any other
attorney of the court, and told him what may reasonably be
conclusive.

—

supposed to have been knoM'n to Redelinghuys & Wessels,
namely, the history of the bond and the provisions of the
will, and Fairbridge had advised him to confess judgment,
would he not have been liable in an action of damages ?]

No.

The position and rights of" surviving spouses, and
when females, is a question of great difficulty

especially

;

and if Mostert had stated the facts of the case to Fairbridge,
and asked him, " What do you think I should do, contest or
confess judgment ?"
and if Fairbridge had advised the latter,
no action would lie, and it would be proper advice, on the
strength of Seorey vs. Scorey, Menz., 260.
Besides, Smuts,
who drew the power, though employed in the office of
Redelinghuys & Wessels, was an independently admitted attorney of this court. Blake vs. Foster, 2 Ball and Beat., Irish

—

—

186^.
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Aifoda^
Another,

come on as a provisional case in the terms of the mortgage
bond. The defendant received the summons, and kept it in
his pocket till the morning of the day on which the case
would be called on in court. That morning he met Geyer,
the sheriiF's officer, who had served the summons, and
some conversation took place, in the course of which he
^-^P^^®^®*^ *^ Geyer his apprehension of his name being
called in court, and Geyer said " Why don't you confess ?"
:

The

proceeded from Geyer to the office of Messrs.
Redelinghuys and Wessels, solicitors to the Association,
and there met Mr. Wessels coming out of the door of the
office as he was going in, and entered into some conversation
with him on the subject of the summons, and repeated to
him what he had already said to Geyer abouthis disinclination
to have his name called in court.
Further conversation to k
place,in consequence ofwhichMostert,the son-in-law,acceded
to Wessels's proposal that he should make a confession, who
suggested, as he was in a great hurry himself, going into court,
that Smuts, a clerk in the office, should attend to the matter;
and a power to confess, usual in these cases, was made out in
the name of Smuts the clerk, under the supervision of Wessels,
was altered by Wessels in some respects, and was signed
then and there by the present plaintiff.
With that in his
possession he was taken into court, and the counsel who
now appears for him in this action appeared on that occasion
to confess judgment.
ISI ow, it is said
such a proceeding is
nothing out of the common course that it is the common
practice to make confessions in that way.
I do not know
how that is. This is the first time I ever knew that it was
so, and 1 do not mean to make any observations as to
whether it is regular or irregular beyond this, that any
plaintiff

:

•

attorney who does it, does it at his peril. It may be all
very well where a summons is issued in an ordinary or
provisional case, or on a copy of a promissory note whereby
a man undertakes to pay, thirty days after date, a sum of
£50 for value received. I say it may be very kind and
very considerate for the plaintiff's attorney to say to the
defendant in such a case " Oh, you had better confess ; you
will save expense in that way by only paying a guinea to
the counsel confessing." It is very pleasant to hear that
that is the way in which attorneys conduct business, and
that they show so kindly a feeling towards defendants.
But
if any case occurs such as this, the attorney has himself to
thank that he has done that which may be worth nothing.
In my opinion, the confession in this case must go for
nothing.
If the defendant had gone to Mr. Fairbridge, who
is now his attorney, or to any other attorney, and
had mentioned the matter to him, it would have been the duty of
:

_
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that attorney to have asked the circumstances under which
he proposed to make the confession. If the attorney had
not done so he would have been wanting in his duty to his
cUent.
But it was said, if he had so gone to another

ises.

"l^^U'.
^^ii",

^^•
27.

"
attorney, the case is of such a nature that in all probability
29!
septjie.
the attorney would have given him the same advice to
confess.
That may be so, but I very much doubt whether ^f^^^Vj^^^'J^''
an attorney giving such advice, without consulting counsel, tion& Another.
would not be subject to an action for damages for giving
such an opinion, if that opinion had been attended with such
serious consequences as this confession has brought upon this
poor chent. I say nothing casting any reflection upon Mr.
Wessels.; quite the contrary.
I am sure he did nothing but
what he meant should be well. But we must take the circumstances of the case independently of the parties to those
circumstances ; and, as the late Chief Justice said during the
said with the
earlier part of this case heard before him,
kindliness and gentlemanliness of feeling which always
characterized him,
the Court cannot refrain from expressing
its opinion because it may hurt the feelings of anybody.
He expressed disapprobation of what Mr. Wessels had done,
and I repeat that disapprobation. I think it was not becoming in him, knowing, as he must have known from his
acquaintance with this estate, of the cruel circumstances
under which the widow was acting to the ruin of her
children.
I must think, if Mr. Wessels had reflected at all,
he would have thought twice before he took the confession,
and he would not have taken a power to himself virtually
through a third person, a clerk in his office. I say again,
It was because
I do not cast any reflection upon him.
he believed he was acting on an acknowledged custom
that he did not reflect but that does not alter the

—

—

;

could have done would have been
follow out the instructions of my
to
You had
client, but one step beyond them I will not go.
And if the plaintiff
better go and consult other attorneys."
had then gone to an indifferent attorney, and that attorney,
neglecting his professional duty, as I think he would have
been neglecting it, had advised him to confess, and he had
confessed accordingly, that would have been a good confession,
and the only relief the client could have had in the case would
have been possibly an action of damages against the attorney
who had taken such a confession. But Mr. Wessels did not
do so, Mostert never had an opportunity of going to another
attorney ; and, in fact, as the counsel for the defendants himself put it, he came into court not to contest any right, but
In the
to confess, to save his name being called in court.

The least he
say, "No, I will

case.

language of Voet (42,

2, 3)

he acted " perfervorem quendam

;
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He never considered his rights, but rushed
prbBcipitatum."
It would be a
into court to save the calling of his name.
gross abuse of justice if this Court were to sustain such a
it would be an abuse of its proceedings to take
confession
such a confession without inquiry into the character of the
;

s^p^2.

circumstances under which it was made. I think Wessels
actcd inconsidcratcly, and according to what he thought was
tion^Anothw. a received practice ; butjany way, it would sanction an abuse
of practice if this Court were to say that it will take this as
a good confession, or that what followed upon it must be
viewed in the light of res judicata. I have never seen the
Court so flooded with books of authorities as it is in this case,
and it would indeed be cruel that a man should be taken to
have in this way confessed rights which will require an
I, for
elaborate discussion of two or three days to ascertain.
It might be that
one, should be sorry indeed to hold that.
if he had consulted others and confessed, I might have felt it
my duty, notwithstanding the hardship, to declare him bound
by that confession, and by the decree upon it as res judicata
but I am relieved from that painful duty by the circumstance
that this was not a confession, and that there was no judgment
following on it.
Then it is said, moreover, that the adjudication of sequestration was another judgment, and the counsel
for the plaintiff incautiously admitted during the argument
that it was so. But the word "adjudication" must have misled
him. It is not a judgment. It is a mere administrative
order.
Anyone who reads the Ordinance can see that.
distinction is made between the adjudication of sequestration
and the confirmation of a liquidation account. The latter
not only is a judgment, but in the language of the Ordinance
is declared to have that effect.
But the mere adjudication, I
repeat, is in my opinion, upon a just consideration of the
Ordinance, a mere administrative order, partof the machinery
of the Act, and even the petitioning creditor's debt is liable to
be investigated into during the sequestration, and, it may be,
be set aside. And another proof is that the Ordinance as to
the sequestration declares that after everybody is paid, the
remainder of the estate goes to the insolvent. Is there any
similarity between that and a judgment ?
judgment is
between litigant parties, and decrees a certain thing to be
done by the one to the other. Adjudication of sequestration
is a mere administrative order, which, creating a recourse on
the insolvent's property, so to say, continues living and open
to revision during the insolvency.
The judgment on the
confession, and the adj udication following on it, will both be
set aside. The ground, therefore, may be considered clear for
the son-in-law contesting with his mother-in-law whether she
had a right to repudiate the mutual will.

"MostortM. South
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DwYEK, J. I am also of opinion that the power of
ises.'™^
attorney of the 15th November, 1867, was null and void, and
fe.
^"^'25"
that, therefore, all proceedings arising out of the confession
27!
obtained thereupon must be set aside. I quite concur with
29.'
what has been said by my brother Bell in his judgment, as
Septra.
to what is the proper definition and effect of an adjudication
Now, in this case it is evident, and wi\s^^^^'f°^^^:
of sequestration.
indeed conceded on both sides, that the present plaintiff, tion & Another",
the defendant in the former action, was anxious that his name
should not be called in court, and for that purpose he gave
But has he avoided the notoriety ?
this power to confess.
Look at the dates. On the 15th November he gave the
power, and confessed judgment on the 22nd. The return of
nulla bona is dated the same day ; and soon after this follow
the proceedings in sequestration, which give that very
notoriety he wished to avoid. There is something here looks
and that alone would be a
like bad faith in this respect
ground for setting aside a confession which was really made
through the plaintiff's attorneys in that action, and by them,
acting as attorneys for the Association, through a clerk in
I quite concur, moreover, that if this be the
their office.
practice of attorneys here, to make confession for defendants
although acting for plaintiffs, the sooner such a practice is
upset the better. If attorneys and respectable attorneys
such as Redelinghuys and Wessels choose to adopt such a
practice, they must be prepared to accept as the consequence
of the act that a man to whom they no doubt meant kindness
should afterwards succeed in overthrowing the confession by
showing an apparent ingratitude. The great fallacy in the
defendant's argument was the attempt to call the confession
a res judicata. One of the cases and I am satisfied to rest
my judgment upon that cited by Mr. Porter was Blake
vs. Foster, 2 Ball §• Beatty, p. 461, an Irish case. That case
was decided in 1813, and was five days before a full Court;
and even then there was an application to file a supplementary bill, and the (^ourt took time to consider from the 28th
February to the 7th March. It is impossible to contend that
a judgment obtained against a defendant on a confession
sued out by the plaintiff's attorney is res judicata. I quite
agree rrith Mr. Porter in his able argument, showing so
much learning and research in the case, that if this were res
judicata it would be utterly impossible to set it aside. But
I was
it is not a judgment made regularly and in due form.
not aware, till the circumstance was just now mentioned by
my brother Bell, that the late Chief Justice had expressed
a similar opinion as to the nullity of this confession, and the
importance of attending better to the way in which such
.And when we were, more or less.
confessions are made.
:

.

,',

,"

;

—

—

—

—

—
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cautioned hj Mr. Porter against interfering with the landmarks of the law and practice, on the strength of the great
Roman-Dutch authorities cited to us from that Eoman-Dutch
law we are bound to administer, it is a consolation to me to
find that with reference to that learned Judge who presided
gQ ^Qjjg ^g ^Yie head of this Court, I can decide this case quite

AwS TJS ^^ accordance with the sentiments
tion

&

Another.

he expressed.

My brother

Bell has goue SO fliUy into the matter that it is unnecessary
for me to add more than that I fully concur that the power
of attorney dated 15th

and

November, 1867, must be

set aside,

also all subsequent proceedings thereupon.

Postea (August 27 J. De Villiers-w&s heard on the second
bratich of the case : the right of the widow to repudiate the
provisions of the mutual will, and to fall back upon her half
in community.
He first laid down the following five heads,
or propositions, for argument : 1. That the defendants are

not lawful holders of the bond in their own right. 2.
That if the Court shall hold that they are, then the whole
of the bond is subject to the same equities as the estate from
which the Association purchased it. 3. That the bond,
while in the estate, was subject to the second stipulation in
the will ; and that payment of the bond could not therefore
be claimed from the plaintiff. 4. That if the Court hold
that the widow had a right to repudiate after taking out
letters of administration and acting under the will, then her
renunciation cannot deprive the plaintiff of the benefit conferred on him by the will as long as the widow gets one-half
of the net assets of the estate, and the other heirs are not
deprived of their legal rights. 5. That there has not been
such an acquiescence on the part of the plaintiff in the acts
of defendant as to deprive him of his rights under the will,
whatever they may be. On the first point, he argued, as
he had done on the 25th August, that there had been a purchase oi the bond by the executors from the estate they
administered, and that this was illegal {Lewin on Trusts, p.
360), and was proceeding to quote other authorities to show
that trustees cannot deal with the property of their cestui que
trusts, when he was stopped by the Court giving an intimation of its opinion that it regarded the transaction not as
a sale, but as a mere transposition of creditors on the bond, for
full value. As to the second point, this ncjeded no argument.
Notice must be taken for granted and then the purchase of
the bond, after such notice, would subject the cessionaries
to all the equities of the cedent.
The third was the main
point in the case. Had Mrs. Mostert the right to repudiate ?
The testator died 15th December, 1862. Mrs. Mostert and
the Association took out letters of administration on the
;

—
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23rd December following. On the 21s± January, 1863, Mrs.
Mostert, by letter, renounced her prelegacy but it was
not until the 18th September that she repudiated, eight
months after the testator's death. Oosthuysen vs. Oosthut/sen, S. C. Reports, pt. II, 50 ; Dufour vs. Fereira., 1 Dick.

iges.

'™*

;

419, referred

to in

1

Williams on Executors, 5th

ed., p.

con^mission having been paid out of the whole joint estate.
The will itself directly referred to the commission of the
The mere
executors, and stipulated that it should be taxed.
taking out of letters of administration without any enjoyment
of benefit was virtually adiation and adoption of the mutual
will ; after which adiation and adoption the survivor could
not recede from the terms of the will. In Ashburne vs.
Maguire, 2 White §• Tudor' s Leading Cases, 2nd ed., p. 229,
it is laid down that a legacy of interest and bond is a
specific legacy, and therefore no argument can be founded
contra to show that the bequest in Oosthuysen vs. Oosthuysen having been a farm, there was any distinction in principle, on that ground, between the two cases. (\st Roper on
Legacies, 3rd ed. p. 199.) Scorey vs. Scorey, 2nd Menz., 231,
which will be relied on contra, was not the case of a mutual
will. As to the fourth point (the Court having intimatedthat
it was unnecessary now to go into accounts, as they could
better be ascertained by a reference to the Master), he
assumed that, subject to such finding by the Master, the
widow would get her half and the children their legitimate
if the £1,200 which had, after the testator's death, been
paid into the estate by the plaintiff's father, as surety on the
bond, were taken as an asset in the estate. In order to find
out what the parties were entitled to, all money paid into the
estate, whether rightly or wrongly, must be taken, for the
And
purpose of this computation, to be part of the assets.
if the widow could so get her half, without interfering with
the dispositions of the will, then all the provisions of the
will may stand, h&mgjus tei-tii, and of other heirs than the
But it the heii s could not be fully paid their legiplaintiff.
timate, then he admitted that the bond must be diminished
by so much as would be required to make up the legitimate.
As to the sixth point, acquiescence can only bind where the
party acquiescing had the fullest knowledge of what he was
doing, and of its legal consequences to himself. {Lewin on
Trusts, pp. 661-3 ; Fox vs. Macraith, 1 W. and T. Leading

and

authorities there

cited.')

(Friday, August 28.) Porter argued for defendants, following, substantially, the same divisions as those marked
There was
out for the plaintiff. As to the first point
:

',',

"

^j'
27.'

29.'

Septra.

109.)

The enjoyment of executor's commission by Mrs. Mostert
was the acceptance of a benefit under the mutual will, the

Cases, p. 141, note,

ll\

*-°^"

^"stertM. south
tion

&

Another.
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26;

lag",;

sale of the bond, but a transfer for full value, according to the useful and proved practice of the old Orphan
Chamber, and also of all executorial boards in the Colony.
Further, it does not lie in plaintiff's mouth, suing, as
he does, as a debtor and not as an heir, to raise a quesAs to the
^Jqjj which only the cestui que trust can raise.
As to the third
that principle is admitted.
secoud point,
'
^^
Z..
,i,-p
xl
pomt It IS Said, coTitra, that 11 a surviving spouse takes any
benefit from the deceased spouse, and the will of the deceased
spouse is of such a nature as to sho-w" that that benefit was
made contingent upon the carrying out of the will as regarded
some of the property of the surviving spouse, then the
surviving spouse is bound and cannot refuse to allow his or
her property to go in the conditional way. Admitting that
that is the principle, has this surviving spouse received a
No doubt she drew commission as the executrix ;
benefit ?
but that is not such a benefit under the will as can
have any effect upon her right, if she had a right, to
And this for
repudiate the will and claim her half.
two reasons. '.Firstly, commission is not, in contemplation
of law, a benefit derived from the estate of the deceased, but
is a mere compensation of work and labour.
Secondly,
under the circumstances of this case the widow has drawn
no commission out of the half of the estate belonging to her
deceased husband. Ord. No. 104, § 37 (^Cape Statute Law,
B. 277) and Shedule C, p. 280, leave it discretionary with the
Master to fix an executor's recompense. He may, if he sees
cause, give none at all, although, for convenience sake, there
are no doubt certain usual recognized allowances.
Really
and truly, however, it may be formally, the widow received
no commission in her husband's estate. It is common to
speak of the executor of the joint estate, but that is an
impropriety of speech. It should be the executor oi the
will of the first dying for the surviving spouse can have
no will or executor, since nemo est hares viventis. The
executor sells the joint estate, therefore, as executor of the
deceased's half, and as agent of the survivor as to the oth^r
half.
In this case, the whole joint estate was realized, and
the commission charged on the assets of the whole estate ;
and by its division equally between herself and the Association she in reality only drew commission on her own half.
Whatever be the form of account, it would lead to too much
subtlety to hold otherwise.
Nor can the mere joint proving
of the will be taken as an adoption of the will ; it is a mere act
of piety find duty to the deceased. It might be that the will
contained something inconsistent with the legal rights of the
party proving.
There next comes the great and important
question as to the right of surviving spouses, being widows,

no

i8«8.
•''""'
1-

27!
29.'

aopt^2.
MostertM.' South
African AssociaHon & Another,

.

.

•
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:

;
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to repudiate a mutual will.

This point has never been
lees,
decided in this Court; the decisions given having been
''^^H'.
Aug. i.
uniformly in cases where the husband was the survivor. Can
it be laid down that a mutual will must be so construed
27!
that it shall bind by its own force the survivor, either before
Is.
septus,
or at the moment of the death of the first dying, so as to
preclude that survivor from freedom of disposition afterwards? Mostert M.sonth
African AssociaTi«
n
L
J}'
1
it is a great prmciple 01 every system ot jurisprudence where tion & Another.
wills are allowed, that until the last gasp every one has the
,','

,"

,

•

'

'

\

-I

power to make or change his will as he thinks fit. Pacta
successoria contracts regulating the succession of living
persons, are void.
No agreement can by
( Voet, 2, 14, 16.)

A

B

shall make C
and B, both living, that
mutual will, in theory of
{Voet, 28,3, 10. )
law, is two different wills in one paper writing, but having
no different effect than if separately made. There are two
estates growing out of the community of marriage, and two
wills ; and all general principles as to a separate will apply,
presumptively at least, to the case in which the will is mutual
as well as one in which it is separate.
It is usual for spouses
to make a mutual will, but it is not universal ; and even

law be made by

A

his heir.

where a mutual

will

is

made it is by no means uncommon

to

appoint different executors for each spouse.
Then as to the
revocability of the mutual will Once made, this depends on
the general question, can a husband and wife married in
community contract ? There are no doubt authorities which
seem to go to the extent of saying that they are entitled to
contract, as long as they do not infringe upon the prohibition to donate to each other.
( Voet, 23, 2, 63 ; Voet, 24, ],
8 ; "Licet enim," &c.) But there is this distinction, that not one
case put in Voet, or that can be found elsewhere, will go to
the exient of saying that any contract between husband and
wife will bind the wife to make a will in a particular manner if she happen to be the survivor. No two spouses
married in community could go this day into the office of a
notary public and say that it is agreed between them that
neither of them shall make a will, whether during the subsistence of the marriage or after the termination thereof,
except a will in favour of C D, as sole and universal heir.
Such a contract would be waste paper, involving the pactum
It is very
successorium, contrary to principle and law.
important to look who in this case is the survivor. The
husband is the guardian for the wife ; he is presumed to
exercise authority over her, and she to act under his
coercion.
It might be that the husband would be bound,
if he proved the survivor, by the contract made with
his wife; but it cannot be that the wife is bound when
Leg. Abr.,
she proves the survivor.
( Groenewegen, De

X
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ad Cod.

Bencher's Fris. Decis., ch. 182;
Mem. Rep., p. 234.) In Scorey's
Aug. ^t.
ease, although it is not stated in the report, it is found on
27!
It is said,
reference that the widow was not the executrix.
Z
contra, Scorey's is not the case of a mutual will ; but it is an
29
Septra.
a fortiori case, for a mutual will is only an implied contract
jiostprtra. South to sjive up rlghts under community
but in Scorey vs. Scorey
r &
Alri.'an As-socia- , »
1
1
i
mi
1
/
tion & Another. 1 here w as exprcss contract,
i he only pnnciple which prevents
a surviving spouse both altering her own will and taking the
benefits of the husband's will is, that, by jiresumption of law,
the deceased is understood to have been allowed to make a
But that can
will of the survivor by the survivor's consent.
never benefit a surviving widow who rejects the benefit and
claims. ( V. d. Serg's Advys Boeli, vol. 2, Cons. 210, p. 578
Voet, 29, 2, 23, "Plane si miilier ;" Huberts Pralec, bk 2, tit.
The views of Huber, it is
17, § 3 -janU bk. '28, tit. 3, § 4.)
true, are general, irrespective of sex
but the previous authorities have reference specially to the case of a siu'viving
widow. Unless Scorey vs. Scorey be overruled, it is impossible to hold that expressly and still less by implication, can a
woman deprive herself of the right of afterwards saying, " I
ises.

"'"""ll:

Scorey

4,

vs.

29,

11;

2

Score?/,

'„'

;

•

,

1

-

;

;

fall back upon my primary rights, which I now find
would be interfered with if I am to carry out the mutual will."
There may, no doubt, be a pactum de non revocando entered
into, but it must be express, and not implied from the effect
of the mutual will. {Leyser, Med. ad JPand., Specimen 43,
The doctrine of a contract is un§ 7, and Specimen 351.)
tenable, for if such contract commence from the moment the
will is made, then neither party could alter that contract

now

during life, except with the consent of the other. But if it
be shown that, by our law, not only without the consent, but
against the will, and even without the knowledge of the
other, either party can alter the will during lifetime, then all
notion of a contract is exploded. ( V. d. Keessel, Th. 298,
Latin ed.) It is curious to notice that in the first edition of
the valuable translation of this Thesis by Mr. Lorenz, the
translation is the opposite of the original but that has been
corrected in the second edition, issued in 1868.
£Bell, C.J.
Does not Van der Keessel, ihen,lfij downtha,t
it is open to one of the spouses to commit fraud upon the
;

—

other ?]

may

not be thought a strictly honest mode of action ;
the great jn-inciple that no such
contract between the si)ouses can legally tie the hands of
either for the right to change is common to both.
No
authority can be produced contra to show that in the case of
a mutual will neither party can revoke except openly and
with the concurrence of both.
Van der Keessel is a clear
It

but

it is

;

in deference to

—

'
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authority for the contrary position. Moreover, in the will
mi.
^°°°
before the Court there is nothiflg like a contract.
There is
jj.
only a common testamentary intent, expressed at a particular
^•"^jj
moment, in regard to a particular part of the joint estate,
27!
that is, in regard to the debts due by the children.
On
29!
general principles, if
and B leaves C £1,000 upon the sept^j.
death of the firs't dying, or, suppose a mutual will, in which Mostert w^atii
B and C D, before a notary, institute their children tion si Another
sole and universal heirs, and stop,
then, one dies, the
children are heirs of the property of the one who is dead,
but not of the one who is living. By our law, marriage is a
community, or partnership, and the same general principles
apply. ( Vinnius Select. Quast., bk. 2, ch. 26; Voet, 30, 1,
28.) In the leading cases on mutual wills decided in this Court,
there was an adiation and acceptance of benefits. Neither
Britz vs. Britz, in 1842 {vide Apjjendix, post), nor Neethling
vs. Neethlinff, in 1855 {vide Appendix post), nov Oosthuysen
vs. Oosthuysen, in 1868, can be taken as authorities for
holding that it is the mere contract in the mutual will that
binds the survivor, altogether irrespective of the adoption
or repudiation of the will.
( August 29.)— The principal authorities for the doctrine that
surviving spouses may be bound are Grotius, 2, 15, 9 V. d.
K., Th. 283 , Van Leeuwen R. D. Law, 3, 11, 7.
In all of
them perception of benefit is made the test, and not the technical adiation simply.
As to Dufour vs. Pereira, relied on
contra, it will be seen from the judgment of Lord Loughborough, in Walpole vs. Aivford, 3 Ves., 416, that there was
enjoyment of benefit in that case, and that it amounted
pretty much to our Neethling vs. Neethling.
As to the
widow's clear right to repudiate, see the following authorities
V. d. Berg^s Advys Boek 2, Cons. 210 ; Dutch Consultations, 2, 272 do., 4, 43 ; do., 1, 50 ; do, 3, 3, n. 4 and 5 ;
do., 1,50 ; do., 1, 210 ; do.,
do., 2, 102 ; V. d. B.'s Adv. Bk. 32
3, 63 ; Utrechtsche Consultatien 1,61; Coren, Obs, 11 ; do.,
Obs. 12; V. d. Linden'' s note to p. 142 of his Dutch translation
o^ Pothier's Obligations. Foei, 28, 3, 11, is rendered clear by
a reference to the Dutch Cons. pt. 2, Cons. 275, cited by that
author, which was a clear case of enjoyment of benefits. As
if the £1,200 paid by plaintiff's father,
to the fourth point
as his surety, into the joint estate is not taken as an asset,
(vhich it should not be, the surety having made a wrong
payment, then there is not enough to give the widow her
half and the children their legitimate, and yet let the will
stand.
And with reference to the " debts " forgiven in the
will, it cannot be said that they include a mortgage bond
with a solvent surety. If that did not continue due, together
with its accruing interest, there might be nothing for the
X 2
'«

;;

A

—

A

—

;

:

;

,•

:

—

—
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MoBtertix sjuth
tion

&

Anotiier.

which could not be the testator's intendoubt the account of the joint estate framed by
the Association on the testator's death should have been
made up on the principle of allowing the widow to claim onehalf only of the bond, and regarding the other half as a
legacy by the first dying of so much as was not covered by
the inheritance but that account can in so far be corrected,

widow

to live upon,

tioii-

No

;

As

to the fifth point, the evidence of the plaintiff's acquiescence is strong. Certain payments were made on the strength

of that acquiescence and where it is a question whether the
Association should lose, or the plaintiff, the acquiescence of
the latter should make the loss his
(September 2.) De Villiers, in reply, dwelt chiefly on the
third point.
The wills in Oosthuysen vs. Oosthuysen and in
the present case are of the same effect.
For although in
Oosthuysen vs. Oosthuysen the survivor was appointed sole
and universal heir on condition of educating and supporting
the children, and in the present case the survivor and children are instituted joint heirs, yet it has been held in this
Court, in Oosthuysen and Du Toit vs. Mocke, 1 9th September, 1865, that in both cases the survivor is joint heir with
The second clause in the will in this case
the children.
amounts to legatum liberatirnis. ( Voet, 34, 3, I ; 34, 3, 5,)
By our law, husband and wife can contract.- ( Voct, 23, 2,
And on the fifth point he cited Ma7'ker vs. Marker,
63.)
9 Hare's Rep., p. \Q ; Cockrell vs. Cholmley, 1 Rus.
and
Myl., 419; and Burrows vs. Walls, 5 de G., McN. and
;

Gord.

[DwYEE,
tors of

J.,

on this point also referred to Reis

Galloway,

Mem.,

186.]

Cur. adv. vult.
":
rPlaintiffB Attorneys, Fairbridtje & Arderne.
LDefendants' Attorneys, liedcUngfiuys & Wcsiels.\

vs.

Execu-
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MAGISTRATES' EEYIEWED CASES.

Act

17, 1867, § 2.

Imprisonment with

Hard Labour.

— Spare Diet.

D

WYEK, J., said that a case had come before him as Judge
of the week, in which a Magistrate had sentenced a prisoner
Now, in the
to twelve months' hard labour and spare diet.
2nd section of Act No. 17 of 1867, it was provided that
when a person was sentenced to more than three months'
imprisonment, spare diet could not be inflicted. The sentence, therefore, would be quashed, as far as the spare diet
was concerned.

Act
DwYEE,

17,1867, §§

J., said there

Not.

16.

^°^'

^^'

Not.

17.

7, 8.

was another

case,

in

which the

prisoner was indicted for receiving a certain portion of the
carcase of a sheep, and sentenced to twelve months' imprisonment. Now, from a case mentioned in Buch. Rep., p.
141, it appeared that this Court had decided that the

Magistrate could not exceed his ordinary jvirisdiction in a
case of receiving a portion of the carcase of a sheep ; and
therefore the prisoner should only have received a sentence
of three months.
The sentence passed must, under the
circumstances, be quashed.

Act No.

16, 1864.

Bell, C.J., said that among the cases which had come
before him recently, as Judge of the week, was that of
The Queen vs. Schwart and others, charged with the theft of

a sheep.

The

prisoners were sentenced to receive twentyand to be imprisoned with hard labour,

five lashes each,

until the proceedings were returned

from the Eegistrar of
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Supreme Court. So far as the imprisonment with hard
labour was concerned, the sentence was illegal, and he sent
it back with a recommendation that it should be amended by
omitting the hard labour.
The papers afterwards came
back to him, and he then found that the sentence was so
altered as to be made a new sentence altogether ; for in
this instance the prisoners were ordered not only to receive
the twenty-five lashes, and to be imprisoned till the proceedings were returned as confirmed by the Supreme Court, but
the prisoners were also sentenced among them to pay the
sum of 10s., or a sheep of the value of that they had stolen.
The Act authorized the Magistrate to inquire into the
value of the sheep stolen, to condemn the prisoners to pay
the value, and to hand it over to the proper party after a
certain course of proceedings.
But that was not the course
which the Magistrate had taken. He had fined the men 10s.,
and ordered the money to be paid to the order of th'3 owner
of the sheep.
That was wrong altogether because the
provision of the Act required that the value of the sheep
stolen should be paid into the Treasury.
So far as the fine
was concerned, therefore, the sentence must be sent back ;
but the papers must again be returned, because there were
other irregularities, of which he must take notice in another
way.
the

1868.

^'"' *'

;

Dec.

u.

Denyssen,

Magistrate's Court case had
which Harvey Ross and Susan Ross
were charged with receiving stolen goods at Papendorp, on
the 1st instant, knowing the same to have been stolen.
They pleaded not guilty, but were sentenced to three
months' imprisonment, with hard labour. Upon the record
there was no evidence that any theft was committed at all to
J., Said that a

come before him,

in

begin with, and, moreover, the evidence of a police officer
was very meagre, and, although somewhat suspicious, was
not such as to convict the parties of the crime of which they
stood charged, namely, receiving stolen goods knowing them
to have been stolen.
The sentence must, therefore, be
quashed.

Act
Dec. 29.

pENTSSEN,

17, 1867,

J., Said that

among

§ 2.

the Magistrates' cases

which had come before him was one from Namaqualand, in
which the prisoner was charged with the theft of a goat, and,
being convicted, was sentenced to four months' imprison-
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ment the

;
first month with spare diet on alternate days, and
the remainder with hard labour. By the provisions of Act
No. 17 of 1867, section 2, spare diet could not be given
when the imprisonment was to exceed three months and
the sentence, therefore, must be so far amended.
;

D WYER, J., said thai amongst the Magistrates' cases wliich
had come before him, was that of The Queen vs. Lehmkuhl,
in which the "prisoner was charged with destroying a packet
by throwing it into a well. The letters were, in
place, alleged to have been destroyed by a man
Lee, who was convicted and sentenced to three

of letters

the

first

named

but
something
which
T^as
examination led the AttorneyGeneral to order proceedings to be taken against
Lehmkuhl, Lee having said that Lehmkuhl told him to
destroy the letters. Lehmkuhl kept a post ofiice, and
for some reason or other certain parties chose to send
their letters to another post office, inste;id of allowing them
to pass through Lehmkuhl's hands
and Lee's statement
was that Lehmkuhl, in consequence of this, induced him to
destroy the letters.
The letters were thrown into a well,
but they were afterwards taken out, and were not actually
destroyed.
Of that there could be no doubt but then,
Lee's was almost the only evidence against Lehmkuhl, and
the evidence altogether, both for the prosecution and the
defence, was very contradictory.
Lee, in fact, contradicted
himself on most material points, and, under the circumstances, it was the opinion of his learned brother (Deji yssen,
J.), as well as his own, that the conviction must be quashed.
There was one point, in connection with this case, to which
he wished particularly to direct the attention of Resident
Magistrates.
It appeared from the proceedings that the
Resident Magistrate refused to allow the prisoner's agent to
cross-examine the witnesses at the preliminary examination.
His Lordship could hardly believe that it was so, for it was
very important that there should be a full cross-examination
of witnesses, both for the sake of the prisoner Mmself and
,also for the sake of the country, in order to prevent the
expense of sending cases to Circuit Courts which might fail
there, and which might never have been sent for trial at all
if there had been a proper cross-examination at the preliminary examination. It ought therefore to be known to
Resident Magistrates, that in all cases a full cross-examination of witnesses for the prosecution should be allowed to
months'
said

by

hard

him

labour

at

;

his

;

;

prisoners.

isea.
^'"

^^'
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APPENDIX.
MUTUAL WILLS.
[For convenience of reference, the following two leading
cases on the right of surviving spouses to make wills in conflict with the prior mutual wills of such surviving and their
predeceased spouses (viz., Brits vs. Brits's Executors, decided
28th February, 1842, and Neethling vs. Neethling's Executors,
decided 9th August, 1853), are given as an Appendix to
this number.
\^Et vide Oosthuyscn vs.Oosthuysen,pt. II, p.
51 ; and Mostert vs. S. A. Association, pt. IV, p. 286.]

Beits

vs.

Brits's Executors.

Mutual Will : Will by Iburvivor contrary to terms of, set aside,
and Transfer of a Farm ordered under the Mutual Will.

Husband and

wife executed a joint will, whereby they made
the survivor sole and universal heir or heiress of all the

pro'pertyof the first dying, movable or immovable, to be
enjoyed as sole and own property, with the qualification
that the survivor should educate and support the children
of the marriage until majority , marriage, or other approved
state, and then pay to them such amount of money as
legitim as the survivor should conscientiously, and according to the state of affairs, find to be due.
The will also
contained a reciprocal appointment of the survivor as
executor or executrix of the predecessor, and administrator
of the estate, and the usual reserva.tory clause. Further,
a clause which directed that in the event of the survivor
remarrying, such survivor should, before such remarriage,
have the whole estate valued. In respect of one-half of
the whole estate, the predecessor nominated the children of
the marriage his or her heirs in such halforequalportions ;
and special provision toas also made that in case of remarriage the survivor should, nevertheless, enjoy possession
of the property until the time fixed for -paying the legitim
in case of no remarriage.
The estate loas meanwhile to
he converted into money, hit from the sale was to be
exempted the farm Doom Kraal, which the survivor
.

might take posiession offor the sum of 11,000 guilders.

3lS
under an obligation to make it devolve on the son oj the
marriage, Hans Jacob Brits, or his children, if he should
predecease the surviving spouse. The wife diedjirst ; and
the husband, after a term, remarried, and made a will
whereby he revoked the first will of himself and his first
wife so far as Doom Kraal was concerned, and directed
the farm to be sold, and the proceeds applied to the purThe son of his first marriage had
poses of his sole will.
died, leaving a son, who, after the death of his grandfather, brought this action against the executors appointed
by the grandfather'' s sole will, praying that they might he
decreed to give him possession of the farm Doom Kraal
on his paying the 1 ^000 guilders ; and that the tvill of his
grandfather, so far as it revoked the bequest of the farm
The Court gave
aforesaid, might be set aside as null.
judgment in terms of the prayer of the declaration, thereby
affirming that a joint will dealing re singulari tvas not
revocable by the survivor, as subsequently in Neethling^s
case (post.) it affirmed that a joint will was not revocable
by the survivor where it dealt universitate.
1

i842.
This was an action to cancel a testamentary disposition,
^
to compel transfer of a farm.
The declaration stated that Cornells Jacob Brits, and his ^''E:<:erutS5"''
then wife, Judith Odendaal, both deceased, did by their
mut"al will and testament, bearing date the 25th N ovember,
1808, declare it to be, inter alia, " their joint will and desire
that they appointed each other reciprocally, that is, the first
dying the survivor of them, as their sole and universal heir
or heirs, and the same in all the property to be left by them,
movable and immovable, both such as they are already or
may in future become possessed of, without any exception,
to be possessed by them for ever, as free and own property,
without the gainsay of any person everything with tins
understanding, however, that the survivor remains bound
and obliged to educate the children already or still to be
procreated in this marriage, honestly and in the principles
of the Christian religion, and to maintain them until they
shall attain their majority, be married before that time, or
come to other approved states, when to each of them shall
have to be paid, as paternal or maternal inheritance, such an
amount as conscientiously, and according to the condition of
the estate, shall be found to be proper, which the survivor
may fix at the legitimate portion they being, howcAer,
obliged in case of remarriage, and before the consummation
thereof, to prove at the hands (aan handen te bewyzen) of
two good men of irreproachable character, to be chosen as
superintending guardians, the exact moiety of the whole of

and

;

;
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tte joint estate on behalf of the joint children procreated by
in this marriage, as the first dying (if his or her
child or children should be alive at the time of the remarriage
of the survivor) in that case calls and appoints as his or her
sole and universal heirs, his or her said surviving child or
children, or the same in equal portions in all his or her
property, nothing in the world excepted ; and in case of predecease of one or more of them, their lawful descendants
by representation. The survivor, however, shall remain in
the full possession of their inheritances until the aforesaid
time, in order to be the better enabled to maintain and
educate them from the usufruct thereof, for which purpose
the whole of the joint estate is to be sold by public sale, and
according to the proceeds thereof the shares of the inheritance
From this sale, howof the children are to be regulated.
ever, are to be exempted, 1st, the place of residence of the
testators, the farm Doom Kraal, situated at the Duivenhok's
Kiver, of which the survivor may take possession for a sum
of 1 1,000 Cape guilders ; being obliged, however, to cause
the said place to devolve on the child at present procreated
by the testators, named Hans Jacob, or, in case of his predecease (if he shall leave children), on his eldest son, for the
^jjg testators

same sum."

And the plaintiff further said that the said Judith Odendaal having departed this life on or about the 17th October,
1829, she did by her death confirm the said last will and
testamentary disposition touching the farm or place named
Doom Kraal. That the testators did by their said joint
will appoint each other to be executor or executrix thereof,
and did, moreover, by a certain private or underhand paper
writing, signed by them, and without a date, appoint their
only son, Hans Jacob Brits (the plaintif5f's father), and one
Johannes Odendaal, to be joint executors of the said will.
That upon the decease of the said Judith Odendaal, wife of
the said Cornells Jacob Brits, and in the winding up and
liquidating their joint estate, it was mutually agreed by
and with the said Cornells Jiicob Brits and the said Hans
Jacob Brits and Johannes Odendaal, in their capacity as joint
executors of the said joint will and testament, that the place
or farm Doom Kraal should devolve upon the said Hans
Jacob Brits at the decease of his father, in the terms of the joint
will, and that they did, in consequence of such agreement and
understanding, allow the said Cornelis Jacob Brits to remain
in possession of the whole of the joint estate, without selling
off the same, in terms of the said joint last will of the said
("ornelis Jacob Brits and Judith Odendaal.
That the said
Hans Jacob Brits (the plaintiff's father) has since departed
this life on the 15th April, 1841, and that plaintiff is his
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eldest son, and by virtue of tlie said joint will of his grandparents, and of the premises, is entitled to the possession and

18*2.
i'«b;_28-

oj. Brits's
succession of Doom Kraal.
That the said Cornells Jacob ^'^^
Executors.
,
,
-r,
rM
rsrits entered upon a second marriage with one Uhristina
Frederica Steyn, then being a widow of Matthias Pieter
Taute, and, being so married, did, on the 9th January, 1839,
make and execute a private or underhand last will and testament, whereby he revoked and annulled the aforesaid legacy
of Doom Kraal, made to the plaintiif's father or (in the
event of his predecease) to the plaintiff, .out of the joint
estate of his late grandfather and grandmother.
But the
plaintiff said that such revocation is illegal, and of no effect
at law to deprive him of the right of claiming the possession
of Doom Kraal in the terms and upon the conditions set
forth in the said last will of Cornells Jacob Brits and his
then wife, Judith Odendaal, bearing date 25th November,
1808.
Wherefore plaintiff claimed that defendants, in their
above capacity, may be decreed to give him possession and
legal transfer of the said place or farm, named Doom
Kraal, upon his paying to the defendants, in their said
capacity, the sum 11,000 Cape guilders, or £275, in terms
of the joint will and testament of the said Cornells Jacob
Brits and his first wife, Judith Odendaal ; and that that part
of the will of the late Cornells Jacob Biits, deceased, bearing
date the 29th of January, 1829, in so far as it revokes the
legacy of Doom Kraal, may be set aside and annulled, and
that the defendants, in their aforesaid capacity, may be condemned in the costs of suit.
Defendants admitting their capacity ; the mutual will and
testament of the 25th November, 1808 ; the death of Judith
Odendaal at the time mentioned in the declaration ; the
appointment of executors, as therein stated ; the death of Hans
J acob Brits at the time therein alleged, and the averment
and the
therein made that the plaintiff is his eldest son
second marriage and last will of Cornells Jacob Brits, as in
the said declaration more particularly mentioned, as to all
And the plainother allegations pleaded the general issue.
tiff replied generally.
Cloete, for plaintiff, put in the will of old C. J. Brits and
Judith Odendaal, dated the 25th November, 1808, and the
appointment of Hans Jacob Brits and Johannes Odendaal as
executors thereof; and the will dated 29th January, 1831,
mentioned in the declaration and called

....

.

•

•

i;

—

;

—

;

Johannes Odendaal, who deposed: I live now near
Cradock. I was the brother of the late Judith Odendaal,
She died in 1829. I then lived in the
Brits's first wife.
I was one of the executors of the
district of Swellendam.
piutual will of herself and husband

;

and Hans Jacob

Brits,
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was the other executor. He was then past
of majority. After his death, there was no sale made,
Bribs's
either by the executor or by the surviving husband of the
Seven or eight
general estate, before his second marriage.
years after my sister's death, Brits remarried. Before his
second marriage, I and Hans, his son, made a sort of valuafound that according to that valuation
tion of his estate.
the whole estate, with the exception of Doom Kraal, was
worth 90,000 guilders. Doom Kraal was excluded from
the valuation, and remained as it was, because nothing could
be done with it until after old Brits's death, in consequence
of the provisions of the will.
No value was put upon it. It
was never brought into account. I apportioned 30,000
guilders to Hans, by awarding to him the farm Krans
River for 24,000, and the slave girl Flora, with her
children, for 6,000.
The. value of 90,000 guilders was a
moderate valuation. Brits remarried soon after this. His
wife's estate was then insolvent, and he rehabilitated it by
making an arrangement with the executors. Soon after the
marriage, Brits wanted to sell Doom Kraal.
He advertised the sale of it.
On bearing of this, I went to him
and asked how he could do this, as the place was
left to his son ; and he said he would come down and present an application to the Court to know if he could sell
it.
He went, and on his return I found he had sold the
place by private sale to one Dirk Odendaal.
I objected to
this.
He had sold the place for 25,000 guilders, and he
offered to put it out on interest, and he would get the
interest during his life, and after his death his son Hans
should get the capital. I did not consent to this, and told
him I would take legal proceedings to stop the sale ; and the
agreement to sell to Dirk Odendaal was cancelled, after he
had lived a year in it. {^Cross-examined :^ I only awarded
to Hans 30,000 guilders instead of 45,000, because there
were outstanding debts due by the estate. Hans was
present with me at the valuation. Doom Kraal was not
valued in it 24,000 guilders. It was a year after tlie valuation that I spoke to Brits about his sale to Odendaal.
I
never told Van der Spuy that Doom Kraal was valued in.
Hans never received more than 30,000 guilders.
Cloete, for plaintiff, was not called upon.
Porter, for defendants, after quoting Voet, 28, 3, 11,
Denique, and Cens. For. 3, 11, 7, gave up the case.

1844.

Feb^s.
Brite

TO.

their only child,

^]jg g^gg

We

Judgment was given for plaintiffs accordingly, including
the costs of an interdict heretofore granted in the matter.
tPlaintilE's Attorney, Buissinue.

Defendants' Attorneys,, Truter

~\

&

Meeser.j

—
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HoPMEYR, Neethling's Curator, vs. DeWet, Neethling's
Close Will.

Mutual

Close Will ;

What

is

All papers found in a

Executor.

Will.

included under.

hy the notary, at his opening
has been executed and
superscribed withthe required solemnities , be taken to form
part of such will, leaving any contrariety or repugnance
between the separate papers so enclosed for the considerathereof, must,

tion

close will

when such

close will

and construction of the Court.

Mutual Will Action

to set aside a separate Will and Codicil
by a Survicing Spouse in opposition to the terms of.
:

Where spouses made a joint will, directing, as to the whole
common estate, that the survivor should enjoy the usufruct
thereof during life, and that after her death the common
of certain legacies, form
a poor fund for the support of indigent relations, and
where for twelve years the surviving widow enjoyed the
Held ; that hy her adiation an-l
usufruct accordingly.
acceptance of such benefits under the joint will, she could
not after her husband' s death make a separate testamentary
disposition in opposition to the terms of the joint will
aforesaid ; wherefore her separate testamentary disposition
estate should, after the deduction

—

so

made was

set aside accordingly.

In this action, the defendants were summoned as executors testamentary of the will of the late Anna Catherina P6b."'l2-28.
Neethling, born Smuts, widow of the late J.
Neethling,
au^^'s"
-^
LL.D., to answer the plaintiff, representing minor and other
heirs and legatees, beneficially, interested under certain testa- ung-sCMator,*/
mentary dispositions, executed by the late J. H. Neethling Sl's^xM^on'''
and the said A. C. Neethling, in the Kfetime of the former,

H

"

in

an action to

set aside a will

A. C. Neethling

and

codicil,

made by the

said

after her husband's death.

The declaration set forth that the testator and testatrix
had been married in community of property, and on the 18th
March, 1794, executed the usual joint will, by which the
first dying instituted the survivor and the children, if any, of
That no children
the marriage sole and universal heirs.
having been procreated, the testator and testatrix, in virtue
of the reservatory clause in the will, made and executed a
joint underhand codicil, dated 17th April, 1836, whereby
they directed that the debts due to them on that date by
their brothers and sisters, and their children, should be
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assigned for the creation of a poor fund, for the support of
poor relations. That on the 27tli April the testator and his
wife executed a further testamentary disposition, in which
Hofmeyr.Neeth- they directed, after bequeathing certain legacies, that the
'De^WrtrNlah^ joint estate should remain under the longest living in usuling's Executor,
and should be appraised and properly secured,
fj-uct for life,
and remain inalienable, for the purpose of using the annual
interest for the behoof and maintenance of poor relatives on
both sides bearing the name of Smuts or Neethling, and
appointed for the above purpose, as heir, in trust, after
the death of the longest living, for the remainder of the
estate and capital, H. J. Neethling, with reversion, &c.,
and as heirs to the interest arising and accruing thereon,
their brothers and sisters them surviving and their godchildren, ^bequeathing at the same time some annual legaFurther, that on the 3th June,
cies.
863, the testator
and testatrix jointly executed a codicil, wherein they revoked
nothing of, but referred specially to, the disposition dated
27th April, and made further direction respecting the estate in
the possession of the survivor, viz., that the survivor should
make an inventory, but should not be required to file any
inventory with the Master. Further, that by a further deed
of last will, dated 2nd June, 1 838, the testator and testatrix,
without revoking or altering any of their joint dispositions,
declared that their joint will of 18th March, 1794, should
be in full force, as far as the appointment of heirs was
concerned, and that their several dispositions under date
17th and 21st April, 1836, and 13th June, 1 836,— which
latter refers to and includes the further testamentary disposition of 27th April, 1836,
should remain in full force in
as far as the same should not be altered or revoked by the
said will of 2nd June, 1838
and furth' r directing that
the survivor should remain in full possession of the estate,
without an inventory being required according to the codicil
of I3th June, 1836, or an appraisement according to that of
27th April, 1836. In this will of 2nd June, 1838, the defendants are appointed executors, &c.
The declaration further
stated that on the 2nd June, 183^, the testator and testatrix
appeared before the notary, A. G. L. Plouvier, and producing to him the deeds aforesaid, of 17th April, 1836, 27th
April, 1836, l.'ith June, 1836, and 21st June, 1836 (and
others not necessary for the purpose of this action to be
referred to), declared the same to contain their laM will and
desire which documents, at the desire of the testator and
testatrix, were covered and sealed in a packet by the notary,
xmder a notarial deed of superscription.
On the 4th J une the testator died, confirming by his death
185S.

Feb. 22-28.

Marchi.
Aug. a.

—

—

1

1

—

:

;

the several dispositions aforesaid as his will for the half of

—
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the joint estate, and for the half to the widow belonging,
lass.
should she abide by the same, and take and enjoy the benefit SSciffr*'"
-^"b- °of the usufruct and enter on and enjoy the whole estate.
The declaration further stated that the widow did enter sofmeyr, Neetiiupon the whole estate, and continued in possession until her De^we^VeoUideath, on the 24th January, 1850, and took all the benefits ^^^^ Executor.
of the usufruct aforesaid, whereby the joint estate of both
became subject to be administered accordingtothe joint will
and codicillary deeds delivered to the notary in June, 1838
but that the widow, notwithstanding, made an underhand
will on the I7th September, 1839,
and an underhand
codicil on the 29th November, 1848, unknown to the parties
interested in the succession,
and which became known to
them only after her death. It was further stated in the declaration, that in this will of 17th September, 1839, the widow,
setting aside the disposition of 27th April, 836, declared it
null and void, and disposed of the joint estate otherwise than
had been agreed upon between her and her husband, and in
entire opposition to the agreement and joint disposition
contained in the deeds of last will and codicils delivered to
the notary and endorsed by him, which the widow had no
right to do, having taken and had the enjoyment of the
usufruct of the whole estate but that, on the contrary, she
was bound to allow the entire estate, with all the fruits and
increase thereof, to go, after her death, in conformity with
the joint disposition of herself and her husband.
The plaintiff further stated that the defendants took out
letters of administration under the will of 2nd June, 1838,
on the 9th June, 1838, a few days after the death of the
first dying, and being appointed also under the widow's
will, took out letters of administration under the will of
21st January, 1850, and entered on the administration of
the estates under both appointments, notwithstanding the
adverse interests thereby existing, as the plaintiff alleged,
and have framed anaccountof distribution of the joint estate
solely according to the last will and codicil of the surviving
spouse, in opposition to, and discarding altogether the
dn-ections in the joint wills of both spouses, which in law

—

;

—

1

—

;

—

they were bound to do.
The declaration concluded with stating that for the protection and interests of the minor heir and heirs in expectancy, plaintiff had been appointed curator ad litem by order of
the Court, and in that capacity claimed that the will and
codicil made by the wife after the husband's death should
be set aside, in as far as they deviate from the joint wills
made and executed by the spouses, jointly, and respectively
dated I7th August, 829, 17th, 21st and 27th April, 1836,
13th June, 1836, 2nd June, 183!:<, that the joint estate.
J

—
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1853.
as left by the surviving spouse, be administered in accordance
MMohT ^' with the directions in those joint wills and codicils, and
^"B- °that the defendants be condemned to pay the costs in their

Hofmejr, Neeth-

private Capacity.
To this the defendants pleaded the general issue, and
EMcutor.
claimed, in reconvention, to the effect,
That on the 2nd June, 1838, when the testator and testatrix appeared before the Notary Plouvier, and delivered to
him the several documents containing their joint testamentary
dispositions, to be by him sealed in a packet, under a
notarial deed of superscription, the document of the 27th
April, 1836, was placed among the other documents in
error,
it having been previously agreed between the testator
and testatrix that it should be void and of no eiFect ; and
after the discovery that the said document had been so
erroneously inserted, the testatrix made her last will, of
19th September, 1839, and the codicil of 1848,:—which in
no wise deviate from the joint testamentary dispositions of
the 17th August, 1829, I7th and 21st April, 1836, and 13th
June, 1836, in as far as the same are confirmed by the joint
will of 2nd June, 1838 ; but, on the contrary, are expressly confirmed in her will of 1 9th September, 1 839. Whereupon they
claimed that this will and its codicil should be declared valid.
They further pleaded, in reconvention, that if the document of the 21st April had been inserted with the knowledge
of the testator, it was inserted without the knowledge of
the testatrix, and that she, not being bound by an insertion made without her consent, was entitled in law to make
her separate will, disposing of her half of the joint estate,
without reference to the document of the 27th April, 1836 ;
that the sole effect of the document of 27th April, being so
inserted, would be to give validity to it as a codicil, containing' certain legacies payable out of the testator's half of
the joint estate, but that in law the institution of heirs and
fidei-commissary heirs therein made was null and void,
inasmuch as by the joint last will of 2nd June, 1838, the
institution of heirs is entirely changed.
They further pleaded in reconvention, that even if the
Court should be of opinion that the defendants, as executors
of the testatrix, are now precluded from maintaining that the
document of the 27th April is null and void, as inserted
without the consent of the testatrix among the documents
delivered to the notary, yet that the institution of heirs and
fidei-commissary heirs therein contained cannot co-exist
with the direct institution of heirs in the will of 2nd June,
1838, wherein it is expressly declared thutthe institution of
heirs in the will of 1794, viz. (there being no children),
that the survivor should be heir of the first dying as of his

De^wetrNeethling's

—
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or her free property, a;id that the document of the 27th
isss.
April must be considered as nullified and set aside by the
M^oh ^7^^
document of the latest date, that of 2nd June, 1838, Ang,
with which it ca-mot be reconciled. They further alleged Hofmeyr, Neeththat the widow's will of September, 1839, and the codicil De^wetr^eth':
of JSTovember, 1 848, are not in conflict with any of the ""^"'^ Executor,
testamentary dispositions enclosed by the notary in the
cover, except with that of 27th April, 1836.
Wherefore
also they prayed that the will and codicil of 19th September,
1839, and of 29th November, 1848, might be declared valid.
Abstract of the papers enclosed by the notary in the closed
9.'

will, in as far as
1.

Mutual

important in this cause

will of 18th

:

March, 1794.

The

first

institutes the survivor sole heir to the joint estate

:

dying

to be for

ever possessed as free and own property, without the gainsay
of any one.
2. Codicil, 17th August, 1829 (has no reference to the
case between the parties).
3. Joint codicil of 17th April, 1836, by virtue of the
reservatory clause of the will of 17 94, by which all debts
due by the brothers and sisters and their children of the first
degree at that date to the testators are assigned to them
jointly for a poor fund; the division of the accruing interest
to be in the discretion of the vestry of the Reformed Church.
The enjoyment of the fund not to take etfect until after the
survivor's death.
The further disposal of the capital and
interest of the fund left to the husband, with whose directions
concerning it the wife expressedherself?22«i<:joro ?immc satisfied.
separate writing by the testator
4. 21st April, 1836.
stating that " for many years my consort had agreed with
me to constitute our whole estate a poor fund for the families
of Neethling and Smuts (whereof deeds exists which are
laid aside from ulterior considerations), I now dispose and
declare that all the capital sums due to me by the family,
&c,, shall constitute a poor fund," to which nominal heirs are
appointed, and the mode in which the interest is to be paid

—A

poor relatives settled.
" Further testamentary disposition and substitution
-wiih-Jidei commiss. by the undersigned married people, J.
H. Neethling and A. C. Smuts, relative to that which^
after the death of both, shall be done with the estate possessed by them in community," written in Mr. Neethling's
handwriting and signed by both, confirming the will of
1794, except as herein altered, and further stating " that
the joint estate remaining in the possession of the survivor
of us shall be ascertained, and that care shall be taken by
the aftermentioried executors that the same, as far as possible,
shall consist in immovable property, and the capital be
to the
5.

Y

;
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diminution, or decay," &c., and then
to the nomination of heirs,
f"s9.
we declare that our estate shall never (or so long as is perHofmeyr, Neeth- mitted by the laws of the Colony) be alienated or diminished
De^we™ifee'tii.' but that the same shall, after the compliance with our hereungs's Executor,
yjj^gj, following dispositioDS, which shall aU, be usufructary,
eventually serve for the support of the poor, limited to the
own descendants of our respective fathers bearing the name of
Neethlingor Smuts," appointment ofnominal heirs of the capital and of heirs for the interest is there made, and the defendants
are appointed executors and administrators of the joint estate.
6. Joint codicil of testator and testatrix, dated 13th June,
1836, in which the " testators by our mutual will of 1794,
and our further will for the joint determination of our
succession, made on the 27th April, 1836, referring by these
presents to both of these wills and other special deeds of
among other things, that an inventory
last wiU do declare"
shall be made of the estate at the death of the first dying,
but that it need not be filed with the Master of the Court.
Joint will of the testator and testa7. 2nd June, 1838.^
trix, by which they declare that " we are desirous of directing and disposing further over the property we may leave at
our death, as we hereby do, but especially desiring that the
will passed by us jointly on the 18th March, 1794, shall be
and remain of full force and efi^ect, in so far as relates to the
institution of heirs therein mentioned, and that all further
bequests made by us, either jointly or separately, by virtue
of the reservatory clause contained in our said will, and
respectively dated 17th August, 1829, I7th April, 1836,
21st April, 1836, and one of the 13th June, 1838, shall
remain of full force and efiFect in so far as the same are not
in this further and present disposition revoked, altered, or
contain in themselves contradictory bequests."
Mrs. Neethling's will of the 19th September, 1839, repudiates the will of 27th April, 1S29, solemnly declaring that
this deed was " withoxit the knowledge or consent of me, the
undersigned, and contrary to my desire, erroneously enclosed
in the notarial cover of 2nd June, 1838 ;" and further
solemnly declaring " that she never was properly acquainted
with the contents of the disposition of 27th April, 1836."
She further confirms all the deeds enumerated in the wiU
of the 2nd June, 1838, viz., the I7th August, 1829, the
17th and 21st April, 1836, and 13th June, 1836, and the
mutu d will of 18th March, 1794, on which the said dispositions are based.
She further proceeds to bequeath legacies,
unnecessary to particularize in this case. And the codicil of
1848 also gives legacies unnecessary to be now recited.
The parties in the cause admitted on the trial, " the
1S58.

Maroh^l?*'

secured against
after

loss,

some legacies "proceeding

—

^

—

—
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execution of

all the different testamentary and codicillary
dispositions in the plaintiff's declaration mentioned and
referred to ; also the dates of superscription and opening by

ism.

u^^J^^^»
^^e-

the notary, A. J, L. Plouvier.
Hofmey^Neeth" That the late Mr. Neethling and his wife were married t^'y^te£
in community of property, and died without issue.
That "°^^ Ekcoutor.
the surviving spouse, after the death of her husband, enjoyed all the interest of the joint estate, save and except a
certain sum of money invested in Holland, in Government
securities.
That after the death of Mr. Neethling, liquidation accounts of the joint estate were framed by the defendant in accordance with the mutual will of March, 1794,
and joint codicils of I7th April and 13th June, 1836, and
2nd June, 1838, and codicils of 21st April, 1836, and that
after the death of Mrs. Neethling, a liquidation account
of the estate was made out in terms of the will of Mrs.
Neethhng, of the 19th September, 1839, and codicil of the
29th NovemJber, 1848."
C. J.

Brand,

for the plaintiff,

H. Hofmeyr, and J. H. Brand appeared
and Porter, A. G., and E. B. Watermeyer,

J.

for the defendants.

Brand, Hofmeyr, and John Brand, for the plainmaintained the following argument There are two
questions:
1st, What is the joint will of Mr. and Mrs.
Neethling ? 2nd, Could Mrs. Neethling make a will
C. J.

tiff,

:

contrary to the disposition contained in the joint will ?
The several testamentary papers of 18th March,
1st.
1794, 17th August, 1829, I7th, 21st, and 27th April,
1836, 13th June, 1836, and 2nd June, 1838, constitute the
It is admitted by the
joint will of Mr. and Mrs. Neethling.
defendants that that of 27th April, 1836, was enclosed in the
envelope.
The testator and testatrix appeared before the
Notary Plouvier, and handing over to him the seven documents, requested him to enclose them in the envelope. 27th
April, 1836, is referred to in 13th June, 1836, to which
reference is made in 2nd June, 1838.
2nd. It is true that, by the general rule of law, a joint
will made by husband and wife, in one paper, is considered
as two separate wills, which each is at liberty to revoke
with respect to his or her share of the joint estate. But
this general rule is subject to the following limitation
If the spouses have benefited each other, and have jointly
and by common consent directed how the joint estate shall
go after the death of the survivor, such survivor cannot, after
the adiation of the estate and the enjoyment of the benefit,
make another testament of his or her share of the joint estate
y 2
:

.324
18B3.

mmol^T.
-*^"^j

'
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Hofmejr.Neeth-

De Wet, Neethlings Executor,

contrary to the will of the first dying, unless it is directed
joint will, that after the death of the surA'ivor the
remainder ofthejoint estate shall be dividedinto equal moieties between the relatives of the first dying and of the survivor.
For in that case the survivor may revoke the mutual
^jj]^ f^^, j^-^ ^^, j^g^^. ^^^ -^^if ^f ^^^ j^j^^ g'g^^^g^
j^^^ ^j^j^, jg
the exception to the limitation above mentioned. (Grotius II,
Williams on Executors, p.
Dufaure vs. Pereira, 1
15, § 9
71 ; 4 Burge, 404 Voet, 28, 3 § 11, 30 1, § 16, 23 4, § 63
Van der Keessel. Th. 2v3 ; Schorer in note to Grotius II, 24
Bynkerslwek, Qitcest. Juris. Priv. Ill, 10
§ 8, p. 267
Co7en.,Dec. 11, 12 ; Van Leeuwen, Roman-Dutch Law, 2, 3, §

by the

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

4,

and

c. 2, §

3, 3, § 8

\6,and

;

;

1,

Van Leeuwen, Censura
3,

c.

21,

§

Forensis, p.

1,

1,3,

7; Cliristinceus Dec. Juris.

Belg. 1, 4, Dec. 12; 2 Dutch Consultations, Cons. 275;
Decision of the Supreme Court in Brits vs. Brits, 28th
February, 1842.)
Now the joint will of Mr. and Mrs. Neethling comes
within the limitation before stated. For they disjDOsed of
the joint estate by common consent, as appears from the fol"
lowing expressions
have agreed to constitute our
whole estate a poor fund," in 21st April, 1836 ; "further
testamentary disposition of estate possessed by them in community," "jointly," "joint estate," " we " in 27th April,
:

We

1836; "our,"&c. And Mrs. Neethling, it is admitted by
the defendants, adiated the estate of her predeceased husband
and had the enjoyment of the usufruct of the whole estate
from 1838 to January, 1850. Therefore, according to the
authorities above quoted, Mrs. Neethling could not revoke
the closed joint will of 2nd June, 1838
and the estate must
be administered according to that mutual will.
;

s

Porter, A. G., and Watermeyer for defendants.
There are two principal questions to be decided by the
Court.
The first is the document of the 27th April, 1836,
a part of the close will of the testator and testatrix, and
the second, if it be a part of the joint will, had the wife,
who it is admitted, adiated after her husband's death, the
right of disposing anew, at least of her half of the common
estate, differently from the disposition of the joint will ?
On the joint question, they maintained 1st, that the
document of the 27th April is not to be considered a part of
the mutual will of the testator and testatrix, having been
placed among the papers given to the notary through inadvertence or error. From the document of i!nd June, 1831,
the paper of the latest date in this enclosure, it is clear that
deliberate attention was drawn to the testamentary dispositions intended to be confirmed as the will of the testator and

—

—

—

—
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The very erasure and alteration in the enumeraisss.
which attention had been drawn by the plaintiff, u^ch^J^'
shows this. All the papers containing testamentary dispo- -^-ng; ^
sitions intended to be confirmed are recited in chronological Hofmeyr, jreotiiorder,
and from them the paper of 27th April is excepted. De^we^Veeth'It is clear that if the will of the 2nd June,— the paper of ""^r's Emoutor
latest date,
had contained an express revocation of the paper
of the 27th April, in apt words, and the paper of the 27th
April had, nevertheless, been found in the cover, it would
have been capable of averment that this paper had been
placed in the cover by accident or in error.
The same rule
must apply in the case of a tacit revocation, which may be
equally strong.
There was, however, no necessity for any
revocation, whether tacit or express, of the document of the
27th April in that of the 2nd June, 1838 ; because, not
having been made by virtue of the reservatory clause in the
testament of 1794, and in truth not being, nor purporting
to be, a codicil at all, but a will, or testament, in its form
and object, though valueless as such will through want of the
proper solemnities, as the witnessing, it was a sheet of
blank paper in contemplation of law, until its accidental
enclosure in the cover, and through this accidental enclosure in the cover its only claim tobeing considered valid exists.
They maintained, 2nd, that by the paper of the 2nd
June, 1838, the latest paper in the envelope, the codicil of
testatrix.
tion, to

—

—

The paper of the 27th
the 21st April is clearly set up.
April, which destroys and entirely swallows up that of the
The two
21st, is not set up, but deliberately omitted.
papers of the 2 1 st and 27th having one object, but the latter
amplifying and expanding the former, could not, and were
not intended to work together. Both contain trusts, and the
cestui que trusts are the same, and to be benefited in both
Both trusts were to commence at the saihe moment.
deeds.
Both funds were under the same trustees.

The

difference

and a difference fatal to the supposition that they could work
together was in the fact that by the paper of the 21st AprU,
the debts due to the joint estate at the siu-vivor's deatli were
to constitute a poor fund, and by the paper of the 27th the

—

entire joint estate, after the survivor's death, was to constiThe two could clearly not work totute this poor fund.
having been omitted in the latest
latter
But the
gether.

documents in the envelope, containing a chronological recital
of all the confirmed testamentary dispositions, in which
former is expressly set up, the inference? is fair,
and indeed cannot be gainsaid; thatthelalterwas not intended
to be enclosed among the papers in the envelope, together
forming the entire joint will, but it must have been enclosed
recital the

therein

by

mistake.

3^6

—

3rdly.
They maintained, That the repugnancy between
the document of the 27th April and that of the 2nd June,
*^"8'•
The will, for this it is,
1838, leads to the same conclusion.
Hofmeyr, Neeth- if it be anything, of he 27th April, changes the direct
De^wetrNeeth- institution of March, 1 794, into a fidei-commissary institution;
ling's Executor,
tijg papgj, of the 2nd June, 1838, recurs to the direct instiBoth the papers of 27th April, 1836, and
tution of 1794.
of 2nd June dispose of the whole estate; and the latter
must be considered as completely in the stead of, and revoking, the former.
{Grotius' Introd., 2, 24, 9 ; Van der LinBoth together
den's Inst.,p. 155 ; V. D. Keessel, Th. 329.)
could not form part of the mutual will. If there be any
doubt whether the paper of the 2nd June, 1838, entirely
reinstituted the heirship of the will of 1794, or intended a
Jidei commissum, the rule is, " in dubio rnagis directa quam
fidei commissaria institutio prcBsumitur."
( Fbei, 36, 1, 1.)
The 27th April, 1836, was an entire revocation of 1794,
and 1794, set vip by 2nd June, 1838, is again an entire revocation of 27th April, and both could not have been intended
to form the will.
4th. But if it be supposed that 27th April, 1836, had been
inserted by design, can it yet be of value as part of the
will ?
It is not a codicil, for it disposes of the entire estate
and institutes heirs, which a codicil cannot do. Codicils
purporting or alleged to be under the reservatory clause, at
all events, cannot
although it is by some authors held that
codicils made with the solemnities of wills can so institute.
Grotius' Introd., 2, 17, 2
( Van der Linden'?, Inst., p. 126;
1858.
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I

;

;

Van

;

der Keessel' s Thes., 289 ; Voet, 28, 5, 1 ; Voet, 29, 7, 5,
argiien. 2S, 1,29; Van I^eeuwen Censura For., Pt. 1,3,
11,10.)
If therefore to be considered on the first supposition
of the plaintiff as a codicil, it falls to the ground, for
it does what a codicil cannot do, namely, institutes heirs ;
if, on the second supposition, it be taken as a testament,
it is void, as being entirely revoked by the 2nd June,
1838.
It has, indeed, been urged that the 2nd June, 1838,
confirms, and does not revoke, the 27th April, 1836, because
in one of the codicils, that of the 13th June, 1836, referred
to in the 2nd June, 1838, the paper in question, of the 27th
April, is referred to.- But this reference (not confirmation)
in its terms to 27th April, 1838, and to " other deeds of last
will, " of which there probably existed a multitude ; and is
it pretended that these are also to be considered as confirmed ?
There is no ci'ufirmation of anything in the codicil of 13th
June, 1838, and therefore, the confirmation in 2nd June,
1838, of the codicil of 13th June, 1836, cannot be taken as

a confirmation of anything besides.

S27
5tli, If the 27th April were placed in the cover by design,
and with the 'knowledge of both parties, it yet could not
have effect on the wife's estate, being a will in the handwriting of the husband, in which sibi vel suis quicquid
adscripsit contrary to law.
( Voet, 34, 8, 3 ; Ned. Adv. Boek,

—

Vol. I, Cons, 14,
20
Bynhershoek, Jur. Priv., 1, 3, c. 8
Utrecht Consult., vol. 2, c. 64 ;
Van der Keessel, Thes. 292.)
They maintained this general conclusion on the first question ; if the 27th April never was a part of the closed will,
or in fact was revoked by the 2nd June, 1838, so as to be of
no effect, then the separate will of the widow, which is
clearly in accordance with and confirms all the documents
enclosed in the cover, with the exception of the 20th April,
does not deviate at all from the joint will delivered to the
notary, excepting in as far as legacies, which it is clear the
widow was entitled to make, are concerned.
On the second principal question, viz.; Had the wife,
after adiation, the power to revoke as far as her share of
the common estate is concerned ?
On this question it was maintained by the defendants that
the plaintift' had wrongly relied on Diifaure vs. Percira in
Dickens'' s Reports, as exemplifying the principle that the wife,
having taken property under a mutual will, was not entitled
to change the disposition of the mutual will after the husband's death. In that case, however, it is clear from H^alpole vs. PFalpole {i Fe^ey, 416), that the property the survivor had taken was the husband's, and therefore she was not
entitled to change.
The case is totally different from the
present, where half of the property disposed of by the mu ual
will was the husband's, and half the wife's.
By the law of the Colony, each spouse has one-half of
the undivided estate in communion, and of this half each is
entitled to dispose by last will.
Mutual wills of spouses
are two separate wills, on the same paper, of persons disposing each of his or her separate property. ( Van der
Linden's inst.^ When in wills of this nature each institutes
the other as heir, and directs what is to be done with the
residue of the property after the survivor's death, then,
although no change can be made by the survivor, with reference to the half share (in the common estate) of the predeceased, yet with respect to his or her own share, free
liberty of testation, which is ambulatory until death, con{Bynhershoek Jur, prio., 1, 3, c. 10, medf.)
tinues to exist.
Adiation of the share of the predeceased does not take away
this liberty on the part of the survivor, with respect to her
share.
This is admitted in the authorities chiefly relied on
by the plaintiff, viz., in the Hi/* and \2th Observations of
Coren on the Decisions of the High Court.
;

;

issa

Mareif^l'^'
Aug.
s.

-Eoim^.TSeefh-

r^^wSTNeeth.i™g's Executor.
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The principle is, that the one-half by law belongs to the
survivor, anji the predeceased could impose no burden on that,
9.
*^"B.
but could impose a burden only on that which the survivor
Hofmeyr, Neeth- cnjoyed from him, viz., his half: he could not institute the
D6^we™V'eth- survivor heir to his (the predecaased's) property with the
img'3 Executor,
condition that the estate of both should, after the survivor's
1853.

March

^7?''

death, go in a certain way.
This would be depriving the
survivor of the liberty of testation, or by contract taking
from the survivor the power of testation. Inheritance, however, must in law be carried either by last will or ah intestato,
but cannot be carried by contract. ( Voet, 2, 14, 10.)
It is against law for the predeceased to institute the survivor his heir under the condition that the survivor shall,
after his death, leave all her estate in a certain manner.

And

yet this is claimed
utmost by the most
liberal interpretation woidd be that a fidei commissum was
induced for the amovmt left by the testator. The fuUest
power of revocation, on the part of the survivor for her share,
therefore exists in a will thus made.
Even in the antenuptial contracts (which are otherwise in all respects most
irrevocable), where succession in a particular manner has
been stipulated after the survivor's death, either party has
full liberty of revocation as to such succession.
( Van der
LinderCs Note to Pothier on Contracts, vol. I, p. 146.)
The doctrine of election, it is granted, exists in our law
as in English law and as in the " Approbate and Reprobate"
of Scotch law. ( Voet, 30
Unir. 26 Stori/ Equity Jur. §
1078, &;c.; Ersldne Inst., 3, 7, 10) but here there is no question of the kind.
The survivor elected to take her husband's
half under the burden to restore it (increased or diminished
{Voet, 36,

by the

1, 11 ; i). 36, 1, 17.)'
plaintiff in this case.
The

;

;

;

might be, Bynkershoek, Jur. Priv., 1, 3, c. 10,mec?.)
according to his desire after her death ; but her own half she
had without reference to his will at all it was her free matrimonial share, and remained at her disposfil.
as the case

,

;

The error of the plaintiff's argument, that by adiation the
widow has deprived herself of the power of testation with
founded on a misunderstanding of a
but which misunderstanding
is corrected by Voet, and by BoeVs Commentary on the 137 th
Derision of Loenius.
The passage in Grotius (Ldrod., 2, 15, 9) is to the effect,
that " where the first dying spouse has bequeathed any
benefit in favour of the survivor, and afterwards has limited
the disposal of the common property after the death of such
survivor, then such survivor, if he or she accept the benefits,
cannot afterwards dispose of his or her share by last will in
any manner at variance with the will of the predeceased."

respect to her half,

passage in

is

Grotius'' Introduction;

32d
Voet (23, 4, 63) says, that if this passage is to receive a
ibsa.
general interpretation, it does not rest on sufficiently good
Mlreh^af^'
grounds in law. He says, that under such circumstances, ^^s-_ 9the " Uberrima facultas testandi" still exists on the part of the HofmeyrTNeethsurvivor for his or her half of the joint estate.
The ^^werfeh-'
only supposable case in which this is taken away is, when ""^'^ Eieoutor.
each has disposed of the other's property, and each has
expressly conceded to the other the power of so doing. Even
when they jointly disposed as of one mass of the common property, the law still considers each a separate will revocable
both before, and by the survivor after, the death of the first
dying.
( Voet, 23, 4, 63, and 28, 3, 1 1
.)
From the cases quoted and the arguments in Boel ad
Loenium {^Loenius, Cas. 13T) it is perfectly clear that adiation
of the share of the first dying does not aifect the right of
revocation, as to the survivor's own share.
There can be no
stronger case on this subject than that oiBlydezin vs. Blydezin,
decided in the High Court of Holland, reported at considerable length by Boel ; where, notwithstanding strict clauses
of non-revocation in a mutual will, made by the spouses
jointly, during their lifetime, in which will there was an
express disposal, by both jointly, of the property of the joint
estate, after the death of the survivor, the survivor, after
having adiated and held possession of the entire estate for
several years, was held entitled to dispose anew of his share
of the community by will, the share of the predeceased
being held to be governed by the provisions of the will made
during the lifetime of both.
Van der Keessel (who and Van der Linden are the latest
writers of authority on the Dutch-Roman Law) refers to the
Commentary of Boel on the \'i7th case of Zooizjw as containing the law on this subject.
The true construction of the passage in Grotius, as
referring to singular things, not universal acquisitions like
inheritances, is given by Boel the true doctrine being that
where, in a mutual will by spouses, sorae particular legacy
is left to go in a particular manner after the survivor's death,
the survivor cannot change this, even to the extent of the
half interest which, by virtue of the community, he or she
may have enjoyed, but over res singulares only can such
In
disposition be validly made, not over res universales.
accordance with this, the case oi Brits vs. Brits, quoted by
a particular piece of
the plaintiff, was decided by the court
property of the joint estate having been left by way of legacy
to a particular person after the survivor's death, the survivor could not change this disposition. In this view only
not obnoxious to the
is the rule laid down by Grotius
answer given above, and reconcilable with the general prin-

—

;

—

;
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The same remark is applicable to tte " Con-^
ciples of law.
sultations " quoted by the plaintiff, and which are generally
founded on the passage in Grotius.
It WES admitted by the plaintiff, and

is clear from the
everything coming to the surviTor after
^^ death of the first dying, whether as fruits, legacies,
or inheritances, must enter into the continued community.
{Bynkershock. Juris. Priv. L. 3, C. 10, passim ; Van der
Linden's Decisions, Decis. 24.) If the plaintiff be entitled to
say that with respect to the survivor's share of this continued community, she was not, after her husband's death,
entitled to make a new will, he would deprive her of the
liberty of testation, even with respect to future property,
and by contract, which, as before stated, cannot be done.
{Vid. et Huher Pralect, Juris. Civil. I. 28, t. 3, passim.^ In
no other way can this congeries of wills, forming the closed
will, be read, than as one in which each spouse disposes of his
own property, and therefore as two separate wills on the
same paper, in which case it is clear that notwithstanding
adiation for any period, the survivor is entitled to revoke
his or her own will, though of course not the will of the
first dying.
{Curen\ Obs.,\l and \2.') It is not to be presumed that any one has given ujo the power of testation ; in
fact, this is so difficult, that authors of repute think that
by no form of words can it be done {Huher Juris. Civil.
Prcel., b. 28, t. 3, med.y, but where it is intended, the intention
must be most express, not implied, as in this case suggested
But it is evident that here
( Voet, 23, 4, 63, and 28, 3, 1 1.)
there exists neither of the two cases jput by Voet, in which
he is of opinion that revocation by the survivor would not
be permitted, viz. 1st, the express concession of the one
to the other of the liberty of disposing of the former's property ; and second, the disposal by each, by common consent,
of the entire matrimonial estate.
Contract, apart from the question of its legality, was
spoken of on the part of the plaintiff; but if there were
really a binding contract, then repudiation (which it was
admitted could take place by the survivor on the death of the
first dying) could not be permitted to one of the contracting
parties, it being impossible to obtain the other's consent to
such repudiation. If repudiation be permissible, then the
plaintiff must be driven to the conclusion that there" was on
contract, and, if no contract, then the plaintiff's argument
entirely falls to the ground, it having been most clearly
shown that adiation of the estate of the first dying does not
take away the survivor's liberty of disposing of what is her
estate, and not that of the first dying.
The defendants'
counsel concluded by maintaining, that not only on the

De^we^H^eth- authorities, that
ling's

Executor.

:

3^1
weiglit of tlie authorities, .but on the right interpretation of
all the authorities, it was clear that thei widow, by adiation

\s5t
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of her husband's estate, and possession of the whole joint ^^s-^
'
and could Hofmeyr, Neethnot give up, the right of disposing of her share of the joint De^w^^N^th-'
""s"^ Bxe=utor.
estate as she pleased.
estate after his death, until her's, did not give up,

—

C. J. Brand in reply.
The allegation that 27th April,
1836, was introdaced into the envelope by mistake, is rebutted by the act of superscription of 2nd June, 1838, which
states that the several documents within the cover were
enclosed at the request of the testator and testatrix, and
by the silence of Mrs. Neethhng, when the envelope was
opened on the 7th June, 1838, and 27th April, 18.i6, read
as part of the mutual closed will.
She heard it read and
made no objectiqn. The 27th April, 1836, is part of the
closed will, and is expressly mentioned in 13th June, 1836.
There is no proof that the erasures were made consulto.
Casus 13, p. 77.) If there be
( Van der Lindeii's Decisions,
any repugnance between the several documents, the latest
must prevail. But the question here is not how the will is
to be construed, but what is the will ?
It cannot be contended that 27th April, 1836, is invalid, because it does not
expressly state that it is made in virtue of the reservatory
clause.
For Bynkershoek, Qucest. Juris. Priv. II. 16, § 4,
merely says, " vuljo fit." If 27th April, 1836, be taken as
a codicil, it is not clear that it is vitiated because it contains
for some authors hold that an heir can be
institutio, lieredis,
Huher, Iledendaagsche Regtsgeleerdinstituted in a codicil.
Foef, 29,7, § 5; Van Leeuwen, Cens.
heid, 11.12, § 5;
Forens, p'. \, 1, 3, e. 2, § 2.) The will of 18th March, 1794,
having been de facto revoked by 27th April, 1836, is not revived by 2nd June 1838. {'^ Dutch Consultations Cons.,209-;
V. d. Linden Institutes, 155; Van der Keessel, Th. 329; Voet,
28, 3, 3?.). It was intended that the 27th April should be
part of the joint will, and that is sufficient. ( V. d. Linden's
Decisions, p. J 81 ; Bynkershoek, Qudst Juris. Priv., II, 16, §4,
and III, 4.) The defendant's argument, that the 27th April,
1 836, cannot affect the wife's estate, because it is a testamentary disposition in the haudwriting of the husband, and in
which sibi vel suis adscrihit, does not apply. For it is not
proved that it is in Mr. Neethling's handwriting. Neethling
is not the survivor, and suis means filii vel servi qui sunt in
(Z). 48, 80, /. 10 ; Van Leeuwen,
potestate patris vel domini.
Cens.- Forens, p. 1,1. 5, c. 2, § 5, note 2; Voet, 34, 8, § 3.)
He pointed out the distinction between the Roman law and
the law of Holland as to pactum successorium ( Voet, 2, 14,
Voet, 10, 2, § 29 ; Van-der
§ 16, et quamvis nunc hactenus ;

—

S3S
iCeessel, Th. 235 ; Voet, 23, 4, § 63); and commented on tlie
passage of V. der Linden cited by the defendants. The
Aug9principle contained in the Customs of Antwerp, Art. 6\, &&
Hofmejr, Neeth- to a res particulares, was adopted by the law of Holland, and
Ruber
Vide the authorities.
Do*^we"'Neea.' extended to res universales.
ling's Bxeoutor.
cannot Overrule the Dutch authorities and decisions, because
he was a Professor in Vriesland, where the Dutch law of
community does not exist. BoeVs opinion and the judgment
to which he refers apply to the exception of the limitation
before stated.
(2 Dutch Advice Book, Cons. 32 ; 2 vol.,
Cons. 165 vol. 3, Cons. 65.)
Cur. adv. vult.
i853.
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The case was argued on February 22, 24, 25, 26,
March 1.
Judgment was given on the 9th August, 1853.
"Wylde,

28,

and

C. J., observed that this was a suit between the
Mr. and Mrs. Neethling, to determine
under what testamentary dispositions their joint estate was
to be liquidated and distributed.
It appeared that the summons was issued on the 19th September, 1851, the plaintiff
having been appointed a curator of the minor heirs, under an
order of this Court of July, 1851.
The pleadings in the
case contained a very full statement of the facts upon which
the question between the parties had arisen ; and it was only
necessary to refer to them in order to ascertain what were
the merits upon which the decision of that question depended.
By these pleadings it appeared that the defendants had
executed not only the estate of the testator, Mr. Neethling,
but also that of his widow, who survived him some years,
under each of their wills. By the averments of the declaration, it appeared that the defendants took out letters of
administration, under the joint will of testator and testatrix,
on the 9th of June, 1838, and that they also took out letters
of administration under the will of the surviving widow on
the 29th of January, 1 850 and the plaintiff avers that the
said defendants were in duty bound, having accepted and
taken the prior appointment and office as executors and
guardians, under the joint will of the said predeceased husband, and surviving spouse as aforesaid, to carry out the
directions therein given, in respect of the disposal of the
joint estate, leaving it to the parties interested under the
will of the surviving spouse, to object thereto, and, therefore,
that the said defendants should be condemned to pay the
costs and expenses of this action in their private capacity.
It certainly seems rather unaccountable how the defendants
could feel themselves at liberty to take the administration
under such conflicting testamentary dispositions, and it will
relatives of the late

;

—
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necessarily raise a question for the Court, whether or not
prayer as to costs on the part of the plaintiff should he
complied with. The real question of the suit, in fact, is
whether the testamentary disposition executed by the testator and his wife, under date of the 27th April, 1836, is to be
taken as part of the mutual will executed so ago long as the
18th of March, 1794 ; this position being denied on the part
of the defendant.

this

Admissions between parties have been put in and filed,
under which most of the facts connected with the issue are
admitted

:

for

it is

admitted as to the execution of

different testamentary

and codicillary

all

the

dispositions, in plain-

declaration mentioned, as also the acts of superscripand opening by the notary that the testator and
testatrix were married in community of property, and died
without issue ; that the surviving spouse, after the death of
her husband, until her death, enjoyed all the interests of the
joint estate, save and except a sum of money invested in
Government securities iu Holland ; that after the death of
the testator, certain liquidation accounis were framed by
the defendants, in accordance with the joint will of 1794,
and joint codicils of 17th April and 13th June, 1836, and
2nd June, 1838, and codicil of 2nd April, 1836, and that
after the death of Mrs. Neethling, a liquidation and distribution account of the estate was made out in terms of the will
of Mrs. Neethling, of 19th September, 1839, and codicil of
the 29th November, 1848.
Under these admissions, it appears, also, that the testator
died on the 2nd of June, 1838, and that, on the same day,
he, in the presence of his wife, delivered a closed will to the
Notary Plouvier, who thereupon executed an act of of superOn the 7th of June following after the death of
scription.
the testator the act of opening the closed will took place,
and it may be fit to mention that such opening took place in
the presence of the widow and several of the near relatives,
tiff's

tion,

;

when seven testamentary papers were found to have been so
at such meeting of the
one of these seven papers
the question in suit wholly arises, as it is contended, on the
part of the defendant, that this paper ought not to be taken
as intentionally inserted, as in conflict with the other testamentary papers found along with it.
This raises, therefore, the principle of what belongs to the
There can be
construction of what is termed a closed will.
no doubt that all the papers contained in the enclosure of a
will must be taken and read as forming the entire will,
the same, indeed, as if all the writing had been contained
on one sheet and the only question is.
if it could be so

entered,

and were read

widow and her

at length

relatives.

—

Upon

;

Feb. 22—28.

March

1.
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may be

the conflicting parts of the papers, whether,

upon the whole, the will of the testator can be ascertained,
Whatever difficulties might occur as to the tenor of particular
papers, the nature of the dispositions^ or uncertainty

as to

De^We^Neeth- purj)Ose, the law requires that such a construction, if possible,
ling'8 EiGcutor.
g^ould be given to the will as shall be considered to realize

the intention of the testator, as may be best discoverable
from the entire context.
The defendants' case rests wholly upon the presumption
that the documents so enclosed are inconsistent and utterly
repugnant, and that the Court cannot possibly find what
was the will of the testator, except the paper dated the 27th
April be laid aside and rejected. It is to be observed, however, that no such inconsistency or repugnance in the
testamentary dispositions were objected untU after the death
of the widow in 1 850. It is true that such objection is
found to have been taken by the widow herself when her
own closed will, of the J 9th September, 1839, was opened
on the 26th January, l!S50, twelve years after the death of
her husband, the testator. In her will she states, that the
testamentary disposition dated 27th April, 1836, signed by
her late husband and herself, should not be considered of
any force or value, but as void, as having been without
her consent or knowledge, and contrary to her desire, erroneously enclosed in the notarial cover of the 2nd June, 1838.
This objection is urged on the part of the defendants, not
upon any extrinsic proof of the actual intention on the part
of the testator and testatrix to exclude this paper from the
will enclosure, but upon the terms of the testamentary disposition being inconsistent with other dispositions which
were subsequently made by them. It is evident, therefore,
that the defendants, as exfecutors, administered the joint
estate of the testator andtestatrix, under whatthey now contend to be an objectionable will, for the term of twelve years,
and gave therefore some countenance to the averment in the
declaration, charging them personally with costs of suit.
Considering that closed wills may frequently contain
several documents, it will be desirable, at least upon the
opening of such closed wills, that the number of papers
contained therein should be marked, as to number and dates,
by the notary, in his act of opening. In this case, the
numbers are not given, and it is only upon the admission of
the parties that the Court comes to the conclusion that there
were seven documents so ronstituting the closed will of the
testator

Upon

and

testatrix.

taking every document
contained in the envelope of the enclosed will as necessarily
this principle, therefore, of

forming the entire will,

it

becomes requisite

to refer to these
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testamentary papers, which made up the joint will of the
testator and testatrix, at the time of his death, on the 2nd
June, 1838. The case of the defendant, in fact, rests upon
the assumption that thus a confusion will necessarily arise

wis,

Mwih ^T?^"
-*-"8^

9-
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as to the intention of the testator and testatrix, and that no De^wetJ^^NMthl
legal distribution can be made under such conflicting disposi- ""^'^ Executor.
tions.
But, after much consideration, I have become impressed, that no such confusion is attributable to the various
testamentary dispositions, and that the intention of the
testator and testatrix can be clearly ascertained from the
The Court has been assisted with
tenor of the entire will.
all that legal knowledge and industry could bring to the task
of justly construing the will in question, and I- am bound to
acknowledge the considerable aid which has been afforded
me, not only by the learned argument on the hearing of the
case, but by the subsequent notes of that argument, with
which the Bar has been so good as to furnish us. In respect
however, of all that learning, and the able discussion upon
it, I must be free to observe that the only great question
with the Court is, how to apply it so as to come to a just and
true construction of the real intention of the parties under
There can be no doubt that upon the
their joint testament.
terms of these testamentary dispositions arguments have
justly been raised as to their construction ; and it has not
been wholly without difliculty that I have been able to bring
mind to the conclusion that there is direct indication of
the intentions of the testators, so as to make all the varying
dispositions tend to, and agreeable with, those intentions.
Let me here remark, however strongly it has been urged
as to the existence of this alleged inconsistency and repugnance, no such suggestion or idea arose until after the
death of the widow, twelve years after the opening of the
testator's will, under which will the joint estate had from

my

the fiist been, and continued to be, administered by the
It would seem rather strange that, upon the
defendants.
opening of the will, before such parties as were named to
have been present, no such objection should have occurred,
and that the estate should be administered for so many years
without any supposition on the part of any one that any
such conflict as to the testator's will could arise. Supposing
the testatrix herself, instead of her husband, had died, would
it not haVe been thought more than extraordinary that he
could have taken any such objection as now maintained on
the part of his widow ? Could it have been argued on
the part of the survivor, in such case, that it was intended
that he, the testator, as the surviving spouse, was constituted
the sole heir to the estate, and that the paper of the 27th of
April, 1836, had been inserted by mistake in the envelope
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of the closed will

;

Any

such attempt, one

may

suppose,

Hofmeyr, Neeth-

would have been, if not ridiculous, most certainly aborBut, however strangely, the objective and unsuccessful.
tion is preferred in respect to the widow's suit, though she

D^^we^ MMth-

is

March^'if''
^"8;
9-

ling's

Executor,

present at the opening of the will, with so many of her
relatives capable of forming good judgment upon testamen-

At her request, the act of superscription
tary dispositions.
She suffers the
is made upon the notarial opening of it.
defendants, as executors, to conduct the administration of
her estate, under the terms and upon the condition of the
will as opened on the death of her husband, and she takes
the full usufructuary estate during her whole life, thus confirming, by her act, for so long a time, the dispositions of the
will, of which* that of the 27th of April necessarily formed a
part, for except it did so, she was entitled to the whole
whereas
inheritance under the disposition of previous date
she contents herself with receiving only the usufruct of the
It is among the facts of the case that she did
entire estate.
make a private closed will on the 19th September, 1*39, in
which, it has been already said, the great objection was sugBut leaving that closed will with the notary, she
gested.
stm continues to take the life iisufruct only of the whole
estate ; thus acknowledging herself bound by the will, so
confirmed as the joint will of herself and her husband. It
does not appear that the defendants were aware of the secret
will so made by the testatrix, or indeed, it would be wholly
unaccountable how they could go on administering the estate
as if no such objection had been made.
Now, referring to what should be found as the intention
of the testator and testatrix, I think, upon reference to the
documents themselves, it will sufficiently appear, that when
they lost all expectation of having children of their own, the
determination with each of them was that the survivor of
either of them should have the enjovment of the whole joint
estate during his or her life, and that then the whole estate
should be converted into a provision for the benefit of the
must now refer to the docurelatives on both sides.
menls themselves, as to whether such can be justly maintained to have been the intention of the parties.
Under the will of the 18th March, 1794, the testators
declared to institute each other respectively, that is to say,
the first dying the survivor of them, together with any child
or children under their marriage, as heirs of the entire estate.
This will remained unaltered for the long. term of forty-two
After this long time, when all hope as to children of
years.
their own expired, they both determined to have in regard a
provision for their relatives, who took the place, in some
degree, of children in their feelings.
As far as can be
;

We

—
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collected frojn the terms of the testamentary dispositions, the
1353.
testatrix entirely concurred with her husb3,nd in this IntenM^aroi/?'^^'
tion nor is there any evidence of the slightest suggestion -^"g- ""
of non-concurrence on her part, until after the testator's HofmeTTTNeethdeath, and then only secretly, in her closed will, made in iT^'m'oti:
September, 1839. It will be well to refer to an authority, ^^'^ ixecutor.
as to what has been the rule of construction applied by courts
of justice in determining what is to be considered as the will
In the case of Lane vs. Earl Stanhope, 6 Term
of a testator.
Reports, 352, Lord Kenyon, Chief Justice, who is known to
be a great equity lawyer, as well as skilled in common law,
" It is our duty in construing a will to give
observes
effect to the Intention, as far as we can consistently with the
rules of law not conjecturing, but expounding, the devisor's
will from the words used.
Now, where certain words have
obtained a precise and technical meaning, we ought not to
give them a different meaning ; that would be, as the judges
have said, removing landmarks. But if there be no such
appropriate meaning to the words used in the will, if the
devisor's intention be clear, and the words given be sufficient
to give effect to it, we ought to construe these words so as to
give effect to the intent, and not to doubt on account of other
cases, which tend only to involve the question in obscurity."
It has been strongly contended that these papers, if constituting an entire will, contain within them serious ambigui" It is not," however, as observed in Starkie on
ties.
Evidence, vol., 2, p. 926, " every degree of uncertainty
appearing on the face of a will which will avoid it. Such a
rule would be far too extensive for practical use ; and where
the ambiguity is not such as to avoid the instrument, but
which cannot be removed merely by judicial construction of
the will alone, the uncertainty must necessarily be removed
;

:

;

—

to ascertain what is ambiguous by means of the
context of extrinsic circumstances, and thus to confine
expressions in themselves capable of different applications,
according to the subject matter to which they are applied,
to a certain and definite application to particular circum-

by evidence

stances."

In this case no evidence has been given as to any such
but still, a case is not wholly
extrinsic circumstances ;
wanting as to a knowledge of certain facts by the Court,
which, in some degree, assume the character of such extrinThis Intention of forming a fund for the
sic circumstances.
benefit or relief of the relatives on both sides led the testator to make the codicil of the 21st April, 1836, signed only
by himself, and therefore, of course, not binding at all upon

—

the testatrix but I refer to it merely to read that part
which shows his full purpose of only leaving his wife. If sur;

z
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viving him, to enjoy a life estate, for he states " I have to
look upon my god-children as my adopted children, and my
nearest kindred as the most entitled to my aid and assistance,
and though these benefits must not prove any vay detrimental to my widow enjoying the vihole of my property during
gives me the right to
ji^er life, jet mj-^oyiev^a.&hx\sh&xiA,
grant away any part of my property, which she has besides
confirmed by her codicil of the I7th instant." Now looking
back at that- codicil of the 17th April, it will be found to
have been executed by Mrs. Neethling, as well as the testator,
and by it they both declare and order that certain debts
due from certain relatives shall be made a poor fund for such
relatives, as to the interest
whilst the further disposal of
the capital and the interest of that fund is left with the
testator, with which the testatrix declares herself, nunc pro
:

;

tunc, to

be

satisfied.

The next deed

to be brought under consideration is a
document on which the main question is made on the part
of the defendants, and which has been denominated by them
as the will of the parties, but \\ hich, by the parties, is stated
to be
"further testamentary disposition and substitution,

—

fidei commissum, by the undersigned, J. H. Neethling
and A. C. Smuts, relative to that which, after the death of
both, shall be done with the estate possessed by them in
community. Having made our will of the 18th- March,
1794, in the hope that our marriage may be blessed with
children, but it not having pleased Providence to grant to

with

we are therefore both of us desirous, should we
die childless, of directing jointly in what manner, in failure
of children of our own, the remaining property shall devolve

us children,

—

same time, in separately confirming our former will,
further direct as follows."
Ilere certain bequests are
stated and then comes that which the defendants contend is
a nomination of heirs to the inheritance, but which I must
take to be only a name given to {hejidei commissum trust of
the poor fund to be created, inasmuch as the original will of
1794, appointing the survivor of each as the heir of the joint
estate, is strictly confirmed in the terms of this very deed.
"
appoint as heirs of the interest of the capital," certain
parties named ; and then " we appoint as heir of the capital
of our estate, J. H. Neethling, for the term of his life."
And the deed goes on to direct in what way that poor fund
estate shall be regulated and distributed.
The constitution of this poor fund with the entire consent
of the testatrix is fully proved under the next deed executed
by both parties, dated 13th June, 1836, which states: "We,
the undersigned, J. H. Neethling and A. C. Smuts, married
people, testators by our mutual will of lOlh March, 1794,
at the

we do

;

We
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and our further will for the joiat determination respecting our
1853.
succession, made on the 21th of April, 1836, referring by MMohh"^^'
these presents to both these wills, and other special deeds of ^^s-' »
last win, do declare by this codicil to direct further, In Hofmeyr, Neethmanner following." It Is clear from this language that the D?w°tf*N!Stutestator had no Idea of altering, revoking, or changing in ^^'^ Executor.
any way the appointment of heirs under the will of 1794,
by that which was executed on the 27th April, 1836 and
that whatever were the dispositions, therefore, under the
latter will, they must be considered only as effecting an
Incumbrance upon the estate which would remain to the
;

survivor as the heir under the will of 1794. In the deed of
the 13th June, 1836, the testatrix reserves to herself the
right of disposing of certain personal property belonging to
herself, thus affording, on her part, the most perfect evidence
of her entire consent at that time to their joint constitution
of the poor fund to be created from the estate, after the life
enjoyment of It by the survivor of them.
Thus the will remained until the 2nd June, 1838, two
days .before the death of the testator. Referring to
this deed. It
thus commences " We, the undersigned,
J. H. Neethling and A. C. Smuts, married people, declare by these presents that we are desirous of directing
and disposing further over our property we may leave
at our death, as we hereby do ; but especially desiring that
the will passed and executed by us jointly on the 18th
of March, 1794, shall be and remain of full force and effect
in so far as relates to the appointment of heirs therein mentioned ; and that all further bequests made by us, either
jointly or separately, by virtue of the reservatory clauses
contained In our said will, and respectively dated the 17th
August, 1829, the 17th April, 1836, the 21st April, 1836,
and the 13th June, 1836, shall likewise remain of full force
and effect In as far as the same are not In this further and
present disposition revoked, altered, or contain In themselves
contradictory bequests ; and thus at present disposing further,
we do declare." And then follow certain bequests after
which It proceeds " It being our further will that the survivor of us shall remain in the full possession of the estate,
without being required to have the same Inventoried, much
" Moreover, w e declare that
It further states
less taxed."
we reserve to ourselves the right and power to make such
further bequests of legacies (the Inheritance excepted) by a
separate deed, under our respective signatures, as we may In
:

;

:

:

time deem advisable."
I have now referred, so far as Is necessary, to all the testamentary deeds, and It certainly seems clear to me that the
will may be read so as readily to substantiate the construe-
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that it was the intention of the testators that the sm*vivor of each should enjoy, for life only, the entire estate ;
Aug.^
and that the estate should then be distributed among, and
Hotmeyr, Neeth- enjoyed by, the relatives of both their families.
In respect
De^we" Neetu- of this interest it little matters whether the appointment of
ling's Executor,
^j^g ^gjj. g]^g^]j j^g t^ken as made under the original mutual
will of 1794 or under the testamentary paper of the 27th
The only conflict as to this construction arises,
April, 1836.
as I have said, upon the terms used in the deed of 1836 as
to the appointment of separate heirs to the interest and
but inasmuch as
capital of the poor fund thereby created
through the entire papers the will of 1794 is so specially
confirmed as not to admit of any doubt of the intent of the
parties to keep it as the declaration of their will with regard
to the inheritance,
it seems to me that the construction to
be put upon the terms of the deed of 1836, must be according to the principle referred to in Starhie, as quoted before,
wherein he states " As it may happen that on the face of the
will the terms of devise may be such that would operate
differently, and would give a different state according to
extrinsic circumstances, such as the relation in which the
devisee and the testator stood to each other." No such relation
exists in this case ; but, under the comparative statements of
the testamentary dispositions, a similar principle of relation
may arise as to the real intention of the testators, and the
proper construction in respect to the terms adopted in their
testamentary dispositions.
This brings me to the second point, whether the widow
was at liberty to dispose of her separate property by means
of her wUl, or was bound, after the will, which was opened
upon the decease of her husband, so as to fulfil its condiMany authorities were referred to at the Bar upon
tions.
this question
but it seems to me satisfactory to refer to one
authority, which places it as a settled point
4 Burge, Con^
jlict of Laws, 404 "
husband and wife may both make
their testaments in one and the same paper writing but the
paper is considered to contain two separate testaments, which
each of them may always alter separately, and without the
knowledge of the other, as well as after the death of either
But if they have benefited each other reciprocally,
of them.
and directed how their goods of the common estate are to go
after the death of the survivor, if the latter has enjoyed, or
wishes to enjoy, the benefit of it, such survivor can make no
other last will or testamentary disposition of his or her share,
unless he or she had rejected the benefit made and had ceded
the same."
It is admitted that the widow, so far from repudiating the
condition of her taking the inheritance subject to the burden
1855.

lion,

Marchlr^^"

;

—

:

—

;

:

A

—

;
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o{ the /idei commissum, under the testamentary deed of the
wss.
27th April, 1836, at once received, and continued to receive, Marcii'ir^'*
tlirough and under the administration of the defendants, the Aug^.
usufruct of the whole joint estate during her entire life ; and Hofmeyr, NeethI must again repeat, it is difficult to account for her thus so ne^w^trfehimmediately consenting and abiding by the terms of the ^^^'^ Executor,
closed will, as opened upon the decease of her husband, if
she had not willingly consented to the trust created under
the deed of the 27th April, 1836.
In this case there existed
no antenuptial contract between the testator and testatrix,
who were married in community therefore the principle connected with the pactum successorium does not apply. Under
the conduct, too, of the executrix, she deprivedherself of the
benefit belonging to the ambulatoria voluntas.
It has been made a strong point, on the part of the defendants, that although the paper of the 2nd June, 1838, recites
the dates of the various testamentary deeds which are to
remain in full force and effect, the testamentary disposition
of the 27th April, 1836, is not enumerated amongst such
deeds.
It is, cei-tainly, not easy to account for this omission,
but still, inasmuch as this document was one of the papers
included in the envelope of the enclosed will, it must necessarily be taken as part of ihe joint will, and receive the like
construction and effect as if included in that enumeration.
For the Court cannot escape from the fixed legal conclusion,
that whatever is contain«d in what encloses what is termed a
closed will must be read, taken, and given effect to as a part of
that will.
Under these testamentary dispositions, it is quite
clear that the testator never intended to take to himself
greater benefit, or more of the estate, than what his wife
would take if she proved the survivor. There is, therefore,
a perfect mutuality of the conditions between the testator
and the testatrix and if e^'er there was a case in which the
doctrine of contract should bind the parties to the condition
of a mutual will which has been confirmed by the death of
either, and under which the survivor has taken the entire
the testatrix in this case
benefit of the whole joint estate
affords a most striking proof of the justice and equity of
applying such a principle. For twelve years after the death
of her husband she enjoys the interest of the whole estate,
and those who now have an interest under that estate must
be content to take it under the terms of the joint will as
found at the death of the testator. It may be said that there
may be some difficulty in the administration of the estate
under that will. The Court, however, are not called upon
to determine whether any such difficulties exist, or how they
;

;

—

be best removed. It has only to determine whether
the testatrix was bound by the will sbe herself adopted at

may

;
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Sfw^]%ieethuug's Executor,

tlie deatt of her husband^ and, having found that she was SO,
must leave the administration of the estate with those in
whose hands the will of the parties placed it, and who have

undertaken that charge

Upon

.

this finding of the Court, in respect of the confir-

j^ation of the joint wills, as found at the death of the testator,
it would seem that the administration of the estate by the
defendants, under the will of the testatrix, can have been in

no way beneficial

to the interest of the parties taking under
defendants, consequently, would not be
entitled to charge any fees or expenses as for such administration after the death of the testator ; no charge could,
therefore, justly be imposed upon the parties taking under
the joint will.
As to the costs of the suit, however, considering such argument has been raised as would justify the
defendants in opposing the construction of these testamentary
dispositions as put on the part of the plaintiff, it would seem
fitting that the costs of the action should be chargeable to
and defrayed out of the joint estate.

that will.

The

—

Bell, J. The very elaborate argument which we had
in this case from both sides of the Bar, lasting for four
days, led me to fear that there was more in the case than
had met

my

ear

in

the

course

of

the

argument.

I

went very carefully through the authorities, after
having been furnished by the CQunsel on both sides not
only with an arranged note of the authorities they had cited
which I had taken the liberty to ask but with an epitome
of their arguments, an excess of courtesy which I would hot
have ventured to ask, but for which I beg to return both
gentlemen my best thanks.
After having carefully gone through the case, with this
assistance, I have not been able to change the opinion which
I formed in the course of the argument, that the case was
not one of great difficulty when viewed in its proper light
nevertheless, as that does not appear to have been the view
taken by others, I must now give the reasons why I have
arrived at this conclusion, though I fear I may have to detain
the Court much longer in doing so than I could have wished.
The case, as it was argued at the Bar, was said to resolve
itself into two questions
1st. Whether the testamentary disposition of the 27th
April, 1836, should be read as part of the joint ormutual
will of the testator and testatrix along with the other documents delivered by them to the notary, before witnesses, on
the 2nd June, 1838, or should be set aside and disregarded
as having been so delivered to the notary in error, and

therefore

—

—

:

against the wish of the parties

?
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2nd.
Whether, supposing the first question to be decided
isss.
adversely to the defendants, and the testamentary disposition Maiahf.~^^'
of the 27th April, 1836, to be read as part of this joint wiU ^^b-_
fof 2nd June, J 838, there was anything in it, taken in con- Hofmeyr, Neethjunction with the other documents delivered to the notary DeWetr"fehon the 2nd June, 1838, which could in law prevent the ""^'^ ^'^^'"*'"widow from executing the wills in question ?
In support of the plaintiff's case upon the first of these
questions there was produced the deed made by the notary
on the 2nd June, 1838, when all the testamentary documents
were delivered to him, called the '' deed of superscription."
In this deed the notary states, in the usual form, that the
testator and testatrix hadhatided to him *' the herein enclosed
documents and papers, " with the information that they "contain their last will and desire, and the further codicillary disposition thereto annexed" (the meaning of these latter words
is not apparent), and had requested him to seal them up.
This desire, he says, was" complied with by these presents."
The instrument then bears " thus done at Cape Town, &c.
This is signed by the testator and testatrix, and hen the
notary affixes his seal and signature, and so do two witnesses
mentioned by the notary.
The form hcie used is the usual one, according to the
law of the Colony, for the making of what is called a
" shut will ;" and then we have the other usual form, a
" deed of opening," as it is called, or instrument by the
notary, certifying that he had opened the packet which had
been sealed up by him on the 2nd June, after finding that
the seals upon it were intact, and that he had found within
various testamentary dispositions of Mr. and Mrs Neethling,
and among the rest, the one in dispute, viz,, the will of the
1

27th April, 1836.

The argument of the defendants, for excluding this will
of the 27lh April from forming part of the final testamentary
disposition of the parties, upon the ground that it had got
into the sealed packet by inadvertence, and without the
knowledge, of cither of them, or, at least of the wife, wasnot
based on any evidence of such inadvertence or want of
knowledge but rested entirely on an inferential argument,
deduced from an alleged inconsistency of the will of the
27th April, with the other testamentary dispositions, and
its repugnancy to some of their provisions.
Admitting such repugnancy and inconsistency to exist to
a much greater extent than was attempted, their existence
might occasion difficulty to the Court in ascertaning what
was the Avish of the testing parties, in regard to the matters
embraced by the disputed document, and might ultimately
;

the
oblige the Court to dismiss the contents of

document

:
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from consideration, as much as
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But when the

question

is

if it

simply, as

had never been written.
it is under the first head

of the argument, what documents are, or are not to he regarded as forming together the shut will of the parties,
De^wXTeeth': made on the 2nd of June, 1838, the Court must confine
img's Executor.
Jtself to the Consideration of what was done upon that day.
Now the evidence is clear and precise, according to the
notary's instrument of enclosure or superscription, taken in
conjunction with this instrument of opening, that the husband
and wife delivered this will of the 27th April, along with
the other documents, to the notary ' ' as their last will and
^"g;

'•

Hoimeyr, Neetii-

desire."

Even if there had been direct positive evidence that
they had done so by mistake or inadvertence, it is by
no means clear to my mind that the Court could have
taken such evidence into consideration. I am strongly
impressed with the opinion that it could not, and for this
reason
By the law of this Colony, as of other places, there are
varieties of evidence, both as to kind and degree, which, in
the general case, parties desiring to prove anything may use
according to their opportunities.
They may use circumstanevidence, or direct positive evidence, or parole evidence,
or written evidence, or parole testimony by twenty witnesses, or by one or by two witnesses, or by notary and
witnesses, or they may use all these kinds of evidence
together.
But when in any particular case the law says
that a matter shall be valid if proved by one. of these modes
of evidence, it in eifect says that it shall not be valid, unless
proved by that particular mode. For as all the other modes
of evidence would, but for the express law, be as good as
the particular mode, saying that the use of the particular
mode will give validity, is only repeating what was known
before, and is doing nothing, unless' all other modes are
meant to be excluded. But a Courtcan never impute to any
tial

law such an ineption.

When,

therefore, the law says that a particular matter
be good if done in a prescribed manner, what would,
without ihe expressed law, have been a matter of evidence
merely, becomes also a .so/e7/«izYy and cannot be dispensed
with, nor its place be supplied by equipoUents.
To allow
either would be, not' to administer, but to alter the law it
would be to say that what it has declared shall only be valid
if done in one Avay shall be valid though done in any other.
The law of the Colony says that there are three modes of
will

;

;

making a

last will 1st, by the testator signing it (originally in
the presence of seven witnesses
and now) in the presence of
two witnesses 2nd, by the testator signing in the presence of
:

:

—
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a notary and t^to witnesses and 3rd, by " shut will," made
exactly iu the way in which the one now in question was
;

-^"g- "
viz. by delivering what is to constitute the will, as
such, to a notary, in presence of two witnesses, and asking Hofmeyr, Neethhim to seal it up, and his complying with the request. And ufweC^^cha will, fan der Linden {p. 125) says, " can take effect"— not ""8° e«™'<»^
when proper evidence is given of what was the will, these
are not his words, but
" only when the proper forms are
observed," and these forms are by Voet. called " solemnities."
It is either proved or admitted in this case that all the
solemnities necessary to make a shut will were observed, and
that the will of the 27th April was among the documents
delivered to and sealed up by the notary, as forming,
together, that " shut will."
It is, therefore, in effect,
proved or admitted that the will of 27th April formed part
of the shut will of the 2nd June, and that would be sufficient
to dispose of the first question in the case, which is, simply
whether the will of the 27 th April is part of the will of the
2nd of June.
But then it is said admitting that the will of the 27th
April was properly enclosed on the 2nd of June, as part of
the will of that date, so far as observance of all the solemnities
is concerned, and that there is no direct evidence that such
enclosure took place from inadvertence or want of knowledge still it is not to be read as part of the shut will so
duly made, because it; is inconsistent with, and repugnant to,
other parts of that will.
But the question at present only is whether It is part of
the will, and this admission, in effect, though in other words,
says that it is a part ; for I have already shown that compliance with the solemnities makes, every thing enclosed part
The admission in argument, therefore, also disof the will.
poses of the first question for if the will of 2nd June,
instead of being composed of several testamentary papers,
had consisted of one paper, and If all that Is contained in the
will of the 27th April had been embodied in that paper, it
could never have been ai-gued with any effect, in a question
to af certain what constituted such single will (which is aU we
are trying just now), that any matter indubitably to be found

made,

:

—

—

—

'

isss.

jtareii^ii'^''

;

within the single testamentary paper was to be erased, because
was inconsistent with some other matters going before or
after, yet that is, in effect, what is asked of the Court.
Every paper found within the notary's superscribed enclosure is as much part of the "shut will" as anything
The
written in an " open will " is part of that open will.
repugnancy and inconsistency can receive effect when the
will comes to be read and construed, for the purpose of
administering the estate, or of considering whether the widow
it

;
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HofmejT, NeethDe^w^t^Neetii';
ling's Executor,

had power

to alter or defeat tlie will of the

2nd June,

but,

m

opinion, cannot even be entertained when the question is
limited to ascertaining of what part that will consists, not
what the effect of those parts must be, when taken either

^J

collcctively or distributively.
j^^^ ^j^g^ j^ ^^^ gg^j^ ^^g testamentary paper of the

2nd
June confirms all the previous testamentary papers by their
dates, which are given, with the exception of the will of the
27th April, all mention of which is omitted, and thence was
argued an intention to revoke that will, and also evidence
If the
that it was delivered to the notary by mistake.
omission to mention the will of the 27th April in that of the

2nd June could be carried to the height of working its revocation, the argument might avail the defendants but they
And the conj)rudently did not attempt to go that length.
clusive answer is, that whatever might have been the effect
of the will of the 2nd of June, had nothing else followed, it
;

cannot have the effect contended for, of showing the intention
of the parties to do away with the will of the 27th April
because after the will of the 2nd June had been executed,
how long matters not, both husband and wife appeared before
the notary, and gave him the will of the 27th April, and
both signed his docket, declaring that what they had given
him was their " last will and desire."
The will, therefore, of the 27th April, 1836, must, in my
opinion, be taken to be part of the shut joint will made by
Mr. and Mrs. Neethling on the 2nd June, 1838, by delivering it, along with the will of the 2nd June, 1838, and the
other testamentary papers, as intended to constitute that
joint will.
2nd. This brings

me

to the second general question raised
will

by the defendants, whether, on the assumption that the

of the 27th April, 1836, is to be held as part of the shut will
of the 2nd June, there is anything in the latter, so reading
it, to prevent the widow from having made the
wills which
are called in question.
The solution of this depends upon several subordinate
arguments which were raised by the parties.
For the affirmative, it was argued by the plaintiffs that
the widow, by enjoying the whole joint estate for twelve
years after her husband's death, adiated the joint will, and
deprived herself of the right, which she otherwise would have
had, at the time of her husband's death, to revoke the joint
will, as to her own share of the joint estate, because by the
joint will each spouse did not dispose of his half of the estate
as a separate unum (juid, among his own descendants or
relatives ; but each dealt with his own share and that of the
other as one entire fund, of which they gave the benefit to

.
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tke telatives of both, without distinction as to the number of
isss.
persons or amount of benefit.
March T"''^"
The defendants answered, that the joint will could ^^^- '
only be read as two separate wills, by two persons, written Hofmeyr, Neethon the same paper, each disposing of his own estate, so that De^wet'NS:
adiation could not have place to defeat the survivor's power '"^'^ Bieoutot
to test on her own estate, and that even if read, as contended
for by the plaintiffs, adiation had no such effect as that alleged,
since it was impossible, by contract of any kind, for an individual to deprive him or herself of the power of making a
will.
The most,, therefore, that could be said, was that the
wife was bound to restore the husband's half after her own
death, increased or diminished, as the case might be.
Upon a careful examination of the authorities, I can have
no doubt that the decision of the Court, on the second question raised, should also be in favour of the plaintiff.
Grotius says, in somewhat general terms, that " If the
predeceasing spouse has bequeathed any benefit to the survivor, " the survivor, " if he accepted such benefits, " cannot
revoke or alter the will of the deceased, by disposing of his
or her share in variance from it.
Though no mention is
made here of spouses. It is evident from the expression, " his
or her share, " that the case of spouses is that which is being
treated of.
The vagueness of the expressions used by this
author may be accounted for by the circumstance, to which
Schorer, his editor(himself a person of authority) refers in his
preface to the work, that the author wrote it in prison. This
may or may not have been said nith the pious fraud of an
editor, to exalt the merit of his author but at all events we
have the fact from Schorer fincontrovertibly, I suppose),
that Grotius gives no authorities for what he writes. " Sed
hcBc" (the Imprisonment), ratio est, cur dictis nullam adje;

cerit auctoritatem.

Grotius, then, does not rest his doctrine upon the consent given by the surviving wife, nor upon the quality of
benefit to the heirs of the two spouses, but solely on the
That alone,
benefit given by the predecessor 1 the survivor.
he ,says, will be sufiicient to prevent the survivor from
disposing his, the survivor's share, In a manner at variance
with the predecessor's " disposal of the property In general."
Peckius, whose commentary " De Testamen. Conjug " was
1

written before 1646, says in I. 43, 4, "But since I shall
In another place inquire how in the general case testaments
are revocable, and what precautions must be observed, I
shall postpone all these, and only adduce that one statute
{consultum) against revocation when ope of the spouses,
with consent of the other, alone makes a will of the goods
of both or a part of them for the common benefit of their

^48
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children.

part of the

then the disposition, thovjjh
testator, yet

on

the

it

be revocable

oil

part of the &VOVSB CON-

Jtach^ir'^'

the.

^"e-^

a CONTRACT, and becomes irrerocable."
be supported by various authorities,
showing that the case of strangers " de meo tu pates testari me

'•

Hofmeyr, NeethDe^wetl'^NeethUng's Executor,

SENTING, passes
This,

lie

says,

into

is

to

^oiente."

Here Pechius somewhat differs from Grotius. He agrees
with him that the survivor cannot revoke ; but he rests this
apparently on the consent which the survivor had given to
the predeceaser, and on the fact that the will was for the

common

benefit of their children.

So stand Grotius and Peekius, the earliest writers. Then
comes Van Leeuwen, an admittedly high authority and
he, writing about the same time on the same subject, in his
work on the Roman-Dutch Law 3, 3, 8 says a testator
has not free disposal in three cases, the third of which he
thus describes " When two married persons have reci;

—

—

:

procally benefited each other, and thereby directed how
the goods of the common estate should devolve after the
death of the survivor of them, such siu-vivor having enjoyed
of his or her share by last
the benefit, cannot dispose
will. "
This, in substance, is not very different from Grotius, and is expressed nearly in as general terms.
The
only variation from Grotius is that the benefit is required
Van Leeuwen afterwards wrote on the
to be reciprocal.
Sitme subject at greater length, in the Censura Forensis.
This work he wrote with Peekius and Grotius before him,
for he refers to both, and without apparently thinking that
what he was writing was in conflict with either of them. He
"If two spouses in a joint will" reciprosays In 3, II, 7
cally " institute each other heir under the condition that all
the goods remaining at the death of the survivor shall be
and B, the survivor, if he have adiated the estate of
left to
the first dying, cannot afterwards dispose even of his own share
in a different maner contrary to the mutual will
their
estate having, as it were, become consolidated, in which case
only the free revocation of testaments is prevented because
the one has, with the consent of the other, made a will of the
goods of both and a part of them (^jiarte eorum), and that
disposition, which otherwise would be revocable on the port of
the testator, passes into a contract on the part of the ONE CONSENTING to it, and becomes irrevocable."

—

A

;

;

After arguing why this should be so, he concludes in these
words " This limitation, " i. e., against revocation, " must
be confined to the case where the one disposing the goods
of the other by his consent, or both disposing reciprocally
:

of the joint estate by consolidation, substitution, /?£/e2 c.ommissum, or any other mode, institutes the other heir, or leaves
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him the usufruct

or any other benefit, In which case it is the
i8«s.
of the doctors that the other having adiated Mareh^iT^*'
the inheritance, or enjoyed the benefit of what was left, cannot, -^-^B; »•
even for his share, alter the disposition iecause it is considered Hofmeyr. ueethas cnly one disposition made of the single joint patrimony, D^^we" Kce'thconsolidatedhy mutual mixture; and this mode of making a "?8'' e-^*"""testament is so common, especially between married people,
that it cannot in any way be considered as departing from
the law ; provided it be certain that the one has disposed
of the goods of the other, and that the other was instituted
under this condition. And this is subject to less difficulty,
because in this case it is not so much the free disposition of
his own which is forbidden to either, as that the survivor is,
hy adiating the inheritance, burthened with Sijide-commis.
of the first dying to leave even his own goods after his death
to this or that person.
"But if it be doubtful whether the one has disposed of the
goods of the other by his consent, for instance, if two
spouses shall have disposed jointly of the goods of both,
and instituted each other reciprocally as fiduciary heir but
in such a manner that what shall remain, after death of
the survivor, must come to the relations of both in equal
moieties
in such case, and in any other less doubtful, from
a liberal conjecture of intention, although two jointly, and in
the same paper, reciprocally make a testament, there are
considered as many testaments as there are persons
bequeathing, which dispositions each is at liberty to revoke
1* or
in doubt it is held, that
as far as he is concerned.
each has disposed only of his own share, and not of the

common opinion

—

—

other's."

—

The same author ( Cen. For.) in 3, 2, 1 6 after speaking
of wills by several persons (not spouses, though they are
given as insta,nces) written in one paper, as being so many
continues
wills as there are persons, and each revocable
" Unless by consolidation and mutual consent each shall
have disposed of the igoods of the other, in which case,
though it be revocable on the part of the testator," (ex
parte testontis), that is, the party dying first, " yet on the
part of the consentor it passes into a contract and becomes
irrevocable, according to what Peckius la s down. ( Tract, de
Test. Conjug., 1,43, 4—3, 11, 6.)
Van der Keessel, the latest writer of all, says in his Thesis
283, that the surviving spouse instituted heir to the predeceaser, may not alter a will of the joint estate as to that
part which is to devolve on the substitute heirs of the
predeceaser ; but he or or she may, as to the part to go to his
or her own heirs, " unless both shall have disposed by mutual
consent of the joint estate or a (his or her) part thereof.

—

:
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relied upon by the defendants to destbe effect of those I have quoted is Voet, who (writing
A-ig9between 1699 and 1705) has laid down that the law is not
Hofmeyr, Neeth- to be taken as Grotiiis gives it in the passage I have quoted.
De^werNeeth- The passagB in Voet is in 23, 4, 63, where he says that if by
ling's Executor^
antenuptial contract (and the same reason, he says, holds as
to testamentary dispositions) the spouses contract that, after
the death of the survivor, "the goods shall go equally to the
Then, he says, either of the spouses
relatives of the ttco.
may alter this while both are alive, or the survivor may do
it after the death of the other, to the effect of testing upon
his own estate and though, he says, it is otherwise laid
down by Grotius, yet what he says " must be taken to apply
to the case in which the spouses acted together, testing the
one upon the goods of the other, and each giving to the other
the power of so doing.
Now, it may be observed that Grotius has not apparently
done that which Voet seems in this passage to assume that
he had done. He does not speak of a will whereby the goods
on the death of the survivor, " go equally to the relatives of
the two," the case in which J'oc^says his doctrine would be
invalid ; all Grotius speaks of is the incapacity of the ssurvivor to revoke, created by acceptance of benefits from the
predeceaser.
What, then, may be held to be established by a comparison
of the whole authorities, taking the Censuria Forensis as the
guide ? In this work Van Leeuwen says if spouses have
"reciprocally instituted each other heirs," under a condition that the estate, at the death of a survivor, shall
go to
and B, the survivor cannot, if he have adiated
the estate, dispose even of his own share.
The reciprocal
institution of heirs is the interpretation he
puts on
Grotius's expression, " beqiieathed any benefit," and on his
own expression in his Roman-Dutch Law, "reciprocally
The adiation of this benefit, he s-ays, cuts off
benefited."
the power ot revocation, even though the estate do not go
to children, but to third parties, such as
and B
So far
the Censura is supported by Grotius, who, as I before observed, does not limit his doctrine to the case of the estate
dividing between the joint hoirs and it is also supported by
the Treatise on Roman-Dutch Law and by Van der Keessel.
Pechius, the only other authoi-ity except Voet, docs not
destroy this. He says, that if one of the spouses, with consent
of the other, make alone a will of the goods of both for the
common benefit of their children. such a case the survivor can
not revoke. In this he does not slacken the cord in favour of revocation ; he is drawing it tighter. He does not say that though
revocation is not competent where thewillisfor the benefit of
1853.
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The only authority
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competent wh«re the will is in favour of stranicsa.
what defendants wish to estabhsh. Not at all. M^b'ir***
Where the will is for the benefit of children, the presump- ^°g- ^tion seems to be in favour of revocation, as we have seen in Hof meyr, Neeth:
the passage from Van Leeuwen, where, speaking of what is to vfym^^^^hbe done where there is a doubt as to whether the survivor ""^' Executor!
fave his or her consent to the predeceaser to make the will,
e says an instance giving rise to. such doubt is where the
children,

gers,

it is

wMcli

is

will gives the estate to th'^ relations in equal moieties.
But
Pechius, without going into the question of evidence of consent, says that even where the w ill is for the common benefit

of the children, revocation

competent, if the will have been
the consent of the survivor.
In this he does not dissent from or say anything contrary to
the other authorities.
The Censura Forensis and Grotius, then, are confirmed not
only by the Roman-Dutch Law and Van der Keessel, but
also by Pechius, in laying down that adiation by a survivor
of two spouses, of benefits given by them reciprocally to each
other in their joint will, will deprive the survivor of the
power to alter the will, even as to her or his own share of
the joint estate.
In giving his reasons why a will in favour of children, made
by the predeceaser, with the consent of the survivor, could
not be revoked by the survivor, Pechius stated that the disposition on the part of the survivor or "spouse consentThis reason the Censura
ing " passed into a contract.
Forensis adopts for the more favourable case, for revocation,
of a will in favour of strangers, almost in the very words of
Pechius, " because the one has, with the consent of the other,
made a will of the goods of both, and the disposition, which
otherwise would be revocable on the part of the testator,
passes into a contract on the part of the one consenting to it,
and becomes irrevocable." It would appear, therefore, that
Van Leemoen and Pechius considered in both cases that the
instrument became a contract immediately on the occurt-ence
This is the view which
of the death of the predecessor.
occurred to myself at an early stage of the case, and I have
neither heard from the Bar, nor found from the books, anyThese authorities, on the contrary,
thing to disturb it.
expressly confirm it.
The Censura says, no doubt, in the passage to which I
have before referred, that if the consent of the survivor be
doubtful, then, in favour of intention, the survivor may
revoke, and he gives, as one instance of what would raise
such a doubt, the circumstance that the will is so framed
that the estate '* must come to, the relations of both in equal
He does not say that, even in such a case, revomoieties."
is

made by the predeceaser with
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He

only gives it as an instance
cation would be competent.
And
^or doubt as to consent, on which to found revocation.
jt obviously does furnish such an instance ; for, if the estate

185S.
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to go by will in cqual moieties, exactly as it would have
gouc without the will, thcrc is no benefit to the predeceaser
Eiecntor.
f^j, ^r}ii(,h he Can be supposed to have contracted, in return
for giving to the survivor the usufruct for life of the whole
estate.
It is only in this view that the leaning in favour of
revocation where the will gives the estate to the relatives of
the two, equally, seems to be intelligible.
Voet, in the passage relied on by the defendants, deals with
Ihis very matter, though alitile differently. Hedoesnotgive
the case put as an instance merely of evidence of want of consent to the mutual will, but he says broadly that " if the
spouses contract that after the death of the survivor the goods
shall ffo equally to the relatives of the two" the survivor

Hofmeyr, Neeth- is

iie^we"Neethling's

may

Now, it is to be observed in this pasregards simply a mutual will by which two
spouses give their estates to their relatives equally, after the
death of the survivor. It makes no express mention of
reciprocal benefits, as do the other authorities ; though it
leaves a usufruct by the survivor to be inferred, and it says
nothing about adiation by the survivor, nor about consent
given by the predeceaser to the survivor to make his will.
These are cases with which that passage does not at all deal.
Yet, with these omissions, Voet says, lower down, that the
will will not be revocable by the survivor, " if the spouses
acted together, testing the one upon the goods of the other,
and each giving to the other the power of so doing ;" for it
is to this case, he says, the words of Grotius only can apply,
when he speaks of the will not being revocable.
Voet is supported in this doctrine, that the will is not
revocable in such a case as that last supposed, by the Censura Forensis, in the passage before referred to, where it
is said that revocation is prevented in the case in which two
(especially spouses), testing together, the one institutes the
other heir, on condition and under the burden that all the
estate which should remain to the survivor out of the mutual
estate should go to
or B, and the survivor should
afterwards adiate ihe inheritance of the predeceaser ; because
by their consent the estate had been consolidated and reduced
into one patrimony.
Reciprocal benefit and adiation of these
benefits no doubt enter into the doctrine here stated, while
they are omitted in Voet, but that only shows that Voet is
less in favour of revocation than the Censura,
For if,
according to Voet, revocation be not competent, if the
spouses " test the one upon the goods of the other, each
giving the other the power of so doing," it will not be more
revoke.

sage, that

it

—

A
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competent, but, on the contrary, will be less competent
i8S3.
circumstance be added these others, that the liareh^T?*'
spouses reciprocally benefited each other, and that the •*^"^:_ "
survivor has adiated these benefits.
Hofmevr.NeethThere is one other authority referred to by the defendants, nfwet%-eS'hBoel on Loenius, case '37. That commentator, in a passage '"^'^ Executor.
not referred to from the Bar, says that revocation by a surviving spouse is competent when the two spouses have by
will (of which he gives an instance pretty much in the terms
of the one now in question) given their estate to their com-

if to that

children " vel liinc hide proximioribus consanguineis et
the nearest relatives or heirs on both sides.
Possibly this passage might bear out the defendant's case to
the extent of showing that a will to that effect, without
more, would be revocable. I say only possibly, for even then
it would have to be considered whether his authority could
be good without any specification whether the gift is to the
relations on either side equally or disproportionately.
But
there is more in the present case there are reciprocal benefits and adiation of these benefits, neither of which circumstances, in the number of cases he puts, he at all refers to.
The passages relied on by the defendants were to the
effect that revocation is not competent when either spouse,
with mutual consent, disposes of his or her own and the
other's goods among childi-en, a case which, he says, neither
Faber, Peckius, nor Everardus had dealt with. This may
be true enough, but Van Leeuioen had distinctly done so to
the effect of saying that such a will, i. e., a will by one of
the goods of both, made with the consent of the other, would,
without specifying who it might be in favour of, be irrevocable,
unless the fact of consent should be doubtful, of which he said
the fact of the gift being to the children would be some

mon

haredibiis," to

—

evidence.
The use which the defendants apparently wished to derive
from this was negative to show that if the will was irrevocable when made in favour of children, it was revocable
when mnde in favour of strangers. This I cannot concede
Van Leeuwen gives his reason for saying why the
to them.
will is irrevocable, because it has, by the death of the predeceaser, beqcme a contract on behalf of those who are to
take ; but hesays, as I have explained in words, this may be,
so far, done away with, if the will is for the benefit of the
relations of both in equal moieties ; because, seeing they
would by law take this way at any rate, there is no
reason to presume a contract to obtain that which the law
would give without it. I mvst hold, therefore, that if, according to Boel, a will by one of the goods of both, made
by mutual consent, would not be revocable when in favour

—
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of cliildren, rmilto fortiori would
Feb. 22—28.
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1.

it

not be revocable if

made

in favour of strangers.

Another reference to tlie same commentator, as to a passage in wliicb he says that a will is not revocable wlien the
d7 \m™NSth- spousesj testing confusedly upon the goods of both, either in
ling's Executor,
favour of children or of strangers, declare that the disposition
is to be entirely that of the predeceaser, either expressly or
tacitly, by taking away all power from the survivor, of
changing or revoking the conjugal testament.
That may very well be, and yet the passage is no authority
for saying that the will must be revocable where neither of
these declarations is to be found, nor yet for overthrowing
ihose authorities to which I have already i-eferred, which
show that such a Avill will not be revocable if there have
been reciprocal benefits, and the survivor have adiatedthem,
though there should not be any such express or tacit
Aug.

9.

Hofmeyr,Neeth-

declaration.
The fair result of the investigation, then, is " that, " according to Grotiun, Per/mis, Van Leeuwen, and V. d. Keessel, " if
the spouses have reciprocally benefited each other, by giving
the survivor the usufruct of the estate for life, or any other
benefit, and under this condition have, with the consent of
each other, both dealt with the estate by their joint will as
if
the whole belonged
to
each,
the survivor, if
he adiate the benefits^ cannot revoke the joint will,

even as to his or her own share, because, by the death
of the predeceaser, the will has become a contract, and
that, according to Van Leeuwen, if the estate go by the will
to the relatives of both, in equal moieties, that will be a circumstance to render it doubtful whether the will was made
by consent, as to make it irrevocable, and incline a Court to
hold it to be revocable ;" whereas, according to Voet, even if
the mutual will gives the estate equally to the relatices of the
tioo, and have the inference against contract yielded by that
circumstance, still it will not be revocable, provided the
spouses acted together in making the will, testing the one
upon the goods of the other, and each giving to the other the
power of so doing without regard to the questions whether
there were any reciprocal benefits, or any adiation of these

—

benefits.

Now, beyond all controversy, the mutual will in the present case did not give the estate equally to the relatives of
the two spouses
it gave it only to such of the members of
cither or both families as might be poor
not even at the
time of the death of the survivor, or at any other single given
period, but in all time to come.
The qualification of poverty,
therefore, miglit at one time, belong to two members of one

—

family

and

to

fi^

—

e of other,

and

;it

another to ten

mem-
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bers of the one family and none of the other, or in any other
nss.
conceivable disproportion.
As the only case— equahty of M*ch'\''^"
bequest to which the reference to Voet a.pplies, does not A'«.
».
exist here, the reference may be dismissed from cousidcra- Hormirr, Necthlion, reserving observation on the concluding part of the
l^'wet^'Tea':
''"^'^ isx.outor
reference until I come to speak of the other authorities.
In order to see how far the other authorities govei n the
case, let me consider whether there were any reciprocal
benefits given by the spouses, and whether the survivor
adiated these benefits, and, finally, what were the terms or
form of expression by which the spouses made their testa-

—

—

tamentary dispositions.
Now the will, of whatever documents

it may be held to
c nsist, instituted the spouses, reciprocally, heirs to each
other, and gave the survivor the usufruct ol the whole for
life.
The widow was the survivor. She was admitted to
possession of the whole estate, and enjoyed it up to the day
of her death, which happened twelve i/ears after tiiat of her
husband. By law the widow was entitled absolutely to
half the estate beyond that she had no ''right.
I'he usufruct, therefore, of the other half, which she could hive
taken only under the will, wns a benefit given to her by her
husband, and her enjoyment of that usufruct for twelve years
was as complete adiation as could well be imagined.
Then as to the mode in which the spouses dealt with the
joint estate.
By the will of 18th March, 179-1, they institute " each other" and the children of the mai-riage " heirs
to all the properti/ which they may leave"
The survivor to
remain in the full and undisturbed possession of the estate,"'
and they reserve to themselves power " to make such alterations or additional arrangements in this their last will as
they shall think fit." There is no appearance here of anything like two wills written on one paper.
By the codicil of 17th August, 1826, the two spousex
together give to Anna C. Neethling the interest of 60,000
guilders, part of it to consist of the interest of 30 .000 guilders, which her husband owed to the testator, and the other
half, being the usufruct of a house belonging to the testator,
"unless " as to the half " the survivor of the donors shall
direct otherwise."
By the codicil of 17th April, 1836, the spouses " agreed
with each other and declared " that " all debts which our
brothers, sisters, and their children of the first degree on both
sides are indebted to us " are by virtue of the will assigned
to them " as a poor ixiai jointly for the poor in one of these
degrees of relationship of one or of both sides" and they
directed that the executors should get in only the interest of
the debts, " whilst the further disposal of the capital and the
;
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interest of that

ias3.
"

jiarciP"i.

Aug._^

fund

is

left to the first

undersigned

spoilsfi,

with which the second undersigned declares nunc pro tunc

to

be

9'.

Hofniej-r.Neeth-

satisfied."

The

will of 27th April, 1 = 36, states itself to be "relative
that wMch, after the death of both, shall be done with the
gg^.g_^g possessed by them in community."
It speaks of the
spouses being childless, and their desire, after the enjoyment of the property " amassed together by our own industry,"
of " directingjointly " in what manner the remaining property
should devolve. It then directs that the "Joint estate remaining" with the survivor should be ascertained and be invested
" in imm.ovable property." It then says, " ^Fe bequeath " to
A. C. Neethling"an annual sum of 1,200 Rds." Then,
" we bequeath " to H. J. Neethling " a sum of 300 Rds. per
annum." Then follow three gifts of annuities, each of which
are accomplished by the words, " we bequeath."
There then follows, first, an individual bequest by the
testat ir of all Free-masonry articles, of his clothes and
ornaments, and his law books. And another individual
bec[uest by the testatrix of all her clothes and personal

Dc^wet'Veetii- to

imgs

Executor.

ornaments.

The

will then

resumes the plural

:

"

We

declare that our

estate shall never be alienated or diminished," but that after

compliance "with our" hereunder following usufructuary
dispositions shall serve for the support of the poor, "limited
to the oiim descendants of one of our deceased fathers,heaTmg
" We appoint as heirs of
the name of Neethling or Smuts."

•

the interest, our three living brothers, &c., as also our god" We appoint
children on both sides, share and share alike."
as heir of the capital of our estate, H. J. Neethling," &c.,
who is to be content with his share, according to the will,
and to renounce the Falcidian portion, and is to consider
himself a fidei-commissary on behalf of the next heir, and so
long as six of the joint heirs of the interest are alive, is to
allow the executors to manage the capital. For that purpose " we ajDpoint as executors of this joint estate," the
Association, &c., i.e., the present defendants.
The will of the 13th June, 1836, directi the survivor to
have an inventory made out, but declares that it need not be
filed or exhibited to the Master of this Court or any other
functionary.
And says that the survivor shall be the
executor or executrix respectively.
The only ajjpearance in any of these testamentary papers
of anything like the separate exercise of testamentary power
is the trifling bequest, by the testator, of the Free-masonry
articles, his clothes, and ornaments, and by the testatrix of
her clothes and ornaments. All the rest is so completely
nithin the authorities, which make revocation incompetent.

—
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as to justify' one in thinking that the testator, who was a
isM.
professional person, and drew some of these wills and codicils S-ch ^1.'*'
»•
himself, had the authorities in view at the time.
It is im- *"?
possible to read the phrases I have extracted without saying Hofmejr, Neeththe spouses "disposed reciprocally of the joint estate," and Do^we"™Nee'th.'
" made one disposition of the single joint patrimony, conso- ""^'s Executor.
lidated by mutual mixture," in the words of Van Lceuwen ;
that they " disposed by mutual consent of the joint estate
in the words of Van der Keessd
and that " the spouses
acted together, testing the one spouse upon the goods of the
other, each giving to the other the power of so doing," in the
words of Voet.
I can have no doubt, theretore, whatever might have been
the effect, had there been no reciprocal benefits, and no
adiation of them by the survivor, that there having been
both, the mutual will was not revocable by the survivor.
There are several other points of law raised, which I do
not think it necessary to notice at any greater length than to
satisfy the parties that I have not overlooked them.
It was said that the will of 27th April, 1836, could not
take effect as a codicil, because it instituted heirs, and disposed of the whole estate, which a codicil could not do,
neither could it take effect as a will, because it was revoked
by the codicil of 2nd June, 1838.
I am of opinion that neither of these positions will avail
the defendants, for the testamentary paper of 27th April
must take effect, if at all, neithisr as a codicil nor as a will,
but as a part of the will composed of it and all the other
testamentai-y papers enclosed within the deed of superscription ; and I am of opinion that it must take effect, because
the omission in the codicil of 2nd June, 1838, to enumerate
it among those that were confirmed could not have the effect,
per se, to revoke it ; and even if it could do so, that would be
done away with by the subsequent act of the testators, in
delivering it to the notary to be enclosed along with the
other papers, as part of their " last will and desire."
It was also argued that the will of 1794, having made a
direct institution of the widow, as heir to the mutual estates,
to be enjoyed as " her own property," and the codicil of
2nd June, 1838, having set up and confirmed the will of
1794, the effect is to destroy the paper of 27th April, 1838,
so far as it infringes upon the absolute right given by the

—

;

—

,

will of 1794.

To that doctrine I cannot accede. The will of 1794
"'
such alterations and
expressly reserved power to make
arrangements in this their last will as the parties should
think fit." And the paper of the 27th April being to be
read as part of the will, is to be regarded as such " altera-

—
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Executoi-.

tion or additional arrangement," and, viewed as suet, produces no difficulty or confusion ; all that it does is to make
that institution fidei-commissary, which, by the will of
1794, had hitherto been direct and absolute.

—

argued that the testamentary paper of the
it had been written by the testator
himself, was void, so far as it interfered with the testatrix's
share.
But I am satisfied, on examination of the authorities, that they only apply to make void gifts in favour of
It

was

also

27 th April, because

the writer of the will himself, or of those who substantially
are the same as himself, viz., children not yet forisfamiliated, slaves and the like ; but such gifts are not at all in
question here.
There was a good deal of argument, also, and some reference made to authorities, to show that inheritance cannot
go by contract, but must go by last will or by intestacy, and
that a man cannot deprive himself of the power of testing
all of which positions may be true enough in cases to which
they apply, but they have no application here, for the
reasons, among others, which will be found in 2 Consult.,
275, but which I need not go through here.
Upon all these grounds I am of opinion that judgment
must be given for the plaintijff in the terms asked by
the declaration, to the effect of declaring that the only
authority under which the defendants can act, in administering the joint estate of the spouses, is all the papers found
within the deed of superscription of the 2nd June, 1838,
including that of the 27th April, 1836.
Judgment for plaintifi" accordingly.
rPlaintifE'f"

Attorney,
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Berrangf.
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